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WitiraMson, EB. B%Bhititon, Indye5. 45.8 pone enamine ere ieee eee 1900 

Wiuuiston, Mrs. SAMUEL; 577 Belmont St., Belmont, Mass......... 1911 

WINDLE, Francis, 253 Dean St., West Chester, Pa................ 1909 

WINsLow, ArtTHuUR M., 3 Lyford St., Worcester, Mass.............. 1912 

WITHERBEE, Mrs. F. B., 106 Berkeley St., West Newton, Mass...... 1906 

Woon, Mrs. Gro., 1813 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa............... 1910 

Woop, J: Crames, 179 17th St., Detroit,’ Mich.s%..5-.. va. ae anemee 1902 

Woop, Netson R., Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.....1895 

Wooprurr, FRANK M., 225 Wisconsin St., Chicago, Ill............. 1904 

Wooprurr, Lewis B., 24 Broad St., New York City............... 1886 

Worcester, Mrs. ALFRED, Bacon St., Waltham, Mass............. 1908 

Worruineton, Wiis W., Shelter Island Heights, N. Y........... 1889 

Wricer AreERTl (Oa Staue Ste ekthnace Nei aieie | aan neiee 1906 

Wricut, Miss Harriet H., 1637 Gratiot Ave., Saginaw, W.S., Mich.1907 

Wrieut, Horace WINSLOW, 107 Pinckney St., Boston, Mass....... 1902 

Wricut, Howarp W., 830 N. Orange Grove Ave., Pasadena, Cal... . 1907 

WRIGHT, SAMUEL, Conshohocken slaiaenie-ntrete terete yer ee ee 1895 

Wiatan, omar Be Rh; Nampa eld ahoOmer errr cee eee 1907 

Youna, Miss Harriet Fister, Maple & Monroe Sts., Hinsdale, Ill... .1911 

Youne, JoHn A.; 371) Dundas'Stz; london) Ontario...) 2 ena cece 1907 

Youne, Jno. P), 1510 5th Ave:; Youngstown, Ohiow.. .. 2: aaa. se 1911 

ZAPPEY, WALTER R., 137 Westminster Ave., Arlington Heights, Mass..1905 

ZIMMER, J. T., 421 Holdridge St., Lincoln, Neb...... aii ele icicneeee 1908 
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DECEASED MEMBERS. 

FELLOWS. 

Date of Death 

POINTE MUSEU AMEIMS cles sv plawis ccs sv.ces ns vce cneadetsends March 8, 1908 
PATE O  SEUNCHE EULERREON . «5+ ccc es viscccicescieseccveced Aug. 19, 1887 

IDSINDEREN HAROMS EIMIL. 6.00550 eee cece be avneseenesneass Feb. 4, 1897 
PVgPAISS TENE TIN OG. es SP ee Dec. 25, 1899 
ORS) NATHANEMD STICKNEY so coe0 csc cesccnsceseace March 10, 1891 
ROE ORME: EFMSSETT <3 )..5 seis. eceleleicis voce edsicesee secs Feb. 28, 1888 
VEGHRENS MOHINGAMORY. ci citlevss 664s fens sels sce a ees March 26, 1892 

Pape erea vie OTTER AELOONDAS 5 ch2) nc cigis es cia sein a's ss ols ede ve enews Jan. 31, 1903 

EMR RTED AMES) WUSHENG.\.4/0 2 oc cis cco cts cones eee eens Oct. 27, 1902 

RiRDIR OMEN CAWGUSTUS : 2.5 csirs 6 sacle tie es cern cise ae March 29, 1911 

Sem COR GMS URRIED 2. pecs cee oneness oe een wie March 18, 1900 

Spee AA OEE EVEN G5 cle idie divie capers wise sowie sux wee wins ofa Dec. 28, 1903 

EAGT SOHN) VLAN VATED 5 5.5/5 ow cis o/s. 6 0'v 5 06.0 ad's ere eusin moje wk Jan. 28, 1887 

Honorary FELLows. 

SRANPORD: WEULEAM THOMAS... 0 ic 0 ec e nt ce seen n cele June 23, 1905 

SPO ICAML RPE MEME y ECE) Z/AC DU sles ols) cage la divs elsielvivis ie a'k emo wid we July —, 1908 

PARMAR DER, TIRR MANN 5.00 ne eee ce keels gouge cnet uss May 1, 1892 

Mer aT Ng RL cya eats, how, anys in fuasd in ors Neha whey s Cheha 8 8 aces mem Feb. 20, 1906 
es aI PERVERT 2 0's ee) xn) wisn, sia 8 1ssave, 2,053 a nih’ Sei aie oa gheyra't Jan. 1, 1897 

Be eTORO TG PEAROM Ee) EAI MIEE «3.0.5.0 o%s sce 'e chess sions ord oe else's ae oe Dee. 14, 1909 

MmOEE ENACT NTA hs oS wwe gies ine wine ot 'oua alt o.efs awielelele hide March 14, 1896 

REOPEN GEMNUELSONEDY. oc, oie oii) (oiel's sted viele Bvicis p's v eeievwyerels we April 20, 1890 

TATE NUE PR CRIEITOAV I talc) oja.u' doin s/c ine) e ais sewn bv mad wwrniens Nov. 20, 1900 

Eig TURN < WEOMEAG) EDIEN TRY «hc .nins cieie os aie ojore ie hana els ons es June 29, 1890 

MEATS PEER OSE NAD fy coin a) cic oie oo: cine scien syne a imino ear Sept. 15, 1895 

LAWRENCE, GEORGE NEWBOLD............00ceceseeeeee: Jan. 17, 1895 

Mitivn cA DOMMUOMRNARD I) 1. ciciceles sc cls cece elvis asc all oy oe Feb. 5, 1911 

MILNE-EDWARDS, ALPHONSE..........-.eee cee ceecereecd April 21, 1900 

EUG VATEEIOD s0.0o/0's.cic's cise dca cicine cose se siaetvenvion June 7, 1907 

PARKER, WiLLTAM KITcHEN............02sccetercsrneenct July 3, 1890 

HUAI, ADGUBT VON 6 occc cen ccceviodcecs em weensceceecas Sept. 2, 1891 

ORME NOOMMEM 2 ccc ccc ec csc cesnsatesteeeeecceuscnes June 1, 1898 

MP IOMES PEIOWARD ibaa ccs ccacesescrsacsnesesonees Oct. 20, 1907 

PGT IMRMAIN 6 o5icisiccic cede tied ceca net nenens cues Jan. 17, 1884 

MPEP ETM RA OIE). (aln\ols i e)n mals Suc 'ssisisie cise esnwssemesucus Nov. 26, 1895 

SHARPE, RICHARD BOWDLER.........-0+-eeeeeeeeeeeees Dec. 25, 1909 

TACZANOWSKI, LADISLAS..........0-cccccecervsscnverces Jan. 17, 1890 
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CORRESPONDING FELLOWS. 

Bess 0s 65 Ban Cred. Orman iit ora Meet ie cM Sara ART ccc ic wih oe Jan. 1, 1900: 

ANDERSON; (JOHN: 2/5 ' cet Ge eye ee arent © ais. eee Aug. 16, 1900 

BALpAMUS) SHIDUARDE. fice ono eee See eee Oct. 30, 1893 

BEAKISTON, VEHOMAS SV RIGHTS <i alee sary eee acl Oct. 15, 1891 

BLASLUS, VRODOLPH G22 2 iiaic ciasia sang ceed mane tetera eater ote net Sept. 21, 1907 

IBWASTUS! “WILHELM 2. 2 2c aie cioesheie scale Aaa ae eee EE May 31, 1912 

Boepanow, Mopmst NIKOLABVICH..:.:......)-:2es.0--- March 4, 1888 

BRYANT,” WALTER UE. 3 oc. dis. hos ohn eee occ me chee eee May 21, 1905 

BULLER, WALTER OLAWRY..1 3.0m e aac ik ee tee July 19, 1906 

Conmerr, “ROBERT lets eee Ce ne ee Jan. 27, 1913 

COoPrnnr, JAMbs! GRABAM 51.0. SR in eine Sine ene July 19, 1902 

GoRpDEAUX,: JOHN = ¥1/ae) 320s Le eke a nena ae ee Aug. 1, 1899 
DAVID VAR MAND Sie iiciaie eon euevenns sche usretelene Risin eieeaTe tn arenes Nov. 10, 1900 

DUGES CATERED Mia Sie CEN a SE SA, Seed be oy Ate i ee Jan. 7, 1910: 

PATTOAVICTORS.)..cistaalenisict Meee Toe ener March 19, 1906 

ELAAST SU LDUS VON ae icra tvces ate yetaetecia Oine etor eRe ieee Aug. 15, 1887 

HARGITR EDWARD 5.475 oie Oe cain Bee ch ees eae eer March 19, 1895 

laWanice- A Crapsiw ye lyn WOWNs5 ob s4ghedoogndaacucdensantoc Jan. 9, 1911 

OTB) NMI S555 ale ra a el eee ae OO nee Feb. 21, 1902 

HoMEYER, HUGEN FERDINAND VON..............2.2-202+: May 31, 1889 

KaNnoDSON:,, WALDEMAR, .0: pis) cecal dion Rese ee eee Jan. 8, 1898 

DavaRp, HipGAR UUROPOLDAs woe ecikict pore oe ee oor Cece Jan. 1, 1900 

LEVERKUBN PAUL cs <iertdccmen oe Oak OE ee Dec. 5, 1905. 

LY TILETON, LHOMAS) LORD) laEnORD. eee eee eee eines June 17, 1896. 

Manscuaun, AUGUST PRIDRICH, Sicc- chon beeen eee Oct. 11, 1887 

MALMGREN, ANDERS \JOHAN,.)¢. 26 ccliec. cs cask iano mere April 12, 1897 

MIppENDORFF, ALEXANDER THEODORE VON...............- Jan. 28, 1894- 

Mossisovics, Fetrx G. HERMANN AUGUST................ Aug. 27, 1897 

COACH US uerowsiol ANNIVUN, nob ooodooacencmocnsacnc noose Nov. 16, 1911 

OUSTAT EDs Finintin sf ay Nyaa RAS ita 0 pale Oct. 23, 1905: 

PAIaPPL aR UDOLPH VAMANDUS ene ae eee eee Aug. —, 1904 

PREJEVALSKI, Nicouas MICHAELOVICH...............-..- Oct. 20, 1887 

Prentiss; DANIEL WREESTER: «0.2502 25 doce eee eee Nov. 19, 1899 

PRYERY HARRY JAMMS IS TOMING Ey cee ee eee Feb. 17, 1888. 

Réppr;, Gustav PERDINAND «2. op 9.502 ee ee eee Roe Ree ee 1908. 

SCHRENCK, LNOQPOLD WONG a3 2c auc ec outs ne SER ee ee Jan. 20, 1894 

S&LEYs-LONGScHAMPS, EDMOND DE.............-+--0000+ Dec. 11, 1900: 

SEVERTZOW, Nicoual ALEKSYEWVICH........:-..e0ceeee0s Feb. 8, 1885 

SHELLEY, GORGE MURNESEI sno dane eae ee ae ee Nov. 29, 1910 

STEVENSON, HENRY oie! oo ee ae ee ate See eee Aug. 18, 1888 

"PRISTR AN Hy Bay os Seo Cac ae ae eed March 8, 1906 

WHARTON, HONRY “Di... Ga eee ee eRe Ree eee aes Sept. —, 1895. 

WoobHousn, SAMUnL Wi iuehitgasca nee eee Oct. 23, 1904 
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MEMBERS, 

SSL) So Se ee er June 20, 1904 

FAPAURID Vem GAINIEU Ac eRe N eR eee tA ico) os 0.0 «i Sisss.ieys cig aieverwighersie 4 oeleas Dec. 9, 1910 

Up (SS arma seo D6 (ec a ee Oct. 22, 1905 
PAretee Wi MeRAD GRANGE... oo. 2s we aes sewwae eewecn July 8, 1907 

CNEL Vew ExT HOR Dievete aie cts ave aii c+ ie one cuonhs sol clover bee laavehere-n ly Oct. 7, 1912 

NVHETMAN MGMARMES OUIS =. ana csc 5 ccto sca sce et sucne eines see Dec. 6, 1910 

ASSOCIATES. 

ox SDiSnE), CHEN Dro GV I Se May 20, 1893 

EGR GT ATS LOVE. <0. < S.oe ele ss eles 6 ates 0's%e. ares oleae Oct. 15, 1893 

PENNIES I ie PER AUN (ape oe Wa Reset Site faci osc as Gite w)aye arm Siepertel e ace anchors Feb. 6, 1907 

PNG KN Se AH NTO NG AIIBRO > s.c, 5 ec isis one sie ays <». sysiie oueve alas o\e 00, May 19, 1885 

PAS ELE Yee VV ALISIATATU CU SEIMUAIN 4 -\clcig cos ac © o,,0) #' ree eerajare * eetece March 11, 1894 

oT, UOTAT Eo) |S eer Tee Se , 1905 

PEER MNO ERTS EE 02) o aw Sle a cag es le Sn. Saw plete Wynn) anni chain he Noy. 6, 1902 

are re Na REP ey Ny Sa ge 5, ce esd cele a) naranniqin veya wid alles June 25, 1898 

BECKHAM CHARGES) WICKLIEEE . ... 5. ..cc 0c sc eece es tne ies June 8, 1888 

Beet AMET RRURE TO SMIRERU ery 9 eine ch Gye) ia seg did, Slaoys heheh siwinee Siw’. nije elk April —, 1897 

BIR EWEUEVHRANGCIS SOSEPH soi 6¢.0 ecco a civ 6 ele/0's ole alent June 29, 1901 

BGAngpMAN NGHORGE ANGUSTUS: «5.6.06 see ies deem siones ae Jan. 11, 1901 

BOUIN, JERR Ate 106 56 Oot tis Seon CE IOEIGe Tere OP Ero Erna: Jan, 10, 1894 

pees GID HE ED a, Bn. Sitio rea) < os) s tone o'sdlayaieie!s im atop oan © Jan. 5, 1900 

BRET SE MI VWINDANG IUAWIRIINGEH). 2). 5.15 60.0.2 0 + os « osislssraie su Dec. 7, 1889 

ISBENINGOR GEORGE HRANK si 6 0). ccrdcs ce cce eu ee sa ma oe « Dec. 3, 1905 

Ree eN eA NAME ARNO WE see tcl) 5 n/a eae a's s.o.9 0 2 viele wag he imam ee Mar. 21, 1907 

Peaee a MBIT INN Soave S ain n sav © se Old bed wae’ MOM avin ale os Sept. 3, 1897 

aE STEEN IE TMM. 5 occu sian. vie no once w o's aie oa wien a eosin Jan. 16, 1901 

BHOWNE, PRANGIG CHARUMS))..5 0.50.60 2c cece ncaa me ane niret Jan. 9, 1900 

PO REO 08 (ES ee ee ae eer are Sept. 6, 1909 

PPE MEER MEN OMAR D Biot... oj. ions oa eicnie Oise ois nips wea cams March 16, 1904 

SMES RET ts ast ai chap Coase eis a am coi ae dieses Rea wR June 10, 1895 
Gear AUBRMY BRENDON... 0... 60.5.0 e cee cee reece enames Nov. 20, 1901 

SOMMER ROBERT ARGYLE. »..< 5. ssc cee cneigens se ot April —, 1897 

Se ETGIERG MME Rey Saath es aie do's win ce anes een eee e 5 nsw Feb. 18, 1904 

TIT RUS cco ci spc cle vies ovine tree eRe ete telnle ene Nov. 15, 1907 

aE TUN FEN NCS 5p Sinise nicer ons vGln ade o hei nd SOs we 1900 

etme A IGABWT PADDOCK. ..... 0500 ee eecrenseaneseces Sept. 15, 1907 

CHappourne, Mrs. ARTHUR PATTERSON.........-0000+0555 Oct. 4, 1908 

MAR EMS  WRED LUMAR. ...5 0.0205 ec cre cede eee e ae mane May 6, 1911 

MCEARK, JOHN NATHANIBL... 2.2.2... 00ce cere serecrceees Jan. 13, 1903 
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COB URN, | WiRLEEANG Wis 35 iociantod sien termes tno ee ee Oct, 

Conmmrr;  AvoNnso (Mies. fee seca eek Scala a ere eee Aug. 22, 

Gon ant: Miso Ea Os OS os cate ocine nce eee Dec. 28, 
CORNING, SRASTRUS; UEscm ccm isi suena cree aoe cl eee eee April 9, 

TD ERTING | WMG EL retayc to) cyalacecetovace ctate ie One PeTSte he eon eo eee eee April 21, 

TASCUN 5S ORIN AEGON 4 5). eave. ieee ova eels a teeat tera c hk eee Feb. 21, 

DAS, Mrs SUSAN Da. 05g iso RE as, ne ee Feb. 13, 

Dyatyanss VATE AGS ie es eis css Sis ie ete ore at ae ee ee April 8, 

DrxTBRs INE WLON Gk o ces CeO. Ce July 27, 

Dongey JULIAN MONTGOMERY... eee Oe ee eee Nov. 23, 

HiaTOTE, (SAMUEL WO WiLL. < s\2 ese Cea nee ele oe ee Feb. 11, 

IWATRBANICS, HRANIKEIN: /0veoretersersieie cin eleven eRe: April 24, 

Parwhun, Mics, Huan 8.23 222 case open eer ee as 

PERRY, JOHN FARWELL: och hewt. saee eee Ree eee Feb. 11, 

FISHER: Wiis ELUBBELI es.oie st hats Amat ee Oe eee OctiG: 

HOwLER  JOSHUASLOUNSBURY ALE ene aoe ree eee July 11, 

PuLLer; CHARLES ANTHONY. )j22ccd oats o> cane ne ee Mar. 16, 

CHsNER PABR ARAM HERBERT: srl sieesiieierin niet een April 30, 

Goss SENTAMIN (PRANIKUMIN: sc hte crore ore etevcetar cain ae arene ene July 6, 

Haron, Jnssn’ MAURIGHci.S6s sehomn dare han eee ee ene May 1, 

HOADLEY; FREDERICK EIODGES).2s7.0\0 ches ete eee Feb. 26, 

Houmes, LARUE, KEINnG@ia 080. io ean ce eee sie eae May 10, 

Hoopms; JOSTAH! 0%: 7's Sh sob dae ts fee ates ei ee ee ee ee Jan. 16, 

How; Miss Louise 3 y2c lane 7s ere atone eee cle re ee ee Sept. 13, 

Howiann,; JOHN SNOWDON, <- 46.06 hen e omeet oe eee Sept. 19, 

INGERSOLL, JOSEPH | CARTE TONG Sen eee ne ee eter Oct. 2, 

JENKS) JOHN) WHIPPLE LOLTENR sehen eee eee ener Sept. 27, 

JHSURUN; MORTIMER.) picid Seale ene eee ee ee aoe March —, 

JOUY,, PImRREVLOUISNS ohio e ee meee eee Cee March 22, 

KeurkERr,, "Wats Ayo fuk iten see ee er eee eee Feb. 15, 

KNi@n? WILBUR CLINTON 25. on So ee Oe ee July 8, 

Knox, JoHn C..... Tate IM cece SU Rr ee es a July 9, 

KNox, JOHN COWING s/o. Sesto ee en ane ee June 1, 

Koes; sAvGuse 3 so 0 ch eee ik Oe eee ee ee ent eer Feb. 15, 

KOUMETEN UD WaGls 27 ee Ne A One Sar ce eR RE Pe eS Dec. 4, 

IGUMETEN, DURE a.com een eee Pipes Dik ee Rervta A anak St lee & Aug. 5, 

LAWRENCE ROBERT) HORE tee eee en eee oe ere April 27, 

Len LEsrin) AGE XANDER ee ene cent nec eres May 20, 

LINDEN; (CHARLES Siocon Ce eee Cee ene Feb. 3, 

Luoyp, ANDREW JAMES...... TERRE ts NIG « RENO PRUE R Ee June 14, 

MABBETT. (GIDEON iiiteeane aa eeo cae oo a Con na ane Aug. 15, 

MarruaND;) AMXANDER iy Meise seh be ineiee eee oe ae Oct. 25, 

MARBIR, \CHARTMS Gs i255 Maratea i an aie tL ee ONL aer nee avn Sept. 25, 

MARCY, OLIV: (6s .a lle eee coeels be cece cca March 19, 

Manis; WILLARD LORRAINE 3.054 een cae eee eee Dec. 11, 

McEWEN; DANTBE Cos oan aaah Mee een Onin evenreens Nov. 1, 
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SUCRE NMG UNM MIADRUE Sato fiva iiss s 3 ve ce ola.cignas sia eca cela as visle.acle va Nov. 1, 

REE MIELE MUTED a le'c finns «cscs eves 0 ee ee wis oe vole wos June 19, 

“TROT, LES es 2a 6 Nov. 13, 
PRR MOO MOUARMNGIG EIMNRY sc... cece c ccc eee ccecsecccecn July 15, 
DirgHOUs, HOWARD GARDNUR. 65.5.6... .00cscccsswccsoes June 23, 
J DT i Bae eC ee re March 12, 

SN AIRE SE al PRETO S Ue rea hg nS ey ace vet's». seid f uysin dow te ai eid whe June 26, 

Ur PID DERG GST NIN ee Sept. 15, 
“TI JAALUISI 0 ete co eee Sept. 22, 

PAGCMiOR, TM REDHRICK CUARK. 5 005 sce cece see sees March 3, 

PERLE MAREN NMR 3 0a lol n 50% in) sss, ) en) ate 'o oe owes «on mays May 14, 

POAGEDATIO GMORGE EMNRY. 0.6.66. c cence cee ace es wns March 25, 
EGHPAT) erm Cx OR GREET ER aicee /obeVercte citever's\o.ae: ab scena.s ae disiae stalareee March 20, 

ACW AHMED ANCIS I VITA ct si2) ac Ais < os ce ecie acta wewie as veces ct June 12, 

TR DID, (CEI RnITA ING S Gen BAe ORE OC EE ISSO eon ton ear Dec. 15, 

PEED SON DIN INES s 1/0 z/s\e,412) 0/0 4 0101s 60sec s oldtalseleaes June 24, 

RSPETENIS AVE PAIN W ATED syaic sc c:/ofa\s oye) ot vise 's Gena s fnide's Asoc July 2, 

ST RARMEMMA IGQW)20 . oe,2 ceo s)s/sles da 0s <mseele ewes ose ADEM 20, 
POG WHRCY WHMRBORN: . . <5. 2.cee esc dieses a va's oe oun ntl April 7, 

LOO IA ohS RS Ek err ea Feb. —, 
SUMMEM UHOMAS ODWARDS: 5. s- ces enn acdc cele eels cede a Dec. 23, 
Pen ER AGIATE: SNSEIOLDS 15, ccc crag vo s.cja's ois a's) asia eis ie eee es April 24, 

SSUNEATD Ey BG Wee 88 cL Gah SUS A tise RES EAE ERE CRIMES RC AIRC orca Mar. 12, 

PAetE OLARWNCM ALBMRT oo)... cones vies wees veene es May 6, 

BSNL see EU UTE Cai cre clleyartee fny'ajclvicie siaiel scale any cise oie avcleve wrens JEual 

SNOW PE LIPAN CLOUELUNTLNGION s/c cis cs l/+e)e- acess aleleees se Sept. 20, 

Been WwiCkK, SAMOS WIORTIMER . 0.00.60 scene cee ce cceaeers June 3, 

CODE VWURC18 Ife, etd cal a err e March —, 

EASTER) 002 [orl Oe ee ed i ee March 23, 

Perey ee NTR 10) IO RTSCOLL «0/10 5 cies eel vie aie 6 alee efe'e on 8 vs April 10, 

BEEO NTP SON GeV MEUM TM eaters a cvss\ cis! cisie v\eisveleie’e o/scie sieves wile «> Aug. 7, 

PRE ORNE MATT IVIARVING. oc cc.c0 ccs sce ccicecewece ens March 16, 

PpReOR, EOGMNE CARLETON: .. 00.065 0ccesceseenecnn Sept. 6, 

ReREAG E IVURRCNUY TIRUARE ET i, ncn nje ce nas te ce en sisle wens Nov. 29, 

PinmMOH, DNRY GEORGE. ...... 2.2. .c sce e ee cee ennens June 8, 

Warmers, HpWARD STANIBY...........0c0ccceseccesnece Dec. 26, 

PEARY, SAMUEL: WHLES 60.0600 e es ciec ccc cee n es veer nnees May 24, 

VV TSIEN, SIRDNTON? 3 Gp, bb o Ge oO ORE Oe mr RU Scere eae Nov. 22, 

RVR Se VWeITTAME FROWCH: 3.502. secre ccecccrrseceesses Aug. 21, 

TTI TEET AMM ci ce-s ce peice nance ces w wee oelew sue a Aug. 9, 

Wooprvurr, EpwARD SEYMOUR...........eeeeeeeceereees Jan. 15, 

MNES SRG AENTER SS EG oc) 5 oa 5 wieien/e vic aes cuide ceca ssa seees May 27, 

TOT EMI COUAY Wc ease cd ee mae ce Bodine nena cee eaen July 30, 
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SOME MORE LABRADOR NOTES. 

BY CHARLES W. TOWNSEND, M. D.! 

Plates I-IT. 

THE following notes on the birds of the Labrador Peninsula are 

the result of a canoe trip some eighty miles up the Natashquan 

river and ten or fifteen miles up a subsidiary stream, and of the 

steamer journey to and from the mouth of the river. Owing to 

the almost continuous stormy weather during the four weeks of 

the trip, conditions for bird observation were unsatisfactory. In 

addition the start was made later than I had intended and the 

song season was nearly over. 

Leaving Quebec on July 20, 1912, I reached Natashquan on 

July 25 and started up the great river the next day with a compan- 

ion and two French fishermen. The Natashquan River empties 

into the Gulf of St. Lawrence about half way between the base of 

the peninsula and the Straits of Belle Isle. On August 1 a point 

was reached about eighty miles up the river, some sixty miles from 

the sea in a direct line. Returning about forty miles, a subsidiary 

stream on the west side was ascended ten or fifteen miles and three 

days were spent in exploring the small lakes and surrounding coun- 

try. Returning to Natashquan, I caught the steamer on August 

10 and reached Quebec on August 14. 

In the paper by Mr. Bent and myself ? a description of this coastal 

strip of the Labrador Peninsula is given, as well as our reasons 

1 Read at the meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, Noy. 12, 1912. 

2 Additional Notes on the Birds of Labrador. Auk, X XVII, 1910, pp. 1-18. 
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for believing that the high land which we visited where it ap- 

proached the coast at Mingan was arctic in appearance only, and 

that it had been deforested by fire. 

The valley of the Natashquan river as far as I went was densely 

forested with black spruce and balsam fir. White spruces and 

white birches were not uncommon while a few mountain ashes, 

larches, and aspens were also seen, and alders and low willows oc- 

curred in places on the river’s edge. The forest trees were from 30 

to 60 feet high but rarely attained a diameter of more than a foot. 

An exceptional white birch was 72 inches in circumference and a 

balsam fir, 64 inches. Their growth was very slow; for example, 

a balsam fir, which we cut for bedding, was 7% inches in diameter, 

48 feet tall and showed 182 rings. 

The river is over a mile wide at its mouth and flows between 

low sand banks for twelve miles. Above this rapids and falls 

abound in the granitic rock, and the surrounding hills increase in 

size as one ascends. Glacial gouges and scratches are everywhere 

plain; their average direction is south 12° east, in relation to 

true north. Marine cliffs of sand and clay over one hundred and 

fifty feet high are cut by the river some seventy-five miles from the 

sea. The whole region has undergone recent elevation by tilting 

following a previous submersion. At our farthest point inland 

many of the hills, 800 feet or more above the river, were wooded, 

while others were nearly destitute of trees. As at Mingan I found 

the charred stumps of trees on the high land showing that it was 

formerly forested. 

Very few birds were seen along the coast — pitiful remnants of 

the great hosts that formerly bred there. Loons were common, 

Red-throated Loons uncommon. Of Puffins only two were seen 

off the Perroquets on the journey down and two on the return. 

One was seen near Piashte-bai. Black Guillemots were fairly 

common. Of Murres, either troille or lomvia, I saw four between 

Natashquan and Esquimaux Point, and fourteen between Mingan 

and Seven Islands. Of Razor-billed Auks I saw only two off the 

Perroquets on the trip down and three on the return, as well 

as two near Piashte-bai. A Dovekie was seen on July 21 above 

the region of the Labrador Peninsula near Godbout. Mr. Napo- 

leon A. Comeau, the veteran naturalist of this place, told me that 
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afew Dovekies are generally to be found along the coast in summer. 

While these birds are called Bull-birds by the English-speaking 
inhabitants on the eastern coast, the French of the southern coast 

call them Bons Hommes. 

Eight Parasitic Jaegers were seen off Long Point; several of these 

were in the dark phase. Kittiwakes in small numbers were seen 

along the coast especially in the region of the Perroquets; nearly 

all were in immature plumage. At the mouth of the Natashquan 

River four immature Glaucous Gulls consorted with Great Black- 

backed and Herring Gulls and both of these last named Gulls were 

common on the coast. Terns were common everywhere but not 

in large numbers. Those examined carefully with glasses seemed 

to be all Common Terns except one seen at close range at Natash- 

quan that was an Arctic Tern. 

One Petrel, probably a Wilson’s Petrel, was seen off the Mingan 

Islands. No Gannets were to be seen about the Perroquets on 

our passage east, and but five on the return, three in adult, two in 

immature plumage. I was told that although a few of these 

birds visited the place every season, none had bred there for years. 

This corresponds with the results obtained here by Mr. Bent and 

myself in 1909. On August 10 the steamer passed near enough to a 

rocky island off Agwannus for me to see some fifty or sixty Double- 

crested Cormorants thereon. This was one of the three colonies 

visited by Mr. Bent and myself in 1909. 

Of Ducks, a few Red-breasted Mergansers and one or two Whist- 

lers were seen along the coast. Eiders were fairly common, but 

not abundant, east of Mingan. All were in the brown plumage, 

although an occasional male was seen with a few white feathers still 

remaining. The males are believed by many on the coast to dis- 

appear after the middle of July and this they can do effectually 

by dropping their conspicuous nuptial dress and donning the well 

named eclipse plumage. All three species of Scoters were seen 

in small numbers on the coast. 
On and near the beach at Natashquan and about the Little 

Natashquan River, Semipalmated Sandpipers, Sanderlings, Greater 

Yellow-legs, Spotted Sandpipers, Hudsonian Curlews, Semipal- 

mated and Piping Plovers and Ruddy Turnstones were found in 

smallnumbers. Of these the Hudsonian Curlews and Piping Plover 
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are worthy of note. Of the Hudsonian Curlew I saw 25 on the 

beach at Natashquan on July 25 and 12 flying about the barren 

hills near Natashquan village on August 8. They were all very 

wild. Curlew berries, mountain cranberries and _ bake-apples 

(cloud berries) were abundant there and the natives said that the 

Curlew fed on them. As recorded by Allen and myself in our 

Birds of Labrador’! Audubon stated that the Hudsonian Curlew 

was ‘entirely unknown’ on this coast, but Stearns in 1880 and ’81, 

and Frazer in 1884, both found it not a rare migrant in the fall. 

Mr. Johan Beetz told Mr. Bent and myself in 1909 that le courlzs,— 

by which he must have meant this species,— was increasing on the 

coast. This is interesting in connection with the apparent increase 

of the Hudsonian Curlew in Essex County, Mass.” in the last 60 

years. No Eskimo Curlew were seen. 

Mr. Bent and I found two Piping Plover on the beach at Natash- 

quan on May 31, 1909. This was the first record of this species for 

the Labrador Peninsula. On July 25, 1912, I saw two adults and 

two fully grown young in a family group on this same beach. 

So much for the water birds of this coast; their numbers are 

steadily diminishing for the eggs, nesting-birds and young are the 

prey not only of the Indians but of the fishermen all along the 

coast. It is to be hoped that adequate protection will be given 

them before it is too late. 

In the trip up the Natashquan River the following birds were 

identified, and are worth recording as so little is known of the 

interior of Labrador. The small number of species and of indi- 

viduals is partly to be accounted for by the lateness of the season 

and the unpropitious weather. A reason for the scarcity of ducks 

and other water-fowl] is the fact that the river is one of the highways 

of migration of the Montagnais Indians. They descend it in the 

latter part of May with their packs of furs obtained in the interior. 

After disposing of the furs to the traders, attending to their religious 

festivities in the Catholic Mission, and feasting on sea birds’ eggs 

and flesh they return up the river in August. 

1. Gavia immer. Loon.— Two or three seen. 
2. Gavia stellata. Rep-THROATED Loon.—A few near the mouth 

of the river. 

1 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., July, 1907. 

2 Birds of Essex County, p. 190. 
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2. CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY ABOUT FORTY MILES INLAND, AS SEEN FROM 

THE HILL FREQUENTED BY THE Rep-rarLep HAwk 
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3. Larus marinus. Great BLAcK-BacKED GuLu.— One was seen 
on July 26, ten miles from the mouth, and another on August 2, about 
fifty-five miles from the mouth of the river. 

4. Larus argentatus. Hrrrinac Guii.— A few of these birds all in 

adult plumage were seen both along the main river and the branch stream. 

5. Sterna hirundo. Common Trern.— Among the sand bars below 

the first fall a few Common Terns were seen and five or six from twenty to 
forty miles up the river. 

6. Mergus serrator. Rep-preastep MrerGcanser.— A single bird 

was seen flying over the rapids of the fifth fall, another some seventy-five 

miles up, and one on the branch river. This one in female plumage flew 
ahead of the canoe, croaking hoarsely. 

7. Anas rubripes tristis. Buack Ducx.— The only Black Ducks I 
saw were in the branch stream on August 5, about forty miles from the sea. 

Here I came upon six birds and shot one, an adult female. The others 

were probably young birds, but all took to their wings after acting at first 

as if unable to fly. The bird I secured had a pale olive-green bill with a 

black nail; pale dusky brown or straw-colored tarsi and feet, without any 

hint of red, a buffy almost immaculate throat and dark crown and nape. 

The bird was a typical tristis. The breast was very dark and beautifully 

streaked. 
8. Clangula clangula americana. GoLpEN-EYE.— A young bird 

unable to fly with a little natal down still about its head was secured in the 
main river. No others were seen here. In the branch stream on August 

3, I came upon a mother and four nearly fully fledged young still unable to 

fly. The old bird crouched low in the water — her golden eyes showing 

very prominently,— and uttered hoarse rasping croaks. The young, 

whose eyes were gray-blue and inconspicuous, at once scattered, diving 

repeatedly and disappeared in the bushes, while the mother kept promi- 

nently in view within twenty yards of the canoe leading us down stream. 

After repeatedly swimming and flying short distances ahead of the canoe 

for half a mile or so, croaking all the time, she disappeared around a bend 

and undoubtedly flew back to the young. Near at hand the young made 

no sound, but at a distance a loud beseeching peep was uttered. 
9. Branta canadensis canadensis. Canapa Goosn.— Seven nearly 

grown young birds were found in the branch stream. They were able to 

progress over the water with great speed by use of the legs aided by the 

partly developed wings. No adults were seen. 

10. Botaurus lentiginosus. Brirrern.— A single bird of this species 

was seen and thoroughly identified on August 3 as it jumped into the air 

within a few yards of the canoe on the branch stream. This is an interest- 

ing record as the previous ones are so meagre. Coues found a wing in the 

possession of a hunter in southern Labrador and Bigelow speaks of seeing 

two or three at Cape Francis. 

11. Pisobia minutilla. Least SANpPIPER.— One was seen above the 

fifth falls on July 30. 
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12. Actitis macularia. Sporrep SanpprpeR.— Common on _ the 

borders of the rivers and lakes. 
13. égialitis semipalmata. SemipaALMATED PLOVER.— One seen 

flying south over the river on August 6. 
14. Bonasa umbellus togata. Canapa RuFFED GrRousE.— A 

family with half grown young was seen at the third falls on July 27, and 

another on July 31 about 75 miles up the river. 

15. Circus hudsonius. Marsa Hawxk.— A pair of Marsh Hawks 

were found at the mouth of the Natashquan River, and another inland 

from the village. This pair probably had young as one of them was very 

noisy, repeating the whinnying notes and launching itself to within thirty 

yards of me in a threatening manner whenever I entered a certain bog. 

This was on August 8 and 9. With the exception of the record by Mr. 

Bent and myself in 1909, Audubon’s and Stearns’ records are the only 

previous ones for this species. 

16. Accipiter cooperi. Cooprr’s Hawkx.—One was seen near the 

fourth falls on August 7 and another, or the same bird, on July 30. Stearns 

is the only one who has previously recorded this bird. 

17. Buteo borealis borealis. Rep-rairep Hawxk.—A very dark 

bird of this species was seen for three days near a precipitous hill on the 

branch river. Only when seen from above could the red tail be distin- 

guished; from below, the tail seemed nearly black. The Labrador form 

of the Canada Jay is somewhat darker than the same species elsewhere. 

This tendency to dark plumage is particularly marked in the Labrador 

form of the Horned Owl. It is possible that the same may be true of the 

Red-tailed Hawk of Labrador, although the individual that I observed 

may have been merely an exceptional case of melanism. This same 

tendency to darker plumage is suggested in the Flicker and Yellow Warbler 

as referred to later in this paper. Beebe has shown that a damp climate 

in itself, aside from other environment, tends to darkness in plumage, and 

the climate of Labrador in summer is damp. 

The piercing cry of this Hawk, well described by Chapman as suggestive 

of escaping steam, was continually emitted whenever we appeared in the 

neighborhood. No nest could be found although the bird’s actions sug- 

gested young. The only previous records of the bird are as follows: 

Audubon says “a tail feather of the Red-tailed Hawk, young, was found 

[near Cape Whittle]; therefore that species exists here.’’ Palmer records 

that ‘‘ two were seen at the Mingan Islands.” 

18. Archibuteo lagopus sancti-johannis. RoucH-Leaccep Hawk. 

— At the fifth falls on July 30 I saw one and another on July 31 near 

Devil’s Mountain. As it flew towards the cliffs it was greeted by a chorus 

of shrill whistles. No nest, however, could be seen. 

19. Falco columbarius columbarius. Pickon Hawx.— One seen 
on July 26 about ten miles from the mouth of the river. 

20. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Osprey.— One or two were 
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seen at the mouth of the river, one about forty miles up, and one on the 
branch stream. 

21. Bubo virginianus heterocnemis. Lasprapor Hornep OwL— 

On August 3, a cloudy day, a bird of this species flapped and sailed across 

the branch river and alighted on a spruce within easy range of the canoe. 
Here he sat looking straight at us with wide open eyes, and at the same 

time I twice heard the call of another Owl in the distance. The bird 

proved to be a male in the sooty plumage characteristic of this race. 

As far as I know there are no previous identifications of this species so far 

to the southwest in the Peninsula. 

22. Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Berttep KinerisHer.— Common on 

the main river and the branch stream. The nesting hole of one was seen 

in a sand bank. 

23. Dryobates pubescens medianus. Downy Woopprecker.— 

One was seen near the small river on August 5 and again on August 6. 

24. Colaptes auratus luteus. NorrHern Fiicker.— A pair were 

seen several times near the branch river, and one was heard calling at the 

fifth falls. I was unable to secure a specimen. One sent me by Dr. 

Grenfell from Sandwich Bay in 1908 was somewhat darker than the usual 

New England specimens. 
25. Nuttallornis borealis. OLive-sipep FiycatcHer.— A pair were 

seen on several successive days about some dead trees on the little river. 

The only previous record for Labrador is the statement of Audubon that 

he “‘ found this species . . . on the coast of Labrador. ’ 

26. Empidonax flaviventris. YrLLOw-BELLIED FirycatcHer.— The 

characteristic whistling note of this species was heard several times, and 

an individual came on board the steamer off the western point of the 

peninsula on August 12. 
27. Perisoreus canadensis nigricapillus. Laprapor Jay.— This 

bird was more often heard than seen, and was fairly common. 
28. Corvus brachyrhynchos brachyrhynchos. Crow.— The only 

Crows seen were four on the shore of the Bay of Seven Islands. No 

Ravens were seen. 
29. Loxia curvirostra minor. Crosspitu.— A flock of about fifty 

was seen on July 27. 
_ 80. Loxia leucoptera. WuuitTs-wINcep CrossBiLL.— One seen on 

July 30, and another came on board the steamer on August 12. This was 

a young bird with bill still uncrossed. 

31. Passerculus sandwichensis savanna. SAVANNAH SPARROW.— 

These birds were common in the sand dune country at the mouth of the 

Natashquan river but were not found inland. 

32. Zonotrichia albicollis. WuitTe-rHroatep Sparrow.— One or 

two were seen or heard singing nearly every day near the rivers. 

33. Junco hyemalis hyemalis. SiaTe-coLorep JuNco.— Common; 

found in the thick spruce woods feeding young. 
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34. Melospiza lincolni lincolni. Lincouin’s Sparrow.— Several 

were seen along both rivers. Two pairs acted as if they had young. 

35. Passerella iliaca iliaca. Fox Sparrow.— Common at the mouth 

of the river and one was heard singing about 75 miles up stream. As the 

song season had practically ceased I may have overlooked many of these 

as of other species. 

36. Iridoprocne bicolor. Tree SwaLtLtow.— An occasional indi- 

vidual of this species was seen from time to time flying over the rivers, four 

in all, and one was seen about the steamer off the Mingan Islands. 

37. Vermivora peregrina. TENNESSEE WARBLER.— None were seen 

in the interior but on August 13 two in juvenal plumage came on board 

the steamer in a fog not far from Godbout. 

38. Dendroica estiva estiva. YELLOw WarBLeR.— Two of this 

species were seen on July 31 and August 1 about seventy-five or eighty 

miles up the river and the female secured. This specimen as well as an 

adult male taken at Esquimaux Point by Mr. Bent on June 10, 1909, and a 

young bird from North West River sent me by Dr. Grenfell, taken Septem- 

ber 1, 1905, all appear somewhat darker and to have slightly thicker bills 

than those taken farther south. The number of specimens, however, is 

too small to afford any conclusions of value. 

39. Dendroica coronata. Myrrte Warsier.— Only two Myrtle 

Warblers were seen on the trip. 

40. Dendroica magnolia. Magnonia WARBLER.— A common war- 

bler along the river courses and still in feeble song up to the end of the 

first week in August. 

41. Dendroica striata. Buiack-poLL WaRrBLER.— Only one bird 

was identified inland, but at the mouth of the river several were heard 

singing feebly on August 8 and 9. Either the birds inland had migrated, 

or had finished rearing their young and were moulting, concealed and silent. 

The season inland is earlier than on the coast at Natashquan, which is the 

westernmost point of the Arctic Coastal Strip. 

42. Dendroica virens. BuAack-THROATED GREEN WaARBLER.— This 

was the commonest warbler inland, and was almost everywhere in evidence 

owing to the constant chipping of the young calling for food. The adults 

sang occasionally up to the last of July. Mr. Bent and I found this bird 

abundant on the southern coast in 1909, but previous to this time there 
had been but three records for the whole of Labrador, one taken at Esqui- 

maux Point by Frazar, and two seen at the Mingan Islands by Palmer. . 

The breeding of this bird in the same region with such Hudsonian species 

as the Lincoln’s and Fox Sparrows and the Labrador Horned Owl is inter- 

esting and surprising. The Check-List states that it is a bird of the ‘ Lower 

Canadian and Transition Zones.’ 
43. Setophaga ruticilla. Repstrarr.— Several were seen near the 

landing wharf for Clark City at the Bay of Seven Islands on July 23. 

They were in song. 
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44. Sitta canadensis. Rrp-preastep Nuruatcu.— None were seen 

on shore, but on August 11, off Moisie, five of this species, one adult, the 

others immature, came on board the steamer in a fog and remained on 

board two days. They were extremely tame and crept about the deck, 

and on the ropes and spars, sometimes within a few inches of the passengers. 

One alighted on the coat-collar of a sailor as he was lighting his pipe, and 

another on my shoulder as I stood on the bridge. I put my hand near the 
adult Nuthatch on the rail and he picked at my finger; then he flew into 

the captain’s cabin and gathered insects from the window. There were 
many small dead moths on board that seemed to be particularly relished. 

I noticed two Nuthatches on the chains of the smoke stack undisturbed by 

the constant vibrations, and, what is still more surprising, by the deafening 

steam fog-horn that was blown at frequent intervals within a few feet of 

them. 

45. Penthestes atricapillus atricapillus. CxHickapen— On an 

island at the fourth falls on July 28 I saw and clearly identified one of this 

species while I was watching a small band of Hudsonian Chickadees. 

The previous records for the Labrador Peninsula are few and unsatis- 

factory. 

46. Penthestes hudsonicus hudsonicus. Hupsonran CHICKADEE. 

— Common inland. 
47. Regulus satrapa satrapa. GoLDEN-cROWNED KinGLer.— One 

or two individuals only were seen. 

48. Regulus calendula calendula. Rusy-crowNnep KInGLeT.— 

This bird, found so commonly in 1909, had evidently finished its nesting 

season and was rarely in evidence. On August 5, I heard a feeble attempt 

at song. 

49. Hylocichla guttata pallasi. Hermit Tarusey.— Common all 

along the courses of the rivers, but not in full song. 
50. Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni. OLIvE-BackKED THRUSH.— 

Common and in partial song. 
51. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. Ropin.— Several were 

seen near the mouth of the Natashquan River, and two were seen near the 

small river about forty miles inland. 
In all 74 species were seen on the coast and in the interior. 

Additional Notes. 

At Natashquan, Mr. Richard Joncas, the head of the Labrador 

Fur Company, to whom I am indebted for many kindnesses, has a 

mounted Pintail, Dafila acuta, shot at that place in 1911. This is 

the ninth record for Labrador. 

I am able to give the first definite record of the Wood Duck, Aix 

sponsa, for the Labrador Peninsula, namely an adult male speci- 
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men caught in a muskrat-trap at Long Point on July 1, 1912, and 

brought to Robert Smith of Mingan, who presented it to M. Johan 

Beetz of Piashte-bai in whose collection it now is. This brings 

the number of species and subspecies for the Labrador Peninsula 

up to 219. 

In letters to me from Dr. W. T. Grenfell under dates of October 4 

and 17, and November 5, 1912, the following records are of interest: 

A female Morning Dove, Zenaidura macroura carolinensis, found 

dead on the beach at Spotted Islands in August, and another seen 

alive at Battle Harbor on October 2, 1912. There are only two 

previous records for Labrador. 

Seven Eskimo Curlew, Numenius borealis, shot and one other 

seen on the beach at West Bay north of Cartwright in August and 

September, 1912. The skins of five were saved and sent to Cam- 

bridge where they were seen and identified by Mr. Wm. Brewster. 

This record of the Eskimo Curlew is of great interest for there 

has been no other authentic record since September 14, 1909, and 

the species was believed to be extinct. It was a great pity that the 

few survivors of this interesting species should be shot either for 

specimens or for food. I would suggest that the bird be put on the 

protected list at all times in the United States and Canada wherever 

it is possible to pass such a law, that all offers of money for speci- 

mens by collectors be at once withdrawn, and that Dr. Grenfell 

be asked to distribute notices along the Labrador Coast to the 

effect that no specimens will be paid for, and urging the inhabitants 

not to shoot any Curlew in order if possible to save the species from 

extinction. 
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NOTES ON THE PANAMA THRUSH-WARBLER. 

BY HUBERT LYMAN CLARK.! 

THanks to the kindness of Mr. Outram Bangs, I have recently 

had the opportunity of examining some fine alcoholic material of 

the Panama Thrush-Warbler, Rhodinocichla rosea eximia Ridgway. 

Mr. Bangs called my attention to the fact that the systematic 

position of this bird is still unsettled and he suggested that a study 

of some of the anatomical details of its structure might throw light 

on its relationships. For his kindness in placing the material in 

my hands, without restrictions, and for the loan of skins of several 

-other genera which I wished to examine, I desire to express here 

my hearty thanks to Mr. Bangs. 

I should be rash indeed if I expected to actually settle, by these 

notes, the systematic position of Rhodinocichla for like many 

-another genus of Passerine birds, this one approaches more or less 

nearly several different families and with which one it is most closely 

affiliated is largely a matter of opinion. All I hope to do is to 

point out some features of the anatomy not previously known, 

‘summarize those which have been described, and express my own 

opinion as to the relationship which these facts seem to indicate. 

Bill. The bill is rather slender, about 18 mm. long, 5 mm. wide 

at base and 8 mm. deep at the same point. The upper mandible 

is distinctly curved but the lower is remarkably straight. The 

tomia are entire with neither tooth nor notch, and the same is 

true of the edges of the upper mandible except near the tip, where 

there is a large, rounded notch. This notch is exactly like that 

which is found in the same position in the bill of certain tanagers, 

Eucometis, Mitrospingus, etc. Indeed, the bill of Rhodinocichla 

is more like that of Mitrospingus than like that of any other bird 

with which I have compared it. 

Nostrils. The nostrils show no distinctive character. They 

are ellipsoidal, longer than high and quite bare; the skin back of 

1 Read at the meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, November 13, 

1912. 
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them is free from feathers for a couple of millimeters. There is 

no projecting ridge or fold above them such as occurs in many 

Mniotiltide. In Hucometis and Mitrospingus, the feathers come 

close up to the posterior end of the nostril. 

Tongue. The tongue ends in two points, one on each side; 

there is a series of fine teeth or serrations on each side, each 

tooth being larger than its proximal neighbor, so that the terminal 

tooth is the largest. Sometimes the two terminal teeth on each 

side are of equal size. This sort of a tongue occurs in many Passer-- 

ine birds which have no close relationship, as the Catbird and the 

Scarlet Tanager. It is not therefore in any way distinctive. 

Pterylosis. The head is fully feathered with no special apteria 

nor is there any unusual arrangement of feathers in longitudinal 

series. The upper cervical tract is narrow at first but becomes. 

broader and more densely feathered between the shoulders and then 

becomes narrow again before joining the dorsal tract. This enlarge-- 

ment of the cervical tract is the only characteristic feature of the 

general pterylosis. It has not been reported for any other Passer- 

ine bird so far as I know, but a somewhat similar arrangement is 

found in the kingfishers. The cervical tract anterior and posterior 

to this enlargement is, in Rhodinocichla, only three or four feathers 

wide but the enlargement .is six feathers wide. The rhombic dorsal 

saddle is well-marked and symmetrical and resembles that of 

Piranga erythromelas and many other Passeres. The pterylosis 

of the lower surface shows no peculiarities save that the ventral 

tracts are unusually short, narrow and ill-defined. The primaries 

are rather short and the secondaries long, giving the wing the 

short, rounded shape characteristic of the genus. The really 

remarkable fact here is the shortness of the eighth and ninth pri- 

maries. In the Mniotiltide (with few exceptions) and in most 

tanagers, the eighth primary is one of the longest and the ninth 

is little shorter and is longer than the fourth, but in Rhodinocichla. 

the eighth and ninth primaries are the shortest and the ninth 

is even shorter than the secondaries. A very similar arrangement 

of primaries is however found in Mitrospingus which has the ninth 

primary shortest and the eighth only a little longer, though it exceeds. 

the first. In Eucometis, the ninth is longer than the first and 

second, while the eighth is not much shorter than the fifth, sixth 
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and seventh. In Pzranga, the wing is pointed by the ninth, eighth 

and seventh primaries, the other extreme from Rhodinocichla. 

The latter has nine secondaries and a quintocubital wing of course. 

There are twelve rectrices which are successively shorter from the 

middle pair outward. These feathers are notable for their breadth 

and softness; it is interesting to find the tail feathers of Mitrospin- 
gus similar. 

Alimentary Canal. The arrangement of the intestine and the 

appearance of the entire alimentary canal is so similar to that of 
several other Passerine birds examined, Dumetella, Piranga, Seiurus, 

that no distinctive characters were found. The contents of the 

stomach were examined in two specimens and while much of the 

material was unrecognizable to my untrained eye, three items were 

determined; beetles of at least four species, one of which was a 

eurculio; seeds, of which the most common was the hard gray 

achene of some sedge; large, irregular grains of sand, with rounded 

angles and of a bright ochre color. This combination seems to 

show clearly that the birds are chiefly ground feeders. 

Palatine Region. The bony palate of Rhodinocichla yields what 

seems to me the best indication of its relationships. If one compares 

this part of the skull in tanagers and in wood warblers, two points 

of difference are shown which seem to be important. In the tana- 

gers, the palatine processes are long and well developed while in 

the wood warblers they are short and rudimentary. In the 

tanagers, the maxillo-palatines are parallel for a short distance, 

about the length of the inflated portion, but in the warblers they 

are parallel for a considerable distance and the increasing diver- 

gence isless marked. Parker! examined and figured several species 

of each family, and I have examined Piranga erythromelas and Seiu- 

rus noveboracensis in addition, and these differences while not ex- 

1 Parker, W. K., 1878, Trans. Zool. Soc. London, vol. 10, pp. 251-314, pls. 46-54. 

Compare especially figs. 1—6, pl. 46 and figs. 1-3, pl. 48. It may be remarked in 

passing that Parker makes no reference to a ‘‘secondary palatine process’’ in 

Piranga, although he examined Piranga rubra. Shufeldt figured these processes as 

found in Habia (Auk, Vol. 5, p. 439; 1888) and gave them a name. I find them 

very conspicuous in Piranga erythromelas and on consulting Lucas’ figure (Proc. 

U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 18, p. 505; 1895) it will be seen that he indicates them al- 

though he makes no reference to them. There is no trace of them in Seiurus or 

Dumetella, nor in Rhodinocichla. They appear to be associated with a strongly 

conirostral beak, though Shufeldt says they are lacking in Coccothraustes. 
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traordinary seem fairly constant. They show more clearly in 

specimens than in Parker’s figures, especially the position of the 

maxillo-palatines. Now in both these particulars, Rhodinocichla 

is a tanager. The palatine processes are well-developed though 

not as slender as in Piranga, nor as spike-like as Parker figures them 

for Tanagra. The maxillo-palatines are almost exactly like those 

of Piranga erythromelas both in form and position. 

Sternum. Some years ago Shufeldt (1888, Auk, vol. 5, p. 442) 

made the statement that true tanagers “have an osseous bridge 

extending across the top of the manubrium to the anterior margin 

of the body of the sternum.” He adds that it is absent in Icteria 

and in such Fringillidee as he had examined. This seems such a 

trivial character and so unlikely to be constant or clearly shown, 

that I was inclined to give little heed to it. Nevertheless I made 

some dissections with the result, surprising to. me, of finding this 

osseous bridge very clearly defined in Piranga and totally wanting 

in Dumetella, Habia, Passerella and Sevurus. 1am forced to believe 

therefore that it is a character of no little importance, and it is 

interesting to find that in Rhodinocichla, this osseous bridge is as 

clearly shown as it is in Prranga. 

Conclusions. In the British Museum catalogue (1881), Sharpe 

calls Rhodinocichla the “rose-breasted wren” and places the genus 

in the Mimine near /Harporhynchus, remarking that it is one of 

several genera which appear to connect the mocking-thrushes and 

the wrens. It was not until 1901 that Ridgway called attention 

to the important fact that there are only nine developed primaries 

in Rhodinocichla and that it must therefore belong in some one of 

the nine-primaried groups. He placed it finally at the end of the . 

Mniotiltidee with the comment that although it “is very aberrant 

as a member of the Mniotiltide, I do not know where else to place 

it.’ When Mr. Bangs placed the alcoholic specimens in my hands, 

he called my attention to the resemblance to Mitrospingus and sug- 

gested the possibility of Rhodinocichla being a tanager. The evi-' 

dence which I have presented seems to me to justify the belief 

that this suggestion has revealed the probable relationships of the 

genus. The structure of the bony palate and of the sternum are 

characteristically tanagrine, while the wing and tail show a close 

relationship to Mitrospingus, which has quite generally been re- 
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garded as a tanager. It is true that the bill is not typically tana- 

grine but here again there is a close resemblance to Mitrospingus. 
It is a natural conclusion therefore that Rhodinocichla is to be 
regarded as a tanager which has become more or less specialized 

for a particular manner of life. As the stomach contents indicate 
a ground feeder, it may be that that method of finding its living 

has been the factor associated with its specialization. 

EIGHTEEN SPECIES OF BIRDS NEW TO THE PRIBILOF 

ISLANDS, INCLUDING FOUR NEW TO 

NORTH AMERICA.! 

BY BARTON WARREN EVERMANN. 

Wirt the appointment of a naturalist in the fur-seal service 

July 1, 1910, and the organization, in the Bureau of Fisheries, of 

the Alaska Fisheries Service, July 1, 1911, the Bureau at once began 

the formation of plans for a comprehensive and thorough study 

not only of the life history of the fur seal but also of the scientific 

management and conservation of the fur-seal herd that has its 

breeding grounds on the Pribilof Islands in Bering Sea. The plan 

is broad in its scope and contemplates a thorough study of all the 

species of animals and plants found on or about those islands. Dr. 

Walter L. Hahn, at that time head of the department of biology 

in the state normal school at Springfield, South Dakota, was ap- 
pointed naturalist in the summer of 1910. He arrived at St. Paul 

Island August 24 and immediately entered upon his duties with an 

energy and intelligence which could scarcely be excelled. His 

untimely death on May 31, 1911, from exposure in the ice-cold 

water of the village lagoon, resulting from the capsizing of a boat, 

was a severe loss to the fur-seal service and to biological science. 

During his few months on St. Paul Island Dr. Hahn, from the 

1 Published with the permission of the U. 8S. Commissioner of Fisheries. 
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voluminous notes and records which he left, appears to have been 

indefatigable in his field work and marvelously painstaking in 

recording his observations. His notes, typewritten up to noon of 

the very day of his death, record a vast number of new and impor- 

tant observations on the fur seals and blue foxes. They also teem 

with records of interesting observations on the birds and other 

animals of the islands. 

Mr. Millard C. Marsh, pathologist of the Bureau of Fisheries, 

was appointed to the vacancy caused by the death of Dr. Hahn. 

He reached St. Paul Island, August 23, 1911, and took up and 

continued with commendable industry and intelligence the work 

so ably begun by his predecessor. 

Among the observations that are of special interest to the readers 

of ‘ The Auk’ are those relating to birds. 

In this communication I desire to record the species which their 

observations have thus far added to the Pribilof Islands and to the 

avifauna of North America. 

In Palmer’s ‘Avifauna of the Pribilof Islands,’ ! 69 species of 

birds are recorded. To these, one species, the Northern Flicker, 

Colaptes auratus luteus, has since been added by assistant fur-seal 

agent James Judge, and recorded by Mr. Austin H. Clark.? 

To this number I am now able to add 18 species, four of which 

are new to North America. All the specimens mentioned are now 

in the United States National Museum. 

For assistance in verifying the identifications of these specimens 

I am under obligations to Mr. Harry C. Oberholser of the Bureau 

of Biological Survey. 

1. Rhodostethia rosea (Macgillivray). Ross’s Guti.— A _ fine 

example in adult plumage was shot on one of the small freshwater lakes of 

St. George Island, May 25, 1911, by one of the natives. The specimen 

was preserved by Assistant Agent A. H. Proctor who forwarded it to the 

Bureau of Fisheries. 

This species was first obtained in Alaska by Nelson, October 10, 1879. 

Since then it has been recorded by Murdock from Point Barrow.’ 

1The Fur Seals and Fur-Seal Islands of the North Pacific Ocean, Part 3, pp. 

355-431, 1899, Government Printing Office. 

2 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 38, p. 60, 1910. 

3 Nelson, Report upon Natural History Collections made in Alaska between the 

years 1877 and 1881, Government Printing Office, 1887. 
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2. Mergus serrator Linneus. Rep-BREASTED MERGANSER— A 
female (No. 55)! shot by Dr. Morgan December 16, 1910, on the lagoon, 
St. Paul Island, and preserved by Dr. Hahn. 

Although a common species in many parts of Alaska it had not been 
previously noted on the Pribilof Islands. 

3. Chaulelasmus streperus (Linneus). Gapwatu— A female in 

good plumage (No. 101) was shot on the lake near Polovina, St. Paul 
Island, November 13, 1911, by Mr. Marsh who thinks the species is proba- 

bly not uncommon, but that most of the natives do not distinguish it from 
the female Mallard. 

Among the ducks collected by Dr. Hahn is also a fine male (No. 66) of the 

European Widgeon, Mareca penelope, taken April 30, 1911, which, however, 

had been previously recorded from these islands. 

4. Spatula clypeata (Linneus). SHoverteR— A male (No. 74) 

in excellent plumage obtained May 24, 1911, on St. Paul Island, by Dr. 

Hahn. Stomach contained larvze and small seeds. 

5. Dafila acuta (Linneus). Prntrar.— Two males (Nos. 178 and 

179) in perfect plumage, were obtained by Mr. Marsh May 24, 1912, at the 
village pond, St. Paul Island. 

6. Marila marila (Linneus). Scaurp Ducx.—A fine specimen, a 

male (No. 153) of the Scaup Duck or Big Bluebill, was secured on the 

village pond, St. Paul Island, by Mr. Marsh, April 27, 1912. 

7. Marila fuligula (Linneus). Turrep Duckx.— This interesting 

duck I am now able to add to the North American avifauna. A female 

(No. 69) was obtained on St. Paul Island May 9, 1911, by Dr. Hahn who 

was at first inclined to identify it as an example of the Little Bluebill or 

Lesser Scaup Duck, Marila affinis. 

Dr. Hahn states that the stomach was full of grass, cress (?), small seeds 

and a few larve. There was but little fat. The eggs measured 4 mm. in 

diameter. The bird was accompanied by the male which escaped. 

8. Marila ferina (Linnaeus). EuroprEAN PocHarp.— A male (No. 

158) in excellent plumage obtained on St. Paul Island by Mr. M. C. Marsh 

May 4, 1912. Mr. Marsh states that this duck is “‘ seen occasionally by 

natives not all of whom recognize it.” It is not improbable that they 

confuse it with other species. 
This is the first North American record for this species. 

9. Somateria spectabilis (Linnaeus). Kina Emrr.— Although the 

Pacific Eider had been recorded from these islands, not until now has the 

King Eider been known to occur there. The collections sent down by Mr. 

Marsh contain 3 fine specimens of this species, male and female, (Nos. 129 

and 132) taken February 4, 1912, and a male (No. 128) taken March 9, 

1912, all on St. Paul Island. 

10. Pelidna alpina sakhalina ( Vieillot). Rep-BACKED SANDPIPER.— 
One specimen a male, (No. 42) was shot on St. Paul Island, October 30, 

1 The numbers in parentheses are the collector's original numbers. 
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1910, by Dr. Morgan. On December 11, 1910, Dr. Hahn saw three others 

which he believed to be this species. 

11. Machetes pugnax (Linneus). Rurr.— A young female (No. 22) 

was secured on St. Paul Island, September 7, 1910, by Dr. Hahn. This is 

not only the first record of this common European bird for the Pribilof 

Islands but it is the first for the west coast of America. 
12. Cryptoglaux funerea funerea (Linneus). TENGMALM’s OwL.— 

A female (No. 59) in good condition caught alive in the village on St. Paul 

Island, January 26, 1911, by a native who brought it to Dr. Hahn. The 

stomach was empty save for a few hairs. This is the first record for Amer- 

ica of this interesting little Owl. 

13. Cryptoglaux funerea richardsoni (Bonaparte). RIcHARDSON’S 

Ow..— A male (No. 111) was shot with a rifle on St. Paul Island February 

2, 1912. Although previously known from Alaska this is the first record 

for the Pribilof Islands. 

14. Euphagus carolinus (Miiller). Rusty Buackpirp.— One speci- 

men a male, (No. 99) was obtained near the lake at Northeast Point, St. 

Paul Island, October 20, 1911. It was shot with buckshot by one of the 

native watchmen, who brought it to Mr. Marsh. The bird was unknown 

to the natives. 
15. Coccothraustes coccothraustes japonicus Temminck & Schlegel. 

JAPANESE HawFincu.— A fine example (No. 100) of this interesting Finch 

new to the American fauna was shot at the village landing on St. Paul 

Island, by a native, November 1, 1911. It was a new bird to the natives, 

none of them recognizing it as anything they had ever seen before. 

16. Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis (Linneus). Snow Buntina.— 

In 1887 Mr. Ridgway described the Snow Bunting common on the Pribilof 

Islands as Plectrophenax nivalis townsend. 

It was therefore with considerable surprise that, among five specimens 

of Snow Buntings received from Mr. Marsh one (No. 172) proves to be the 

typical species. It is a male caught alive in the village of St. Paul March 

31,1912. The other four specimens are typical P. n. townsendi. 

17. Zonotrichia leucophrys gambeli (Nuttall). GAmBEL’s SPaR- 

Row.— An adult male (No. 180) in fine plumage was obtained by Mr. 

Marsh, May 24, 1912, on St. Paul Island. 

18. Passerella iliaca insularis Ridgway. WKap1aK Fox Sparrow. 

— One male, (No. 15) was shot among the rocks near Gorbatch rookery, 

St. Paul Island, September 7, 1910, by Dr. Hahn. High northeasterly 

winds had prevailed for several days. On October 4, another was seen near 

where the one was killed a month earlier. Still another was seen the same 

day among the rocks back of Reef rookery, and on October 15, one was 

seen among the rocks at Kaminista, St. Paul Island, by Dr. Hahn. Mr. 

Oberholser identifies the single specimen as P. 7. sinuosa Grinnell which is 
not regarded as separable from insularis in the A. O. U. Check-List. 
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AN ESSEX COUNTY ORNITHOLOGIST:! 

BY GLOVER M. ALLEN. 

In 1905 the Nuttall Ornithological Club published as No. 3 

of its Memoirs, Dr. Charles W. Townsend’s ‘Birds of Essex 

County,’ the most extensive monograph that had up to that time 

appeared on the birds of so limited an area of North America. 

The large number (319) of species which it includes, bears witness 

not only to the many observers whose notes were available but 

also to the variety of conditions obtaining in this favored portion 

of Massachusetts whereby so great a multitude of birds is attracted. 

Certain species (as the Orchard Oriole, Yellow-breasted Chat, Long- 

billed Marsh Wren) whose habitat lies chiefly to the south are 

here at about their northeastern breeding limit, while others, 

characteristic of more boreal conditions (as Solitary Vireo, Hermit 

Thrush), find local spots suited to their needs. 

The present paper is a further contribution of notes on Essex 

County birds, gleaned from the records and collections of the late 

Benjamin F. Damsell, of Amesbury, in the northernmost part of 

the County. Although a life-long student of birds, he was practi- 

cally unknown among ornithologists for he published nothing and 

carried on his studies by himself in a quiet way. At his death, 

his collections and his note books covering nearly thirty years of 

continuous observation in the vicinity of his home, passed into the 

hands of his nephew, Mr. Howard D. Kenyon, of Sharon, Mass., 

through whose kindness I have been permitted to examine them. 

Many of the notes are of much local interest and it has seemed worth 

while to place on permanent record such of these as add to what has 

been published in the ‘Birds of Essex County,’ that his labors 

be not altogether lost. Of Mr. Damsell’s life, Mr. Kenyon has 

most kindly written the following brief sketch. 

“Benjamin F. Damsell was born Sept. 6, 1854, in Amesbury, 

Mass., the son of Thomas and Jane Damsell. He was educated 

in the public schools of Amesbury and early showed a taste for 

1 Read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club, May 6, 1912. 
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drawing. His sketches of birds and mammals gave indication 

that the boy was a good observer with unusual artistic ability. 

His father was a taxidermist on a small scale and from him Benja- 

min gained his inspiration for collecting and mounting specimens. 

His first attempt to stuff a bird seems to have been at the age of 

twelve years. 

“Both parents died in 1866, the home was broken up, and the 

boy went to a farm to live. Here among the hills where Massa- 

chusetts joins New Hampshire, Mr. Damsell started his collection 

and began the study of ornithology. Among his first books on the 

general subject of bird-lore was Cassell’s ‘Book of Birds.’ While 

at the farm his outings took the form of tramps through the woods, 

for the purpose of studying the birds and adding to his collection. 

His early advantages were few, but his natural ability, his love for 

the subject, and his determination to do good work knew no 

obstacles. In his early days in taxidermy, he bought stuffed 

specimens and took them apart to study the methods of those who 

were considered expert. While yet a farmer’s boy his pencil 

sketches of birds and squirrels were replaced by successful efforts 

at oil painting. 

“Tiring of the limitations of farm life he learned the carriage 
builder’s trade. In 1881 he married Miss Emma F. Day, of Ames- 

bury, and continued to reside in his native town. 

“For years he reserved Saturdays for hunting trips. Oftentimes 

when business was dull a large portion of his time was given to 

taxidermy and painting. All his work seemed to combine the 

skill of the mechanic with the touch of the artist. He bought the 

best books, studied the best methods, with the result that his 

knowledge of birds was comprehensive and exact. 

“Most of his hunting was done in the vicinity of Amesbury and 

on the great meadows of Salisbury and of Hampton, N. H. For 

forty years he continued to study, collect, and mount specimens. 

His collection was reasonably complete in those birds that frequent 

northeastern Massachusetts and his notes were kept until within 

a few weeks of his death. He was well known as a taxidermist 

in the nearby towns of Newburyport, Haverhill, Hampton, and 

Exeter. 

“ After an illness of several months he passed away June 8, 1911. 
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His attainments were such that had he not chosen to live the quiet, 

retired life of his native hills, he would have won distinction in the 

artistic and mechanical side of taxidermy. By those who knew 

him he will ever be remembered as a man of unusually lovable 
qualities and nobility of character.” 

The notebooks, from which the following items are abstracted, 

cover the period from 1880 to 1911, and though at first confined to 

records of birds shot, became later more systematic, with entries 

of all dates on which the different species were seen or killed. 

Beyond this there is rarely more than an occasional remark con- 

cerning some unusual circumstance, except for dates when birds 

were seen mating or when eggs were found. In addition to the 

notes on birds, several pages in some years are given to lists of 

local trees with dates on which they first bloomed or put out their 

leaves, when the first thunder shower occurred, the first frogs were 

heard, and the like. The bird records seem to be made with 

much caution and as they are frequently substantiated by the 

actual specimen, may in most cases be deemed wholly trustworthy. 

Part of the collection was destroyed but the remainder is in good 

condition and consists of several hundred mounted specimens, 

some of the more interesting of which have been acquired by the 

Boston Society of Natural History for its New England collection. 

In the paragraphs which follow, it is to be understood that unless 

definitely mentioned, the locality is Amesbury, Mass., or the im- 

mediate vicinity 

1. Uria lomvia lomvia. Briinnicn’s Murre.— An unusually early 

date of appearance is November 9, 1901. Late November is the usual 

time for this bird on our coast. The first fall arrival is noted on Novem- 

ber 24, 1890, and November 28, 1893. 
2. Sterna hirundo. Common TrerN.— The increase in numbers of 

this species on our coast of late years due to the protection afforded the 

breeding birds is evidenced by the entries in the notebooks. Although 
rarely recorded in summer previous to 1906, yet after that date it regularly 

appears during late July and in August. 
3. Oceanodroma leucorhoa. Leacu’s Perrer.— On October 16, 

1887, one was shot at Kimball’s Pond, a large body of fresh water a short 

distance inland. It is a striking fact that the inland records for this bird 
in New England are mainly of specimens seen on ponds or rivers during 

the middle of October. Possibly these petrels are then in active migration 

south and at that time more frequently wander or are blown inland. 
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4. Phalacrocorax carbo. Cormoranr.— An interesting case is 
wecorded of a Common Cormorant that was seen to be hazassed by two 
Kingbirds at Amesbury on June 18, 1895. It sought refuge man oak tree 

‘cand fell to the ground where it was captured. An examinatiomshowed that 
‘one wing had been broken but had healed. The bird was a male. 

5. Phalacrocorax auritus auritus. Dowsib-cRESTED CaRMORANT. 

— A midsummer bird is noted as shot at Kingston, N. H., July 49,1891. 

6. Pelecanus occidentalis. Brown Prexican.— An immature bird, 
taken May 1, 1907, off Great Boar’s Head, Hampton Beach, N. H., was 

mounted by Mr. Damsell, and later purchased by Col. John B. Thayer 

who presented it to the Society, It has not apparently been reeorded. 

7. Anas platyrhynchos. Ma.iuarp.— Oceasionally taken, in one 

instance a late male, on December 2, 1904. A pair shot at True’s Pond, 

October 16, 1893, weighed —the drake 23 pounds; the duck 2 pounds. 

8. Nettion carolinense. GREEN-WINGED TEAL.— An early record is 

of one shot March 23, 1889. In 1898, one was killed on December 2. 

9. Querquedula discors. Buvur-wincep TEaL.— The only spring 

specimens noted are: one on March 21, 1898, and a male, April 24, 1897. 

10. Spatula clypeata. SHovELLER.— This unmistakable species is 

twice recorded, once in spring, April 6, 1893, and once in fall, September 3, 

1894. Both dates extend those recorded for Essex County. 

11. Aixsponsa. Woop Ducx.— A late bird is noted on December 16, 

1903. 

12. Marila americana. RepHEap.—A single specimen was taken 

October 14, 1893. 

13. Marila collaris. Ring-NEcKED DucK.— But one record Is given 

for Essex County in Dr. Townsend’s memoir. Mr. Damsell, however, has 

a record of a bird on April 7, 1889. 

14. Somateria dresseri. AmrriIcAN E1per.— The collection contains 

several specimens of this duck, and the notebooks record it once as early 

as September 20, 1903, an unusually forward bird. 

15. Somateria spectabilis. Kina Erprr.— The single record for 

Essex County is the specimen taken at Marblehead, November 24, 1889, 

It is therefore of interest to find that a second was shot at nearly the same 

time by Mr. Damsell, namely on November 29, 1889. It was a young 

male. 

16. Chen hyperboreus hyperboreus. Lesser Snow Goosr.—A 

Snow Goose, shot October 7, 1888, is among the birds whose measurements | 

are entered in one of the notebooks. The wing length is there recorded as. 

143 inches, which indicates the Lesser Snow Goose. In the notebook for 

1902, isthe entry: ‘‘ Albert Shaw shot a Snow Goose,” but the exact date, 

if known, was not recorded. A further entry records, February 18, 1902, 

“ Saw a flock of Snow Geese.”’ 

17. Anser albifrons gambeli. Wuitn-rRoNTED GoosE.— Previous 

to 1905, there were no records of this bird for Essex County. Mr. Damsell 
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notes two, however, that were killed on the Salisbury marshes October 5, 
1888. 

18. Ixobrychus exilis. Least Birrern.— Records for this elusive 

bird are few in the northeastern extreme of its range. Mr. Damsell’s 

notebooks record it twice in fall: September 21, 1887, and September ly 

1888. 

19. Herodias egretta. American Ecret.— A ‘white heron’ shot 

September 19, 1887, is recorded, together with measurements of the bird. 

The wing, 16 inches, and tarsus, 6 inches, indicate that it was H. egretta. 

The notebooks also record another white heron at Salisbury, August 5, 
1907. 

20. Ralluselegans. Kine Rait.— A specimen is noted on August 14, 
1902. 

21. Gallinula galeata. FLormpa GaLiiInuLe.— Most of the few 

records for Essex County are of October birds. Mr. Damsell’s collection 

contained two birds, one taken September 14, 1887, the other October 3, 
1903. 

22. Lobipes lobatus. NortTHern PHALAROPE.— Data on the occur- 

rence of these birds are alwaysinteresting. I find one spring record, May 18, 

1904; and one of a bird ‘in full plumage’ (and so perhaps a care free 

female) on July 31, 1905, a rather early date. 

23. Recurvirostra americana. American Avocet.— The collec- 

tion contains a fine adult female of this species, taken May 23, 1887, doubt- 

less on the Salisbury marshes. That it was a locally obtained specimen 
there can be no doubt, as it was skinned, sexed and measured by Mr. 

Damsell. His notebook simply makes record of it as the first of its kind 

observed, for in these earlier days of his collecting he seems not to have 

been aware of the rarity of his capture. The specimen has been acquired 

by the Boston Society of Natural History for its New England Collection. 

There are but three other instances on record of the appearance of this 

species in Massachusetts, one of which is indefinite and the others of fall 

birds. That this straggler should have appeared in spring is therefore of 

unusual interest. 
24. Philohela minor. Woopcockx.— The notebooks contain a num- 

ber of records of late fall birds, as follows: November 20, 1886, December 

10, 1887, November 21, 1880, November 18, December 6, 1890, Novem- 

ber 30, 1893, December 5, 1903. 
25. Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s Snipr.— Dr. Townsend indicates 

that this bird is occasional in winter in Essex County. Mr. Damsell notes 

one November 24, 1896, at Amesbury; and records one shot at Newbury- 

port on February 8, 1889. 
26. Micropalama himantopus. Stivr Sanprrrer.— The notebooks 

extend somewhat the limits of the fall migration of this species as recorded 

for Essex County, viz., July 22 to September 16. Thus I find entry of 

specimens shot September 15, and 17, 1893, and October 2, 1895. 
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27. Limosa fedoa. Marsiep Gopwit.— This bird is now so rare as 

to be considered ‘ accidental’ in Essex County. It is therefore worth 

noting that one was shot July 28, and another July 30, 1888. 

28. Limosa hemastica. Hupsonran Gopwit.—‘ Large flocks’ 

are recorded September 7, 1891, and single birds shot August 24, 1889, 

August 31, and September 2, 1903. 

29. Bartramia longicauda. Upitanp PLover.— A very late bird is 

one shot by William Thompson on October 26, 1901. In 1896, there are 

records of this species at Amesbury on July 10, and in August, but in other 

years rarely more than once in the late summer. 
30. Numenius americanus. LoNnc-BILLED CuRLEW.— There are 

two records for this bird in the notebooks, namely of specimens taken 

probably on the Salisbury marshes, July 21, 1887, and July 25, 1891. 

Although the Hudsonian Curlew is often mistaken for this species by 

gunners, I am confident that these records may stand. 

31. Numenius hudsonicus. Hupsonrian CurLtEw.— The notebooks 
contain frequent mention of this species among birds shot in August and 

early September. A flock of thirty was seen August 2, 1907. 

32. Numenius borealis. Eskimo CurLtew.—A_ few additional 

records for this nearly or quite extinct species are: August 31, 1889, ‘ shot 

one in the marsh’; August 28, and 29, 1893, specimens shot. There are 

no records in the books of later date. 

33. Charadrius dominicus dominicus. GoipEN PLoverR.— The 
only spring record is May 18, 1903, and may, I think, be accepted as the 

bird was thoroughly familiar to Mr. Damsell. 

34. Oxyechus vociferus. KiLipEER.— The memorable winter flight 

of these birds in 1888 was noticed at Amesbury, where on December 4, four 

were shot, and two the following day. In 1884, a bird was shot on the 

marsh in August, and in 1895 one is recorded November 25. 

35. Colinus virginianus virginianus. Bos-wuitn.— Essex County 

is close to the critical limit for this species in its northeastward range. 

In the notebooks, it is entered nearly every year among the birds seen 

about Amesbury, but after 1905, it appears no more. 

36. Ectopistes migratorius. PasseNGrER Pickon.— Mr. Damsell 

was quite familiar with this species and the Mourning Dove, and his col- 

lection contains specimens of both, locally obtained. Of the Pigeon, 

a male and a female were shot on August 24, 1886. In 1887, the species 

is entered twice, on April 23 and November 29. The year 1888 is the last 

year in which the Passenger Pigeon was observed, a flock of five on May 6. 

This was about the year when the bird practically disappeared from New 

England. 

37. Zenaidura macroura carolinensis. Mourninac Dove.— One 

is recorded February 24, 1890, and another January 9, 1892; the extreme 

dates for this bird are, with these exceptions, March 31 to November 2, 

(1894). 
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38. Buteo lineatus lineatus. Rep-sHoutperep HawK.— The occa- 
sional gathering of this species into large companies during migration, 
was noticed on September 18, 1886, when a ‘ flock of about 300’ p 
at Amesbury. 

39. Halizetus leucocephalus leucocephalus. Barty Eacir— 

The notebooks contain several winter records for this bird, whose occasional 

appearance is always a matter of interest. In 1890, ‘one dark and two 

white-headed birds’ were seen March 1, and a single bird May 30. In 1891 

there are records for February 7, July 15, August 3 and 11, December 20. 

In 1903, one was seen, January 5, at Hampton, N.H. These winter records 

are of interest as showing the bird’s occasional presence on the coast during 
the winters, while inland among the mountains and lakes of New Hampshire 
they are summer visitors. 

40. Scotiaptex nebulosa nebulosa. Grear Gray Own.— An 

unrecorded specimen of this rare owl was in Mr. Damsell’s collection, and 

has been acquired by the Boston Society of Natural History. It was shot 
January 6, 1894, in the Great Swamp at Amesbury. 

41. Cryptoglaux funerea richardsoni. Ricuarpson’s Owt. 

Two mounted specimens obtained in the vicinity of Amesbury are in the 

collection; the first was taken February 25, 1889, the second, a male, on 
January 5, 1903. 

42. Nycteanyctea. Snowy Owu.— Although generally considered a 

very irregular winter visitor, it is worthy of note that it is almost yearly 

recorded in the notebooks. The years and dates are given in full in case 

they may have value in connection with the notices of flights recorded by 
Mr. Ruthven Deane. They are: 1886, November 26, December 10; 

1887, February 10; 1889, November 8; 1890, January 23, February 13 

(Hampton River, N. H.), November 28, December 6, 11, 20, 24; 1891, 

December 16; 1893, November 7; 1896, November 16, @; 1901, Decem- 

ber 26, two, December 28; 1902, January 3, 11, 18, 25, February 3, 4, April 

3, October 18, 23; 1903, March 12; 1905, November 21. 

43. Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED Cuckoo. 

— The Black-billed is the Cuckoo commonly represented in Essex County, 

while the Yellow-billed species more rarely reaches northern Massachusetts 

and southern New Hampshire. This is shown well by Mr. Damsell’s 

records, in which the latter bird is entered but five times in seventeen years. 

In 1884, one was shot May 23, and asecond on June 14. In 1901 anest and 

eggs were found on June 24. A bird was taken August 24, 1903, and the 

final one noted May 17, 1906. 

44. Dryobates villosus villosus. Hairy Wooprrcker.— Although 

this bird breeds sporadically in Essex County and in general is considered 

a resident species wherever found, a tabulation of all the entries in the 

notebooks, covering twenty-six years, brings out very strongly the fact that 

on the coast in the vicinity of Amesbury, at all events, the Hairy Wood- 

pecker appears very regularly during October and November in small 

assed 
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numbers, but only rarely in the winter and spring months. Thus out of 

the twenty years in which it is recorded, there are but two September 

entries; in eleven years it was noted in October and in five years not until 

November. During these two months there are sometimes as many as 

five or six records for each month. In four years there are from one to 

three December occurrences; one record each for January and February, 
two for early April, and one for May, all in different years. The last is 

of one seen May 30, 1890, a date that indicates perhaps a nesting bird. 

With us in central New England there is unquestionably a slight movement 

of these birds in late fall into woodlands from which they are absent in 

summer, but during the winter most of them seem to disappear again. 

45. Picoides arcticus. Arctic THREE-ToED WoopPpECKER.— The 
measurements of a bird taken November 24, 1883, are recorded in one of 

the notebooks. Another specimen is entered October 28, 1887, both no 

doubt from Amesbury. It is interesting that though both species of the 

Three-toed Woodpecker are found together in the White Mountains as 

residents, the Arctic is the more given to wandering, and is the one oftener 

noted in fall and winter outside of its summer range, while the American 

Three-toed Woodpecker much more rarely appears as a visitor south of its 

breeding range. 

46. Sphyrapicus varius varius. YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER.— 

Although a July and an August record for Essex County are given by 

Dr. Townsend, he does not adduce any evidence of its breeding. Mr. 

Damsell’s notes contain several mentions of this woodpecker in May and 

June, as follows: a male May 5, 1887; a bird shot at ‘ the farm’ May 4, 

1889; one shot at True’s Pond, May 6, 1893; one June 12, 1891; one May 

18 and 21, 1907. Perhaps an occasional pair nests in the swampy woods of 

thisregion. A late bird is noted on November 4, 1890. 

47. Phleotomus pileatus abieticola. NorTHERN PILEATED Woop- 

PECKER.— So rare is this bird in the eastern part of Massachusetts that the 

only specific mention of its occurrence in Essex County relates to one at 

Manchester in December, 1885. Two additional instances are supplied 

by Mr. Damsell’s notes, namely, a young male shot July 8, 1886; and a 

bird shot by one Moses Tewksbury at Kimball’s Pond, October 4, 1895. 

Both these were mounted, and the measurements of the former are entered 

in one of the notebooks. Probably these were wanderers from central 

Massachusetts or New Hampshire. 

48. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. Rrp-HEADED WooDPECKER.— 

One was shot at Hast Salisbury, August 30, 1884. 

49. Antrostomus vociferus vociferus. Wuip-poor-wiLL.— Mr. 

Damsell’s notes extend slightly the extreme dates recorded for the presence 

of this bird in Essex County. In 1902 it was first noted April 28, and in 

1891 a late bird is entered October 3. 

50. Chordeiles virginianus virginianus. NigurHawK.— On May 

30, 1890, is the interesting note that Nighthawks were seen ‘in flocks,’ 

evidently late migrants bound still farther north. 
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51. Chetura pelagica. Cuimney Swirr.— In 1898 Swifts remained 
unusually late and are entered almost daily till October 4. 

52. Empidonax traillialnorum. A.prr Fuycarcuer.— On June 8, 
1890, a nest and four eggs were found near Amesbury; the bird is again 

recorded May 30, 1892, July 2, 1894, and May 25, 1901. 

53. Perisoreus canadensis canadensis. Canapa Jay.— One was 
taken February 13, 1904, at Newton, New Hampshire, not far from the 
Massachusetts boundary. 

54. Sturnella magna magna. Mrapowiark.— The notes make 

but few records of the Meadowlark in January and February, namely 

February 10, 1894; January 15 and 25, 1902; February 23, 1910. Of late 

years it seems as if this bird was more regularly found in winter than before 

along the coastal marshes of the northeastern part of its range. Previous 

to 1905 Dr. Townsend had but a single January record for Essex County. 
55. Icterus spurius. OrcHarp Or1oLte.— The breeding range of this 

bird extends in a narrow strip along the Essex County coast, and at Ipswich 

it has been found with some regularity. North of the Massachusetts line 

it has been rarely found as a straggler only. In Mr. Damsell’s notes cover- 

ing twenty-six vears of observations at Amesbury it is entered three times, 

namely, July 4, 1883, one seen at Newburyport; May 12, 1891, and May 21, 

1900, one noted at Amesbury. 

56. Icterus galbula. Battimore OrioLe.— An interesting note 

records that on November 29, 1897, one was seen in Dover, N. H., ‘ with 
English Sparrows.’ 

57. Quiscalus quiscula eneus. Bronzep GrackLe.— November 6, 
1890, a ‘ large flock’ was seen, a late date for such numbers. One was 

shot February 6, 1897, which may have been a wintering bird. 

58. Calcarius lapponicus lapponicus. LarLanp Lonaspur.— 

Although prior to 1902 there were apparently no records of this bird in 

Massachusetts during winter, Mr. Damsell notes one shot January 10, 
1885, probably on the seashore at Amesbury. 

59. Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. Carpinau.— On September 

27, 1889, one was shot at True’s Pond, Amesbury. It is interesting that 

Dr. Townsend records a pair at Amesbury on May 19, 1901. 

60. Piranga erythromelas. Scarter Tanacrer.—‘A male in full 

plumage,’ August 26, 1897. 

61. Bombycilla cedrorum. Crpar Waxwina.— Usually the note- 

books do not record this species at Amesbury until May. There is com- 

monly a well defined movement of Waxwings in southern or central New 

England during late January and February, when they appear with Robins, 

presumably from farther south. This early migration reaches southern 

New Hampshire, but apparently with considerable irregularity. At 

Amesbury, Mr. Damsell records two Cedar birds February 1, 1887, and a 

flock on February 19, the same year, but in other years this early flight is 
not mentioned. On September 10, 1889, old birds were seen still feeding 

their young. 
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62. Vireo griseus griseus. WHITE-EYED VIREO.— This vireo bred 

at least till lately in Essex County, but mainly in the more southern and 

eastern portions. Mr. Damsell records that on July 1, 1890, he shot one at 

Amesbury. Possibly a pair bred near there that year. 

63. Dendroica coronata. Myrtim Warsier.— For how many years 

this bird has wintered to the north of Cape Ann, seems now beyond dis- 

covery. Mr. C. J. Maynard did not know of them in winter at Ipswich 

from 1868 to 1872, and the recent increase in the area of evergreen trees in 

that region may account for the numbers of wintering birds to be found 

there at the present day. At East Salisbury, Mr. Damsall shot one on 

January 23, 1884, and in several of the succeeding years he records it at 

Amesbury, namely, February 10, 1887, a flock of five or ten; December 17, 

1887; December 28, 1891; December 30, 1893; February 10, 1894; Janu- 

ary 1, 1901. These sporadic records do not seem to indicate that the 

Myrtle Warbler winters at Amesbury and vicinity with anything like the 

regularity that it does at such favored localities as Ipswich or at Cape 

Elizabeth, Maine. 

64. Dendroica fusca. BLAcKBURNIAN WARBLER.— A rather early 

date of arrival is May 5, 1886, when two males are recorded. 

65. Oporornis agilis. Connecticut WarsiER.— Mr. Damsell’s 

notes make mention of a specimen shot September 27, and another Septem- 

ber 28, 1893, while a third was killed October 2 of the same year. 

66. Oporornis philadelphia. Mourninac Warsier.— There are 

two instances in the notes when this rare warbler was seen at Amesbury — 

May 30, 1888, and May 30,1892. I saw a bird at Ipswich on June 3, 

1912. These seem to be the only definite dates published for Essex 

County. 

67. Icteria virens virens. Y®LLOW-BREASTED CHaT.— One was shot 

at Amesbury on September 30, 1882 — of interest both on account of the 

late date and the locality. There is little probability that it had bred in 

the vicinity but may have wandered from the breeding stations in the 

southern part of the County. 

68. Anthus rubescens. Pirit.— The single spring note of this 

species in Mr. Damsell’s books refers to one observed May 9, 1904. Dr. 

Townsend’s spring records for the County are May 9, 1893, May 10, 1903, 

and June 8, 1878. The fall dates in the notebooks extend from September 

10 (1887) to December 1 (1891.) 

69. Mimus polyglottos polyglottos. Mockinepirp.— Of late years, 

records for this bird in eastern New England have multiplied and should be. 

gathered together to determine if this species is not becoming increasingly 

more common asa visitor and resident. That even a large part of the many 

recorded are escaped cage-birds seems unlikely. In Mr. Damsell’s notes 

a Mockingbird is entered as seen at Amesbury, November 7, and again 

December 16, 1893, perhaps the same individual on both occasions. 

70. Regulus calendula calendula. Rusy-crowNepD KINGLET.— 

A late bird was shot at Amesbury, November 26, 1885. 
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71. Hylocichla guttata pallasi. Hermir Turusy— The Hermit 

Thrush breeds regularly along the coast of New Hampshire in the white 

pine woods, but in Essex County it becomes local and less common as a 
summer resident. Thus Dr. Townsend records its breeding at Lynn, 

North Beverly, between Gloucester and Magnolia, and in Essex, George- 
town, and Boxford. Judging from Mr. Damsell’s notes it breeds with 

some regularity in the vicinity of Amesbury. Thus he found its nest and 

eggs on May 30, 1888, and again on June 1, 1894. In 1893 the bird is 
noted throughout May, and several times in June, July and August, 1898. 
A late bird was seen December 2, 1891. 

72. Sialia sialis sialis. Biursirp.— An early arrival was noted on 

February 16, 1902, and a male on the 27th of the same month. 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO AVIAN PALEONTOLOGY. 

BY R. W. SHUFELDT. 

I. Tse Stratus or Extinct MELEAGRIDAE.! 

Plate III. 

Up to the present time, there have been but three species of 

fossil Meleagride described and recorded, and these are correctly 

listed — in so far as their names go — on page 388 of the third edi- 

tion of the A. O. U. Check-List of North American Birds. Two of 

these, namely M. antiqua and M. celer, were described by Marsh,— 

the former being from the Oligocene (White River) of Oregon [?], 

and the latter from the Pleistocene of New Jersey. 

It may be of interest, but surely of no importance, that Marsh 

also described other fossil remains of a bird as M. altus from the 

“Post-pliocene”’ of New Jersey, which has since been discovered 

to be but a synonym of Meleagris superba of Cope. 

M. superba is the third species listed in the A. O. U. Check-List, 

and is said to have come from the Pleistocene of New Jersey. On 

1 The Illustrated Outdoor World and Recreation of New York City will soon 

publish in serial form a ‘“ History of the North American Turkeys" by E. A. 

Mcllhenny, to appear as a book Jater on. The present article forms, in part, 

one of the chapters on Prehistoric Turkeys. 
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the 25th of April, 1912, Dr. George F. Eaton wrote me that the 

material, upon which M. altus is based, “is in the Peabody Museum 

(type) with other types of fossil Meleagride.”’ 

Cope’s description of M. superbus occurs in the Trans. Amer. 

Phil. Soc. (N. S. xiv. Pt. 1, 1870, 239); it being a very careful and 

detailed piece of work, based on the material before him, which is 

said to have consisted of “a nearly perfect right tibia, an imperfect 

left one, a left femur with the condyles broken off, and a right 

coracoid bone, with the distal articular extremity imperfect.” 

In my opinion, there would be ample here to establish a fossil spe- 

cies of bird, especially if placed in the hands of a good comparative. 

avian osteologist. Personally, I have never seen the material upon 

which M. superba was established; but, judging from its character 

and its amount, I am strongly inclined to believe that Professor: 

Cope had a fossil American Turkey before him,— at least the fossil 

remains of one. 

Professor Marsh would never allow me to examine and compare 

the fossil bones which he described as those he suspected of belong- 

ing to extinct turkeys, and I never did so during his life-time. 

Several years after he had attempted to establish M. altus (now 

known to be only a synonym of M. superba Cope), I informed him 

that I was not prepared to accept his conclusions in the matter; 

and finally it came to pass that I published in a paper what I 

desired to set forth on the subject. This paper was entitled “On 

Fossil Bird-bones Obtained by Expeditions of the University of 

Pennsylvania from the Bone Caves of Tennessee” (American 

Naturalist, July, 1897, 645-650); and, in connection with other 

things said in it, I pointed out that among the bones found, many 

of them belonged to M. g. sylvestris. 

Admitting the establishment of Meleagris superba of Cope, we 

have now to discuss the two other species. These are, as stated 

above, Meleagris antiqua (1871), and Meleagris celer (1872), both 

recorded by Professor O. C. Marsh. In my above cited paper: 

on the Tennessee fossil bird-bones, p. 648, I have commented 

on the validity of these species as follows: “Professor Marsh at 

different times has described three species of alleged extinct 

Turkeys, viz., Meleagris antiquus, M. altus and M. celer; but I am 

very sceptical indeed in regard to the validity of the first-named,.. 
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i. e., Meleagris antiquus; or, in other words, I doubt the propriety 

of basing a new species of fossil turkey upon “the distal end of a 

right humerus,” as Professor Marsh has done in this case. Nor 

do the characters he describes for this species, as being diagnostic, 

hold true. It is a positive detriment to science, in my estimation, 

to create new species of fossil birds upon the distal ends of long 

bones; and surely no assistance whatever to those who honestly 

endeavor to gain some idea of the avian species that really existed 

during prehistoric times. So far as MW. altus and M. celer are con- 

cerned, I can only say that I know nothing of them from personal 

examination of the material upon which the species are based, and 

this has been refused me.” 

“In the case of Meleagris altus, Professor Marsh says that the 

length of the tarso-metatarsal is equal to 176.5 mm. (p. 261), and 

the present writer says that it is by no means uncommon to find 

the same bones in adult specimens of M. gallopavo fully of that 

length, if not longer. The other characters Professor Marsh enu- 

merates, may each and all be due to sexual and individual 

variations.” 

“Tn the case of Meleagris celer, this likewise holds true; and in 

regard to the statement that the “remains preserved indicate a bird 

about half the bulk of M. altus,” may be said with equal truth of 

M. gallopavo, in which species a similar discrepancy in size also 

exists between sexes and between the old and young.” 

“Tn other words, I am of the opinion, so far as I am able to judge 

from his descriptions, that when Professor Marsh described his 

three extinct and new species of Meleagris, he had nothing more or 

less before him than the very meagre and fragmentary remains of 

M. gallopavo.”! As pointed out below, these birds may not have 

been true turkeys at all. 
It is clear, from Professor Marsh’s description, that he attempted 

to establish Meleagris antiqua upon an imperfect distal extremity 

of a right humerus, and I. celer upon the fossil bones enumerated 

below. It has already been pointed out in a previous paragraph 

that I found not a few fossil bones of Meleagris g. silvestris in the 

material which was taken from the Bone Caves of Tennessee, 

1The American Journal of Science, ser. 3, ii, 1871, 126. (Meleagris antiqua.) 

The title is on page 120. 
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while no such bones occurred in the great mass of fossil bird bones 

from the Oregon desert. 

Believing that things might have changed a little since the time 

Professor Marsh declined to allow me to examine the fragments of 

fossil bones upon which he had attempted to establish three extinet 

species of Meleagris,— a matter of some fifteen years ago,— I wrote 

a letter to Dr. George F. Eaton (April 19, 1912) of the Yale Uni- 

versity Museum. This brought a reply next day, and in this he 

kindly stated that he would bring my request before Professor 

Charles Schuchert, curator of the Geological Department of the 

Peabody Museum of Natural History of Yale University. With 

great promptness and marked courtesy, Professor Schuchert (May 

2, 1912) sent me, by registered mail, Marsh’s type specimens, 

which he had used in his descriptions of Meleagris antiqua and M. 

celer. On the third of May, 1912, this material came safe to hand, 

and I immediately made a complete set of photographic negatives 

of the specimens. 

I desire to express my thanks for the courtesies and privileges 

extended to me in this matter by Dr. Eaton, Professor Schuchert 

of Yale University; Drs. James E. Benedict and Charles W. Rich- 

mond of the U. S. National Museum, and Mr. Newton P. Scudder, 

Librarian of the same institution. Through their aid, I was enabled 

to examine and compare, with Marsh’s fossils before me, a mounted 

skeleton of a wild turkey (J. g. silvestris), taken many years ago 

by Professor Spencer F. Baird at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and to 

consult all the existing literature on the subject. Upon examining 

the material forwarded me by Professor Schuchert after it came into 

my hands, I found first, in a small tube closed with a cork, the distal 

end of the right humerus of some large bird. The cork was marked 

on the side “Type”; on top “ Mel. antiquus. G. Ranch. Col. 

G. B.G. Aug. 6th, 1870.’ The specimen is pure white, thor- 

oughly fossilized, and imperfect. The second of the two specimens 

1 Shufeldt, R. W. ‘A Study of the Fossil Avifauna of the Equus Beds of the 

Oregon Desert.’ Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., ser. 2. IX. 1892, pp. 389-425, 

Pls. XV-XVII. Advance abstracts of this memoir were published in ‘The Auk’ 

(Vol. VIII, No. 4. Oct. 1891, pp. 365-368). The American Naturalist (Vol. 

XXV, No. 292, Apr. 1891, pp. 303-306, and Ibid.) No. 297, Sept. 1891, pp. 818-821) 

and elsewhere. Although no turkeys were discovered among these fossils, there 

were bones present of extinct grouse. 
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received is in a small pasteboard box, marked on top “ Birds. 

Meleagris, sp. nov. N. J. Meleagrops celer (type).”’ The speci- 

men is the imperfect, proximal moiety of the left tarso-metatarsus 

of a rather large bird. It is thoroughly fossilized, earth-brown in 

color, with the free borders of the proximal end considerably worn 
off. On its postero-external aspect, written in ink, are the words 

“M. celer.”’ On the cork of the vial containing the end of the 

humerus, the initials G. B.G. are, without doubt, those of Dr. 

George Bird Grinnell; and, as he there states that the specimen 

was collected at G. Ranch, Colorado, it is clear that the locality 

given (Oregon) in the last edition of the A. O. U. Check-List is in- 
correct. Besides, Marsh states in his article that the fossil was 

from Colorado; and this is further evidenced in the fact that the 

fragment is pure white, which is so characteristic of such fossils 
found in the White River region of Colorado. 

My comparisons of Marsh’s specimens of his alleged fossil turkeys 

with the corresponding bones of the skeleton in the case of Meleagris 

gallopavo silvestris, were most critical and thorough. Everything 

to make such comparisons complete were at my disposal for several 

hours, and no pains were spared to do the subject justice. 

Marsh, in his article, evidently attached but little or no impor- 

tance to the “other fragments” which were found with those upon 

which he based his descriptions; and from this fact it is fair to 

presume that they must, indeed, have been very fragmentary. 

It has been unfortunate for science that Professor Marsh in his 

life-time was enabled to pay such scant attention to the osteology 

of existing birds; his weakness in this particular is evidenced in 

not a few places throughout his writings, as I have elsewhere 

pointed out.! 

1Marsh, O. C. Odontornithes. ‘‘The Struthious characters, seen in Hesper- 

ornis, should probably be regarded as evidence of real affinity, and in this case 

Hesperornis would be essentially a carnivorous, swimming Ostrich."’ (!) 

Shufeldt, R. W. On the Affinities of Hesperornis. Nature, Vol. 43, No. 1104, 

London, December 25, 1890, p. 176. Review of Professor D’Arcy Thompson's 

paper, showing the true affinities of Hesperornis with the Colymbida@, and not with 

the Ostriches. See also Shufeldt’s ‘‘Comparative Osteological Notes on the 

Extinct Bird Ichthyornis’’ (Jour. Anat. and Phys., Vol. XXVII., N.S., Vol. VII. 

Part III. Art. 2. Lond. Apr. 1893, pp. 336-342) where it is shown that Marsh 

entirely overlooked the relationships existing between Ichthyornis and Rhynchops, 

and for the reason that he was not familiar with the skeleton in the latter existing 

genus of birds. 
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In the case, then, of Meleagris antiqua of Marsh, I am of the 

opinion that we have not sufficient evidence before us to establish 

the fact that any such bird ever existed in prehistoric time; my 

reasons for so believing are the following :— 

1. The existing material upon which the species is based is alto- 

gether too fragmentary to pronounce with anything like cer- 

tainty that it ever belonged to a Meleagris. 

2. The material is not only fragmentary, but very imperfect 

(see Plate III, Figs. 1 and 2). 

3. The fragment does not present the “Characteristic portions” 

of that end of the humerus in a turkey as Professor Marsh 

states that it does. In any event, an imperfect distal frag- 

ment of the humerus of any big, gallinaceous bird is a very 

unsafe bit to establish a new species upon, and especially a 

supposed-to-be extinct one. 

4. It is open to serious question whether the genus Meleagris, 

as the genus Meleagris, existed at all at the time the “ Mio- 

cene clay deposits of Northern Colorado” were deposited. 

In no way do I question that this fragment may have belonged to 

the skeleton of some long ago extinct galline fowl, about the size 

of an adult existing turkey; but that it was a true Meleagris, I 

very much doubt. It is just as likely to have belonged to many 

another kind of gallinaceous species, or even to some entirely 

different kind of bird in no special way related to the turkey. 

Coming next to the material representing Meleagris celer of 

Marsh, as described above and here figured in my Plate (Figs. 3-5), 

a still greater uncertainty attaches to the supposition that it 

belonged to the skeleton of an extinct species of Meleagris. 

As above pointed out, this is likewise an imperfect, much worn 

fragment of the proximal half of a tarso-metatarsus. I am not 

taking the tibize mentioned by Marsh into consideration, for of 

them he says himself that they only “probably belonged to the 

same individual” (see antea). There is no uncertainty about it 

at all. 

Upon comparing this proximal moiety of a tarso-metatarsus of an 

alleged extinct species of turkey — Meleagris celer of Marsh — with 

the corresponding part of that bone in the skeleton of an adult 
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Meleagris g. silvestris, it is to be discovered at once that the com- 
parable characters by no means agree. 

In the existing species of turkey, there is but a single median 

groove marking the hypotarsus posteriorly. In Marsh’s M. celer, 

the hypotarsus of this tarso-metatarsus is thus twice longitudinally 
grooved. 

In M. g. silvestris, there is a pronounced ridge of bone extending 

some distance down the shaft, it being the continuation of the 

thickened, inner border of the hypotarsus. In the case of the 

fossil fragment here being considered, this ridge is only indicated, 

and, if it were ever present at all, it is here broken off and missing. 

It is a dangerous practice to describe parts and characters in fossil 

bones that are not present there. 

Again, in the case of this fossil fragment, its general appearance 

or facies is quite unlike the corresponding part of the tarso-meta- 

tarsus in M. g. silvestris, or that of any other existing wild turkey. 

Indeed, off-hand I would say that it never came from the skeleton 

of any meleagrine fowl at all,— existing or extinct. And, as in 

the case of the alleged M. antiqua, it may have belonged to the: 

skeleton of the tarsus of some other kind of a galline fowl — not 

a meleagrine one — while it is quite as likely to have belonged to: 

the skeleton of some heron (Ardea) or other large wader as it did. 

to a turkey. 

For example, in some of the herons “the hypotarsus of the 

tarso-metatarsus is 3-crested, graduated in size, the outer being the 

smaller; the tendinal grooves pass between them.” ! 

It has just been pointed out in the last paragraph that the hypo- 

tarsus of the tarso-metatarsus in Marsh’s Meleagris celer is 3- 

crested, and the tendinal grooves pass between these crests, as in 

certain Herons. Mind you, I am not saying that Marsh had the 

bone of an extinct heron before him; but this is a significant fact, 

especially when we find, in the case of M. g. silvestris, the hypo- 

tarsus of the tarso-metatarsus is but 2-crested, having the median 

groove passing between them. 

From fossil material to positively establish an extinct spec’ 

of Meleagris, one should have at least a sufficient part «~ 

1Shufeldt, R.W. Osteological Studies of the Subfamily Ardeinz 

Med. and Surg. Vol. X, No. 4, Phila., Oct. 1899, pp. 287-317. 
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sternum, to pass with certainty on the missing portions; one or two 

of the long bones complete — or very nearly so — and, if possible, 

a few skulls and pelvic fragments. Lacking the last, a more or less 

complete coracoid and scapula are great aids in the matter of 

establishment. A complete furcula is of the utmost importance 

in a great many birds, and to this the gallinaceous ones are by no 

means exceptions. But, as in the case of Meleagris antiqua for 

example, Marsh had no such material before him; only the imper- . 

fect, fragmentary distal end of a humerous, that was all! 

When Professor Cope was good enough to turn over to me several 

hundred fossil bones of birds for description,—had I made new 

species of all that I might have done, there would have loomed up 

in the list of fossil birds in the A. O. U. Check-List quite an exten- 

sive and varied fauna of extinct species and the higher groups; but 

I passed such fragmentary evidence by, and recommended that it 

be allowed to stand until some more material came from the same 

horizon and locality. 

This is what should be done in the case of the two imperfect, 

fragmentary bits that Marsh had, and upon which he proposed to 

establish two extinct species of Meleagris. 

PLATE III. 

Fig. 1. Anconal aspect of the distal extremity of the right humerus of 
“Meleagris antiquus” of Marsh. 

Fig. 2. Palmar aspect of the same specimen as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3. Anterior aspect of the proximal moiety of a tarso-metatarsus 

of Meleagris celer of Marsh. 

Fig. 4. Posterior aspect of the same fragment of bone shown in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 5. Outer aspect of the same fragment of bone shown in figures 

3 and 4. All figures natural size. Reproduced from photographs made 

direct from the specimens by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt. 

II. Srupies oF THE FosstL BrrDS OF THE OREGON DESERT. 

Some twenty years or more ago, Professor E. D. Cope of Phila- 

delphia placed in my charge for description a large collection of 

fossil vertebrates, that had been collected by himself and his assist- 

ants at Fossil and Silver Lakes in the Oregon Desert. To this 

collection were added numerous other fossils of a similar description, 
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which had been collected in the same region by Professor Thomas 

Condon of the University of Oregon, he being the first naturalist 

who discovered and collected any of the remains of fossil birds in 

that interesting locality. Professor Cope’s chief assistant at the 

time was Mr. C. H. Sternberg, now known as one of the veteran 

fossil collectors of this country. 

Ex-Governor Whitaker of Oregon was also an early collector 

of fossil birds at Fossil and Silver Lakes, and it was he who first 

discovered the remains of the now extinct swan, named by Cope 

Olor paloregonus. 

This remarkable collection, as it came into my hands, consisted 

principally of the fossil bones of birds, as Cope had already de- 

scribed and published the mammals, fish and other forms. 

To the birds, then, I gave especial attention, working the material 

up in great detail and with all possible care. Later on, the results 

of my labors were published as a quarto in the Journal of the Acad- 

emy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,— a paper which presents 

what we knew of that region at the time the memoir appeared, 

together with very full descriptions of all the genera and species of 

birds I found in the material, of existing as well as extinct forms. 

These have, long ago, passed into the literature of the subject, 

and are more or less known to paleontologists everywhere. Most of 

this work was done early in the year 1891, at a time when but com- 

paratively few skeletons of existing birds were available, and con- 

sequently many of the fossil species remained over,— either not 

referred to the species they represented, or described as species now 

extinct. 

Nevertheless, some very interesting forms were brought to light, 

and the character of the ancient avifauna more or less clearly 

‘defined. When the collection came into my possession, Professor 

Cope had already published an account of some of the fossils of 

birds he had found in it; for example, among the Grebes he was 

enabled to make out from the numerous fossils such species as 

Aichmophorus occidentalis, Colymbus n. californicus, and Podilym- 

bus podiceps. He had also described an extinct Cormorant, Phala- 

crocorax macropus, and an extinct Swan and Goose, but had done 

little else with the collection. 

1Vol. IX, Pls. XV—XVII, Phila., Oct. 1892. 
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As will be noted in my Philadelphia Academy memoir, to these 

I added a Pelican; nine Gulls and Terns, two of the former being 

new and now extinct; a Phalarope; two Coots, one of which was 

new and extinct; five Grouse, including a new and extinct genus 

and two new and extinct species; a large number of Ducks, Geese 

and Swans; a new and extinct Flamingo; also a Heron; two ex- 

tinct Eagles; an Owl, and, finally, two new and extinct passerine 

birds. It is not my intention to refer to any of these here, beyond 

what has already been said,— the object of the present paper being 

to set forth the facts that during the summer of 1912 the entire 

aforesaid collection, with added material from the same localities, 

likewise a small collection from the U. S$. National Museum — also 

from the Silver and Fossil Lakes region — again came before me for 

examination. The entire Cope collection now belongs to the 

American Museum of Natural History of New York City, and it 

was through the authorities of that institution that I was per- 

mitted to review these valuable fossils, and to prepare them for cata- 

loguing. Upon undertaking this, by no means easy task, I found 

that the collection of bird skeletons at the U. S. National Museum, 

of existing species of American birds in particular, had been very 

much increased since the Cope collection first came beforeme. Asa 

result, far more extensive comparisons could be made, and, nat- 

urally, new species and a number of previously unrecognized species 

came to light. 

The enumeration of these will sufficiently account for publishing 

this brief advance abstract; while the reader, at the same time, 

is assured that the now completed memoir, covering the entire sub- 

ject and presenting complete descriptions of all the new discoveries, 

will appear later under other auspices. 

This abstract will list only such additional birds as I have been 

enabled to add to our lists of fossil forms through the above noted 

revision. 

Among the Pygopodes 1 find two new species of Grebes, both 

now extinct, and neither apparently very abundant during Pleisto- 

cene time,— the first being a Grebe smaller than Holboell’s but larger 

than our existing smaller Grebes; while the other was a Dabchick 

bigger than the present existing one in our fauna. 

I find numerous bones of Centrocercus wrophasianus, in no way 
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differing from the corresponding ones as they occur in the skeletons 

of the species of the present day. 

Among the Anseres, I have to announce the discovery of Mergus 

serrator and other fossil bones, which appear to have belonged to 

specimens of Mergus americanus; also an undetermined form. 

Among the Ducks, I find fossil bones — more or fewer of them — 

representing, for the first time, Marila americana (?) M. valisineria; 

M. marila (?); M. affinis (?);and M. collaris (?). Some of the 

material belongs to fossil examples of Charitonetta albeola, His- 

trionicus histrionicus, Polysticta stellert and Erismatura jamaicensis. 

This last duck had already been found by Mr. L. H. Miller of San 

Francisco, and published by him in the Proceedings of the Cali- 

fornia Academy of Sciences. 

Some of the bones point almost with certainty to the presence 

of Branta c. hutchinsi, Branta c. minima, and with absolute certainty 

to Branta bernicla. 

Among the Swans, I find fossil remains of Olor colwmbianus, 

Olor buccinator, and a very large species of a new and now extinct 

Swan. 

Further, I find fossil remains of Botawrus lentiginosus and Ardea 

herodias; and those of another heron I have to still consider. 

It is, however, a true Ardea and probably an extinct one. 

Finally, I have to make the interesting announcement of having 

found fossil bones of two species of Eagles, both of which still oecur 

in our existing avifauna; these are Aquila chrysaétos and Halieetus 

leucocephalus. 
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A STUDY OF THE HOUSE FINCH. 

BY W. H. BERGTOLD, M. D. 

Tue characteristic native bird of the cities and towns of Colorado 

is the House Finch (Carpodacus mexicanus frontalis) ; notwithstand- 

ing its sweet and characteristic song, it is commonly mistaken by 

the average citizen and visitor for the English Sparrow. 

Previous to the advent of the English Sparrow in Denver 

(about 1894, according to the writer’s notes) the only bird at all 

common about the buildings of Denver was this finch. Before 

the present extensive settlement of Colorado, the House Finch was, 

so far as one can gather from the reports of the various early 

exploring expeditions, to be found mainly along the tree covered 

‘bottoms’ of the larger streams, along the foot hills, to a small 

extent up the streams into the foot hills, and possibly along the 

streams as they neared the east line of the state. 

For the past six years, the writer has systematically and par- 

ticularly studied this species, bearing in mind several problems 

concerning it; the data secured in this work is now published for 

the first time. 
It seems desirable to say here that the writer alone is responsible 

for each and every note, observation, and conclusion given in the 

following paragraphs, the same having been drawn entirely from 

his personal studies: everything herein following is published 

without prejudice to past observations and conclusions. 

METHOD oF STUDY. 

Under this caption are included the usual general observation of 

the bird whenever seen in and about the city, and special arrange- 

ments at the office and home of the writer, designed to facilitate 

minute observations, and to bring about a more intimate acquain- 

tance with the bird. 

The office is on the sixth floor of a building situated in the heart 

of the business district of Denver, and provided with suitable 

food and drinking trays on the window sill. At the house, besides 
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similar food and drinking dishes, there are special nesting facilities 

arranged for the birds. During the first year of this special study 

the nesting boxes were nailed to the house wall, and were very 

shallow. While such boxes gave the Finches ample opportunity 

for nesting, and were well patronized, it was soon seen that the 

shallow character allowed too easy access to the nest, a condition 

promptly utilized by the English Sparrow, to the great distress 

of the Finches, and the detriment of their nests, eggs, and young. 

It was also soon learned that boxes fastened to the house did not 

lend themselves to close and rapid inspection of nests, eggs, or 

young. Consequently, after the first trials, such nesting boxes 

as were under a small sharply pitched overhanging eave, were of 

flat cigar boxes, placed on shelves firmly fastened to the house, 

provision being made to prevent the box being blown from the 

shelf, and the whole structure so placed that there was only enough 

room above the nest-box to admit a small bird, and no more. 

By this arrangement the boxes could be lifted off the shelf from a 

near-by window, and taken into the house for a brief inspection. 

It also gave the Finches some advantage in fighting off the destruc- 

tive English Sparrow in its persistent raids on their nests. 

Those nesting boxes which were placed under a broad horizontal 

overhanging eave were made in two sections, a smaller inner nest- 

ing box telescoping from below into a large outer box, the latter 

being securely attached to the wall of the house. The inner box 

sliding upward into the outer box formed for it a false bottom, as 

it were, and was kept from dropping down by suitably arranged 

hooks. The top of the assembled box was partly closed over by a 

cover, an arrangement quite necessary in order that the Finches 

might put up a better fight against the English Sparrow when it 

entered from above. These first deep boxes were provided with 

small holes in the sides for ventilation, but this was later found 

not only unnecessary, but positively harmful, as it permitted late 

snow or cold rains to beat in on the eggs or young, causing consid- 

erable loss of both. These deeper nesting boxes were also of 

advantage in preventing the young from flying too early and by the 

time they were able to fly from the nest to the box top (about 6 

inches), they had learned pretty well how to manage their wings, 

and were able to go, on the first flight from the nest, to nearby 
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trees or buildings with certainty and safety. During and after the 

summer of 1908, there were nine of these boxes attached to the 

house, all in pretty constant use by the Finches. 

Drinking places or pans are strikingly necessary in Colorado’s 

dry climate, and our birds visit any accessible water very frequently; 

hence artificial supplies of water have been peculiarly helpful in the 

present investigation. 

The Finches soon learned that no harm was done to them when 

the nesting boxes were taken into the house for examination, and 

soon ceased to fret if a nest was temporarily absent from its usual 

place. Unless constantly frightened or really harmed, these 

birds have short memories for minor disturbances. This is well 

illustrated by one occasion, when a persistent fluttering in a 

box, located near the writer’s sleeping porch, called attention to a 

nesting female Finch caught and entangled in some string which it 

had used to construct the nest, the string having become firmly 

entangled about the bird’s foot. The bird would have perished 

had it not been freed, but in less than fifteen minutes after it 

was again building as busily as before, notwithstanding the han- 

dling incidental to its liberation. This occurrence also shows how 

well the House Finch lends itself to study. It is not essential for 

ordinary study that the boxes be taken down daily and brought 

into the house, as much can be accomplished by inspection with a 

hand mirror held above the nest. 

ABUNDANCE. 

In 1881 when the writer first visited Colorado, Denver was a 

small city of about 30,000 inhabitants, spread over a rather limited 

area, and built of houses and blocks of very modest dimensions. 

The House Finch had, however, already taken advantage of the 

opportunities afforded by the nooks in, and sheltered projections of, 

houses, barns, and other buildings, to construct nests thereon. The 

bird was then only fairly numerous, yet its engaging song indelibly 

impressed itself upon the writer’s memory. In the interval since 

1881, the multiplication of these birds in Denver has been enor- 

mous and it seems reasonable to assume that this increase has 
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‘been due largely, if not entirely, to the enlarged facilities for nesting 

brought about by the presence of buildings erected, and trees and 

vines introduced, through civilization; and to a larger food supply 

.afforded the birds, resulting from the great increase of seed bearing 

weeds which has followed the plowing of the virgin prairies on which 

the city grew. Furthermore the waste food products of this city 

form a large source of food for these birds, and have added to the 

other factors leading to the increased abundance of this species. 

It would appear from this that we have here another example of 

man’s unconscious aid in the multiplication of an indigenous bird 

population and fortunately for Denver, this species has probably 

‘been largely, if not wholly, beneficial, thus making for the com- 

munity’s good. 

The House Finch is resident in Denver, though some facts relat- 

ing to its seasonal incidence lend color to the idea that it may be 

locally migratory. During August and September of each year 

there is a noticeable diminution of Finches about the city. This 

is the time when the burdens of nesting and raising of young are 

practically over, permitting young and old to flock on the prairies 

to feed on weed seeds:— numerous records of flocks seen in the 

-suburbs about this time, and later, would confirm the above idea. 

It is exceedingly difficult to determine if the same individuals 

remain in one’s neighborhood throughout the entire year. During 

the summer of 1908 an effort was made to throw light on this 

-question. Sixteen young birds, all raised in the writer’s nesting 

boxes, were tagged with a light brass band, the same having been 

placed about the right tarsus of each bird before it left the nest. 

With the exception of one, which was found crushed in the alley 

‘the day after it flew from the nest, none of these 16 birds was ever 

again identified about the premises. This might be taken as mean- 

ing that the young did not remain permanently about the nest 

neighborhood, but it may be that such tagged birds did remain in 

the neighborhood, but were undetected. 

In the summer of 1909, several young birds were tagged with 

brass bands on the left tarsus, and in 1910 some with brass bands 

on both tarsi, with the hope that such marking would aid in deter- 

mining how old a Finch might grow to be if left to nature, and all 

ithe vicissitudes of bird life. This tagging has shown definitely 
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that some, at least, of the Finches remain in one’s immediate vicin- 

ity the entire year; e. g., o’, marked October 2, 1909, was seen 

all the following winter, and again in the succeeding spring, and 

another, co’, marked by bands on both tarsi, has been noted about. 

the office building for more than two years. 

WINTERING. 

Winter in Denver seems to have no terrors for this species. 

It appears to the writer that the cold season does not trouble the 

House Finch much so long as the bird is well fed, though many, 

doubtless, suffer frosting of feet during extremely cold spells, 

resulting in mutilations referred to later on. The birds roost at 

night, whenever possible, close to buildings, in vines next to a wall, 

in a nook or on a moulding under an overhanging eave, and in the 

folds of awnings, for which places the birds have many fights until 

all are located for the winter, each going to its accustomed place 

a considerable time before sunset. The young birds sleep in trees 

after leaving the nest. They have never been observed to sleep 

two or more together, but appear, on the contrary, to desire sepa- 

rate places, each by itself. It has seemed odd to find that the 

birds never use the nesting boxes to sleep in, after the nesting 

season is over. In December they go to roost early, 4.15 P. M. 

and sleep with the head under the wing, puffed up like little feather 

balls. 

CENSUS. 

Can one form any definite idea as to how many House Finches 

there are in Denver? This question imposed itself on the writer 

early in this study, because of the relation of this species to the 

English Sparrow, and while it is self-evident that any estimate 

along these lines must be approximate only, it is however, not 

without interest to try to answer it. 

There are in the city of Denver 3500 blocks whereon are to be 

found buildings of one kind or another. If two Finches are allowed 

for each block there would appear to be 7000 Finches in the city, 

a number seemingly reasonable as a minimum estimate. At one 
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time during the summer of 1908, at least fourteen pairs of Finches 

were known to be nesting in the block in which the writer lived; 

thus there were twenty-eight Finches living in this block at that 

time. It is possible that the unusual nesting facilities at the 

writer’s house may have increased the Finches in the block beyond 

normal numbers, yet a careful survey of many blocks in other parts 

of the city justified the writer in feeling that the number of Finches 

in his block was what one might call “average common.” This 

would give us another estimate, counting only the built up blocks, 

to wit, 98,000 for the entire city. The writer has actually counted 

in April more than one hundred Finches congregated on the tele- 

phone wires leading to one building, near his office, a structure 

ornamented with many ledges, lintels, arches, etc., and lending 

itself well for night lodging places for the House Finch. This date 

is well on in the early incubation period of the year, and one feels 

justified in assuming that these birds were not young of the year, 

or old birds gathered together from a wide area to roost only, but 

were most likely males going to rest near their nesting locations. 

This is, furthermore, made more probable by the fact that all of 

these birds seemed in full spring song, characteristic, practically, 

of the male only. There could not have been less than 200 birds 

about this building at the time mentioned, and there were almost 

as many more on the building on the opposite side of the street, 

showing that these birds are extraordinarily abundant about the 

business parts of the city, an abundance which can well compensate 

for any possible scarcity in the outskirts, though it is readily evident 

that in the outskirts too, the Finches are quite numerous. If we 

estimate 200 Finches to each ‘built on’ block, we would have a 

Finch population of 700,000, a number to be considered as a maxi- 

mum, and probably a considerable overestimate, though the 

writer is by no means convinced that it is actually an overestimate. 

Averaging the Finch population in another way, one can say that 

there are four Finches for each of the 35,000 houses (or other build- 

ings) in Denver, resulting in a total of 140,000 House Finches in the 

city. 

No portion of the territory within the corporation limits is with- 

out its Finches, and after studying the question with care for years, 

and considering every way of making an estimate, the writer feels 
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that it is very reasonable to assume that there are ten House 

Finches to each platted block within the city, which would give a 

total of 130,000 Finches, there being 13,000 platted blocks in the 

city, 3500 of which are built on; this estimate of 130,000 House 

Finches for the city of Denver is probably far below the actual 

number. 

Sone. 

Both sexes sing, though the female’s attempts are modest and 

rather infrequent. That the females sing is indisputable since 

nesting females have been noticed singing, an observation which 

precludes mistaking an immature male’s singing, for a female’s 

attempt at song. The female’s is, however, a weak imitation of 

the male’s vigorous and sweet song, which is best and richest, as 

with other song birds, during the breeding season, yet there is no 

month of the year when this song is not heard. During the cold 

months the birds are comparatively silent but they frequently 

burst into song on bright sunny winter days, which, with us in 

Colorado, are very common. ‘The association between these clear 

bright mild winter days and the singing of the Finches is too obvious 

to be overlooked. The song is poured forth in volumes while the 

bird is on the wing, and also when at rest, and reminds one in 

parts, of that of the Pine Finch. From the middle of January 

onward, the singing increases with the lengthening days, hushed 

now and again by extreme cold, and this generous song makes the 

bird a delight and a joy, one to be harbored and protected. 

By attracting the birds to one’s windows, one comes so closely in 

touch with them that opportunities for detailed study are unsur- 

passed, while the bird’s abundance and fearlessness give one the 

most intimate acquaintance possible. Furthermore, the varied calls 

and notes of both sexes are of exceeding interest, heard to great 

advantage in this way through their propinquity. There is a dis- 

tinct and recognizable difference in the alarm note over the sight of 

a dog or a cat if it be near the drinking place, and the alarm when 

one examines the nest. The writer has learned to know when the 

young are ready to leave the nest by the peculiar coaxing notes of 

the old birds. During nest building, the male often feeds his busy 
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mate, as he would a young bird, and at such times the notes uttered 

by the female are peculiar to this part of the nesting habits. Dur- 

ing August and September the song is at ebb, but starts afresh, on a 

subdued scale, in October. 

The young of the year have frequently been heard trying to sing 

in late summer, a song small in volume but with unmistakable 

characteristics. 

Foon. 

The House Finch will eat almost anything vegetable, though it 

prefers seeds, and experiments with different seeds show that hemp 

is selected to the exclusion of all others. Nevertheless it feeds in our 

streets and alleys, gathering bread crumbs, eating from pieces of 

bread, apples, oranges, and, in fact, from almost any piece of table 

refuse. It will consume large quantities of fat, more especially 

suet. In winter when the ground is unusually deeply covered by 

snow, these birds wander far and wide over the prairie and vacant 

city lots, eating weed seeds, particularly those of the so-called Rus- 

sian Thistle (Salsola tragus). It was, to the writer, a most satisfy- 

ing discovery to find that the nestlings were, whenever possible, 

fed as soon as hatched and thereafter, on dandelion seeds. Each 

succeeding year has confirmed this observation and young birds not 

more than two hours out of the egg have been noted with crops 

stuffed to repletion with dandelion seeds. At this period of the 

bird’s growth the neck-skin and the crop covering are almost wholly 

transparent, so much so that one can readily distinguish the dan- 

delion seeds within. The old birds are to be seen at this time 

busily gathering these seeds for the nestlings, selecting those 

dandelion blossoms which have matured but are not yet open 

enough to permit of the seeds being dispersed by the wind. Such 

blossoms are deftly dissected by the old birds, and each seed taken 

from the blossom, the pappus being nipped off close to the seed. 

To insure certainty to the correctness of this observation, the 

writer has examined the crops of several nestlings killed by English 

Sparrows, and has been able to say definitely that the crop content, 

in these instances, was formed wholly of dandelion seed. 

If not fed on dandelion seeds, the nestlings are given such food 
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as the old ones usually consume but the writer has never detected 

any animal food in the crops or stomachs of House Finch nestlings. 

This Finch has never been seen feeding from the horse manure of 

the streets. 

The House Finch exhibits, in common with many other birds, 

a fondness for maple sap, sipping it as it oozes from the cut branches 

of a spring pruned tree. The only objection my friends hereabout 

have against the House Finch is that it eats in the spring, leaf and 

blossom buds from bushes and trees — for example, lilac bushes 

and apple trees. 

VARIATION. 

The tameness of the bird and one’s proximity to it lent by this 

method of study make it possible to note and realize the great and 

marked variation to be found amongst the House Finches: one 

can learn, not only to recognize different individuals by some pecu- 

liar differences in color or marking, but can also notice and recognize 

shades and extent of color that have been spoken of, and described 

as forming various races of this species. 

This impresses one as though there were spread out before him 

a large series of skins to study; one feels much as a closet naturalist 

must feel when he takes in hand such a series and has the satis- 

faction of elaborating a new geographical subspecies. The extremes 

in color of feather, bill, tarsus and foot, and the presence or absence 

of tail emargination become so patent through one’s study of the 

bird in this way that, though these are here seen in birds known 

to be all of the same subspecies, one is almost persuaded to believe 

the birds are specifically different. One is impressed, too, by the 

differences in color, pattern and marking in birds coming from the 

same brood. Mature males have been seen with bright yellow throats 

and rumps, and every shade in the mandibles has been seen, varying 

from coal black to a gray so light as to be easily mistaken for white. 

The more one studies this interesting bird, noticing its extreme 

variability, the more one muses over the validity of species, realiz- 

ing more clearly than ever before that species exist for man 

only; or, if one wishes, one can feel that one is in the presence of 

the making of species. 

In the course of these observations, several birds have been 

ee 
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noticed showing distinct melanistic phases, one female being almost 

black above, and not from city soiling, as the bird was still black 

after bathing: as mentioned below, an albino female has been seen 

during two succeeding seasons, having returned a second time 

to successfully build a nest in the locality where first observed. 

A female with a long decurved upper mandible has been watched 

through several months. This mandible was shaped very much 

like that of a Cross-bill and was probably not deformed through 

injury as it closed perfectly in apposition to its fellow of the 

under side, and was perfectly functional. It may well have been 

an example of mutation. 

Many characteristics, other than physical, of each individual 

come to light as one watches the birds at closerange. Many females 

are quite tame from the onset, and become steadily more so, allow- 

ing one to examine them with a mirror overhead as they are setting, 

showing no alarm, and even some degree of curiosity. The quarrel- 

someness of some, and the gentleness of others are especially 

patent. The water dishes are as often desired for bathing as for 

drinking, causing as many disputes over the bath privilege as the 

birds have over food in the feeding trays. Some are so tame that 

they come through the open windows into the office during severely 

cold weather, and perch on the steam radiator which is next to the 

window sill. 

MATING. 

The writer suspects that this species mates permanently: it is 

apt, in all seasons of the year, to come to the food and drinking 

dishes in pairs. After one becomes well acquainted with this spe- 

cies, one learns that a series of indescribable notes and chirrups 

betokens a mated pair, and these notes have been heard many 

times outside the usual mating season, 2. e., in the late fall and 

winter. It is a common thing to see a pair examining nesting boxes, 

and other eligible nesting sites, in December and January. In the 

winter of 1906-1907, a pure albino female Finch was observed on 

the writer’s home premises, accompanied by a normal male, which 

paid particular attention to the albino, being, without doubt in 

the writer’s judgment, the latter’s mate, notwithstanding the 

distance of the ordinary season for pairing and nesting. 
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Nests AND NESTING. 

The House Finch nests in vines about houses, in sheltered cor- 

ners and awnings of buildings, in baskets hung on houses, and, 

in fact, in any place of vantage about a building. It also, 

though rarely, builds in trees, as high in one instance as twenty 

feet above the ground; in bushes; and in years past (1894) when 

the electric arc street lights were covered by a conical metal hood, 

a number of nests were seen on the cross piece under the hood. 

Nests have been observed in globes, when partly broken, sur- 

rounding incandescent lamps hanging under verandas and portes- 

cochéres. These nests were frequently found in very noisy and 

conspicuous places, 2.e., the busy entrance to a large hospital. A 

pair had a nest, during the past spring, in one of two old-fashioned 

square lantern-shaped entrance lamps on the University Club, 

in each of which were two incandescent lamps burning brightly 

until past midnight. The incubating female was not disturbed in 

the least by this light, nor by the numerous visitors to the club 

going by her nest. 

The writer has only once noticed the species use an old nest of 

some other species for nesting purposes, in which case a pair of 

House Finches relined an old Robin’s nest and used it to raise a 

brood. It will thus be seen that there is a considerable degree of 

flexibility in the House Finch’s nidification traits, a flexibility 

which probably has helped very largely toward the bird’s great 

increase in Denver. 

The writer is fully convinced that nesting bears a large relation 

to the weather conditions, being controlled largely, perhaps entirely, 

by the temperatures prevailing over a more or less extended time. 

Very frequently in Denver, October and November are remarkably 

mild, and during such mild spells young Finches, in pairs, have been 

observed inspecting the bird boxes on the house, and on a few o¢ca- 

sions in October and November a pair of young of the year have 

been seen making abortive attempts at nest building. This sug- 

gestion — the effect of warm weather on the nesting instinct, is 

made more probable by the actions of the birds during warm spells 

in mid-winter, when the males begin to sing vigorously, the song 
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exhibiting many easily recognizable nuptial characters — all these 

indications of the awakening of the nesting instinct are at once si- 

lenced if cold weather supervene. Cold weather has a positive 

deterrent effect on egg laying, a fact clearly established by the 

writer’s records. On the other hand pairs of House Finches, un- 

questionably mated, have been observed looking for eligible nesting 

sites in every month of the year, not excepting the period from 

September to February. The earliest active nest building noted 

by the writer was on January 30, and the latest July 23; while 

pairs have been noticed gathering material as late as December 

22, these attempts have been classed, however, by the writer as 

due to a fleeting spell of warm weather. 

The birds grow very tame if the nest be closely associated with 

man and his doings: they seem to be bothered in no way by slam- 

ming of doors or by passers in and out of a door close to a nest. 

The nest is a shallow cup-shaped affair, roughly about four to five 

inches in diameter, which varies, however, according to the space 

in which it is built, and has a depth within its cupping of from 

two to two and a half inches. If built in a box it never completely 

fills the whole of the floor space unless the box be very small 

otherwise the nest will be of the usual diameter, and placed, in 

the majority of cases, in the end of the box farthest away from the 

light. The materials used in nest building vary according to loca- 

tion: one found in the business district was made entirely of dried 

freshly cut grass, evidently gathered from the lawns surrounding 

the municipal buildings, and had a lining of cotton batting. An- 

other nest from the business district was made of rootlets, cow hair, 

and also lined with cotton batting. 

Nests found in the outskirts of the city have the outer portion 

‘made of straw, hair, string, small twigs, weed branches, grass and 

rootlets, and have as a lining some good non-conductor of heat, 

2. €., cotton wool or string. One nest was built over a large mass of 

wool which seemed to have attracted some variety of fly, which later 

had deposited its eggs in the wool, producing maggots that did not 

bother, so far as one could determine, the young finches growing 

above them. 

One can expedite and encourage the nest building by putting 

fine straw or dry grass in the nesting box, arranging the material 
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roughly in the shape of a nest just begun. The first nests of the year 

are usually built very slowly, three to six days being consumed in 

the work, which is done wholly by the female, though the male 

often brings pieces of nest material, which are, however, never 

accepted by his mate. This performance of the male always 

impresses one as being a ‘bluff.’ He dances constant attendance 

on the female as she works, cheering her continually with vigorous 

song, at its best at this time. Later in the season a nest, if it be 

what one may term ‘an emergency nest,’ may be completed in a 

single day, and an egg laid in it on the second day. 

After a nest is finished, if it be not an ‘emergency nest,’ the 

builders almost invariably leave the neighborhood and are not 

seen again for a few days, at the end of which absence they reappear, 

and egg laying begins. If the birds be undisturbed, and the old 

nest left in situ, it may be used to rear a second brood, without 

its being renovated in the least; but this use of an old nest is 

not usual. More often an old nest, if used for a second time, is 

partly covered by a new one, to avoid, it may be, insects, or the 

soiled condition of the old one. In only one instance has the writer 

seen the same nest used for three successive broods. On several 

occasions a new nest has been built over an old one, in which there 

were abandoned eggs: whether or not the builders of the first and 

second nests were the same birds, the writer is unable to say. Vig- 

orous nest building begins early in March, unless the weather is too 

severe. The earliest date on which a completed nest, with an egg 

in it, has been noted was March 12, though there were many nearly 

completed nests in the same neighborhood on the same date, or 

earlier. By the last of March, nesting is in full swing all over the 

city, but the flood tide of nidification is in April and May (taking 

the egg laying as an index), there being little difference between 

these two months, as the following table will show, the data being 

from the nests about the writer’s home premises :— 
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TaBLE No. 1. 

Number of nests completed and containing at least one egg. 

1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 Total 

March - 2, 2 2 2 8 

April — 4 9 0 5 18 

May 24 5 6 4 2; 19 

June 3 Ss 3 2 2 13 

July 2 1 2 3 0 8 

Unrecorded 1 1 0 0 0 2 

Total 8 16 22 11 11 68 

The materials used in nest building are not always gathered in 

the neighborhood of the nest, for the females often go consider- 

able distances for nesting stuff, though suitable material could be 

gathered closer at hand. 

The chances are that a pair uses an old nest more than once, 

though this is not easy to determine, simple as it might seem. One 

pair, the female of which had a white feather in its tail, selected a 

new site for their second, and also for their third brood, which 

establishes, in any event, that this easily identified pair did not 

use the old nests for new broods. 

On several occasions, when English Sparrows have so harried a 

pair of Finches as to stop incubation before the writer could dispose 

of the invaders, the same Finches, presumably, have built a second 

nest over the first one and its eggs; that, however, the builders of 

the first and second nests were identical, the writer has never been 

able to determine beyond doubt. Four attempts, extending over a 

period of sixteen weeks, at nest building in the same box were 

observed by the writer in 1908, the birds seemingly being identical 

in all four attempts, but not identified with certainty. One and 

the same pair, identified positively, has been detected building in 

one box for a while, only to stop and begin anew in another; 

probably due to interference by English Sparrows. 
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Eacs. 

The average number of eggs in a set estimated on’ sixty-six 

‘sets, having a total of two hundred and eighty-one eggs,, is 

four plus, the largest being seven, and the smallest two,. the 

latter however may not have been a completed set, though it 

went on to full incubation. In emergency sets, 2. e., comple- 

ments of eggs laid after a previous set had been destroyed by 

English Sparrows or storms, smaller numbers prevail. 

The average weight of a first egg was found to be 36 grains (13: 

weights averaged), the extremes of weights being 32 grains and 

40 grains. Some sets are extremely variable in the weight of the 

eggs therein, one set of four eggs giving weights of 32, 33, 35 and 

35 grains, while another complement of eggs weighed 35, 35, 35,. 

35 and 36 grains respectively. The average length was .77 inch, 

and the diameter .54 inch, the extremes in length being .81 

inch for the maximum and .68 inch for the minimum, while the 

extremes in diameter were .57 and .51 inch respectively. 

The earliest date on which an egg has been detected in a nest was. 

March 12, and the latest (counting the date on which the egg was. 

laid) was July 27. 

After a female begins to lay, one egg is laid each day until a set 

is completed. It is quite rare that the daily eruption of an egg is 

disturbed or intermitted; in 68 sets recorded durmg five years 

there have been but two in which this orderly succession of an egg 

a day has not obtained, and it is quite possible that on one of these 

occasions the interruption was due to the sudden onset of extremely 

cold weather. So far as the writer has been able to determine, the 

eggs are always laid at night, 2. e., between the hours of 7 p. M. and 

7 A. M., many nests having been examined repeatedly at short 

intervals during the day with special reference to this particular 

point. 

With the larger sets (five or more), one often finds an egg outside 

the nest, presumably accidentally crowded out, because of lack of 

room. Several times infertile or undeveloped eggs have been found 

in the box outside the nest, the other eggs of the set having gone to 

successful incubation. Whether the old or young birds have 

accidentally pushed out such eggs, as they move about in the nest 
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is not determinable. The writer suspects that the old birds may 

remove from the nest, eggs which have failed to hatch, because such 

eggs have frequently disappeared when the nest has in no way been 

disturbed by English Sparrows, which would be the only other 

cause in explanation of this disappearance. 

The female has a peculiar and unmistakable cry when laying, 

a call which is answered promptly by her mate. The writer has 

frequently been led to discover new sets of eggs in a nest through 

hearing this peculiar ‘egg cry’ of the laying female. The female 

also calls to her mate in a different, yet characteristic, way when 

incubating. She-is then often fed by the male, the feeding being 

precisely similar to the feeding of a young bird, even to the flut- 

tering of wings, etc. 

The average length of incubation is fourteen days: occasionally 

it may be a few hours or even a day shorter, but more frequently 

it is longer. In one set the first egg laid apparently took fifteen 

days to hatch, and the fourth egg seventeen days, the other two 

eggs of this set being failures, one from infertility, and one dried 

after being partly developed. 

It is somewhat difficult, in studying the incubation period, to 

estimate the amount of incubation effected by the laying female. 

In some sets the first egg laid can be seen to be partly incubated 

before the whole set is completed, taking the newly formed red 

blood channels which show clearly through the shell in the develop- 

ing ovum as an index of incubation. This may, and probably 

does, explain the irregularity which has frequently been noticed 

in the hatching of a set of eggs; almost every possible combina- 

tion of hatching having been noted — all on the same day, though 

this is not common; two on one day and the remainder at regular 

intervals etc., etc. The female, while incubating, has been seen 

during daylight asleep on the nest. The eggs sometimes under- 

go a surprising amount of cooling without being spoiled. One set, 

when partly incubated, was successfully hatched after being un- 

covered all of a cold rainy night, the female having been frightened 

from the nest at about 11 p. M., not returning until daylight. 

Several sets have been hatched despite the occurrence of several 

snow storms during incubation. An attempt was made, several 

times, to mark and number each egg as laid, in the end to determine 
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which egg was hatched first, but each effort, except one, was a 

failure because the pencil marks became blurred or effaced by the 

rolling of the eggs in the nest as the setting female moved about. 

This method of investigation, by marking the eggs, has not been 

pushed as far as might have been possible, because of the fear of 

breaking the eggs, which accident happened once in the early at- 

tempts at marking. The writer has also been unable to determine 

whether the largest or the smallest egg hatched first, or whether 

the size of the egg bore any relation to the length of incubation. 

In the single exception mentioned above, the egg laid first, hatched 

first. It is possible that the eggs, as laid, could be colored by ana- 

line dyes, and thus be distinguishable one from the other; but this 

method was not used through the fear that the dyes might be detri- 

mental to the development of the eggs. Only once, during five 

years of systematic observation on 68 nests, have empty egg shells 

been found in a nest, an observation which may reasonably be held 

to show that the old birds remove the empty egg shells, as they do 

the fecal sacs during the first days after the eggs are hatched. 

Two broods are probably raised each summer, and, on one occasion 

at least, three were raised by the same female. 

The record of this particular female is interesting: the first egg 

of brood No. 1 was laid May 14, of brood No. 2, June 28, and of 

brood No. 3, July 9. In brood No. 1 there were five eggs, in brood 

No. 2, four eggs, and in brood No. 3, three eggs, this diminuendo 

scale meaning, perhaps, a gradual slowing of the ovarian energy 

for that year. Of these twelve eggs, one was infertile, seven were 

hatched successfully, and the nestlings left the nest in due season; 

and though the four of the second set were hatched successfully, 

English Sparrows raided the nest, and killed all the nestlings when 

they were two days old. It is highly probable that this female was 

stimulated to raise a third brood by the early loss of the second one. 

INFERTILE EaoGs. 

The number of infertile eggs out of a grand total of 283, was 25, 

a percentage of infertility of about 9. It is rather difficult to estab- 

lish a certain index of infertility, and, to be safe, the writer consid- 

ered as infertile only such as could not have been chilled, or such 
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as failed to hatch when others in the same nest were successfully 

incubated. All eggs which failed to hatch were examined to de- 

termine if any development had occurred, and when any least trace 

was found, such egg was not counted as infertile. The infertility 

varied considerably from year to year as the following table will 

show: 

TaBLE No. 2. 

1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 | Total 
eS) : pease 

Sterile eggs 1 | 8 3 9 + | 25 

Total laid 33 | 64 87 52 ep |) 988 

The male feeds the young for a considerable period after they 

leave the nest, often so long that he will also be feeding at the same 

time the young of a second brood. The female is most devoted to 

her nest, leaving it with extreme reluctance, and returning as soon 

as an alarming disturbance ceases. The nest is kept under close 

surveillance, and a female may even show signs of anxiety if an 

empty nest (after the young have flown) be examined. The incu- 

bating bird will stay on a nest under very distressing conditions, 

i. e., during a severe snow storm; and on one occasion a female was 

noticed brooding a nest full of young which had frozen during the 

previous night. 

FEATHERS. 

The feather development and growth occur with amazing rapid- 

ity, even twenty-four hours making surprising changes, especially 

during the first few days after hatching. The appearance and 

growth of the various feather tracts differ, apparently, in differ- 

ent broods and individuals. It is approximately as follows: — 

the young up to the fourth day seem naked, but are really partly 

covered by a minute down which appears in streaks, there being four 

lines on the head, 7. e., one along the skull in the long axis of the body, 

one over each eye, and one over the occiput, transverse to the long 
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axis of the head. There is also one along the dorsum of each wing, 

one over each scapula parallel with the vertebral column, an inter- 

acetabular dorsal patch, a streak down the outside of each thigh, 

and a sternal streak which bifurcates, one fork going under each 

wing, and on the second day an interscapular vertebral streak 

appears. All these areas grow rapidly and soon appear to coalesce; 

and by the fourth day the body seems to be covered all over with 

down, except the belly, and, by this time, the wing quills are just 

budding. On the fifth day, the wing quills are one eighth of an 

inch long, while the back and side streaks of down show a stubby 

growth of feather tubes. The wing quills, on the sixth day, are 

three-eighths of an inch long, the tail feathers are one quarter of 

an inch long, and the back and neck stubs are now clearly 

distinguishable as feathers. On the seventh day, the wing feathers 

are five eighths of an inch long, but are not wholly delivered 

from their casings, and the shoulder stripes show as true feathers. 

On this day, the wing, tail and back feathers are long enough to 

be preened by the young bird. On the ninth day, the back is 

‘entirely covered by true feathers; and on the twelfth day, the whole 

bird appears feathered as an adult, with, however, this difference, 

that a good deal of the original down persists, and stands out 

beyond the true feathers, most noticeably on the head. It was of 

especial interest to the writer, while taking notes on the feathers of 

this bird, to see how slowly and how late the head became covered, 

a condition which may perhaps be taken as a tendency to persis- 

tence of the primitive avian pterylosis, in which the head was 

long naked. (Scott — Introduction to Geology, p. 698.) 

NESTLINGS. 

The young remain about fourteen days in the nest, which is 

kept perfectly clean by the old birds for four or five days after the 

eggs are hatched. 

When the young birds have developed enough to voluntarily 

move about, and arrange themselves in the nest, which usually is 

about the fifth day after hatching, the nest edge then exhibits the 

first signs of fecal soiling, which comes about in a manner common 
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to many other nestlings, that is to say, the young birds void back- 

ward over the nest edge, after each feeding, leaving the nest centre 

unsoiled. The young are fed by the parent bird during the whole 

of nest life by regurgitation. If the season be that of dandelion 

seeding, which in Denver is a continuous performance from April 

to November, the crops of the nestlings are seen to be full of dande- 

lion seeds. When the nestlings are very young (one to three days 

old) the regurgitation act of the parent is very prolonged; indeed 

it is very much longer at this time than when the young are more 

fully developed. Both old birds share the work of feeding the 

young, and the intervals between the feeding are comparatively 

long, much longer than with nestlings fed on animal food, as a 

Robin, for example. 

An interval of fifteen or twenty-five minutes between feeding 

visits by the old birds to the nest is not at all unusual. This may 

be due to the obvious fact that it takes longer to gather a crop full 

of seeds than it does to get a bill full of worms. The old bird in- 

variably goes to the drinking dish for water, immediately after 

feeding the young. Different pairs vary very much in their atten- 

tions to the young and it is noticeable that the old birds are less as- 

siduous in feeding the young toward the time when they ought to 

leave the nest, a neglect which may tend to make the nestling ven- 

turesome and leave the nest. The newly hatched birds make no 

noise, and not until about the third day can one detect any sound 

coming from them; and then it is but a faint peeping, which, how- 

ever, rapidly increases in vigor and strength, so that on the seventh 

day in the nest, the young birds make considerable noise when 

the old birds visit them. If a bird only twenty-four hours old 

be placed outside the nest, it will crawl about using its wings 

as a pair of anterior legs and a nestling three days old will, if 

placed on the nest edge, crawl back into the nest, and arrange itself 

according to a fixed way, rump in, and bill extending toward or on 

the edge of the nest. The young preen themselves quite early 

during nest life, as they have been seen arranging and cleaning 

their feathers when seven days old. During the first three days 

after being hatched, the young seem to have closed eyelids, but a 

close and careful scrutiny reveals a narrow slit through which the 

birds probably notice their surroundings. 
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Not infrequently a very small nestling (7. e. 24 hours old) has 

been found uninjured outside the nest proper, it is possible that 

the old bird in trying to remove egg shells may have pulled the 

little bird out of the nest. 

The old birds remove the fecal sacs as they are voided by the 

young after each feeding, up to the fifth day, the nest remaining 

perfectly clean during all these days. From this time on the nest 

edge becomes progressively more and more encrusted with the 

fecal sacs which are voided by the nestlings over or on the nest 

edge. If the nestling be taken from the nest and fed by hand, an 

excremental sac is voided at once after the food is swallowed, the 

bird backing as though going to the nest edge, the action impressing 

one as being due to an irresistible impulse. One can see at once, 

from the soiled edge of a nest, if it has sheltered a successfully 

raised brood. On several occasions one of a brood has died in the 

nest, and afterward disappeared. It is assumed by the writer that 

the old birds have thrown out the dead one, but he has never been 

able to verify this assumption; on the other hand, dead nestlings 

have been found mummified in a nest in which the others of the 

brood have gone to full development. 

The nestling is able to hold up its head and open its mouth as 

soon as it is free from the egg and dry. It can squirm about with 

considerable force within two hours after hatching, and when two 

days old will crawl feebly about and try to place its head well up on 

the nest edge. When eight days old, the young ones are attentive, 

vigorous and alert, but not yet timid, and if the nest be taken down 

for examination the little birds will squeak and open their mouths 

to be fed. If lifted from the nest at this period, they cling most 

tenaciously to it with the feet, and when put in the scale pan to be 

weighed, they are very active and crawl about in a lively manner. 

At this time, too, they arrange themselves very definitely in the 

nest, each seemingly having its place, and each tries at once, if 

disturbed, to get to its place and rest its bill on the nest rim. On 

the tenth day, they seem ‘conscious’ of their surroundings, appear 

to be ‘studying’ the nest, and each other, and have acquired a 

noticeable degree of timidity. From this time until the nest is 

deserted, they move about in it, mounting to the edge where they 

frequently stand and energetically use the wings in a fanning man- 
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ner, an ‘exercise’ which undoubtedly leads to growth and develop- 

ment of the great pectorals. Many can fly well on the twelfth, 

and some leave the nest on the thirteenth day, though the time of 

leaving the nest is quite irregular. All may leave on the same day, 

which is most commonly the fourteenth, yet some remain in the 

nest until the sixteenth day after hatching. One finds almost 

invariably, in a large brood of five or six, that one or two of the 

birds have gotten a good start on the others through having 

been hatched earlier, and that such birds fly before the others 

do. 

Without an exception, the writer has found that the nestling’s 

note changes, a day or so before its first flight, from the peeping 

sound characteristic during nest life, to the ery of a young bird able 

to follow its parents, and the writer has been warned a number of 

times by this unmistakable change in note, that some of the young 

in his nesting boxes were ready to leave them. 

About this time also, the young birds take instant heed of the old 

bird’s cry of warning, if danger be near. The first flight is fre- 

quently a long and vigorous one, many nestlings having been seen 

to leave the nest and at once fly two hundred feet to a tree or house. 

Several times when this has occurred the little one has been ac- 

companied in its initial flight by the parents, both old birds flying 

as close to it as possible. Contrary-wise, many times these 

nestlings on the first attempt at flight will drop to the ground. 

Under such circumstances they crawl into corners, or under bushes, 

or amongst leaves. How they there escape the ubiquitous cat is 

hard to understand, yet they do, and one can watch them about 

one’s yard gaining strength and self-reliance from day to day. 

They always try, by climbing, to get as far from the ground as 

possible and by dint of short jumps and flights, mount from ground 

to bush, bush to fence, and fence to tree, where, once well estab- 

lished, they remain several days, being fed regularly by the old 

birds. It is astonishing how much cold and exposure, soaking by 

rains and wet snows, these young birds will stand. The mortality 

is very great, however, after such exposure, especially if it comes 

soon after they leave the nest. Many perish, too, by hail storms. 

When one can study daily several developing broods of House 

Finches, the individuality displayed by particular nestlings is 
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startling: one, for example, will early show a tendency to be a 

‘fighter,’ resisting handling, and pecking one’s hand, while all the 

rest in the brood may be quite submissive. The color-identifica- 

tion scheme, hereinafter to be described, often permits ‘one to 

follow and study a certain bird for some days after it leaves the nest, 

and has made it possible to ascertain that the young birds feed 

themselves at least as early as seven days after leaving the nest, 

though at this time they still follow the parents about, begging most 

persistently to be fed. Hence it follows that, if a young bird were 

thrown wholly on its own resources at this time, only five weeks 

would have elapsed from the laying of the egg until the embryo 

had become fully grown and able to shift for itself, this period of 

five weeks including two weeks of incubation, two weeks of nest 

life, and one week of post-nest life. It is surprising how large a 

number of broods will take just about this period for all their 

members to mature and shift for themselves. The progress of these 

events seems swift to the writer, inasmuch as the House Finch 

cannot be considered in any way precocious. 

It has seemed to the writer that those birds hatched last in the 

brood are not so vigorous as those out first; 1t is possible that this. 

notion may have arisen in the writer’s mind because the first 

hatched have a considerable start in growth and vigor by the time 

the last ones break through the shells. This notion is not supported 

by the data accumulated by weighing the developing nestlings, if 

weight be taken as a criterion of vigor. 

The combination of cold and wet is most disastrous to the young, 

and the writer has often put them from the ground into bushes 

during cold rainy nights, covering the overhanging branches with 

newspapers, giving him the satisfaction of saving several young 

birds, while those not covered have perished. The young soon 

learn where the food trays are located and go to them often, stuffing 

themselves to repletion. 

There is a great deal of difference in the color pattern of the 

young birds in a given brood, one having the breast and belly 

markedly streaked with blackish, while in another these areas are 

almost pure grayish. The back may exhibit parallel variations. 

Once all the young in a nest of four were thrown out of it by English 

Sparrows; three had died before being discovered, but the fourth 
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seemed to recover fully on being warmed and sheltered. It was put 

into another nest, the young of which were of almost identical 

age with it, in the hope that it might be adopted and fed by the 

old birds of the second nest. They, however, paid absolutely no 

attention to it and it perished. The young of the year are often, 

by September, distinctly reddish on head and throat and if we as- 

sume such birds to have been hatched in the previous April, it 

becomes apparent that this secondary sexual character appears 

within the first six months of life. 

SpectaAL DeraiL STupy. 

Comparative physiology is of interest and importance both to 

the biologist and to the zoologist. With a desire to furnish data to 

both, and in the end that some light might be shed on the nutri- 

tional processes of developing young birds in a wild state, a scheme 

of weighing young House Finches from day to day was undertaken 

by the writer. There are in the literature of ornithology records 

on the weight of young birds, the daily gain in weight of such young 

birds, and the amount of food consumed by them — facts apper- 

taining especially to young Robins in captivity; but there are no 

such facts known to the writer relating to free wild birds. In order 

to learn something concerning the weight of a fresh laid egg, the 

weight of its embryo on hatching, the daily gain in weight of a 

nestling, the weight of the same bird on leaving its nest, and, 

finally, the weight of an adult bird of the same species, the writer 

carried out an interesting study bearing on these points. 

With House Finches nesting in boxes, as described above, it is 

extremely easy to take a nest once a day, into one’s house, and 

examine or weigh the eggs or young, without in the least interfering 

with the regular process of incubation or feeding. 

In order to identify each bird in a particular nest, each one 

was marked somewhat as follows:—by using analine dyes dis- 

solved in alcohol such birds could be colored in areas, on parts, and 

with such colors, as one desired; for red, fuchsin, and for blue, 

methylene blue was used. These dyes are readily soluble in alcohol, 

which quickly evaporates when applied to the young bird, and does 
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the bird no harm. The first bird hatched had its right thigh and 

side colored red, one or two applications sufficing for the whole 

period of nest life: the second bird had its left thigh and side stained 

blue, the third its right thigh and side stained red, and its left 

thigh and side blue, and so on. 

Combinations of parts and colors numerous enough to identify 

several birds will readily suggest themselves to the reader. The 

plan worked admirably, and made it possible for the writer to follow 

a young bird’s career from its ‘hatching’ until some time after it 

left the nest. In determining the weight of egg or bird, it was 

placed in the pan of an accurate balance, and the weight recorded 

in grains (avoirdupois). Grain weights were used, not through 

choice, but because they are most familiar to English readers, and 

most easily carried in mind by them. We have already seen that 

the average egg weight is 36 grains, and that the extremes were 

32 and 40 respectively. It then became necessary to secure the 

weights of adult males and females for purposes of comparison: 

the only ways to learn these weights were, either to catch parent 

birds which were nesting about the house, obviously interfering 

with the study of the young in the nest, or to kill old birds 

known not to belong to a box nest; and the writer was unwill- 

ing to employ either of these means. Fortunately, however, an 

adult female, known not to belong to a box nest was caught by 

accident, and was found to weigh 289 grains, which is the only 

datum in the writer’s possession to use as an adult normal. One 

young bird, able to fly well, was caught on the premises, and, 

on examination, proved not to have come from any of the study 

nests. It weighed 259 grains. Before it was liberated, its breast 

was marked with bright red, through which characteristic it was 

afterwards easily recognized. It lingered about the premises for 

over three weeks. 

Two nests of young House Finches, both sets of eggs hatching 

almost simultaneously, were selected and studies as to the initial, 

the daily gain in, and the final weight of their nestlings. The fol- 

lowing table gives the data thus obtained, together with the meteor- 

ologic conditions prevailing during the period of study: 
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This table of weights is of considerable interest, and, it is hoped, 

also of value as establishing, with these eight nestlings, a pro- 

visional curve of weights for growing House Finches. It will be 

seen that the least weight, at hatching, was 30 grains, and the 

greatest 63 grains. This wide variation may be explained on the 

assumption that the high weight was partly due to this nestling’s 

having been fed by the old birds prior to the weighing. If we 

assume that the egg is hatched at night, which seems always to have 

been the case in the writer’s experience, it is probable that the 

incubating female fed the young bird during the night, or shortly 

after dawn, both periods being before the writer took the daily 

weights (viz., 8 A. M. each day) and one or two feedings will materi- 

ally increase a very young nestling’s weight. 

The average initial weight of eight nestlings was 42 grains, and 

the average last weight (before flight) was 262 grains. If taken by 

broods this last average was 249 grains, and 275 grains (disregard- 

ing fractions), extremes which show considerable divergence, a 

difference which might almost be predicted a priort, when one recalls 

the marked difference existing between pairs of parent birds in 

their attention to the young. A number of other young birds have 

been weighed, these young House Finches having been caught 

about the writer’s premises, and in neighboring yards, and identi- 

fied as not being from nests Nos. 4 and 5. Of these young birds, 

two were from a nest which was attended by two old birds noticeably 

careless in their attentions to the young. It was apparent for days 

that they paid unusually infrequent visits to the nest; the two 

nestlings in it, on the last weighing, were found to be far below the 

average, one standing at 181 grains, and the other at 209 grains. 

Including these two obviously under weights, the average weight, 

determined from eleven birds able to leave the nest (not in- 

cluding birds from nests Nos. 4 and 5) was 250 grains. Excluding 

the manifestly underweight nestlings, the average of the remaining 

nine was 262, an interesting correspondence to the similar weight 

averaged from the nestlings of nests Nos. 4 and 5. The weights 

from nests 4 and 5 show that a House Finch will grow to within 

92% (or more) of the adult weight before it is three weeks old, 

which, is a surprisingly rapid growth. The extremely low weight 

(181 grains) exhibited by one nestling able to leave the nest proves 
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that a young bird attaining but 62 % of its normal weight can shift 

for itself, or can, at least, try to do so. On the other hand, one 

nestling in “nest 5-C-07” reached within thirteen days after 

hatching 99 % of the adult weight (viz., 289 grains: 286 grains). 

Brood “4—B-07” shows us that a bird may be hatched two days 

before another and yet weigh when leaving the nest but 3°% more 

than does the latter, an observation which seems to point to the 

fact that various members of a brood follow very closely a certain 

level of growth and this level of growth is also shown by the 

weights of each bird in relation to the weights of the others, when 
all left the nest. 

There is, however, a noticable difference in the “ flight weights 

of the members of brood “5-C-07,” though it appears small when 

expressed in percentages, 2. ¢., 6 % between the heaviest and lightest 

(286: 268). It is to be noted that this difference occurred in the 

birds of brood “5-—C-07”’ notwithstanding that all four birds were 

hatched within twenty-four hours; and the weights of the various 

eggs in this nest were too close to each other to presuppose a 

better start for any given ovum because of greater egg weight. 

Toward the close of nest life some birds lose in weight, which 

may be, and probably is, due to the parents’ slacking up on feeding, 

in their efforts to coax the nestlings to fly. A loss in weight may 

be due, in some instances, to an alvine discharge having occurred 

just before the bird was weighed, an incident noted several times 

during this study. Such a discharge may amount to 5 grains, 

actual weight. 

The following percent gain curve shows, as one would expect, a 

very large percentage gain in weight during the first days of nest 

life, the gain then going on a diminuendo scale to zero, or even to a 

loss. It is surprising to learn that a nestling may gain 60 % in 

weight in twenty-four hours. 

A singular feature shown by the percent gain curve is the spurt 

upward shown on the fourth day, the mean of the eight birds in 

broods “4—B-07” and “5-C-07” showing this spurt unmistakably. 

It is highly possible that this peculiarity in the weight gain would 

not obtain in a large series of weighing. The writer was unable to 

determine whether a larger egg gives its embryo a better start than 

does a small egg its embryo. The weights of these eight nestlings 

” 
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seem to show that the method of obtaining them had no untoward 

effect on the growth of the birds. The meteorologic conditions 

prevailing during the nest life of broods “4—B-07” and “5-C-07” 

TABLE No. 4. 

Average daily gain in weight of eight nestlings, gain given in percent. 

DAY 12 5 Re 8S) tou ee 

seemed to have little or no influence on the development of the 

individuals of both broods, though the temperature went, on several 

nights, below 50 F. 

CONCLUSIONS AS TO WEIGHT. 

1. Average weight of House Finch egg — 36 grains. 

2. Average weight of newly hatched House Finch — 42 grains. 

3. Average weight of young House Finch on leaving nest, 262 

grains. 

4. Weight of an adult House Finch — 289 grains. 

5. Average weight of 17 House Finches (juv.) was 92 % of 

adult bird’s weight. 

6. A young House Finch when leaving the nest may weigh 

within 99 % of the adult weight. 
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7. A young House Finch may weigh 99 % of adult weight 

within two weeks after hatching. 

8. A young House Finch may weigh only 62 % of adult weight 

yet be at large and able to fly about. 

9. The House Finch nestlings may lose in weight just before 

leaving the nest. 

PARASITES. 

The young and the nests of the House Finch are always infected 

by a minute parasite, some of which were collected and sent to an 

entomologist, who determined that they were not true bird lice 

(Mallophaga) but mites, probably belonging to the family Gama- 

side, subfamily Dermanysside. Further than this, no study of 

the House Finches’ dermal parasites has been made. 

ALBINO HousE FINcH. 

On March 12, 1907, the writer and his family observed a snow 

white House Finch, which was evidently a female as it was plainly 

mated to a normal male which accompanied it. This albino was 

entirely white except a suspicion of dusky encircling the base of 

both mandibles. Another albino female House Finch was seen the 

next year in a neighbor’s yard. It was assumed to be the one 

observed the previous year. 

INJURIES. 

The propinquity of this species at the office and house has per- 

mitted such close observation that many of these bird visitors have 

become known by deformities which they had sustained from 

injuries; a surprisingly large number of crippled House Finches has 

been noted, none of which seemed to be any the worse for its handi- 

cap. Eleven crippled House Finches exhibited the following mu- 

tilations or deformities: 

1 & Right foot missing. 

1 9 Right leg missing, 

1S ol 
eo Left 3 

1 2 One foot and one-half of tarsus missing, 
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1 9 Left tarsus and foot crippled and drawn up. 

1 & Right foot permanently doubled up. 

1 o& Left leg paralyzed. 

1 Q With crooked leg, 

1 & Right tarsus bent. 

Every one of these aforesaid birds was well nourished, and 

seemingly quite able to care for itself. Those with but one leg 

were a little awkward in perching on the drinking dish, or food tray, 

as were also those with markedly deformed legs or feet. One with 

but one half a tarsus on one side used it as a stump, and did so with 

ease and agility. It is rather difficult to explain these mutila- 

tions; the most reasonable explanation being that the missing 

members were lost by being frozen. In extremely cold weather 

this species does suffer from cold feet, and it has frequently been 

seen standing on one foot while warming the other drawn up in 

its feathers. These crippled birds prove that considerable mutila- 

tion may occur with a wild House Finch, without soon eliminating 

it in the struggle for existence. 

Mortality. 

The following tabulation shows the ultimate fate of all the eges 

laid in the nests under observation: 

TaBLE No. 5. 

Cause of loss: — By 
Result 

at 2 a | 2 6 cee x wou Total 
a 4 8 g3/ se) gs ay 

Year 2 = B Oo A i (S| S é 

x ea ee a 
FA a < Sipe : 

1906 0 6 4 0 1 22 33 

1907 13 7) 2 1 8 38 64 

1908 15 18 5 0 3 46 87 

1909 1 9 4 0 9 29 52 

1910 Poet) 10 2 0 4 31 47 

Total 29 ie es 1 ear ata 283 
% 10% | 16% | —6%— 9% | 59% 
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Counting fertile eggs and hatched young as potential additions 

to our House Finch population, we find that the mortality is very 

large with this species, even if estimated only to include the first 

four weeks after the eggs are laid. 

Over forty percent of the eggs laid were ultimate failures, the 

largest factor in the loss being destruction of the eggs and young 

by the English Sparrow, a condition to be considered shortly. 

About ten percent loss is caused by late spring storms, climatic 

conditions lasting but a short time, yet long enough to cause that 

much loss. There are a few minor accidents which have been re- 

corded during this study: thus one nestling perished because it 

could not be, or was not, freed from the sticky egg shell; another 

became entangled in the fibrous nesting material, and, unable to 

leave the nest when full grown, was abandoned by the old birds; 

once a box was blown down and the eggs destroyed by the fall. 

One young bird, recognized by its brass anklet, was found crushed 

in the street the same day it left the nest. 

ENGLISH SPARROW vs. House FINCH. 

There remains at least one point in the data accumulated during 

this study of the House Finch, which, while not relating wholly to it 

is of so much importance in relation to its future that it rightfully 

must be examined here. The question is, namely, the relation of 

the House Finch to the English Sparrow. 

Cooke suggested (Birds of Colorado, March, 1897) that this 

sparrow in its westward march would perhaps “meet its first 

real foe” in Colorado in the House Finch. The information gath- 

ered in this study will shed some light on this question, which must 

be examined not only concerning the contact of adult forms, but 

also with regard to the nesting habits, fertility, ete. The relative 

length of the nesting and breeding periods is of first importance. 

In Denver English Sparrows are commonly seen fighting each other 

for nesting sites in November, December and January, and the 

earliest date when this sparrow has been noticed taking up material 

for a nest, was January 8, on which date a pair of English Sparrows 

was seen breeding; and also by this time of the year completed 

nests have often been observed. While both House Finch and 
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English Sparrow seem stimulated to mating and nesting by mild 

warm weather, yet the second species seems much more suscep- 

tible to this stimulus, and responds much earlier. At the. other 

extreme of the year parallel conditions obtain: The House Finch 

has never been seen, by the writer, building a nest or having eggs 

in one, after August, while the English Sparrow habitually con- 

tinues egg laying and incubation during this month, in September, 

and fresh eggs of this species have been taken during the third 

week in October. It would thus appear that the English Sparrow’s 

season of nidification extends throughout almost the entire year, 

exceeding that of the House Finch by many weeks. It thus is 

apparent that the English Sparrow gets its young into the field 

earlier and during a much longer period than does the House Finch, 

which, in itself, would almost certainly cause it to win against the 

House Finch in a struggle between the two species. The male 

English Sparrow does as much of the nest building as its mate, while 

the male House Finch does nothing in this way to help its mate, 

a difference which may hasten and facilitate the completion of an 

English Sparrow’s nest in a shorter time than that of the — 

Finch. 

The Sparrow’s large bulky nest, wherever situated, with its usual 

lining of feathers, is far more resistant to snow or rain than is the 

open Finch nest, another factor tending to promote the multiplica- 

tion of the English Sparrow, under conditions in which the young 

House Finches perish. The English Sparrow’s greater adapta- 

bility is also in its favor. This flexibility of nesting exhibited by the 

English Sparrow comes into prominence in its habit, in Denver, of 

using abandoned nests of Bullock’s Oriole (I. bullockz) in which to 

raise its young. 

The loss of nests, eggs and young of the House Finch cheGuen 

direct destruction by the English Sparrow is very large. It was 

16% in some of the nests studied by the writer, and, moreover, 

this 16 % loss of eggs does not include the very large potential loss 

of House Finch eggs and young brought about by destruction of 

nests by English Sparrows before the House Finch eggs are laid in 

them. One should remember also that there must be a loss of 

House Finches greater than 16% through the English Sparrows 

when they are not prevented from harassing the House Finch. 
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Sixteen percent of the eggs and young of the House Finch were lost 

on the writer’s premises through destruction by the English Spar- 

row, notwithstanding the writer’s constant and persistent attempts 

to destroy the latter species in his neighborhood. The writer has 

personally witnessed English Sparrows going into the House 

Finches’ nests, and has seen them throw out the young, these 

nestlings having the heads pecked open by the Sparrows before 

they were thrown out. The House Finch will often put up a 

mild fight against the invaders, giving at the same time a very 

characteristic squeak but the Finch is almost invariably beaten 

in these battles. In many years’ observations on this phase of the 

Finch question, the writer has but once seen a Finch whip a Spar- 

row. In the early years of this study, before it was undertaken 

systematically, the writer lost a great many nests, eggs and young 

of the House Finch through the depredations of the English Spar- 

row, and despite many and various schemes to drive away the 

English Sparrow and help the House Finch, he did not succeed 

until a powerful air gun was secured, with which the Sparrows were 

finally decimated in his neighborhood. 

The first English Sparrows seen in Denver by the writer were 

noted at the Union Depot in 1894, and then a few pairs only. 

Today, the writer believes, there are in this city, estimating along 

lines similar to those used in estimating the House Finch (comparing 

numbers for numbers) more than one half a million English Spar- 

rows. 

It would thus seem self-evident that this exotic sparrow has 

flourished in Denver since 1894, and has been in no way prevented 

by the House Finch from increasing. On the contrary, the evidence 

gathered by the writer is overwhelming that the English Sparrow 

overcomes, and is superior to, the House Finch in the biologic 

struggle. That it is the winner in this fight, many of our citizens 

realize; but they do not realize that it brings about aretardation 

of the spread of a native species, whose help to the community asa 

weed destroyer is of far greater value than is any benefit accruing 

from the English Sparrow as a scavenger, or through its habit of 

feeding its nestlings partly on animal food. 
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BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY BY THE DIRECT COLOR 

PROCESS. 

BY FRANK OVERTON, M.D. AND FRANCIS HARPER. 

Many photographs that show the home life of wild birds are 

objects of great interest and beauty, but black and white pictures 

fail to reveal the most striking of all the characteristics of a bird — 

its color. Photography affords an almost perfect means of record- 

ing other important characteristics, such as size, shape, and habi- 

tat; but until recently it has been almost a total failure in record- 

ing the color of the plumage. 

Hitherto the colors of birds have been represented by means of 

paintings and their reproductions or by means of hand-colored 

lantern slides. But bird-painting is an extremely slow and difficult 

process. The artists who are capable of adequately portraying 

birds are surprisingly few in number, and to satisfactorily reproduce 

the paintings on the printed page is almost as difficult as to make 

the original pictures. Consequently many of the printed pictures 

in color are merely keys, and few painted portraits, however pleas- 

ing their composition, are accurate in every particular. Hand- 

colored lantern slides are valuable and beautiful, but most of them 

fail to represent the bird subjects accurately or in desirable detail. 

Therefore, any additional means of recording vividly and minutely 

the natural colors of wild birds is worthy of careful study. Sucha 

means is afforded by the use of the Lumiére autochrome plates. 

Photographs taken upon these plates are transparencies, having 

the qualities of good lantern slides, with the additional quality of 

showing the colors in their natural tones and in pleasing detail. 

An autochrome photograph may be reproduced by engraving 

and printing in the same way that a painting may be reproduced. 

But an autochrome is much fuller of microscopic detail than a 

painting done by hand, and this detail is too fine to be brought 

out by the engraver’s art at the present time. An autochrome, 

therefore, cannot be reproduced satisfactorily upon the printed 

page unless it happens to be made up of masses of color without 
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variegated detail. But an autochrome may be used as a lantern 
slide, and herein lies its greatest field of usefulness. It is more 

dense than an ordinary slide, but a good lantern will project an 

autochrome photograph upon the screen with nearly all the bril- 

liancy that the plate exhibits when held in the hand and looked 

through by daylight. The colors will be slightly affected by the 

color of the light in the lantern, but not to a greater degree than the 

colors of a painting are affected when seen in an artificial light. 

An autochrome plate differs from an ordinary photographic plate 

chiefly in that a single layer of transparent, microscopical starch 

grains, dyed orange-red, green, and violet, and mixed in even pro- 

portion, is interposed between the glass and the sensitive coating 

or film. This coating is extremely thin, and is made of a panchro- 

matic emulsion. The plate is exposed in the camera with the glass 

side toward the lens, so that the rays of ight must pass through the 

colored starch grains before reaching the emulsion. Each starch 

grain is about g¢g5 of an inch in diameter. An autochrome thus 
bears some resemblance to a half-tone plate, but the dots upon it 

are only about one fifth as large as the smallest dots upon the 

best half-tone plate. The density of the plate is due to the fact 

that the starch grains intercept a considerable amount of light. 

Any plate camera may be used in taking an autochrome, and a 

special yellow screen, fitted to the lens, is the only extra piece of 

apparatus needed. If a screen is not used, the photograph will 

show a dominant purplish tone, owing to the excessive actinism of 

the violet and blue rays of ordinary light. 

The main difficulty of autochrome photography lies in the length 

of exposure required, which is 100 times as long as is necessary for 

an ordinary plate. This is owing to the absorption of light rays 

by the color screen and by the colored starch grains. An auto- 

chrome of a wild bird is taken in the same way that an ordinary 

negative would be made of the same bird, except that the exposure 

is greatly prolonged. The fastest time in which we have taken a 

bird autochrome is one quarter of a second, which would corre- 

spond to qg5 of a second with an ordinary plate. On the other 

hand, a brooding Blue Jay in a dark thicket has posed for as long as 

two minutes. 

The development of an autochrome is not especially difficult, 
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although some experience and skil] are required to secure the best 

results. The factorial method of controlled-time development, 

as described in the directions accompanying the plates, enables one 

to control the density and contrast of the picture. The image 

formed by the first development of the plate is reversed in a reduc- 

ing solution, and the plate is thereby converted from a negative 

into a positive. The first development, reversal of the image, 

second development, and washing, may be completed in less than 

fifteen minutes, and the thin emulsion may be dried in ten minutes 

more. An autochrome, therefore, possesses a still further advan- 

tage over a hand-colored slide in the much shorter time required 

for its completion. 

An autochrome plate is a positive, and no satisfactory method 

has yet been devised for making colored prints from it directly 

upon photographic paper. It is well within the bounds of proba- 

bility, however, that experiments which are now being conducted 

in this direction may eventually be successful. Fortunately, any 

number of duplicates may be made by photographing the first plate 

upon other autochrome plates, in much the same way that lantern 

slides are made by the use of a camera. The reproduced auto- 

chromes are not so brilliant as the originals, but they may be shown 

with good effect in a lantern. 

We have taken several dozen bird authochromes that may be 

considered successful. The list includes the Laughing Gull, Com- 

mon Tern, Black Skimmer, Bob-white, Fish Hawk, Flicker, Night- 

hawk, Blue Jay, Song Sparrow, Purple Martin, Yellow Warbler, 

Catbird, Brown Thrasher, and Robin. The number of our failures 

to secure good pictures has not exceeded the number of our successes. 

Our experience justifies us in stating that the autochrome method 

of photography affords a practical and definite means of securing 

brilliant and useful photographs of normal wild birds in their 

natural haunts, poses, and colors. 
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CAROLINIAN AVIFAUNA IN NORTHEASTERN IOWA. 

BY ALTHEA R. SHERMAN. 

THE map of the life zones of North America shows that a north- 

ward projection of the Upper Austral Zone extends up the Mis- 

sissippi River to latitude 44 degrees. The northern boundary of 

this narrow strip very nearly coincides with that of the so called 

“ driftless area,’ embracing a territory of 10,000 square miles, which 

geologists tell us was an island in the sea of ice during the glacial 

epoch; that through it the Mississippi River flows in the old chan- 

nel cut by its waters ages before the glaciers came. Here and there, 

cut out by erosion of wind and water, still stand vast piles of rocks, 

often of picturesque forms with their ancient pinnacles and barti- 

zans, saved by their insular situation from the grinding forces of 

the ice. Thus near the river was left a rugged country over which 

travel is laborious; portions of the woodlands remain in their 

original wildness in which some of the solitude seeking species 

of birds still find a home. It is a territory in which ornithological 

research has been very slight, the workers being too few to make 

a general survey, yet for future reference notes on the occurrence 

of southern forms of bird life in this region may be of some value, 

and it is the purpose of this article to give my note-book records 

for ten years in this field. For the most part the field of observa- 

tion lies a few miles on either side of the forty-third parallel of lati- 

tude, and extends back a dozen miles or more from the Mississippi 

River. As stated before the land nearest the river is bluffy; the 

belt of hardwood forest that originally covered it varied in width 

from five to ten miles, beyond which the country is rolling prairie. 

In addition to those species, which in the strictest classification 

are termed Carolinian, a few words may be in place concerning 

the abundance of four species that in the Mississippi valley range 

a hundred miles or more beyond the northern boundary of the 

Upper Austral Zone. Of these the King Rail, Rallus elegans, and the 

Florida Gallinule, Gallinula galeata, are occasionally met. In some 

years the Grasshopper Sparrow, Ammodramus savannarum austra- 

lis, may be estimated as a tolerably common summer resident, 
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while in others it is not found at all. Equally variable are the 

numbers of the Dickcissel, Spiza americana, except that this species 

varies from tolerably common in some years to abundant in others. 

Misfortune falls heavily upon it; arriving late, incubation is still 

in progress when the mowing machines begin their work. The 

first nests having been destroyed the birds leave, there apparently 

being no attempt made to build second nests. 

The summer records for the Red-bellied Woodpecker, Centurus 

carolinus, show that it has been found in every woodland ravine 

visited, also found on one out of every three visits to its habitat, 

indicating that it is not a rare summer resident. In April, 1909, 

I saw one that had wintered on a farm near Steuben, Wisconsin, 

and the following winter two were boarders at that place. During 

the past winter in McGregor, Iowa, two Red-bellied Woodpeckers 

came daily for food to the adjoining yards of Mrs. M. EK. Hatch and 

Mrs. M. A. Jordan. 

For the past two seasons the Orchard Oriole, Icterus spurius, has 

not been seen on our place. In 1910 an old male was here on three 

consecutive days, and the same thing was true for three days in 

May, 1907. None was seen in 1905, nor in 1906. A female was 

here one day in May, 1908, and on the 17th of that month a male, 

wearing the plumage of the second year; appearing again on 

June 1 was a bird of this description, which remained until the 3rd 

of July. Very similar were the records for six weeks or more of 

the presence of a second year male in the spring of 1903, also in that 

of 1904. Late one summer previous to the decade under consider- 

ation a nest was found evidently built by an Orchard Oriole. It 

was beautifully woven of green grass, which was still quite fresh, 

but as no eggs were laid in it, nor the owner ever seen near by it 

was adjudged the “busy work”’ of an isolate female. 

In the past ten years there have been numerous accounts from 

the Atlantic sea-board and westward of the northern advance of 

the Cardinal, Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. Judging from these 

reports it appears that this northward movement has been all 

along the line of its range from northern Massachusetts to the 

Mississippi River. Unfortunately the number of observers in this 

region is small; if there were more this report of the Cardinal 

might show that it is of more frequent occurrence. 
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On April 17, 1908, I saw a pair of Cardinals at the mouth of Sny 

Magill Creek, both male and female were singing. This creek 

is a small tributary of the Mississippi River, emptying into that 

stream six miles below McGregor. Until very recently, I had 

believed this to have been the first identification of the species in 

Clayton County. This credit, however, belongs to Mrs. Hatch, 

who caught a fleeting view of one in McGregor some time prior to 

this date. In the last week of December, 1908, a male Cardinal 

appeared at the food table spread for birds in the yard of Mrs. M. 

A. Jordan of McGregor. It remained as a regular boarder for 

upward of three months. Barring the brief glimpse of the Cardinal 

previously mentioned, this bird was of a species never before seen 
in that place as is established by the testimony of Mrs. Jordan, 

who had resided there for fifty years, and by that of several other 

old time residents. Similar testimony came from Blue River, and 

Boscobel, Wisconsin, villages situated on the banks of the Wiscon- 

sin River nearly due east from McGregor; in them for the first 

time it is said that Cardinals appeared that winter, two spending 

the cold months in the former place, and in Boscobel one was seen 

in March of 1909. 

In the following winter the species again appeared in new fields. 

On November 26, 1909, a female Cardinal spent several hours in 

our yard in National, Iowa. This place has a prairie location, and 

is on the water shed between the Mississippi and Turkey Rivers; 

it is the only place outside of bottom lands or near streams from 

which the species has been reported. Sixteen days later a male 

came to its former boarding place in McGregor, spending one 

day there. On February 10, 1910, feeding with the chickens in 

the yard of Mr. Harry Barnum of St. Olaf, Iowa, was discovered 

a female Cardinal, the next day a male joined her, the pair remain- 

ing until spring weather came; four weeks or more. St. Olaf on a 

tributary of the Turkey River lies directly west of the mouth of 

Sny Magill Creek, distant ten miles in an air line. It is the most 

westerly point in this region from which this species has been 

reported. 

All records for the succeeding two winters were made in McGregor 

so far as has been learned. In November, 1910 a pair appeared 

and were seen at intervals during the winter. Late the following 
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November one Cardinal returned to his old winter quarters, and 

before many weeks was joined by two females, the trio spending 

the long cold winter there. Possibly the amount of cold these birds 

survived was greater than that endured by Cardinals elsewhere. 

They experienced on twenty-six mornings in the first six weeks of 

1912 zero weather or much colder than that, the mercury falling 

to 38 degrees below zero on two mornings, while 30, 24 and 25 de- 

grees below were marks reached on other mornings, the averages 

for the twenty-six mornings being 13 degrees below zero. The 

summer of 1912 is the first summer in which a pair has been in 

evidence. ‘We have not missed seeing them for more than two 

weeks at a time”’: is the statement of Miss Eva R. Jordan. That 

the Cardinal is increasing in numbers, and has become a permanent 

resident seems to have been established beyond question. No 

nests of the species have been identified. The finding of them, 

probably, will be by accident, since hereabout the Mississippi is 

crowded with many islands, offering ideal summer habitats for 

these birds: places rarely visited by mankind in which search for a 

nest would make that for the proverbial haystack needle too simple 

a matter for comparison. 

In the wooded ravines in which occur the Red-bellied Wood- 

peckers is to be found the Louisiana Water Thrush, Sevwrus mota- 

cilla. Wheresoever the swift waters of a brook wash for some dis- 

tance the base of a well shaded bluff, there in masses of drift-wood 

may be found nesting a pair or two of this species. Where the 

forest has been cut away, and thickets of underbrush have sprung 

up on several occasions I have thought I saw the Yellow-breasted 

Chat, Icteria virens virens, yet always so far away that identification 

was not positive. It remained for May 7 and 8, 1912, to become 

red-letter days for the Chat. On those days one was seen in our 

yard, was viewed through binoculars and without them as it ap- 

peared at various times from twelve to twenty feet away. Asa 

species it must be counted quite rare. 

Perhaps the northern invasion of the Carolina Wren, Thryothorus 

ludovicianus ludovicianus, has been as great as that of the Cardinal, 

if so it has not been noted. There is but one positive record for 

this species. It was on December 2, 1911, in the same yard in 

McGregor in which the Cardinal appeared, that the Carolina Wren 
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was first seen by Miss Jordan, and it was viewed for several minutes 

at very close range by herself and Mrs. Hatch. 

Another rare species is the Blue-gray Gnatcatcher, Polioptila 

- cerulea cerulea. An individual of this species was here on August 

31, 1908, and for some time was watched through powerful bin- 

oculars when no farther distant than twenty to fifty feet. 

The last case may possibly be considered by some people as a 

hypothetical one. It was outside this decade and before the days 

of the binoculars; but the strange, little, gray bird that through 

long, hot, August days so constantly sang the unfamiliar notes 

of ‘peto, peto’ will always be thought by me to have been a Tufted 

Titmouse that had wandered north of its customary range. 

A DIFFERENT ASPECT OF THE CASE OF ROOSEVELT 

VS. THAYER. 

By Tuomas Barsour.! 

Mr. Francis H. Allen, in ‘The Auk’ of last October, has pub- 

lished some comments on the ‘case of Roosevelt vs. Thayer, with a 

few independent suggestions on the concealing coloration question.’ 

Mr. Allen’s remarks are very unfair to all those who are unable to 

agree with Mr. Thayer’s conclusions. His independent sugges- 

tions are, for the most part, unimportant, and add little to the 

arguments for either side. 

In the beginning of Mr. Allen’s recent paper, we find ourselves 

compelled to take issue with him on the question of what is ‘com- 

mon sense.’ He says, “In Columbus’s day common sense declared 

the world was flat.”’ This was a dictate of science, and was as 

worthy of being believed at that time and in that state of knowledge 

1This would probably have been a paper written jointly with Dr. J. C. 

Phillips had he not left a short time ago for the Sudan. [I assume soJe respon- 

sibility for it, as it stands. A'large part is written from notes which we made 

together some time ago, and for the permission to make free use of these I thank 

Dr. Phillips very heartily. 
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as the fact that the world is round is of being believed now. Again 

“more recently it [common sense] carefully protected the consump- 

tive from ‘night air.’”” Here Mr. Allen is unfortunately unable to 

distinguish between superstition and common sense. Some of us 

have had great-great-grandmothers who were so unfortunate as to 

have lived in Salem. There they were hanged as witches, and yet 

this somewhat common practise can hardly be laid to the door of 

the ‘common sense’ of those times, but rather to superstition, 

which is, as yet, often persistent. We absolutely disagree in be- 

lieving that common sense is “still an obstacle to the spread of 

scientific education.” We consider it science’s most powerful ally 

as superstition is her worst enemy. We agree heartily with what 

is said regarding the “arrogant attitude he [Thayer] seems to take 

in regard to the relative claims of the artist.and the biologist to be 

entitled to form an opinion on the subject of coloration,— even more 

prejudicial, if less irritating, is the — shall I call it cocksure? — way 

in which mere conjectures are stated as facts.”” We also agree with 

Mr. Allen absolutely that a fair attitude towards Mr. Thayer must 

begin by admitting that he is an expert colorist, and that his per- 

ception of color and the value of light and shadow is probably as far 

ahead of the average scientific person’s perception as night is from 

day; yet we must remember that Mr. Thayer knows nothing of 

any other than human color perception, and his haphazard assump- 

tions that mammals, birds, reptiles, and insects see in the same way 

as human beings do, is just what grates most harshly upon the in- 

telligence of the average scientific person. 

We read later “I have detected in Roosevelt’s paper and the reply 

to Thayer’s criticism, appended thereto, upwards of fifty instances 

of misquotations, misrepresentations and perversions of Thayer’s 

statements, and pieces of faulty reasoning in matters of detail.” 

These are serious charges, but we must point out that the offences 

vary greatly in magnitude. It is a great pity that Mr. Allen did 

not state how many misquotations and how many pieces of ‘faulty 

reasoning in matters of detail’ he found. A misquotation would 

probably be wilful, while a bit of ‘faulty reasoning in a matter of 

detail’ might be an instance of where Mr. Roosevelt’s opinion was 

at least worth as much as that of either Mr. Thayer or Mr. Allen. 

Later Mr. Allen says, “Then, on page 162 we are told that the 
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Scissors-tailed Flycatcher is conspicuous in shape, but we are not 

informed, how a bird can be conspicuous in shape.”’ I can answer 

this question easily by simply stating that a bird can be conspicuous 

in shape by being like a Scissors-tailed Flycatcher. I strongly 

mistrust that Mr. Allen has never seen one of these birds in life; 

their conspicuous shape and their still more conspicuous method of 

displaying it in their open Plains habitat would have saved Mr. 

Allen from making such a naive display of his ignorance, had the 

opportunity for observation ever been presented to him. Mr 

Roosevelt is absolutely correct, when he says that the bird is con- 

spicuous ‘in color and in habit, has no concealing coloration, and 

never conceals itself.’ Mr. Roosevelt has obviously seen the bird 

in life. I also have had the good fortune to observe it. This is 

not a case where Mr. Roosevelt can be called ‘stupid.’ In a later 

paragraph we are given another example of ‘Roosevelt’s dogma- 

tism.’ His statement that the typical red fox and the cross fox 

are ‘equally successful in life’ is challenged, and we are asked if 

equally successful, why is not the cross fox as common as the red 

fox. We can answer that we have no evidence to show that the 

cross fox is shorter lived, less vigorous, or less well able to catch 

food than the red fox, or that it is in greater danger from its 

enemies. The reason why it is less common is purely and simply 

determined by laws of heredity, which govern the numerical re- 

lationship which a ‘sport’ bears to the parent stock, when no 

artificial factor steps in and provides for ‘sports’ only, mating 

together. We disagree absolutely with Mr. Allen’s absurd quib- 

ble that “a very little reflection would have shown... .that no 

two species ever live under precisely the same conditions.”” Why 

not? We believe that very many birds and, indeed, that many 

animals of all groups live under conditions so near alike that 

slight differences could not possibly prevent the same biological 

forces working equally upon all of them. In the matter of color 

gradation and counter shading, we admit that Mr. Thayer has 

made great discoveries in optics. Counter shading is certainly 

not universally existent. Mrs. Barbour, however, has recently 

called my attention to its frequency among such garden vegetables 

as melons, cucumbers, gourds and the like and how ineffectually 

it conceals them. Its effect is certainly destroyed in many in- 
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stances by an animal’s crouching or lying down, but the most 

important of all seems to be the fact that it does not seem as 

effective for an animal seen from end view as it is in one seen from 

the side, and yet, of course, the animal is in as great danger from 

enemies which may come head on, or from behind, as from those 

approaching from the side. Mr. Thayer has perhaps never thought 

of this: Mr. Roosevelt probably has. 

Mr. Allen is evidently blessed with that type of mind which 

wants to see things definitely settled one way or another once and 

for all. From his writings we presume that he believes that a de- 

finite theory is, by the fact of its being definite, worth more than 

a vague theory. The truism ‘I don’t know’ certainly does not 

appeal to Mr. Thayer, and apparently it does not to Mr. Allen. 

Both want to swallow the theory of natural selection reduced to its 

lowest terms, hook, bait, and sinker, and bring us to believe that 

this is an universal law, all powerful in its results or effects. No 

scientific man, or at any rate very, very few, will follow their ridicu- 

lously cocksure attitude in regard to this belief. Mr. Thayer’s 

declaration for ‘natural selection, pure, simple, and omnipotent’ is a 

dogmatic statement more jarring to scientists in our present incom- 

plete state of knowledge than Mr. Roosevelt’s assertions are irri- 

tating to Mr. Thayer. Sexual selection is an entirely different 

problem. It has been observed in actual operation, and if Mr. 

Thayer cares to study the habits of many birds and animals, he ean 

see it working for himself,— if he is open minded. We believe that 

coloration is found to be a negligible factor in the life economy of 

an immense number of species, of which the crow is an excellent 

example. Keen wits, in this case, make other protection un- 

necessary. If we mistake not, Darwin has said that sea birds 

need no protection, hence their conspicuous coloration; and when 

we are advised to distribute a number of skins of “forest birds and 

sea birds impartially in the tree tops in some thick wood and see 

whether there actually is any difference in their conspicuoustiess 

or not,’ we only say that birds of the field or marsh, if put 

in the forest in some such way as this, would be equally well pro- 

tected with the forest birds so far as their coloration goes, and that 

the conspicuous color of the sea bird is well matched by species of 

the family Cotingide which live in the green woods of South 

America. 
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We have been advised by Mr. Allen that ridicule is a powerful 

weapon and sorely as we are tempted, we are trying to keep away 

from this sharp-cutting blade. When Mr. Allen says, “the fact 

that Mr. Thayer may have been mistaken in regard to the habitat 

of the Peacock does not vitiate all of his experiments,” he should 

have added, truly it does not, yet it certainly does vitiate the one 

that had to do with the Peacock, and this was all that we expected 

it todo. We must take a crack at the now famous Blue Jay, and 

his shadow on the snow. The jays are a tropical family, species of 

jays with blue or green coloration occur wide-spread in both tropi- 

cal and temperate regions. The Florida Blue Jay is almost exactly 

similar in plumage to the species hereabouts. It lives where there 

is no snow, as does our Blue Jay a full half of the year. We are 

frank to admit that our Blue Jays hereabouts do occasionally 

match the shadows on the snow if seen in exactly the right posi- 

tion, but ‘common sense’ tells us that this fact has absolutely 

no biological significance whatever. In regard to the white rump 

of the deer, I must add just this suggestion to what may be said 

regarding deer and their enemies. Deer are hunted by wolves 

more than by other species of animals. Wolves hunt in packs. 

The deer’s white rump might, under certain rather rare circum- 

stances, fool one wolf out of a pack for a short moment during the 

pack’s pursuit. It might at vastly rarer intervals fool all the indi- 

viduals of the pack were all their eyes at the right level at exactly 

the right time, but that it could fool all the members of a keen- 

nosed pack of hungry wolves long enough to allow of the deer’s 

escape is again a matter where I think ‘common sense’ must 

certainly be called in. Personally I have experimented with 

captive deer under wild conditions; 2. e. in a large park. I have 

had excellent opportunity for observing them carefully under 

many conditions with Mr. Thayer’s theories in mind. I have also 

had color varieties of the European fallow deer, which were both 

counter shaded and solid colored, some pure white, some deep 

chocolate brown all over, and some with brown backs shading to 

light bellies. In every case, the solid colored, chocolate brown 

individuals were the most difficult to see, especially at dusk, the 

regular time when the wild deer begin to move about and feed. 

Mr. Allen backs water very hard when he says, of the possibility 
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that foxes and dogs may locate their prey by scent, that this 

may militate seriously against Mr. Thayer’s contention that the 

final spring on all occasions is directed by sight alone. I think the 

important point here really is that we find no evidence that beasts 

of prey are unable to maintain themselves perfectly successfully 

in spite of the operation of all these supposedly adverse conditions. 

If an animal can get all the food it needs, what more does it want? 

So much for our remarks on Mr. Allen’s paper. They are some- 

what disjointed and perhaps prolix. We could pick him up on 

many other points, but this serves to show that his desire to simply 

bolster up the arguments of a friend would have been more con- 

vincing had they been more impartially conceived. 

Some time ago, Dr. Phillips and I reviewed Mr. Thayer’s book 

(Auk, April 1911). We put a number of direct questions to Mr. 

Thayer at that time which we hoped he would answer, both for his 

own sake and as an evidence to naturalists in general of his sincere 

desire to really keep this discussion going, to open up the whole 

matter of coloration so far as possible, to suggest fields of inquiry 

and experimentation, and not simply to sit down on the top of a 

heap of facts, which he claims to have discovered and take the 

attitude that the whole business is settled. Mr. Thayer claims to 

be interested only in what he terms facts, whys and wherefores 

receive practically no attention. Franklin did not discover 

lightning, but he proved its causation through its connection with 

electrical phenomena, and for that reason became very great. 

The least increment to our knowledge of how differences are 

brought about by evolution, actual endeavours to prove experi- 

mentally, if possible, the working of evolution relating to the origin 

of coloration would be worth more than many pages devoted to 

proving that an oryx’s head may be well concealed in a pine tree. 

Since Mr. Thayer published his book, he has given us a figure 

(Pop. Sci. Mon., July 1911, p. 21) showing a lion approaching 

three antelopes uphill. The ‘lion’s horizon line’ and the level 

of the plains, ‘appearing to meet the level of the lion’s eye,’ 

make an angle with each other of about 20 degrees, and under 

these conditions, according to the ‘great optical principle’ which 

‘IT have discovered’ the antelopes are rendered invisible to the 

lion through their counter shading. Supposing, however, that the 
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light was coming from the direction of the antelope towards the 

lion, or that the ground sloped in the opposite direction; i. e. from 

the lion towards the antelopes, or supposing that the ground was 

level or undulating, or supposing, again, that the lion was watching 

for its prey from some eminence, overlooking the feeding ground 

of the antelopes, then the protecting value of this coloration would 

be nil. As a matter of fact, lions kill nightly, or whenever they 

care to. No traveller has ever found them starving to death or 

unable to provide as much food for themselves and their young as 

they needed. 

The rabbit’s greatest enemy in England is the stoat, in New 

England, the weasel. These enemies hunt by scent alone. They 

are the only enemies which the rabbits have that would have a 

visual horizon line low enough for the rabbits white tail etc. to act 

in an obliterative manner. Every game keeper in England will 

tell Mr. Thaver, if he asks, that once a stoat takes up a rabbit’s 

trail, the rabbit is absolutely sure to die. Of course, experiments 

made with dummies and dead skins do not bring out this fact. 

Using no living animals Mr. Thayer does not realize that color 

perception and the range of vision vary widely among different 

organisms. We call his attention to the enormous mass of past 

and current literature in animal psychology, having to do with 

experimental work in just such matters as the color perceptions 

of animals. Could he not correspond with some of these workers, 

Prof. R. M. Yerkes of Cambridge, for example, to their advantage 

and to his. 

The question is not always are all organisms protectively colored, 

but do protective colors protect? This, perhaps, is capable of 

being tested by carefully controlled experiments conducted with 

living animals under conditions as nearly as possible natural. 

We do not wish for interpretations in terms of human vision. We 

do not care to know what is perceptible to the splendidly trained 

artist but rather what animals themselves see and how other 

organisms appear to them. So far, our meagre knowledge permits 

us to say that we have no direct conclusive proof of the efficacy of 

special coloration. Davenport, in investigating the number of 

fowls killed by vermin, i. e., weasels, etc. thought that there was the 

greatest mortality among the solid colored birds, but Pearl, with 
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a larger set of figures, found that there was no relative immunity 

among the ‘pencilled birds.’ In fact, his figures rather favored 

the solid colored birds. 

He shows (Amer. Naturalist, Feb. 1911, p. 117) that “ever since 

the first description made by the Nurenburg miniature painter, 

Rosel, in 1746 of a case of presumably protective coloration, we 

have been prone to argue that because an organism was colored or 

formed in such a way as to be inconspicuous, it was therefore 

necessarily protected from attack by its enemies to a greater or less 

degree. The logic of such reasoning is flawless; rt ought to be 

protected, but a conclusion may be perfectly logical and still not 

true. In a study of protective coloration, including mimicry, it is 

essential that a discovery that an organism is to human eyes in- 

conspicuous, or not readily distinguishable from some other organ- 

ism, shall not be considered the final goal. Let such a discovery be 

supplemented by an experimental or observational determination 

of whether this inconspicuousness really helps the organism in 

actual practise in avoiding elimination by natural enemies.” In 

many cases we have no theories to substitute for those of Thayer, 

but we do not hesitate, however, to say that the burden of proof 

rests on him. The evidence is all against him, though it is for the 

most part of a negative sort. Meagre and negative as it is, how- 

ever, it is worth a great deal more than pure, unfounded speculation 

based upon what is seen by a trained man’s eye interpretating 

animal vision. Thayer’s color experiments are not really scientific 

experiments in any biological sense. They are mathematical 

demonstrations in human optics, pure physics and nothing else. 

As aesthetic, physical demonstrations, they are of great interest, 

but as to their interpretation in terms of the organic universe they 

are of little interest and of no value. Thayer’s point of view is 

summed up in one sentence of his own words (Pop. Sci. Monthly, 

July 1911, p. 35) “TI have been studying for years to find out the 

exact scene that each costume best represents, and I now beg my 

readers to come to Monadnock and let me show them the results.” 

The evidence in Sumner’s paper (Jour. Exp. Zool. May 20, 1911) 

regarding the color response of flat fish, when placed on different 

background both natural and artificial, is a model which Mr. 

Thayer might well study. Sumner, though he has seen at first 
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hand perhaps the most remarkable case of protective coloration 

on record is careful not to generalize or to force on the reader any 

such protective value to account for the facts. He concludes his 

discussion by saying that his few statements illustrate the paucity 

of our direct evidence on the whole question of protective colora- 

tion, and remarks that most of our conclusions are entirely of an 

inferential nature. 

The results of Prof. J. Reighard’s studies, at the Tortugas 

Islands, of the coloration of reef-fishes are very important in this 

connection and worthy of careful examination. Will Mr. Thayer 

inform us whether or not he has seen this work? 

As to mimetic resemblances our best theories have been entirely 

inferential in nature. We have jumped at conclusions, obvious 

enough though they seemed at first sight. In his “ Darwinism of 

Today”’ Kellog calls attention to a case of overspecialization as an 

argument against natural selection. He describes the well known 

Kallima butterfly. After showing how unnecessarily perfect the 

butterfly’s resemblance is, he says “ When natural selection has got 

the Kallima along to that highly desirable stage where it is so like 

a dead leaf in general seeming that every bird sweeping by sees it 

only as a brown leaf clinging precariously to a half-stripped branch, 

it was natural selection’s bounden duty in conformation with its 

obligation to its makers to stop the further modifying of the 

Kallima, and just to hold it up to its hardly won advantage. But 

what happens, Kallima continues its way, specifically and absurdly 

dead leaf-wards, until today it is much too fragile a thing to be 

otherwise than very gingerly handled by its rather anxious foster 

parents, the Neo-Darwinian selectionists.”” My own experience 

has been that Kallima often, perhaps even generally, rests with 

wings open or fanning. 

It seems a pity to return to the case of the zebra. We draw the 

following conclusions from the observations of careful naturalists: 

I The zebra is one of the most plentiful of all the plains’ dwellers. 

II That he and the hartebeests form in many regions almost 

the sole food of the lions. 

III The lion kills at will and with little effort. This is shown 

by numberless actual observations. 

IV The zebra shows little concern in the lion’s presence. He 
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feeds down wind to water holes and thick covers, and, in fact, takes 

not the slightest precaution for his own safety. 

These observations seem to be absolutely all that we know 

regarding the relations which the habits of the lions and the zebras 

bear to one another. It is hard to fit in any clause relating to 

pretective coloring which would seem to be capable of support by 

observations, to account for more than, the fact that Mr. Thayer 

has been able to conceal dummy zebras successfully in New Hamp- 

shire under various conditions of his own arrangement. We are 

all mentally prone to inferential methods, this is a common failing 

of the human mind, and one to which an artist dealing with physical 

and mechanical phenomena naturally would be very prone. The 

artist dealing only with the visible and the superficial would 

naturally turn to the arguments of pure logic rather than to animal 

experimentation. He lives in an Arcadian land where no conflict 

of facts or deeply concealed natural laws concern him in the least. 

The obvious and the all embracing theories are the ones that appeal 
to him most. We have often pondered on how color patterns may _ 

have originated. Mr. Thayer has doubtless done the same thing. 

His theories demand that we should admit the existence of a con- 

stant inter-specific struggle and a selectional value for incomplete 

color schemes, but we feel grave doubts as to the efficacy of natural 

selection alone in bringing about the species of the present time. 

Mr. Agassiz often said that natural selection probably explained 

the survival but not the arrival of species. One cannot account 

for the arrival of a new organ nor the loss of an old one by Darwin- 

jan selection alone. The question of the origin of new characters 

in general is a problem of the greatest depth and importance, and 

one that is here out of place, yet how especially difficult is it to 

imagine with Thayer’s reasoning the origin of a new color pattern 

of doubtful value when complete, and of no selectional importance 

in its elemental state. 

We find birds of such varying types of colorations, living under 

the same conditions as far as the operation of broad selectional 

principles are concerned, that it is fair to assume that all cannot be 

equally protected. There are in the upper leaf zones of the tropical 

forest, birds of which the following are but a few of the colors 

displayed in their plumages. One may find white birds and black 
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birds, pink birds, green and yellow, and black and red, and black 

and green, and magenta birds, sky blue birds and brown birds of 

many shades, and many with a bewildering number of conspicuous 

shapes. We use these words advisedly. Can these birds all be 

equally protected under the same or almost the same conditions? 

We ask Mr. Thayer frankly to tell us that if such and such types of 

coloration are concealing. as he says they are, are not perhaps such 

and such other types of coloration equally conspicuous; and then 

let us see whether in the environment under discussion, we cannot 

perhaps find these or similar types of coloration displayed by birds 

apparently as successful as those supposedly protected by colora- 

tion. In other words, we ask Mr. Thayer to answer our questions, 

to meet our arguments fairly and squarely, and not simply to fall 

back on dogmatic assertions, based upon his interpretation of the 

physical laws of human optics. It may seem futile to keep bandy- 

ing words back and forth. The subject is one, however, which is 

well worth the opening up it is just beginning to receive. We have 

been severely criticised by Mr. Thayer for our previous review of 

his work. We hope now that he will come forward and meet our 

arguments, not with other examples of his own discoveries, but 

with definite answers to the questions which we have put to him, 

now and hitherto. Why should flamingoes be pink, if they lack 

enemies? Why should sea birds be protected when many of them 

apparently have no enemies at all? How can black birds, white 

birds, green birds, and brown birds all be equally protected in the 

same forest by the same light rays filtering through the same green 

foliage? 
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ON THE GENERIC NAMES IBIS LACEPEDE, AND EGA- 

THEUS BILLBERG. 

BY GREGORY M. MATHEWS, F. R. S. (Edin.). 

WueEn Lonnberg (Journ. fiir Ornith., 1906, pp. 581-533) intro- 

duced Billberg’s work to the notice of twentieth century Ornitholo- 

gists, he showed Egatheus Billberg, 1828 was equivalent and anterior 

to Plegadis Kaup, 1829 and should therefore replace the latter. 

Fora time this was accepted, but when Richmond examined the 

work he recorded (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., Vol. XX XV, p. 607, 1908) 

that Egatheus on tab. A. was a “ New name for [bis Lacepéde (used 

for Tantalus falcinellus on p. 158)’’, with a footnote quotation giving 

Billberg’s reason for its introduction: “ Dissentientibus auctoribus, 

quenam esset Egyptiorum [bis; hoc nomen avis in historia insignis 

justius ut specificum conservari credidimus, adeoque Egatheum a 

greco nyaveos, sacer, preetulimus.” 

Consequently, Plegadis Kaup was continued for P. falcinellus by 

American ornithologists (A. QO. U. Check-List, 3rd Ed., p. 92, 

1910). 

When I made up my ‘Reference List’ I was not satisfied as to 

the rights of the cases and allowed the use of Egatheus Billberg 

until such time as I should have occasion to monograph the birds 

in my ‘ Birds of Australia.’ 

However, under date Oct. 3rd, 1912, my friend Dr. Chas. W. 

Richmond wrote me as follows: ‘ Egatheus will never do in place of 

Plegadis Kaup 1829. Billberg used Hgatheus as a classical substi- 

tute name for [bis Lacepéde. The name occurs on table A, which 

is (with tables B & C) designated at the bottom as ‘ante pag. 1,’ so 

the contents of the tables are to be dealt with before the body of the 

work. Billberg did not intend to separate Egatheus from Ibis, 

but in the body of the work (p. 158, not 166) he only had the Glossy 

Ibis to deal with and called it Egatheus, because [bis was not classi- 

eal.”” This was followed by a letter dated Oct. 5th, 1912: “I 

think a further note on the subject of Zbis Lacepéde may be of 

interest to you, inasmuch as what I wrote you about Egatheus did 

not cover the whole case. I am not able at this moment to clear 
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it all up, but I think /bis Lacepéde will prove to be a synonym of the 

Tantalus of Cuvier’s Tabl. Elém., 1798, or in other words will have 

for its type the Tantalus ibis, and thus will replace Pseudotantalus 

Ridgway, and remove Jbis from the family of Ibises! This will 

result as follows :— 

Tantalus ibis will become Ibis ibis, with Pseudotantalus and 

Egatheus as syn. 

Tbis aethiopica will become Threskiornis aeth. 

The family name of the Ibises will become probably Plegadidae. 

“Tn Lacepéde’s Tableaux, 1799, you will find no mention of Nu- 

menius, but the ‘Courlis’ group is called Tantalus, and the ‘ Ibis’ 

is given the new generic name Jbis._ In Cuvier’s Lecons, 1800, the 

‘ibis’ is called Tantalus, and the ‘courlis’ Numenius. To settle - 

the question it will be necessary, I think, to consult the introductory 

part of Lacepéde’s 1799 paper (not accessible here) and see if he 

did not take his vernacular group names from Cuvier’s Tabl. Elém., 

1798, also to consult the ‘ Didot’ edition of Buffon (Sherborn knows 

all about this work) and see if either Lacépéde or Daudin did not 

deal further with bis there. The Didot edition is not to be had 
here.” 

Such an interesting problem deserved immediate attention and 

herewith are given the results of my investigations. 

To deal first with Lacepéde’s Tableau, 1799. The introduction 

does not give any clue to the origination of Lacepéde’s divisions; 

no references to contemporaries are included. From a comparison 

of the tables in Cuvier’s Legons, I suggest that Cuvier borrowed 

from Lacepéde, rather than vice versa. The Cuvierian (1800) 

groups seem to approximate quite closely to the Lacepéde (1799) 

groups and not as closely to the Tabl. Elém. (1798) ones. It 

seems that Cuvier framed his tables after Lacepéde had laid his 

before the Paris Institute in 1798 (Sherborn, Natural Science, 

1899, pp. 406-409), where Cuvier would see them. It does not 

matter much, however, as there is nothing yet known to decide 

either way. 

In the ‘Tableau’ the diagnosis of [bis reads “ Le bec long, fort, 

tranchant, et émoussé A son extrémité, des places dénuées de plumes 

sur la téte.” 
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This is too broad a definition for exact work, so that it is satis- 

factory to have more data given almost simultaneously by Daudin. 

An edition of Buffon was apparently printed off by Plassan in 1799 

and not issued completely; it was then taken over and issued by 

Didot. The full history of this complex transaction has been un- 

ravelled by Sherborn (loc. cit.) and Richmond (Auk, 1899, pp. 325- 

329: also Auk, 1900, pp. 166-167). According to the latter the 

XIVth volume of the Quadrupedes was not issued until 1802, and 

included in that volume were Tableaux des Mammiféres....et 

Oiseaux. 

The latter is entitled “Tableau | des | Sous-Classes, Divisions, 

| Sous-Divisions, Ordres | et Genres | Des Oiseaux, | par le C™ 
Lacepéde; | Avec Vindication, de toutes les espéces | décrites par 

Buffon, et leur distribution | dans chacun des genres, | par F. M. 

Daudin.” 

On p. 334, we find the genus bis and thereunder are included: 

Le Couricaca Ibis loculator XIV, 182 

L’Ibis blane candidus XV, 188 

VL’ Ibis noir niger 193 

Le Courlis rouge ruber 212 

Le Courlis des bois cayanensis 222 

L’acalot mexicanus 225 

Le grand courlis de Cayenne albicollis 228 

Le matuitui des rivages griseus 227 

Le courlis brun a front rouge fuscus 221 

Le courlis blane albus XV, 219 

Le courlis verd, ou courlis d’ Italie falcinellus 204 

Le courlis brun manillensis 206 

Le courlis a téte rue calvus 208 

Le courlis huppé cristatus 210: 

The reference is to the volume of Birds where the bird is described 

under the vernaculars given. 

From among these then I conclude a type of [bis Lacepéde must 

be selected. It may be that the better reference would be to [bis 

-Daudin but it matters little. 

It will be at once noted that aethiopica Latham is missing and 

consequently so far Richmond’s conjecture is correct and Ibis 

Lacepéde (or Daudin) cannot be used any longer in the general 

acceptance of that name. 
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Though the majority of the species above belong to the family 

Ibididae (auct.), only two are called in the vernacular by Buffon 

Ibis, L’Ibis blane and L’Ibis noir. Moreover, under the generic 

heading L’ Ibis, Buffon had written “ Nous avons dit que les Anciens 

distinguoient deux espéces d’ibis, ’une blanche & l’autre noire.” 

Further, L’Ibis blanc is the Tantalus zbis of Linné; consequently, 

by tautonymy, this becomes the type and Richmond’s suggestion 

is confirmed; therefore [bis Lacepéde, 1799 (or Daudin, 1802) must 

replace Pseudotantalus Ridgway (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., p. 550, 

1883). Hgatheus Billberg was absolutely introduced as a substitute 

for Ibis Lacepéde and must therefore follow that name and disap- 

pear as an absolute synonym. I was not certain of this before, but 

Dr. Richmond has satisfied me that such was the case. 

It might be noted that in the Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., Vol. XXVI, 

p. 4, 1896, Zbvs was used as of Cuvier, 1816; that was an altogether 

different introduction, the type being I. aethiopica (Latham) by 

tautonymy. But there was a prior /bvs of [lliger, 1811, which was 

overlooked if Ibis Lacepéde was ignored as unidentifiable, and 

Illiger quotes 7bis Lacepéde in his synonymy. 

Gray, in the Appendix List Genera Birds, p. 13, 1842, introduced 

Threskiornis for Tantalus aethiopicus Latham, and in the Cat. Gen. 

Subgen. Birds, p. 115, 1855, noted ‘Ibis Cuv. 1817’ as a synonym 

of this group. This name must now be resumed. It will there- 

fore be seen all of Richmond’s suggested changes are necessary: 

Ibis Lacepéde, Tableau Oiseaux, 1799 (or Daudin Hist. Nat.). 

Type (by tautonymy), [bis candidus Daudin, 1802 (= Tantalus 

ibis Linné). 

Synonyms: Jbis Illiger, 1811 and Egatheus Billberg, 1828, 

will replace PsEuDoTANTALUS Ridgway, 1883. 

Threskiornis Gray, Appendix List Genera Birds, p. 13, 1842. 

Type (by original designation), Tan. aethiopicus Latham. 

Synonym: Ibis Cuvier, 1816 not [bis Lacepéde, 1799, etce., 

will replace Ip1s (Cuvier) Cat. Birds Brit. Mus., Vol. XXVI, p. 4, 

1896. 

PLEGADIS Kaup, 1829, will remain as used in the Check-List North 

Amer. Birds, 3rd Ed., 1910, p. 92, but the Family name of the 

Ibises, 2bid., p. 91, will become PLEGADIDAE. 
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THIRTIETH STATED MEETING OF THE AMERICAN 

ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION. 

Tue Thirtieth Stated Meeting of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union convened in Cambridge, Mass., Monday evening, November 

11th, 1912. The business meeting was held in Mr. William 

Brewster’s museum, and the public sessions, commencing Tuesday, 

November 12th, and lasting three days, were held in the Geological 

and Zodlogical Lecture-rooms of the University Museum. 

Business Session. The meeting was called to order by the 

President, Mr. Frank M. Chapman. Sixteen Fellows were present. 

The Secretary’s report gave the membership of the Union at the 

opening of the present Stated Meeting as 929, constituted as fol- 

lows: Fellows, 46; Retired Fellows, 2; Honorary Fellows, 16; 

Corresponding Fellows, 59; Members, 77; Associates, 729. 

During the year the Union lost sixty-six members, five by death, 

twenty-three by resignation, and thirty-eight for non-payment of 

dues. The deceased members include two Corresponding Fellows, 

one Member, and two Associates, as follows: 

Prof. Alfred Dugés,t a Corresponding Fellow, who died in 

Mexico, January 7th, 1910, in the 84th year of his age; Dr. Wilhelm 

August Blasius,? a Corresponding Fellow, who died in Brunswick, 

Germany, May 31st, 1912, aged 67 years; Bradford Torrey,’ a 

Member, who died in Santa Barbara, Cal., October 7th, 1912, aged 

69 years; and the following Associates: Mrs. Ellen Sheldon Farwell, 

who died at Lake Forest, IIl., August 6th, 1912, in her 53d year; 

and Capt. H. W. Small, of Staunton, Va. 

The report of the Treasurer showed the finances of the Union to 

be in a satisfactory condition. 

All of the officers were re-elected, as follows: Frank M. Chapman, 

President; A. K. Fisher and Henry W. Henshaw, Vice-Presidents; 

John H. Sage, Secretary; Jonathan Dwight, Jr., Treasurer; Ruth- 

ven Deane, William Dutcher, F. A. Lucas, Chas. W. Richmond, 

1 Ror an obituary notice, see Auk, xxix, p. 434. 

2For an obituary notice, see Auk. xxix, p. 571. 

For an obituary notice see ‘ Notes and News’ below. 
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Thomas S. Roberts, Witmer Stone, and Wilfred H. Osgood, mem- 

bers of the Council. 

Edward Howe Forbush, Westboro, Mass., Louis Agassiz Fuertes, 

Ithaca, N. Y., and C. William Beebe, of New York City, were 

elected Fellows; M. A. Carriker, Jr., of Santa Marta, Colombia, 

was elected a Corresponding Fellow; Frederic H. Kennard, Newton 

Centre, Mass.; Dr. John C. Phillips, Wenham, Mass.; Norman A. 

Wood, Ann Arbor, Mich.; Alexander Wetmore, Lawrence, Kansas, 

and Miss Althea R. Sherman, National, Iowa, were elected to the 

class of Members, and the following one hundred and eighty-six 

persons were elected Associates: 

Edward Raymond Adams, Washington, D. C. 

Mrs. Emily C.Hall Armstrong, Hyde Park, Mass. 

Mrs. Caroline Wheeler Babson, Pigeon Cove, Mass. 

Chas. H. M. Barrett, Medford, Mass. 

Miss Mary F. Bartlett, Boston, Mass. 

Ernest Harold Baynes, Meriden, N. H. 

Prof. W. B. Bell, Agricultural College, North Dakota. 

Rolan H. Blood, Pepperell, Mass. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Quincy Bolles, Cambridge, Mass. 

Miss Louise Bond, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

F. G. Bonfils, Denver, Col. 

Spencer Borden, Fall River, Mass. 

Henry S. Borneman, Frankford, Pa. 

Mrs. Harriet T. Boyd, Dedham, Mass. 

Charles T. Boynton, Highland Park, IIl. 
Prof. M. A. Brannon, University, No. Dak. 

William Foreacre Brantley, Pine Knoll, Ga. 

Mrs. William Brewster, Cambridge, Mass. 

Gorham Brooks, Boston, Mass. 

H. A. Brown, Lowell, Mass. 

Mrs. Henry Temple Brown, Winchester, Mass. 

Charles O. Burbank, Newton Centre, Mass. 

Mrs. J. W. Burckes, Waltham, Mass. 

John Bird Burnham, New York City. 

Jefferson Butler, Detriot, Mich. 

Joseph Fletcher Calvert, London, Ontario. 

Rey. Robert Francis Cheney, Southboro, Mass. 

Grace E. Chipman, Sandwich, Mass. 

Mrs. Annie M. L. Clark, Lancaster, Mass. 

Laura F. Craft, Glen Cove, N. Y. 

Mrs. Nettie S. Cressy, West Hartford, Conn. 
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Stanley Coulter, Lafayette, Ind. 

Wallace Craig, Orono, Me. 

Mrs. David Crocker, Barnstable, Mass. 

Mrs. Emmons Crocker, Fitchburg, Mass. 

Mrs. H. P. Cross, Providence, R. I. 

Miss Ada Dana, Newton, Mass. 

Mrs. Helen P. Dane, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 

Mrs. Frances Stillman Davidson, Springfield, Ill. 

Prof. L. Dorn, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Sarah H. Dudley, Berlin, Mass. 

Charles H. Early, Hyde Park, Mass. 

Scott Harrison Eaton, Lawrenceville, Ill. 

Miss Phoebe Palmer Edwards, Brookline, Mass. 

Vinal N. Edwards, Woods Hole, Mass. 

Arthur 8. Eldredge, South Lincoln, Mass. 

Mrs. Mary L. Eliot, Needham, Mass. 

Mrs. Mary Van Everen Ferguson, Providence, R. I. 

Miss Mary B. Ferry, Norwalk, Conn. 

L. H. Fingley, Providence, R. I. 

Laurence B. Fletcher, Boston, Mass. 

Alexander Forbes, Milton, Mass. 

Dr. Augustus M. Ford, Providence, R. I. 

Miss Fanny Ford, Mesilla Park, Agricultural College, New Mexico. 

Mrs. John R. Freeman, Providence, R. I. 

N. W. Frasure, Lancaster, Ohio. 

Ira N. Gabrielson, Marshalltown, Iowa. 

Severin Gertken, Collegeville, Minn. 

John T. Gibson, Southborough, Mass. 

Mrs. John R. Gladding, Providence, R. I. 

Alfred D. Gleason, Gleasondale, Mass. 

W. Vernon Godshall, Rio Piedras, Porto Rico. 

Lewis 8. Golsan, Antangaville, Ala. 

Dr. Alfred M. Gould, Malden, Mass. 

Miss Isa E. Gray, Boston, Mass. 

Caroline 8S. Greene, Cambridge, Mass. 

Herbert Spencer Grimes, Branchville, Conn. 

Henry Rice Guild, Boston, Mass. 

Mrs. Harriette L. Hemenway, Readville, Mass. 

Alexander Henderson, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 

Henry Charles Higgins, Uxbridge, Mass. 

William H. Hill, Brookline, Mass. 

Miss Julia R. Hotchkiss, New York City. 

N. F. Lenssen, Englewood, N. J. 

George Lyman Hinckley, Boston, Mass. 

Henry Hersey Hinckley, Boston, Mass. 

Florence A. Howe, Indianapolis, Ind. 
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J. C. Hvoslef, Lanesboro’, Minn. 

H. David Ives, Southampton, N. Y. 

Ida G. Jenkins, Roxbury, Mass. 
Charles W. Jenks, Bedford, Mass. 

Jens Knudsen Jensen, Westwood, Mass. 

Chas. Eugene Johnson, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Prof. Morris Johnson, Valley City, No. Dak, 

Lombard C. Jones, M. D., Falmouth, Mass. 

F. W. Jones, Somerville, Mass. 

Frank Louis Kemerling, Denver, Colo. 

William Filmore Kendrick, Denver, Colo. 

Allan Keniston, Edgartown, Mass. 

Bernard W. King, New York City. 

Charles R. Lamb, Cambridge, Mass. 
J. Howard Leman, Boston, Mass. 

Harrison F. Lewis, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. 

Mrs. Herman E. Lewis, Haverhill, Mass. 

Prof. O. G. Libby, Fargo, North Dakota. 

Stokley Ligon, Pecos, Reeves Co., Texas. 

Dr. D. Moore Lindsay, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

John William Linzee, Boston, Mass. 

R. B. McLain, Wheeling, W. Va. 

Mrs. Mary B. Luce, Boston, Mass. 

Elias P. Mann, Williamstown, Mass. 

Harold Lester Madison, Providence, R. I. 

George Castor Martin, Frankford, Pa. 

Ella M. Ormsby Marshall, New Salem, Mass. 

Edwin Stuart Mattern, Allentown, Pa. 

Walter I. Mattern, Allentown, Pa. 

Miss Adelina May, Lynn, Mass. 

Charles Johnson Maynard, West Newton, Mass. 

Charles Johnson Means, Boston, Mass. 

W. C. Mells, Columbus, Ohio. 

John T. Mellus, Wellesley, Mass. 

Albert Rowe Merrill, Hamilton, Mass. 

Robert W. Metcalf, Springfield, Mass. 
Leo E. Miller, New York City. 

Harry Gilman Morse, Huron, Ohio. 

Frank M. Phelps, Elyria, Ohio. 

Miss Lillian P. Richards, Boston, Mass. 

Alexander L. Moir, Lowell, Mass. 

Miss Mary Mossman, Boston, Mass. 

Mrs. H. 8. Newell, Duluth, Minn. 

Henry H. Simpson, Fanlew, Florida. 

Donald J. Nicholson, Orlando, Florida. 

Arthur A. Osborne, Peabody, Mass. 
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Samuel Copeland Palmer, Swarthmore, Pa. 

John EK. Parsons, Lenox, Mass. 

Mrs. Cora E. Pease, Malden, Mass. 

Thomas E. Penard, Arlington, Mass. 

Miss Annie S. Penfield, Boston, Mass. 

Dr. George Henry Perkins, Burlington, Vt. 

Rev. Edward C. Porter, Boston, Mass. 

Julian K. Potter, Camden, N. J. 

Charles Lincoln Phillips, Taunton, Mass. 

Alfred E. Preble, North Abington, Mass. 

Roy Lee Primm, Madison, Wise. 

Mrs. Henry H. Proctor, Boston, Mass. 

Thomas Emerson Proctor, Topsfield, Mass. 

Prof. Frederic Ward Putnam, Cambridge, Mass. 

‘Charles R. Ramsden, Guantanamo, Cuba. 

‘Charles Irving Rawson, Oxford, Mass. 

Paul M. Rea, Charleston, 8. C. 

‘Samuel E. Beecher, Chester, Il. 

Mrs. Ellen T. C. Rockwood, Worcester, Mass. 

Theodore Eric William Reynolds, Kent, Washington. 

Wyman Richardson, Boston, Mass. 

A. Lillian Rideout, Swampscott, Mass. 

A. A. Ringwalt, Fort Wayne, Ind. - 

Clark L. Ring, Saginaw, Mich. 

Mrs. James W. Ripley, Malden, Mass. 

Charles Ripley, Dorchester, Mass. 

James O. Roberts, Utica, N. Y. 

Lucretius H. Ross, M. D., Bennington, Vt. 

Frederic Schenck, Cambridge, Mass. 

Prof. C. C. Schmidt, University, No. Dak. 

Jotham B. Sewell, Brookline, Mass. 

Charles Frederick Shaw, North Abington, Mass. 

H. A. Shaw, Fargo, No. Dak. 

Mary E. Shaw, Andover, Mass. 

Henry W. Shoemaker, Riverside, Conn. 

Henry H. Simpson, Fanlew, Florida. 

J. Holbrook Shaw, M. D., Plymouth, Mass. 

Mrs. Daniel D. Slade, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 

Gilbert M. Stark, Saginaw, West Side, Mich. 

Frank Everden Stevens, Somerville, Mass. 

Herbert Lee Stoddard, Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Allan James Stover, Corvallis, Oregon. 

Francis A. Strater, Brookline, Mass. 

John N. Summers, Melrose Highlands, Mass. 

M. W. Tanner, Saginaw, West Side, Mich. 

Henry Thurston, Floral Park, N. Y. 
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Franklin Tomlinson, Shelton, Conn. 

Mrs. Helen M. Tower, Cambridge, Mass. 

Harry Trippet, Montclair, N. J. 

John G. Tyler, Fresno, Calif. 

Windsor M. Tyler, M. D., Lexington, Mass. 

Prof. J. William Votey, Burlington, Vt. 

_ Henderson Wallace, Washington, Iowa. 

Annie L. Warner, Salem, Mass. 

Mrs. Elizabeth W. Waite, Cambridge, Mass. 

Mrs. Mary Clark Waite, Medford, Mass. 

Mrs. W. G. Webber, Bedford, Mass. 

Harvey Wheeler, Concord, Mass. 

Myron L. Whitcomb, Haverhill, Mass. 

Dr. David Day Whitney, Middletown, Conn. 

H. V. Williams, Agricultural College, No. Dak. 

George Willett, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Arthur Melvin Winslow, Worcester, Mass. 

Drs. Allen, Dwight, Merriam and Richmond, and Messrs. 

Brewster, Ridgway and Stone were re-appointed ‘Committee on 

Classification and Nomenclature of North American Birds.’ 

Dr. A. K. Fisher, E. W. Nelson and Dr. Chas. W. Richmond 

were re-appointed ‘Committee on Bird Protection.’ 

It was voted to publish an additional Index to ‘The Auk’ cover- 

ing the years 1901 to 1910, inclusive. 

The following amendments to the By-Laws, proposed at the last 

Stated Meeting of the Union, were adopted. Article IV, Section 5, 

now reads: 

“Elections to the classes of Fellows and Members shall be held in the 

following manner: The number to be elected shall be first decided by a 
majority vote of the Fellows present at the Stated Meeting at which the 

election is to be held, but not more than five Fellows nor more than five 

Members shall be elected in any one year. 
At each ballot each Fellow present may vote for nominees not exceeding 

the full number of vacancies to be filled, and the person receiving the 

highest number of votes shall be declared elected, provided that he receive 

the votes of at least three-fourths of the Fellows present, and so on until 

the vacancies are filled. Any candidate who, in each of ten successive 

ballots, fails to receive the votes of half of the Fellows present, shall cease 

to be a candidate during the remainder of the Stated Meeting. 
The election of either Fellows or Members may be suspended at any 

time by a majority vote of the Fellows present. 

During election a discussion of the merits of nominees will be in order.”’ 
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Article V, Section 1, now reads: 

“The annual dues shall be for Fellows five dollars, for Members four, 

and for Associates three dollars. No dues shall be required of Retired, 

Honorary or Corresponding Fellows.” 

Section 6 of Article IV was eliminated. 

Pusuic Sessions. First Day. The meeting was called to order 

by the President, Mr. Chapman. 

The papers read during the morning session were as follows: 

‘Some Labrador Notes’ by Dr. Charles W. Townsend. 

‘The Red-winged Blackbird: A Study in the Ecology of a Cat- 

tail Marsh,’ by Arthur A. Allen. Illustrated by lantern slides. 

Remarks followed by Mr. Nichols, Prof. Barrows, Mrs. Chapman, 

and the author. 

‘On the Present Status of the Bobolink, or Rice-bird, in the 

South,’ by Edward Howe Forbush. Remarks followed by Dr. 

Bishop, Mr. Francis, Prof. Pearson, and the Chair. 

‘Queer Nesting Sites of the House Wren,’ by Wilbur F. Smith. 

Illustrated by lantern slides. 

“A new Subspecies of Crossbill from Newfoundland,’ by A. C. 

Bent. Illustrated with specimens. 

‘Notes from Northern Labrador,’ by A. C. Bent. Remarks fol- 

lowed by Messrs. Murdoch, Arnold, Pearson, and the author. 

“The Nest Life of the Sparrow Hawk,’ by Miss Althea R. Sher- 

man. Remarks followed by Mr. Bowdish. 

The first paper of the afternoon was: 

‘Informal Notes on the Work of the Field Mrieannn in South 

America,’ by W. H. Osgood. 

The remaining papers, both illustrated by lantern slides, were: 

‘Further Observations on Colombian Bird Life,’ by Frank M. 

Chapman. 

‘Propagation and Restoration of American Wildfowl,’ by Her bert 

K. Job. 

Immediately after adjournment an informal reception was ten- 

dered the members of the Union and their friends, by Mr. and Mrs. 

Charles F. Batchelder at their home on Kirkland Street. 

In the evening the men of the Union were invited by Mr. Brewster 

to a reception at his Museum. 
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Second Day. The meeting was called to order by President 

Chapman. 

The papers of the morning session were: 

‘The A. O. U. Check-List,’ by Dr. Louis B. Bishop. Remarks 

followed by the Chair. 

‘Notes on the Panama Thrush-Warbler,’ by Prof. Hubert Lyman 

Clark. 
‘Report of Progress on the ‘Life Histories of North American 

Birds,’ by A. C. Bent. Remarks followed by Mr. Cleaves, and 

the author. 

‘Some Notes from Sheepsbead Bay and Manhattan Beach, New 

York City’, by George E. Hix. Remarks followed by Messrs. 

Smith, Cleaves, Bowdish, Fuertes, and the author. 

‘Concealing Action of the Bittern,’ by Prof. Walter B. Barrows. 

Remarks followed by Messrs. Allen, Brewster, Arnold, Francis, 

Cleaves, Fuertes, Bowdish, Osgood, Peters, and Dr. Wright, 

Profs. Tuttle and Jones, and the author. 

The following papers, all illustrated by lantern slides, were 

presented at the afternoon session: 

‘What the American Bird Banding Association has accomplished 

the Past Year,’ by Howard H. Cleaves. Remarks followed by 

Messrs. Grant, Bowdish, Nichols, Bent, Baynes, and the author. 

‘A Biological Reconnaissance of the Okefinokee Swamp: The 

Birds,’ by Dr. Albert H. Wright and Francis Harper. Presented 

by Dr. Wright. 

‘Notes on the Migration and Habits of some Long Island Shore 

Birds,’ by Francis Harper, and John Treadwell Nichols. Presented 

by Mr. Nichols. 

In the evening the members of the Union, and their friends, met 

at dinner at Mifflin Hall, Brattle Square. After the dinner an 

informal reception was held. 

Third Day. The meeting was called to order by President 

Chapman. The papers of the session were: 
“The Flight of Birds,’ by Alexander Forbes. Remarks followed 

by Messrs. Bigelow, Brewster, Nichols, Fuertes, Grant, Batchelder, 

Pennock, and Webster, Prof. Barrows, Drs. Townsend and Elliot, 

and the author. 
‘A Glimpse at the Home Life of Larus marinus,’ by Howard H. 

Cleaves. Illustrated by lantern slides. 
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“The Present Status of the Heath Hen,’ by Dr. George W. Field. 

Illustrated by lantern slides, and a living specimen. Remarks 

followed by Messrs. Bigelow, Forbush, the Chair, and the author. 

The following papers, in the absence of their authors, were read 

by title: 

‘Notes on the present Breeding Range of White Egrets in the 

United States,’ by Prof. T. Gilbert Pearson. 

“Passenger Pigeon: Report of the Year’s Work,’ by Prof. C. F. 

Hodge. 

‘Problem of Domesticating the Ruby-throated Hummingbird,’ 

by Miss Katharine E. Dolbear. 

“The Value of Bird Study in a Limited Area,’ by Mrs. Alice Hall 

Walter. 

“Two Flycatchers of the Genus Empidonax new to the Fauna of 

South Carolina,’ by Arthur T. Wayne. 

‘Eighteen Species of Birds New to the Pribilof Islands, includ- 

ing Four New to North America,’ by Dr. Barton W. Evermann. 

“A Study of the House Finch,’ by Dr. W. H. Bergtold. 

“The Status of the Extinct Meleagride,’ by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt. 

Resolutions were adopted thanking the Museum authorities of 

Harvard University for the use of the Lecture-rooms; to the Nuttall 

Ornithological Club for the very cordial welcome and most generous 

hospitality extended to the visiting members and friends of the 

Union; to Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Batchelder, and Mr. and Mrs. 

William Brewster, for the kind attentions shown the members and 

friends of the Union, and to Col. and Mrs. John E. Thayer for the 

polite invitation to the members of the Union to visit their home 

and Museum at Lancaster, Mass. 

Thursday afternoon, November 14th, Mr. William Brewster 

gave the ladies of the Union an opportunity to see his collection of 

birds at his Museum on Riedesel Avenue. 

On Friday, November 15th, after adjournment of the Union, 

some seventy members and friends of the Union visited Lancaster, 

Mass. The party was most cordially received by Col. and Mrs. 

John E. Thayer, and several pleasant hours were spent in an in- 

spection of their fine museum and valuable ornithological library. 

The registered attendance of members at the Stated Meeting 

just closed was larger than ever before, and the number of new 
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members elected exceeded anything in the history of the Union, 

due in a great measure to the active interest of one Fellow. The 

social features at Cambridge will long be remembered. 

The next meeting of the Union will be held in New York City, 

the date to be determined later. 

JoHN H. SaGeE, 

Secretary. 

GENERAL NOTES. 

Sabine’s Gull in Massachusetts.— On September 2, 1912, two Sabine’s 

Gulls (Xema sabini) were taken at Chatham, Massachusetts, and sent to 

me in the flesh. Both were males in adult winter plumage and the skins 

are now in my collection. This is, I believe, the fourth record of the occur- 

rence of this species in the state.— F. Stymour Hersey, J'awnton, Mass. 

Another Bridled Tern for South Carolina.— During the early part 

of September, 1912, a specimen of Bridled Tern (Sterna anetheta) flew 

into the ventilator of the Ocean Steamship, City of Memphis, while en 

roule to Savannah. The Tern was caught and brought to Savannah and 

presented to Mr. Troup D. Perry, and is now in his collection; it was an 

adult bird in fine plumage.— G. R. Rosstenou, Jr., Savannah, Ga. 

Caspian Tern in Chester Co., Pennsylvania.— Two Caspian Terns, 

(Sterna caspia) were shot at Lenape Park, on the Brandywine, near West 

Chester, on September 28, 1912, and were taken to the Philadelphia Acad- 

emy of Natural Sciences for identification. One had the black summer 

crown, and the other the gray one of winter, or immature plumage. The 

two birds were together and no others were with them. They were a 

female and young male and were doubtless blown inland by the three days 

easterly storm which prevailed at the time. This I believe is the first 

record of this bird for Chester County. I have heard of no one having 

seen them previous to the time they were collected.— RoBprrt P. SHARPLES, 

West Chester, Pa. 

Fulmar in Massachusetts.— On September 23, 1912, Mr. Daniel E. 

Harrington picked up on the beach at Monomoy Point, Chatham, a fine 

adult specimen of Fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis glacialis) and brought it to 

me for identification. It was perfectly fresh and in perfect condition, it has 

been mounted and is now in Mr. Harrington’s possession— C. EMERSON 

Brown, Boston, Mass. 
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White Pelican at Savannah, Georgia.— I am glad to report the cap- 

ture of a White Pelican (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos), that was shot at the 

wharves in the Savannah River, the date of capture was October 9, 1912, 

the specimen is now in the hands of a taxidermist and is the property of 

Mr. Cord Asendorf, Jr— G. R. Rossienot, Jr., Savannah, Ga. 

The Black Duck Controversy Again.— During the last two years, 

1911 and 1912, I have been much interested in a pair of wild Black Ducks, 

apparently adult birds, that nested near a shallow pond back in the woods 

at my place, Newton Centre, Mass. In 1911 they raised a brood of ten 

young flappers, and while in 1912 they again nested there, I am unable to 

say what became of the young, as I was forced to let the water out of the 

pond before the time of their hatching. The old birds from their habits 

were very apparently the same pair that returned each spring, and they 

were of the so-called green-legged kind. 

While at Monomoy Island, Mass., during the last two weeks of October, 

1912, with a couple of friends, we shot a number of Black Duck of the red- 

legged kind (there were no green legs), among which were several that were 

apparently young birds; and on October 25 there fell to one of our guns 

a female, which from its size, plumage, and general characteristics, was so 

evidently young that there could be no possible doubt about it. I person- 

ally skinned and sexed this specimen, which showed its immaturity in all 

those ways familiar to those who handle birds. it must have been one of a 

very late brood, for its upper mandible was a steel gray, and had not yet 

begun to show those shades of light olive green of the adult bird, and the 

‘nail’ at the end of the upper mandible was hardly darker than the rest 

of the bill, and nothing like the dark and glossy black of the adult bird. 

The lower mandible was pinkish and still quite soft and pliable, as in the 

case of very young ducks, and the bird had red legs. 

Let us hope that this is the final nail in the coffin of the Black Duck 

controversy, and that it may hold so securely that even Dr. Dwight may 

not again resurrect the corpse in some post-mortem or pre-cherubic plum- 

age.— F. H. Kennarp, Boston, Mass. 

The Harlequin Duck in Wyoming.— On September 15, 1912, while 

stopping at Moran post office near the north end of Jackson Hole, Wyoming, 

I noticed two flat skins of the Harlequin Duck ( Histrionicus histrionicus) 

hung in the dining room of Teton Lodge. The proprietor of the Lodge, 

Mr. B. D. Sheffield, informed me that these birds had been shot in the 

vicinity, on Jackson Lake, in May about four years ago, probably in 1908. 
Both specimens were males in full plumage. 

This species is not included in Knight’s ‘ Birds of Wyoming,’ but Prof. 

W. W. Cooke has kindly called my attention to a record in Coues’ ‘ Birds 

of the Northwest,’ p. 579, of a pair of these ducks collected by Prof. F. V. 

Hayden, May 31, 1860, on ‘Mount. Stream.’ The female contained an egg 

nearly ready to be laid. Examination of the records of other specimens in 
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the same collection shows that this ‘ Mountain Stream’ was in the Wind 

River Mountains near the head waters of the Gros Ventre River east of 

Jackson Hole. Both of the Hayden specimens are now in the U.S. Na- 

tional Museum. 

The Harlequin Duck has long been known to breed sparingly in the 

Rocky Mountains in Montana and Colorado. In 1874 Coues! found young 
in August, unable to fly, on the streams which flow into Chief Mountain 

Lake, Montana, and two adult females collected by the expedition at this 

locality on August 22 are in the National Museum. In 1881 Dr. Merrill? 

found several pairs breeding near Fort Custer almost exactly on the Mon- 

tana-Wyoming boundary, although he failed to discover their nests. The 

notes of the Biological Survey contain records of a flock of eight or ten seen 

on St. Mary Lake by Vernon Bailey and A. H. Howell in May, 1895, and of 

a female seen by the same observers June 19, 1895, at Java, on the line of 

the Great Northern Railway between Belton and Summit in Flathead 

County. 

In Colorado Carter * collected eggs June 3, 1877, in Middle Park and also 

found the bird breeding in the same general region in Summit County, on 

Blue River just below Breckenridge, at an altitude of 9,200 feet. In 

1881 Drew ® recorded it as common in San Juan County, where it was said 

to breed. Morrison ® reported in 1888 that he had often seen it through 

the winter at Fort Lewis on the Ute reservation and believed that it bred 

both in San Juan and La Plata counties. 

The bird is evidently a rare breeder in the Rocky Mountains south to 

latitude 37, but the only records seem to be those in 1860, 1874, 1877, 1881, 

about 1888, 1895 and 1908. It is interesting to note that the records show 

that it breeds in Wyoming as well as in Montana and Colorado. The 

first specimens collected half a century ago and so long overlooked were in 

reality from Wyoming and the two records from that State are both from 

the Jackson Hole region, one at the north end and the other in the moun- 

tains east of the valley — T.S8. Parmer, Washington, D. C. 

The King Eider (Somateria spectabilis) in Massachusetts — Four 

_years ago I had, for the first time, the pleasure of seeing this boreal species 

alive, and of closely examining in the flesh a male in nearly full plumage. 

It seemed to me then, as at present, the most beautiful of the Fuliguline 
of North America. I became interested in its past and present status in 

Massachusetts, and made some investigations, the results of which are 
appended. 

1 ‘Birds of the Northwest,’ p. 579, 1874. 

2 Orn. and Ool., VI, p. 44, 1881. 

3 Allen, Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, IV, p. 50, 1879. 

‘ Cooke, ‘Birds of Colorado,’ Bull. 56, Agri. Exp. Sta. Colo., p. 195, 1900. 

5 Bull. Nutt. Orn. Club, VI, p. 142, 1881. 

‘Orn. and Ool., XIII, p. 165, 1888. 
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The earliest writers refer to the species as rare or very rare in Massachu-- 

setts. Alexander Wilson, according to Bonaparte was not even aware 

that it was a member of the North American fauna. Audubon speaks of its 

rare occurrence in the vicinity of the ‘ Bay of Boston,’ and further states 

that “‘ I have, however been assured by old and trustworthy gunners that. 

the King Duck, about thirty years ago, was by no means of rare occurrence 

there during winter.’’ Curiously enough I also have received the same 

sort of information within a year from the same type of observer. It is 

marvelous how many statements get into literature from fishermen, etc., 

a type that in my experience has proved to be exceedingly unreliable as a 

rule. I am aware of one market gunner dwelling on the Atlantic seaboard 

who is exceedingly dishonest in most of his dealings with men, yet many of 

his statements have worked their way verbatim into American ornithology. 

The query naturally suggests itself: Will a man of naturally dishonest pro- 

pensities in the pursuit of a livelihood, furnish ornithological data fit to be 

handed down to posterity? 

The King Eider, as we know it, is apparently during the winter an ‘ off- 

shore ’ bird, and its previous reported occurrence near the coast would indi- 

cate a change in habits. Mr. A. H. Norton (Auk, Vol. XVII, No. 1, Jan., 

1900, p. 18) states that Somateria spectabilis feeds largely on Holothurians. 

(Pentacta frondosa), hence their feeding in deeper water than dresseri which 

as far as I know, prefers in our waters, the common mussel (Mytilus edulis 

Linné) and perhaps Modiolus modiolus (Linné). On the other hand two 

King Eiders shot at Long Island on three to four fathoms of water were- 

said by Mr. William Dutcher to be gorged with Mytilus edulis (Auk, 

Vol. V, No. 2, April, 1888, p. 174). If at former times they were near the 

coast it is reasonable to believe that they might have fed on Mytilus edulis, 

which is now and undoubtedly has been, abundant along our shore. 

That they were driven off shore before Audubon’s time by the persecution 

of man seems unreasonable, for I am assured by a friend who has killed 

many Eiders in the far north that they exhibit no more fear than the other - 

Eiders which are notably fearless. Mr. A. C. Bent of Taunton tells me that 

the gunners at Westport, Mass., state that these birds are common in that 

vicinity during winter, frequenting the outer rocky islands and reefs. 

‘Common’ seems a strong statement, but the fact that eight were killed 

in one day would lead one to believe that they may be ‘ not rare.’ They 

apparently know the King from the American Eider as they refer to the 

former as ‘Cousins’ and the latter as ‘Wamps.’ The species is un- 

doubtedly more common than present literature and accurate observations 
would indicate, as systematic offshore work is a difficult problem for most 

ornithologists. Until further investigations are made however, it must be 

considered a very rare visitant in Massachusetts. 

The majority of the specimens taken have been shot during the fall, but 

this, I think, is not due to the migration routes or periods, but to the fact 

that they were procured largely by gunners engaged in ‘ cooting,’ a sport 

that in most localities where Scoters did not ‘bed,’ ceased by the first... 
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of December. The spring flight of Scoters would bring the sportsmen 

out too late for King Eiders as the latter go north very early, even leaving 

southern Greenland late in April (W. W. Cooke, Bull. 26. Biol. Survey, 

p. 59.) 
The fact that most of the specimens noted in Massachusetts have been 

juvenal males and females is no doubt due to the fact that the adult males 
do not migrate so far south as the females and young, a phenomenon noted 

in other species of birds. 
The following records are all that have come to my notice, and I am 

greatly indebted to those who have kindly furnished me with such records 

as have not been previously published. 
Adult male in the collection of the Boston Society of Natural History 

taken by Dr. Samuel Cabot, Jr., and labelled ‘ Massachusetts.’ This bird 

was probably taken some sixty years ago at least. 

Female ditto. 

Juvenal male taken Nov. 6, 1871, at Cohasset. Now in collection of Mr. 

William Brewster. 

Juvenal male taken during Nov., 1871. Exact locality not known. 

Collection of Mr. William Brewster. 
Female taken Dec. 1, 1875. No exact locality. Collection of Mr. 

William Brewster. 
Male shot at Chelsea on Jan. 6, 1875. Collection of Mr. William 

Brewster. 

Female taken during Jan., 1875 at Chelsea. Collection of Mr. William 

Brewster. 

Female shot by Mr. W. 8. Bryant at Cohasset, Nov. 1, 1885. This 

specimen is now in the collection of the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy 

at Cambridge, Mass. 
Adult male taken during the autumn of 1888 at Manomet, South Ply- 

mouth. It was alone in the cove just south of Manomet Point. (H. K. 

Job, Auk, Vol. XIII, No. 3, July, 1896, p. 203.) 
Unsexed specimen taken at Marblehead, Nov. 24, 1889. Now in the 

collection of the Peabody Academy of Science at Salem. (Birds of Essex 

County, C. W. Townsend, p. 142.) 
Juvenal male shot at Salisbury by Mr. Benj. F. Damsell on Noy. 24, 

1889. (MSS. of Dr. G. M. Allen.) 
The species was observed at Wood’s Hole, April 10, 1893, by Capt. V. N. 

Edwards. (Prof. W. W. Cooke in litt.) 

Juvenal male taken at Muskeget Island, April 5, 1890. (Ornith. & Ool, 

Vol. 15, No. 7, July, 1890, p. 110.) 
Juvenal male taken at Nantucket, Jan. 15, 1891. Collection of Mr. 

William Brewster. 
The species observed at Wood’s Hole on April 10 and Noy. 16, 1893, by 

Capt. V. N. Edwards. (Prof. W. W. Cooke in litt.) 
Two females shot on Lower Mystic Pond, Arlington on Dec. 4, 1893, by 

Mr. Geo. B. Frazar. (Birds of the Cambridge Region, William Brewster, 

p. 122.) 
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The species noted by Capt. V. N. Edwards at Wood’s Hole on April 10 
and Nov. 11, 1894. (Prof. W. W. Cooke in litt.) 

Adult male taken Nov. 15, 1895, at Manomet Point. (H.K. Job, Auk, 
Vol. 13, No. 3, July, 1896, p. 203.) 

Juvenal male taken at Nippenicket Pond, Bridgewater on Oct. 21, 1899, 

by Mr. Joseph E. Bassett. According to Mr. Bassett’s journal there was a 

northeast storm on the 20th shifting to.a cold N. W. gale on the 21st. The 

specimen is now in the collection of Mr. Arthur C. Dyke of Bridgewater 

from whom I learned these details though the capture of the bird has been 

recorded. (A. C. Bent, Auk, Vol. XIX, No. 2, April, 1902, p. 196.) 

Female taken at Monomoy, April 8, 1905, by Mr. C. Otto Zerrahn of 

Milton, and now in his collection. It was in a flock of about ten American 

Eiders. 
Male in nearly full plumage taken by a gunner at Manomet Point, Novy. 

26, 1908, and now in my collection. It was in company with two females 

or juvenal males of apparently the same species for they passed near enough 

to me to note that they seemed more stockily built and had shorter heads 

than the American Hider with which I am familiar. 

Four juvenal males and 4 females shot on Feb. 3, 1909, near the Hen and 

Chicken reef off Westport. Four of these are in the collection of Mr. A. C. 

Bent of Taunton, and the rest in the collection of the Bristol County Acad- 

emy of Sciences at Taunton. (Mr. A. C. Bent in litt.) 

Twa specimens taken at Martha’s Vineyard on Nov. 17, 1911. There 

were four birds in the flock. These specimens were sent to Mr. Owen 

Durfee of Fall River.— W. SpracuE Brooks, Milton, Mass. 

Brazilian Tree-duck (Dendrocygna viduata) in New Jersey.— Early 

last October I learned of the receipt, by Thomas Rowland, taxidermist, 

of New York, of an unrecognized Duck, reported to have been killed in New 

Jersey and sent to the taxidermist for preservation. The specimen is a 

Brazilian Tree-duck killed on the Hackensack Meadows in New Jersey, 

by Hon. John W. Griggs, of Paterson, N. J. 

Governor Griggs was returning down the Hackensack River from a shoot- 

ing excursion, when he saw this Duck resting on a drift log at a place where 

the tide overflowed the meadow, about a mile and a half above the village 

of Hackensack. As the bird was at once seen to be unusual, Governor 

Griggs shot it. It was not at all shy. 

The specimen showed no signs of ever having been in captivity, but in 

any event its occurrence at liberty in New Jersey seems worth recording.— 

GEORGE BirD GRINNELL, New York City. 

An Addition to the A. O. U. Check-List.— Through the kindness of 

Mr. Gardner Perry of Dedham, Mass., I am able to record the following 

interesting capture. 

In March, 1912, while shooting at Cape Canaveral, Florida, Mr. Perry 

secured a Bahama Duck (Pecilonetta bahamensis (Linn.)). Unfortunately 
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the specimen was not sexed though its coloring and size would favor its being 

a female. The bird was in company with a small flock of Green-winged 

Teal, and the wind at the time was southeast. It seems a strange fact that 

this bird has not been recorded from Florida before, a region that has so 

long received the attentions of sportsmen and naturalists. 
Mr. Perry has generously presented this specimen to the Museum of 

Comparative Zoélogy at Cambridge.— W. Spracur Brooks, Milton, Mass. 

Little Blue Heron (Florida cerulea) in Vermont.— While on Mon- 

tebello Hill, Newbury, Vt., on August 16, 1912, between 5 and 6.30 P. M., 

I was looking down upon a swampy meadow which lies below and in which 

the Bittern makes its home, and saw something unusual moving about. 

Using my field glasses I saw that it was a white heron wading slowly in the 

water. It was not so large at the Great Blue Heron with which I was 

familiar and was pure white except the tips of the wings which were a 

soft gray —evidently the Little Blue Heron in immature plumage. I 

could not see the legs as the water came nearly up to the body. 

It moved very slowly and deliberately feeding among the plants which 

grew in the water. I watched it for half an hour or more until it passed 

out of sight around a curve. It made no call of any kind.— Anna E. 

Coss, Providence, R. I. 

Swimming of Young Herons.— In his excellent article, ‘ Bird Gene- 

alogy,’ (Auk, X XIX, 1912, pp. 285-295), Dr. Charles W. Townsend speaks 

of the ease and grace in swimming shown by a young Green Heron when 

placed in the water. It may be of interest to note that young herons of 

several species sometimes take to the water voluntarily. On a trip to the 

breeding island of Snowy Herons near Charleston, S. C., on July 4, 1912, 

I found most of the young of all of the five species of herons which breed 

there well able to fly. Many, however, could only scramble about in the 

branches of their nesting trees or fly short distances to keep out of my way 

asI passed. As I walked around to the windward side of the island, driving 

numbers of young herons before me, I saw a young Louisiana Heron, which 

had flown a few yards up the wind, resting quietly on the water. I thought 

it had fallen there, and was surprised to see that it was swimming with truly 

swanlike grace. While I watched, about a dozen others — Louisianas, 
Little Blues, and, I think, one or two Snowies — flew out from shore and 

deliberately alighted on the water. I waited for some minutes to see how 

they would make back to land, and soon found that, after a short rest, they 

could rise with ease from the surface of the water and fly back to the trees 

on shore.— Francis M. Weston, Jr., Charleston, S. C. 

Northern Phalarope (Lobipes lobatus) in Michigan.— The status of 

this Phalarope as a Michigan species has been somewhat in doubt. Prof. 
Barrows states (Mich. Bird Life, 1912, 166), ‘‘ I do not know of an actual 

Michigan specimen preserved anywhere.” I can add one unimpeachable 
record — there is a female in the U.S. National Museum, No. 170,517, 
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taken on September 14, 1899, in Lenawee County by Dr. C. M. Butler 

that I examined last winter. In the University of Michigan Museum 

there is a mounted bird, an adult female labeled ‘ Michigan,’ No. 1172a. 

A search in the original catalogue reveals no further data but I am in- 

clined to believe that this specimen came from Mr. Jas. Hobson, at one 

time taxidermist at the Museum in the late seventies. Mr. Hobson did 

considerable collecting at the St. Clair Flats, and the bird may have been 

secured there. 

Mr. W. E. Saunders of London, Ont., has two specimens taken at Rondeau, 

Lake Erie, by Mr. Phillip Burk and sent to him— one secured on October 

10, 1906, and a female on October 20, 1906.— B. H. Swates, University 

of Michigan Museum. 

Black Vulture in Vermont.— On July 7, 1912, a Black Vulture 

(Catharista urubu) was shot in Pawlet, Vt., a town adjoining this but just 

across the New York line. It was brought to me for identification and is 

being mounted by a local taxidermist. It seemed to be an old bird in fine 

plumage and the wonder is that it should be taken several hundred miles 

north of its summer home.— F. T. PremsBEr, Granville, N. Y. 

The Swallow-tailed Kite in DeWitt Co., Illinois— Early in June, 

1906, I observed a bird of this species circling about over the open hills 

along Salt Creek, about 5 miles southeast of Clinton. The bird was per- 

fectly unconcerned by my presence, and continued its soaring flight within 

easy gun range, making its identification a certainty.— Epwin D. Hutt, 

Chicago, Ill. 

The Alder Flycatcher in Colorado.— I beg to record two specimens 

of the Alder Flycatcher (Empidonaz trailli alnorum), for Colorado. They 

constitute the second and third records for the state, the first being a speci- 

men taken by C. E. Aiken, near Limon, Colorado, May 27, 1905.1. The 

identification of my birds as of Aiken’s is by H. C. Oberholser of the Bio- 

logical Survey. The first is an adult bird taken in the Clear Creek valley, 

west of Denver, June 4, 1911, and the second an immature male taken in 

same locality August 6, 1911. The dates of collection somewhat suggest 

breeding birds and it is by no means unlikely, that we may be able to add 

this species to our list of summer residents. Both of the above specimens 

are now in my collection.— F. C. Lincoun, Colorado Museum of Natural 

History, Denver, Colo. 

Arkansas Kingbird in Massachusetts.— On October 20, 1912, at 

Monomoy Island, Chatham, Mass., and just off the heel of Cape Cod, I 

shot an immature male Arkansas Kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis). The 

bird was flitting about some clumps of bayberry bushes, among the sand 

dunes near our club house, and first attracted the attention of our club 

attendant by its bright yellow belly. 

1A History of the Birds of Colo., by W. L. Sclater, p. 275. 
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I was unable to get near enough to the bird to examine it closely, for 

while by its actions evidently lost and confused, it was still shy, and I shot 

it on the supposition that it would prove to be in all probability a stray 

Crested Flycatcher. This species has been but seldom seen east of the 

Mississippi River; being, I believe, reported in Wisconsin, New York, New 

Jersey, and Maryland, and once only in New England, a specimen having 

been shot at Elliot, Maine, in October, 1865, by Mr. George E. Brown, as 

reported by Henry A. Purdie in the ‘ Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological 

Club’ Vol. 1, no. 3, p. 73.— F. H. Kennarp, Boston, Mass. 

Yellow-headed Blackbird in Virginia— On August 29, 1912, about 

6 a.M., Capt. Wm. T. Abbott, of Chincoteague, Accomac Co., Va., saw 

two Yellow-headed Blackbirds (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus), male and 

female, in some willow trees along the margin of a fresh water pond on 

Wallop’s Island. The birds were unknown to him and he shot one, the 

female, which he presented to me. The place where he found these birds 

was near his truck patch, where there are scattered pine trees and many 

wax myrtle bushes about marshy spots and fresh water ponds. In this 
same locality the Boat-tailed Grackles were numerous, and I also saw sev- 

eral Red-winged Blackbirds there. 

The male Yellow-headed Blackbird remained about the place for several 

days, as Capt. Abbott saw him on two occasions before I left on the 9th 

of September. 
The stomach of the female was sent to the Biological Survey, Washing- 

ton, D. C— B. H. Warren, Everhart Museum, Scranton, Pa. 

The Slate-colored Fox Sparrow Breeding in Colorado.— Records 

of this bird (Passerella iliaca schistacea) for Colorado are not plentiful and 
its whole status is rather unsatisfactory; no doubt due to some extent to its 

retiring habits and preference for dense and practically impenetrable wil- 

low and alder thickets. It was formerly supposed that the type specimen 

was collected in Colorado, but this was found to be an error.!. Mr. Ridg- 

way ' states that it breeds in Colorado along ‘streams of the mountain 

parks’; and for some time this constituted the only record. Since then a 

number of specimens have been taken, most of them recorded as follows:— 

“an adult male taken July, 1889, at Florissant, by Dr. J. L. Goodale,” 

“Mr. David Bruce of Brockport, N. Y., took one on the Grand River near 

Glenwood Springs during June, 1897.2. This bird was seen several times 

and was thought to be breeding. ‘There was also a mounted specimen in 

the ‘‘ Carter collection taken near the mouth of the Blue River in Grand 

County, July 5, 1877, at nearly 7000 feet.” 3 

These records, together with an unrecorded pair from the Carter Col- 

1 Birds of Colorado, Part I, W. W. Cooke, p. 107. 

2 Birds of Colorado, Part If, W. W. Cooke, p. 167. 

3 Birds of Colorado, Part ILI, W. W. Cooke, p. 216. 
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lection, now in the Colorado Museum of Natural History, taken near 

Breckenridge, July 5 and 9, 1877; and one taken in Deer Park, Routt 

County, April 18, 1911, by Dr. L. J. Hersey, confirm to a great degree this 

bird’s residency in Colorado during its breeding period. 

It was, however, the pleasure of the author to remove any existing 

doubt by collecting an adult female with one fledgling, June 24, 1912, on the 

Grand River, in Grand County, at an elevation shghtly over 8000 feet. 

The fledgling had unquestionably been raised in the immediate vicinity as 

it was just able to support itself for short flights. I believe this is also 

the highest altitude from which it has yet been taken. This will un- 

doubtedly supply the evidence Mr. Sclater required to include it in his 

list of Colorado breeding birds and save straining the point Prof. Cooke 

mentions in ‘ The Condor.’ !— F. C. Lincoun, Colorado Museum of Natural 

History, Denver, Colo. 

Harris’s Sparrow in Eastern Ontario.— It gives me pleasure to record 

the capture of the first specimen of Harris’s Sparrow (Zonotrichia querula) 

for eastern Ontario. The bird was taken from a mixed flock of Song 

Sparrows and Juncos which were feeding in a garden on the outskirts of 

London, Ont., about eight a. m., March 18, 1907. 

My attention was attracted by a single long drawn note of the same 

pitch and quality as that of the White-throated Sparrow and on searching 

through the flock I found this large dark-colored bird which was very soon 

secured. It is a male in immature plumage spotted irregularly on the 

upper breast giving a hint of the black coloration which was to come. The 

specimen is now number 1797 in my collection. 

This species has occurred in Ohio and a number of times in Michigan but 

has not previously been captured in lower Ontario although it is probable 

that it is a regular migrant through the northwestern corner of the province. 

— W. E. Saunpers, London, Ont. 

Magnolia Warbler in the Coast Region of South Carolina.— On 

October 1, 1912, I saw and positively identified a female Magnolia Warbler 

(Dendroica magnolia) at the Navy Yard near Charleston, 8S. C. It was 

feeding in the undergrowth in pine woods, and I was able to examine it 

carefully at short range with my glasses. While this Warbler is an abun- 

dant migrant in the upper counties — one hundred and fifty miles and more 

from the coast — this is, to my knowledge, only the second record of its 

occurrence in this region. As the specimen was not secured, this record 

has perhaps no scientific value; and I am noting it simply as a matter of 

interest — Francis M. Weston, Jr., Charleston, S. C. 

A Few Notes on Newfoundland Birds.— The following notes may be 

of interest as supplementing Mr. Arnold’s paper (Auk, Jan., 1912, pp. 

1 Present Status of the Colorado Check-List of Birds. W. W. Cooke, Condor, 

XIV, No. 4, 153. 
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72-79). I arrived in Newfoundland at Port aux Basque on July 7, 1911, 

and proceeded at once to Stevenville Crossing on St. George’s Bay. 

Here I remained one week returning to Cape Breton Island on July 14. 

Though my interests were mainly botanical, I made notes and observa- 

tions on all the birds that came directly under my notice of which the 

following seem worthy of note. I was particularly anxious to study the 

Veery, its habits and notes, since I described it as a variety in ‘The Auk’ 

(Vol. XVII, 270, 271, 1900), based on material collected in this portion of 

the island. 
My friend, Dr. Geo. C: Shattuck of Boston has also lately given me 

some notes made on the Humber River between September 13 and 

October 4, 1912. 
Mergus americanus. AmerRIcAN Mrercanser.— Two seen by Dr. 

Shattuck. 
Histrionicus histrionicus. Hartequin Ducx.— Dr. Shattuck was 

told that this species breeds regularly on the Bay of Islands. 

Botaurus lentiginosus. AmericaN BirrerN.— One seen by Dr. 

Shattuck. 
Ardea herodias herodias. Great BLurk Hreron.— One seen by Dr. 

Shattuck. 
Philohela minor. Woopcock.— A young chick, I think undoubtedly 

of this species, was closely observed running on a swamp and tree grown 

wood road near Indian Head on the 12th. It took at once to the under- 

brush, and from the locality, position of its eye, ete., I felt little doubt of its 
proper identification. 

fEgialitis meloda. Piping PLover.—A pair was seen continually 

on the beach at the Crossing. Though I did not find their nest, they 

were evidently breeding and showed much anxiety at my presence when 

I crossed a certain portion of the beach. I believe this species has not 

been reported except as a migrant from this island. 

Sphyrapicus varius varius. Sapsucker.— One scen by Dr. Shattuck. 

Hylocichla fuscescens fuscescens. Wutson’s THrusH.— Though it 

is not my desire to question the ruling of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union, yet the long sought opportunity to hear the bird inhabiting New- 
foundland has at last been gratified, and I am more strongly convinced 

than ever that my fuliginosa is distinct. Its darker coloring leads one at 

sight to confuse it with the Olive-back, and I had to shoot the bird in one 

case to be positive of my identification. Its call note pheu has what seems 
to me quite a different quality, and its song, if my birds were not peculiar, 

instead of being an uninterrupted performance is divided into three dis- 
tinct parts, and unlike any Veery song I have ever heard in New England. 

I listened to several birds singing near the mouth of Harry’s Brook, and I 
believe the difference would be noted by any one familiar with the stereo- 
typed song.— R. Heser Hows, Jr., Thoreau Museum, Concord, Mass. 
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Additional Notes to the ‘ Birds of Gallatin County, Montana’.— 

These notes form an appendix to my paper published in ‘ The Auk,’ Janu- 

ary, 1911, pp. 26-49. The numbers are those of my list. 

37. Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s Snire.— This species appears to 

be fairly common and regular as a winter resident in warm swamps near 

Bozeman. I observed seven birds on December 26, 1911. 

43. Catoptrophorus semipalmatus inornatus. WersTeRN WILLET. 

— Mr. W. L. Thomas of Belgrade found two nests of this species during 

the summer of 1911. 

120. Hesperiphona vespertina montana. WESTERN EVENING 

GrosBEAK.— I observed a small flock in Bozeman on January 2, 1911. 

The species is evidently occasionally a winter resident, though much 

commoner as a migrant. 
- 126. Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis. Hrpspurn’s Rosy Finca.— 

I observed this subspecies in company with L. ¢. tephrocotis in Bridger 

Cafion, March 17, 1911. Large flocks were seen and about 10 percent. 

of the birds were of this form. 

170. Vermivora celata lutescens. LutTrescenr WarsBLer.— I ob- 

served a male of this species in song, in an aspen grove near Bozeman, 

July 4, 1910. It probably breeds in the region and the breeding bird is 

probably V. c. celata, but it was neither secured nor observed closely. 

199. Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus. PiNon Jay— A _ flock of 

about 40 birds was observed flying over the western part of Bozeman on 

Sept. 11, 1911. This adds a new species to the county list, and to my 

knowledge, is the most westerly record for this species in Montana.— 

Aretas A. SAUNDERS. 

Two new records for Washington State.— The following birds appear 

to be new to the State list. 

Ceryle alcyon caurina. NorTHWESTERN BELTED KINGFISHER.— A 

specimen taken September 17, 1896, was recently identified for me by 

Mr. Oberholser as this new form. It was collected by me on Puget Sound, 

in the vicinity of Tacoma, Wash., which I believe extends their range this 

much southward. As I have no other specimens, some further collecting 

must be done in order to prove this to be the resident form. 

Zonotrichia albicollis. Wuire-rHroaTep Sparrow.— At Sherlock, 

in Thurston County, on October 13, 1912, I was so fortunate as to collect 

a female of this Sparrow. My bird was with a very large company of Nut- 

tall’s Sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys nuttalli), which had begun to arrive 

the previous evening, but a careful search failed to reveal any more albi- 

collis. An interesting feature of this migration, possibly of some signifi- 

cance, is that the local breeding nuttalli had long since left for the south, 

and the migration in question was a considerable surprise to me. I believe 

my bird forms a new record for the state, if not for the Pacific coast north 

of Oregon.— J. Hooper Bowes, Tacoma, Wash. 
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A Correction.— In ‘The Auk’ Vol. XXVI, Jan., 1909, p. 9, under 
the heading of ‘Some Birds of Baker Co., Oregon’ the record of Certhia 

familiaris montanus should read Certhia familiaris zelotes. Since making 

the list three years ago more specimens have been taken and a skin recently 

sent to the Biological Survey was identified by Mr. H. C. Oberholser as 

C. f. zelotes — STANLEY G. JEWETT?T, Portland, Oregon. 

An Item for Bibliographers.— A paper dealing with American birds, 

which is seldom or never referred to is the following: Relation succincte 

d’un voyage fait aux bords de l’Oostanaula en Géorgie, Etats-Unis,! par 

Julien Deby. 

All of the matter relating to birds is included in the following extract: 

“‘T am unable to describe in detail the pleasures of a search for Unios along 

the flowery banks of the Oostanaula, the pleasing Indian name of which 

means the great waters coming from the west. 

“ The exhilarating sunshine of this delightful clime; the sky of azure blue, 

rarely flecked with clouds; the thousands of turtles grouped upon every old 

log and rock that overhangs the water; the Kingfisher (Alcedo alcyon), with 

piercing cry, which constantly crosses from bank to bank, and perches 

upon some dead or denuded branch, where it watches for its aquatic prey; 

the palmipeds which jump into the air, frightened by the appearance of a. 

boat and boatman; the buzzards (Cathartes atratus et aura), those vultures: 

of the new world which soar overhead in lazy circlings, on the watch for 

some dead animal; all these new experiences make an ineffaceable impres- 

sion upon the naturalist. 

“The bushes and trees teem with life; birds of bright plumage abound 

everywhere; the mockingbird, the nightingale of America, enchants us with 

its sweet notes...” 

This effusion which might well be mistaken for a description of Paradise, 

while a good advertisement for Georgia, was written, we must conclude, 

in retrospect, when distance lent enchantment to the view. Upon what 

other supposition are we to account for the author’s failure to mention the 

mosquitos; ticks and redbugs, the deer flies, fleas and bedbugs, those satel- 

lites which oft attend travellers in Dixie, to journey’s end.— W. L. 

McAtex, Washington, D. C. 

1 Bul. de la Soc. Malacologique de Belgique XII, 1877, pp. XXI-XXV. Sepa- 

rates paged 1-7. The word voyage in title replaced by the word excursion. 

Bruxelles, 1877. 
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RECENT LITERATURE. 

Forbush on the Game Birds, Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds.! This 

excellent report on the Water-Fowl and Game Birds of the Atlantic coast 

has been written, the author tells us, with a purpose — namely to set forth 

in an authoritative publication the facts in connection with the alarming 

decrease in the numbers of these birds in recent years and the imperative 

need of concerted efforts for their preservation. Those who read Mr. For- 

bush’s report,— and everyone interested in game protection should do so 

— will agree that his purpose has been admirably accomplished. Not only 

in Massachusetts but in all of our eastern maritime states this book will 

be available as an incontrovertible argument against those who come for- 

ward to oppose legislative restrictions to gunning privileges, and who claim 

that game is not decreasing or that spring shooting has nothing to do with 

the problem. 
Mr. Forbush cites reliable authors from early colonial times to the present 

day in sketching the history of each species, and in the majority of cases 

it is a history of decrease in numbers and abandoning of former breeding 

grounds, if not of threatened or actual extinction over at least part of the 
former range. 

In addition, scores of reliable correspondents have supplemented the 

accounts, by furnishing valuable unpublished information drawn from 
their personal experiences. 

Besides the history, each species is fully described in all the plumages 

in which it appears on our coasts, and a résumé is given of the time of occur- 

rence and present abundance in Massachusetts. The nomenclature fol- 

lows that of the last edition of the A. O. U. Check-List but the various 

vernacular names of the species are added, while the general range, usually 
that of the Check-List, is given. One unfortunate error in the Check-List 

which is copied by Mr. Forbush, should have been corrected in the re- 

cent supplement —— namely the use of the name ‘Red-legged Black Duck’ in 

the Hypothetical List in connection with Anas rubripes tristis. The name 

tristis was not proposed for the red-legged bird but for the ‘ordinary’ 

Black Duck. The former name obscura being untenable, the oldest name 

for any form of Black Duck is rubripes; if there be but one form it should 

1A History of the | Game Birds, Wild-Fow] | and Shore Birds | of ! Massachu- 

setts and Adjacent States | Including those used for food which have disappeared 

since the | settlement of the country, and those which are now hunted | for food 

or sport, with observations on their | former abundance and recent decrease | in 

numbers; also the means for | conserving those still | in existence | By Edward 

Howe Forbush | State Ornithologist of Massachusetts | Illustrated with Drawings 

by W. I. Beecroft and the Author | and Photographs by Herbert K. Job and 

others | Issued by the | Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture ! By Authority 

of the Legislature, 1912. Roy. Svo, pp. i-xiv + 1-622, plates I-XXXVI, text 

figs. 1-26 [+ 82 not numbered]. 
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be called Anas rubripes but if there be two then the Red-legged form is 

Anas rubripes rubripes and the dusky-legged form A. rubripes tristis. The 

systematic treatment of the species constitutes Part I. 

Part II of the report comprises histories of the species which are extinct 

or extirpated in Massachusetts; the Great Auk, Labrador Duck, Eskimo 

Curlew, Passenger Pigeon, Trumpeter Swan, Whooping Crane, Sandhill 
Crane, and Wild Turkey. 

Part III is an admirable discussion of the conservation of Game Birds 
in which every element receives careful consideration. 

The problem is a serious one and one that must be considered promptly 

and exhaustively in every state in the Union, if we are to save many of our 

birds from the fate which has overtaken those mentioned above. Mr. 

Forbush suggests seventeen steps, all or most of which must be taken if we 

expect to increase the supply of game birds. These include the following: 

establishment of (1) bird reservations, (2) systems of federal control of 

migrating birds, and (3) systems of town wardens in addition to state 

wardens; prohibiting of (1) sale and export of game, (2) sale and use of 

ultra-destructive firearms, (3) shooting from boats; registration of native 

hunters and raising of fees for alien hunters, so as to be practically prohibi- 

tive; limiting of each day’s bag; reducing the number of stray dogs and 

cats; checking forest fires; making the open seasons as nearly uniform as 

possible; encouraging the propagation and sale of such game as can be 

raised on game farms; and more important than all the establishment of a 

better attitude among the public at large toward the game laws. If the laws 

are wilfully disregarded as is frequently the case at present all hope for 

improved conditions might as well be abandoned. In this very field, more 

perhaps than in any other, Mr. Forbush’s work will do an enormous 
good.— W.S. 

Miller on the Classification of Kingfishers.'— Work of the kind that 

Mr. Miller has here presented is most weleome. Whether the multitude of 

bird genera that have been proposed of late years is to stand or fall there 

can be no question but that we need light upon both internal and external 

characters of the species to guide us in our final judgment, and this so far 

as the Kingfishers are concerned is provided in the paper before us. The 

treatise is divided into two parts. I. The Subfamilies of Alcedinidze 

and IJ. The Genera of Ceryline. In the former Mr. Miller reaches 

the conclusion that three subfamilies should be recognized: Ceryline, Al- 

cedinine and Dacelonine, the last two being more closely related to each 

other than is either to the Ceryline. Ceyx, Ceycopsis, Ispidine and Myio- 

ceyx he regards as members of the Alcedinine rather than of the Dacelonine 

where Sharpe placed them. In the association of these four genera with 

the other short tailed genera Alcedo, Corythornis and Alcyone, and the ex- 

1A Revision of the Classification of the Kingfishers. By W. DeW. Miller. 

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History, XXXI, pp. 239-311. 

New York, September 12, 1912. 
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clusion of Ceryle we think that Mr. Miller is right and that the three sub- 
families recognized represent natural phylogenetic groups. 

The latter half of the paper deals with the subdivision of the old genus 

Ceryle and voluminous data are presented to show the necessity for recog- 
nizing Megaceryle Kaup for the crested blue-gray species, and Chloroceryle 

Kaup for the neotropical bronze-green forms, as distinct from the’ black 

and white Afro-Indian birds which constitute true Ceryle. Here again Mr. 

Miller’s action appears to be fully justified in so much as these groups are 

quite as distinct as the other genera of Kingfishers,— certainly more so 

than some of them, but it is unfortunate that the material was not avail- 

able for a thorough investigation of the status of the genera in the other 

two subfamilies some of which we think rest upon very slight characters. 

Incidentally Mr. Miller calls attention to the necessity, on grounds of 

priority, of substituting Choucalcyon Lesson 1831 for Sauromarptis Cab 

& Heine, and Lacedo Reichenbach 1851 for Carcineutes Cab. & Heine. — 

W.S. 

Reed’s ‘Birds of Eastern North America.’!—This volume of 456 pages. 
is, as we are told in the preface, ‘but an extension of, an enlargement upon 

and a combining of’ the ‘Bird Guides for Land and Water Birds’ by the same 

author. We do not think however that the additions in anyway compen- 

sate for what has been lost. The ‘ Bird Guides’ held a place of their own in 

our ornithological literature as they were truly pocket guides whereas the 

present book, though just as useful as a work of reference, is no longer a. 

pocket edition being both too large and too heavy. As a reference book 

too it comes directly into competition with numerous other works of similar 

scope, in some of which the additional information presented here is treated 

much more satisfactorily. 

A curious feature is the use of the bird’s name in the plural in almost 

every instance, the significance of which is not clear. ‘Parula Warblers’ 

obviously is intended to cover the two eastern races, while ‘Cape May 

Warblers’ must refer merely to several individuals of the species, but the 

statement that ‘Sennett’s White-tailed Hawks are southern species’ leaves 

us in doubt as to just what idea the author desires to convey. There is but 

one form of Sennett’s White-tailed Hawk and even that is not a species. 

but a subspecies of Buteo albicaudatus! The attempt to explain the sig- 

nificance of binomials and trinomials on page ix moreover is not very happy. 

While the colored pictures which appear on every page and which formed 

the distinctive feature of the ‘Bird Guides’ will still aid many students in 

identifying the birds they see, we trust that the handy smaller edition will » 

not be withdrawn.— W. S. 

1 Birds of Eastern North American. By Chester A. Reed, S.B. With colored 

Illustrations of every Species common to the United States and Canada from the 

Atlantic Coast to the Rockies. Garden City, New York, Doubleday, Page &. 

Company. 1912. 
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Hellmayr and Seilern on the Birds of the Cumbre de Valencia, 

Venezuela.'— This important contribution to neotropical ornithology is 
based upon a collection of 1200 skins made by Mr. 8. M. Klages in 1909 and 

1910, and comprises annotations upon 172 species or subspecies, while a 

list of 39 species reported by other writers of this region but not obtained by 

Mr. Klages is added. The following forms are described as new either 

from the collection itself or from other material examined in connection with 

its study: Tangara guttata bogotensis, Bogota; Xanthoura yncas andicola, 

Merida, Venezuela; Myiodynastes chrysocephalus venezuelanus, Cumbre 

de Valencia; Pseudocolaptes boissonneautii striaticeps, Cumbre de Valencia; 
Sittasomus griseus virescens, Cumbre de Valencia, Premnoplex brunnescens 

rostratus, Cumbre de Valencia; Drymophila caudata klagesi, Los Palmales, 

Anden von Cumané; Chameza brevicauda boliviana, Yungas, Bolivia. <A 

number of North American species were found wintering in the region 

covered by Mr. Klages including Hylocichla alicie alicie, Helminthophila 

[= Vermivora] peregrina, Mniotilta varia, Dendroica striata, D, cerulea, 

Oporornis agilis, Setophaga ruticilla and Piranga rubra rubra.— W.S. 

Hellmayr on Zonotrichia strigiceps Gould*—Mr. Hellmayr 

reviews the history of this little known finch and tabulates the specimens so 

far obtained. He finds that they are separable into two races, Z. strigiceps 

strigiceps ranging from Parand to Cordoba, in Brazil and Argentina, while 

Z. s. dabbenet described as new is restricted to the mountains of north- 

western Argentina.— W. 8S. 

Nelson on New Birds from Panama, Colombia and Ecuador.’— 

This paper comprises the new birds obtained by Mr. E. A. Goldman on 

Mount Pirri and vicinity in eastern Panama near the Colombian border, 

from January to June, 1912, under the auspices of the Smithsonian Biologi- 

eal Survey of the Panama Canal Zone. This mountain reaches an altitude 

of 5,200 feet and as no zoélogical collector seems to have visited it previously, 

new forms were naturally to be expected from its slopes. Besides the new 

birds here described, many South American species were found which are 
unknown farther north. The new forms named by Mr. Nelson are as 

follows: Geotrygon goldmani, Chloronerpes chrysochlorus aurosus, Aulaco- 

rhamphus ceruleigularis cognatus, Momotus conexus reconditus, Electron 

platyrhynchus suboles, Eriocnemis floccus, Phethornis adolphei fraterculus, 

1 Beitriige zur Ornithologie von Venezuela. Von C. E. Hellmayr und J. 

Graf von Seilern. I Die Végel der Cumbre de Valencia. Archiv fiir Natur- 

geschichte. Vol. 78, pp. 34-166, September 20, 1912. 

2 Bemerkungen iiber eine wenig bekannte, neotropische Ammer (Zonofrichia 

strigiceps Gould). Verhandlungen der Ornith. Gesellschaft in Bayern. XI, 

pp. 187-190. July 1, 1912. 
3 Descriptions of New Genera, Species and Subspecies of Birds from Panama, 

Colombia and Ecuador. By E. W. Nelson. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec- 

tions, Vol. 60, No. 3, pp. 1-25, Sept. 24 [ = 27], 1912. 
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Thamnistes anabatinus coronatus, Dysithamnus mentalis suffusus, Herpsi- 

lochmus rufimarginatus exiguus, Grallaricula flavirostris brevis, Margarornis 

bellulus, Mitrephanes eminulus, Caryothraustes canadensis simulans, Tan- 

gara fucosus, Chrysothlypis chrysomelas ocularis, Vireolanius eximius 

mutabilis, Basileuterus melanogenys ignotus, B. m. eximius, Troglodytes 

festinus, Myadestes coloratus, Catharus fuscater mirabilis. ‘There are 
also three new species for which Mr. Nelson establishes new genera: Goe- 

thalsia bella on interesting hummingbird allied to Goldmania, and named 

in honor of Col. Goethals, head of the Panama Canal Commission; Predo 

audax, a flycatcher allied to Aphanotriccus but resembling Empidonax in 
color; and Hylospingus inornatus a tanager resembling Chlorospingus. 

Incidentally Mr. Nelson also describes TV’anagra xanthogastra quitensis 

from Quito, Ecuador, and Hemithraupis ornatus from Truando, Colombia. 

The Genus J'anagra is used by Mr. Nelson for the genus formerly called 

Euphonia while Tangara is used in place of Calospiza (=Calliste). This 

seems inevitable if we regard these names as different and take them from 

the first place of publication but in the absence of any word of explana- 

tion it is misleading to those not familiar with the history of the case.— 

W.S. 

Oberholser’s Revision of the Green Herons.'— As the result of a 

critical study of 568 specimens of Green Herons, Butorides virescens, Mr. 

Oberholser recognizes eighteen geographic races, twelve of which are here 

named as new. These are B. v. eremonomus, north central Mexico; B. v. 

mesatus, western Nicaragua; B. v. hypernotius, Costa Rica to Brazil; B. v. 

margaritophilus, San Miguel Island, Bay of Panama; B. v. cubanus, Greater 

and northern Lesser Antilles; B.v. christophorensis, St. Christopher, B. v. 

dominicanus, Dominica; B. v. lucianus, St. Lucia; B.v. barbadensis, Barba- 

dos; B. v. grenadensis, Grenada; B. v. tobagensis, Tobago; and B. v. cura- 

censis, Curacao. 

Mr. Oberholser has presented extremely detailed descriptions and a 

large array of measurements And his paper represents a painstaking piece 

of work. Whether ornithologists will endorse his views remains to be seen, 

With practically the same material before them Messrs. Thayer and Bangs 

have already (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zodl., 46, p, 142) expressed precisely oppo- 

site views on the status of the San Miguel Island birds and have questioned 

the distinctness of several of the forms named up to that time. As San 

Miguel Island is but twenty miles off shore, it would indeed seem remark- 

able that a bird of the size and habits of a heron should there become differ- 
entiated into a local race, and in considering any group of large water birds 

it would seem that much more latitude should be given to individual varia- 

1A Revision of the Subspecies of the Green Heron (Butorides virescens [Linn.]). 

By Harry C. Oberholser. Proc. U. 8. Nat. Museum, Vol. 42, pp. 529-577. Aug- 

ust 29, 1912. 
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tion, and the greater possibility of passage from one island to another be 

admitted, than in the case of small resident passerine species. — W. 8. 

Oberholser’s One Hundred and Four new Birds from the Barus- 

san Islands and Sumatra.'— To those who are familiar with Mr. Ober- 

holser’s painstaking monographic work and detailed descriptions the present 

contribution must come as a distinct shock. The presentation of 104 new 

forms on 21 octavo pages naturally permits of but very brief diagnoses, but 

so short are some of these here given, that for all practical purposes they 
might as well have been omitted entirely, leaving simply a type locality. 

For example Meiglyptes grammithorax micropterus is described as ‘‘ Resem- 

bling Meiglyptes grammithorax grammithorax, but smaller.’’, followed by 

the citation of a type specimen in the U. 8. National Museum, from Nias 

Island. We know from this that a name has been given to a form of M. 

grammithorax from Nias, but beyond that, without measurements or further 

diagnosis, the publication is absolutely worthless. With a specimen of 

this group in hand from a neighboring island one could not possibly identify 

it without examining Mr. Oberholser’s type. In the entire 104 diagnoses, 

measurements are given in only twelve instances while the descriptions 

average two and a half lines, including a trinomial name mentioned for 

comparison! 

In such contributions the advancement of science seems to have been 

completely lost sight of, and the only explanation would seem to be the 

desire to secure the species to an author or the types to an institution. 

The promise of later detailed publications does not constitute an excuse for 

the issue of such useless diagnoses. 

If publication of species in advance of faunal papers is absolutely neces- 

sary, the journal should devote the space, and the author the time, necessary 

to make the diagnoses adequate. Our rules of nomenclature are binding 

us more and more to the original descriptions in all systematic work and 

it behooves us to make these adequate. 
This criticism is not directed at Mr. Oberholser but at a practice that is 

all too common and which we are sorry to see endorsed by him and by the 

Smithsonian Institution. 
In foot-notes several nomenclatural matters are briefly discussed. Den- 

drophassa Gloger 1842 is substituted for Osmotreron Bonap. on ground of 

priority, while Teron nipalensis (Hodgson) is changed to 7’. curvirostra 

(Gmelin) for thesame reason. Psittinus cyanurus (Forster) is shown to be 

the proper name for the bird commonly called P. incertus (Shaw.), while 

Mizornis gularis (Raffles) becomes M. pileata (Blyth), and Lalage terat 

Auct. becomes L. nigra (Forster). So also Cinnyris pectoralis (Horsf.) 

becomes C. ornata Less. and Chalcoparia phenicotis Auct. becomes C. 

singalensis (Gm.).—- W. S. 

1 Descriptions of One Hundred and Four New Species and Subspecies of Birds 

from the Barussan Islands and Sumatra. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 

Vol. 60, No. 7, pp. 1-21. October 26, 1912. 
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Mathews’ ‘ Birds of Australia.’ !— Parts 3 and 4 of the second volume 
of Mr. Mathews’ great work are before us testifying to the energy with 

which the publication is being carried on. In style these parts are simi- 

lar to those that have preceded them and they are fully up to the high stan- 

dard that characterized the first volume. The only point wherein Mr. 

Mathews’ work seems open to criticism is in his failure to designate type 

specimens for the extralimital races that he is constantly describing as new, 

and in the brevity of some of these descriptions. The latter practice the 

writer has just had occasion to criticise in another connection, while in 

the matter of types he has recently been put to so much trouble in at- 

tempting to ascertain the type specimens of Gould’s species of Australian 

birds, that he naturally regrets that the modern authority on Australasian 

ornithology should follow, in the case of these forms, the bad example set 

by his predecessor. Such a practice will cause some one much trouble 

and research in the future. 

The two parts under consideration comprise 240 pages and 26 plates. 

practically completing Volume II. They cover the remainder of the Pro- 

cellariiformes and most of the Lariformes. 

The following forms are described as new, most of them from localities 

outside Australia. In part 3: Pelecanoides urinatrix coppingeri, Straits of 

Magellan; Puffinaria garnotii lessoni, Coast of Chili; P.g. magellani, Straits. 

of Magellan; Diomedea exulans rothschildi, Australian Seas; Thalassarche 

melanophris impavida, Tasmania; 7’. m. belcheri, Kerguelen; 7’. m. rich- 

mondi, West coast of South America; Thalassogeron chrysostoma hartertt, 

Kerguelen; Phebetria palpebrata huttoni, New Zealand Seas; P. fusca 

campbelli, Australian Seas; Hydrochelidon leucopareia leggei, Cevlon; 

H. 1. delalandii, South Africa; H. 1. swinhei, China; Gelochelidon nilotica 

addenda, China; G. n. grénvoldi, South America; Thalasseus bergii bakeri 

Mekran Coast; 7’. b. edwardsi, Ceylon; T'. bengalensis arabicus, Red Sea. 

In part 4: Sterna dougallit bangsi, Foochow, China; S. d. arideensis, Sey- 

chelles; Sturnula nereis exsul, New Caledonia; Melanosterna anethetus 

recognita, Bahamas; Anous stolidus gilberti, 8. W. Australia; Megalopterus 

minutus americanus Caribbean Sea, British Honduras, M. m. atlanticus, 

Ascension Isl.; Procelsterna cerulea nebouxi, Ellice and Phcenix groups and 

Samoa; P. c. imitatrix, St. Ambrose group; Gygis alba royana, Kermadec 

Islands; G. a. monte, Seychelles; Bruchigavia novae-hollandie forsteri, 

New Caledonia. Leucanous is proposed as a new genus with Gygis micro- 

rhyncha as type, and the following subgenera are noted, Nealbatrus, type 

Thalassogeron chlororhynchos; Diomedella, type Th. cautus; and Gygisterna, 

type Slerna sumatrana kempi. 

Several of Mr. Mathews’ proposed changes in nomenclature affect the 

A. O. U. Check-List. Thalassosgeron culminatus appears as Th. chryso- 

stoma culminata, Phebetria palpebrata is apparently his P. p. hultoni, Gelo- 

1 The Birds of Australia. By Gregory M. Mathews. With hand-colored Plates, 

Roy, 4to. Witherby and Co., London. 
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-chelidon nilotica is G. n. aranea (Wilson), Sterna caspia becomes H ydroprogne 

tschegrava imperator (Coues), and S. anathetus becomes Melanosterna 

anethetus recognita Mathews. Phebastria, Thalasseus, Hydroprogne, 

‘Onychoprion, Sternula and Melanosterna are regarded as genera, while in 

Hydrochelidon leucoptera, Sterna dougalli, S. fuscatus and Anous stolidus 

the specific name must be repeated on account of the recognition of extra- 
limital races. 

In the substitution of Hydroprogne for Thalasseus and Thalasseus for 

_Actochelidon, Mr. Mathews has the writer’s hearty support.— W. 8. 

Bickerton’s ‘Home-Life of the Terns.’ 1— This attractive volume 
constitutes the fourth of the ‘ Bird Lover’s Home-Life Series.’ In it Mr. 

Bickerton tells us of his visits to several Tern colonies on the English coast 

and his experiences in studying and photographing the five British breeding 

species — the Arctic, Common, Sandwich, Lesser and Roseate Terns. One 

chapter is devoted to Terns’ habits in general, and one each to the species 
here especially considered while some additiona! notes on the Common 

“Tern are given in chapter VII. The accounts are written in an attractive 

style and contain much information of value to the ornithologist as well as 

‘to the bird-lover. 

We learn from Mr. Bickerton’s pages that the Arctic Tern is by far the 

most abundant breeding species in Great Britain today, one colony number- 

‘ing at least ten thousand pairs; the Common Tern comes next, the Lesser 

Tern is not so numerous, the Sandwich decidedly rare and the Roseate 

-extremely so. 

The protection afforded these birds during the breeding season is yielding 

-encouraging results. In the case of the Sandwich Tern in the Ravenglass 

“Gullery’, which is carefully guarded by Lord Muncaster, the number of 

-eggs recorded by the warden has increased from 120 in 1900 to 403 in 1912. 

As a protection against the unscrupulous raids of collectors the freshly laid 

-eggs are each day marked by the warden with an indelible purple pencil so 

as to make them valueless as specimens. An idea of the rarity of the Rose- 

ate Tern may be gained from the fact that the only breeding colonies that 

could be found were located on rocky islets, inhabited by Arctic and Com- 
mon Terns, and numbered all told not over 15 or 20 pairs while the other 

two species numbered respectively 10,000 and 1000 pairs. Mr. Bickerton 

found the Roseate Terns laying but a single egg in every nest examined, 

-due possibly to this being on the northern limit of their breeding range. 

American readers of this interesting volume will find in it a reminder of 

what might have been, on the New Jersey coast and elsewhere on our shores, 
‘ 

1The Home-Life | of the | Terns j or! Sea Swallows | Photographed and de- 

scribed | By | W. Bickerton, f°. Z. S., M. B. O. U. | Vice-President of The Hertford- 

shire Natural History Society and Field Club, | with thirty-two mounted plates | 

London | Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn W. C. | MCMXII, pp. 1-88, plates 

11-32. 
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where the once countless hosts of breeding water birds have been practi- 
cally exterminated. 

Mr. Bickerton’s excellent photographs are reproduced in half-tones of 

high quality which are mounted upon dark brown paper making a very 
effective series of illustrations — W. 8S. 

Shelley’s ‘Birds of Africa.’ !— The publication of this important work 

has been resumed after an interval of six years. Soon after the appearance 

of the first part of Volume V the author suffered a stroke of paralysis which 

resulted in his death in 1910. Arrangements were then made with Mr. 

W. L. Sclater to continue the undertaking and under his able direction 

it is hoped to bring it to an early completion. _ 

The present volume is mainly edited from manuscripts already prepared 

by Capt. Shelley and .covers the Shrike-like birds Dicruride, Vangide, 

Campophagide, Laniide and Prionopide. 

Two hundred and nine species are included, some of which have several 

subspecies. Eight colored plates similar in style to those of previous parts. 

illustrate the volume.— W. S. 

Horsbrugh and Davies on The Game-Birds and Water-Fowl of 

South Africa.?— Part 3 of this excellent work is now before us com- 

prising the remainder of the Gallinaceous birds, mainly Guinea-Fowls; the 

Sandgrouse, Pigeons and some of the Anatide. The plates, sixteen in 

number, are fully up to the standard of the previous parts. 

Major Horsbrugh finds that contrary to the statements of some authors 

the Common Guinea-Fowl of South Africa breeds readily in captivity and 

crosses freely with the domestic birds.— W. S. 

Thayer’s Concealing Coloration, an Answer to Theodore Roose- 

velt.s— Mr. Thayer here defends his views against the criticism of Col. 

Roosevelt published in the American Museum Bulletin‘ a year ago. He- 

emphasizes the inconspicuousness of white at night, and reiterates several 

of the statements set forth in his book, which he claims his critics have- 

entirely failed to understand. Those interested in this controversy should 

read Mr. Thayer’s paper in full.— W. 8S. 

1 The Birds of Africa, comprising all the species which occur in the Ethiopian 

Region. By G. E. Shelley, F. Z.S., F. R. G. S., &e. Completed and Edited by 

W. L. Sclater, M. A., F. Z. S. Vol. V, Pt. Il. London: Henry Sotheran & Co. 

1912. Roy 8vo., pp. 165-502, plates L-LVIT. 

? The Game-Birds and Water-Fowl of South Africa. By Major Boyd Hors-- 

brugh and Sergeant C. G. Davies. London: Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn, 

W.C. Part 3. September 30, 1912. 

’ Concealing Coloration, an Answer to Theodore Roosevelt. By Abbott H. 

Thayer. Bulletin American Museum Nat. Hist., Vol. XX XI, pp. 313-321. New~ 

York, September 14, 1912. 

OVO. XXX pp. 119=23 1 
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Strong on Teaching a Bird Course.! — Dr. Strong outlines his methods 

of conducting bird classes at the University of Chicago and his suggestions 

will prove valuable to teachers engaged in the same line of work. Labo- 
ratory work consists of identifications from skins which, to avoid wear and 

tear are wired onto handles upon which their measurements are marked. 

Lantern slides are also shown to test ability in identification, the students 

writing down the names of the birds as they appear on the screen. Field 

work is conducted twice a week in the spring from 7.40 to 9.10 a. m., full 

observations being recorded on each species observed. As Dr. Strong 

remarks the main object of students selecting this course is to learn to iden- 

tify the birds and consequently the course is adpated to this end— W. S. 

Beal on the Food of our More Important Flycatchers.?— The 

food habits of these birds are discussed at length by Prof. Beal in the manner 

made familiar to our readers in previous publications of the Biological Sur- 
vey. 

Analyses of stomach contents of the 17 species of Flycatchers here 

considered shows that 94.99 percent. of their food consists of insects and 

spiders. Of this hymenoptera — bees, wasps, etc. constitute more than a 

third and as these insects are for the most part beneficial, this element must 

be weighed against the destruction of noxious species, which Prof. Beal 

considers more than balances it. Curiously enough the destruction of 

honey bees popularly charged against the Kingbird seems to have been 

greatly exaggerated and the greatest harm done by the birds lies in the 

destruction of small parasitic hymenoptera. 

Admirable plates by Fuertes, all but one in colors, illustrate this valuable 

- bulletin. — W. S. 

Beal and McAtee on Food of Some Well-known Birds.’ — The 

results of stomach examinations and field observations on twenty common 

birds not included in Bulletin No. 54 are here set forth, two of the species 

being treated by Mr. McAtee and the rest by Prof. Beal. In these publi- 

cations the Department of Agriculture is spreading broadcast information 

on the habits and value of our birds, the influence of which has had much 

to do with the constantly increasing attention that is being given to bird 

preservation in America.— W. S. 

1Some Ideas on Teaching a Bird Course. By R. M. Strong. Nature Study 

Review, Vol. 8, No. 5, pp. 1-7. 

2 Food of our More Important Flycatchers. By F. E. L. Beal. Bulletin 44, 

Biological Survey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, pp. 1-67, platesI-V. September 19, 

1912. 

3 Food of Some Well-known Birds of Forest, Farm, and Garden. By F. E. L. 

Beal and W. L. McAtee. Farmers’ Bulletin, No. 506, U. S. Department of Agri- 

culture, pp. 1-35, figs. 1-16. September 25, 1912. 
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Palmer on National Reservations for the Protection of Wild Life.— 

In this circular! Dr. Palmer has brought together for handy reference a 

list of the various National reservations, where birds and wild life in general 

are afforded protection, together with statistics upon their extent and 

history of their establishment. Some information is also presented on the 
species of birds and game found on certain reservations, while a bibliography 

furnishes titles of various papers dealing with this subject. There are 95 

of these reservations at present, located in 27 states and territories, and of 

these 56 were set aside especially as bird refuges during the past nine years. 

—W.S. 

Economic Ornithology in Recent Entomological Publications. — 

A résumé of the entire boll weevil investigation, by W. D. Hunter and W. D. 

Pierce, has been published as a Senate Document.? It discusses all kinds 

of natural enemies of the boll weevil, including birds. A schedule of 

stomach examinations of birds which had eaten boll weevils, on p. 146, is 

reprinted from Biological Survey Circular No. 64. The comment on this 

table is as follows: 
“Exhaustive studies of the stomachs of many birds killed in infested cot- 

ton fields by the agents of the Biological Survey of this department have 

emphasized the fact that the birds play a considerable part in the control 

of the adult boll weevils. The investigation has resulted in a list of 53 

species which more or less commonly feed upon the adult weevils.... 

“Tt will be noticed that the largest numbers of boll weevils were eaten 

during the months of July, August, and September, and also that a con- 

siderable number are consumed during the hibernating season. The most 

important birds are those that capture the boll weevil during the winter. 

According to this table these are the three species of blackbirds, two 

meadowlarks, six species of native sparrows, the pipit, the three species 

of wrens, and the two species of titmice. It will be noted that only one of 

the 108 quail stomachs examined showed remains of the boll weevil.” On 

p. 145 is recorded Mr. E. A. Schwarz’s observation that in Cuba “ an oriole 

(Icterus hypomelas) has developed a habit of extracting the immature stages 

from the bolls and squares.” 
Another weevil (Lissorhoptrus simplex) is said to be the most serious 

insect enemy of growing rice. The larve feed on the roots and the adults 

on the leaves of the rice plant. The only natural enemies recorded are birds, 
the records (furnished by the Biological Survey) being for the Long-billed 

Marsh Wren and Mallard Duck. The author of the circular? on the rice 

water-weevil states that Mr. C. E. Hood of the Bureau of Entomology ~ 

1 National Reservations for the Protection of Wild Life. By T. S. Palmer. 

Circular No. 87, Bureau of Biological Survey, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 

8vo., pp. 1-32, figs. 1-5. October 5, 1912. 

2 62nd Congress, 2nd Session, No. 305, 1912, 18S pp. 

* Tucker, E. S., No. 152, U. S. Bur. Ent. July 10, 1912, 20 pp. 
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found remains of this species in bird droppings at Stuttgart, Ark. One of 

two perfect specimens of the weevil, removed from droppings was found to 
be alive. This observation parallels that recorded by Osborn! that a 

living specimen of another species of weevil (Macrops lineatulus), was found 
alive in bird excrement. 

A third species of weevil, the plum curculio, is comprehensively mono- 

graphed in Bull. 103 of the Bureau of Entomology (July 13, 1912, 250 pp.). 
This important pest, which causes an annual loss of several million dollars, 

has numerous natural enemies among which are 7 species of birds. As early 

as 1865, Dr. Isaac Trimble recorded that the Baltimore Oriole feeds on this 
insect. Investigations by the Biological Survey have confirmed this ob- 

servation and have added the following names of bird enemies of the plum 
curculio: Orchard Oriole, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Bank Swallow, Yellow- 
throated Vireo, Veery, and Hermit Thrush. 

In Bulletin 106,? ‘‘ The life history and bionomics of some North Ameri- 

can ticks,’’ notes are given on the bird enemies of 5 species of these pests. 

Most of the records refer to enemies of the North American cattle tick. 

In this connection, Pycraft is quoted relative to the depraved habit of the 

African Oxpecker (Buphaga africana) of enlarging and feeding at holes in 

the hides of cattle from which it has removed ticks. This publication also 
gives many records of the occurrence of ticks upon birds. 

Five bird enemies of the spring grain aphis or green bug are mentioned 

by F. M. Webster and W. J. Phillips in their bulletin’ on that insect. 

These records were furnished by the Biological Survey and are part of the 

results of an investigation of the relations of birds to the green bug carried 

on at Winston-Salem, N. C., in 1909. A full account of this study will be 

published in the next Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture. 

The first general economic treatment of an interesting group of insects, 

is Professor Herbert Osborn’s ‘“‘Leafhoppers affecting cereals, grasses, and 

forage crops (Bull. 108, Sept., 1912). More than 12 pages are devoted to a 

discussion of the natural enemies, 9 of them to birds. A tabulation is given 

of all the records (up to Jan., 1912) of leafhoppers found in bird stomachs 

by the Biological Survey. 
The Biological Survey records show that 770 stomachs out of a total 

of about 47,000 examined contained leafhoppers, a proportion of about 

1 in 61. Numerous species of birds are shown to eat comparatively high 

percentages of Jasside as Setophaga ruticilla, 13; (based on 17 stomach 

contents), Polioptila cerulea, 7.17 (39 stomachs), Polioptila californica, 11 

(31), Sitta pygmea, 43 (32), Aimophila ruficeps, 2.6 (25), Passerherbulus 

caudacutus, 6 (44), Calypte anna 5.3 (111), Dendroica estiva, 3.7 (116), 

Lanivireo solitarius, 6 (47), Regulus calendula, 5.7 (300), Tachycineta 

thalassina, 7.62 (80), Telmatodytes palustris, 4.55, (59), Thryomanes bewickt, 

1 Western Stock Journ. & Farmer. 10 p. 101, May, 1880. 

2 Hooker, W. A., Bishopp, F. C., and Wood, H. P., September, 1912. 

3110, September, 1912. 
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3.03 (152), Vireo huttoni, 4.7 (58), and Wilsonia pusilla, 5.6 (67). In addi- 

tion several other species of birds, whose food habits are known from exam- 

ination of a large number of stomachs, eat leafhoppers to an extent of from 

1.28 to 3 per cent. of their annual diet. This group includes such common 

species as Chordeiles virginianus, Sayornis phebe, Archilochus colubris, 

Empidonax difficilis, Geothlypis trichas, Iridoprocne bicolor, Penthestes 

rufescens, Petrochelidon lunifrons, and Riparia riparia. 

These 24 species certainly feed as extensively as could reasonably be 

expected upon this single rather restricted group of insects. In the writer’s 

opinion this is true also of other species among those whose Jassid feeding 

records are tabulated. But Professor Osborn draws a different conclusion 

part of which is as follows: ‘‘ While at first thought we might consider birds 
as a most important element in control of these insects, a closer study re- 

veals many reasons why they must depend upon them but little as a food 

supply. Even with this more conservative view in mind, however, the 

actual conditions as represented by the records of the Biological Survey are 

rather disappointing since they show that for practically all of our birds 

the leafhoppers constitute so small a portion of their food supply that birds 

very properly may be considered as almost negligible in any consideration 

of the natural agencies of control.” (p. 23.) 

Let us see what is said regarding some of the other natural checks. Again 

quoting: “‘ Among the predaceous forms we have as the most abundant and 
efficient perhaps the little bugs of the family Nabidz, some of which occur 

in great abundance in the meadows and pastures where the leafhoppers 
occur. The most abundant of the species is Reduviolus ferus L., which 
occurs throughout the entire range of the United States and may be found 
in almost every kind of grassy land. That it is a frequent predator upon 

the leafhoppers is indicated by its attack upon them when they are taken 

in the net, although it must be said that they are very seldom found with 

the insects actually impaled upon their beaks in the field. It is probable 

that this comes from their puncturing and sucking the blood of the insect 

very quickly and discarding the dead bodies so promptly as not to be found 

with them actually impaled. I have no question that they feed upon the 

leafhoppers as one source of their food supply, and believe them to be one 

of the principal agencies in keeping the leafhoppers in check.” (p. 32.) 

Thus probabilities and beliefs as to efficiency give this natural enemy a 
high rank while nearly five pages of finely printed tabulation showing the 
extent to which more than 120 species of birds are known to feed upon these 
insects, show in this author’s opinion that “ birds very properly may be 

considered as almost negligible in any consideration of the natural agencies. 
of control.” 

Another case concerns the genus Geocoris in the family Lygeide. 

Several reports that they attack leafhoppers and one definite record elicit 
the remark that they “certainly must contribute largely toward the reduc- 

tion of the leafhopper pest.” (p. 33.) A page of generalities upon the 

probable leafhopper enemies among spiders, with no definite instances what- 
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ever of spiders preying upon these insects preface the following remark: 
“When we consider the carnivorous habit and observe the immense num- 

bers of spiders in the fields, and realize that in many cases leafhoppers are 
the most abundant and accessible food supply for them, it is easy to credit 

the spiders with immense service in this direction.” (p. 35.) 

In view of the nearly complete lack of evidence these strong claims for 

the value of spiders and heteroptera, as enemies of leafhoppers, are entirely 

unjustified. The tone of this section of the discussion of natural enemies, 
bears no relation to that of the section treating birds; the treatment is 
illogical and unjust. 

Probably on account of long concentration upon the group of leafhoppers, 

the author has let this really inconsiderable portion of our insect fauna, 
obscure his sense of proportion. An oak leaf held close to the eyes will 

hide the world. As a matter of fact leafhoppers are only a small section ! 

of one order of insects, and not only are some other groups of this order 

just as abundant in individuals, but the same is true of many groups in 
other orders. Birds draw their food from all these sources and there is no 
evidence that leafhoppers contribute less than their appropriate propor- 
tion to the total food of birds. 

The author therefore has no right to be disappointed that leafhoppers 

constitute a small portion of the food of practically all our common birds. 

So also do the Coccide or scale insects, the Tettigide among Orthoptera, 
the Carabide, among beetles, etc., but this is no proof that these insects 

are not preyed upon in the proportion of their abundance to that of insects 

as a whole. It must be remembered also that animal food as a whole 

including crustacea, mollusca, arachnida, other invertebrates and verte- 

brates, forms probably not more than half of the total food of birds, this 

circumstance reducing by half the percentage required to give any group 

of animals proportional representation in the subsistence of birds. Further- 
more it must be recognized that many common birds have arboreal or other 

specialized habits that keep them out of grass lands, the metropolis of leaf- 

hoppers. 
It would be just as reasonable to say that hymenoptera may be consid- 

ered as negligible in the control of leafhoppers, because only a few species 

are recorded as parasites of leafhoppers, and the majority of the species 

leave them alone, yet the author says that this order as a means of control 

is perhaps far more important than we readily appreciate. It probably 

cannot be proven that any class of predaceous or parasitic enemies of in- 

sects takes more than a small proportion of the total number of any re- 

stricted group of the prey (averaging the results for a long series of years). 

In brief the arguments made by the author in the case of bird ememies 

1 For instance the number of species of leaf-hoppers forms only 1.34 per cent of 

the total number of species in Smith's ‘‘Insects of New Jersey"’ and only 1.22 

per cent of the insects of the world as tabulated by Handlirsch (Die Fossilen 

Insekten, Part VI). 
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of leafhoppers, apply just as well to their other enemies. For instance 

he says (p. 32) of the genus Reduviolus of the Heteroptera, I ‘believe them 

to be one of the principal agencies in keeping the leafhoppers in check.” 

Why does he not say the Heteroptera are of no importance as enemies of 

leafhoppers because only a small proportion of the species have been 

observed to attack them? ‘This argument would be by no means so far 

fetched as that relating to birds on p. 23, namely, that as leafhoppers were 

found in only 170 stomachs out of 47,000 examined, birds “ very properly 

may be considered as negligible in any consideration of the natural agencies 

of control.” 
Osborn’s further remarks that ‘‘it is useless to depénd on birds for con- 

trol of these insects. No amount of ‘encouragement for the birds’ or efforts 

to utilize their service in this direction can be expected to have any appreci- 

able effect in reducing the number of leafhoppers, and we may dismiss this 

idea and turn our attention to other more hopeful agencies,” are futile and 

gratuitous. This relation of enemies to prey is true not only of birds but 

of all natural enemies under natural conditions. It has been possible only 

in a very few cases to use any kind of natural enemies with striking success 

and as for control, it has never been accomplished except for limited areas 

by methods such as are now used in the distribution of the ladybird Hippo- 
damia convergens by the California Board of Horticulture. 

Some find it difficult to accept the inevitable truths regarding natural 

enemies, but happily extravagant claims for this enemy or condemnation 

of that, are largely disappearing from modern publications. All natural 

enemies should be given credit for useful tendencies, and their protection 

urged, but the fact must never be obscured that to obtain the degree of 

control necessary to commercial success, man must practically invariably 

depend upon direct suppressive measures of his own devising.— W. L. M. 

Economic Ornithology in California.— Mr. Harold C. Bryant, who is 

working as a fellow in applied zoédlogy on the State Fish and Game Com- 

mission foundation in the University of California, is devoting his attention 

to problems in economic ornithology. With Professor F. EH. L. Beal’s com- 

prehensive work, embodied in Biological Survey Bulletins 30 and 34, as a 

general treatment of the subject and with intelligently directed local work 

such as Mr. Bryant is doing, to fill in the details, the economic ornithology 

of California will be better understood than that of any other state. Mr. 

Bryant has already published several papers dealing with his investigations, 

three of which are here reviewed. 

« The economic status of the Meadowlark in California, has for some 

years been a burning question and naturally this problem has occupied 

much of Mr. Bryant’s time. He has recently published a preliminary 

paper on the subject.!. Ranchers in the San Joaquin and Sacramento 

Valleys report the loss of from one-third to one-half of their grain crops 
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due to the depredations of meadowlarks on the sprouting seed. It is 

no wonder therefore that bills removing protection from the bird have been 

introduced and strenuously supported in the State legislature. Mr. 

Bryant’s investigations justify the charges of injury to grain, but also show 

that as a destroyer of cutworms and grasshoppers, the meadowlark is 

probably unequalled by any other California bird. Thus the bird feeds 

upon grain pests, and clearly does a great deal to offset the direct damage it 

commits. Whether the bird fully pays for the grain it destroys, can only 

be determined when the investigation is completed. 

The second paper deals with ‘‘ The present and future status of the 

California Valley Quail.’”’! While the whole paper may be considered eco- 

nomic ornithology in a broad sense, it does not treat the food habits in a 

detailed way. Mr. Bryant discusses chiefly the decrease of the bird due to 

hunting, and methods of preserving it in normal numbers, including recom- 

mendations on the amount of shooting that may be allowed. 

The reviewer finds himself unable to agree with Mr. Bryant’s statement 

that “‘ Food supply is probably, in the last analysis, the most important 

of the factors governing numbers under natural conditions,” at least with 

reference to species such as Quail which can if necessary live wholly upon 

seeds and browse. It is admitted of course that the food supply would 

set a definite limit did species increase up to the point of exhausting it, but 

normally seed-eating birds as a whole seem to come nowhere near that point. 

There are always tons upon tons of seeds left to decay after the require- 

ments of all seed eaters, and of reproduction of the plants themselves are 

satisfied. Lack of versatility in foraging, or idiosyncrasies as to the time 

or place of feeding, or as to the nature of the food, may at times tend to 

check the increase of a species. In the East cases are recorded, and they 

were especially numerous about Washington last winter, in which snow- 

bound Quail have started to death in sheltered places, when plenty of food 
could be had for the searching. It is true that these deaths may have been 

due solely to severe and unaccustomed cold, and if this is true, it opposes 

the familiar argument that abundance of food is sufficient protection against 

freezing. 

In a third paper entitled ‘‘ Birds in Relation to a Grasshopper Outbreak 

in California,”? Mr. Bryant says: ‘Certain sections of California are 

annually troubled with grasshoppers, and there is seldom a year when they 

do not cause considerable damage in some part of the State... . Reports of 

damage caused by grasshoppers in 1912 first began to appear in June. 

The western part of Merced County, and parts of Kings and Kern Counties, 

were most affected. The present investigation was largely carried on in the 

vicinity of Los Banos, Merced County, this being one of the worst centers 

of infestation.” (p. 3)....‘‘ Little damage could be noted where the 

grasshoppers were less than fifteen to the square yard. Where damage was 

1 Condor, XIV., July, 1912, pp. 131-142. 

2 Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., Vol. 11, No. 1, Nov. 1, 1912. 
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greatest, alfalfa fields averaged about twenty-five to the square yard. In 
some pasture land along the canals, the numbers were estimated at thirty 

per square yard.” 
“Los Banos, largely on account of its great irrigation system and the 

large amount of land which has been swamped, supports a very large bird 

population. Water-birds and shore-birds are very abundant along the 

canals and in the marshes, whereas the pasture lands, alfalfa and the trees, 

furnish food and cover for many land birds. During the week’s stay, 

July 10 to 17, 1912, twenty-two species of water- and shore-birds were 

recorded, and forty species of land birds.” (p. 4.) 

“ Blackbirds, kingbirds, shrikes, and meadowlarks appeared to be 
feeding almost wholly upon grasshoppers, and so must be considered among ~ 

the most efficient destroyers of these insects. Kingbirds and shrikes, better 

known as butcherbirds, were constantly seen to catch a grasshopper, carry 

it to the telephone wires, beat it to pieces, and eat it. The work of these 

birds and also of blackbirds and orioles was so evident that several ranchers 

reported these birds as being beneficial in the destruction of grasshoppers.” 

(pa 7.) 
“Only a few birds of each species were examined, but even these small 

numbers should give a fairly accurate idea of the extent to which birds in 

the infested areas were feeding on grasshoppers.”.... ‘‘ The burrowing 

owl must be considered the most efficient destroyer, since parts of twenty- 

eight grasshoppers were found in the one stomach examined. Blackbirds 

and meadowlarks, however, because of the large numbers of individuals, 

were doing the most effective work.’ (pp. 7-8.) 

The total number of grasshoppers daily destroyed by the entire bird 

population per square mile in the infested area, is estimated at 120,445, and 

Mr. Bryant adds: ‘“‘ Emphasis can well be placed on the fact that a diminu- 

tion of the numbers of an injurious insect must cause a corresponding dimin- 

ution of the damage done. If twenty grasshoppers are causing damage 

on a square yard of alfalfa the loss of even two must cause some diminution 

in the amount of damage done, however slight it may be. Consequently 

the large numbers of grasshoppers taken by birds during the outbreak must 

have meant a decrease in the possible damage in spite of the fact that such 

a decrease could not be noted.’ (pp. 16-17.) 

Possibly this conclusion is accurate with regard to injury by grasshoppers, 

but it is obvious that it is not widely applicable to the reduction of damage 

by the destruction of insect pests by their natural enemies. For instance 

after even a high percentage of such pests as the plum curculio, codling 

moth, nut-weevils andthe like, are destroyed, if the survivors thoroughly 

distribute their eggs, the damage to the crop will be as great as before, 

since one larva in a fruit as effectually ruins it for marketing as would 

several. It may further be remarked with reference to Mr. Bryant’s state- 

ment that a decrease in damage which cannot be noted is not commercially 
significant. 

The author’s conclusions, in the main are very conservative: ‘ Since 
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the time of the Mission fathers,’’ he says, ‘‘ when grasshoppers were first 

recorded as giving trouble, these insects have continued their ravages. 

The bird population during that time has undergone a considerable change. 

Certain water- and shore-birds, many of them known to be efficient 

grasshopper destroyers, and especially important because of their migra- 

tory habits, have been greatly reduced in numbers. On the other hand 
certain land birds, owing to a better food supply and cover, have increased 

in number. Perhaps the most notable example of this increase is to be 

found in the meadowlark, a bird which feeds almost entirely on grasshoppers 

when they are abundant. It seems reasonable to believe that the increase 

of birds has in part, at least, paralleled whatever increase of grasshoppers 

may have been due to the increased food supply furnished by man. But in 

spite of what the birds have accomplished in the destruction of these insects, 

they continue to give trouble. Consequently we should not be justified 

in saying that birds are capable of controlling all grasshopper plagues so 
as to prevent damage.”’ (p. 13.) 

‘“The average number of grasshoppers, when in normal numbers, per 

square yard probably does not exceed two or three, and as a rule is probably 
less. The bird population, though taking but a tenth as many grasshoppers 

at such a time, would be taking a far greater percentage of the total number 

of these insects than when taking the numbers found to be consumed during 

the outbreak. A smaller number of grasshoppers destroyed at the time of 

minimum numbers has a more important bearing on the prevention of an 

increase than a larger number destroyed at the time of maximum numbers. 

We can safely infer, therefore, that the regulative influence of birds is just 

as important throughout the year as during an insect outbreak, or even 

more important.” (p. 16.) This conclusion agrees with that reached by 

Professor F. E. L. Beal, from a lifetime’s work in economic ornithology. 

(See Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr. 1908, pp. 343-350.) 

However, Mr. Bryant’s researches give proof of what has been questioned 

by some, namely that birds increase in numbers in areas severely infested 

by some insect pest, and that they vary their diet to include an abnormal 

proportion of the over-abundant species. ‘‘ The investigation showed that 

the birds in the vicinity of the outbreaks changed their food habits, in that 

they fed on the insect most available. The fact that meadowlarks neg- 

lected their usual percentage of ground beetles and fed almost entirely 

on grasshoppers can be explained in two ways. Either the grasshoppers 

were taken in preference, or they were taken because they were the most 

easily obtained. The large number eaten by the killdeer, and by the 

Anthony green heron, horned lark, and oriole demonstrates this point, for 

the recorded food of these birds under other conditions does not show so 

large a percentage of grasshoppers.” 
“‘ Undoubtedly birds flocked to the infested areas. Brewer blackbirds 

were seen flying out from the ranch houses to the infested areas to feed. 

Large flocks of bicolored red-wings fed almost entirely in the areas where 

grasshoppers were abundant. A census of birds taken in infested areas, 
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compared with one taken in a non-infested district, showed birds to be 
about three times as abundant in the infested areas during hours of feeding.” 

(p. 17.) 
“‘ The failure of birds to check an insect outbreak is evident to all. Their 

success in preventing insects from becoming abnormally abundant is not so 

apparent but is no less real. All obtainable evidence, however, points to 

the fact that the regulative influence exerted by birds when insects are to 

be found in normal numbers, although less apparent, is none the less impor- 

tant, for at such times artificial control measures are seldom used.” (p. 19.) 
It is upon the comparative value of artificial control and the activities 

of natural enemies that the reviewer would make a few remarks. There 

is a deep-seated, and persistent (because founded on love of ease) idea that 

if natural enemies are only sufficiently encouraged and protected, crop pro- 

duction free from the annoyance of insect pests will be assured. That this 

is a dream impossible of fulfillment, is evident from the fundamental inter- 

relations of living things. Natural enemies have developed because there 

was an excess of individuals of certain species that could be destroyed with- 

out any permanent decrease in the numbers of the species as a whole. In 

creatures with annual or shorter generations as is the case with most insects, 

all but an exceedingly small proportion of the offsprmg must die without 

participating in reproduction; the way of their taking off is unimportant, 

they may as well be eaten, as to starve, dry up or freeze. Whatever hap- 

pens to the supernumeraries, a small but fecund minority remains, and the 

average number of the species is about the same from year to year. If 

there is an excess of individuals, under natural conditions, that satisfies 

the demands of enemies, without endangering the existence of the species, 

what an overwhelming excess of a species there must be where we give over 

acres or hundreds of acres to pure cultures of its favorite food plants. No 

wonder there are constantly recurring outbreaks with which natural ene- 

mies are unable to keep pace even in a relative way. 

As the writer has pointed out elsewhere! when we consider the degree 

of insect control necessary to the commercial success of crops, it is evident 

that man must almost invariably depend upon his own efforts. We must 

know about natural enemies, give them all due credit, and protect them, 

but we must beware of exaggerating their services. People are only too 

easily misled in this direction but the final result of too great faith in natural 

enemies is disappointment. Let the student of natural economics see 

therefore that blame for such disappointment cannot justly be laid upon 

him.—W. L. M. 

Some Bird Enemies of Amphipods.—- In an interesting paper? covering 

the general life histories of 4 species of amphipods found about Ithaca, 

1 Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1911, p. 245. 

2?Sonderabdruck aus Internat. Rev. d. gesamten Hydrobiologie u. Hydro- 

graphie. Biol. Suppl. IIT, 1911 (1912), 33 pp. 
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N. Y., Mr. Geo. C. Embody records some original data by J. T. Lloyd and 

A. A. Allen, relating to the bird enemies of these crustacea. It is stated 

that amphipods were found in the stomachs of the Virginia rail, sora, red- 
winged blackbird, swamp sparrow, long-billed marsh wren, spotted sand- 

piper, and king eider duck. The last named bird contained 72 specimens 
of Gammarus fasciatus. The Biological Survey has identified amphipods 

in the stomachs of 30 species of birds, including 6 species of shorebirds, and 
14 of ducks. Most of the other birds are marsh-frequenters or visitors like 

those mentioned by Mr. Embody. The list includes: the seaside, sharp- 

tailed, and song sparrows, catbird, robin, northern butcherbird, common 

tern, meadowlark, starling and rusty blackbird. 

A recent paper! by Hartley H. T. Jackson, comments especially on the 

Shoveller Duck as an enemy of amphipods, and also lists numerous species 

of fish which prey upon these crustacea.— W. L. M. 

Injurious African Birds.— The Fourth Report? of the Wellcome 

Tropical Research Laboratories contains two articles dealing with damage 

to grain crops by birds. The first by Harold H. King (p. 98) briefly states 

the importance of the matter. It is said that in one province, the losses 
equal one third of the grain harvested, representing a money value of 

£70,000. 
The second article (pp. 157-177) by A. L. Butler is entitled ‘‘ The finches 

and weaver birds of the Sudan, being notes on the group containing the 

birds injurious to grain crops.’’ The author says ‘“‘ the damage seems to be 

done entirely by the sparrows (Passer) and the extremely abundant weaver 

birds of the genera Hyphantornis, Xanthophilus, Quelea, and, in a smaller 

degree, Pyromelana.”’ (p. 157.) Reichenbach’s Weaver ( Hyphantornis 

teniopterus)”’ appears to be the most abundant weaver in the country, and 

it congregates in flocks which must, literally, often number millions. Few 

travellers on the White Nile can have failed to notice the immense flights 

of these birds, which look at a distance like great drifting clouds of smoke, 

and which pass overhead with a roar of innumerable wings like the rush of & 

hurricane. This species and Quelea ethiopica are the most destructive 

birds on the White Nile.” (p. 175.) 

Mr. Butler’s paper treats 23 species of finches, 53 of weaver birds, and 

in a postscript, one lark. The last named damages grain in the unusual 

way of hovering in the air and picking off single grains, but the birds come 

in such vast flocks that fully 50 per cent of the grain is sometimes consumed. 

—W.L. M. 

1 Bull. Wis. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. 10, Nos. 1 and 2. June, 1912, pp. 49-60. 

2? Khartoum, 1911. 
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The Ornithological Journals. 

Bird Lore. Vol. XIV., No. 5. September—October, 1912. 

Pheebe vs. Catbird.— A Study in Adaptability. By A. A. Allen. 

The Story of Peter, a Purple Martin. By Fanny Hardy Eckstorm. 

The Migration of N. A. Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke.— Towhees. 

Colorplates by Fuertes and Notes on Plumages by Chapman. 

The California Quail and White- and Red-breasted Nuthatches furnish 

the subjects for the Educational Leaflets, with color plates by Allan Brooks 

and R. T. Brasher. 

Bird Lore. Vol. XIV., No. 6. November—December, 1912. 

The Magpies of Culebra Creek [Colorado]. By E. R. Warren. 

Our Winter Guests. By Eliza F. Miller.—- In Vermont. 

A Rustie Food-House. By Frederic H. Kennard. 

Gull Pensioners. By E. L. Moseley — At Sandusky Bay, Ohio. Striking 

photographs by E. Niebergall. 

Tame Wild Turkeys. By W. T. Davis.— In south Florida. 

The Migration of N. A. Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke.— Pine Grosbeak. 

Color plate by Fuertes and plumage notes by Chapman. 

The Chickadee by E. H. Forbush and the Willow Ptarmigan by Joseph 

Grinnell are the Educational Leaflets. 
Annual Report of the National Association of Audubon Societies for 1912. 

The Condor. Vol XIV, No. 5. September—October, 1912. 

The Discovery of the Nest and Eggs of the California Pine Grosbeak. 

By Milton S. Ray.— A very interesting and well illustrated account of a 

trip into the high Sierras. 

Notes from Todos Santos Islands. By A. B. Howell.— Annotations 

on 32 species. 

Some Birds of the Saw-tooth Mountains, Idaho. By Stanley G. Jewett. 

— 35 species. 

The Wilson Bulletin. No. 80. September, 1912. 
A March Bird List from the Caloosahatchee River and Lake Okeechobee. 

By Frank M. Phelps.— Annotated list of 93 species; illustrations from 

photographs by O. E. Baynard. 

Some Additions to a List of the Winter Birds of Southeastern Michigan. 

Pt. III. By B. H. Swales.— 18 additional species. 

. Why Birds are so named. By Katie M. Roads (continued from previous 

number).— This paper, intended to be instructive, is on the contrary ex- 

ceedingly misleading and contains numerous errors. The author of the 

technical name is cited as authority for the English name which he fre- - 

quently is not, while many of the sentences in quotation marks are not 
quotations at all. Little attempt has been made to search out the full 

names of persons after whom birds have been named. This leaves the un- 

informed reader in much doubt in the case of species named ‘townsendi’ 

where two different men have been honored. 

A Study of the Avifauna of the Lake Erie Island. By Lynds Jones.— 

The Birds of Pelee Island, 65 species listed. 
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The Odlogist. Vol. XXIX, No. 9, September 15, 1912. 

A Preliminary List of the Water Birds of the Middle Delaware Valley. 
By R. F. Miller.— An unfortunate and misleading compilation, though pre- 
sented as if original. Including a number of species of which there is no 
record for this region. 

The Odlogist. Vol. X XIX, No. 10, October 15, 1912. 

Pennsylvania and New Jersey Nesting Dates for 1912. By R. C. 

Harlow. 
Rails. By W. E. Saunders — Discusses their calls. 

Summer Residents of Rutherford Co., N.C. By C. F. Moore. 

The Pine Siskin. By R. B. Simpson — Nesting in Pennsylvania. 
An Orange County [Fla.] Wood Ibis Rookery. By D. J. Nicholson. 

The Ibis. IX Series. Vol. VI, No. 24. October, 1912. 

The Birds of Gran Canaria. By David A. Bannerman.— The island 

is divided into six more or less distinct areas, the physical features and 

bird life of which are discussed, followed by an annotated list of the 84 spe- 

cies known from the island. There is a good map, some admirable half- 

tones showing the character of the country and a colored plate of Fringilla 

teydea polatzekt. 
Notes on Licmetis pastinator. By Thomas Carter.— An excellent ac- 

count of the habits of this interesting Cockatoo which has been rapidly 

decreasing in numbers. It is very destructive to wheat. On a strip 200 

by 30 yards the entire crop was pulled down and trampled flat by the 

birds. 
Remarks on the Stomach-contents of Birds. By C. F. M. Swynnerton. 

— While stomach contents showed but very few cases of birds devouring 
butterflies, actual observation directed especially to this question greatly 

increased the number. Wings and often the head as well were rejected 

which greatly increased the difficulty of detecting the presence of butter- 

flies in the stomach. 
The Progress and Condition of the U. S. National Museum. (From 

Annual Report). 
Further Notes on the Birds of the Island of Formosa. By W. R. Ogilvie- 

Grant.— Based on the collection made by Mr. Walter Goodfellow in Jan- 

uary, 1912. Pyrrhula arizanica, and Janthia goodfellowi are described as 

new, the latter being figured in colors as well as Dicewm formosum and 

Parus ater ptilosus. 
On the Immature Dress of Anser indicus and Dendrocycna arborea. 

By F. E. Blaauw. 
The Shoe-bill in the Regent’s Park— By P. L. 8S. With an illustra- 

tion of one of those living in the Giza Zodlogical Gardens. 
Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club, CL XXXI.— Dr. 

Hartert describes as new Phyllergates cucullatus batjanensis, Batjan, North- 

ern Moluccas; Stoparola panayensis obiensis, Obi Major; Cossypha som- 

ereni, Kampala, Uganda. 

Mr. Erwin Stresemann who had been on the second ‘ Freiburger Moluk- 
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ken Expedition,’ described the following new forms; Leucopsar (gen. nov.) 

rothschildi, Island of Bali; Turdus deningeri; Oreosterops pinaie, and 

Stigmatops monticola, Middle Ceram; and S. deningeri, Buru. 

A new pheasant (Pucrasia joretiana) was described by Rev. J. Courtois 

from the mountains of the province of Anhwi, China. 

Mr. F. W. Smalley described the moults of the Old Squaw Duck 

(Harelda hyemalis). 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club, Vol. XXX.— No- 

vember, 1912. This volume of 332 pages constitutes the seventh annua! 

‘ Report on the Immigrations of Summer Residents ’in England and Wales, 

covering the spring of 1911 and autumn of 1910. It follows the plan of 

the preceding reports and contains an immense amount of data. It might 

be remarked that while lighthouse records are definite and positive, the 

records of ‘increase’ for inland points would seem from our experience 

in America to be of questionable value owing to the extent to which per- 

sonal opinion is involved. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. III, No. 11. September, 1912. 

Nesting of the Black Redstart. By W. E. Teschemaker (concluded in 

October). 

The Paradise Flycatcher. By E. C. Stuart Baker. 

The Whooping Crane. By R. Cosgrave — An excellent half-tone illus- 

tration from life. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. III. No. 12. October, 1912. 

The Two Nonpareils. Cyanospiza ciris and Erythrura prasina. By 

Frank Finn — With illustration in colors. 

Cranes. By R. Cosgrave.— Illustrations of Little Brown and Wattled 

Cranes with Hybrid young, and young and old Demoiselles. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV, No. 1. November, 1912. 

The Ring-necked Teal. Nettium torquatum. By D. Seth-Smith. Col- 
ored plate. 

Nesting of the Winchat. By W. E. Teschemaker. 

British Birds. Vol. VI. No. 4. September 2, 1912. 

Spring-notes on the Border Counties. By Abel Chapman. Several 

original illustrations of ducks and grebe. By the author. 

Observations on Manx Shearwaters and Storm-petrels at the Sally Isles. 
By Norman H. Joy. 

British Birds. Vol. VI. No.5. October 1, 1912. 

Notes on the Bearded Tit. By Miss E. L. Turner. Illustrated. 

Hybrids between Black Game and Pheasant. By Rev. F.C. R. Jourdain. 

Emberiza palustris tschusii Reiser and Almasy, new to the British Isles, 

was taken by J. B. Nichols in Sussex. 

British Birds. Vol. VI, No.6. November 1, 1912. 

Some Notes on the Breeding Habits of Nightingales. By N. F. Tice- 

hurst. Illustrated by admirable half-tones from photographs. 

The ‘ British Birds’ Marking Scheme. Progress for 1912 and Some 
Results. By H. F. Witherby. 31,980 birds ‘ringed’ in four years. 
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Messrs. L. J. Rintoul and E. V. Baxter obtained the Lapland Blue Throat, 
new to the British Isles, on Isle of May. 

Baird’s Sandpiper was obtained at Rige Harbor, Sussex, Sept. 16, 1912. 

The Austral Avian Record. Vol. I, No. 4. September 18, 1912. 

Additions and Corrections to My Reference List to the Birds of Australia. 

By Gregory M. Mathews.— 61 new subspecies. 

On the Generic Name of the Barn Owl. By Gregory M. Mathews.— 

Attention is called to the genus Flammea Fournel, Fauna de la Moselle, 

1836, which is available if 7'yto Billberg, 1828, is regarded as invalidated 

by the earlier T'yto of the same author. 
The Emu. Vol. XII. Part 2. October, 1912. 

Haunts of the Spotted Bower-Bird (Chlamydodera maculata Gld.). By 

Sidney Wm. Jackson.— A very interesting paper of 40 pages describing in 

the form of a daily diary a trip to Cambo Cambo, 500 miles northwest 

of Sydney, N. S. W., for the purpose of studying the habits and nidifi- 

cation of the Bower-Bird and other species. Admirable illustrations of the 

playgrounds and nests are presented as well as one of the nest of Pseudo- 

gerygone jacksoni, which was discovered on this trip. One of the play- 

grounds figured contained bleached bones of sheep, toe-bones of the Emu, 

pieces of glass, iron and tin nails, buttons, screws, washers, bottle-necks, 

small stones, pieces of Emu eggshell, pods, berries and a cartridge case. 

Mr. Jackson’s entomological forceps and an aluminum teaspoon from 

his camp were soon added to the collection! 

Internal Parasites Recorded from Australian Birds. By T. Harvey 

Johnston. 

Birds of Lake Boga, Victoria. By A. Chas. Stone—— An annotated list 

of 162 species observed during a residence of eighteen years. 

Field Ornithology in South Australia. By S. A. White. Covers the 

Port Augusta district. 

Notes on the Mistletoe Bird (Diceuwm hirundinaceum). By L. G. 

Chandler. - 
Notes and correspondence indicate that Mr. Gregory Mathews’ recent 

publications are bringing the Australian ornithologists violently face to 

face with the subspecies question — a problem which became familiar to 

Americans nearly a generation ago but which is apparently not yet settled 

to everyone’s satisfaction. 
Ornithologische Monatsberichte. September, 1912. 

On the Mating Activities of the House Sparrow. J. Gengler. 

Ornithological Observations on a Visit to Gratz Park. Fritz Braum. 

Ornithology of North Palestine. Ernest Schmitz. 

Are male birds in the Majority? O. Heinroth. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. October, 1912 

New Species of Birds from Amazonia. E. Snethlage— Myrmotherula 

sclateri, Picumnus vargee, and Momotus momota cametensis spp. Nov. 

On a new species of Dwarf Owl from Java. O. Finsch— Pisorhina 

angeline, sp. nov. 
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Two interesting breeding-birds for Lubeck. Werner Hagen.— Ardetta 

minuta and Emberiza hortulana. 

Some Nomenclatural Remarks on Picide. Erich Hesse.— Dendrocopos 

Koch and Dendrocopus Vieill. are regarded as different names, and 

consequently Koch’s genus should not be replaced by Dryobates Boie. 

Hartert’s treatment of Picus canus biedermanni Hesse and Picus gorii 
(Harg.) is also discussed. 

Phylloscopus indicus albigula subsp. nov. Erich Hesse. 

J. Thienemann records a pair of Swifts banded in 1910 which returned 

to the same nest box in Neustrelitz, Mecklenburg, in both 1911 and 1912. 
Journal fiir Ornithologie. October, 1912. 

A Contribution to the Ornithology of southeastern German East Africa. 

Hermann Grote. ‘The first installment of an annotated list, containing 
146 species. Guttera cristata makondorum subsp. nov. 

From Suez to St. Katharine’s Closter. O. Graf Zedlitz.— Second install- 

ment. Ammomanes deserli katharine subsp. nov. 

On the Klein bird drawings. J. Gengler. 

Remarks on some Persian birds. N. Sarudny and M. Harms.— Passer 

yatii Sharpe, Cinnyris brevirostris (Blauf) and Pycnonotus leucotis (Gould) 

treated in great detail. 

Obituary of Wilhelm Blasius. A. Nehrkorn. 

Discussion of Koenig’s ‘ Avifauna Spitzbergenensis.’ 

Ornithologische Monatschrift. Vol. 37, No. 8. 

Fourth Annual Report of the Reservation for Bird Protection at Subach. 

By Baron Hans von Berlepsch. 

Verhandlungen der Ornithologischen Gesellschaft in Bayern. 

CTE NINO 22am Jralyalen Ones 

Dr. J. Gengler discusses Andreas Jiickels ‘ weihergegend’ then and now. 

Baron Besserer reports on Gull-banding during 1911. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie, IV, Nos. 41-42, September—October, 
1912. 

Revue of the Genus Gracula. By Dr. A. Dubois. 

On the Food of Certain Birds. By Viscount de Chaignon. 

Ornithological Notes from Tunis. By Dr. Millet-Horsin. 

Spring Migration at Charente. By J. Delamain. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. IV, No. 43, November, 1912. 

Study of a Collection of Birds made by M. Reinburg, in the environs of 

Banos Haut Pastaza, Ecuador. By A. Menegaux. Highty-nine species 

of which Picolaptes warszewiezi equatorialis is described as new. 
The Black-eared and Black-throated Chats. By Collingwood Ingham.— © 

Recognizes two races of the former and three of the latter. 

An Authentic Catalogue of Birds Observed in the District of Montlucon 

[France]. By R. Villatte de Prugnes. 
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Ornithological Articles in Other Journals. 

Criddle, N. The Upland Plover. (The Ottawa Naturalist, Aug.—Sept., 
1912.) 

Brown, W.J. Unusual Nesting Site of the Pigeon Hawk in Newfound- 

land.— On the ground. (The Ottawa Naturalist, Aug.—Sept., 1912.) 

Brown, W. J. Additional Notes on the Birds of Newfoundland. (The 
Ottawa Naturalist, November, 1912.) 

Saunders, W. E. Harris’ Sparrow in Ontario. (The Ottawa Natura- 
list, November, 1912.) 

Selous, E. An Observational Diary on the Domestic Habits of the Car- 
rion Crow (Corvus corone). (The Zodlogist, No. 855, September 15, 1912.) 

Coburn, F. Blue-winged Teal (Querquedula discors). Breeding in 

North Iceland. (The Zodlogist, No. 855, September 15, 1912.) 

Harvie-Brown, J. A. The Fulmar: Its Past and Present Status in the 

North Atlantic and in the Northern Parts of Europe and North America, 

and Some Account of its Great Increase in Great Britain (The Zodlogist, 
No. 856-7, October 15,-November 15, 1912).— Supplementary to the 
article in the Scottish Naturalist, May—June, 1912. 

Editorial. The New Nomenclature of British Birds. (Scottish Natura- 

list, September, 1912).— It would appear from this criticism that the Hand- 

List of Mr. Hartert and his associates is unfortunately not universally 
acceptable! 

Clarke, Wm. Eagle. On a Case of Hybridism between an Hider and a 

Wild Duck. (The Scottish Naturalist, September, 1912.) — With an 
illustration from a photograph. 

Thomson, A. L. Aberdeen University Bird Migration Inquiry (1909- 

12) continued. (The Scottish Naturalist, October and November, 1912.) 

Stone, W. A New Synallaxis (S. gularis pichinche, Ecuador). (Proc. 

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., September 6, 1912.) 

Huxley, J. S. The Great Crested Grebe and the Idea of Secondary 

Sexual Characters. (Science, November 1, 1912).— Structures used only 

in courtship are now the property of both sexes and are used by both in 

display. 

Collins, H.L. Disappearance of the Wild Pigeon. (Forest and Stream, 

August 24, 1912.) 

Editorial. A Vast Wildfowl Refuge. (Forest and Stream, October 12, 

1912.) 

Publications Received. Barbour, Thomas. A Contribution to the 

Zodgeography of the East Indian Islands. (Memoirs of the Mus. Comp. 

Zo6l., Vol. XLIV, No. 1, November, 1912.) 
Beal, F. E. L. Food of our More Important Flycatchers. (Bull. 44, 

Biol. Survey U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. September 19, 1912.) 
Beal, F. E. L., and McAtee, W. L. Food of Some Well-known Birds of 

Forest, Farm, and Garden. U. 8S. Dept. of Agriculture, Farmer’s Buli. 

506. September 25, 1912. 
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Bickerton, W. The Home-life of the Terns. Witherby & Co., 326. 
High Holborn, London. 1912. 6s. net. 

Bryant, Harold C. Birds in Relation to a Grasshopper Outbreak in 

California. (Univ. of Cal. Publ. in Zoédlogy, Vol. 11, No. 1, November 1, 

1912.) 
Forbush, Edward Howe. A History of the Game Birds, Wild-Fowl 

and Shore Birds of Massachusetts and Adjacent States. Issued by the 
Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture. 1912. 

Gabrielson, Ira N. A Study of the Home Life of the Brown Thrasher, 

Toxostoma rufum (Linn.). (Wilson Bull., June, 1912.) 

Galsworthy, John. For Love of Beasts. (Pall Mall Gazette, 1912. 

Repaged.) 

Hellmayr, C. E. Bemerkungen iiber eine wenig bekannte, neotropische 

Ammer (Zonotrichia strigiceps Gould). (Verhandl. der Ornith. Gesellsch. 

in Bayern XI, 2. July, 1912.) 

Horsbrugh, Major Boyd. The Game Birds and Water-Fowl of South 

Africa. Part 3. Witherby & Co., High Holborn, London. September 

30, 1912. 

Mathews, Gregory M. The Birds of Australia. Vol. II, parts 3 and 4. 

Witherby & Co., High Holburn, London. September 20, and November 1, 

1912. 
Miller, W. deW. A Revision of the Classification of the Kingfishers. 

(Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., XX XI, September 12, 1912.) 

Nelson, E. W. Descriptions of New Genera, Species and Subspecies 

of Birds from Panama, Colombia and Ecuador. (Smithson. Mise. Collns., 

60. No. 3., September 24 [=27], 1912. 

Oberholser, H. C. Descriptions of One Hundred and Four New 

Species and Subspecies of Birds from the Barussan Islands and Sumatra. 
(Smithson. Misc. Collns., 60, No. 7, October 26, 1912.) 

Palmer, T.S. National Reservations for the Protection of Wild Life. 

(Circular 87, Biol. Survey, U. 8. Dept. of Agriculture, Oct. 5, 1912.) 

Reed, Chester A. Birds of Eastern North America. Doubleday, Page 

& Co. Garden City, N. Y. 

Shelley, G. E. The Birds of Africa. Vol. V, Part II, completed and 

edited by W. L. Sclater. Henry Sotheran & Co., 43 Piccadilly, London. 

1912. 

Shufeldt, R.W. American Ducks and How to Distinguish them. Pts. 

VIII-X. (Outer’s Book, October-November, 1912.) 

Stone, W. A New Synallaxis. (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1912. 
September 6.) 

Stone, W. The Phylogenetic Value of Color Characters in Birds. (Jour. 

Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., XV, November 22 [= Dec. 4], 1912. 

Strong, R.M. Some Ideas on Teachinga Bird Course. (Nature Study 

Review, Vol. 8, No. 5, repaged.) 

Trotter, Spencer. The Faunal Divisions of Eastern North America 

in Relation to Vegetation. (Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., XV, September 7, 

1912.) 
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Abstract Proc. Zool. Soc. London, Nos. 112, 113 October 29, November 
12, 1912. 

Animal’s Friend, The. XVIII, Nos. 9-12; XIX, No. 1, June—October, 
1912. 

Austral Avian Record, I, no. 4, September 18, 1912. 

Avicultural Magazine (3) III, No. 12, IV, No. 1, October-November, 

1912. 
Bird-Lore, XIV, Nos. 5 and 6, September—December, 1912. 

British Birds, VI, Nos. 4—6, September—-November, 1912. 

Bulletin British Ornith. Club, No. CLXXXI, October 29, 1912, Vol. 
XXX, November, 1912. 

Bulletin Charleston Museum, VIII, No. 6, October, 1912. 

Condor, The, XIV, No. 5, September—October, 1912. 

Emu, The, XII, Part 2, October, 1912. 

Forest and Stream, LX XIX, Nos. 13-26, 1912. 

Ibis, The, (9) VI, No. 24, October, 1912. 
OGdlogist, The, XXIX, Nos. 10-11, October, December, 1912. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift, 37, Nos. 9-10, September—October, 

1912. 
Ottawa Naturalist, The, XX VI, Nos. 5-8, August-November, 1912. 

Philippine Journal of Science, VII, No. 3 and Memorial Number, June— 

July, 1912. 
Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, LXIV, Part IJ, April— 

August, 1912. 

Proceedings and Transactions. Nova Scotia Inst. Sci., XIII, Part 2, 

August 26, 1912. 

Revue Frangaise d’Ornithologie, IV, Nos. 41-43, September to Novem- 

ber, 1912. 
Science, N.S., XXXVI, Nos. 926-939. 
Scottish, Naturalist, The, 1912, Nos. 10-11, October-November, 1912. 

Wilson Bulletin, The, XXIV, No. 3, September, 1912. 

Zodlogist, The, (4), XVI, Nos. 189-191, September—November, 1912. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Concealing Coloration Question. 

To THE Epitor or ‘THE AUK’: 

Dear Sir: I have read the paper on ‘The Concealing Coloration Ques- 

tion,’ by Francis H. Allen, which appeared in your October issue. While 

I am not prepared to offer any criticism on the merits of this paper, for or 

against, I do protest against articles appearing in the pages of ‘The Auk’ 

which bear such a smack of personality. Such papers only invite others 

of like nature, and often result in taking up too much valuable space. 

Very truly yours, 

RuTHVEN DEANE. 

Chicago, IIl., 

December 2, 1912. 

[In reply to the above and the following letters of criticism the editor 

desires to express his regret that any remarks objectionably personal 

should, through his oversight, have appeared in the pages of ‘The Auk.’ 

He found himself so strongly in sympathy with the position taken by 

Mr. Roosevelt and Drs. Barbour and Phillips in this discussion, that he 

hesitated unduly to exercise his editorial function for fear of being unfair 

to the other side. Consequently some statements in the paper referred 

to were allowed to stand, which the author should have been asked to 

correct and alter. ‘Misquotations’ and ‘pieces of faulty reasoning’ 

(p. 492) should have been clearly differentiated, for while ‘misquotation’ is 

a serious charge, ‘faulty reasoning’ may be faulty only in the opinion of 

the critic. In other words it is a matter of personal opinion. Further- 

more, the two examples of alleged misquotation that are cited cannot be 

so regarded if the entire statements of Mr. Thayer and Mr. Roosevelt are 

taken into consideration. Mr. Roosevelt was in the first instance not 

quoting Mr. Thayer verbatim regarding the crouching hare, and merely 

put in quotation marks some of Mr. Thayer’s expressions. What Mr. 

Roosevelt was pointing out was that in one statement Mr. Thayer regards 

the running hare as obliterated in the sight of creeping animals, which have 

their eyes below the level of the hare’s tail, while in another statement he 

regards the crouching hare as boldly conspicuous in the sight of the same 

class of animals, and this is surely what Mr. Thayer says. 

In the other case it is charged that Mr. Roosevelt has misread Mr. 

Thayer when he quotes him as saying that an animal escapes observation, not 

because it sits motionless like a stump or clod or some such inanimate thing 

but purely because of its shading which he says is rendered obliterative by the 

countergradation of shades.1_ Here Mr. Roosevelt used no quotation marks 

1 Italicized portion quoted verbatim from Mr. Roosevelt’s paper (italics mine). 
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and was simply presenting Mr. Thayer’s views as concisely as possible. 

What Mr. Thayer says is as follows: The reader ....is now in a position 

to perceive the fallacy of the statement prevalent in former years and still made 

by certain writers, that a protectively colored animal of the type described 

above escapes detection because being of a dull brown color like the ground and 

the bushes, it looks when it sits motionless like a clod or a stump or some such 

inanimate thing....The protectively colored animal, on the other hand, is as 

it were obliterated by its countergradation of shades... .If these animals were 

merely brown or gray like clods or stumps they would not be concealed, because 

their structural forms are too distinct, and the eyes of enemies are keen to 

detect their characteristic-modelling and outlines. On the other hand, a perfect 

shade gradation, even of some rankly brilliant color would go far toward con- 

cealing an animal.+ 
Mr. Roosevelt can surely not be charged with misquotation here! Mr. 

Allen was probably contrasting his remarks with p. 15 of Mr. Thayer’s 

book instead of with p. 19. 
There are other quotations the significance of which would be materially 

changed if the entire paragraph or correlative matter elsewhere were con- 

sidered. Indeed in a complicated discussion such as this it is quite possible 

to quote apparently contradictory statements from different parts of the 

same paper. The editor repeats his regret that through his oversight 

statements like the above were allowed to pass uncorrected. 
WITMER STONE.] 

The Scientific Value of Bird Photographs. 

To THE Epiror or ‘THE AuK’: 

Dear Sir: In selecting as the major title of his paper in ‘The Auk’ for 

October (Vol. XXIX, pp. 489-507) ‘Roosevelt vs. Thayer... .’ rather than 

Revealing vs. Concealing Coloration, Mr. Francis H. Allen evidently be- 

trays his mental attitude toward a controversy to which his article is 

contributed. 
Fair-minded, critical discussion of any subject tends to advance our 

understanding of it, but criticism which is unpleasantly personal, even 

discourteous in tone, which accuses a writer of misquoting, misrepresenting 

and perverting, of being dogmatic, ignorant, and grossly careless, obscures 
the main issues and for this, as well as for other reasons, is to be deplored. 

Particularly is this true when the criticism is not only unwarranted, but 

when the critic himself appears to be in error. 
To illustrate Mr. Roosevelt’s “inaccurate habit of mind and slap-dash 

style of thinking” Mr. Allen (I. c., p. 492) challenges Mr. Roosevelt’s refer- 

ence 2 to photographs of certain birds as illustrating their conspicuousness 

in nature, and writes that Mr. Roosevelt quite overlooks “ the obvious facts 

1 Italicized sentences quoted verbatim from Mr. Thayer's book (italics mine). 

2 Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXX, 1911, pp. 156; 220. 
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that the photographers naturally chose the conspicuous subjects, avoiding 

those that were at all obscured and getting their cameras into positions 

where the birds would come out most clearly, and thus made the birds as 

conspicuous as they possibly could, which was the end and aim of their 

work. I take it that the birds in most photographs do not appear at all as 

they would under average conditions in their natural surroundings.” 

In making this statement Mr. Allen not only does not fairly represent 

the views that Mr. Roosevelt expressed in the paper referred to, but he 

incidentally discredits the work of the bird photographer. No better 

answer to his criticism of Mr. Roosevelt’s views can be found than in the 

very paper in which they are presented, and I write in this connection 
mainly in the defence of the field ornithologist who records some of his 

studies with a camera. 

No doubt many bird photographs are made with the object of displaying 

their subject to the best advantage, but it does not follow that for this 

reason most bird photographs are lacking in scientific value, or that they 

do not faithfully portray nature. On the contrary, and replying in detail 

to Mr. Allen’s disparaging estimate of photographs of birds in nature, 

I maintain, on the basis of the photographs contained in the works cited 

by Mr. Roosevelt, (1) that the photographer does not avoid subjects that 

“are at all obscured”’ (witness so-called puzzle pictures of Grouse, Wood- 

cock, Whip-poor-will, etc.), (2) that he does not always make the bird as 

““eonspicuous”’ as possible, (3) that to make birds conspicuous is not “the 

end and aim” of bird photography, and (4) that many bird photographs do 

represent birds as they appear ‘‘in their natural surroundings.” 

In his apparent eagerness, however, to convict Mr. Roosevelt of a 

“‘slap-dash style of thinking,” and, as a side issue, the bird photographer 

of misrepresenting his subject, Mr. Allen fails to call attention to the fact 

that while Mr. Roosevelt mentions certain photographs to show that the 

birds portrayed are revealingly colored, so Mr. Thayer publishes the 

photographs of others to prove that they are concealingly colored! Thus 

Mr. Roosevelt refers to photographs of Black Skimmers, Gannets, Guille- 
mots, Ibises, Cormorants, Egrets, Anhingas, Pelicans, and other birds 

which are conspicuous in nature as well as in photographs; while Mr. 

Thayer publishes ! photographs (all taken by others) of the Virginia Rail, 

American Bittern, Woodcock, Wilson’s Snipe, Upland Plover, Ruffed 

Grouse, Ptarmigan, Bob-white, Whip-poor-will, Nighthawk and other 

protectively colored birds to show that they are protectively colored. 

In passing, it is well to note that while Mr. Roosevelt freely admits that 

the birds just mentioned, and of which Mr. Thayer publishes photographs, 

are protectively colored, Mr. Thayer does not admit that any bird is re- 

vealingly colored. In any event, I venture to claim that both writers 

demonstrate the scientific value of the properly made bird photograph, 

whether it be used as evidence to prove conspicuousness or inconspicuous- 
ness. 

1‘Concealing Coloration in the Animal Kingdom.’ 
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So much for this particular case from the bird photographer’s point of 
view; as a more general comment on Mr. Allen’s condemnation of Mr. 

Roosevelt’s “inaccurate habit of mind,” it will be sufficient to quote, as 
above suggested, the passages which Mr. Allen instances in support of his 
accusation. The first occurs on page 156 of the paper referred to, where, 

in a foot-note, Mr. Roosevelt says: 

“Mr. Job’s photographs of nesting nighthawks, whip-poor-wills, grouse, 
quail, woodcock, snipe, and least sandpipers show birds that actually are 

concealed by their coloration when on their nests. His photographs of 
nesting gannets, murres, guillemots, black skimmers, ibises, noddies and 

pelicans, and his and Mr. Finley’s photographs of nesting gulls, terns and 

herons of many species show birds of a strikingly advertising coloration 

which coloration reveals them to every onlooker as they sit on their nests. 

The young herons, although not as advertisingly colored as the adults, 

have a revealing rather than a concealing coloration; the young anhingas 

are even more advertisingly colored than the adults; the young of some 
of the other birds seem to be concealingly colored.” 

The second passage, appears on page 220 of the same paper. Here Mr. 

Roosevelt writes: 
“Take for example the descriptions and photographs of waterbirds by 

Messrs. Chapman and Job; no one can look at the photos of the black 

skimmer and stilt on their nests without seeing that even in that critical 

position their coloration is highly advertising, while the coloration of their 
young is concealing; no one can look at the photographs of the nesting 

egrets, anhingas, cormorants and pelicans without seeing that both the 

adults and the young are exceedingly conspicuous, without a vestige of 

concealing coloration; no one can look at the photographs of the nesting 

woodcock, nighthawk, Wilson’s snipe, bob-white, and upland plover 

without seeing that they possess a concealing coloration.” 
Perhaps the reader can discover in these quotations some evidence of an 

“inaccurate habit of mind and slap-dash style of thinking,” but I confess 
that I have been unable to do so. To my mind Mr. Allen’s whole argu- 

ment is here based on his assumption that photographs of birds in nature 

do not represent the birds as they would appear ‘“‘under average conditions 
in their natural surroundings,’”’ an assumption which I believe will not be 
supported by an unprejudiced consideration of the recorded evidence. 

Very truly yours, 
FrankK M. CHAPMAN. 

American Museum of Natural History, 

Dee. 10, 1912. 

The A. O. U. Check-List. 
Third Edition. 

Epiror or ‘Tar Aux’: 

Dear Sir: — I beg to submit herewith some comments which I presented 

before the last meeting of the A. O. U. in regard to the third edition of 

the Check-List of North American Birds. 
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It was with eager interest that somewhat over a year ago I opened this 

volume for the first time, for, although it was my personal opinion that our 

knowledge of North American subspecies was not nearly complete enough 

for the preparation of a List that would be in any way permanent I knew 

that earnest, conscientious work had been done on it by able men, and I~ 

was delighted to see the result of their labors. My first impressions were 

altogether favorable. I liked the general arrangement, the manner in which 

subspecies were grouped under species and the range given for each, and 

the statement of the locality from which the type came. The geographical 

ranges seemed wonderfully complete and I found the accents a correction 
to many unconscious errors in pronunciation. I was pleased to find the 

old order retained for its convenience, and to read in the Preface the brave 

confession of ignorance as to a true classification; for, while such an emi- 

nent avian anatomist as Pycraft holds that the earliest birds were small 

and arboreal, how can we hope to prepare at present a correct phylogenetic 

tree, since early avian fossils are few and among them we find such spe- 

cialized large and flightless birds as Hesperornis in the Cretaceous and 

Gastornis in the Lower Eocene? So I felt we had an altogether excellent 

work, which would long be the standard, and for which the Committee of 

the Union could not receive too much praise. 

But as I began the actual use of the book in ornithological work I ran 

into strange anomalies and omissions that led me to suspect that though 

the head was undoubtedly gold baser metal might be found elsewhere. 

And as I read the Sixteenth Supplement, published in “The Auk’ for last 

July, I was still more puzzled by rulings that seemed strange, and some- 

times totally inconsistent with the body of the work. For, having dis- 

claimed responsibility for the classification and given due credit for the 

geographical distribution, the Committee certainly must be held responsible 

for the standing of all the species and subspecies recognized in this new 

edition. In the annual supplement, the authors can be held liable only for 

the changes made or rejected therein, but certainly state their belief in the 

correctness of the new edition as a whole by printing it over their signatures. 

Musing on these matters as I turned the pages of ‘The Auk,’ I came to 

the interesting editorial which requested, it seemed to me, loyalty by the 

Union to the decisions of the Committee. In the value of loyalty I heartily 

agree, for without recognition of authority there can be no stability in 

nomenclature or anything else. But to whom should we be loyal! That 

was my first thought; for, I confess, the names of the Committee had left 

my memory. At the head of the article referred to I found them — the 

foremost American ornithologists, men who have done and are doing” 

immensely valuable work, and to whose opinion on all questions strictly 

of nomenclature and classification we naturally bow. But is their judg- 

ment infallible regarding the recognition of new subspecies? Only two have 

done much work in this direction within recent years, and of these one is 

notoriously indifferent to the decisions of the Committee. As the others 

are certainly competent to do work of this kind, and as most of them have 
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an abundance of material at their disposal, I am forced to the conclusion 

that either they are indifferent to the subject or believe that all North 
American subspecies of value have already been recognized. Neither of 

these standpoints, I think it must be admitted, is one likely to result in a 

favorable attitude toward proposed subspecies, though the intention to 

be just to all cannot be questioned. 

Loyalty to ideals or a cause is certainly noble in a nation or an individual, 

but it must be founded on reason and judgment else it may degenerate 

to mere servility, and I find many points in both Check-List and Supple- 

ment that fail to commend themselves tome. That the recognition of sub- 

species is of great value anyone who has read Eagle-Clarkes ‘Studies in 

Bird Migration’ will readily admit. That their recognition must be partly 

at least a matter of opinion, and that the Committee often have more 
material than the original describer is no doubt also true; still I totally 

fail to see why such a bird as Creciscus coturniculus is recognized as a full 

species and Dryobates scalaris symplectus not thought even subspecifically 

distinct from Dryobates scalaris cactophilus; why Phalacrocorax pelagicus 

robustus and resplendens, Dryobates villosus leucomelas and auduboni, Dryo- 

bates pubescens medianus and nelsoni, Molothrus ater obscurus and Ammo- 

dramus savannarum floridanus are considered good subspecies and the 

characters given for Molothrus ater artemisie deemed ‘too slight.’ In the 

Anatid we find Olor recognized as a genus on a difference in feathering at 

the bill that occurs only in the young, and Charitonetta on differences of 

even slighter value, while Aristonetta, Erionetta, Melanitta and Pelionetta, 

in which differences in the facial feathering or shape of bill persist through 

life, are called subgenera. 

Nowhere can I find any reference to Anas platyrhynchos grenlandica — 

a good subspecies and a valuable one, as in range and characters it is some- 

what intermediate between the Mallard and Black Duck. From the fact 

that the Mallard is given only a binomial name I should infer that A. p. 

grenlandica was not considered good, were it not for the fact that I find 

such European stragglers to our shores as Corvus frugilegus, Corvus cornix, 
Sturnus vulgaris, Hirundo rustica, Chelidonaria urbica and Motacilla alba 

also given only binomial names, in spite of the fact that subspecies of each 

are recognized by European ornithologists. That the Committee meant 

they did not recognize these subspecies, or that, the actual specimens on 

which the American records were made not being in evidence, they felt 
themselves unable to determine definitely the proper subspecies was my 

first impression, though nothing on this point can I find in the book; but 

by study of the ‘Ranges’ I discovered the Committee considered the so- 

called subspecies of these birds were really independent species. For the 

ranges of Corvus cornix, Corvus frugilegus, Sturnus vulgaris and Chelidonaria 

urbica as given in the Check-List practically coincide with the ranges of the 

subspecies C. f. frugilegus, S.v. vulgaris and C.u. urbica as given by Hartert, 

while with Hirundo rustica and Motacilla alba the ranges include that of 

H. r. rustica and M. a. alba with one or more additional races. In the 
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Check-List the range of Penthestes cinctus is given in the Old World as 

Siberia from the Yenesei River east, while this region is occupied by P. c. 

obtectus according to Hartert, P. c. cinctus ranging from northern Scandi- 

navia to western Siberia. Acanthopneuste borealis ranges from northern 

Norway to Kamchatka, while by the Check-List it is confined to ‘‘ Western 

Alaska”? —arange given by Ridgway for the non-accepted A. b. kennicotti, 

although we find ‘ Kennicott’s Willow Warbler’ as the English name of the 

bird. On the whole for these species the Committee seem to have followed 

Sharpe in his Hand-List, and Sharpe was a steadfast binomialist. So we 

find them believing in binomials as far as European species are concerned 

and trinomials for American. Yet while these birds are treated with bi- 

nomials we find another straggler to our shores admitted in the Sixteenth 

Supplement with a trinomial appellation — Calliope calliope camtschat- 

kensis, a form which even such an arch ‘splitter’ as Hartert deems un- 

worthy of recognition. 

Seeking to comprehend just where the Committee stood I turned next to 

American species that are only stragglers within one borders. Of the 

species Spinus notatus, Tiaris bicolor, Petrochelidon fulva and Ceryle torquata 

subspecies are generally recognized but they appear as binomials in the 

Check-List, while with the first three the ranges as given in the Check-List 

coincide with those given by Ridgway for S. n. notatus, T. b. bicolor, P. f. 

fulva, and with C. torquata the range includes that of the continental form 

or forms, C. ¢t. stictipennis of the West Indies being, apparently, consid- 

ered a species, which it may well be. 

All this led me to study the geographical distribution more closely with 

the following result. I found that Connecticut had been omitted from 

the ranges of Haliwetus leucocephalus alascanus, Otocoris alpestris hoyti, 

Agelaius pheniceus fortis, Acanthis hornemanni exilipes, Acanthis linaria 

rostrata, Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis and Hylocichla fuscescens salicicola, 

and that Aluco pratincola was not known to breed nor Passerherbulus 

mariimus maritimus and Dumetella carolinensis to winter there; that the 

Magdalen Islands were omitted from the range of Hydrochelidon nigra 

surinamensis and Spizella pusilla pusilla, and Massachusetts and California 
from that of Arenaria interpres interpres; that Macrorhamphus griseus 

griseus was not known to winter in South Carolina or Texas nor Catoptro- 

phorus semipalmatus semipalmatus to yet breed in Nova Scotia; that 
Helodromas solitarius solitarius was not known to occur in British Columbia 

nor Aigialitis meloda to breed in North Carolina; that Empidonax wrighti 

did not occur in Yukon Territory nor Dendroica pensylvanica in California 

that Butorides virescens virescens and Buteo borealis harlani were unknown 

in North Dakota and that Vermivora celata celata was not there in the breed- 

ing season. To find these omissions it was not necessary for me to search 

through literature, as specimens of practically all these birds are in my own 

collection and were chiefly obtained by myself during the past thirty years 

of field-work. Many of these records have appeared in print and those 

that have not were at the disposal of the Committee, if they had wished 
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them. If every field-ornithologist can find as many errors in the ‘Ranges’ 
I fear that part of the Check-List must be acknowledged to be very in- 

complete. The only one with whom I have corresponded on the subject, 

a man of long and intensive field experience and most careful and reliable 

in his work, writes that very many of the records which he published in 

‘The Auk’ long ago were absolutely disregarded. 

One more point and Iam done. The European traveler to this country 

might feel himself quite at home with a portion of the avifauna of our 

eastern towns till he turned to the Check-List. Then he would find that 

Sturnus vulgaris, entering the Check-List through Greenland, had been 

introduced and spread rapidly through New England and the Middle 

States, but that Passer domesticus was not recognized as existing, and 
might think he had made a discovery or was wrong in his identification 

until he learned that our ‘Manuals’ and ‘Local Lists’ told quite another 

story. This seems to me an unfair discrimination in favor of our later 

assisted immigrant. 
Louis B. BisHop. 

New Haven, Conn., November 18, 1912. 

(The A. O. U. Committee as well as the membership of the Union should 

welcome a critical review of the Check-List by someone outside of the 

Committee or those who were associated with it; and that such an able 

and conscientious critic as Dr. Bishop can find no more serious faults 

than those he has set forth, after two years’ study of the volume, is a 

matter for congratulation. 

His criticisms fall under three heads: 

1. The ever debatable question of which subspecies and genera shall 

be recognized and which shall not. This matter was so fully discussed 

by Mr. Joseph Grinnell and the writer in the October number of ‘The 

Auk’ that it seems scarcely worth while to revert to it. One point however, 

should be made clear. Never so far as known to the writer has the Com- 

mittee of its own initiative opened cases for reconsideration, even when 

getting out a new edition of the Check-List. The province of the Com- 

mittee has always been to pass judgment on changes or new forms 

proposed in published articles, and in authorizing a new edition of the 

Check-List the Union did not request or expect a revision of the forms 

already accepted unless their status had been questioned. If Dr. Bishop 

will formally state his reasons for the rejection of the subspecies to which 

he seems to take exception the Committee will I know reconsider the 

question of their recognition. 
2. Dr. Bishop criticises the treatment of the English Sparrow and 

Starling, and of European and Asiatic stragglers which have from time to 

time occurred within the limits of the Check-List or which occur more or 
less regularly in Greenland. Here his criticism is well founded. As he 

correctly states, the specimens upon which the records of the exotic birds 
were based are, in the majority of cases, not available, and either this fact 
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should have been stated in the Check-List, or the treatment made uniform 

throughout. The ranges likewise should have been those of the species 

where the binomial is used. These discrepancies are however, not very 

serious in the case of these exotic species which some think have no place 

at all in the main text of the Check-List. 

3. As regards geographical distribution Dr. Bishop seems to be just a 

little hypercritical. The writer undertook the preliminary revision of the 

ranges and was forced to limit his compilation to such works as Ridgway’s 
‘Birds of North and Middle America,’ Chapman’s and Mrs. Bailey’s 

‘Handbooks,’ Bishop’s list in ‘The Water Fowl Family’ and the latest 

state lists. The Index to ‘The Auk’ was not published at the time this 

work was done, and to have attempted any further research in the time 

at his disposal would have been impossible. Subsequently, as explained 

in the preface to the Check-List, Dr. Merriam and his assistants on the 

Biological Survey revised the ranges with the aid of the extensive records 

of the Survey. The fact that the writer was engaged upon this work was 

noticed in ‘The Auk’ and considerable unpublished data was submitted 

to him, all of which was utilized. It seems hardly fair however, to charge 

the Committee with failing to use unpublished material in the possession 

of individuals, or to search out every record of the casual occurrence of a 

species. Some at least of the records Dr. Bishop mentions were not pub- 

lished until after the Check-List appeared and the Alaskan Bald Eagle 

was not even shot until the Check-List was almost entirely in type! 

However, it would be an admirable thing if Dr. Bishop’s criticism should 

induce some ornithologist in each State to carefully study the ranges as 

given in the Check-List and supply any omissions or corrections-that may 

be necessary, for the area with which he is familiar; in order that such 

material shall be available to the Committee in the future. 
The more discussion and the more coéperation in this work the better. 

WITMER STONE.] 

Destruction of Sapsuckers. 

To THE EpitTor oF THE AUK: 

Dear Sir: The Directors of the Massachusetts Audubon Society by letter, 

and Mr. C. J. Maynard in print,! have objected to the recommendation 
by the Biological Survey of the use of strychnine in destroying sapsuckers, 

because hummingbirds visit the drills to feed on the sap. I would much 

appreciate an allowance of space in ‘The Auk’ for a defense of our position. 

In the first place Mr. Maynard apparently has formed his opinion from . 
a perusal of Farmer’s Bulletin 506 which contains only a brief abstract of 

the hundred page bulletin on ‘Woodpeckers in relation to trees and wood 

products.’ In that publication it is made clear that the greatest damage 

done by sapsuckers is not killing trees, but rendering defective the wood 

1 Records of Walks and Talks with Nature, VI. No.10, Dec. 5, 1912, pp. 34-37 
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of valuable timber trees which they work upon year after year, but which 

are not seriously affected so far as health or external appearance are con- 

cerned. Mr. Maynard says: “Personally we have never seen any serious 

damage done to trees by sapsuckers in the eastern seaboard states from 
Maine to Florida.” This comment means nothing; the writer has never 

seen hummers or other birds visit sapsucker pits, but he does not doubt 

the truth of observations on this point. In fact he is able to make out a 

much stronger case against himself than have the above mentioned persons. 

Hummers probably make more of a practice of visiting sapsucker pits 

than any other birds, but several other species are known to do this ocea- 
sionally. One species, the California Woodpecker (Melanerpes formicivorus 

bairdt) is recorded as so doing on the authority of Joseph Grinnell in Bio- 

logical Survey Bulletin 39, p.92. F.L. Grundtvig! states that in Wisconsin 
Dryobates pubescens, Sitta carolinensis, Regulus calendula, Icterus galbula 

and Dendroica coronata help themselves from sapsucker holes. N. B, 

Moore notes that on New Providence, Bahamas, Cereba bahamensis, Den- 

droica tigrina and D. coronata sometimes feed at sapsucker punctures. As 

to the ruby-throated hummingbird Frank Bolles gives a very full account 

in ‘From Blomidon to Smoky’, pp. 131-175, and 260-273. He also 
mentions the downy woodpecker. 

Dr. Ned Dearborn in experimenting upon sapsucker poisoning in the 

Angeles Forest, San Bernardino Mts., Calif., picked up 7 hummers (Calypte 

anna and Selasphorus rufus) and one warbler (Vermivora rubricapilla gut- 

turalis) killed by strychnine in sapsucker pits in two days. It seems evi- 

dent that hummers habitually visit sapsucker holes, while several other 

species of birds do so occasionally. The former incur much danger there- 
fore from poisoning operations; the latter little. 

Some other factors also must be considered: few people will take the 

trouble to poison sapsuckers; it will be done only locally, for the preserva- 

tion of especially valuable ornamental or fruit-producing trees; that is, 

when the money or time loss is apt to be large and in such cases relief can- 

not be denied; poisoning in any one place need be continued for only a 

few days; as soon as the poisoned punctures dry danger to birds is past; 

the yellow-bellied sapsucker damages trees throughout the eastern United 

States, but except in the extreme northern part, 7. e. in its breeding range — 

usually at a season when the birds known to visit its pits most frequently 

are absent from the country. 
The problem of sapsuckers among woodpeckers is very similar to that of 

the few injurious members of the hawk and owl family. The whole race 

of raptorial birds has been popularly condemned chiefly on account of the 

depredations of a small proportion of the species. This question has been 

scientifically investigated by Dr. A. K. Fisher and his recommendations as 

to denial of protection to the Goshawk, Sharp-shinned and Cooper’s Hawks 
and the Great Horned Owl have been embodied in the laws of many States. 

1 Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci., Arts and Letters X. July, 1894, pp. 113-114. 
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So it is with woodpeckers. The whole family has had a black name chiefly 

on account of the damage committed by the sapsuckers. 

It has long been known that sapsuckers do some damage to trees but the 

subject was never properly investigated until the Biological Survey took up 

the work, the results of which appear in our Bulletin 39. As a consequence 

of this investigation it was apparent that the damage committed by these 

birds is very great. Manifestly it would be absurd to publish an account 

of such damage without making some recommendations for the relief of 

persons suffering loss. Even as it is, we are so far unable to recommend 

anything practicable to protect trees in forests, and it is here that the bulk 

of the damage is done, namely, the production of defects in wood which 

cause a lowering in the grade of lumber from the affected trees. The pro- 

tective measures recommended by the Biological Survey are available for 

use only in orchards and ornamental plantings. This in itself tends to 

limit the danger to other species of birds. 

The only known alternative to poisoning as an aggressive measure against 

sapsuckers is shooting, and of these two, we chose the lesser evil. If no 

recommendations as to methods of combating the birds were made, no 

doubt the majority of people would take the gun. We have advised against 

this method and in favor of poisoning because if attempts to shoot the birds 

were made, practically all other species of woodpeckers would suffer severely. 

It is well known that there is a great confusion in the popular mind regard- 

ing the identity of sapsuckers. The poisoning method itself selects the 

species responsible for the damage, and this is a thing which would never be 
done in shooting unless a competent ornithologist were hired to do the work. 

The Downy and Hairy Woodpeckers especially would be shot on sight. 

They are now very widely known as sapsuckers and they are very much 

more valuable birds than the hummingbirds and warblers that visit sap- 

sucker holes. Moreover, they would be subject to shooting at any time 

while the other birds, with the exception of hummers, will suffer much less 

by reason of the use of strychnine, because their visits to sapsucker holes 

are only of occasional occurrence. We feel certain that we have made the 

recommendation involving least danger to beneficial species. 

Some criticism has been elicited also by the unavoidable killing of certain 

birds in the campaigns against destructive rodents in the west, but we may 

be sure these complaints are made by people who have not suffered heavy 

losses from the depredations of prairie dogs, gophers, and ground squirrels. 

So also persons who have valuable trees ruined will not be greatly concerned 

if in destroying the sapsuckers they kill also a few hummingbirds. The 

latter in the words of Professor F. E. L. Beal,! really have ‘‘but little eco- 
nomic interest and that little is mostly in the wrong direction.” 

The study of the relations of woodpeckers to trees in connection with Pro- 

fessor Beal’s study of their food habits, really for the first time made clear 

the economic status of these birds. The fixing of blame upon the true 

1 Farmers’ Bull. 506. 1912, p. 17. 
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offenders, and freeing the others from the stigma of guilt is a benefit to the 

useful species. Moreover it advances the cause of bird protection as a 
whole. If the protection of birds is to rest upon an economic basis the 

truth must be learned and told or the whole movement receive a setback. 

If bird protection, on the other hand, is to be based upon xsthetic principles, 
the writer will agree and support the cause, if only the pleading be on that 

basis. But in the scientific study of economic values, utilitarianism must 

prevail, and the rule of the greatest good to the greatest number be uncom- 
promisingly applied. 

W. L. McATER. 

NOTES AND NEWS. 

‘THE AUK’ is indebted to Mr. Louis Agassiz Fuertes for the admirable 

drawing of the Great Auk which with the present issue replaces the cover 
design that has done service for the past thirty years. While it may be 

true that our familiarity with living Great Auks has not increased in this 
period, it is equally true that in that time an artist has been developed, 

whose ability in depicting bird life, has enabled him to make what is unques- 

tionably a far closer approximation to the actual appearance of this famous 

bird, than was possible for any of our bird-artists of a quarter of a century 

ago. 
Mr. Fuertes has moreover had the benefit of suggestions from Mr. 

D. G. Elliot, Dr. Frederic A. Lucas, and Mr. Frank M. Chapman; while 

the rocky islet upon which his birds are shown, is based upon a photogiaph 

of Funk Island, where Dr. Lucas in 1887 procured a large collection of 

Great Auk bones. 
In the first number of ‘The Auk’ January, 1884, Dr. Elliott Coues in 

commenting upon criticisms of the name of the journal, hoped that instead 

of becoming extinct like its namesake, ‘The Auk’ might long flourish, and 

that in it the bird might live again —or as he put it “in pennis ALCA 

rediviva.”’ In the 28 years of Dr. Allen’s guidance this hope has been amply 
fulfilled, so far as the text is concerned; and we can now say the same thing 

of our cover, or following Dr. Coues — ‘‘in pennis Fuertesi Auca rediviva! 

Braprorp Torrey, a Member of the American Ornithologists’ Union 

and widely known as a writer of outdoor sketches, died at Santa Barbara, 

Cal., October 7, 1912, after a short illness. He was born at Weymouth, 

-Mass., October 9, 1843, a son of Samuel and Sophronia (Dyer) Torrey, 

and was educated in the public schools of his native town. After com- 

pleting his school course at the age of eighteen, he worked for a short time 

in a shoe factory, taught school for a year or two, then, after occupying 

positions with two business houses in Boston, entered the office of the 
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Treasurer of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 

in that city, where he remained about sixteen years. In 1886 he found more 

congenial occupation as one of the editors of the ‘Youth’s Companion,’ 

but he resigned this position in 1901 to devote himself exclusively to his 

own literary work. After leaving Weymouth he lived successively in 

Boston, Melrose Highlands, and Wellesley Hills, Mass., but since the 

winter of 1907 he had been at Santa Barbara,— whether as a mere visitor 

or as a permanent resident his friends were unable to learn. 

As a boy and young man Bradford Torrey, though a great reader (eschew- 

ing fiction, however), was fond of walking in the woods and fields, but it 

was not till some time after he had left the country to make his home in 

Boston that he became especially interested in birds or in any form of out- 

door study. He has told the story of his introduction to ornithology in a 

sketch entitled ‘Scraping Acquaintance’ included in the first of his books. 

This was not his earliest literary venture, however. He had written a 

paper on the birds of Boston Common, which, at the instance of friends 

who had heard him read it, he had sent to the ‘Atlantic Monthly,’ which 

printed it in February, 1883. Encouraged by this success, which had been 
quite unlooked for by him, he embarked on what finally became his life 
work as a writer of discursive essays on birds, flowers, and the world out 

of doors. Many of his essays made their first appearance in the ‘ Atlantic.’ 

Others were printed in the ‘Boston Transcript,’ the ‘Youth’s Companion,’ 

the ‘Christian Endeavor World,’ and elsewhere. His first book, ‘Birds 

in the Bush,’ was published in Boston in 1885. It was followed by ‘A 

Rambler’s Lease’ (1889), ‘The Foot-Path Way’ (1892), ‘A Florida Sketch- 

Book’ (1894), ‘Spring Notes from Tennessee’ (1896), ‘A World of Green 

Hills’ (North Carolina and Virginia) (1898), ‘Everyday Birds’ (juvenile) 

(1901), ‘Footing it in Franconia’ (1901), ‘The Clerk of the Woods’ (1903), 

‘Nature’s Invitation’ (New Hampshire, Florida, Texas, and Arizona) 

(1904), and ‘Friends on the Shelf’ (literary criticism) (1906). Mr. Torrey 

also edited Thoreau’s Journal in fourteen volumes (1906 and 1907). Shortly 

before his death he had sent his publishers copy for a book to be called 

‘Field-Days in California,’ which is announced for publication in the 
early spring of 1913. 

For many years Mr. Torrey spent a part of the spring, summer, or au- 

tumn at Franconia in the White Mountains region of New Hampshire, 

and many of his most delightful essays are records of his observations and 
reflections there, but he also visited other parts of New England (just over 

the line in the Province of Quebec too), and about 1894 he began going 

South for the late winter and early spring. He thus visited Florida, 

Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia, Texas, Arizona, and finally Cali- 

fornia. 

At the first meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, in 1883, Mr. 

Torrey was made an Associate Member, and he was elected a Member in 

1901, when that class was instituted. He was a Resident Member of the 

Nuttall Ornithological Club from 1884 to 1886. He published a paper on 
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‘The Booming of the Bittern’ in ‘The Auk’ for January, 1889, and an even 

dozen of General Notes at intervals from 1886 to 1905. He also contributed 
two articles to ‘Bird-Lore’ and during the years 1907-10 he printed twelve 
notes in the ‘Condor.’ 

It was through his literary writings, however, that Mr. Torrey rendered 

his best service. He combined to a very unusual extent the scientific with 

the esthetic habit of mind. He was always accurate and careful in his 

observations and statements, and he had a happy way of turning even his 

scientific doubts and disappointments to good account in a literary way, 

as when his long search for Ravens in North Carolina ended with the 

bagging of a ‘brace of interrogation points.’ His combination of enthu- 
siasm with a humorous detachment was also one of his greatest charms as a 

writer, and one which made it possible for readers without any particular 

knowledge of or interest in birds to enjoy his writing almost as much as the 

confirmed bird-lover. Besides this he had a gentle and cheerful philosophy 
that led him to interest himself in his fellow men, whom he considered, 

after all, quoting Scripture as he was fond of doing, to be ‘of more value than 

many sparrows.’ The birds, as well as the trees and wild flowers which 

also occupied much of his attention, he regarded as a part of outdoor nature, 

and his essays are pictures of the landscape — of New Hampshire, Cape 
Cod, Florida, Arizona —no less than accounts of the birds he found there. 

His style is conversational, chatty we may call it, but exact and carefully 

considered, and he spared no pains in the preparation and revision of his 

copy for publication. 

Mr. Torrey was a lover of music and for years a regular attendant at the 

Symphony concerts in Boston. His own instrument was the piano, upon 

which he was fond of improvising. In his social relations he was too modest 

and retiring to form a wide acquaintance, but he was much loved by the 

small circle of his more intimate friends, who found him always sincere and 

loyal and of an even, cheery temper, while no one could talk with him 

without being impressed by the fineness and rare purity of his character. 
Be Ee Ae 

WE have just been advised of the death on January 8, 1898, of Valdemar 

Knudsen who was elected a Correspondent of the American Ornithologists’ 

Union in 1888 when he was actively engaged in studying the birds of the 
Hawaiian Islands, making his home on Kauai. He at that time sent 

numerous collections to the U. 8. National Museum which were described 
in papers by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, who named Puffinus knudseni and 

Himantopus knudseni in honor of the collector. Mr. Knudsen was born 

in Norway Sept. 5, 1822. 

Mr. Witrrep H. Oscoop of the Field Museum of Natural History re- 

turned in October from a nine months’ trip in South America, having crossed 
the Andes of northern Peru and descended the Amazon River to its mouth. 

He was accompanied by Mr. Malcolm P. Anderson who has remained for 
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further work in eastern Peru and northern Brazil. At date of last shipment 

their collections of birds and mammals numbered over 2000 specimens 

including a very large number of species, since they were successful in ob- 

taining a representation of three very distinct faunas, the arid west coast of 
Peru, the high Andean region, and the upper Amazon valley. On Decem- 

ber 14, Mr. Robert H. Becker sailed from New York to join Mr. Anderson 

for continuation of the work during the coming year. 

Four new ‘habitat’ groups of birds have been completed recently at the 

Field Museum of Natural History, respectively showing the Northern Loon, 

the Great Blue Heron, the Whooping and Sandhill Cranes, and the Golden 

Eagle, besides a few species of smaller size. They have been installed in a 

handsome quadripartite case of the style previously used for such exhibits 

and show considerable advance in technique, especially in the perfection 

obtained in the reproduction of various types of vegetation. All have large 

backgrounds by Mr. C. A. Corwin. The loon group shows two adult birds, 
nest and eggs, and scene in northern Michigan. The heron group includes 

several great blues and a ‘rookery’ of large nests in trees is represented 

on the painted background. The crane group contains three large ‘Whoop- 

ers,’ one of them in the beautiful tan-spotted immature plumage. A single 

adult Sandhill Crane is shown also and all four are placed in a beautiful 

setting in the brilliant fall colors of the vegetation along a small stream 

in northern Illinois. The Eagle group contains a pair of adult birds and 

their young in a nest on the side of a particolored cliff in the badlands of 

North Dakota. The background shows a picturesque bend of the Little 
Missouri River with soft-colored terraced buttes in the distance. The 

modeling and taxidermy of the four groups are by Messrs. Julius Friesser 

and Leon L. Pray. 

Mr. Leo E. Miuer, who met with so much success in Colombia collect- 

ing for the American Museum, together with Mr. Francis X. Iglseder. as 

his assistant, sailed from New York City on November 26, for South Amer- 

ica, for the purpose of continuing the investigation of the birds and mam- 

mals in the interests of the American Museum. 

On December 10 Dr. John C. Phillips and Dr. Glover M. Allen 

arrived in Port Said, Egypt, after a voyage which their cabled messages 
describe as wholly pleasant. With few delays they will proceed to Khar- 

toum and then meet a camel caravan which is ready and waiting their 

arrival. The plan is to spend several months collecting for the Museum " 

of Comparative Zoélogy in the Atbara River region near the borders of the 
Sudan and Western Abyssinia. Especial attention will be paid to pre- 

serving birds and mammals but efforts will also be made to secure represen- 

tative series of other groups, such as reptiles, amphibians, fishes and insects. 

Dr. Phillips hoped to be able to secure, in Khartoum, natives who had been 

employed on previous expeditions and thus secure skilled assistance in col- 

lecting.— T. B. 
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Mk. W. E. Crype Topp with two companions made a trip to James Bay 

during the summer under the auspices of the Carnegie Museum and the 

National Geographic Society. They left Pittsburgh, May 15 last, and 

travelled by canoe from the terminus of the Temiskaming and Northern 

Ontario Railway to Moose Factory. Here a small sailing vessel was se- 

cured and the southern and eastern shores of James Bay were explored. 

The unusual weather conditions and failure to secure suitable guides pre- 

vented them from going farther north as they had expected. Good collec- 

tions of birds and mammals were secured, however, and much data on dis- 

tribution and migration. The expedition returned November 16. 

WE, learn from Mr. Robert Ridgway that Volume VI of the Birds of 

North and Middle America is being pushed rapidly to completion. It 

will comprise the Picids, Capitonide, Ramphastide, Galbulide, Bucconi- 

dz, Alcedinide, Todide, Momotide, Caprimulgide, Nyctibiide, Strigide, 

Aluconide, Psittacide and Cuculide. The manuscript covering the first 

ten families is finished, except for the genus Chordeiles, while that of the 

remaining four is partly completed. The portion relating to the Wood- 

peckers is already in type. 

Our readers will also be glad to know that the publishers of Mr. Ridg- 

way’s long expected new ‘Nomenclature of Colors’ have promised some 
copies by the first of January, 1913. 

THE project of establishing wild-fow! refuges in the marsh lands of Louisi- 

ana and Texas originated by Mr. E. A. MecIlhenny and Charles W. Ward 
received a great impetus from the purchase of Marsh Island Louisiana, by 

Mrs. Russell Sage, announced early in October, 1912. This tract com- 

prises 75,000 acres and adjoins the Ward-Mcllhenny Wild Fowl Refuge, 

and the Louisiana State Wild Fowl ee which together cover 60,000 to 

70,000 additional acres. 

Gunning on the Marsh Island tract will be absolutely prohibited and it 

will form a permanent refuge for all kinds of wild bird life. 
‘Forest and Stream’ for October 12, 1912, gives a detailed account of this 

region based upon investigations by Mr. George Bird Grinnell who visited 

Marsh Island at the instance of Mrs. Sage prior to the purchase. 

At the last meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, Mr. A.C. 

Bent, who is engaged on the continuation of Major Bendire’s work on the 

‘Life Histories of North American Birds’ presented a ‘report of progress’ 
designed to show what he had actually accomplished and also to arouse 
more interest among the members of the Union in an undertaking which 

can never be completed by the unaided efforts of any one man. 

For over twenty years Mr. Bent has devoted his spare time to visiting 

various points of ornithological interest in North America for the purpose 

of collecting the information, photographs and specimens necessary for an 

extensive work on the breeding habits of North American birds. 
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During this time he has visited both northern and southern Labrador, 

Newfoundland, all of the southern provinces of Canada from Nova Scotia 

to British Columbia, all the Atlantic and Gulf states from Maine to Louisi- 

ana, many of the inland states and the Pacific coast from Puget Sound to 
northern Alaska, including the Aleutian Islands. He has made a more or 

less extensive field acquaintance with over 500 different birds and has 

accumulated a large amount of notes, photographs and other material, 
which form the basis of his personal contribution to the work. 

Since he undertook to continue Major Bendire’s work on the Life Histo- 

ries of North American Birds he has, with some clerical assistance, looked 

through nearly all of the more important ornithological publications which 

he could conveniently reach, and made a bibliographical index to such 

published notes on life histories as he might care to use, covering all the 

species which are to be included in the next volume to be published. Much 
further work in this direction still remains to be done, for which he is open 

to receive offers of assistance from competent ornithologists who are willing 
to undertake this work and for which he is willing to pay a reasonable price 

for the time and labor involved; this work should be done by someone who 
has access to one or more large libraries. | 

Major Bendire’s first volume began with the Galline, A. O. U. number 

289, and his second volume ended with the Icteride, A. O. U. number 513, 

including 223 species in the two volumes. Considering the fact that 

comparatively little is known about many of the water birds and that many 

of the ocean wanderers and stragglers need little more than passing men- 

tion, as American birds, it seems safe to plan on covering all of the first 

part of the A. O. U. Check-List, up to where he began, in two volumes. 

The present plan, which is subject to revision, is to have the first volume 
cover the Colymbide to the Anatide, at least as far as the Geese; as the 
life histories of many of the Tubinares will be decidedly brief, it may be 

possible to include all of the Anatide in this volume. 

The work of gathering information, material and contributions for the 

Life Histories has been partially organized on a very satisfactory basis. 

As it is impracticable, if not impossible, for any one man to know and keep 

in touch with all of the reliable observers and contributors in North Amer- 

ica, it has seemed best to place this work in the hands of competent leaders 

in various parts of the country, who are fitted and willing to take charge 

of the work in their particular sections, to arouse interest among their 

acquaintances in collecting information and material, to secure contribu- 

tions from competent and reliable observers and to pass judgment on the . 

accuracy and reliability of whatever they send in for publication. The 

following well known ornithologists have already generously volunteered 

to serve in this capacity: — 

Rev. W. W. Perrett for northern Labrador. 

Dr. Chas. W. Townsend for southern Labrador. 

Mr. W. E. Saunders for Ontario and Quebec. 

Mr. Arthur H. Norton for Maine. 
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Mr. Witmer Stone for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New 
Jersey. 

Mr. H. H. Bailey for Virginia. 

Mr. T. Gilbert Pearson for North Carolina. 

Mr. Arthur T. Wayne for South Carolina. 

Prof. Lynds Jones for Ohio. 

Mr. Benj. T. Gault for Illinois. 

Prof. Walter B. Barrows for Michigan. 
Dr. Thos. 8. Roberts for Minnesota. 
Mr. Chas. R. Keyes for Iowa. 

Rev. P. B. Peabody for Kansas. 

Mr. Edw. R. Warren for Colorado. 

Mr. Aretas A. Saunders for Montana. 

Mr. Allan Brooks for British Columbia. 

Mr. S. F. Rathbun for Washington. 

Mr. Wm. L. Finley for Oregon. 

Mr. A. B. Howell for California. 

Nearly all of these collaborators have reported more or less progress in 

arousing interest in the work among their correspondents and considerable 

material has been sent in and filed away for future use, but in far too many 

eases the results of their labors have been disappointingly small. This is 

due to the following causes: — 

(1) The water birds have always been the most neglected class of 

American birds, because to many ornithologists they are the most inac- 
cessible and the least interesting. Consequently there is little information 

about them available. Unfortunately the information about the water 

birds is wanted first. 
(2) Throughout the settled portions of North America there are com- 

paratively few water birds still breeding and they are becoming scarce in 

many sections even as migrants. In regions where water birds are still 

abundant there are very few competent observers who have time to devote 

to bird study. 
(3) The third cause, the only one of the three that can be removed, is 

the apathy and indifference of the men who could give the information 

wanted if they could only be induced to do so. Many good observers have 
promised to contribute but through procrastination or for lack of time 

have failed to do so as yet. Many men seem to prefer to publish their 

notes in the current periodicals, where they appear promptly. But there 

are a host of others whose interest has yet to be aroused to the necessity 

of cooperation, if this work is ever to be brought to a successful conclusion. 

It is to be hoped that collaborators will succeed in arousing more enthu- 

siasm in this work so that the publication of the next volume may not be 

too long delayed. 
Eighteen life histories have already been written, but as they contain 

mainly the results of Mr. Bent’s personal observations, together with such 

quotations from published material as seemed desirable to make them more 
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nearly complete, they are open to additional contributions from others, 

as well as final revision. Preference will always be given to original con- 

tributions, quotations from published literature will be reduced to a mini- 

mum and contributors will be given full credit for whatever material they 

furnish. 

Mr. Bent already has in his own field notes nearly enough material to 

write the life histories of over half of the species to be included in the next 

volume, but, even after exhausting all the material contained in the pub- 

lished literature on the subject, there are surprisingly few species on which 

we have sufficient material to write even fairly complete life histories. 

A large number of printed lists of the information wanted have been dis- 
tributed and they will be freely furnished to all who care to contribute. 

An extensive study of the published material brings to light some interest- 

ing facts; a vast amount of data has been published on migration and dis- 

tribution, nesting habits have been written up more fully than any other 

phase of the subject and considerable has been written about the food of 

birds, particularly from an economic standpoint; but the exact period of in- 

cubation and the development of the young has been carefully worked out 

for very few species, the sequence of plumages in the water birds has been 

sadly neglected and comparatively little has been published on winter habits. 

For many of the water birds only the most meagre life histories could be 

culled from the published literature on the subject. To collate and com- 

pile in an extensive work on this subject all that has been published relating 

to the life histories of North American birds, is an undertaking well worth 

while, but the value of any work of this kind is greatly enhanced by a 

liberal addition of original material, which was a marked feature of Maj. 

Bendire’s work. 

Mr. Bent has several years’ work planned out in northern exploration 

for the study of the breeding habits of the more inaccessible species, but, 

in order to do this field work, he must rely largely on others for the in- 

formation wanted about other more accessible species. There are few 

ornithologists who cannot find the time to study effectively some phases 

of the life history of one or more species, which are readily accessible. 

There is much information which is badly needed and which could 

easily be obtained; much information of value lies buried in the field notes 

of nearly every observer; even fragmentary notes are often valuable as 

contributions to life histories; and it is only by collecting as much of this 

material as possible that we can hope to get anything even approaching 

completeness. 

Finally, Mr. Bent thanked all those who have helped in the work, so far, - 

and assured them that they will receive full credit for what they have done. 

He desires more collaborators to take the leadership in sections not covered 

in the foregoing list and should be glad to receive offers or suggestions. 

This much needed work on the Life Histories of North American Birds is 

now a living issue and it is being pushed vigorously, and we hope that this 

plea for help will not prove useless and that American ornithologists will 

show their interest in the work by cooperating to make it successful. 
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Mr. Witt1AM LEon Dawson, well known as the author of ‘The Birds of 

Ohio’ and ‘The Birds of Washington,’ announces the early publication of 
‘The Birds of California,’ a work of over 1500 pages, with 750 half-tone 

cuts and 24 full-page color plates from original paintings, by Mr. Allan 
Brooks. The work is by Mr. Dawson with the cooperation of the Cooper 
Ornithological Club, and is announced to comprise a complete scientific, 

and popular account of the more than 500 species of birds found in the 
State of California, with analytical keys and other helps to ready identifica- 

tion, representative local lists and other appropriate critical matter. 

Like ‘The Birds of Washington’ there will be several editions differing 
in illustrations, quality of paper, etc. The entire issue is limited to 

advance subscriptions. The Students Edition will sell for $15 to $30 ac- 

cording to the style of binding, and Booklovers’ Edition limited to 500 
copies, at $45; Large paper Edition de Luxe, limited to 250 copies, at 

$67.50; Sunset Edition de Luxe, limited to 250 copies, at $110; Stock- 

holders’ Edition de Luxe, limited to 250 copies, at $150; and the Extra 

Illustrated Patrons’ Edition De Grand Luxe, limited to 100 copies at 
$1000. The last is in four volumes, the other editions in three. 

Tue first Annual Dinner of the Linnzan Society of New York was held 

at the Hotel Endicott in that city on the evening of December 17, 1912, 

and was attended by over sixty members and invited guests. 
The object of the dinner was two-fold: to bring the members together 

in an informal, social way, and to express to Mr. Frank M. Chapman, the 

guest of honor, the Society’s appreciation of his invaluable services to 

ornithological ‘science through his well-known work in popularizing the 

study of birds. 
President Jonathan Dwight, Jr., acted as toastmaster, and among those 

at the speakers’ table were, besides Mr. Chapman, Henry Fairfield Osborn, 
Frederic A. Lucas, John Burroughs, Ernest T. Seton, A. K. Fisher, John 

H. Sage, T. Gilbert Pearson, George Bird Grinnell, and Spencer Trotter. 

The Linnzan Society was founded in March, 1878, with but ten mem- 

bers, including such men as H. B. Bailey, Ernest Ingersol, Dr. C. Hart 

Merriam, John Burroughs and Dr. A. K. Fisher. Its object has always 

been to promote the study of natural history, and its growth and increasing 

influence since those early days have been most gratifying. 

Mr. Chapman became a member of the Linnzan early in his career and 
has remained closely identified with its activities. His unremitting efforts 

in stimulating interest in bird study are too well-known to need detailed 

mention here, and as tribute to them Dr. Dwight, on behalf of the Society, 

presented him during the dinner with the Linnzan Medal. 
The unqualified success of this first annual dinner of the Linnzean leads 

to the hope that it will become a permanent feature of the Society’s active 

season. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE 

AMERIGAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 
FOR SALE AT THE FOLLOWINC PRICES: 
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NOTES ON SWAINSON’S HAWK (BUTEO SWAINSONI) 

IN MONTANA. 

BY E. S. CAMERON. 

I. NESTING. 

SomE twelve years ago Swainson’s Hawk, or the Common 

American Buzzard, was one of the commonest birds breeding in — 

eastern Montana, but has, since then, been greatly reduced in 

numbers. At the period mentioned, despite incessant persecu- 

tion, half a dozen inhabited nests might easily be found during any 

year in my own neighborhood alone; but at the present time the 

numerous unoccupied nests in the white ash and cottonwood trees, 

to which their dead or disheartened owners have never returned, 

bear pathetic testimony to the gradual disappearance of this hawk 

as a nesting species. Swainson’s Buzzard is locally called ‘Hen 

Hawk,’ yet the term is a complete misnomer, for in my twenty- 

three years’ experience with the bird I have never observed it to take 

poultry of any kind, nor have I obtained the slightest evidence that 
it ever does so. However, if you give a dog a bad name you may 

hang him, and the unfortunate buzzard, being credited with the 

misdeeds of the Prairie Falcon, Goshawk, or Harrier, is in a like 

case. Here, at all events, the parent birds are shot and the young 

ruthlessly stoned on sight. As I have already stated in ‘The Auk’ 
(Vol. XXV, p. 468) Swainson’s Hawk is often most indiscreet 

in its choice of a building site, selecting a low tree by the roadside, 
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or within a fenced pasture, for its nest, which thus becomes forth- 

with the cynosure of hostile eyes. My own study of buzzards in 

their haunts has from this cause been considerably hindered — 

sometimes abruptly terminated for the time being — by the de- 

struction of the eggs or young of the very birds I wished to keep 

under observation. 

Swainson’s Hawk, when seen flying in the distance, resembles a 

small Golden Eagle, and there are not a few attributes which are 

common to both species. Among the latter may be mentioned the 

facts that both pair for life, both shade their young from the hot 

sun, and both possess a sense of ornamentation which leads them 

to decorate their nests. The above characteristics are quite 

probably shared by all members of the sub-genus Buteo, but the 

further fact remains that neither the Golden Eagle nor Swainson’s 

Hawk ever seems to drink water— at least in captivity —, and this 

exceptional peculiarity suggests a close affinity between them. 

Like all buzzards, Swainson’s Hawk has a lazy, apathetic tempera- 

ment, usually preying upon the humblest quarry, and permitting 

unprovoked attacks upon itself by small and weak tormentors. 

On occasions, however, when hunger presses, or its eyrie is menaced, 

the bird can display unexpected dash and ferocity. In May, 1905, 

a Swainson’s Hawk that nested by the Yellowstone near the Terry 

ferryboat crossing, became so bold as to swoop at the passers-by. 

A prominent flockmaster, owner of the land, was much annoyed by 

the bird’s threatened assaults, and instructed the ferryman to 

shoot the assailant. Hearing of this, I interceded successfully 

with the latter, and secured his co-operation to protect the hawks: 

but we were unable to save their three eggs from a meddlesome. 

shepherd, who removed and ate them. In the Lake District of 

Cumberland, England, during the summer of 1910, a Common 

Buzzard (Buteo buteo) which differs but little from B. swainsoni, 

also made frequent attacks upon visitors to its haunt. A corre- 

spondent of ‘Country Life’ for June 25, 1910, contributed an 

account of his experience, describing how he had to take refuge 

successively under a tree and behind a wall to avoid the “tre- 

mendous swoops” of the bird. 

As the present article is very long, I forbear to give a detailed 

description of the remarkable buzzard flocks which occur at the 
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migration periods. Those interested can find a full account in 

‘The Auk’ (Vol. XXIV, p. 262) of a buzzard invasion which I 

witnessed on the Powder River, numbering nearly 2000 birds, 

probably the largest aggregation of these hawks ever recorded. 

Since the above event, which happened in April 1890, other ob- 

servers, as well as myself, have seen many smaller flocks of varying 

numbers, while a small party of only seven birds was observed 

by me on Sept. 27, 1911; but it may be hoped that the decrease 

in size of the Montana migration does not afford a true indication 

of the rate at which this species is diminishing. The earliest date 

at which I have noted the spring arrival of a Swainson’s Hawk was 

March 14, 1911, and the latest fall lingerer was observed on Novem- 

ber 25, 1910. 

The nests of B. swainsoni are made entirely of sticks, or of 

sticks combined with’ other materials, such as sage-brush, wild- 

rose brambles, and cottonwood or cedar twigs. There may be an 

elaborate lining of green weeds, or quantities of wool — perhaps 

only a scanty layer of grass. Some birds line their nests with fresh 

leaves, which are renewed at intervals, but, in my experience, 

this does not occur until after the full clutch of eggs has been laid. 

The parent birds roll back the eggs and replace them on the leaves, 

which is not a difficult feat, as many nests are almost flat. As the 

hawk apparently mates for life, the nest, which is very strongly 

put together, increases in size with the yearly repairs. In my own 

experience I have known disused nests to be practically intact 

after a period of seven or eight years. Since 1889, I have seen a 

great many occupied nests, but only kept notes of fourteen. Of 

these six were in ash trees, six in cottonwoods, one in a low cedar, 

and one in a wind-swept pine-top. This last, on a dominant scaur 

of the pine hills, was the most picturesque of all, but could not, 

of course, endure long without renewal, and is the only nest I have 

seen thus exposed.! The number of eggs in seven nests was three, 

in a couple of others two only: one nest was deserted after a single 

white egg had been laid, and of four the contents were not examined 

as I did not climb to them. Two fledglings seen in the tree do not 

necessarily indicate two eggs, as in about half the clutches of three 

1A photograph of this country was reproduced in ‘The Auk,’ Vol. XXV, 1908, 

p: 251. 
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eggs one is infertile, and may be found in a perfectly intact state 
after the young are flown. The color of the eggs is variable, but 

in all sets of three that I have seen, one egg has been entirely white. 

In a single instance, two of the three eggs were unmarked, greenish 

white. Some of the other eggs in the eight nests were blotched 

with chestnut or umber brown, the remainder being merely flecked 

with scattered dots of these colors. JI never found but one heavily 

marked egg, and that had the whole ground of its upper half 

almost completely obscured by umber brown. The first part of 

June is the usual time to find Swainson’s Hawk sitting on eggs, 

but that depends largely on the weather. I have seen an early 

incubating bird on May 7, and a late one on June 27. The time 

of incubation is about twenty-five days, but as with the Marsh 

Hawk, Hoot Owl, etc., the young are often hatched at intervals, 

so that the eldest may be full-fledged while the youngest is in the 

fluffy stage. The cock bird will occasionally sit upon the eggs, and 

I have twice flushed him from them; but, in my experience, such 

action is unusual, as the male is generally absent foraging for the 

female. There are recorded instances of Swainson’s Hawk occupy- 

ing the deserted nests of other birds, but all the pairs which I 

observed built their own nests, and declined to appropriate old 

nests of their own species. In one case, where a pair were shot 

at the nest, a second pair built another nest exactly above the first 

in a succeeding year. This appeared to me to be a curious coinci- 

dence, and it was a no less curious sight to see the two great nests, 

one above the other, in a small ash tree. If bereft of all their eggs, 

or nestlings, the discouraged hawks desert that nest forever; but, 

when deprived of the eggs only, they construct a new abode in 

which the female lays again. Early in May, 1906, a shepherd 

robbed a Buzzard’s nest in a cottonwood of the three eggs, and the 

Hawks built a new one in a similar nearby tree. On June 1 the 

pertinacious hen-bird again sat upon three eggs, which were subse- 

quently unmolested. In this respect these hawks differ from a - 

pair of Golden Eagles, which will never forsake an established 

eyrie save upon the death of one of them. 

Of the fourteen nests which I have kept under observation at 

different times, not one received such close attention as a nest - 

built early in June, 1908, in a distant ranch pasture. This was not 
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due to my occasional visits, but to the fact that during the whole 

summer a boy herded a large bunch of horses outside the fence — 

a part of which had been taken down to enable the animals to 
come to water. In a cottonwood tree, directly above the water, 

the buzzards had placed their nest, and in ordinary circumstances 

would have enjoyed a welcome shade. As it happened, however, 

this particular tree had been blighted by the unprecedented bliz- 

zard of May 20, and remained almost leafless till August, when to 

my great surprise it was again covered with foliage. Until this 

happened the buzzard family suffered terribly from the sun’s rays, 

and convincing testimony was afforded of the parents’ devotion 

in shading their offspring. The nest was made entirely of cotton- 

wood sticks, lined with grass roots. With characteristic indiscre- 

tion the birds had chosen a decidedly perilous situation, as the 

herd-boy above mentioned passed directly by the nesting tree, often 

with a companion, four times a day, besides spending nearly all 

his time in its immediate vicinity. He naively informed me that, 

before I discovered the nest, he had frequently stoned the incu- 

bating Hawk, but without causing her to forsake her eggs. She 

began to lay about June 14, sat on three typical eggs — two of them 

brown marked, one pure white but infertile — and on July 9, two 

nestlings were hatched. A fortnight later, black feathers appeared 

amidst their white down, and by the end of July they were full 

feathered except for their downy heads. The young birds as 

soon as they were able, sat about in the branches, but returned to 

the nest at night, and also on hot days, during which the parents 

shaded them. The presence of my wife and self beneath the low 
tree, or our loud talking, made no difference to the mother’s solici- 

tude for their comfort. In my experience the female Swainson’s 

Hawk is one of the boldest and tamest birds at the nest, in marked 

contradistinction to her timid partner, which can seldom be ob- 

served at close range in the breeding season. The nestlings have 

enormous appetites, and consume more in proportion to their size 

than any other raptorial bird which I have studied or kept in con- 

finement. When hungry they set up a piercing kitten-like cry 

until they are supplied with food. 
In 1909, the same boy herded the horses, and exactly the same 

conditions prevailed for the hawks, which commenced nesting 
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operation earlier than in 1908. On May 15, I watched the cock 

bird trampling down material in the nest, and soon his mate came 

to his assistance. After a time, disturbed by my presence, the 

pair took wing to an almost invisible height, crossing and re- 

crossing each other in circles. The female began to lay on May 24, 

and I observed her deposit her third and last egg on May 26. 

After sitting hard for about twenty minutes, she stood on the nest 

edge, spread her wings, and gently glided off. Aided by the high 

wind, she soared in ascending gyrations until lost to view. I now 

had a good opportunity to examine the nest, which was much en- 

larged by the addition of cottonwood and choke-cherry sticks. 

It was thickly lined inside with cottonwood bark, which falls off 

in great layers from dead trees. The hawks could easily obtain 

the soft, fibrous, interior strips, and it was this substance that I 

had seen both birds arranging in the nest. The latter was also 

adorned at one end with a bunch of green weeds after the fashion 

of the Golden Eagle. In color two eggs were unmarked greenish 

white, but the third egg had a large yellowish brown blotch. The 

immense nest was out of all proportion to the eggs which were 

placed in one corner. On June 3, the eggs reposed in exactly 

the same position upon a thick layer of green cottonwood leaves. 

I cannot leave this part of the subject without referring to the 

persecution of this hawk by Kingbirds (Tyrannus tyrannus) which 

frequently nest in close proximity to the site chosen by it. In one 

instance during 1899, a pair of Kingbirds had built their nest in 

some choke cherries immediately below that of the hawk, which 

was in an ash tree growing amidst them. Yet another Swainson’s 

hawk, nesting close by, was so unfortunate as to have a pair of 

Sparrow Hawks (Falco sparverius phalena) domiciled alongside. 

Neither of the Swainson Hawks could flap out of the nesting tree 

without being immediately attacked by one or other of these ag- 

gressive birds — sometimes by all of them together. In this con- 

nection it is interesting to read the following, as quoted from Capt. 

Charles E. Bendire by Dr. A. K. Fisher,' “Lieut. Benson writes 

me that, after the Arkansas Kingbirds (T'yrannus verticalis) began 

to build, he invariably found one of their nests in any tree that 

1 Hawks and Owls of the United States, p. 73. 
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contained a Swainson’s Hawk’s nest. In one case a pair of these 

birds had placed their nest directly under and but eight or nine 

inches from that of the hawk.” Judging from my own observa- 

tion, whenever these unlucky hawks left their nests they would be 

remorselessly harried by the intrepid Arkansas Kingbirds. I have 

seen one of the latter strike down a young Sparrow Hawk on the 

wing, which I took home and kept until it had recovered. The 

buzzard’s peculiar flight upon catching the wind gives these small 

tormentors their opportunity, as she mounts in slow graceful spirals 

until a mere speck in the blue. When his mate was sitting, I have 

seen a male Kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus) alight on the hawk’s 

back and be carried round for several seconds, while he vented his 

rage by pecking at her. No matter how high the hawk might 

soar, the small aggressor would keep above her, renewing his 

attacks at intervals until both were lost to view. The hawk re- 

sponded to each assault by merely giving four sluggish, downward 

flaps after which she would sail on motionless wings as before. 

These measured, floating gyrations, with wide expanded wings and 

tail, induced Forster to call the Common Buzzard of Europe 

spiralis, as pointed out by Seebohm.! My brother-in-law once 

informed me that he had seen a Swainson’s Hawk strike in midair 

an aggressive Kingbird which had thereupon fallen dead to the 

ground. At the time this seemed to me an incredible assertion, 

and I supposed he had mistaken the species of hawk; but since 

witnessing the bunting flight, described later, I am inclined to 

believe it. 

It was my desire to keep these young buzzards of 1909, in con- 

finement and make observations upon them, more especially as 

regards the spring moult. Accordingly on August 6, I rode to 

the tree for the purpose of capturing them, but when I was ascend- 

ing it, they both took wing. The female fledgling flew some dis- 

tance down the creek, but fortunately the day was too calm for 

her to rise again from the long grass, and the less active male 

fluttered into a deep water hole. While I was engaged in capturing 

and securing the two fledglings in a sack, their distressed mother 

appeared on the scene, swooped towards me, or hovered above, 

1 British Birds, Vol. 1, p. 121. 
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uttering long-drawn tremulous mews. When I rode away, bearing 

her offspring, she followed at a great height. On the morrow we 

coaxed the young buzzards to sit on the branch of a tree for photo- 

graphic purposes. An example was then afforded, if it were needed, 

of the difference made by wind to a bird’s flying powers. The 

strong wind which arose enabled the female to fly clear away, 

nor could she be recaptured, even on horseback, as she rose easily 

from the level. I regretted having disregarded my wife’s advice 

to anchor the Hawk by a pair of jesses; which, although rendering 

her portrait less effective, would have at least prevented her escape. 

She was presumably rejoined by her mother, who had been seen 

floating above the ranch. The male made no attempt to emulate 

his sister, for although hatched at the same time, she surpassed 

him in development by a week — a parallel case to that of young 

Golden Eagles. As observed in this instance, the female buzzard 

acquired the power of flight in twenty-eight days, and the male 

only after thirty-five days. 

The remaining young buzzard was kept in the barn and soon 

became exceedingly tame. His varied bill of fare consisted of 

grasshoppers, beef, mice, small birds which the cat happened to 

catch and frogs. The last he greatly preferred to any other 

food, and, upon my entering the barn with a frog, flew eagerly to 

snatch it from my hand without giving me time to shut the door. 

So voracious was the bird’s appetite that he would account for six 

large frogs at a meal, and was often compelled to disgorge those 

which he had swallowed whole to avoid being choked. I have 

known him to devour an entire rattlesnake at one time. The 

buzzard’s manner of feeding is to fly into a corner with his prey, 

which he conceals from outside curiosity by presenting his back 

and spreading his wings and tail over it. At the same time he so 

completely ruffles his feathers that their white bases on the head 

and neck cause the parts to appear mostly white, and he screams 

defiantly if approached. In spite of all this precaution, however, 

as soon as he had finished his meal he would fly to me for a further 

supply, when he would repeat his antics as before. The above 

appears to be a characteristic habit of all eagles and buzzards 

which become tame in captivity, although I have never observed 

it in wild, nor in freshly caught birds. The buzzard ejects castings 
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from the mice, birds, and frogs in twenty-four hours after consum- 

ing them, but never drinks water — a peculiarity which he shares 

with captive Golden Eagles as above mentioned. 

The young buzzard’s cry differed according to his age. When he 

was quite young it resembled a kitten as stated, but by the end 

of August, when he was seven weeks old, it became loud and shrill 

like the scream of a sea-gull, though more piercing. At two months 

old he developed a musical cry, the appealing tone of which never 

failed to create a deep impression upon all who heard it. It con- 

sisted of four notes insistently repeated like E U, E U, the second E 

being a half tone lower than the first, and may be described as long 

sustained wails followed by short staccato notes. While these 

four notes are difficult to express in words they could be easily 

reproduced upon the violin, and are not unlike the plaintive but 

shriller tones of the British Lapwing (Vanellus vanellus) when hover- 

ing over its breeding grounds. The buzzard commenced this 

lament whenever my wife or I were present, and continued it as 

long as either remained with him. The ornithologist Coues did 

not fail to notice it, and writing of two captive birds remarks: 

“Both this and the younger one before him had a peculiarly plain- 

tive whistle to signify hunger or a sense of loneliness, a note that 

was almost musical in intonation.” ! 
As all the Hawk’s wants were supplied, we considered that this 

must be a baby ery to express recognition of friends and apprecia- 

tion of their company. This piteous cry only lasted for a month, 

as on October 5, before the buzzard was quite three months old, 

he became entirely silent, moped, and fasted for six days in suc- 

cession. His despondent mood lasted for five weeks, and only once 

in all that time would the Hawk come to me for food, although 

he occasionally ate what was brought to him. He seemed quite 

indifferent to the society of a young Ferruginous Rough-leg (Archi- 
buteo ferrugineus) which was confined with him. Here was indeed a 

change in the former screaming, voracious bird, which, if at liberty, 

flew boldly to me and clung to my clothing when I appeared with 

meat. He now shrank into himself, ceased all friendly overtures, 

and watched his companion feed unmoved. Not until November 

1 Birds of the Northwest, p. 358. 
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12th did he regain his high spirits and enormous appetite. I, of 

course, attributed the change to the migration impulse, but although 

the dejected buzzard escaped during this period he allowed me to 

retake him after three short flights. From three months old on- 

wards his ordinary call was a very soft low whistle, nor did he ever 

scream except when pretending to guard his food. 

During the winter the buzzard was kept in the house in a large 

cage, as I thought the barn would be too cold for him. The bird had 

engaging ways, and when anxious for food, which would be taken 

either by day or night, descended from his perch to that corner 

of his cage nearest the kitchen, where he stood whistling softly 

until supplied. Every evening at sundown he became restless 

for a few moments, flapped his wings, and made efforts to fly, 

which is, I believe, a characteristic of most cage birds at roosting 

time. In sleeping it was quite exceptional for him to put his head 

under his wing. On calm fine days the buzzard was liberated for 

out-door exercise but seemed afraid of wandering too far from home. 

Until he was a year old he had never been known to fly further 

than about two hundred yards, and only once into a tree when 

frightened by a dog. In 1909, I noticed the first appearance of 

Swainson’s Hawk on March 28, and on March 30, my tame bird 

again became subject to a fit of depression. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE FOX SPARROW AS A SONGSTER. 

BY ROBERT THOMAS MOORE. 

DurineG those brief March days, when he slips through our 

thickets, the Fox Sparrow sings so sweetly that we conclude he is 

doing his best. Not until we have heard his finished songs leaping 

out of the Canadian woodlands and sounding a riot of pure joy, 
as they are tossed from hill to hill, do we realize how much injustice 

we have done him. For those migrant strains, even at their best, 

are mere beginnings, the timid tuning up of the vocal instruments 

for the great song-fest to come. The fact is the migrant songs, 

which I have heard, lack nearly every quality which makes the 

finished product the great song it is. Loud as the former seem, 

their power is as nothing compared to that which propels the 

northern challenge, even the tone quality is defective, lacking in 

full depth and roundness, and most vital of all the dancing rhythm 

with its powerful central accents, which gives the northern songs 

the expression of irrepressible joy, is entirely absent. To appreciate 

this, one must go as far as the Magdalen Islands in the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence, for these islands mark the southern limit of nesting 

Fox Sparrows. 

With this purpose in view, I found myself on June 15, 1911, at 

Pictou, N. S., ready to take the biweekly steamer across the eighty 

miles of gulf waters. Much to my surprise neither there nor in 

Souris, Prince Edward Is., did I happen on a single individual of 

this species, vet the following day in the Magdalens, only sixty 

miles farther north, I found it one of the most common birds, 

exceeded in abundance only by the Savannah Sparrow and the 

Blackpoll Warbler. From June 16 until July 5, with the exception 

of six days on Bird Rock, several hours of each twenty-four were 

spent with the Fox Sparrow and some days were given up to him 

entirely. During this period we went to various portions of the 

islands from East Point to Grindstone, a distance of forty miles 

and more, and the records secured are therefore representative. 

Each new region brought to light some variations, but these were 

slight, the main features remaining unchanged. Wherever we 
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went, as long as we kept to wooded districts, we were bound to 

find this robust sparrow and there he would be the loudest, most 

constant and most conspicuous songster. Ubiquitous as he was, 

it was not an easy matter to secure complete records of his songs. 

The difficulty was not with his pitch, which is very true, nor with 

his tones, which are free of “burred notes,” but with the contrast 

of intensity in the songs themselves. These consist of such a 

variety of extremely loud and soft sounds that one must get within 

ten feet of the bird to hear every one distinctly, a difficult prob- 

lem with any songster, especially one rather shy of intrusion near 

his song-site. Despite this I secured a number of records, most of 

which (Nos. 4 to 12 inclusive) are exact representations and the 

rest lacking only insignificant notes. I have also a large number 

of fragments such as No. 1, which are of almost equal value in 

determining universal characteristics. Besides these I heard a 

great number of songs, which so closely resembled records 2, 5 

and 9 that it seemed useless to note them. ‘These three records 

are the most distinctive and are typical of the great majority of 

Magdalen songs. To this class belonged some of the most beautiful 

and longest ones I heard, in fact the records do not represent the 

length of the best Fox Sparrow songs. Some of them were quite 

intricate and were purposely avoided until the shorter ones had been 

mastered. At this point the expedition to Bird Rock intervened 

and our return on July 1 found the song-season on the wane and 

the songs curtailed to their central themes. Records 6, 7 and 11 

are instances of this and all, except 4 and 5, were obtained during 

this waning period. Nevertheless they are adequate for the pur- 

pose of this article, which is to give by the help of their illustrative 

value some idea of general characteristics, rather than exact musical 

representations of the best this finch can do. 

The song-sites of the Fox Sparrow are conditioned by his habitat. 

Wherever there are low evergreens massed in dense clumps — and 

this is the condition of a large part of the Magdalen woodland — 
there he will be found. It makes no difference whether those 

clumps abut on inland fields or front the storms on some precip1- 

tous headland, out along their edges these sturdy finches are 

bound to be and will be heard at all times of the day, be it sunlit 

or foggy. Each individual has his own particular clump and one 
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or more song-sites in that clump, so that it is possible to go out 

day after day and find the same songster and hear the same song. 

Sometimes his favorite tree is five feet high and sometimes twenty, 

ordinarily it is ten, and whatever its height, it is usually a spruce 

and is always on the edge of the clump, now facing an inner open 

space, or again the outer world and other songsters. His favorite 

song-position on the tree is its tip. A point a foot below may be 

chosen, but never the lower branches and by no means the ground. 

The last place is the region of his nest and from there no sounds 

are issued except call-notes. These consist of two kinds quite 

different from each other and neither musical. The most common 

is an explosive aspirate, which may be indicated by the syllable 
‘chech’ and is as loud as the call of the Hermit Thrush. The 

second is a fine, high-pitched note, which closely resembles the call 

of the Savannah Sparrow. The former is heard much more fre- 

quently and in conjunction with the latter is employed to protest 

against intrusion near the nest. It is to protect his treasures that 
he drops to earth or else to help his mate in solving nest-problems, 

but he cannot stay there long; the impulse towards expression is 

too strong and he is soon back on his song-site. 

On the other hand he does not like to sing alone and, if his first 

three or four efforts are not answered, he will dive back to his mate. 

In like manner, when several birds are singing, and one suddenly 

stops, the rest become discouraged and one after another follow 

him to earth, although they may be a long distance from each 

other. Down they go together and after a bustling ten minutes 

with their mates, almost together they return. On several occa- 

sions I watched a single bird start a whole song-group. Cautiously 

he flitted upwards from limb to limb taking a minute to reach the 

top, then, when a careful survey had convinced him of safety, the 

bill raised, the eyes filmed and out across the valley rang the dane- 

ing challenge. The last note tossed off, the bill dropped again, the 

eyes brightened to alertness and the head cocked sidewise into 

a listening attitude. A minute might pass without the challenge 

being answered, when it was sent once more ringing over the hills 

so powerfully, that even a human might have heard it a half a 

mile. Almost always the second challenge brought a response 

from the opposite hill and thereafter reply and answer shot back 
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and forth, allowing plenty of time for pause and effect. Soon a 

third bird seized a moment of silence and turned the duo into a 

three-cornered affair and once I noted four rusty-coats shooting 

up their songs alternately like so many rockets from as many hills. 

This was not a single instance, but the customary way in which 

after an intermission song was resumed. Of course I do not mean 

to assert that Fox Sparrows are always so decorous and never 

interrupt each other, for they do at times during the day and more 

often at sunset, when there are too many songsters for each to be 

respectful. Even then the singing is not chorus fashion, for the 

tendency toward alternation is still preserved, though one bird 

often begins before another has finished. What I wish to state 

is this, that each Fox Sparrow is influenced by all others of his 

kind within hearing, that he certainly listens to their performance, 

and that this habit of listening has tended to produce an alterna- 

tion of song, which generally results in the antiphonal effect of 

answer and reply. 

That this influence is something more than mere accident or 

sentiment, is brought to light when the songs are studied from a 

musical standpoint. Records 2, 3, 4, 5 and the fragment 1 were 

sung from the hills surrounding one valley near Grosse Isle by five 

different birds. No two of these were more than a third of a mile 

from each other and therefore, if birds have even as good ears as 

man, within easy hearing distance. Three of their songs, Nos. 1’, 

2 and 3, were secured the same afternoon, when these three birds 

were taking part in an alternating trio, during which each bird 

sang, listened and waited his turn.- On other afternoons the 

authors of songs 4 and 5, were heard answering each other for 

long periods of time and on still others No. 5 answered members 

of the first trio. Now the interesting fact is this, that all five of 

these songs are in the same key, Db, and three of them use pre- 

cisely the same sounds for their three most important notes, those 

marked by brackets. This phrase, as will be shown later, is the 

backbone of every song, its loudest portion, and therefore being 

1 This phrase was only a small portion of the song, the rest of which could not 

be obtained on account of the bird’s shyness. However it was the most impor- 

tant part and, as it is identical with the similar portions of Nos. 2 and 5, it seemed 

worthy of insertion. 
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heard farthest, is most likely to be exactly imitated. The follow- 

ing day at Grindstone, twenty-five miles from Grosse Isle, songs 6 

and 7 were heard in close proximity, using likewise a common key 

E6 minor. In this case the same time and almost identical notes 

were employed, and yet both notes and key were totally different 

from those of the Grosse Isle birds. This sort of thing I noticed 

a number of times, in fact every time the birds of a group sang 

long enough for me to pitch their songs and secure evidence. For 

instance records Nos. 8 and 9 are also in a common key and were 

rendered by birds whose song-sites were close to each other, though 

the birds were not heard on the same occasion. In the case of 

bird No. 8 I was witness of an interesting incident. As I was writ- 

ing down his notes, another Fox Sparrow flew up to a spruce oppo- 

site and answered him in the same key and with almost the identical 

song. After singing it three or four times in an uncertain fashion, 

he broke out confidently into an entirely different melody, more 

resembling No. 2, but still keeping in key D of song 8. Unfortu- 

nately he stopped singing before I had time to record his song. 

This was the only occasion when I heard a Fox Sparrow sing two 

songs, for unlike the Song Sparrow, the Fox seems to have but one 

and is content to repeat it over and over, making slight additions 

at the height of the season or reducing it at the end note by note 

to its melodic skeleton. This case was probably not a clear in- 

stance of two songs, but a momentary lapse, merely indicating 

how one bird is influenced by another and his songs gradually 

modified. One other case is enlightening, that of Nos. 10 and 11, 

whose authors answered each other constantly. These two birds 

did not sing in the same key, yet their songs contain common 

sounds and are so closely related that one makes a beautiful finish ! 

to the other. Furthermore both of these songs contain trills, very 

unusual features in the songs of this species. In each of these 

four groups there were more birds whose songs I was not able to 

record. Here then were four sets of Fox Sparrows, each set 

separated by several miles of territory and each exhibiting remark- 

able similarities within the group and variations without. Just 

1 To show this relation I have placed Song 10 between two renditions of No. 11 

and have added an accompaniment which, of course, was not sung by the birds! 
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as we would expect, the most distant groups display the greatest 

divergences, the songs of Grindstone, for instance, manifesting 

a tendency toward ornamentation, such as trills, rests and grace 
notes and being rendered in four time, whereas the songs of Grosse 

Isle are plainer and usually in three or five time. 

Having noticed these similarities within the groups, we are next 

concerned to discover those characteristics which are constant in 

all Fox Sparrow songs. It has already been intimated that he is 

not at all particular whether there are 2, 3, or 5 eighth notes in a 

measure; equally indifferent is he to the use of grace notes, dotted 

notes, staccato notes and trills, which may or may not be present. 

Sometimes he will satisfy the demands of human music by return- 

ing at the close to a note of the common chord, with which he 
started, or again he will end aimlessly as in records 6 and 7 or ask 

a positive question as in No. 8. Furthermore he occasionally slips 
into minor keys (Records 6, 7, and 11), a most unexpected lapse, 

when one considers what dancing movements of joy his phrases are. 

But despite this inconstancy there are certain fundamental char- 

acteristics which never change. First, the quality of tone is 

always round and full, like the sound of a clear flute-note. It is 

not rendered ambiguous by what Mr. Schuyler Matthews calls 

“burred tones,” on the other hand it is not enriched by those over- 

tones, which make the notes of the Wood Thrush so ethereal. 

It is decidedly human without touch of heavenly rapture, just a 

clear full tone, which is precisely the best medium for a message of 

joy and the most invigorating imaginable. A second invariable 

characteristic is the medium pitch of the songs and here the Fox 

Sparrow differs from the Hermit Thrush and many of our greatest 

songsters, who climb to such shrill heights that one sometimes 

doubts their sense for beauty.!. Our more sensible finch does not 

sing a note which a human being cannot whistle and all of them 

are pitched in those last two octaves of the piano, which seem to 

be the most satisfying region for the expression of bird-music. In 

the third place every song is extremely loud at least in its funda- 

mental sounds, so that it can be heard half a mile. Sometimes the 

1 Nevertheless we must not forget that what is beautiful to our ears, may not 

be to a bird’s, and vice versa. 
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whole song is loud, as in No. 2, but as a rule only the central phrase 

while the beginning and end are soft. A fourth characteristic is 

subject to little change: the rate of time is always fast, and I say 

this notwithstanding that record No. 9, my slowest record, was 

sung only about half as fast as No. 13, for the former was in great 
contrast with the majority of the songs, which ran nearer to the 

speed of No. 13. Some of the songs, which were not secured, went 

even faster and were rung off at such extreme speed that they could 

hardly be imitated by a human whistler. It is this speed which 

gives the songs their lively character. There is then practically 

no variation in these four relations,— quality of tone, pitch, in- 

tensity and time and these are the fundamental relations of music. 

When we come to the study of more general characteristics, we 

find there are others which are practically constant. As a whole 

the Fox Sparrow’s song may be described as follows: it opens with 

two ‘chechs,’ the low call-note, much like the Hermit Thrush’s 

beginning, then the main song starts high and soft and bursts 

forth into extremely loud sounds, accenting heavily a characteristic 

falling phrase of three notes and finally ends as soft as it began, 

but usually at lower pitch. It may also close with two high call- 

notes of poor musical quality. The opening and closing call-notes 

are indicated as near as possible to the proper pitch in record No. 5. 

All the songs of Grosse Isle, at the height of the song-season, except 

No. 4, possessed them. Their absence from records 2 and 3 is due 

to the fact that in these the exact pitch could not be determined. 

These notes are not, however, important, but the central phrase is. 

It is the most noticeable part of the song and always consists of a 

sharp drop in pitch from the first note to the second and a subse- 

quent slight rise from the second to the third. The drop may be a 

‘fifth,’ ‘fourth,’ or ‘second,’ but the rise is almost invariably 

a half tone. Each one of the three is accented just as heavily and 

sung just as loud as the other two and, except in No. 1, each tone 

is given the same amount of time. Throughout the records this 

phrase is indicated by brackets above the score. Ninety-five per- 

cent of the songs have it, I should judge, and the rest rudimentary 

traces. In fact it was so characteristic that I got in the habit of 

disregarding songs that possessed it and recording all that evinced 

tendencies to do away with it. The result is, I have such records 
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as No. 7, where the drop is turned into a triplet of three sounds, 

Nos. 3 and 12 where it is doubled, and Nos. 4 and 8, where it has 

almost disappeared. These are the only instances and against 

them I heard hundreds, which were all rendered in the positive 

way No. 9 is. Indeed all my fragments consist without exception 

of this fundamental phrase and whatever else could be secured 

before the bird ceased singing. This phrase was obtained invari- 

ably before other sounds, because it stood out so conspicuously. 

It is always the loudest portion of the songs, if there is any change 

of intensity, and yet the preluding soft notes never approach it by 

means of crescendo. When they have danced the melody up to 

this point, it simply bursts with startling suddenness into the 

phrase, showering extravagant accents on all three notes. Mr. 

Cheyney has used the rocket illustration to record his impyession 

of the Hermit Thrush’s song, but it can be more fitly applied to the 

Fox Sparrow’s, though the rocket in this case travels horizontally. 

It starts in mid-sky and darting along with scintillating but sup- 

pressed power, suddenly flares out with the accompaniment of 

dazzling light and triumphant sound; then there is a mighty drop 

and exultant recovery and a final sputter as it leaps into silence. 

To use a term of psychology this central theme is the song’s 

point of orientation or the part which invariably compels attention 

first. One might call it the recognition-phrase of the species, 

certainly for human ears, and possibly for birds’. Over and over 

again I heard Fox Sparrows’ songs far across the hills and always 

this phrase alone had sufficient carrying power to be audible, yet 

it was adequate for the immediate identification of the song. And 

I think it would be an unconscious recognition-note even for bird- 

students, who are not musical and could not define it in musical 

terms. Of course more obvious to them would be the loudness of 

the song, its speed and the flute-like quality of tone. To the birds 

also it seems fundamental, for as I have shown, it is the only phrase 

of the song which remains constant. But I have another bit of . 

evidence, which ought to be convincing. During July when all 

other notes are dropping off with the waning song-season, this 

central phrase is kept intact to the very last. Records 6 and 7, 

secured July 3, show this and more so No. 11, obtained the same 

afternoon. The last contains only one sound more than the three 
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of the phrase, and yet that one was sung very soft, while the others 

were propelled with the same power they had been in June. In 

connection with this I might mention an incident, which may or 

may not be considered evidence, though it does prove how birds are 

influenced by songs about them. I had been endeavoring to get 

near enough to record the softer tones of the shy author of fragment 

1. This bird and some of his song-group not recorded, were singing 

the central phrase in a peculiar jerky fashion, giving the first note 

twice as much time as the second. After a few minutes a new 

songster entered the group, who sang these three notes in a hoarse, 

hard tone and in lower pitch (see record 1A), and sang no other 

notes whatever. Stealing up, I was astonished to see a Robin 

uttering the rasping sounds. Instantly he flew away to the next 

clump of trees and sang the rollicking song of his kind, but still in 
hoarse quality. 

To me the Fox Sparrow stands out as the singer of joy. Many 

birds are of this kind, but few are to such a degree as this inhabitant 

of the stunted woodlands of the North. The musical construction 

indicates it, for instance the dancing rhythm, the major keys, 

and the speed with which it fairly shoots through the central 

phrase. But deeper than these are certain qualities in his physical 

being and character, which make for happiness: his robustness and 

virility, his excessive activity in all his waking hours. As evidence 

of his energy it has been stated that he sometimes scratches with 

both feet in concert, but my observations indicate that he always 

does this and that this accounts for the clatter he makes among 

the leaves. At any rate his energy is quite as strenuous as that 

of his cousin, the Chewink, whether he is tossing the leaves in 

search of food or defying the northern fog with his buoyant song. 

Under no circumstances is he depressed! Evidence of this we 

obtained repeatedly in the Magdalens. Most every day it rained 

and even when the sun shone, it was a common occurrence for fog 

to creep in from the sea and resume full sway. Other birds stopped 

singing, but not the Fox Sparrow! His song rang out just as buoy- 

ant and golden as when sunlit; indeed there was a suppressed 

eagerness about it, as if it were contesting the supremacy of the 

mist. Now this is surely optimism and, when one takes him all in 

all, it is as an optimist that he attains highest rank. As such one 
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must compare him with birds like the Mockingbird, Thrasher and 

Winter Wren, all of them singers of the joy of life. None of these, 

famous as they are, possess as fine a tone as the Fox Sparrow’s 

or revel in such matchless melodies. The Mockingbird and the 

Thrasher repeat over and over insignificant phrases of from*two to 

five notes, until one wearies of waiting for a real melody. Even 

the rippling melodies of the Winter Wren are spoiled by jerking 

rhythm and acrobatic antics. But the Fox Sparrow is almost 

beyond criticism. His is a dignified manner, a big voice, a fine 

tone, a consummate sense of rhythm and a splendid series of danc- 

ing melodies. 

Having praised him so much, one must compare him with 

his great relative, the Song Sparrow, our finest melodist. And 

here our larger finch must take second place in one thing and that 

important: he lacks versatility. Each individual has but one 

song and any song however fine it may be, is bound to weary after 

much repetition. The Song Sparrow on the other hand is master 

of innumerable melodies and every one of his kind has a large 

repertoire. In no other department of music, however, is the Fox 

Sparrow inferior. His tone is finer, his voice is bigger and pitched 

lower, so that it is a more mellow medium for the expression of 

sentiment, and finally his melodies themselves, though not so vari- 

ous, are more elaborate, interesting and affecting. To tell the 

truth the Fox Sparrow’s song is not at all sparrow-like and bears 

only a faint resemblance to the larger finches. In nearly every 

way he is more like the Thrushes, particularly the Hermit, with 

whom he has a remarkable affinity. He chooses the same sort of 

song-site, he mounts to it in the same cautious way, throughout 

the song-period he exhibits the same calm dignity and his rusty 

coat and large size contribute to the striking similarity. The song 

itself opens with almost identical call-notes, is followed by a simi- 

lar contrast of soft and loud tones and in a general way is the same 

sort of prominent, ringing compelling music. Strangest of all the . 

tone quality, though not quite so rich, is so similar that the first 

few days in the Magdalens, I mistook it at a distance for the Her- 

mit’s! Later study of song-construction made it possible for me 

to distinguish this song at any distance. It is in song-construction 

that the Hermit is his undoubted master, as he is of all other birds. 
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The marvelous harmony of his many phrases places him at once 

in a rank by himself and forces us to drop a dubious comparison. 

Still the Fox Sparrow is likely to win a more affectionate regard 

from the majority of bird-lovers, on account of his brighter music, 

dancing forth as it does in a perfect abandon of joy. At any rate 

he is the master songster! of the Magdalens and _ particularly 

acceptable in that sea-world, whose history is bound up with ship- 

wreck and whose customary music is the buzzing of Savannah 

Sparrow, rasping of Rusty Blackbird, quavering of Wilson’s Snipe, 

pumping of Bittern, rattling of Rail, croak of Raven, and mocking 
laughter of the Loon. 

CONCEALING ACTION OF THE BITTERN (BOTAURUS 

LENTIGINOSUS). 

BY WALTER BRADFORD BARROWS. 

THE adaptive, concealing or protective coloration of the common 

Bittern is so well known to all ornithologists and to most other 

bird lovers that it hardly needs mention here. It is also a matter 

of common observation that this remarkable bird has the habit 

of standing motionless for minutes at a time with its legs, body and 

outstretched neck all in the same line, the bill pointing directly 

toward the sky. In this position, with the wings and feathers 

of the trunk pressed closely to the sides, and perhaps the body 

itself somewhat flattened, the bird, at least from the usual point 

of view, closely resembles a weather beaten strip of board, a dead 

and bleached stub, or even a rather bulky last year’s stalk of cat- 

tail flag. 

In my own experience this attitude of the Bittern seems to be 

assumed most often immediately on alighting, and then after 

holding this rigid position for a few moments it rather quickly 

1The Hermit Thrush is only locally distributed and uncommon in the Mag- 

dalen Islands. 
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draws down its head and neck into the more graceful position of a 

feeding heron and proceeds to walk about deliberately in search 

of food. 

A few years ago I had an opportunity of observing closely one 

of these birds which exhibited a refinement of this concealing action 

which ‘was entirely new to me and seemed indeed so remarkable 

that I hesitated to publish it until the literature of the subject had 

been searched with some care, and effort had been made to detect 

other individuals using the same device. The observation referred 

to was made on the campus of the Agricultural College, in Ingham 

County, Michigan, in August, 1905, on a Bittern which was found 

in an artificial pond in which water lilies, wild rice, narrow leaved 

cattails, sedges and some other water plants were growing. The 

pond was something less than one hundred yards in length and of 

irregular form, the widest parts, however, not more than fifteen 

or twenty yards across. 

While at work in my office, in the middle of the afternoon, Mr. 

U. P. Hedrick, then professor of horticulture, came in breathlessly 

with the information that a large water bird had alighted in the 

lily pond and could be collected readily if wanted for the museum. 

Hurrying back with him to the edge of the pool the bird was no- 

where to be seen, although we looked carefully in the place where 

it had been standing less than five minutes before. Skirting the 

water with some care and scanning every cluster of water plants 

on the way, we passed completely around the pool, returning at 

length to the point where we had first reached it, still without dis- 

covering the bird. The afternoon was bright and warm with a 

rather fitful breeze, there were few shrubs about our end of the 

pond, the water plants were not thick enough to hide a blackbird; 

it seemed certain that the bird had flown away. 

As we stood talking about its disappearance, however, and while 

I was questioning my friend who is not an ornithologist as to its 

size, color and action, it suddenly appeared standing motionless - 

and in plain sight at a distance of less than fifty feet, in water only 

a few inches deep and among scattered cattail flags which were 

nowhere close enough together to offer any real concealment. 

The bird, an adult Bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus) was in the char- 

acteristic erect and rigid attitude already described and so near 

to us that its yellow iris was distinctly visible. 
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Apparently both of us discovered the bird at the same instant 

and involuntarily gave exclamations of surprise that it had not 

been seen before, while my companion at once declared that it 

was within a few feet of the spot where he had left it when he came 

to call me. I told him what the bird was and called his attention 

to the protective coloration and posture; then, as we stood admir- 

ing the bird and his sublime confidence in his invisibility, a light 
breeze ruffled the surface of the previously calm water and set 

the cattail flags rustling and nodding as it passed. Instantly the 

Bittern began to sway gently from side to side with an undulating 

motion which was most pronounced in the neck but was partici- 

pated in by the body and even the legs. So obvious was the 

motion that it was impossible to overlook it, yet when the breeze 

subsided and the flags became motionless the bird stood as rigid 

as before and left us wondering whether after all our eyes might 

not have deceived us. 

It occurred to me that the flickering shadows from the swaying 

flags might have created the illusion and that the rippling water 

with its broken reflections possibly made it more complete; but 

another gentle breeze gave us an opportunity to repeat the observa- 

tion with both these contingencies in mind and there was no escape 

from the conclusion that the motion of the Bittern was actual, 

not due to shadows or reflections, or even to the disturbance of 

the plumage by the wind itself. The bird stood with its back to 

the wind and its face toward us. We were within a dozen yards 

of it now and could see distinctly every mark of its rich, brown, 

black and buff plumage and yet if our eyes were turned away 

for an instant it was with difficulty that we could pick up the 

image again, so perfectly did it blend with the surrounding flags 

and so accurate was the imitation of their waving motion. This 

was repeated again and again, and when after ten or fifteen 

minutes we went back to our work, the bird was still standing near 

the same spot and in the same rigid position although by almost 

imperceptible steps it had moved a yard or more from its original 

station. 
During the seven years which have elapsed since this occurrence 

I have improved every opportunity to watch for a repetition of this 

action, but thus far in vain. Many times I have had Bitterns 
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within sight and at short range, but the conditions never have been 

such as to favor the recognition of such motion had it existed. 

In one instance, in July, 1911, I watched a family of three young 

Bitterns more than two thirds grown which assumed the upright 

and rigid attitude as perfectly as the adults, except that they 

walked about more freely but without relaxing the strained posi- 

tion in the least. All the time, however, they kept their bodies 

almost completely hidden in the coarse grass and even the necks 

were so obscured by the tips of the grass that when this was set 

in motion by the wind I could not tell whether the neck remained 

quiet or not. The birds in this case occupied a little grass covered 

island in a muddy pool so that I could not readily get nearer than 

about thirty yards, and even with a six-power field-glass it was 

impossible to settle the question. 

A somewhat careful examination has been made of American 

bird literature without finding any reference to this peculiar action, 

but the search has been by no means thorough. I have also ex- 

amined such accounts as I could find of the action of the closely 

related European Bittern (Botaurus stellaris) without finding any 

reference to a similar performance, although the accounts and fig- 

ures would lead one to believe that in voice and attitude as well as 

in general habits this bird closely resembles our own. 
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BIRD MIGRATION FROM THE STANDPOINT OF ITS 

PERIODIC ACCURACY. 

BY JOHN C, PHILLIPS. 

OnE must confess to a feeling of trepidation on entering into 

such a dangerous field of discussion as bird migration, especially 
in its theoretical aspect, for perhaps no scientific subject has been 

so flooded with wild speculation, dogmatic assertions and poetical 

fancy. This is natural, because the facts cannot fail to come to 

the notice of every. lover of nature, and their esthetic quality 

makes them attractive material for thought and discussion. 

Bird migration touches many interesting provinces of science, 

such as zodgeography, geology, meteorology, evolution and com- 

parative psychology. What has recently excited the writer’s 

curiosity is the meaning of the time sense of certain species of birds, 

especially where such an accurate sense does not seem to be war- 

ranted; in a word, where it seems more highly developed than is 

compatible with adaptive necessity. 

In the past decade many of the facts of migiation have become 

common knowledge, but when these facts are completely grasped, 

and even when the movements of the individual bird have been 

thoroughly studied, the great problem of migration is likely to 

remain as much unsolved as ever, for the sense on which distant 

orientation depends, and the instinct which starts the travellers 

are beyond the reach of our present methods of investigation. 

Instinct itself is of course the fundamental problem, a problem as 

deep and obscure as any in the realm of philosophy. Bergson 

says: “The intellect is characterized by a natural inability to com- 

prehend life. Instinct on the contrary is moulded on the very 

form of life. While intelligence treats everything mechanically, 

instinct proceeds so to speak organically. If the consciousness 

that slumbers in it should awake, if it were wound up into knowl- 

edge, instead of being wound off into action, if we could ask and it 

could reply, it would give up to us the most intimate secrets of 

life.”’ 

1 Bergson, Creative Evolution, p. 165. 
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But though the nature of instinet is so far beyond us, the direc- 

tion of its efforts can be studied, and as far as the writer can see 

they are held by students of animal behavior to be of a purposeful 

and adaptive nature; if not for their present needs, then possibly 

through persistence they may show a glimpse of what was their 

past necessity or specialization. Comparing instinct with intuition 

Bergson says again: “Without intelligence, it (intuition) would 

have remained in the form of instinct, riveted to the special form 

of its practical interest and turned outward by it into movements 

of locomotion.”’! (Italics mine.) 

Holmes says: “Salmon begin their up-stream migration, the 

male frog develops his tendency to clasp the female, birds herald 

the advent of the breeding season with courtship and song, and the 

males of many mammals show at this season an unusual degree 

of belligerency. The change in instinctive behavior during the 

breeding season may be due to the production of internal secretions 

which influence the irritability of certain parts of the nervous 

system, but however caused, it is, like the varying responses to 

food, water, ete., pretty closely subservient to the needs of the species.’”* 

(Italics mine.) 

In the same vein we might quote from Lloyd Morgan who in 

contrasting reflex with instinctive actions, says of the latter: 

“Tnstinetive activities are those organized trains or sequences of 

co-ordinated activities which are performed by the individual in 

common with all members of the same more or less restricted group, 

in adaptation to certain circumstances, oft-recurring or essential to 

the continuance of the species.’ * (Italics mine.) 

Whether we regard migration as the operation of a pure instinct, 

or complicate it with reflex action brought about by various tro- 

pisms, and even influenced by a certain element of choice (intelli- 

gence), we must admit, I think, that its foundation is adaptive and 

useful. It is true that it is often difficult to see why bird migration 

has been so persistently carried on, especially in cases where part. 

of the individuals of a species are local in their habits and part 

are migratory, for no reason that seems a necessity, but this is very 

ldo. p. 178. 

2 Holmes, The Evolution of Animal Intelligence. 

3J.. Morgan, Animal Life and Intelligence, p. 422. 
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likely analogous in a certain way to evolution of form, which as 

embryology shows us so well, is forced into the repetition of ancient 

and disused types. 

Professor Wheeler in his book on ants gives a very concise 

discussion of instinct, with some excellent definitions. He points 

out various grades of degenerating instincts in these animals, some 

of which can be brought back into activity under proper conditions. 

According to him, instinct, “the combination of complexity with 

automatic fixity,” has been studied from four different points of 

view, ethological, physiological, psychological and metaphysical. 

We are naturally concerned now mostly with the physiological 

side. 

We must bear in mind that the regularity of instinctive behavior 

has probably been somewhat exaggerated, and as Jordan says, an 

instinctive action is subject to variation like all other characteristics 

of animals. 
Individual birds show peculiarities of behavior in nest building, 

song and other actions. Hodge has shown that a great difference 

in power of orientation exists for homing pigeons. Also, in animals 

as high in the scale of life as birds, there cannot fail to be some 

“power of choice” in almost every stereotyped activity. 

This brings us back to our enquiry into the mechanism by which 

birds are enabled to arrive each year at a given locality at almost 

exactly the same time. From a physico-chemical standpoint the 

accuracy of time sense in certain species is little short of marvelous 

and is well shown in the familiar Baltimore Oriole and the Bobolink, 

which are both late arrivals in the north. Mr. Brewster very 

kindly allowed me to see his notes on the arrival of these species 

at Concord, Massachusetts, for long periods of time. From 1900 

to 1911 his earliest record for the Bobolink is May 3, and his latest 

May 11. For three years the arrival was May 8, and for two 

years May 7; the average being May 7. Just as remarkable is 

the Oriole at Concord. From 1900 to 1911, the earliest is May 3 

and latest May 14. The average is May 8, and the species appeared 

twice on this day, twice on the 9th, once on the 7th, and once on 

the 6th. An earlier period including the years ’86, ’89, ‘90, ‘91 
and ’93, gives the average date of the Oriole near Boston as May 6, 

with the greatest variation at six days. 
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Examples of this great potential accuracy could be multiplied 

indefinitely, but we will confine ourselves to some of-the most 

striking. Cooke’s report of Bird Migration in the years 1884 and 

1885 bear out the wonderful uniformity of progression of the Oriole. 

Cooke says !: “ Were the surface of the earth level and the climate 

absolutely uniform, birds would arrive at a given place on approxi- 

mately the same day each year. . . .In the records of the Biological 

survey the best example of uniformity in arrival is that of the 

Chimney Swift at New Market, Va., as noted by George M. Neese. 

The dates of each year from 1884 to 1906 are respectively, April 

16, 16, 15, 16, 16, 11,9, 15, 21, 14; 15714, 125 7,16; 14 Ao, 125 ae 

Cet Oe 

Dixon? quotes the case of the Puffins which arrive at St. 

Kilda very regularly on the first day of May, while the Bartailed 

Godwits reach the south coast of England so near a certain date 

that the twelfth of May is known as ‘ Godwit-day.’ 

Think for a moment what this means; a start from a more or 

less changeless climate, where environmental stimuli can hardly 

account for any of the accuracy we have pointed out, with a 

- journey of two thousand miles or more, fraught with innumerable 

variations in wind, precipitation, food supply, ete., and in the case 

of these first instances, an arrival at Boston, estimating the total 

journey to occupy about two months, with an average error of 

only 9%. This is comparable to a train being thirteen and one- 

half minutes late in a journey of one hundred miles at forty miles 

per hour. Yet if we take into consideration that the bird has no 

watch to start on, we ought really to figure its possible error of 

spring arrival as the per cent of its total sojourn in winter quarters, 

plus the time of its northern journey, which total period must 

be reckoned to be nearly eight months. This gives us an error of 

only 2.4%. With the case of the Chimney Swift the actual average 

error as Cooke remarks is only 2.2 days in the whole period of 

twenty-three years. 

It is natural that a very exceptional season, such as the cold 

May of 1907, may have a very marked effect on bird arrivals. 

1 The Migratory Movements of Birds in Relation to the Weather. Year-book of 

Dept. of Agric., 1910, p. 386. 

1 Dixon, The Migration of Birds, 1897. p. 134. 
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Eifrig’s observations at Ottawa, Canada,! show that this excep- 

tional season delayed some birds, like the Hummingbird, for two 

weeks, while other species were very little affected. This, however, 

only means that the racial accuracy of the species was forcibly 
interfered with from outside, in some cases far more seriously than 

in others. 

We must, however, now consider another side of the question. 

So far we have been dealing with ‘first arrivals.’ What we should 

like, of course, would be individual arrivals, but until we have some 

definite information on this point, which can only be supplied by 

the return of banded birds to nesting sites, we must content our- 

selves with the consideration of the possible errors in recording 

first arrivals, and also with the highly interesting ‘bulk arrivals,’ 

or dates of greatest frequency of transient migrants. 

The question of the error of first arrivals has been discussed by 

Messrs. Stone and Cooke. Stone found? that many eyes were 

better than one, and Cooke ® states that where one observer was 

‘operating, his dates of first arrival were apt to be over a day late 

on an average. Cooke’s method of averaging migration arrivals 4 

consists in throwing out dates which are more than six days out 

of the way, his experience teaching him that “birds seldom vary 

on account of the season more than six days either way from the 

average date of their arrival.’”’ This method may seem to some, 

as to the writer, rather arbitrary. 

Mr. Stone gives a good discussion of the problem of recording 

early arrivals in the ‘ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences 

of Philadelphia’ for 1908. Init he shows that to get at the actual 

date we must combine the records of many observers at different 

points a few miles apart, and combine them in certain definite 

ways, so as to throw out stations in which individual error or in- 

compatibility of surroundings delayed the detection of the species 

in question. By ‘bulk arrival’ Mr. Stone means the date on which 

the species has arrived at half the stations in a given restricted area. 

He regards the bulk arrival, or greatest frequency as recorded only 

1 Auk, 1908, p. 1. 

2 Stone, W., Condor, 1906, p. 88. 

3 Cooke, W. W., Auk, 1907, p. 346. 

4 Cooke, W. W., Auk, 1908, p. 485. 
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by a single observer, as much too variable a quantity to be of 

practical use. By his methods of estimating the dates from year 

to year he obtains an extraordinarily slight arrival variation. 

_ Thus it is probable that ordinary dates of arrival as given by 

single observers increase rather than diminish our knowledge of the 

actual potential accuracy of the species. 

In ‘Cassinia’ for 1911 arrivals in the Philadelphia region are 

tabulated for the years 1906-1911. Below are given in a table four 

species which are remarkable from our point of view. The figures 
are the actual departure in days from a ten year average for the 

species. They are based on Mr. Stone’s ‘bulk arrival.’ 

1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 

Yellow Warbler 0 0 +4 —2 0 0 

Ovenbird 0 0 +4 —1 0 —2 

Baltimore Oriole +2 —5 +4 —1 —3 —2 

Canadian Warbler 0 0 —1 +1 —3 +1 

In glancing down the ‘Cassinia’ table one sees immediately that 

groups of species arriving at nearly the same time are often very 

similarly affected by the season, and will be either late or early 

according to the year. Within the same year, however, the early 

or March migrants may be affected in an opposite direction from 

the late migrants; thus early species may be late and late species 

early, for the same season. This is merely more evidence to show 

that at least some of the observed arrival error is meteorological 

rather than instinctive; and external instead of internal. 

In the same paper Mr. Stone notes that in computing the ten 

year averages it is interesting to see how the average of ‘bulk 

arrivals’ based on the method given above, coincides with the 

average of first arrivals at stations where there have been a number 

of accurate observers. On page 47 is a table which shows the 10 

observation stations near Philadelphia, with dates of arrival for 

9 common birds. The ‘bulk arrivals’ here are either the same or 

only one day later than the average first arrivals. . 

Taking a single species, the Brown Thrasher, a bird easily seen 

and almost impossible to identify wrongly, the ten year arrival 

records are given in detail. For this period there are 10 stations 

and 22 observers at work. Each of the stations has its own average 

and the greatest error is +2 days at George School, and —3 days 
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at Concordville. The Grand Total is April 22 for first arrival, 

while the grand computed ‘bulk arrival’ is April 23 for the 
entire period. This shows that first arrivals are not mere strag- 

glers, for if they were, the records of the different Philadelphia 

stations would not give such uniform results. 

In Stone’s ‘The birds of Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey, 

1894’ are given lists of arrival at Germantown, Pa., for 50 species 

from 1885 to 1892. Those showing great constancy are the 

Chimney Swift, Baltimore Oriole, Barn Swallow, Yellow Warbler, 

Blackpoll Warbler, Oven-bird, Redstart and Catbird. These 

records of course are not the work of so many observers as the 

“Cassinia’ records. 
For the period 1893-1900 there is another set of arrival records ! 

which shows as very accurate birds, the Chimney Swift, Baltimore 

Oriole, Barn Swallow, Wood Thrush and others. We note that 

the same species come up with accuracy performances at different 

times and in different localities. 

Mr. Brewster ? has called attention to the probable dependence 

of species upon each other for purposes of guidance. He shows 

how flocks are made up of many species and how rare stragglers 

are always found in the company of other species. He also men- 

tions the case of lost birds, that is, rare stragglers, almost always 

turning out to be the young of the season. It is of course apparent | 

that many species migrate together. On the great May rush sev- 

eral species arrive each day on an average. From the ‘Cassinia’ 

table of 1911 we get 4 species on May 4, 2 May 5, 2 May 6, 1 May 7, 

5 May 8, 2 May 9, 1 May 10, 2 May 11 and 2 May 12. This 

refers to common species only, exact dates for rare birds being much 

harder to compute. But however dependent species are upon 

each other during their journeys, we cannot escape from the fact 

that each has its characteristic time period, for if it did not, we 

would get a very different picture of migration. The birds would 

then come in great scattering waves, transient migrants would be 

longer in passing a given point, and the whole phenomenon would 

lose much of its present orderliness. Of the 14 common Hunga- 

1 Cassinia, 1901, p. 37. 

2 Memoirs of the Nuttall Club, No. 1, 1886. 
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rian migrants to be referred to later, no two fall upon the same day. 

They begin with Alauda arvensis on February 28 and end with 

Coturnix coturniz on April 29. 

There is much to be learned as to the nesting localities of late 

and early arrivals inside a given species. It is certain that some 

birds wintering in Central America arrive in temperate summer 

haunts and begin nest building almost before others of the same 

species start from winter quarters bound for sub-arctic regions, 

the north bound birds starting later and traveling faster. 

As Cooke remarks in speaking of the Robin! “The first robins 

that reach a given locality in the spring are likely to remain there 

to nest, and the advance of the migration time must await the 

arrival of other birds from still farther south. Therefore each 

robin undoubtedly migrates at a faster rate than the apparent 

movement of his species as a whole. This is true of most, if not all, 

of the other seemingly slow migrants.” 

We may now refer to the most elaborate study of migration yet 

attempted, that outlined by Otto Herman in Hungary ” and given 

in ‘Aquila’ from year to year. Enormous numbers of stations 

are in use and stress is laid on the common species. It must be 

confessed however that the actual significance of these records 

from our point of view is hard to determine because most of the 

observers appear to have been masters of elementary schools and 

others not skilled in field work. It is more than likely that many 

stations would show a delay in arrival not actually present. In 

Vol. XII, 1905, p. 226, there is, however, a table showing the com- 

bined dates of arrival of 16 species from 1894 to 1903. The average 

yearly error, as compared with a ten year mean date of arrival, 

has been computed, and shows as very constant birds the following 

species: Turtur turtur and Oriolus oriolus with an error of 1.5» 

days and Coturniz coturniz with an error of only 1.4 days. 

I have computed the average error of these same species for a 

later period, 1904 to 1910, using the ‘Aquila’ tables and find it to 

be 2.2 days for Turtur, and 2 days each for Oriolus and Coturnix. 

Vol. XVIII, 1911, of ‘Aquila’ gives on p. 138 a large table show- 

1 Yearbook of Dept. of Agriculture, 1903, p. 383. 

2 Proc. 4, International Ornith. Congress, p. 163. 
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ing 15 years of work summed up, with actual numbers of individuals 
included in five day intervals. A rough idea of dates of greatest 
abundance is thus obtained. These 15 year bulk arrivals are 

compared directly with the results of the previous year 1910. 

On the whole this table shows a pretty orderly invasion and de- 

parture for each species, although of course the country covered 
is a large one with much mountainous territory, naturally tending 

to lengthen out the passage of migrants a great deal above what it 

would be if a small area had been used for tabular work. 

Another way of getting some light on the orderliness of the 

species in migration is by comparing in a long series of years actual 

first arrivals with average first arrivals. In Cooke’s various papers 
in ‘Bird Lore’ on the migration of N. A. Sparrows there is a large 

number of such records. We will take only a few of the most 

striking cases where observations extend over a long period, so as 

to get the greatest possible chance for departures from the normal. 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak at Wasington, D. C., 18 years; earliest, 

May 1; average May 5. For the same species observed at Engle- 

wood, N. J., 12 years; earliest, May 1; average May 6. Ballston 

Spa, N. Y., 14 years; earliest, May 4; average May 10. St. 

Johnsbury, Vt., 12 years; earliest, May 6; average May 10. 

Chicago, IIl.,21 years; earliest, April 25; average May 3. Warter- 

loo, Ind., 11 years; earliest, April 28, average May 2. Aweme, 

Manitoba, 16 years; earliest, May 12, average, May 16. 

For the White-crowned Sparrow at Ottawa, Ontario, 24 years; 

earliest, April 30; average, May 7. For the White-throated Spar- 

row at Ottawa, Ontario, 27 years; earliest, April 15; average, 

April 26. 

For the Blue Grossbeak at Raleigh, N. C., 21 years; earliest, 

April 25; average May 2. St. Onaga, Kan., 15 years; earliest, 

May 1; average May 5. 

Indigo Bunting at Raleigh, N. C., 23 years; earliest, April 23; 

average, May 1. Renovo, Pa., 16 years; earliest, May 2, average 

May 9. 

In thus considering a biologic problem such as migration, it is as 

well to remark here that we are laying ourselves open to the just 

criticism which biometricians incur when they rely solely on figures. 

This we realize fully. Perhaps data from individual birds, which 
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will one day be forthcoming, will show us that: we have greatly 

exaggerated the individual potential accuracy, but on the other 

hand may it not be possible that in some cases we have under- 

estimated the case, for as suggested above the first arrivals of a 

species flight may prove to be always the same birds, bound for a 

definite latitude and locality. 

From Cooke ! we get the impression that birds cannot in any way 

predict weather conditions, as has so often been claimed for them, 

and that such birds as the ducks and geese are much more liable 

to take advantage of weather conditions, open water, etc., than are 

the passerine birds. And were this accuracy of the passerines 

correlated in any way with an increased intelligence, we would 

certainly expect to see it manifested in birds like the Canada Goose 

and the ducks, whose superior mental endowment none can doubt. 

But here we seem to see it least, for in the migration of these inde- 

pendent fowl there is often an error of weeks as contrasted with 

days among their more trustful and less intelligent brethren. Has 

not this very intelligence tended in some subtle way to deliver 

the geese from the bondage, so to speak, of a hide-bound time sense, 

and allowed them a greater scope to grapple with seasonal condi- 

tions? This has nothing to do with the evolution of the species 

considered: it simply means specialization in a given direction. 

So also it seems to the writer that the ‘potential accuracy’ of 

birds like our Bluebird is probably much greater than we think, 

but the species is subjected to such a grave variation in season on 

account of its early arrival in the north, that it, so to speak, does 

merely the best it can. 

Another question occurs at this point, which is really not within 

our enquiry, but may be mentioned, and that is the reason for 

the widely different migration times of different species. 

Loomis” saw in this phenomenon an indication of an orderly 

depopulation of the North in order to prevent over-population, 

and he attributed all’ that we see now to an equalization of dis- 

tribution through diversity in the time of southern migration, 

evolved by the progress of ages and perpetuated by the require- 

1W. W. Cooke, Yearbook of the Dept. of Agriculture, 1910. 

2 Auk, 1894, p. 94, Loomis, L. M. 
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ments of winter. In other words, a huge and far-extending 

altruism, with nothing left to chance or to orthogenetic tendencies. 

This view is, I think, farfetched, for one cannot see how the earliest 

spring movements are the necessary outcome of a rush to occupy 

all available territory. We should suppose that many more birds 

could migrate at the same time without disturbing the geographical 

economy of seasonal dispersal. 

Loomis saw in the case of the Canada Goose a continuous 

migration, not subject to a sudden arousing of the migratory 

impulse. The impelling force came in this case, he thought, 

more from without. But here it seems he is only partly right, for 

this species is certainly subject to great and sudden migratory 

impulses, only, as we have mentioned above, there is added an 

element of choice, or an ability to profit by external conditions 

which is not often easy to see in other birds. 

Loomis’s various papers in ‘The Auk,’ in so far as they refer to 

the erratic movements of birds, and peculiar periodic dispersals, 

are very interesting, but cannot be considered here. See also an 

instructive paper by Whitaker on the great invasion of southern 

Europe by Crossbills in 1909.1. Even such cases of sporadic in- 

vasion of new territory may show an orderly progress and just as 

orderly retirement. 
Many theories of course have been put forward to account for 

the start of vernal migrants from winter quarters. An ingenious 

one is that of Taverner 2, who saw in the breeding of tropical spe- 

cies an actual stimulus to wintering migrants. This stimulus was, 

he thought, brought about by pressure of numbers and lack of food 

owing to increase in resident numbers by their early breeding, the 

pressure extending outwards (northwards) to the limits of popu- 

lated ground. Other writers have seen in the failure of the food 

supply in the South after the advent of the dry season, a sufficient 

inciting cause, but it is hardly probable that any of these reasons 

could account entirely for the orderly procession of different species, 

and their appearance at allotted times. 

It remains to search for other examples of a physico-chemical 

1 Whitaker, J. I. S., Auk, 1910, p. 332. 

2 Auk, 1904, p. 322. 
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periodicity to compare our time sense with. ‘There occurs to one 
immediately the phenomenon of ovulation and menstruation in 

man, and the appearance of rut in other mammals. But such 

appearances are notoriously liable to time error, and easily affected 
by changed conditions, disease, season, etc. Variation in periods 
of gestation and incubation are, it is true, extremely close to the 
mean for the species, but these periods are coupled and timed by 

very marked changes in circulation and metabolism, and are 
scarcely comparable with the migrating period of the bird, which 

has nothing but the very doubtful stimulus of the developing sex 

glands to check and control the migration once it has started, and 
even this is sometimes not present at all. I use the word ‘nothing’ 

as meaning nothing that we know of at present. It would indeed 

be interesting if we could subject castrated birds to experimental 

conditions in order to test the strength of their migratory impulses, 

but this could hardly be accomplished. All we know is that young 

birds belonging to migratory species, though they do not them- 

selves breed during their first year, come north with the others, 

perhaps by imitation. 

We acknowledge the dominating power of sexual ‘hormones’ 

in instituting spring migration in birds, for the instinct of repro- 

duction is the dominant instinct in animals, and all others may be 

classed as secondary to it. What we cannot account for is the 

controlling and regulating power which must be constantly at work 

once the journey is begun, in order that a certain latitude may be 
reached at a certain time. 

For instance among warblers Cooke tells us! that the Black 

and White Warbler, an early migrant, occupies a whole month 

in going from North Carolina to Massachusetts, averaging only 13 

miles per day, while the Blackpoll Warblers that nest in Alaska 

make the last part of their journey, 2500 miles, in not over two 

weeks, or about 200 miles a day. Some Yellow Warblers accomplish 

the last part of their journey to Great Slave Lake more than twice 

as fast as the average advance of spring over the same region. 

From New Orleans to Great Slave Lake they are continually meet- 

ing colder weather. Even the same species shows very different 

rates of advance in different parts of the country. 

1 Chapman’s ‘ The Warblers of North America.’ 1907. 
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We have, it must be said, various other periodic reflexes, depend- 

ent on feeding habits, the diurnal movements of lower organisms 

following the light, and the tidal movements of various littoral 

creatures, with very likely a host of others. But none of these so 

far as I am aware exactly fits our case in birds. In fish, it is true, 

especially in the salmon family, we see an accurate periodic move- 

ment, often begun months before the spawning time, and therefore 

hardly carried out alone by a direct stimulus from developing eggs 

or milt. Ocean fish, like the herring of Europe, show character- 

istic spawning times and spawning places for each closely related 

race. Bats and fur-seals among mammals are other examples 

but as to the accuracy of arrival of these animals I am not informed. 

I think it is plain, then, that the migratory impulse in birds is 

not to be explained on the basis of a purely physico-chemical 

response to an internal secretion, at least not that phase of it which 

pertains to potential accuracy. This may be a part but not the 

whole story. Nor does one wish to drag in by the heels any ques- 

tion of intelligent effort, for this would not help us in the least, 

and would tend to diminish rather than increase the time sense. 

I say diminish because instinct appears so much more mechanical, 

regular and blind than intelligence ever does. 

If one accepts Darwinism in so far as it applies to the selective 

value of useful variations, it seems hard to see how this chro- 

nometer-like accuracy can have been evolved; or even assuming it 

to have arisen through an adaptive necessity, it is still harder to 

see why it should remain in its present perfection, for the most 

enthusiastic Darwinian could scarcely picture it as a matter of 

great moment to the species if it arrived one week early or one 

week late, with the whole season before it. We must grant of 

course one great source of error in our conception of potential 

accuracy, for as stated above, we are forced to deal with groups 

instead of individuals; still with a long series of years it seems as if 

one might gain a pretty correct impression of the accuracy of the 

individual bird itself. 
The writer is familiar only in a general way with the subject at 

hand, and has merely attempted to call attention to an aspect of 

migration which does not seem to have been much discussed. 

Whether it is even worth discussing in the light of our scant knowl- 
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edge of instinctive actions and their causes is doubtful. With 

the masses of facts being brought constantly to light relative to 

bird travels, we are perhaps a little apt to lose sight of some of 

the old time mystery of the subject. The modern tendency seems 

to be to sniff at the word ‘mystery’ as applied to any phenomenon 

of bird migration. This is merely a question of where the word is 

applied; if to the actual facts, then it is hardly warranted, but 

if to the causes, then it is certainly as applicable now as ever. 

Supposing the facts all at hand, what would the student know about 

the actual inherent impetus, the heritability of instinct, or the 

powers of orientation and their mechanism? Would he be one 

whit better off than the present day systematist who with all his 

finely cut races does not really know how or why a new species 

arises? 

Mystery there certainly is, and mystery there will always be 

as long as the great biologic problems remain unsolved. The 

formation and maintenance of this time sense is only one of those 

activities of nature which tend to make the sternest advocate of 

mechanism doubtful of its all-sufficiency. It is so much easier to 

find behind that clock-like movement a vital impetus, ‘a guiding 

unity.’ 

“Tt (the evolution of life) is a creation that goes on for ever in 

virtue of an initial movement. This movement constitutes the 

unity of the organized world —a prolific unity, of an infinite 

richness, superior to any that the intellect could dream of, for the 

intellect is only one of its aspects or products.” (Bergson.) 
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THE RELATION OF BIRD MIGRATION TO THE 

WEATHER. 

BY WELLS W. COOKE. 

THE belief is quite general that there is a close connection between 

the weather and bird migration; that if the weather is not the 

cause of migration, it is at least the most important, indeed the 

governing, factor in determining the time of the bird’s arrival, and 

particularly in causing the variations from year to year. The 

intimate relation supposed to exist between the weather and the 

bird’s movements is thus promulgated by a very acute migration 

observer who wrote me: “I have collected such a large number of 

dates for our common birds that if you give me a good account of 

the weather conditions, I can give you the dates of arrival and 

movements of many species without going into the field.” After 

an exhaustive study and comparison of bird arrivals with the 

accompanying weather, the results were found to be so utterly at 

variance with the above quoted opinion, that they were summarized 

as follows: “The weather encountered en route influences migra- 

tion in a subordinate way, retarding or accelerating the birds’ ad- 

vance by only a few days and having slight relation to the date 

of arrival at the nesting site. Local weather conditions on the day 

of arrival at any given locality are minor factors in determining 

the appearance of a species at that place and time. The major 

factors in the problem are the weather conditions far to the south- 

ward, where the night’s flight began, and the relation which that 

place and time bear to the average position of the bird under 

normal weather conditions.” 
The above quotation is from an article that was written for the 

yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1910. In its 

necessarily condensed form, there was opportunity for nothing 

more than a mere statement of conclusions, without any of the data 

on which those conclusions were based. It seems advisable that 

a synopsis of the more important of these data should be published 

as a contribution to knowledge of the phenomena of bird migration. 

For the solution of the proposed problem it is necessary to have 

the notes of a thoroughly reliable and competent observer, who is 
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constantly in the field so as to note the birds immediately on their 

arrival; it is also necessary that these observations be continued 

long enough to make possible the computation of reliable averages. 

A great advantage would be to have these records taken in a dis- 

trict free from mountains, valleys, or any other physical features 

that would tend to interfere with the free and uninterrupted north- 

ward movement of migration. The fulfilment of all these condi- 

tions was found in the work of Dr. J. C. Hvoslef at Lanesboro, 

Minnesota. An ardent student of bird life, a close observer with 

a good knowledge of birds, his profession as a physician with a 

large country practice, kept him daily in the field and made it 

probable, that few birds would escape his acute observation. Dr. 

Hvoslef contributed migration records for ten consecutive years, 

1884-1893. At the same time notes were received from several 

towns in Iowa — notably Grinnell, Iowa City and Coralville — 

whose records are especially valuable as supplementary and corrobo- 

rative evidence. 

As is well known the weather comes usually in alternate cold and 

warm waves. If therefore the weather is the controlling factor 

in bird migration, then the progress of migration should be in waves 

corresponding to those of the weather, birds arriving freely when 

the temperature rises above normal and checking their advance 

when it falls below. While a sort of general correlation can be 

noted between the waves of weather and migration, the exceptions 

are many and striking. The accompanying chart gives the course 

of the weather and migration for three years at Lanesboro, Minne- 

sota. The first year, 1885, shows two pronounced waves of bird 

arrival coinciding with two waves of decided warm weather; it 

also shows the biggest migration wave of the whole season coming 

at the coldest part of a sharp cold snap that sent the temperature 

far below normal. The second year, 1889, shows a close agreement 

between the larger waves of migration and the warmer waves of 

temperature. The third year, 1892, shows all the large bird move- 

ments as occurring not on account of the weather but in spite of it. 

The bird wave of May 7, 1885, is particularly to be noted. On 

this day a storm of snow with a north wind forced the temperature 

below the freezing point, yet on the morning of May 7 “the woods 

and river bottoms seemed to be almost alive with small birds.” 

Among these were the following seen for the first time: 
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Catbird average date of arrival May 6 
Water-Thrush ‘ Ns we «6 

Black-throated Green Warbler ae ROO i Sie ace oon 

Wilson’s Warbler &e ‘<a tey © cee « 8 

Veery ‘ cE te ude « 9 

Solitary Vireo 66 Chee. 4 See “« 8 

Nashville Warbler tc Be Perea 7 ts «“« 9 

Searlet Tanager 4: CON tk Ay. see «“ 419 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak % A ea « 49 

Tennessee Warbler « api MMe « 4 

A queer state of affairs is witnessed in the spring of 1892 when 

the temperature for a large part of the migration season was de- 

cidedly below the average. The birds arrived late but even then 

did not wait until the temperature had arisen to their normal. 

: Arrived at a temper- 
Species. Sioa dea ature lower nies 

the average. 

days. : degrees F. 

Black and White Warbler 2 8 

Lincoln’s Sparrow 0 9 

Ovenbird 2 13 

Water-Thrush 0 9 
Kingbird 5 10 

Warbling Vireo 13 
Chestnut-sided Warbler 12 

Maryland Yellow-throat is 6 

Catbird 1 13 
Yellow Warbler 10 | 

Wilson’s Warbler 11 

Veery 6 4 

Olive-backed Thrush 0 io 

Red-eyed Vireo 9 
Indigo Bunting 13 

Scarlet Tanager 8 
Magnolia Warbler 11 

Tennessee Warbler 9 

Redstart 7 

Nighthawk 10 

Gray-cheeked Thrush 2 / 
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As proof that birds are not dependent on any exact temperature 

for their time of migration, it can be stated that birds do not move 

north in the spring as soon as the temperature rises to the degree 

of warmth at which they ordinarily migrate. Thus the Baltimore 

Oriole arrives at Lanesboro, Minn., at an average temperature of 

about 55° F. but it does not make its appearance as soon as the 

temperature has risen to this point. The Oriole was not noted 

at Lanesboro before May 1 in any of the years from 1884 to 1898, 

though in 1884 a temperature of 55° F. was attained on April 25, 

in 1885 on April 20, and in the following years on April 9, April 8, 

April 26, April 9, April 11, April 18, April 1, and April 38. Dur- 

ing the spring of 1886, the temperature from April 13 to April 23 

averaged 65° F. but no Orioles appeared. 

On the other hand, birds do not always wait for their average 

temperature before they migrate. In 1893 there had been no three 

consecutive days during the whole spring with as high a tempera- 

ture as 55° F. when the Baltimore Oriole arrived at Lanesboro, 

and during the previous two weeks no temperature higher than 48° 

F. either at Lanesboro or in the country a hundred and fifty miles 

to the southward. 

It thus appears that each species has a wide range of temperature 

at which it can migrate. In the case of early migrants this varies 

from 40° F. down to many degrees below freezing, while with the 

latest from about,40° F. to 70° F. 

If the movements of migration are caused by the weather, then it 

should be that a late spring would retard the arrival, and that the 

birds would appear earlier in an unusually warm season. The facts 

do not seem to bear our this supposition. During the nine years, 

1885-1893, at Lanesboro, the larger variation in the time of arrival 

occurred under the following conditions. In this table a ‘warm’ tem- 

perature is three or more degrees above the normal and a ‘cold’ an 

equal amount below; the intervening temperatures are called ‘nor- 

mal.’ 

Bird arrivals at Lanesboro, Minn. 1885-1893. 

No. of 

The birds came three or more days Instances. 

early wath a warm temperatures cies sia siel-eeietsie eee 58 

late “ “cold ELUM tae are ERENT Se DAL crs. Bint ie ee A cin 60 

on time with nonmalitemperatune sore eet eerie 7 

Arrivals agree with: theotyc.to- ene ecen bes cee be emer ete ener 125 
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‘The birds came three or more days 

early with a cold temperature.............-.. 0s sees e eee eeees 42 

Iste ds warm Cy i es lat areas rae APT yy 41 

early ‘“ ‘normal Lied \ Vie MRA ik BRB Drees ot io aenee sty Mamie 8 29 
late “ “ ce “cc oe 

23 

Arrivals do not agree with theory.............5--- eee eee eees 135 

The above figures show that in the case of the more pronounced 

variations, the arrival seems to have been hastened by warm 

weather or delayed by cold in only 125 instances out of 260, or only 

48 percent. 

The smaller variations show still less dependence of movement on 

warmth. 

Bird arrivals at Lanesboro, Minn., 1885-1893. 

“ 
No. of 

‘The birds came one or two days Instances. 

early with a warm temperature........-.--+-+ esses reer seers 47 

late with a cold temperature.............0 eee eee ener tenet eees 38 

Arrivals agree with theory..........-sesee eee e eee e eee e eee eccees 85 

The birds came one or two days 

early with a cold temperature........-.-.0+seeeee sere rete cece: 28 

late with a warm temperature........-..6 2-2 eee ee eee rere reee 43 

early with normal temperature.........-.--++++2seseeereeeeees 18 

late with normal temperature..........-
-++ esses eee reeset 23 

The birds came on time with a cold temperature.......-..++++++++5> 15 

e i “tee arm temmperature..........02eeesee: 21 

Arrivals do not agree with theory........-----++ere reer rrreees 148 

Here is no evidence at all that the temperature has either stimu- 

lated or retarded bird migration. 

A slight connection may be noted by comparing the total num- 

ber of arrivals in warm and in cold weather. During the spring 

days of these nine years, when the temperature was above the 

normal, 243 arrivals of birds were noted, and when the temperature 

dropped below the normal, only 182 birds were recorded as arriving. 

This shows that whether or not the warm weather causes them to 

come earlier, they prefer on the average to advance when the 

weather is warmer than normal. 
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Birds prefer to migrate in spring during a rising temperature. 

This preference is strongly marked as will be seen by the following 

table based on the records of 1885-1893 at Lanesboro, Minnesota. 

Number of instances that the mean temperature of the day 

of arrival was — 

Year. Three or more Within two degrees Three or more 

degrees warmer than or less of that degrees colder than 

that of the of the that of the 

previous day. previous day. previous day. 

1885 20 10 18 

1886 19 32 8 

1887 | 37 6 11 

1888 | 3l 17 13 

1889 28 13 17 

1890 =| ey 28 12 

1891 41 14 5 

1892 16 21 21 

1893 25 19 10 

Total 234 160 115 

It will be noticed that the instances of arriving during or just after 

a rising temperature are just about twice as numerous as the oppo- 

site. Moreover it is to be remembered that out of these latter, 

there are 36 that occur on a pronounced cold day following just 

after a pronounced warm day, and it may easily be that many of 

these actually arrived on the warm wave of the day previous 

and were not detected until the following day. 

The temperature of the day of arrival is on the average higher 

than the average temperature of the two days before the bird is 

noted. This is another way of saying that on the average birds 

move north when a rise of temperature occurs. 
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Average temperature | Average temperature 

Species. of the day of the two days 

of arrival. previous to arrival. 

degrees F. degrees F. 

Lanesboro, Minnesota 

Robin 41 35 

Fox Sparrow 46 42 

Towhee 56 52 

Brown Thrasher 57 56 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak 59 56 

Baltimore Oriole 58 55 

Wilson Warbler 56 55 

Magnolia Warbler 58 56 

Searlet Tanager 58 56 

Grinnell, Iowa. 

Robin 35 28 

Fox Sparrow 46 42 

Towhee 49 43 

Brown Thrasher 57 52 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak 57 52 

Ovenbird 55 51 

Baltimore Oriole 55 53 

Searlet Tanager 56 55 

Average 53 50 

Let us next consider the very wide range of temperature under 

which birds migrate. The temperature at the time of the bird’s 

arrival is easily ascertained, since it is probable that most night 

migrants begin their flight soon after nightfall, and accomplish the 

larger part of their journey before midnight, so that the tempera- 

ture at ten o’clock in the evening would be close to the average 

temperature for that night’s migration. This ten o’clock tempera- 

ture can be calculated for any part of the Mississippi Valley from 

the permanent records of the United States Weather Bureau, and 

in the prosecution of this research, unlimited access was given by 

the Bureau to their original data. 
To ascertain whether any relation exists between the arrival of 

the birds and temperature, eight common birds were selected, 

species so common, well known, and conspicuous, that they would 
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probably be seen immediately on arrival; these eight birds were also 

selected from early, medium, and late migrants, so as to have the 

test made during all parts of the migration period. 

| 10 Pp. m. temperature of the day before 

Average | the bird was first seen. 

Species. es aoe a Bannan a 

arrival. ean Ex- | Extreme | Average 

verase- | tremes | variat’ns. variation. 

Lanesboro, Minnesota, deg Hy mdercnhe | deg. F. | deg. F. 

1885-1890. 

Robin March 16 40 28-47 19 4 

Fox Sparrow April 4 44. | 33-58 25 7 

Towhee April 16 54 41-67 26 8 

Brown Thrasher April 24 57 38-69 Sill 10 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak | May 4 59 36-67 31 8 

Ovenbird May 4 56 35-72 37 11 

Baltimore Oriole May 4 54 46-66 20 6 

Searlet Tanager May 10 54 36-69 33 wal 

Average | 28 8 

Grinnell, Iowa, | | | 

1885-1890. | 

Robin March 6 32 24-41 ily 5 

Fox Sparrow March 26 46 33-51 18 8 

Towhee March 21 46 34-51 17 5 

Brown Thrasher April 15 55 44-71 27 i 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak | April 29 60 48-74 26 8 

Ovenbird April 29 55 48-67 19 5 

Baltimore Oriole April 29 56 49-71 22 a 

Scarlet Tanager May 2 60 52-71 19 a 

Average 1 6 

Average of both localities 24 7 

The average variation in the time of arrival of these eight spe- | 

cies is 3.8 days and the average variation in the temperature is 7° F. 

During the months of March, April, and May, the temperature in 

the Mississippi Valley rises about one degree for each two days, so 

that a variation of 7° F. would be equivalent to about fourteen days 
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variation in the time of migration. Thus the temperature under 

which the birds are migrating is about four times as variable as the 

day of arrival of the birds. 

The above table representing the temperature at 10 Pp. mM. of the 

night during which the birds arrived is probably the nearest approxi- 

mation that can be obtained to the actual temperature at the time 

the birds arrived. Since the birds have undoubtedly flown many 

miles during the night, it might be that the temperature of the 

place where the evening flight started would have a controlling 

influence. 

10 p.m. temperature, 150 miles south 

Average of Lanesboro, on the evening before 

date of the bird was first seen at Lanesboro. 

Species. arrival 4 

at 

Lanesboro. ae | Ex- | Extreme | Average 
verase-| tremes. | variat’ns. | variation. 

deg. He | deg. F. | deg. F. | deg. F. 

Robin March16| 45 | 3457 | 23 7 
Fox Sparrow April 4 49 40-57 | 17 6 
Towhee April 16 58 47-73 | 26 9 
Brown Thrasher April 24 59 39-66 | 27 7 
Rose-breasted Grosbeak |May 4 61 | 40-70| 30 7 
Ovenbird May 4 58 40-71 | 31 10 

Baltimore Oriole May 4 57 =| 49-64 | 15 4 

Scarlet Tanager May 10 58 | 40-76 | 36 4 

Average | 26 7 

The average of these last two tables is probably the best statement 

obtainable of the actual temperature at which the birds migrated. 

It is difficult to see how the mean temperature of the day when 

the bird was first noted could have had any great influence on its 

migratory movements of the previqus night, but as these condi- 

tions under which we first see the bird are the ones we are most 

likely to associate with the bird’s arrival, they have also been 

calculated. 



Mean temperature of the day the bird 

Average was first seen. 

A date 
Species. of 

ival. Ex- Extreme | Average 
cai PASS tremes. | variation. yanlaticns 

Lanesboro, Minnesota, | deg. F. | deg. F. | deg. F deg. F. 

1885-1890. | 

Robin March 16 Al 31-52 21 i 

Fox Sparrow ¢.). April 4 46 38-52 14 4 

Towhee April 16] 56 38-66 18 8 

Brown Thrasher April 24 57 45-67 22 8 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak |May 4 59 36-73 aM 10 

Ovenbird May 4 55 36-73 30. 10 

Baltimore Oriole May 4 58 44-73 29 9 

Searlet Tanager May 10 58 36-69 33 9 

Grinnell, Lowa. 25 8 
1885-1890. 

Robin March 6 | 35 12-24 32 4 

Fox Sparrow March 26 46 38-56 18 6 
Towhee March 21 49 38-58 20 6 

Brown Thrasher April 15 57 45-67 22 6 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak | April 29 57 49-71 22 6 
Ovenbird April 29 55 47-62 15 4 

Baltimore Oriole April 29 55 49-70 21 6 
Scarlet Tanager May 2 56 47-71 24 8 

Average 22 6 

Average of both localities 24 7 

Other temperatures were also compared as follows: 

Temperature. Ee veg 
variation. variation. 

deg. F. deg. F. 
Mean temperature of the day before the 

bird was first seen ; ” : 

Average mean temperature of the two days 

before the bird was seen = : 

Average mean temperature of the second and 

third days before the bird was seen ne 2 
Mean temperature, 150 miles south of the ) 

place of observation, of the day before 21 6 

the bird was seen ) 
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The ahove temperatures probably include all that would influence 

the bird in the flight which brought it to the place of observation. 

A careful examination of these tables will convince anyone that 

these temperatures with their great variations could not have been 

the cause of the migration. A bird that arrives with an average 
temperature of 50° F. may appear one year when the temperature 

- is below 40° and is just as likely to be seen for the first time the 

next year with a temperature far above 60°. Even omitting the 

extreme variations, yet the average variations are far more vari- 

able than the movements of the birds and demonstrate that tem- 

perature alone does not cause the birds to move northward. 

Conversely these figures show that no one of these birds is re- 

stricted to any single temperature for the performing of its migra- 

tion, but that each one can and does migrate with a wide range of 

temperature. 

It is interesting to note in passing, the wide differences between 

the average temperature of the day of arrival, and the average of 

the temperatures of the days of arrival. Thus the average date 

of arrival of the Robin for the years 1885-1890 was at Lanesboro, 

Minn., March 16, and the average temperature of March 16 at 

Lanesboro is 31° F. But the average of the temperatures of the 

days during 1885-1890 on which the Robin was first seen at Lanes- 

boro was 41° F. This indicates that the Robin had varied its arrival 

both before and after March 16 so as to arrive on those days that 

were warmer than the average. An extreme difference of 10° was 

found in the case of the Robin which is an early migrant and often 

encounters severe storms. With birds like the Brown Thrasher 

which move about the middle of the season these differences are 

only about half as great, while in the case of late migrants like the 

Baltimore Oriole and the Scarlet Tanager these differences disap- 

pear, since in the latter part of the season few storms are severe 

enough to interfere seriously with migration. 

In addition to all the local temperatures at the time of arrival, 

it is possible that the total heat for the previous month or the total 

heat of the whole spring might be a determining factor. All of 

these different temperatures were examined and to show how they 

work out in detail, all these temperatures are given for a single 

species; the bird selected is the Baltimore Oriole because that 
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has the smallest variation in its time of arrival of all the birds that 
were recorded at ‘Lanesboro. 

In the matter of the total amount of heat received in the spring 

the variations are 30 percent whether estimated from the first of 

January or from the first of March, moreover the largest variations 

from 2283° in 1888 to 3060° in 1889 occur with but a single day 

difference in date of arrival. The same result is obtained if the 

date of appearance is compared with the total heat received in 

the vicinity of Dubuque, eighty miles south of Lanesboro, or at 

‘Davenport, .a hundred and fifty miles farther south, though the 

percentage variations are not so great, that at Davenport being 

only 15 percent. 

Parenthetically it may be remarked that the temperatures during 

the winter and previous to March 1 have seemingly no effect on 

plant or animal growth and it is the degrees of heat after March 1 

that determine the advance of the season. This was strikingly 

shown at Washington, D. C., the spring of 1912, when after a winter 

of unusual severity in January and February, the growth of plants 

became fully up to normal as soon as the heat after March 1 had 

risen to its normal and long before the total heat counted from 

January 1 had reached the average. The bird arrivals averaged 

earlier than usual notwithstanding the cold winter. 

The variations in the time of the arrival of the bird from year to 

year do not agree with the variation of the season. The spring 

of 1889 is the warmest, March and April together, at all three 

places; indeed that spring is one of the warmest the Mississippi 

Valley has ever known, but the Oriole does not arrive so early this 

year as the average of the ten years. But little relation can be 

traced between the changes in temperatures and the changes from 

year to year in the time of arrival. It is true that in 1893, when the 

Oriole arrived at its latest date — May 6— the temperature is 

the coldest at all three places, and in 1887 when the date of arrival 

is the earliest — May 1 — the temperature is also the highest at 

all three places. But here the agreement ends, for the Oriole also 

arrives on May 6 in the years 1884, 1885, and 1888, that are both 

cold and warm years and on May 2 in 1890 that is among the colder 

years. 
During spring migration the direction of the wind seems to have 
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little if any effect on the arrival of the birds. There were 253 days 

when arrivals were noted at Lanesboro, Minn., 1885-1893, and the 

wind the night before had been from the following directions: 

west, 29 times, northwest 45, north 29, northeast 22, east 18, 

southeast 27, south 51, southwest 24, calm 8 times. Combining 

the directions, the sum of the northwest, north, and northeast 

winds is 96 times and the sum of the southeast, south, and south- 

west, 102 times. Thus the birds migrated with the wind blowing 

against them just about as frequently as with a favorable wind. 

It is especially to be noted that the percentage of each of the winds 

in the above table is very close to the average percentage of the 

time in the spring that the wind is in that direction. Thus the 

birds arrived with a south wind, 51 times or 20 percent of the 

times observed. During the 828 days of March, April, and May, 

1885-1893, the wind was south 161 days or the same 20 percent. 

The birds arrived with a northwest wind 18 percent of the times 

and the wind blew from the northwest 19 percent of the time. 

Percent of days the wind 

blew from this direction. 

Percent of times the birds 

arrived with a wind from 

this direction. 

Direction of the wind. 

West 13 11 

Northwest 19 18 

North 13 Till 

Northeast 9 9 

East 5 7 

Southeast 10 11 

South 20 26 

Southwest ! 8 10 

Calm 3 3 

These figures show that when birds are moving north in the 

spring they pay little attention to the direction of the wind. The 

same conclusion was reached after an extended investigation of 

the date of migration as observed at the lighthouses of southern 

Florida. The Biological Survey has the records for many years 

of each night in spring on which birds were noted passing the lights. 

These birds are fresh arrivals in Florida after a flight over the ocean 
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from Cuba. One would expect these birds, if any, to wait for a 

favoring wind before starting to sea, but the records indicate that 

they pay no attention to the direction of the wind. If the birds 
preferred a south wind, there should be a large number of arrivals 

during south wind periods, or if they disliked a head wind, there 

should be only a few north wind records. As a fact neither of 

these conditions is found and the percentage of migration with a 

south wind is no greater than the average percentage of south wind 

that occurs there during the spring months, and the birds fly 

directly against a north wind as often proportionally as north 
winds occur. 

Spring migration consists of a series of rapid advances followed 

by days of inactivity or possibly of retrogression. After a check 

to the northward movement and a period of rest, when the next 

advance occurs, it does not merely proceed far enough to make up 

for the lost time, but the birds are quite apt to make a long flight 

forward until they are in advance of their normal position. 

A striking example occurs in the migration notes from Lanesboro, 

Minnesota. During the spring of 1888, the temperature dropped 

on March 22, thirty-four degrees below the normal and migration 

was suspended for about two weeks. The temperature rose gradu- 

ally and when the warmth was almost to normal on April 1, a 

great arrival of birds occurred. The Phoebe, Bronzed Grackle 

and Killdeer appeared after a delay of five, four, and three days 

respectively; the Song Sparrow was present just on time, while 

the Fox Sparrow was three days in advance of his usual date, the 

Brown Creeper four days, the Ruby-crowned Kinglet, Yellow-bel- 

lied Sapsucker, Field Sparrow and Purple Martin, seven, nine, 

nine, and ten days earlier than usual. This early arrival is the 

more strange in this particular case, because the temperature, 

while it rose decidedly, did not quite reach normal, so that these 

last six species flew far north at an early day and during cold 

weather. 

It seems probable that in such cases some abnormally warm 

weather to the south of the place of arrival is the real cause of the 

phenomenon, but in the present instance one must look far south 

for the warm wave. The course of the weather during the three 

days previous is shown in the accompanying chart. Lanesboro 
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is so near LaCrosse that the temperatures of the two places 

were probably not much different. The evening of March 28, 

the temperature is lower than normal throughout the Mississippi 

Valley. During the next day the temperature at both Keokuk 

and St. Louis rises above the normal bringing on a large migration 

at St. Louis with clear weather and a south wind all the way from 
St. Louis to the Gulf. 

The night of March 31 is clear over all the Mississippi Valley 

from St. Paul to the Gulf, with a light south wind from the Gulf 

to Cairo, and a light east and northeast wind the rest of the way to 

LaCrosse. The temperature at St. Louis is far above normal, 

Keokuk, a little above, Davenport slightly below and LaCrosse 

about five degrees below normal. Conditions for migration were 

therefore very favorable from the south to about Keokuk and 

thence northward not unfavorable. Hence it may be considered 

that these six species — the Fox Sparrow, Brown Creeper, Ruby- 

crowned Kinglet, Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Field Sparrow and 

Purple Martin — had arrived by the night of March 29 in southern 

Iowa (judging from the weather and from the notes contributed 

by the observers in Iowa) and during the evening of March 31 they 

started north again. The individuals that were noted at Lanesboro 

the morning of April 1 had therefore traveled the night before 

from at least as far south as Davenport and probably from 

Keokuk. 
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TWO NEW RACES OF THE PIGMY OWL FROM THE 

PACIFIC COAST. 

BY J. GRINNELL. 

(Contribution from the Museum of Vertebrate Zodlogy of the 
University of California.) 

SrupENTs of Californian birds have long been aware of the 

existence within this state of two readily distinguishable races of 

the Pigmy Owl. One inhabits the humid coast belt south to 

Monterey County, the other occupies the relatively much more 

arid Sierra Nevada, and mountain ranges of southern California. 

The first-indicated subspecies has borne the nv .ne Glaucidium gnoma 

californicum; the second, having been assumed to be the same as 

the Rocky Mountain bird, was called, in common with the latter, 

Glaucidium gnoma gnoma. 

Beyond a haunting suspicion that the Californian interior bird 

might prove different, upon comparison of actual specimens, from 

that of the Rocky Mountain region, the situation remained un- 

changed until, in 1910, E. W. Nelson (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., Vol. 

XXIII, p. 103) named the Rocky Mountain Pigmy Owl as dis- 

tinct from the true G. g. gnoma at the southern end of the Mexican 

Tableland. The northern bird received the name Glaucidiwm 

gnoma pinicola. In Nelson’s description of it comparison is made 

with not only,true gnoma but also with californicum, the latter 

name being clearly used for the small, reddish-brown humid coast 

race. 
These comparative remarks at once aroused a query as to the 

relationships of the Californian interior bird; and the writer for- 

warded to Mr. Nelson two southern California specimens for criti- 

cal examination. These he pronounced to be not his G. g. pinicola, 

but probably representative of a distinct new subspecies. Since 

the only question in the writer’s mind was in regard to the dis- 

tinctness between the Californian interior race and Nelson’s 

pinicola of the Rocky Mountains, the course of action seemed to be 

perfectly clear, that is, to formally name the southern California 
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bird. It would have been more proper for Mr. Nelson himself to 

have described the race, in view of his work in the genus; but 

claiming to be engrossed with work upon newly arrived Central 

American material, he courteously insisted upon the writer’s 

assuming the not distasteful function of describer. 

In order that comparisons in both directions might be verified, 

seven examples of G. g. pinicola from the Biological Survey col- 

lection were, through the kindness of Mr. H. W. Henshaw, for- 

warded to the writer as a loan. These, together with the west 

coast material in the California Museum of Vertebrate Zodlogy 

and in the private collections of F. S. Daggett, H. S. Swarth and 

J. Grinnell, form the basis for the following characterizations. 

The assembling of this material unexpectedly pointed to the 

expediency of further nomenclatural action. Mr. H. S. Swarth 

has already pointed out (Univ. Calif. Publ. Zool., Vol. 10, 1912, pp. 
31, 32) the peculiarity in coloration of four Pigmy Owls from 

Vancouver Island. There now seem to be sufficient grounds for 

recognizing an extreme northern humid coast race, the range of 

which is to be split off from that previously accorded to G. 9. 

californicum. The latter name is thus restricted to the subspecies 

inhabiting the coast belt from Washington to central California. 

Close study has resulted in the conclusion that there is a depend- 

ably constant tone of coloration in Pigmy Owls from any one 

faunal area, in other words that much of the variation which strikes 

one at first glance as being extraordinary, is accounted for by differ- 

ence in wear and age. Only adults have the top of head uniform 

in shade with the dorsum, juvenals, even though full-grown and 

full-feathered, having the top of the head slate gray of varying 

shades conspicuously contrasted with the brownish of the back. 

The writer is unable to find any so-called “phases”’ of coloration 

in this species. 

The designation of three forms of Glaucidiwm from the Pacific 

Coast district may seem a surprising innovation to some, but it is 

nothing more than might be expected after a review of the facts 

as already worked out in other genera of resident birds. The 

reader should recall the present systematic treatment throughout 

the same area, of Bubo, Otus, Dryobates, Cyanocitta, Certhia, and 

Thryomanes. 
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Glaucidium gnoma vigilante, new subspecies. 

SrerrRA Piegmy Ow. 

Typr.— @ ad., no. 379, coll. J. Grinnell; foothills at 2250 ft. alt., 4 

miles north of Pasadena, Los Angeles County, California; February 18, 

1894; collected by J. Grinnell. 

Dracnosts.— Nearest like Glaucidium g. californicum, but size slightly 

larger and coloration much paler, broccoli brown dorsally and laterally, 

instead of warm russet brown; light markings slightly more increased in 

extent. Differs from G. g. pinicola in smaller size, and distinctly browner 

coloration; white flecks on back circular in shape rather than of transverse 

trend. 

DistripuTion.— Mountain ranges of southern California, and southern 

Sierra Nevada, at least from Bear Valley, San Bernardino County, north 

to Lindsay, Tulare County (probably throughout the Sierra Nevada north 

to Mount Shasta). 

Glaucidium gnoma swarthi, new subspecies. 

VANCOUVER Picmy OwL. 

Typr.— @ ad., no. 15637, Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool.; Errington, Vancou- 

ver Island, British Columbia; September 11, 1910; collected by H. S. 

Swarth. 
Draenosts.— Nearest like Glaucidium g. californicum, but much darker 

colored throughout, inclining to bistre dorsally, and white markings much 

reduced in extent; feet and legs heavily suffused with sepia; streaking 

below nearly black; size as in californicum. Differs from G. g. pinicola in 

smaller size, very much darker and browner coloration, and restriction of 

light markings; the remnants of the latter are pervaded with deep clay 

color. 
DistrrpuTION.— Vancouver Island (and, probably, adjacent mainland 

of British Columbia and coast belt of Washington). 

Remarks.— The name selected for the subspecifie appellation of this 

new race serves as a merited means of signalizing the painstaking field and 

systematic research devoted to northwest coast ornithology by Mr. Harry 

S. Swarth during his incumbency as Curator of Birds in the California 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. 

MEASUREMENTS. 

G. gnoma pinicola, 9, no. 203634, U. S. Nat. Mus., Jamez Mts., New 

Mexico: Wing 105 mm., tail 79, tarsus 23. 

G. gnoma vigilante, 9, type: Wing 96.4, tail 73, tarsus 20.8. 

G. gnoma californicum, 9, no. 4396, Calif. Mus. Vert. Zool., Marin 

County, California: Wing 93.4, tail 65, tarsus 20.7. 
G. gnoma swarthi, 9, type. Wing 92.3, tail 67.7, tarsus 20. 
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ONTARIO BIRD NOTES. 

BY J. H. FLEMING. 

Since my ‘Birds of Toronto’ was published in‘ The Auk’ ! the 

manuscript list of Toronto birds written about 1885 by Mr. Ernest 
Seton has been found in the records of the Biological Survey at 
Washington, and though the annotations are as brief as possible, 

it is of considerable value. A greater part of the portion dealing 

with the water birds is based on information supplied by the late 

Wm. Loan, a professional shooter whose information is known to 

have been reliable. The list supplies definite records for two 

species that were in my hypothetical list. 

Since 1906 several species have been found breeding at Toronto 

that were not known to do so then, and additional records of several 

rare birds are given in this article, together with other unpublished 

Ontario records. 

Sula bassana. Gannet.—An immature male freshly killed was 

found floating in Lake Ontario outside Toronto on December 19, 1908; it 
was in good condition and had recently swallowed a herring seven inches 
long; the bird is now in my collection. 

Another immature bird taken near Ottawa on October 14, 1909, has 

been recorded by Mr. J. M. Macoun,? and I am informed by Mr. E. G. 

White that a second specimen was taken at Ottawa about the same time 

and mounted by Mr. Henry. 

Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis. Buiack Tern.— No breeding 
records for Toronto till 1906 when Mr. W. R. Humphreys took a set of 

two eggs on May 30 in Asbridge’s Marsh. This tern has since become a 
not uncommon breeder; a pair seen at Toronto Island on July 18, 1911, 

had downy young, and were not themselves in full plumage, both having 

a good deal of white on the head and under parts. 

Pelecanus erythrorhynchos. Wuite PrLican.— The only definite 

Toronto record is from Seton’s manuscript list as follows: ‘‘ Wm. Loan 

killed one in 1862, has seen at least a dozen in all.” 

Marila collaris. Rinc-Neckep Ducx.— A female taken on Septem- 
ber 24, 1906, by Mr. O. B. Spanner at Wassy Lake, Coleman Township, 
Parry Sound District, is in my collection. Ring-necked Ducks are not 

1 Auk, 1906, pp. 437-453, 1907, pp. 71-89. 

2 Ottawa Naturalist, 1910, p. 192. 
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common in southern Ontario and the following records are of interest: 

in 1906, I examined three females (?) that were taken about October 15, 

and five full plumaged males that were taken about November 6, the exact 

locality could not be ascertained except that they were from southern 

Ontario and probably at no great distance from Toronto. In 1907, I 

examined two that had been taken probably at Toronto Island on October 

12, and saw two more on the 22d, from somewhere in southern Ontario. 

On April 9, 1909, I saw a single pair in a large flock of mixed ducks that 

were sheltering in Toronto Bay from a westerly gale. The rarity of 

this species is interesting when compared with Mr. Loan’s statement in 

Seton’s manuscript list as follows: ‘‘ Marsh Bluebill, uncommon migrant, 

first week of April to last of September, years ago it was our commonest 

duck.” 
Chen hyperboreus hyperboreus. Snow Goosr.— In Seton’s manu- 

script list the following Toronto record is given based on Mr. Loan’s 

information. ‘‘ Very rare fall migrant, four killed in 1875, several seen 

since.” 
Olor columbianus. Wuistiinac Swan.— A flock of six were in Tor- 

onto Bay, from April 8 to 18,1909. They were seen by a number of ob- 

servers and were identified by Mr. J. H. Ames on the 18th. The birds 

were driven in by a heavy westerly gale. 

Mycteria americana. Woop Ipis.— One taken in November, 1892, 

near Simcoe, Norfolk County, by a farmer, name unknown. The record is 

based on a drawing of the dead bird made by a correspondent of Mr. C. 

W. Nash, to whom I am indebted for permission to publish this first 

Ontario record. 
Rallus elegans. Kine Rar.— A male taken at Toronto on April 24, 

1907, is in my collection. 
Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s Snrpz.— A nest containing four eggs 

was found in Ashbridge’s Marsh on May 12, 1910, by Mr. R. Buchanan; 

the eggs were undisturbed and later the young were photographed by Mr. 

J. A. Munro. This is the first definite Toronto breeding record. 

Limosa fedoa. Marsiep Gopwir.— An adult female taken on the 

Eastern Sandbar, Toronto, on September 20, 1906, is the first Autumn 

record. An immature bird taken at the same place on August 13, 1909, 

is the first. young bird recorded from Toronto. 

Charadrius dominicus dominicus. GoLpEN PLover.— The follow- 

ing records show that this Plover is again increasing on Toronto Island: 

1906, September 3, one shot by Mr. H. H. Mitchell, September 8, two seen , 

by Mr. Mitchell; 1907, September 30, three taken; October 2, one taken, 

October 12, several taken; 1909, September 20, one seen; 1910, Septem- 

ber 26, a number taken (I examined twelve, one of which was an adult), 

October 21, one taken, the latest record. All were young birds except the 

one noted. 

Aigialitis meloda. Prernc PLiover.— Though breeding at Point 

Pelee and other places on Lake Erie and possibly: in Prince Edward County 
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on Lake Ontario, the Piping Plover has never been more than a migrant at 
Toronto till 1907, when Mr. W. R. Humphreys found two young and two 

eggs on the Eastern Sandbar on June 23. In 1908, a number of pairs bred 

along the whole lake front of Toronto Island, — a set of three eggs was found 

on July 1, and a downy young was taken by a boy on the same date, and 

another downy young was seen on June 10. I saw three pairs of old birds 
on July 6. 

Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey VuLturn.— A young male 
taken at Scarboro near Toronto, November 17, 1908, was mounted by 

Mr. O. Spanner. Another unpublished Ontario record is copied from the 
journals of the late J. Hughes Samuel, December 2, 1895, Peterboro: 

Ontario: “‘ Called on Elcombe the local taxidermist, he has a fine specimen 
of Turkey Buzzard taken on the banks of Indian river at Warsaw, 14 

miles from Peterboro during the summer by a man named Spencer, the 

hotel keeper Morgan of Warsaw tells me that Spencer winged this bird 

and kept it alive for several weeks.” 

Astur atricapillus atricapillus. Gosnawx.— A large flight occurred 

in 1906, from October 13 to November 26. I examined over a dozen from 

Toronto and heard of as many more that had been taken, all full plumaged 

birds. The flight extended east to Ottawa and a few remained about 

Toronto during the winter. I received one from Oakville, 19 miles west 

of Toronto, on January 4, 1907. 

Buteo borealis krideri. Kriper’s Hawxk.— An immature bird taken 

at Pickering, 23 miles east of Toronto, on August 19, 1901, by Mr. W. B. 

Rubidge, is in my collection; this is the first Ontario record. 
Buteo swainsoni. Swarnson’s Hawx.— One taken at Toronto on 

October 16, 1909, an immature bird in the dark phase with yellowish 

markings, mounted by Mr. O. Spanner. 

Scotiaptex nebulosa nebulosa. Great Gray OwL.—A flight 

appears to have passed eastward along Lake Ontario in 1907. On January 

8, I received one from Port Credit, 13 miles west of Toronto, on January 4, 

one from Mimico, 7 miles west, and on February 1, one from Toronto and 

on March 8, one from Trenton, 100 miles east of the city. Besides these 

I heard of a number of others that were taken. I examined two taken 

at Toronto, February 11 and 15, 1911. 
Cryptoglaux funerea richardsoni. RicHarpson’s Ow._.— A male 

picked up dead but quite fresh at. Toronto on June 11, 1907; the bones of 

both legs were crushed and gangrenous, and death was due to starvation. 
The bird had probably been trapped and released as it showed no traces of 

captivity. A female taken at Toronto January 13, 1910, is in my collec- 

tion, as is the June bird. 
Bubo virginianus subarcticus. Arctic Hornep Owi.—I ex- 

amined a female of this form of Horned Owl taken together with two small 

downy young about April 24, 1911, at Heaslip, 123 miles north of North 
Bay. This breeding record explains the presence in winter of this Owl in 

southern Ontario. 
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Nyctea nyctea. Snowy Own. The majority of Snowy Owls that 

migrate into southern Ontario in winter are birds of the year, but in 1906, 

a flight of adults, males as far as I examined them, appeared on October 13. 

A very white one was taken at Toronto, on November 1, three more males 

were taken, two of them almost spotless, the other very white. I examined 

between November 19 and 26, several more exceptionally white birds from 

the city and three from Bradford, 40 miles north of Toronto, these were 

also very white birds. 

Otocoris alpestris hoyti. Hoyt’s Hornep Larx.— One male taken 

at Port Sydney, Muskoka, May 17, 1909, by Mr. Alfred Kay in whose 

collection the bird now is. Thisis probably a non-breeding bird, and was 

shot, together with one Horned Lark and one Prairie Horned Lark, from 

a small flock that had been for some time about Mr. Kay’s yard. 
Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina. HEventnc GrosBEAK.— Small 

flocks visited Toronto in March, 1907, and February, 1909, and from 

November 23, 1910 to January 29, 1911, flocks were in and about the 

city. I counted twenty, many of them old males, in one mountain ash. 

Calcarius pictus. Smirx’s Loncspur.— An immature female taken 

by Mr. Geo. E. Atkinson, at Port Arthur, Ontario, in September, 1892, 

is in my collection and is the first Ontario record. It is due to Mr. 

Allan Brooks’ keenness that the bird was recognized in my collection, and 

I have since checked the identity with the aid of Dr. J. Dwight, Jr., and 

Dr. Louis B. Bishop, as the stage of plumage is a little known one. 

Progne subis subis. Purpite Martin.— There has been a noticeable 

increase in the number of Martins about Toronto since 1906. In 1909 one 

pair returned to the old nesting box in my garden that had been abandoned 
for several years, and bred, and in 1912, seven pairs brought off broods in 

the same box. 

Gat Gp ee ae ee ee 
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MORE NOTES ON THE MORNING AWAKENING:! 

BY FRANCIS H. ALLEN. 

Mr. Wricut’s paper on ‘Morning Awakening and Even-Song’ 

(‘The Auk,’ July, 1912, XXIX, p. 307) has interested me not alittle, 

and the more so that for many years I have been making occasional 

observations along that very line. My notes, which began in June, 

1883, were made chiefly at different places within thirty miles of 

Boston, but I have also the record of a single morning near Mt. 

Katahdin in Maine. They are more fragmentary than Mr. 

Wright’s because they often include only a few of the very earliest 

singers. For some birds I have more records than Mr. Wright, 

while for others I have much fewer and for still others which occur 

on his list I have none at all. My excuse for presenting a few of 

my own notes after his very careful and thorough records have been 

published is that, for one thing, they were made in different locali- 

ties from his and therefore give different results in some particulars, 

and for another, my deductions from the evidence are at times some- 

what at variance with his. 3 

I must explain that my observations were made on various dates 

during these last thirty years, ranging from May 29th to July 26th, 

and that before computing my averages I have in every case re- 

duced the time to terms of the summer solstice, subtracting from 

each record the number of minutes by which the sun rose on that 

date later than the time of earliest sunrise. Thus on July 26, 

1906, at Weston, Mass., the Robins began singing at 3.36, but the 

sun on July 26 does not rise till 24 minutes later than at the sol- 

stice; I therefore deduct the 24 minutes and set the Robin’s be- 

ginning at 3.12. It may also be worth while to say that the time 

used in this paper, as in Mr. Wright’s, is Standard Time, which at 

Boston is 16 minutes behind the local time. To get the actual 

local time, therefore, for purposes of comparison with other places, 

16 minutes should be added to each of these averages. The local 

time at Jefferson, N. H., is about 14 minutes ahead of the Standard, 

1 Read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club, October 7, 1912. 
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so that that amount should be added to Mr. Wright’s figures to 

reduce them to the local time. The time of earliest sunrise is 4.07 

(Standard) at Boston, and, as Mr. Wright states, 4.02 at Jefferson, 

where his observations were made. 

In the first place I find it necessary to differ with Mr. Wright 

as to the order of the first three species on his list, or rather as to the 

high rank he accords the first two, the Song Sparrow (Melospiza 

melodia melodia) and the Chipping Sparrow (Spizella passerina 

passerina), which, so far as my observations show, belong farther 

down. He places these two sparrows before the Robin (Planestv- 

cus migratorius migratorius) on the ground that though “the lusty 

character of the Robin’s song from the time of its beginning 

throughout its first forty-five minutes’ period of singing constitutes 

it the conspicuous early singer and makes it appear to be the earli- 

est singer of all,” yet “the Song Sparrow and the Chipping Sparrow 

both precede the Robin in a few earlier expressions of song.” Mr. 

Wright admits that both these species occasionally awake and 

sing in the night, but he says that this early morning singing — 

this ante-Robin singing — is differentiated from the casual night 

singing by the fact that a second, third, and perhaps fourth bird 

follows the first singer. This reasoning does not seem to me con- 

clusive, because, for one thing, I am pretty sure I have heard the 

same thing happen in the middle of the night, and moreover it 

seems natural to infer that if a considerable period of silence 

ensues after a first song, then the bird has dropped off to sleep again 

and has not experienced his actual ‘morning awakening.’ It may 

be pertinent to call attention to the fact that Mr. Wright’s earliest 

time of beginning to listen was 2.35 and his earliest Song Sparrow 

2.40 and Chipping Sparrow 2.45. If he had himself got out a quar- 

ter of an hour earlier, might he not have heard the two sparrows 

correspondingly earlier also? I also suspect that Mr. Wright's 

Jefferson Song Sparrows and Chippies may be somewhat excep- 

tionally wakeful birds. My own notes record not a single day when . 

the Chippy began before the Robin and only one occasion when 

the Song Sparrow preceded the Robin and at the same time came 

near enough to get into the list at all. That was on June 11, 1885, 

at West Roxbury, Mass., when the Song Sparrow was heard at 2.55 
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and the Robin not till 3.05. The Chipping Sparrow that morning 

did not begin till 3.20, and I am now pretty confident that this 

early effort of the Song Sparrow’s should have been set down as a 

night song. My average of eighteen records of the Robin, makes 

his first song at 3.04. Mr. Wright’s average of twelve is 3.02, 

approximately the same, though it should be remembered that the 

earliest sunrising at Jefferson, N. H., is five minutes earlier than at 

Boston. My average, therefore, is actually three minutes earlier 

than his, but the difference is so slight that I think the two may 

be considered identical. This makes the contrast in our averages 

for the two sparrows in question the more remarkable. My aver- 

age of twelve records for the Song Sparrow is 3.17 as against Mr. 

Wright’s 2.56 for the same number; and for the Chipping Sparrow 

my thirteen observations average 3.21, while his twelve average 

2.08. 

Mr. Wright notes the hurried manner of the Chipping Sparrow’s 

singing after he gets warmed up to it in the morning. This habit 

is a striking one, and I do not remember to have seen it mentioned 

in print before. The trills at that time are much shorter than at 

other times of the day and follow one another in quick succession 

with hardly a breath between. 

If we assume that my averages of the Song Sparrow’s and Chip- 

ping Sparrow’s beginnings are correct and that the former starts 

thirteen and the latter seventeen minutes after the Robin, then 

these two species should appear after the Veery in Mr. Wright’s 

list, as numbers 11 and 12. There are, however, two other species 

which I am sure Mr. Wright would have accorded earlier places if 

he had had better opportunities to hear them. One of these, the 

Kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus), he himself suspects. His two 

observations, coming at 3.22 and 3.24 respectively, seemed to point 

to 3.23 as a safe assumption for an average, but he admits that 

“it is not improbable that if other records had been obtained, the 

Kingbird might rank somewhat earlier in the list.’”’ With me the 

Kingbird ranks next after the Robin. My average of ten records 

when I have had one in the near neighborhood places it at 3.10. 

I cannot tell from my own observations just how it would rank 

in relation to the Alder Flycatcher, the Barn Swallow, the White- 

throated Sparrow, the Wood Pewee, and the Vesper Sparrow, be- 
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cause my records of these birds are too scanty, but reckoned as six 

minutes after the Robin it would follow the Vesper Sparrow on Mr. 

Wright’s list. On one occasion during the present year I heard the 

Wood Pewee before the Kingbird and not long after the Robin’s 

beginning. 

It may be worth while to call attention to this early-morning 

song of the Kingbird, for it is a true song but seems to have escaped 

the notice of most bird-biographers. Though heard occasionally 

at all times of the day, it is characteristic only of the early morning. 

It resembles the flight song but is usually given, I am confident, 

froma perch. At any rate I have often seen the bird singing while 

perched, and the regular early-morning performance sounds like a 

stationary one. It is a prolonged, ecstatic, unmusical utterance 

which introduces a phrase suggestive of the word phebe at frequent 

intervals among the chattering. I observed a Kingbird in song 

at 6 p. M., July 16, 1911, at West Roxbury, Mass., and made the 

following notes on the performance: “He was perched in the top 

of a tall elm. The song may be written as follows: De-de-de-de- 

dzip’-de-de-de-de-dzee-dzec'~it. The de-de-de-de part is delivered in a 

stuttering fashion. Sometimes the stutter and dzip are given 

twice before the other part, or climax [the phebe part] of the song 

is given. The song is repeated over and over continuously for an 

indefinite period. With the dzecit the tail is spread wide. Some- 

times I thought the spreading of the tailed followed the dzeevt immedi- 

ately instead of being simultaneous with it, but it was hard to be 

sure of that at the distance I was from the bird. The tail seemed 

to be spread a little all the time, but the spreading at the climax 

was abrupt and pronounced. The dzip note is somewhat emphatic 

but the dzeeit much more so.” 

The other bird that deserves an early place on the list is among 

those listed in a group after Mr. Wright’s main list, as one that 

“apparently had not spent the night close by, but came within 

hearing in an adventitious way.” This is the Tree Swallow (Irido- 

procne bicolor), for which Mr. Wright has the single record of 4.40. 

As a matter of fact, the Tree Swallow is one of the very earliest 

singers in the morning concert. Indeed, I am not sure but he is 

the first of them all; for, of the three mornings when I have been 

favorably situated to hear the first of the Tree Swallow’s singing, 
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on May 29, 1904, both that bird and the Robin were singing when 

I awoke at 2.53; on May 28, 1909, the Tree Swallow was heard at 

3.25 and the Robin not till 3.30 (unusually late, probably because it 

was a cloudy morning with drizzling rain); and on June 4th of the 

same year the Tree Swallow was singing at 3.03 and the Robin was 

not heard till 3.07. Other observers have noted this habit of early 

rising on the part of the Tree Swallow. Mr. Ralph Hoffmann, in 

“A Guide to the Birds of New England and Eastern New York’ 

states that “near a breeding-site the male may be heard singing 

before dawn, either from the box, or as he flies to and fro in the 

darkness.” The birds I have heard singing thus have been flying. 

It is really a remarkable performance regarded as an exhibition of 

endurance. As I am not aware that it has been described in full, 

I venture to quote from my journal the notes made May 29, 1904, 

at Wrentham, Mass. The bird, as stated above, was heard sing- 

ing when I awoke at 2.53. 

He “sang continuously, apparently without interruption, from 

the time I first heard him till 3.40. The song came and went, as 

the Swallow flew about over the pond, now nearer, now farther 

away, now to the right, now to the left, but never stopping,— a 

constant tsip-prrup, tsip-prrup-prrup, tsip-prrup, tsip-prrup-prrup- 

prrup, tsip-prrup-prrup, tsip-prrup-prrup-prrup-prrup, varied only 

by the varying number of bubbling notes following each tsip. The 

ending of the performance seemed to come gradually. After a 

period when I heard no song from him,— he may have been singing 

somewhere out of my hearing, however,— I came upon him, or 

another of the same species, flying about over the land in full song 

at 3.56. The song was then kept up till 4.05, when I saw the bird 

perched high on an oak tree, still singing, but after that he allowed 

1 Dr. Charles W. Townsend, in ‘Birds of Essex County, Massachusetts,’ gives 

notes on the night singing and morning awakening of the birds on the freshwater 

marshes of the Ipswich River at Wenham, Mass., in which the singing of the Tree 

Swallow is recorded. This bird began on May 22, 1904, at 2.58, thirteen minutes 

after the first Robin song, which was heard at the very early hour of 2.45, the sun 

not rising on that date till 4.16. Another note, kindly furnished to me by Dr. 

Townsend, makes the Tree Swallow begin five minutes after the Robin at Ipswich, 

Mass., June 3, 1906. On June 1, 1906, at Newton Highlands, Mass., Dr. Town- 

send heard the Kingbird begin singing at 3.08, two minutes after the first Robin. 

Dr. Townsend, by the way, permits me to say that he agrees with me as to the 

preéminence of the Robin over the Song and Chipping Sparrows. 
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his voice short intervals of rest till 4.08, when he flew off and im- 

mediately started up the continuous performance again; and I 

left him still at it.” When one considers that not only the voice 

but the wings are in constant use thus for over three quarters of an 

hour at a time, one can only marvel at the wonderful energy and 

endurance of the little bird. 

Mr. Wright calls the Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos brachyrhyn- 

chos) “a comparatively late riser’ and gives the average time of 

his first call from fourteen records as 3.44. My average of thirteen 

records is 3.33, and I suspect that the wildness and comparative 

scarcity of the Crow in the White Mountain region, as contrasted 

with its abundance and familiarity in the country about Boston, 

may account for this difference. 

With the exception of the Oven-bird, of which I have only four 

records, and the Redstart, Black-throated Blue, and Blackburnian, 

of which I have none, my Warbler observations indicate earlier 

rising than do Mr. Wright’s. For the Maryland Yellow-throat 

(Geothlypis trichas trichas) my six records average 3.44 as against 

Mr. Wright’s five at 3.51. For the Black and White Warbler 

(Mniotilta varia) I have two records averaging 4.03, while Mr. 

Wright’s single one was at 4.04. Three records for the Black- 

throated Green Warbler (Dendroica virens) give an average of 3.38, 

as against Mr. Wright’s average of 4.13 for the same number. 

For three other species I have only single records made at Hurd 

Pond, near Mt. Katahdin, Maine, June 27, 1897. These are rather 

surprisingly early. They are: Myrtle Warbler (Dendroica coronata), 

3.03 (Mr. Wright’s average of three is 4.25); Nashville Warbler 

(Vermivora rubricapilla rubricapilla), 3.04 (Mr. Wright’s aver- 

age of two is 3.53); and Magnolia Warbler (Dendroica magnolia), 

3.09 (Mr. Wright’s average of seven is 3.55). This morning at 

Hurd Pond was fine and calm; the light first showed in the east at 

2.15, and the rays of the sun struck the farther shore of the pond 

at 3.58.1. About 13 minutes should be added to the Hurd Pond . 

1It may be of interest to record the other awakenings noted at Hurd Pond on 

this date. In the order heard they were: Olive-backed Thrush (Huylocichla 

ustulata swainsoni), 2.52; White-throated Sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis), 2.52; 

Herring Gull (Larus argentatus), calling, 2.57; Olive-sided Flycatcher (Nuttall- 

ornis borealis), calling, 3.05; Golden-crowned Kinglet (Regulus satrapa satrapa), 

3.54. 
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figures for purposes of comparison with Mr. Wright’s, in order to 

allow for the earlier sunrise at that latitude and longitude, than at 

Jefferson, N. H., just as five minutes should be subtracted from my 

records made in the neighborhood of Boston to allow for the later 

sunrise there. 

Another early-rising warbler, which Mr. Wright has not recorded, 

is the Yellow Warbler (Dendroica estiva estiva). My average of 

five records is 3.24.' It will be seen that I cannot from my own 

experience endorse Mr. Wright’s conclusions as to the late awaken- 
ing habits of the Warblers as a family. 

These remarks of mine are not to be taken as in criticism of Mr. 

Wright’s admirable paper, which he clearly states to be the result 

only of his own records and individual experience in a single locality. 

They are intended, rather, to be supplementary to his records and 

conclusions, and they may serve to emphasize the fact that more 

observations from a number of different localities are needed in 

order to enable us to generalize with safety upon this subject of 

the Morning Awakening. For myself, I will simple say in recapi- 

tulation that, so far as my own observations show, the Song and 

Chipping Sparrows are much later risers than the Robin, the King- 

bird is one of the very earliest of the early birds, the Tree Swallow 

is still earlier and may be the earliest of them all, the Crow is not 

a late riser, and neither are the Warblers as a family. 

1 Dr. Townsend has a record of 3.10 for June 13, 1908, at Ipswich, Mass., five 

minutes before the Song Sparrow and twelve minutes before the Chipping Sparrow. 
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NOTES ON SOME OF THE RARER BIRDS OF THE 

PRAIRIE PART OF THE CHICAGO AREA. 

BY G. EIFRIG. 

DurinG the three years of my residence in the small prairie town 

of Addison, Du Page County, Illinois, I have observed a number 

of birds that are rare nearly anywhere, or at least rare in this part 

of the state, some being first records for the county or even the so- 

called ‘Chicago Area.’ I had intended to send these observations 

as ‘General Notes’ to ‘The Auk’ from time to time, but lack of 

time prevented me, until now it seems best to put them together 

into one article. 

Addison is situated about 20 miles west of Chicago, in undulating 

prairie, the highest point of which is about 350 feet above sea-level. 

The land is highly cultivated, except where imperfect drainage 

leaves spots too wet in spring. Here small remnants of the 

original prairie, with its interesting flora of shooting star, hawk- 

weed, wild onion etc., may be seen. There is a large piece of 

woodland, containing about two square miles, but otherwise there 

are no trees here, if we except the usually large cotton-woods 

found around most farm yards. Beside the above mentioned wet 

spots between fields, there are some sloughs, large and small, but 

usually not large enough to entice ducks or Black Terns to breed, 

while on the other hand the King Rail, Least Bittern, Long- and 

Short-billed Marsh Wrens and the inevitable Redwing find even 

the smallest of them to their liking. Salt Creek, which flows into 

the Desplaines River, is the only stream of the neighborhood, but, 

though rich in small fish, it harbors almost no Kingfishers along 

its course, at least here. In fact, the absence or rarity of certain 

species, which should be common, as the Chipping Sparrow, Whip- 

poorwill, Cedarbird, Least Flycatcher, Sparrow Hawk, Mourning - 

Dove and others, is very puzzling — Now to the notes proper. 

While gulls are a very usual sight along the lake and river in 

Chicago, they are rare here in Du Page County. However, two 

Ring-billed Gulls (Larus delawarensis) alighted near the out- 

buildings in my garden on February 26, 1910. It had been 
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raining and storming, and there was much water standing on 

the ice and snow. At such times, and during high water in the 

spring, Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) sometimes follow the course 

of the then rather formidable Salt Creek as far inland as this. Of 

terns, I have so far seen but one Black Tern. It lingered for a 

few moments over a rather large slough on July 20, 1910. 

A rarity for this part of the country was captured on November 

11, 1911, in the shape of a Cackling Goose (Branta canadensis 

minima). It mingled with the ducks of a farmer on the creek, 

and, when these wended their way homeward in the evening, this 

northern visitor came along and was caught by the farmer’s sons. 

I secured it and kept it alive until April 18. During this memorably 

cold winter, it preferred standing on the snowdrifts in its yard to 

staying on the straw in its hut. It refused all food except chicken 

feed of cracked corn, oats, etc. Later, when the flocks of geese 

were flying to and fro overhead — this is evidently on the highway 

of goose migration — the little cackling member of the tribe would 

signal from below, whereupon. the flocks would often halt, break 

ranks, apparently hold a consultation, and then pass on. Its 

repertoire of notes — call notes and low chucklings — was quite 

extensive; some of them were decidedly musical, reminding one 

of the Redwing, Cowbird or Bobolink in late summer, others were 

somewhat chicken-like. When in April that particular cracked 

corn etc: could not, for a time, be had, the little cackler refused the 

choicest whole corn, or food from the kitchen and deliberately 

starved to death. It proved a female; a large pellet of shot was 

lodged against one of the wingbones, which explains the seeming 

lack of shyness on the day of its capture. The length was 214 

inches, wing 14 inches, tarsus 2% inches. 

Canada Geese (Branta canadensis canadensis) pass through here 

from January 19 (1912) to April 22 (1910). Last fall a Snow 

Goose (sp. ?) was taken out of a flock of 26 in a nearby slough. 
In the above mentioned piece of timber the Black-crowned Night 

Herons (Nycticorax nycticorax nevius) have a nesting colony of 

about thirty pairs. The nests are from thirty to fifty feet up in 

ash and oak trees. 
On May 10, 1910, while walking —or rather stumbling — 

through a slough, I took a Wilson’s Phalarope (Steganopus tricolor). 
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While this species is not so rare in Cook County, even nesting in 

the extensive Calumet marshes, this is the first record, so far as 

the writer is aware, for Du Page County. 

What birds are able to go through occasionally, without suc- 

cumbing, was illustrated by a Pectoral Sandpiper (Pisobia macu- 

lata) which came into my hands April 20, 1910. One leg above 

the tarsus must have been broken some time previously, but the 

bones had grown together, with the foot and tarsus turned 

around, so that the bird was walking with one foot directed for- 

ward and the other backward. On the abdomen was a scab over 

an old wound with a cleft in the center an eighth of an inch 

deep! This must have been done by a shot or by flying against a 

barbed wire fence. 

During the extremely hot summer of 1911 flocks of northern 

shore-birds were here early in July, frequenting the pastures 

along the creek or around the sloughs. They then were still in 

their almost perfect nuptial plumage and thus unusually hand- 

some specimens of Pectoral, Red-backed and Solitary Sand- 

pipers, of Greater and Lesser Yellow-legs, and of the Least and 

Semipalmated Sandpipers were to be seen. It is surprising how 

late the Greater Yellowlegs remain here on their northward 

journey — into the last week of May — and how soon they are 

back again, namely by the end of June and beginning of July. 

These are undoubtedly non-breeding birds, that do not go very far 

north. 

On May 10, 1910, I saw a flock of about fifteen beautiful Golden 

Plover (Charadrius dominicus dominicus), also three on May 9, 

1912. They are becoming rather rare in this region. 

The Bob-white (Colinus virginianus virginianus) has become very 

rare in this immediate vicinity, and of the Prairie Chicken (7ym- 

panuchus americanus americanus) there is but one small covey ona 

farm nearby, where they are protected. 

When we come to the Fringillide, however, the outlook brightens 

for this section, although here too the rarity of the Chipping Spar- 

row militates against it. Redpolls and Pine Siskins are plentiful 

some days in autumn, winter or spring, and even the northern Gros- 

beaks put in an appearance from time to time. But it is for Long- 

spurs that the region is a veritable paradise. On the exposed, 
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wind-swept fields they may be seen from October to May, although 

they sometimes seem to disappear for a few days or weeks when 

the winds of winter are at their highest. I said, they may be 

seen; that is however only partly true, for when they are on the 

ground, busily gleaning seeds, their color is so obliterative, that 

one does not see them before they are almost stepped upon and 

take wing. When, however, in May they have their almost perfect 

nuptial plumage, the males are more conspicuous, owing to the 

deep black throat, but even then only when moving, as the white 

band on the side of the neck serves to break up the outline of the 

form of the bird. May 4, 1912, the fields, especially newly sown 

oat-fields, were literally alive with thousands of Calcarius lap- 

ponicus lapponicus, most in their fine breeding dress. Next day 

the clouds of them had disappeared; a few stragglers, however, 

were seen as late as May 9. Among the hordes of C. lapponicus 

now and then a Smith’s Longspur (Calcarius pictus) may be seen, 

a male of which I took May 1, 1912, the first record for the 

county. 

A greater surprise awaited me on April 20, 1912, when, in walk- 

ing over the old fields nearby, I saw among the many lapponicus, 

five Chestnut-collared Longspurs (Calcarius ornatus). I was with- 

out a gun, but they let me approach to within fifteen feet, where I 

watched them at leisure through the glass. I hurried home and 

looked at a skin of the species in my collection, from their breeding 

grounds, took my gun and hurried out, but did not see them 

again. The buffy throat of ornatus can, of course, not be con- 

founded with the deep black of lapponicus, especially after one has 

seen thousands of the latter, in all plumages, and they were even 

then present in numbers. 

Nelson’s Sparrow (Passerherbulus nelsoni nelsoni) I have taken 

twice, on August 31, 1910, and on September 16, 1911. There is 

only one previous record of this species for Du Page County, by 

Mr. B. T. Gault, who writes me that a female was taken at 

Glen Ellyn on October 2, 1893. 
For Henslow’s Sparrow (Passerherbulus henslowi henslowi) I have 

an earlier date than that given for this species in Woodruff’s 

‘Birds of the Chicago Area,’ namely March 28, (1910), while it is 

there stated to arrive about the middle of April. 
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While the Dickcissel (Spiza americana) was very common in 

1911, it was absent here this year (1912). 

The Lark Sparrow (Chondestes grammacus grammacus) is very 

rare; the only small breeding colony I have seen in three years 

I discovered in a clearing, adjoining some fields, on April 27, 1912. 

Of the rarer warblers, I have once seen the Prothonotary (Pro- 

tonotaria citrea), a female, on May 27, 1910. The Cerulean 

(Dendroica cerulea) and Golden-winged (Vermivora chrysoptera) 

have been seen once or twice each, the former in June, indicating 

breeding. For the Prothonotary it is the third record for the 

county, according to Mr. Gault. The Connecticut Warbler 

(Oporornis agilis), so rare in most places, is rather common on 

some days during spring migration. The same holds good for the 

Gray-cheeked Thrush (Hylocichla alicie alicia). On certain days 

during the last week or ten days in May, they may be seen by 

hundreds in the woods, which would seem to indicate that we are 

here on one of their highways of spring migration. 

BREEDING BIRDS OF ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA. 

BY OSCAR E. BAYNARD. 

ALACHUA County in middle Florida is one of the richest parts 

of the State so far as its bird life is concerned. This is due to the 

diversified character of the county. The middle and western parts 

are rolling with plenty of pine forests, while in the southeastern 

part is the low lake region with dense hammocks and cypress 

swamps and higher tracts of pine forests. The greater part of 

my observation and collecting has been carried on within a radius 

of twenty miles of Micanopy with several trips to the Suwanee 

River region. 

Owing to the tropical character of the lake region this County 

is apparently the northern breeding limit of several species. 
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Out of about one hundred and forty birds that breed in the State, 

I have found, during the past nine years, ninety-eight breeding 

in Alachua County, and on my place about two miles east of 

Micanopy sixty-six. These I have marked with a * in the list. 

Bird Island, Orange Lake Reservation of the National Associa- 

tion of Audubon Societies is situated in this county as well as one 

other protected reservation, and one other large rookery will in all 

probability be guarded next year. There are probably more 

Egrets in the county than in all the rest of the State and with the 

vigorous protection that they are now receiving here it is hoped that 

they may be the means of repopulating the State with this showy 

and valuable bird. Water birds are now as plentiful on our flooded 

prairies and ponds as in the old days that we all thought had passed. 

In the following list I have added at the end of each paragraph the 

dates when I have found eggs in the nest. 

*1. Podilymbus podiceps. Pirp-BirLepD GreBy.— Resident through- 

out the year. Not very abundant, however, in the breeding season. Nests 

about June 1. 
*2. Anhinga anhinga. ANHINGA, WaTmER TuRKEyY.— Resident in 

great numbers. Begins to lay as early as March 10. Usually rears but 

one brood, but a persistent layer if disturbed, laying as many as five sets. 
3. Phalacrocorax auritus floridanus. FLormma Cormorant.— 

A regular visitor but an irregular breeder. Have only known of its breed- 
ing here on two occasions; once in large Cypress Swamp and once on 

Bird Island in Orange Lake. Nests April 10. 
*4. Anas fuvigula fuvigula. FLortma Duckx.— Unknown in this 

county to all the old duck hunters until 1906 when it appeared on Paines 

Prairie and other similar places and began to nest. Resident now and 

appears to be increasing in numbers. Builds on islands or tussocks in the 

lakes and also out on the edges in the tall marsh grass and dry sedge. A 

specimen we have in confinement, caught when young, has mated for two 

years with. a wild Mallard drake and has laid many eggs, none of which 

however have hatched. Fresh eggs about April 15. 
*5. Aix sponsa. Woop Dvucx.— Resident throughout the year. 

Breeds during April and May. This beautiful Summer Duck is becoming 

yearly scarcer here owing to the summer shooting when the young are 

anable to fly well. I believe they sometimes rear two broods. 
6. Guara alba. Wuite Isis, Curtew.— A regular summer visitor 

until 1909 when they came in the early spring and began to nest on Bird 

Island in Orange Lake, where they have increased steadily. Arriving 

about April 1, they immediately begin nest building. Usually lay three 

eggs, rarely four. The young are considered good eating and many fall to 

the guns of the so called hunters. 
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7. Plegadis autumnalis. Guossy Ibis, BLhack CurLEw.—I first 

found this rare and beautiful bird breeding here in 1909 on Bird Island in 

Orange Lake. Nests April 1 to May 1. Will lay two to three sets if 

disturbed. 

8. Mycteria americana. Woop Isis, Fuint Heap.— The last 

breeding record I have for this County is 1906, when they bred in num- 

bers in a Cypress Swamp in the northeastern part of the county. This 

rookery of about 1500 nests was nearly exterminated by men and boys 

who shot the young from the trees, evidently just to see them fall. After 

the nesting season they come here and feed all summer on our lakes. 

Fresh eggs about March 15. 

9. Botaurus lentiginosus. Birrern.— Resident throughout the 

year but a rare breeder. One nest found June 15, 1911, near Micanopy 

by H. H. Simpson. 

*10. Ixobrychus exilis. Least Brrrern.— An abundant resident. 

Commences to nest in early April, and usually rears two broods. 

*11. Ixobrychus neoxenus. Cory’s Least Birrern.— Very rare 

and found only during four years of the nine I have lived in the county. 

Almost always found in or near small saw grass patches on two certain 

lakes. Probably more abundant than would appear from its fondness for 

the almost impenetrable saw grass. Fresh eggs April 20. 

12. Ardea herodias wardi. Warp’s Hrron.— Abundant and resi- 
dent. Nests in large numbers in rookeries in cypress swamps in Febru- 

ary and early March. Have found a few, however, nesting with the small 

Herons and Eegrets in willow ponds and on Bird Island. 

13. Herodias egretta. Ecret, Lona Wuite.— This beautiful bird 

was fairly abundant when I first came here, but is now limited to about 

300 pairs, nearly all of which are in our protected rookeries. April 1 to 15. 

*14. Egretta candidissima candidissima. Snowy Ecrer.— Never 

very abundant during my residence here. Our protected rookeries here 

shelter the remnant of this showy bird. Not over 250 pairs now left 
and these have increased from the four pairs that I began guarding three 

years ago. March 25 to April 10. 
*15. Dichromanassa rufescens. ReppisH Earet.— Abundant 

during 1907 and 1908. Found about 1500 pairs on Bird Island and many 

straggling pairs in many other localities. One pair only nested in 1911, 

and have only seen one pair this year. 

*16. Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis. Lovuistana Heron.— Abun- 

dant and breeds in great numbers throughout the county. March 20 to 

April 10. 
*17. Florida cerulea. Lirrte BLur Hreron.— Abundant, in fact 

the most numerous of all the Herons, breeding in all parts of the county 

in small ponds in woods, fields and swamps and _ islands in the lakes. 

March 20 to April 10. 
*18. Butorides virescens virescens. GRrEEN Heron.— Found in all 

parts of the County, occasionally breeding alone, but more often in rook- 

eries with other Herons. April 1 to 30. 
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19. Nycticorax nycticorax nevius. BLuack-crowNep Nicut Heron. 

— This heron, locally called the * Night Scrooglin,’ is abundant and breeds 

usually earlier than the other herons. Builds in a cypress swamp as a 

rule, but many are found on Bird Island. March 1 to 15. 

20. Nyctanassa violacea. YELLOW-crowNED Nicut Hreron.— Not 

as abundant as the preceding species. Have found them nesting in the 

same swamp, but never with them. Nests March 25 to April 10. 

21. Grus mexicana. SanpHitt Crane.— Resident but rare. Nests 
in late April on the flooded prairies of two lakes. 

22. Aramus vociferus. Limpxin.— This strange bird was fairly 

abundant here formerly, but is now a very rare breeder and in only one 

swamp to my knowledge. Breeds from November to June, the height of 
the breeding season being in April and May. I fear that this bird will soon 

be extinct in the State. 

23. Rallus elegans. Kina Raiu.— Resident but only tolerably 

common. Nests in early May in the marshes of our lakes. 

*24. Creciscus jamaicensis. Brack Ram— Summer resident but 

very rare. Never found a nest but saw an adult with three young 
on one occasion in early June. 

*25. Ionornis martinicus. PurpLe GaLuInuLe.— An abundant 

resident, and breeds on all the lakes and ponds where the Bonnetts (Nuphar 

advena) is abundant. Nests from March to August and usually rears two 
broods. 

*26. Gallinula galeata. FLoripa GaLirnuLe.— Common resident, 

but not as abundant as the preceding species. Nests from March to July. 

Inhabits practically the same localities as the Purple Gallinule but usually 

nests nearer to the water and in the floating masses of Penny-wort ( Hydro- 

cotyle ranunculoides), the eggs being sometimes wet. 

27. Fulica americana. Coot.— Here in thousands during the 
winter and many remain during the entire year. A very rare breeder, 

found one nest being occupied but eggs were not laid in it for some reason. 

Killed two females in June of this year, full of eggs that would have been 

ready to lay in a week’s time. I have no doubt but that it does nest here 

occasionally. 
28. Philohela minor. Woopcock.— Resident, but rare. Two nests 

found this year on February 4, by H. H. Simpson, near Micanopy. One 

nest contained a set of three eggs, the other had been brokenup. This 

is the second breeding record I know of for Florida. 
*29. Oxyechus vociferus. Kituprer.—— Abundant resident, nests 

here in fields near some pond or lake in early April. 

*30. Colinus virginianus floridanus. [F.Loripa Bos-wuite.— An 

abundant resident and despite the great numbers killed annually, seems to 

be more than holding its own. Nests in early April and usually rears two 

broods. Have found nest with eggs as late as Sept. 15. 
31. Meleagris gallopavo osceola. Fiorina Witp TurKkey.— This 

noble game bird is rapidly nearing extermination in this section, due not so 
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much to hunting, as to the cultivation of the hammocks and woods where 

it nests. Full sets are found here about April 15. 

*32. Zenaidura macroura carolinensis. Mournina Dove.— Resi- 

dent and seems to be increasing notwithstanding it is a game bird. ‘This is 

due to the education of our farmers who are beginning to realize the great 

worth of the Dove. Fresh sets May 1. 

*33. Chemepelia passerina terrestris. Grounp Dove.— Abun- 

dant and resident. Known locally as the “Moaning Dove.’ Have found 

them breeding every month of the year except December and January. 

Builds as often in orange trees as on the ground. 

34. Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey VuLrure.— Com- 

mon resident and breeds here to some extent in April and early May. 

*35. Catharista urubu. Biack VuLTurE, Carrion Crow.— An 

abundant, resident species, nesting in the county by the thousands in the 

thick swamps, hammocks, and saw palmetto patches. Nests from Febru- 

ary to June. Young are about fourteen weeks old before they can fly. 

*36. Circus hudsonius. Marsa Hawx.— A common resident and 

pretty generally protected by the farmers who know it as the * Rabbit 

Hawk.’ — Nests here on our lakes on the high tussocks of saw grass and 

Sagittaria in May and early June. 

37. Accipiter velox. SHarp-sHINNED Hawx.— Every man’s hand 

here is against the ‘ Blue Darter,’ and it is not as abundant as formerly 
when it bred in great numbers from April 15 to May 1. 

38. Accipiter cooperi. Coopmr’s Hawk.— Rare. Have found only 

two nests in the county in nine years. Fresh eggs about March 15. 

39. Buteo borealis borealis. Rep-Tainep Hawx.— Resident but 

rare. Nests in very tall pines early in March. 

*40. Buteo lineatus alleni. FLoripa ReEp-SHOULDERED HawK.— 

Resident and fairly abundant. Nests from February 15 to March 25. 

41. Buteo platypterus. Broap-wincep Hawx.— A very rare bird 

for this section and found only one nest with two young on May 28, 

1909. 

42. Halizeetusleucocephalus leucocephalus. Ba.tp Hacue.— Resi- 

dent and formerly tolerably common, having known of 20 occupied nests 

in one year. Not holding its own now as every hog raiser in the county 

kills every one he can on account of the Eagle’s perverted taste for razor 

back pig. Nests about the 10th of December in the tallest pine trees 

we have and often lays a second set if first is disturbed. Usually lays two 

eggs. 
*43. Falco sparverius paulus. Lirrte Sparrow Hawk.— A com- ° 

mon resident and pretty evenly distributed throughout the county. 

Seldom molested as its great love for grasshoppers is well known to the 

farmers. Usually nests about April 15. 
44. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Osprey.— Abundant and 

increasing rapidly. Very erratic in its nesting, and fresh eggs can be found 

from early February to late May. 
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45. Aluco pratincola. Barn Own.— A very rare resident and only 

found near Paines Prairie. Nests in early November. 

*46. Strix varia alleni. FLorma Barrep Own.— A common resident 

and abundant in the hammock regions. Seldom molested as their fondness 

for rabbits is well known. Nests about January 10. 

*47. Otus asio floridanus. F.Lorima Screece Owni.— An abundant 
resident and breeds April 10 to 25. : 

48. Bubo virginianus virginianus. Great Hornep Ow1.— Resi- 

dent but our rarest owl. Breeds here about January 15, usually in an 
old Eagle’s nest. ' 

*49,. Coccyzus americanus americanus. Yr.LLow-Bi~tep Cuckoo. 

— A common breeder and pretty evenly distributed. Nests from late 

April to August. 

*50. Ceryle alycon alycon. Brxtrep Krinerisner.— Common resi- 

dent and nests in early April in holes in dead trees and stubs over water. 

Never found them nesting in cavities in banks as in the north. 

51. Campephilus principalis. Ivory-B1tep WooprecKker.— Very 

rare. Found one nest in the County that contained young. Fresh eggs 
about February 15. 

52. Dryobates villosus auduboni. SourHerRN Hairy WoopPEcKER. 

— Rare; nests here in very limited numbers in late April and early May, 

53. Dryobates pubescens pubescens. SouTHeRN Downy Woop- 

PECKER.— Regularly nests here in limited numbers in May. 

*54. Dryobates borealis. Rep-cockapED WoopprcKeR.— Not very 

common until the last three years, but now a common breeder. Nests 

about May 1. 

*55. Phlceotomus pileatus pileatus. PineareEp WooppEckrer.— 

The ‘ Lord-God,’ as he is known in this section, is one of the commonest 

woodpeckers in the county nesting in the hammocks and cypress swamps 

in early April. 

*56. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. Rep-HEADED WooDPECKER.— 

Abundant, nesting from early May to late June. 
*57. Centurus carolinus. ReEp-BELLIED Wooppecker.— Common 

resident and nests April 1 to May 15. 
*58. Colaptes auratus auratus. Fuicker.— Abundant and nests 

from March to June. 
*59. Antrostomus carolinensis. CHuck-wiLL’s-wipow.— Common 

and nests from April 10 to June 1. 
*60. Chordeiles virginianus chapmani. FiLorma NIGHTHAwK.— 

An abundant summer resident and nests from April 15 to late in May. 

*61. Chetura pelagica. Cummney Swirr.— Summer resident but 

only tolerably common. Nests from May 15 to June 10. 

*62. Archilochus colubris. Rusy-raroarep HuUMMINGBIRD.— 

Common and nests from May 10 to June 25. 

*63. Tyrannus tyrannus. Kinaprrp.— Very abundant, nesting 

about May 10. 
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*64. Myiarchus crinitus. Crestep FrycatcHer.— Abundant, nest- 

ing about May 10. 
*65. Myiochanes virens. Woop PEwrre.— Rare, nests in early June. 

*66. Cyanocitta cristata florincola. FLoripa Buue Jay.— Abun- 

dant, nesting from early March to July. 

67. Aphelocoma cyanea. Fuiorma Jay.— Very rare and only 

found nesting in the county once. April 16. 

*68. Corvus brachyrhynchos pascuus. FiLorma Crow.— Resi- 

dent but in limited numbers, nesting from late March to April 15. 
*69, Corvus ossifragus. Fish Crow.— Abundant, large numbers 

using Bird Island for a roost. Nests in late April in tall slim pines on 

edges of the lakes. 
*70. Agelaius phceniceus floridanus. Fiorina Rep-winc.— Very 

abundant resident and nests from March 15 to July 15. Raises two and 

three broods. 
71. Sturnella magna argutula. SouTHERN Mrapow.LaRK.— Lo- 

cally abundant in some parts of the county. Nests late in April. 
*72. Icterus spurius. OrcHARD OrrioLe.— A rare summer visitor 

nesting in early June. 
*73. Quiscalus quiscula agleus. FLorma GrackLe.— Abundant 

resident breeding in April and May in orange and pear groves and occa- 

sionally in a small pine on the edge of some lake. 

*74. Megaquiscalus major major. Boat-rarLeD GRACKLE, JACK- 

paw.— Our most abundant blackbird, resident, and nests from March 1 

to July, usually rears two broods. 

75. Ammodramus savannarum floridanus. Forma Grass- 
HOPPER SPARRQW.— Very 1are and probably nests in May as found one 

pair with young that could barely fly late in June on Paines Prairie. 

*76. Peucea estivalis estivalis. Pive-woops Sparrow.— Tolera- 

bly common and nests from April 15 to 30. 

*77. Pipilo erythrophthalmus alleni. Wauire-ryep Towues, Jo- 

REE.— Abundant resident and nests in April, May and June. Some years 

apparently more abundant than others. 
*78, Cardinalis cardinalis floridanus. Ft Loria CarpINnaL.— 

Abundant resident, breeding from April to September. Found nest with 

young September 15, 1910. 
*79, Pirangarubrarubra. Summer TaNnaceR.— Common and nests 

in early May. 
*80. Progne subis subis. PurpLE Marrtin. 

nests from April 1 to May 1. 
*81. Lanius ludovicianus ludovicianus. LoccrERHEAD SHRIKE.— 

Abundant resident, nesting from early February to July. Rears two to 

three broods. 
*89. Vireosylva olivacea. Rep-ryepD VirEo.— Common, nests in 

Common breeder and 

early May. 
+83. Vireo griseus griseus. WHITE-EYED VirEo.— Abundant, nest- 

ing from April 1 to May 15. 
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*84. Compsothlypis americana americana. ParuLta WARBLER.— 

Abundant and nests in early April in the cypress swamps. 

*85. Dendroica vigorsi. Pine Warster.— Common, nesting in early 

March in the highest pines in a bunch of the pendant Florida Long Moss. 
*86. Geothlypis trichas ignota. FLorma YrLLow-TrHrRoat.— Very 

abundant around lakes and swamps and nests in late April and early May. 
*87. Dendroica discolor. Prarris WArBLER.— Not common, nest- 

ing in late April. 

*88. Mimus polyglottos polyglottos. Mockrnaprrp.— Abundant, 

resident, nesting from March to August. 

*89. Dumetella carolinensis. Carsirp— Common winter resi- 

dent, but a rare breeder. Nests about April 15. 

*90. Toxostoema rufum. Brown THRASHER.— Common winter 

resident and breeds in small numbers about April 16. 
*91. Thryothorus ludovicianus miamensis. [FLoripa Wren.— 

Abundant and bred here in great numbers until past two years, when, 

for some cause, they moved further south. Still common, however. 

Nests from March to July and rears two or more broods. One set of eggs 

I collected at Micanopy are typical eggs of the Carolina Wren, and the 

bird as seen at very close range I took to be the Carolina Wren. I note, 

however, that Mr. Ridgway regards all our county birds as the Florida 

Wren and Mr. Stone also assures me that the Carolina Wren does not nest 

in Florida. 
92. Sitta carolinensis atkinsi. FiLorma Wuite-sreastep Nut- 

HATCH.— Rare; breeds here in early March in small numbers. 
93. Sitta pusilla. BrowNn-HEADED Nursatcu.— Abundant and 

breeds from February to May, usually rearing two broods. 

*94. Beolophus bicolor. Turrep Trrmouse.— Abundant and nests 

from early February until April. 
*95. Penthestes carolinensis. Carotina CxHIcKADEE.— Common 

breeder from early February until June. 
*96. Polioptila czrulea czrulea. BuiurE-GRay GNATCATCHER.— 

Common resident and breeds in early April. 
*97. Sialia sialis sialis. Buuesrrp— Common resident and nests 

from March to June. 

98. Passer domesticus. ENauisn Searrow.— This pernicious nui- 

sance is abundant over the entire county. 
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WHAT THE AMERICAN BIRD BANDING ASSOCIATION 

HAS ACCOMPLISHED DURING 1912.! 

BY HOWARD H. CLEAVES.” 

SINCE it is obvious that this report will fall into the hands of 

many who are not cognizant of the facts relating to the origin, 

growth and present status of the bird banding movement in America 

it might not be amiss to devote a brief space at the outset to a 

review of that phase of the subject. The mystery of bird migra- 

tion has tickled and agitated the lay mind and engaged the atten- 

tion of the ornithologist for we know not how long, and although 

much has been ascertained by field observers with regard to dates 

of arrival and departure at given points of the majority of migra- 

tory species, practically nothing is known of the movements of 

individual birds. Even Audubon became interested in this prob- 

lem, for we read that he placed silver wire rings about the tarsi 

of a brood of young Phoebes and was rewarded the following year 

by discovering two of these birds nesting in the same vicinity. 

Whether through reading of this interesting incident, or hearing 

of the splendid efforts put forth by certain Europeans who began 

banding birds as early as 1899, or by reason of a spontaneous desire 

to investigate, it would be difficult to tell, but the fact remains 

that not later than 1902 individual experimenters in this country 

engaged themselves in earnest and comparatively extensive efforts 

to cast light on the wanderings of birds by the use of inscribed 

metal bands or rings. 

Not until 1908, however, did anything approaching a concerted 

bird banding movement develop. During that year certain mem- 

bers of the New Haven (Conn.) Bird Club did a small amount of 

banding, but, realizing how unavailing were the efforts of so few, 

decided to carry the cause before the Congress of the American | 

Ornithologists’ Union at Cambridge, Mass., in November. There 

1¥or previous reports of bird banding work in America see “The Auk,’ Vol. 

XXVI, No. 2, pp. 137-143, April, 1909, and ‘ The Auk,’ Vol. XXVII, No. 2, 

April, 1910. 

2 Address communications to Howard H. Cleaves, Sec’y—Treas., Public 

Museum, New Brighton, N. Y. 
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it met with favor and the demand by members of the Union for 

bands became so pronounced that 5000 were issued prior to the 

close of the nesting period in 1909. Of this number approximately 

1000 were actually placed on birds, and there resulted from these 

about 30 return records by the end of the year. With interest 

aroused, the time seemed ripe to give the movement a more con- 

crete form than it had hitherto assumed, the result being that 

some thirty members of the A. O. U. assembled in New York on 

the evening of December 8, 1909, and organized the American Bird 

Banding Association. 

Dr. Leon J. Cole, who had been so successfully pushing the work, 

was chosen President, and together with four able colleagues made 

up the Executive Committee. In the spring of 1910, however, 

Dr. Cole was permanently called to Madison, Wis., and partly as a 

result of his absence, and also on account of the pressing business 

affairs of all members of the Committee and their widely separated 

places of residence, the activities of the Association were destined 

to meet with a serious setback. Practically nothing was accom- 

plished during 1910 nor in 1911, but in the fall of the latter year 

the Linnean Society of New York offered to foster the work, 

much to the relief of those previously encumbered with it. A com- 

mittee (consisting at first of three and subsequently of five) was 

appointed and a campaign to raise funds in preparation for the 

nesting season of 1912 was inaugurated and carried forward with 

considerable success. 
At the outset a change in the type of bands seemed advisable 

and after inquiring among as many as six different European bird 

banding organizations the style used by Country Life, London, was 

adopted. Seven thousand five hundred of these bands, of eight 

different sizes and bearing the inscription ‘NOTIFY AM MUSEUM 

N. Y’ instead of ‘NOTIFY THE AUK N Y’ were ordered. For the 

purpose of keeping an exact record of every band issued a special 

ledger was designed and a filing cabinet for record cards and cor- 

respondence was purchased. As the spring of 1912 approached 

post cards were sent out requesting that applications for bands be 

submitted. So vigorous was the response resulting from these 

cards and from notices in ‘The Auk,’ ‘ Bird-Lore,’ ‘Country Life in 
America’ and elsewhere, that four thousand one hundred and 
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seventy-three bands were distributed among forty-four persons 

residing in various parts of the country, and representing such 

widely separated territories as Nova Scotia, Montana and Florida. 

All told, eight hundred of the bands issued this year (1912) have 

been actually placed on birds and some of these have already 

yielded return records possessing a high degree of interest. The 

total number of species banded during the past season is seventy- 

three, of which the following is a summary: 

No. banded 

Species. in 1912. 

Black Guillemot 2 

Great Black-backed Gull 41 

Herring Gull 72 

Least Tern 7, 

Leach’s Petrel Pal 

White Ibis 28 

Glossy Ibis 10 

Bittern 1 

American Egret 145 

Snowy Egret 30 

Louisiana Heron 2 

Little Blue Heron 17 

Green Heron 2 

Black-crowned Night Heron 10 

Spotted Sandpiper 19 

Killdeer 2 

Piping Plover 3 

Mourning Dove 4 

Marsh Hawk 4 

Barn Owl 6 

Short-eared Owl 8 

Screech Owl 2 

Yellow-billed Cuckoo 3 

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker 1 

Red-headed Woodpecker 2 
Flicker 25 

Chimney Swift 5 

Arkansas Kingbird 10 

No. banded 

in 1912. 

Great Crested Flycatcher 5 

Phoebe 19 

Olive-sided Flycatcher 

Blue Jay 

Western Crow 

Bobolink 

Cowbird 

Red-winged Blackbird 

Thick-billed Redwing 

Meadowlark 

Western Meadowlark 

Orchard Oriole 

Brewer’s Blackbird 18 

Purple Grackle 1 

House Finch th 

Chestnut-collared Longspur 1 

it 

1 

Species. 

ae oOInwnor Nor WW © to 

Western Vesper Sparrow 

House Sparrow 

Savannah Sparrow 20 

White-throated Sparrow 1 

Chipping Sparrow 6 

Field Sparrow 4 

Slate-colored Junco 9° 

Song Sparrow 15 

Towhee 2 

Cardinal 3 

Rosebreasted Grosbeak 1 

Indigo Bunting 3 
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No. banded No. banded 
Species. in 1912. Species. in 1912. 

Dickcissel 2 Louisiana Water-Thrush 3 
Scarlet Tanager 2 Catbird 7 

Purple Martin 3 Brown Thrasher 9 

Barn Swallow 49 Chickadee 5 

Red-eyed Vireo 3 Wood Thrush 4 

Black and White Warbler 1 Robin 22 

Yellow Warbler S Western Robin 12 

Myrtle Warbler 1 Bluebird 16 

Black-throated Green Warbler 1 

The activity of certain of the banders in the field has been 

remarkable and their observations often noteworthy. For in- 

stance, Mr. Oscar E. Baynard, in charge of Bird Island in Orange 

Lake, Florida, writes that in placing some two hundred and fifty 

bands on White and Glossy Ibises, Egrets, and Louisiana, Black- 

crowned Night and Green Herons it was necessary for him to wade 

about up to his knees in soft mud and guano while the temperature 

averaged ninety-four degrees in the shade. Mr. Baynard says 

further: 

“T note a White Ibis that I banded last year is nesting here this 

year, although I cannot determine the number. Have noted two 

long whites nesting here this year that were here last year — one 

adult with deformed leg and a youngster with a deformed foot. 

This last year’s youngster has a nest of its own this year and the 

old one has built in the same bush she used last year. Next year 

I'll probably be able to note a lot of banded birds returning here 
to nest.” 

Mr. A. A. Saunders, of the Forest Service of Montana, is practi- 

cally the only person doing any banding work in the west, but he 

is a host in himself and loses no opportunity to put his bands to 

good use while ranging over his territory. In a letter dated June 

25, 1912, Mr. Saunders says: 

“T was recently told of an incident of a marked bird returning 

to the place where it was born, and got as many of the facts as 

possible, as I believe they will be of interest to the association. 

The incident was told me by Mr. E. A. Woods, a Forest Ranger 

on the Lewis and Clark National Forest, and while this information 
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comes second hand, I believe it is correct. A lady living near 

Mountain View, Alberta, just north of the United States boundary, 

found the nest of a Canada Goose and hatched out the eggs under 

ahen. The young geese lived in the barnyard that summer, and 

one was marked, by fastening a bell around its neck. In the fall, 

when a flock of migrating geese flew over, the geese left the barn- 

yard, and joined this flock. Two years later, in the spring, the 

goose wearing the bell returned and stopped in the barnyard for a 

few days.” 

Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes, of Meriden, New Hampshire, is 

one of the most energetic and faithful banders at present engaged 

in the work, notwithstanding his many. other activities. He tells . 

of a flock of 125 White-winged Crossbills that fed near his home 

last winter. The birds were so tame that Mr. Baynes had but to 

stoop and pick them up when he wished to place bands on their 

legs. Members of the Meriden Bird Club have put up many 

nesting boxes for Chickadees, Bluebirds, etc., and numbers of these 

small birds have been banded. Indeed, it goes without saying 

that any bird that falls into the hands of Mr. Baynes wears a ring 

on its leg when released. 

Mr. Harrison F. Lewis, of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, is another 

who has accomplished much in the matter of banding the smaller 

birds. Mr. Lewis told me that when the school children living 

in the country near him heard of his banding work they all set out 

to find birds’ nests and report them to him. Thus a double end 

was accomplished — Mr. Lewis was enabled to band dozens of 

birds without spending much of his own valuable time in looking 

for nests; and, best of all, the children of the countryside suddenly 

took a rousing interest in bird life, although perhaps unwittingly. 

What these children were really keen about was to watch the placing 

of the tiny aluminum bands on the birds’ legs, but to locate the 

young birds the nests had to be found and in order to find the nests 

it was necessary to follow the movements and watch the habits — 

of the old birds. It is often difficult to induce children simply to 

observe things if they think you are trying to make them acquire 

some knowledge by doing so, but here was a new idea, a material end 

to be accomplished — something to do. There is no reason why 

the work of banding birds should not work a similar miracle among 
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adults — it adds a vigorous interest to bird study; arouses latent 
interest; or even preserves interest when it tends to wane. 

These few cases of the activities of field agents are cited as 
examples of what hundreds of ornithologists should be doing 
throughout the continent of North America. Bird banding is 
not the work of a limited circle but the duty of many, and it is 
only by extensive banding that results of value can be obtained. 

Realizing these facts, it has been thought best to welcome the 

cooperation of all competent bird lovers, regardless of the matter 
of contributions or annual dues. Any one deemed properly quali- 

fied by the Committee may apply for bands and will receive them. 

On the other hand it is hoped that there are enough people who 

sufficiently appreciate the value of the work to sustain the neces- 
sary financial burden. 

A year ago many persons declined to support the work of bird 

banding on the grounds that not sufficient results had been obtained 

to establish its practicability. The following return records of 

banded birds, received within the past twelve months, should rob 

this objection of its foundation. 

On June 7th, 1911, an adult Chimney Swift fluttered down a 

chimney into the study of Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes in Meriden, 

New Hampshire, and was promptly banded and released. The 

band was of the old style and bore the number 6326. At eight 

o'clock Pp. M. on June 15, 1912, two Chimney Swifts flew from 

the chimney into the same room of Mr. Baynes’ house where the 

bird had been caught a year and eight days before. And lo! 

when these birds were taken in hand and examined one of them 

proved to be 6326. Remarkable as it may seem, this diminutive 

creature, less than six inches in length, had travelled hundreds of 

miles to Central America or elsewhere in the tropics where he 

spent the winter and then had made the long return journey at the 

approach of summer and found again the chimney of his choice in a 

village of far-off New Hampshire. And throughout his journey- 

ings the little aluminum ring had travelled with him and had pro- 

duced not the least effect on the bird’s leg. 

Two French Canadians were gunning along a small river near 

the hamlet of Whitebread in southwestern Ontario, Canada, on 

August 5, 1912. Blackbirds, their intended booty, were not 
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numerous and the men were about to return to camp when one 

suddenly touched the other on the arm and said “ You cannot hit 

him!” In answer to this challenge the second gunner wheeled 

quickly about and took a difficult chance shot at a fast disappear- 

ing Common Tern. There were many terns flying up and down 

the stream, hovering in the air and plunging for minnows, and it 

seems strange that the one shot should have borne a band on his 

leg. The finding of that band resulted in the following letter: 

“Dear Friends 

As I have never seen you’s before but I am writing a few lines to 

tell you about a ring or piece of tin I found on a sea gull or sea bird. 

There is thousands of them here but I will not try it again. In 

examining the bird I found on the left leg ‘ Notify the Auk or Ark 

4590 New York.’ So I am doing so to let you know how far this 

bird travelled. Well I will close. Please write back and let me 

know if you got this scribbling. 

from 

August 5th, 1912. Leo Salois, Box 14, Whitebread, Ont.’’ 

On referring to number 4590 among the original banding records 

it was found that the bird in question had been marked when 

about two weeks old at Saint Clair Flats Canal, Michigan, on 

August 13th, 1909, by Mr. S. A. Courtis. By correspondence with 

Mr. Salois it was learned that the terns were apparently not nest- 

ing at Whitebread, Ontario, and it is not unlikely that the birds 

seen there had bred at Saint Clair Flats and were indulging in a 

little roving after the nesting season. However this may be, the 

facts remain that the dead Tern had worn the aluminum anklet 

for three years minus eight days; had likely made three round 

trips to the Gulf of Mexico or some other place in the tropics to. 

spend the winter each year since 1909; and was shot but a com- 

paratively short distance from the spot where he was hatched. 

A farmer by the name of August Schilling of Evansville, Illinois, 

was walking across his fields on April 1, 1912, when he frightened 

a Butcher-bird from a fence post where it had been feeding on what 

proved to be a Bluebird. On picking up the victim and scrutiniz- 

ing it Mr. Schilling was astonished to discover that the bird wore 

a ring on its right leg, and that the ring bore an inscription. He 
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wrote a letter to ‘The Auk,’ New York, giving the number of the 
band, and asked for information, saying: 

“Please let me know when the band was put on. There are 
lots of people would like to know.” 

This particular Bluebird was one of a brood banded by Dr. 
R. M. Strong, of the University of Chicago, at West Allis, Wiscon- 

sin, on July 5, 1909. The band had been carried for two years 

and nine months and had apparently caused no inconvenience. 

It is probable that this Bluebird had made two complete migrations 
to the south and was about to complete the last lap of a third when 

he was so unfortunate as to cross the path of Lanius borealis. 

The letters sent in by persons who have come into possession 

of banded birds are often intensely interesting, containing informa- 

tion regarding the conditions under which the bird was secured 
that makes a story of unique character when one goes to the filing 

cabinet, picks out the banding record and puts the two halves of 

the tale together. The following is a good example: The owner 

of a rice plantation on the Lower Cambahee River, Colleton 

County, South Carolina, sent in word that on November 2, 1912, 

his ‘bird minder’ (a man stationed with a gun in the ‘rice yard’ for 

the purpose of keeping birds away from the grain) had shot a 

number of Red-winged Blackbirds and was preparing them for a 

pot pie when he came upon one wearing a small metal band on 

its leg. What could be more fraught with interest? The man 

had, of course, given the number of the band and we at once 

picked out the card bearing the record of banding and supplied 

the other end of the story. We found that the bird was banded as 

a fledgling by Mr. Harry S. Hathaway at Quonochontaug, Charles- 

ton, Rhode Island, on June 8, 1912. On being notified of the 

‘return’ Mr. Hathaway wrote: 

“T well remember this young Red-wing. I was wading through 

a small cattail swamp looking for Red-wings’ nests when I spied 

him clinging to a cattail about 2 feet from the water. I made a 

grab and had him in my hand and a band on in a jiffy. A toss in 

‘the air and he awkwardly flew some 20 feet and suceeeded in 

grasping an upright cattail and clung there while I went on.”’ 

Who would have supposed that the young Red-wing, reared in a 

Rhode Island cattail swamp in June, would end his career in a pot 

pie in South Carolina five months later? 
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Almost every record that has come in is characterized by some 

distinguishing feature and would furnish reading matter as inter- 

esting as the several returns cited above. Lack of space, however, 

prevents the publication of these embellishments, although the 

reader may gather much from the banding and return records 

in their condensed form at the end of this paper. The percentage 

of returns, contrary to the predictions of some, has indeed been 

encouraging; and the point that should be emphasized in connec- 

tion with these is that they have not in a single instance been due 

to the handicapping of the birds by the bands. This is proved, 

firstly, by the fact that the bands have been carried by the birds 

for such long periods; secondly, by reason of the very conditions 

attending the taking of each bird; and thirdly, by the fact that the 

presence of the band on the bird’s leg was not in a single case de- 

tected until the bird was taken in the hand and examined, and there- 

fore could not possibly have-prompted any one to kill the bird for 

the purpose of recovering the band and satisfying his own curiosity. 

This sort of thing, by the way, is and should be strongly denounced 

and discouraged. It is rather the interest in watching for banded 

birds and even photographing them that should be encouraged. 

It would not be wise to spring at conclusions with regard to the 

significance and meaning of the return records that have thus far 

been secured. The fact that Mr. Baynes’ Chimney Swift returned 

to its old stand after an absence of nearly a year in the tropics is 

significant in itself; but before stating that, barring accident, 

Chimney Swifts invariably return year after year to the same chim- 

ney it would be advisable, not to say necessary, to obtain a dozen 

or even a hundred similar records as corroborative evidence. 

Beyond a doubt the greatest progress in the work of banding 

birds in America has been made during the year just past, but the 

pace established in that time must be not only maintained but 

greatly increased. Our interest and enthusiasm must not decline 

for a moment; the work and aims of the American Bird Banding 

Association must receive the most zealous support that American 

ornithologists are capable of imparting. 
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1. Young Mourninc Doves, BANDED AT STaren Isianp, N. Y. City. 

2. CxHimney Swirt, Banpep at Muripen, N. H. 

3. Barn Own, Banpep at Straten Isuanp, N. Y. 
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Return ReEcorps. 

(a) The returns in this division are from the old lot of bands 
issued by Dr. Cole in 1909. 

7287. Herrine GULL. 

Banded at Falls Pond, Hamilton 

County, N. Y., by Francis 
Harper. 

June 27, 1910. 

Downy young. 

4590. Common TERN. Sterna hirundo. 

Banded at Saint Clair Flats Canal, 

Mich., by S. A. Courtis. 

August 13, 1909. 

About two weeks old. ‘On bare 

sandy island left from dredging 

of new canals. Birds from one 

to four weeks of age found 

there.’ §. A.C. 

6625. Sporrep SANDPIPER. 

Banded at House Is. (Four Bros. 

Islds.) Lake Champlain, N.Y. 

by Francis Harper. 

July 7, 1910. 
Downy young ‘caught on July 8 

and July 9, examined and 

found to be in good condition.’ 
BH 

5557. NORTHERN FLICKER. 

Banded at Logan Park Cemetery, 

Sioux City, Ia., by Prof. T. C. 

Stephens. 

June 11, 1910. 
Male nestling, one of a brood of 

seven. 

Larus argentatus. 

Recovered at Barnegat Inlet, N. J., 

by William H. Lewis. 

September 11, 1911. 

Found alive but apparently sick, 

on the shore. 

Recovered at Whitebread, Ontario, 

Canada by Leo Salois. 

August 5, 1912. 

Shot: birds did not seem to be 

breeding here and _ probably 

wandered over from Saint Clair 

Flats, after the breeding season. 

Actitis macularia. 

Recovered at Squantum, Mass., 

by Hayden Crocker. 

September 6, 1910. 

Shot among a flock of smaller 

sandpipers ‘on a mudbank in a 

salt marsh. Did not notice 

band on leg until I was dressing 

bird.’ H.C. 

Colaptes auratus luteus. 

Recovered at Bayard, Kas., by I. 

Decker. 

November 20, 1910. 

Captured in a barn; injured in 

capturing and afterwards killed. 

Band was not noticed until the 

bird was dead. 
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6326. CuHimney Swirt. Chetura pelagica. 

Banded at Meriden, Sullivan Co., 

N. H., by Ernest Harold 

Baynes. 

June 7, 1911. 

Adult: ‘This bird and another 

came down the chimney and 
into my study at 8 p.m. It 

was almost dark when we liber- 

ated them.’ EK. H.B. 

Recovered at Meriden, Sullivan 

Co., N. H., by Ernest Harold 
Baynes. 

June 15, 1912. 

Caught in a room. ‘The leg 

to which the band was at- 
tached appeared normal in 

every way.’ E.H.B. 

955. RED-wWINGED BuackBIRD. Agelaius pheniceus pheniceus. 

Banded at Berwyn, Chester Co., 

Pa., by Leonard 8. Pearson. 

June 6, 1909. 

Fledgling: ‘had just left nest.’ 

Tete: 

Recovered at Lansdowne, Dela- 

ware Co., Pa., by H. L. Henry. 

September 1, 1909. 

Shot. 

5838. Fretp Sparrow. Spizella pusilla pusilla. 

Banded at Sioux City, Ia., by 

Prof. T. C. Stephens. 

June 11, 1910. 

Fledgling. 

3429. Western House WREN. 

Banded at Milwaukee, Ore., by 

William L. Finley. 

July 31, 1909. 

Nestling. 

Recovered at Sioux City, Ia., by 

A. Kirkegaard. 

May 28, 1911. 

No information as to how it was 

obtained. 

Troglodytes aédon parkmant. 

Recovered at Woodburn, Ore., by 

Son of J. G. Martzoff. 

June 26, 1910. 

Found in watering tank. Wood- 

burn is about 30 miles south of 

Milwaukee. 

251. Rosin. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. 

Banded at Kingston, R. I. (Or- 

chard of Agricultural College) 

by Leon J. Cole and Wm. F. 

Kirkpatrick. 

August 4, 1908. 

Half-fledged bird from ‘nest 

about 10 ft. up in an apple tree.’ 

1 Dye ek Oe 

Recovered at Kingston, R. I. 

(Poultry plant of Agricultural 

College) by Wm. F. Kirk- 

patrick. 

April 9, 1909. 

‘Presence of band was unknown. 

until bird was in the hand. 

Specimen taken to aid in 

pathological work at station. 

Band had caused no abrasion 
or other injury to _ foot.’ 

Le dG: 
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1212. Rosin. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. 

Banded at Bangor, Me., by Ora 
Willis Knight. 

July 8, 1910. 
‘Young bird found on ground 

barely able to fly. Banded 
and released.’ O. W. K. 

2376. Rosin. 

Banded at Westbrook, Cumber- 

land Co., Me., by Arthur H. 

Norton. 

July 21, 1909. 

Nestling. 

1271. 

Banded at Portland, Me., by Ora 
Willis Knight. 

July 29, 1912. 

Fledgling just out of the nest. 

2816. BLUEBIRD. 

Banded at West Allis, Wis., by Dr. 
R. M. Strong. 

July 5, 1909. 
Nestling; ‘one of a brood of sev- 

eral.’ R. M.S. 

6302. BLUEBIRD. 

Banded at Meriden, Sullivan Co., 

N. H., by Ernest Harold 

Baynes. 

June 3, 1911. 

About two weeks old ‘one of a 

family of five in an unpainted 

wooden box, on the corner of 

an old shed.’ E. H. B. 

Sialia sialis sialis. 

Sialia sialis sialis. 

Recovered at Nashville, Tenn., by 

J. G. Jenkins. 

February 21, 1911. 

‘Captured.’ 

Planesticus migratorius migratorius. 

Recovered at Westbrook, Cumber- 

land Co., Me., by Arthur H. 

Norton. 

July 27, 1909. 

Killed by a cat at night, bird left 

the nest July 27. 

Rosin. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. 

Recovered at Portland, Me., by 

Chas. E. Foss. 

August 3, 1912. 

Killed by a cat on a lawn ‘two 

and a half blocks north of spot 

where bird was _ banded.’ 

Oo W. Ks 

Recovered at Evansville, Randolph 

Co., Ill., by August Schilling. 

April 1, 1912. 
Killed by a Northern Shrike, 

Lanius borealis. 

Recovered at Berlin Md., by son of 
a millhand in the employ of 

Charles W. Tingle. 
January 20, 1912. 

Shot together with others of a 

flock of Bluebirds. 

(b) The following have resulted from the new lot of bands 

issued in the spring of 1912. 
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5804. 

Banded at Lake George, Yar- 

mouth Co., N. 8., by Howard 

H. Cleaves. 

July 23, 1912. 

Fledgling. 

5830. GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL. 

Banded at Lake George, Yar- 

mouth Co., N. 8., by Howard 

H. Cleaves. 

July 26, 1912. 

Fledgling ‘a few of these birds 

(about three dozen were 

banded) were seen later from 

my blind. They paid no at- 

tention to the bands.’ H.H.C. 

5832. 

Banded at Lake George, Yar- 

mouth Co., N. 8., by Howard 

H. Cleaves. 

July 27, 1912. 

CLeaves, American Bird Banding Association. 

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL. 

GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL. 
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Larus marinus. 

Recovered at Mavillette, Digby 

Co., N.S., by Frank S. Doucet. 

December 18, 1912. 

Caught alive ‘Bird seemed half 

tame, due probably to some ail- 
ment. Band moved easily up 

and down the tarsus.’ F. D. 

Larus marinus. 

Recovered at Cape Negro Is., 

Shelburne Co, N. S., by 

Ashley Smith. 

October 4, 1912. 

Shot by Mr. Smith when gunning. 

Larus marinus. 

Recovered at Prout’s Neck, Cum- 

berland Co., Me., by G. Clifford 

Libby. 

December 6, 1912. 

Found dead on the beach. Fledgling. 

7115. Pipinc PLover. Afgialitis meloda. 

Banded at Katama, Martha’s 
Vineyard, Mass., by Howard H. 

Cleaves. 
July 3, 1912. 
Three days old, one of a family 

of three. 

12. RED-wWINGED BLACKBIRD. 

Banded at Quonochoutaug, 

Charleston, R. I., by Harry S. 

Hathaway. 

June 8, 1912. 

Fledgling, ‘caught with the hands 

and when released alighted on 

a cattail HS. 

Recovered at South Shore of 

Martha’s Vineyard, Mass. 

August 2, 1912. 

Shot by a boy. 

Agelaius pheniceus pheniceus. 

Recovered at Green Pond, Colle- 

ton Co., S. C., by Thomas 

Grant. 

November 2, 1912. 

Shot by a ‘bird minder.’ (‘A 
small Blackbird known as the 

Red-winged blackbird, in the 

fall very destructive to rice.’ 

D. J. Chaplin (owner of planta- 

tion). 
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6261. Pua@sen. Sayornis phebe. 

Banded at Meriden, Sullivan Co., Recovered at Meriden, N. H., by 

N. H., by Ernest Harold Mrs. Ernest Harold Baynes 
Baynes. 

June 6, 1912. July 14, 1912. 

Adult, nest in old house in Corbin Found dead beneath nest; ‘could 

Park. assign no cause for death. As 

far as I could see the presence 

of the band had had nothing to 

do with the case. The bird 

had laid one egg of the second 

Set: sEnoee bs 

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

Prats VII. 

Fig. 1. Banding young Black-backed Gulls (Larus marinus) in the 

Lake George, Nova Scotia, Colony, July 25,1912. Photograph by G. K. 

Noble. 

Fic. 2. Banded young Black-backed Gull, Lake George, Nova Scotia, 

1912. 

Puate VIII. 

Fic. 1. Two young Mourning Doves (Zenaidura macroura carolinensis) 

banded at Staten Island, N. Y. City, May, 1912. Game birds or others 

shot for food are most likely to produce return records. 
Fic. 2. Chimney Swift (Chetura pelagica) banded at Meriden, N. H., 

in June, 1911, and returned, after wintering in the tropics, to his old chimney 

in New Hampshire, June, 1912. Photograph by Ernest Harold Baynes. 

Fic. 3. Old Barn Owl (Aluco pratincola) and her five young banded at 

Staten Island, N. Y. City, June, 1912. Only one pair of these birds is 

known to nest each year on the island and banding is likely to east light 

on the problem of dispersal of the young. 
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ANATOMICAL NOTES ON SOME GENERA OF PASSERINE 

BIRDS. 

BY HUBERT LYMAN CLARK. 

THERE are many genera of Passerine birds, the relationships of 

which are still more or less uncertain, largely owing to our lack of 

knowledge of their anatomy. Thanks to the kindness of Mr. 

Outram Bangs, and his interest in having our knowledge along 

these lines extended, some alcoholic material has already been 

placed in my hands and more is promised, which will enable me to 

study the anatomy of some of these genera of doubtful affinity. 

Through the kindness of Dr. C. W. Richmond and the authorities 

of the United States National Museum, to whom I here express 

- my hearty thanks, representatives of the three following genera 

have been sent me, and I venture to present here the results of my 

studies. Such studies can only be carried on with profit, where 

large collections of skins and alcoholic birds are accessible for 

comparison, and I am therefore indebted to Mr. Henshaw and Mr. 

Bangs for the freedom with which I have been permitted to use the 

collections in the Museum of Comparative Zodélogy. 

SALTATOR. 

An adult male specimen of Saltator atriceps Lesson, from Mexico, 

lacking wing and tail feathers, but otherwise in good condition, 

preserved in alcohol, has been carefully studied in comparison with 

Pipilo and Piranga. The characters of the bill and feet of Saltator 

are too well known to need any comment from me, while the tongue 

shows no distinctive character. It is so similar to that of Pipilo 

that the only difference is its slightly greater fleshiness. 

Pterylosis. The general pterylosis of Saltator is like that of. 

most oscinine birds and reveals no really distinctive feature. 

The upper cervical tract is long and narrow, only three feathers 

wide for most of its length, but the dorsal tract has the usual 

rhomboidal form. Other specimens show that the wing is pointed 

by the sixth primary, which is nearly equalled by the fifth and 
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seventh; the fourth is longer than the eighth which is about equal to 

the third; the second is longer than the ninth which may be either 

longer or shorter than the first. This arrangement of the primaries 

is quite different from that shown by Piranga but is almost exactly 

like that found in Pipilo erythrophthalmus. The tail is very much 

graduated and is made up of 12 soft, broad rectrices. 

Alimentary Canal. No notable characters are shown by the 

intestine or stomach, which are not distinguishable from those of 

Pipilo. The intestine measures about 225 mm. in length, or rather 

less than the total length of the bird, but one and a half times the 

length of the bird, if the rectrices are not included. The stomach 

contained seeds and the pit of a small, cherry-like fruit, as well as 

much undetermined vegetable matter; no insects were noted. 

Palatine Region. The palatine processes are long and conspicu- 

ous as in the finches and tanagers generally. There is a well- 

developed “secondary palatine process” on each side much as in 

Habia, although not so long or conspicuous as in that genus. 

They are rather better developed than in Piranga. The maxillo- 

palatines are not peculiar. 

Sternum. There is no trace of an ‘osseous bridge’ from the 

anterior margin of the sternum to the manubrium, such as occurs 

in Piranga and Rhodinocichla. Back of the anterior margin 

which is vertically very much thickened there is a bony roof over 

the small space contained between the anterior margin and the 

‘sloping sides of the sternal floor. This bony roof is present in 

many finches and tanagers but shows great diversity in its extent 

and appearance. In Saltator, it is perforated by a conspicuous, 

circular, median foramen, posterior to which is a second much 

smaller opening. There are no openings in this bony roof in Pipilo 

but in Habia, there are two as in Saltator although they are very 

much smaller than in that species. In Piranga, there are, in the 

male, two very large foramina side by side and a smaller opening 

may be seen in the posterior face of the anterior margin; in the 

female, the large foramina seem to be wanting. Whether this bony 

roof and these foramina have any special significance I am not 

prepared to say, but their appearance in Piranga (male), Habia 

and Saltator is striking. 
Conclusions. The resemblance of Saltator to Pipilo in its ana- 
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tomical features is striking, while in two details (secondary pala- 

tine process and foramen in osseous roof above sternum) in which 

it differs from that genus it resembles Habia. It lacks the ‘ osse- 

ous bridge’ of the sternal manubrium so marked in Piranga and 

Rhodinocichla. It seems to me therefore that Ridgway is right 

in placing Saltator in the Fringillide. 

CHLOROPHONIA. 

An adult male of Chlorophonia callophrys (Cabanis) from Costa 

Rica has been at my disposal. It has been compared chiefly with 

Piranga and Euphonia. Unfortunately alcoholic specimens of 

other Tanagridz have not been available, excepting Rhodinocichla. 

The characters of the bill and tongue need no comments from me 

but the tarsi show a certain character which does not seem to have 

been noted hitherto. 

Tarsus. Examination of the alcoholic specimen revealed the 

interesting fact that the tarsi are distinctly booted. The three 

scales which usually cover the front of the tarsus in tanagers are 

fused together so that there is hardly a trace of the lines of division. 

On noting this fact, | examined a large number of skins of Chloro- 

phonia (5 species), Pyrrhuphonia, and Euphonia (10 species) and 

several genera of more typical tanagers, with the result, which was 

surprising to me, that a booted tarsus, as perfect as that of a thrush, 

is by no means rare among these tanagrine birds. [| find it occurs 

in Pyrrhuphonia constantly in both sexes and may well be con- 

sidered one of the generic characters. It is also fairly constant in 

Chlorophonia callophrys, longipennis, viridis, frontalis psittacina, 

and occipitalis but is less frequent in typical frontalis and in pretri. 

In all these cases adult males generally have the tarsus booted, 

but in the females as a rule, and in the young the divisions between 

the scutes are still to be seen. In Huphonia affinis, both sexes are, 

as a rule, booted but in most species of the genus, the scutes on the 

front of the tarsus are quite distinct. Booted tarsi are also found, 

at least in adult males of Calospiza, Poecilothraupis, Hemithraupis, 

Chlorospingus and Mitrospingus. Very probably they will be 

found in other genera and their occurrence throughout the Tana- 

gridee deserves detailed investigation. 
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Pterylosis. 'The general pterylosis of Chlorophonia deserves 

comment because of the noticeable width of the tracts and the 

density of their feathering. This is particularly true of the upper 

cervical tract. The dorsal tract (‘saddle’) is not as broadly 

rhombic as In most oscines but the outer angles are rounded. 

The posterior end of the ‘saddle’ is almost completely separated 

from the remainder of the dorsal tract, which is at first narrow and 

with few feathers but becomes broad and well-feathered at the oil- 

gland. The sternal tracts are abruptly contracted where they pass 

into the ventrals. There are nine primaries and nine secondaries 

in the wing; the sixth, seventh and eighth primaries are nearly 

equal, the seventh a trifle the longest perhaps; the ninth is next, 

with the fifth, fourth, third, second and first in regular succession. 

There are twelve rectrices of approximately equal length, though 

the outer ones are of course (since the tail is nearly square-cut) 

really the longest. 

Alimentary Canal. The stomach is small but quite distinct. 

One can distinguish a proventriculus about six mm. long and a 

gizzard of about the same length. The latter has thin walls but 

the inner surface is hard and corrugated, so there is no reason for 

refusing to call it a gizzard. Forbes states (P. Z. S. London,1880, 

p. 145) that in Chlorophonia viridis there is “the same non-develop- 

ment of a gizzard” as in Euphonia. It is curious that there should 

be a noticeable difference on this point within the limits of a single 

genus, but certainly in Chlorophonia callophrys the gizzard is far 

better developed than in Euphonia. The intestine in Chlorophonia 

is extraordinarily long; in the specimen before me it measures 340 

mm. or more than 23 times the total length of the bird. Naturally 

in its arrangement within the body cavity we find two more folds 

than is usual among tanagers. The stomach contains seeds and 

indeterminable vegetable matter and remains of at least one insect. 

Palatine Region. The bony palate is remarkable for the very 

short palatine processes. They are as short and blunt or rounded 

as in many Mniotiltidee, so that the palate is not at all tanagrine 

in appearance. There is no secondary palatine process and the 

maxillo-palatine bones show no peculiarities. The vomer is notice- 

ably broad and thick, with the anterior margin not deeply notched. 

Sternum. There is no trace of the osseous bridge nor of foramina 
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in the bony roof of the space back of the anterior margin of the 

sternum. In all particulars, the sternum appears to be typically 

fringilline. 

Conclusions. The details of anatomy.here given throw very 

little light on the affinities of Chlorophonia but there is no special 

relationship to the tanagers shown. The palatine structure and 

the peculiarities of the alimentary canal both tend to separate it 

from that group. 

EuUPHONIA. 

An adult male of Euphonia minuta from Costa Rica has been 

available for study and comparisons have been made chiefly with 

Chlorophonia. The bill and feet need no discussion here; the 

character of the tarsal covering in Euphonia has been described 

above under Chlorophonia. 

Tongue. The tongue of Euphonia is strikingly different from 

that of Chlorophonia or any of the tanagrine birds I have examined 

and resembles that of some of the Coerebidee. It is almost tubular, 

the sides being rolled inward but not quite meeting. The tip is 

brushy. 

Pterylosis. The general plan of the pterylosis is not peculiar. 

The dorsal saddle is more nearly rhombic than in Chlorophonia 

and the other tracts are not so broad nor so densely feathered 

as in that genus. The arrangement of the nine primaries is essen- 

tially the same, but the eighth is slightly the longest and the ninth 

is a trifle longer than the sixth. There are twelve nearly equal 

rectrices. 

Alimentary Canal. The genus Euphonia has long been noted 

for the apparent absence of a stomach. The specimen at hand 

does not seem to differ essentially from the one figured by Forbes 

(1. c.). The intestine is very long, about 180 mm., or twice the 

total length of the bird, and is much convoluted, as in Chlorophonia. 

Palatine Region. The palate of Euphonia has been figured by 

Parker (Trans. Zool. Soc. London, vol. 10, pl. 46, fig. 3) and the 

specimen before me agrees well with that figure except for the 

apparent absence of maxillo-palatines. Parker indicates these 

bones rather indefinitely and I have found nothing that seems to 
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me to correspond with them. The palatine processes are remark- 

ably long and pointed, a very characteristic feature of the skull 

and strikingly different from the condition found in Chlorophonia. 

The vomer is deeply divided anteriorly as Parker has shown 

and thus is quite different from that of Chlorophonia. 

Sternum. The sternum shows none of the tanagrine peculiarities 

of Piranga but is almost exactly similar to that of Chlorophonia. 

Conclusions. The differences between Euphonia and Chloro- 

phonia in the tongue and palate are so marked as to make one hesi- 

tate before asserting that the two genera are nearly allied. Differ- 

ences in the alimentary canal and in the feet also, may not be ig- 

nored. In all of these features Euphonia approaches some of the 

Ceerebide and the possibility of its relationship to some members 

of that family should not be ignored. It is however possible that 

Euphonia minuta is not representative of the genus and that some 

other species may show more tanagrine affinities. 

GENERAL NOTES. 

Holbeell’s Grebe in Concord, Mass.— On December 15, 1912, Bate- 

man’s Pond froze over with black ice, but a thaw and rain resulted on the 
17th in covering the ice with nearly an inch of water. During the moon- 

light night that followed a Holbeell’s Grebe (Colymbus holbelli) attempted 

to light in the pond and I believe settling on the ice and was unable again 

to take wing. On the following morning, it having turned cold during the 

night, the bird was found with its breast feathers frozen in the ice. The 

wrists of its wings were badly lacerated by beating against the ice to free 

itself, but in other respects the bird was uninjured. After much piteous 

squawking, its feathers were cut from the ice and the bird liberated. Its 

wings, however, were injured so badly that it was killed and is now pre- 

served in this Museum.——- R. Heser Howe, Jr., Thoreau Museum, Concord, 

Mass. 

Additional‘Notes on the Harlequin Duck in Wyoming.— In “The 
Auk’ for{January, 1913, pp. 106-107, I recorded two male specimens of the 

Harlequin Duck which I saw at Teton Lodge (Moran Post Office), in 

Jackson Hole last September, and which were supposed to have been 
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killed in May, 1908. Efforts were made at the time to obtain further 

details in regard to the capture of the specimens but without success. 

Since the appearance of the note a letter has been received from Mr. B. D. 

Sheffield, of Moran, Wyoming, the owner of the birds, who states that 

they were killed on April 20, 1907. He adds that there were but two of 

these ducks which appeared during the latter part of March and were seen 
every day as they stayed on Snake River in front of the Lodge just below 

the outlet of Jackson Lake. He has never seen any since. In view of the 

rarity of the Harlequin Duck in this part of its range, it seems desirable to 

correct the supposed date and to place on record the exact date of capture 

—T.S. Patmer, Washington, D.C. 

White Ibis (Guara alba) in Missouri— On July 10, 1910, two White 

Ibises were killed at Old Monroe, Mo., a town in Lincoln County, fifty-two 

miles north of St. Louis, by a well known St. Louis banker. The two birds 

taken were in adult plumage out of a flock of about one hundred. The 

birds were mounted by Mr. J. Kirk Keller, a St. Louis taxidermist, and one 

of the specimens now adorns the “‘ Old Monroe Club.” 

This I believe is the first record of the White Ibis in Missouri. Mr. Otto 

Widmann, in his book ‘ A Preliminary Catalog of the Birds of Missouri,’ 

states that two specimens in immature plumage were killed near Quincy, 

Ill., but gives no instance of the bird being identified in Missouri.— H. C. 

Wituiams, Sf. Louis, Mo. 

Glossy Ibis (Plegadis autumnalis) in Eastern Cuba; a New Rec- 

ord.— On January 25, 1913, I took an adult male of Plegadis autwmnalis 

(Linn.) in winter plumage in the lagoon at ‘ Manati’ on Guantanamo Bay, 

Oriente Province, Cuba. There were a pair of this Ibis feeding together 

with Little Blue, Louisiana, and Great Blue Herons, on small fish, in a 

nearly dry puddle of the lagoon. 

This is the first record for Eastern Cuba for this species; the only other 

records for Cuba are those of Dr. Gundlach from ‘ La Cienaga de Zapata’ 

and a lagoon (unnamed) near Cardenas, in Matanzas Province. 

I had seen a specimen some five years ago flying over the bay near 

‘Manati,’ but was unable to secure it; since then none have been seen 

till this year.— Cuas. T. RamspEN, Guantanamo, Cuba. 

Bittern Breeding in New Jersey.— To the few breeding records of the 

Bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus) in New Jersey, I desire to add two more. 

A set of four far incubated eggs is now in my collection, taken near the 

coast in Atlantic County on June 11, 1911, and on June 29, 1912, I ex- 

amined a nest of this bird containing four full fledged young. It was 

placed flat on the ground, poorly concealed and was built of a mass of 

reeds and sedges.— RicHarp C. Hartow, Siate College, Penna. 
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Nesting of the Black Rail (Creciscus jamaicensis) in New Jersey.— 

The Black Rail has been recorded as nesting in southern New Jersey in 

1810, 1877 and 1886, and judging from these data and the secretive habits of 

the bird, it always seemed to me probable that it bred regularly in suitable 

localities where original conditions had not been altered. Inquiries among 
friends who do considerable gunning along the coast between Cape May and 

Asbury Park brought forth the fact that at least two of them had shot 

Black Rail in the fall, and one told me that he had seen young birds at rare 
intervals on the salt meadows. 

I requested him to make a special search for the bird during the breeding 

season of 1912, and on June 22 I was rewarded with a letter, announcing 

the discovery of a nest containing seven eggs on the edge of the marshes 

back of Brigantine, which he had collected for me on June 20. On the 29th 

I visited the nest from which the set had been taken. It was built in a low 

marshy meadow, overgrown with salt grass and sedge and very skilfully 

concealed in a thick mass of mixed green and dead grass, so that it was com- 

pletely hidden from above. In composition, it was better built and deeper 

cupped than the nests of the Virginia, Sora, King and Clapper Rails that 

I have seen. In size the nest was little larger than the average structure of 

the Robin, but deeper-cupped and built entirely of the dry, yellowish stalks 

of the sedges, and there in the lining, clung several black feathers. Think- 

ing that there might be other nests in the vicinity we began searching every 

thick clump of marsh grass that we saw, and presently came upon another 

also containing seven eggs. It was placed among thick clumps of marsh 

grass and was quite invisible until the grass was pa.ted from above. It 

was an inch above the salt meadow and was interwoven on all sides with 

the surrounding stalks. We tried hard to flush the birds but without 

success, although I once heard a prolonged call or succession of short 

quick notes, ‘ kic, kic, kic, kic, kic.’? The first set of eggs was partly incu- 

bated while the second was fresh. It is possible both were laid by the 

same pair of birds. The eggs show great similarity and in each set one is 

peculiar being discolored with a yellowish stain. This points to their 
being laid by the same bird but the short space of time, nine days, seems too 

short a period for the building of a new nest and the laying of seven eggs. 

The ground color of the eggs is creamy white, well sprinkled with fine 

dots of reddish brown and a few larger spots. The speckling is nearly like 

that seen in certain types of eggs of the Meadowlark, but the ground color 

is entirely different. In size they are noticeably smaller and less pointed 

than any of our other Rails’ eggs, averaging 1.02 by .78 ins — Ricwarp C,. 

Hartow, State College, Penna. 

A Recent Capture of the Eskimo Curlew.— I wish to place on record 

the capture of an Eskimo Curlew (Numenius borealis), taken at Fox Lake, 

Dodge county, Wisconsin, ten miles northwest of my home, on September 

10, 1912. Sex, male, adult, fat and in good plumage. Number 7660, 

collection of W. E. Snyder. 
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I was away from home for the day, following a threshing crew. The day 
had been a hot one, and returning to my home about 9 o’clock my wife 

greeted me thus: “ I’ve got a rare bird for you now I know.” Unwrapping 

the bird the reader can imagine my feelings when I saw the prize. It had 

been left for me by a party who has repeatedly refused to give me any 

information as to who shot it, fearing to do so because it had been killed 

out of season — nor can I learn anything as to whether the bird was alone, 

flying over decoys, on lake shore, or anything further than that it was shot 

at Fox Lake. Being about worn out by the hard and hot day’s work I 

could not muster enough courage to mount the bird, so hurriedly I skinned 

it and that night drove to town and left the skin, duly packed for shipment, 

with a friend, with orders to mail it on the early morning train, to my friend, 

the skilled Chicago taxidermist, Mr. Karl W. Kahmann, who has done an 

artist’s job on the bird. 

I have carefully compared the bird with descriptions of the species as 

given in the works of Coues, Ridgway and many other ornithologists. 

The culmen measures 2.50 inches, wing 9 inches, tarsus 2.62, neck and 

breast marked evenly and densely with dusky streaks, primaries uniform 

dusky.— W. E. Snyprr, Beaver Dam, Wis. 

Hudsonian Curlew on Long Island in Winter.— On the evening of 

December 24, 1912, during a heavy snow and wind storm, a Hudsonian 

Curlew (Numenius hudsonicus) was found in an exhausted condition in 

the backyard of an apartment house at Rockaway Beach, Long Island. 

After spending the night in a basket it recovered sufficiently to fly away at 

seven-thirty o’clock the following morning. The owner of the house who 

discovered the bird would not allow it to be taken but it was identified 
beyond question. 

I have not been able to find any previous record of the occurrence of 

Numenius hudsonicus at this time of the year on Long Island.— Cuar- 

LOTTE BoGarpus, Coxsackie, New York. 

A Peculiar Hudsonian Curlew.— I had supposed that a Curlew with a 
bill less than 3 inches in length might safely be put down as an Eskimo, 

but it seems that this is not the case. A bird was shot at Northeast 

Harbor, Me., September 5, 1912, by Mr. Lynford Biddle of Philadelphia, 

which was supposed by several persons who saw it in the taxidermist’s 

shop to be an Eskimo Curlew. Upon writing to Mr. Biddle for inform- 

ation he very kindly presented the specimen to the Academy of Natural 

Sciences of Philadelphia. It proved, as he himself had determined it, to 

be a Hudsonian Curlew (Numenius hudsonicus) but with the bill, which 

appeared perfectly normal in other respects, only 2.25 inches in length. 

This is three quarters of an inch shorter than the minimum given in 

Ridgway’s ‘ Manual,’ -and exactly equals the minimum for the Eskimo Cur- 

lew. This incident emphasizes the importance of making a careful ex- 
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amination of supposed Eskimo Curlews and not depending too much 

upon bill measurements.— Witmer Stone, Academy of Natural Sciences. 
Philadelphia. 

Hudsonian Godwit on the Magdalen Islands.— The Hudsonian 

Godwit (Limosa hemastica) is becoming so rare that every occurrence is 

worth publishing, particularly as it seems to be following the Eskimo 

Curlew into oblivion. ’ 

On the 18th of February, 1911, a hunter got after a flock of six birds, pre- 

sumably all of the same species, and of these he secured four. Three of 

these were eaten but the fourth was mailed to me by my friend Mz. J. B. 
Boutilier with the above information. It was a new bird to him and was 
also new to my collection. 

The specimen is now No. 2570 in my cabinet.— W. E. Saunprrs, 
London, Ont. 

The Golden Plover (Charadrius dominicus dominicus) Again on the 

Coast of South Carolina.— In ‘ The Auk,’ Vol. XXIX, 1912, p. 101, 

I recorded a specimen of this bird taken by me on November 4, 1911. I 

now wish to announce the capture by the writer of two birds taken on 

November 27, 1912, on Oakland plantation, Christ Church Parish. 

According to Prof. Wells W. Cooke (Distribution and Migration of 

North American Shore Birds, Bull. No. 35, Biological Survey, 1910) this 

date of capture is the latest for the United States. Since I obtained the 

first specimen in December, 1880 (Birds of South Carolina, 1910, p. 59) 

only four more have been seen, three of which I secured— Arruur T. 

Wayne, Mount Pleasant, S. C. 

On the Occurrence of Colwmba squamosa (Bonnaterre) in Cuba.— 

During the first days of December, 1912, I was advised by a native that 

there was good ‘ Torcaza’ shooting on the ‘Sierra del Maquey’ Range 
five miles to the east of the ‘San Carlos’ Sugar Estate near Guantanamo. 

I was unable to get away till the 10th, by which time the natives had 

had a good ten days’ start, having shot probably an average of 300 pigeons 

aday. Still I found plenty of pigeons, Columba squamosa (Bonn.), and 

got 69 specimens in a few hours, unfortunately very few were worth 

keeping as great quantities of feathers were knocked off by the branches 

while falling. In fact only one specimen turned out really good. The 

pigeons, were feeding on the berries of ‘Come-Cara’ and ‘ Juan Perez’. 

By keeping still I could hear the berries dropping through the leaves to 

the ground when they slipped from the pigeon’s bill, as also their soft, low 

‘cooing,’ thus indicating where to find them. 
During their stay on the ‘Sierra del Maquey ’ — some three weeks — 

I can safely say that over 5000 pigeons were shot by natives for eating 

and selling. The custom is to cut out the breasts, fry them slightly and 

put them-away packed in lard in earthenware vessels when they will ‘ keep’ 
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indefinitely, or if the cash is needed, as it often is, the pigeons are strung 

through the nostrils with wire to be peddled about the streets, this latter 

was done last December to such a degree that the butchers of Guantanamo 

complained that the consumption of beef decreased. 

This pigeon has the habit of moving about the country in search of food, 

which when once found they will not abandon for any amount of shooting 

so long as the supply of food lasts. During May of each year they congre- 

gate in huge numbers at certain places on the coast, where they nest on the 

Mangroves in colonies known as ‘ Pueblos’; and where unfortunately 

they are shot by the thousand, very often before the young are able to take 

care of themselves, and therefore must perish. Fortunately some of their 

nesting colonies are in inaccessible swamps, where they are safe, for the 

present at least.— Cuas. T. RamspEN, Guantanamo, Cuba. 

The Marsh Hawk Nesting in New Jersey.— During the past twenty 

years, the impression seems to have steadily increased that the Marsh 

Hawk (Circus hudsonius) is a rare breeder in the state of New Jersey. This 

is not in accordance with my experience. It is true, that not many nests 

have been found, but during a number of trips taken to various points in 

Cape May, Atlantic, Burlington and Ocean Counties during the last 

five years I have always noted this bird as present during the breeding 

season. It is never as common in one place as such birds as the Fish Crow 

or Green Heron, but not many hawks are. On the 29th of June, 1912, 

I examined a Marsh Hawk’s nest with five young and saw another pair of 

birds undoubtedly nesting, not far from Atlantic City.— Ricnarp C, 

Hartow, State College, Penna. 

The Sharp-shinned Hawk again in Maine in Winter.—I saw a 

Sharp-shinned Hawk (Accipiter velox), apparently a male, circling at a 

height of about seventy-five yards over upper Spring Street, Portland, on 

the morning of January 27, 1913. The bird has thus been five times re- 

corded! as a winter visitor in Maine after relatively little observation — 

NaTHAN CuiFrorD Brown, Portland, Maine. 

First Michigan Specimen of the Three-toed Woodpecker— While 

enroute to the northern peninsula on the Shires Expedition to the Whitefish 

Point Region, Michigan, the writer examined a collection of mounted birds 

in the high school at Sault Ste. Marie. In this collection there is a speci- 

men of Picoides americanus americanus labeled ‘‘ Soo, October 1, 1910; 

C. E. Richmond, collector. Although Mr. Richmond has not been located, — 

Mr. M. J. Walsh, Superintendent of Schools, Sault Ste. Marie, states that 

Mr. Richmond was at that time instructor in biology in the high school, 

and that there can be no reasonable doubt of the correctness of the locality 

record. 

1Auk, XXVIII, p. 265. 
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This is apparently the only Michigan specimen of this species that has 

been preserved. It should be pointed out that at Sault Ste. Marie the 
northern peninsula is only separated from Canada by the width of the 

Saint Mary’s River, so that northern forms may enter our limits most 

easily at this place— Norman A. Woop, Museum of Natural History, 
University of Michigan. 

Arkansas Kingbird (Tyrannus verticalis) in Delaware—— On Decem- 

ber 31, 1912, while on a collecting trip with M:. Charles J. Pennock at 

Rehoboth, Delaware, we fell in with four individuals of this species, two of 

which were secured. The birds weie apparently engaged in catching some 

kind of small insect near the ground over an old corn field, darting down 

from the tops of the stiipped stalks and returning to the same perch in the 

regular Kingbird manner. They were rather wild and difficult to approach. 

On examination the stomach was found to contain numerous fragments 

of some small beetle-like insect. The specimens secured were an immature 

male and female. The occurrence of this species so far to the east of its 

normal range is further attested by the specimen captured by Mr. F. H. 

Kkennaxd on October 20, 1912, at Monomoy Island, Chatham, Mass., “‘ just 

off the heel of Cape Cod” (The Auk, Vol. XXX, Jan. 1913, p. 112). 

All of these individuals were thus close to the sea, our birds being just 

back of the beach, with a strip of salt marsh and narrow tangle of green- 

brier intervening. 

It seems reasonable to believe that these were all birds that had bred or 

been raised in the northern portion of the species’ range, possibly somewhere 

in the Saskatchewan region, and that they went adrift in some westerly 

gale far to the southeast of their regular track at the outset of the fall 

migration, reaching the coast of New England and moving to the south- 

ward along the shore, lingering, without doubt, on the prairie-like stretches 

of the Coastal Plain in Long Island and New Jersey.— SpENcER TROTTER, 

Swarthmore College, Penna. 

The Wood Pewee as a Foster Parent.— The past season a pair of 

Kingbirds reared a brood of young in a burr oak standing near my parlor 

window. In my yard all summer long a lone Wood Pewee took up its 
headquarters. This latter bird, so far as I could learn, was not breeding — 

at least there was no nest within a half mile of the house. Early in July 

we had a severe wind and electrical storm. A few days later I failed to 

find the parent Kingbirds, though three young, just from nest were about 

the yard, very noisy all the while. On July 20, when within 100 feet of 

them, I saw a lone Wood Pewee feeding these young Kingbirds — and 

was an interested spectator of the act for a full half hour — and the same 

thing was observed daily for about ten days, when the Kingbirds left for 

other quarters — W. E. Snyper, Beaver Dam, Wis. 

Two Flycatchers of the Genus Empidonax New to the Fauna of 

South Carolina.— Since my ‘ Birds of South Carolina’ was published in 
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1910, I have identified two Flycatcher’s near Mount Pleasant which I 

wish to place on record. On October 8, 1912, a young female Yellow- 

bellied Flycatcher (Empidonax flaviventris) was taken in a large deciduous 

swamp, which is the first specimen I have ever seen or taken during the 

past 30 years of almost uninterrupted observations. When first seen I, 

of course, supposed the bird to be an example of the Green-crested Fly- 

catcher (£. virescens) and, as it was 16 days later than I had ever detected 

the latter species, I concluded to obtain it. Upon securing the specimen 

I realized at once that I had a prize and thoroughly explored the entire 

swamp with the hope of finding others. But in this quest I was disap- 

pointed, as no Flycatcher of this genus was seen after that date. 

In ‘ Birds of South Carolina’ I listed the Alder Flycatcher (EZ. t. al- 

norum) as the form which occurs here in late summer and autumn. Upon 

looking over some of these Flycatcher’s, which I had packed away ever 

since 1900, I came across a very brownish bird that I secured on September 

14, 1900. In comparing it with an example of Z. trailli trailli from British 

Columbia, kindly loaned to me by Dr. Louis B. Bishop, I found no difference 

between them, while all the other specimens I have are apparently true 
alnorum for they agree with birds from North Dakota sent to me by Dr. 

Bishop. 

This specimen of Empidonaz trailli trailli evidently migrated from Ohio 

or Illinois—— ArtHur T. Wayne, Mount Pleasant, S. C. 

A Baltimore Oriole in Winter.— On January 15, 1913, I observed a 

male Baltimore Oriole (/cterus galbula) in first year plumage, at the home of 

H. D. Rymer, a farmer living near Columbiana, Ohio. 

The Oriole first appeared a few days before Christmas and has been 

feeding there regularly ever since. While I was observing him, he went 

from the suet to an o1chard where he was eating apples that remained on 

the trees. Mr. Rymer informs me that when he first appeared his feathers 

were ruffled, and he did not seem to be in nearly as good condition as at the 

present time. I am inclined to think the bird was disabled at migration 

time and could not leave for its usual winter home with the other migrants. 

I judge this from the fact that the left wing appeared to be about an inch 

lower than the right when the bird was perching with the wings folded to 

his body.— Gro. L. Forpycr, Youngstown, Ohio. 

Starlings and Turkey Vultures Migrating — On January 3, 1912, 

the weather became bitter cold — following an open winter to that date, and 

January 4 found a flock of Starlings in Warwick Co., Va., January 6, there . 

was a heavy snow for this section, and on the 8th a large flock was seen 

again in Warwick Co., while birds were killed by local gunners in Elizabeth 

City and Norfolk Counties. Cold weather continued until January 24 

when a bright warm day induced a big flight of Turkey Vultures to recross. 

James River at a point opposite my house — their numbers being in the 

hundreds. The night of March 5 it snowed again, and on the 6th a small 
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flock of Starlings was noticed. From that time until the present writing 
I have seen no Starlings in this section. During the cold spell they were 

also taken near Richmond, Va.— Harotp H. Batter, Newport News, 
Virginia. 

The Evening Grosbeak in Wisconsin— On October 21, 1912, my 

mother, entering her poultry yard to feed her flock, found an adult female 

Evening Grosbeak ( Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina) lying dead on the 

ground. On skinning the bird for my collection I found it to be in good 

condition of flesh, with a few moult feathers on head and neck, but could 

find no trace of any injury sustained, nor discover any clew whatever as 

to the cause of its death. JI had previously seen none others here this 

season, and at the present date, December 16, it is my only record for 

1912.— W. E. Snyper, Beaver Dam, Wis. 

The Snow Bunting (Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis) in Chicago and 

Vicinity during the Fall and Winter of 1912.— On account of the ir- 

regular occurrence of this bird so far south, the following records, showing 

its status in Chicago and vicinity, as I have observed it during the fall and 
winter of 1912, may be of interest. It is the more interesting because ‘ Bird- 

Lore’s’ Christmas census for 1912 (Bird-Lore 15:20-45. 1913) seems to 

indicate an absence of boreal species in the Middle States, the Snow Bunt- 

ing not being recorded outside of Canada, except in the eastern states of 
Vermont, Massachusetts and New York. 

October 23 one was seen about the beach at Jackson Park. This bird 

arrived three days earlier than any previously reported from this region (W. 

W. Cooke, ‘The Migration of North American Sparrows.’ Bird-Lore 15:17. 

1913). October 24 there were two in the same locality. November 2 
twelve were seen feeding on grass seed on the beach at Lincoln Park. 

November 30 two were seen flying along the beach at Miller, Indiana. 

December 20, ten were seen about the rocks forming the breakwater where 

land was being filled in at Lincoln Park. Frequent excursions after Decem- 

ber 20 failed to reveal any more of the birds, and they probably migrated 

still farther south. 

All the birds observed were tame, allowing a close approach, thus making 

their identification a very easy matter—— Epwin D. Hutu, Chicago, IIli- 

nois. 

A Strange Sparrow Roost.— Early in the fall of 1912 the European 

Sparrows in the City of Utica, N. Y., established a roost in the tops of the 

elms in the yard of a church in the most busy part of the City. At dusk 

every evening they assembled to the number of several hundred to spend 

the night in these unprotected trees. Early in January, Mr. James O. 

Roberts, a young observer called my attention to the fact that there were 

some strange birds among the sparrows, and after some difficulty in identi- 

fication it was discovered that they consisted of a Starling (Slurnus 
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vulgaris) — a new record for central New York — and a number of Cow- 

birds (Molothrus ater ater); as many as ten being seen at one time. These 

are strange birds for mid winter in this locality. The winter had been 

very mild up to this date and there was very little snow at the time.— 

EGpert Bace, Utica, N. Y. 

Towhee in Winter near Steubenville, Ohio. While taking an all 

day walk on December 26 I was surprised to find a flock of from fifteen to 

twenty Towhees (Pipilo erythrophthalmus). There were both males and 

females in the flock. There were several inches of snow on the ground 

with the thermometer at about 60° F., and a strong sun. As this is a 

late date for this species I thought it worth reporting. The birds were 

seen three or four miles south of this city on the West Virginia shore.— 

Kenyon Roper, Steubenville, Ohio. 

Barn Swallow in South Carolina in Winter.— The Barn Swallow 

( Hirundo erythrogaster) is an abundant migrant in the coast region of South 

Carolina, occurring regularly through the middle of October. Mr. Arthur 

T. Wayne (Birds of South Carolina, p. 139) says, “a belated specimen was 

observed on Oct. 29, 1906.’ On Dee. 17, 1912, while passing through 

the Navy Yard at Charleston, 8. C., I had a glimpse of a Swallow which 

I recognized at once as belonging to this species. Hoping to get a closer 

view, I waited. The bird soon reappeared and passed low over my head 

several times, showing distinctly its color and its deeply forked tail. The 

correctness of the identification is, therefore, beyond question. As the 

use of firearms is prohibited within the limits of the Navy Yard, I was 

not prepared to secure the specimen.— FRaNcis M. Weston, JR., Charles- 

fons Oe 

Notes on the Loggerhead Shrike at Barachias, Montgomery Co., 

Ala.— On Jan. 10, 1912, the men felled a tree in the grove and in sawing 

it into three foot lengths turned out quite a number of large, white, blue- 

bellied grubs. Most of these were placed upon one of the ‘ cuts’ but a 

few were left upon the ground and soon attracted the attention of a Shrike 

(Lanius ludovicianus ludovicianus). I seated myself beside the stump only 

six feet from the grubs on the ground, but the Shrike came and fearlessly 

removed them, one by one, paying little attention to my presence, so I 

decided to try a photograph. Securing my camera I focused it at six feet 

upon the grubs on one of the ‘ cuts,’ while I sat upon another, but soon 

I had worked the instrument up within eighteen inches of them and still 

the Shrike came with very little hesitation and removed the very last one, 

regardless of the click of the shutter, while I still sat there. The grubs were 

impaled upon the thorns of several different trees. After hastily snatch- 

ing one the Shrike nearly always alighted upon some nearby branch to get 

a firmer grip upon the grub before flying away to impale it. 

Jan. 16, 1912, everything was frozen hard and the bright sun did not 
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seem to relieve matters. I was returning from a visit to a trap in the grove 
when my attention was attracted by the cries of a bird in the broom sedge 

near me. Advancing cautiously I discovered a Shrike throttling a Mock- 

ingbird which it had pinned down on its back on the ground. I watched 
until the Mockingbird was killed and then noticed another hovering about 

with drooping wings, but it made no attempt to drive the Shrike away. 

I picked up the dead bird then and found that its neck was broken and a 

Jarge patch of skin missing from its occiput. Evidently it was killed by 

its neck being broken, which the Shrike accomplished by repeated blows 

with its hooked beak. I squatted perfectly still and held the dead bird 

in my right hand, which was gloved, and the Shrike came and endeavored 

to take it from me, alighting on it and tugging at its head with all its might. 

Putting the bird down I returned to the house for my camera but when I 

got back I found the Mockingbird disemboweled and the Shrike nowhere 

in sight. The entrails were removed through a small hole in the bird’s 

back, about over the kidneys. The measurements of the dead Mocking- 

bird exceeded those given in Coues’ ‘ Key’ for the Shrike, althoagh I 

judge that it was a young one. It is my opinion that the Shrike attacked 

such a large bird only under stress of hunger, everything being frozen. 

IT am almost sure that this is the same bird I photographed Jan. 10.— 

Ernest G. Hout, Barachias, Ala. 

Wintering of the Blue-headed Vireo (Lanivireo solitarius solitarius) 

at Aiken, South Carolina.— On January 28, 1913, I saw a Blue-headed 

Vireo (Lanivireo solitarius solitarius). The bird was flitting about in the 

branches of a long-needled pine (Pinus palustris) in company with two 

Brown-headed Nuthatches, two Brown Creepers, and a Golden-crowned 

Kinglet. The bird was tame, allowing me to approach within a few feet 

before paying any attention to me. 

As this species is not credited with wintering as far north as this point, 
I consider it a note worth recording.— JoHN DrypEN Kuser, Bernardsville, 

New Jersey. 

The Magnolia Warbler (Dendroica magnolia): an Addition to the 

Fauna of the Coast Region of South Carolina.— On September 29, 

1912, I shot on Oakland plantation, Christ Church Parish, a superb young 

male of this species. There was a tremendous migration that morning and, 

although Sunday, I thought I would take a short walk and see if there were 

any rarae aves among the thousands of Warbler’s which had arrived. When 

first seen I was satisfied that the bird was a young male Cape May Warbler 

( Dendroica tigrina), as the morning was dark without sunlight, and it was 

not until I had the bird in my hand that I realized I had made a mistake 

and had taken a bird that I had never seen before. One shot was fired, 

but it brought to me a new bird for the coast of South Carolina. 

Dr. Eugene Edmund Murphy has taken this species in the autumn at 
Augusta, Georgia, but he has found it excessively rare there — ArTHuR T. 

Wayne, Mount Pleasant, S. C. 
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The Cape May Warbler ( Dendroica tigrina) Taken in the Spring on 

the Coast of South Carolina.— Dr. Louis B. Bishop, while paying me a 

visit in the spring of 1912, shot two Cape May Warblers — a male and a 

female — on April 23, 1912, and, on the same day and at the same place, 

I took three of these birds. The Cape May Warbler has not been seen 

or taken in the spring by the writer in the past thirty years and he is in- 

debted to Dr. Bishop, who took the first specimen, for finding the birds.— 

Artuur T. Wayne, Mount Pleasant, S. C. 

Catbird and Brown Thrasher in Winter in Massachusetts.— On 

Christmas Day, 1911, in the Arnold Arboretum at Jamaica Plain, Massa- 

chusetts, I saw a Catbird (Dumetella carolinensis) in some shrubbery about 

three hundred yards from the museum. It was quite lively though silent 

and rather shy. Twenty days later, on January 14, 1912, I again saw what 

was probably the same bird. This time it was apparently sunning itself 

in the vines on the museum. After allowing a rather near approach it 

flew across the road into some bushes, where it remained still seeking the 

sunshine and as before, silent. The weather was clear and cold with a 

minimum temperature of one degree below zero and the Catbird acted, 

as it well might, as if it was half frozen. The bird was not observed after 

this date and as shortly afterwards some Catbird feathers were seen strewn 

around about the museum it probably came to an untimely end. 

While walking in the Arboretum on the morning of December 22, 1912, I 

saw a Brown Thrasher (Tozxostoma rufum) on the ground very busily at 

work poking among the leaves with its bill. The bird was very tame and 

I approached to within four feet of it, hardly any notice being taken of me. 

It did not utter a note of any kind neither did it leave the ground while 

I was there. It has not been seen since, the snowstorm of Christmas Eve 

probably driving it southward— Haroxip L. Barrert, Jamaica Plain, 

Mass. 

Brown Thrasher Wintering near St. Louis, Mo.— The winter of 

1912-13 has been remarkably mild with very little precipitation. The 

ground has not been completely covered with snow this winter in the brush- 

covered portions of the bottomlands, and the lowest temperature was four 

above zero, on February 1. 
On Feb. 2, 1913, at Creve Coeur Lake, in a well sheltered area of thick 

underbrush in the Missouri River‘ bottomlands fourteen miles north of 

St. Louis, I had the good fortune to observe at close range a Brown 

Thrasher (Toxostoma rufum). It was the day after our coldest weather | 

and a light snow was falling. The bird was scratching in the dead leaves 

in search of food and from all appearances was in excellent condition. It 

flew from bush to bush as I pursued it and seemed very much at home in 

its surroundings. Mr. Widmann gives no record of the bird wintering 

near St. Louis and gives March 13, 1882, as the earliest date of spring 

arrival. H. C. Wiuutams, St. Lowis, Mo. 
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Random Notes from Easton, Pa.—Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Brttrep 

KineFrisHeR.— I saw a Kingfisher flying along Bushkill Creek calling 
lustily on January 4, 1911. 

Colaptes auratus luteus. Norrspern Fuicker.— One was seen on 

February 13, 1909. This is the first and only winter record I have for the 

species. 

Archilechus colubris. Rusy-rHroatep Humminasrrp.— A female or 

a bird of the year was seen in an orchard here on October 3, 1908. The 
Hummingbird usually leaves more than a week earlier. 

Loxia curvirostra minor. Crosspitu.— On April 13, 1912, I saw two 

Crossbills in a small maple tree, apparently feeding on the buds. They 

were quite fearless; so I was able to approach very near to them. 

Spizella pusilla pusilla. Fre.p Sparrow.— On November 27, 1908, 

two Field Sparrows were seen in a tangled briar thicket. Another one was 

observed on January 9, 1909. 

Compsothlypis americana usnez. NorrHerN PAaruLA WARBLER. 

— In 1907 I saw this warbler on October 17; while in the following year 
one was seen on October 10. These are late dates. 

Dendroica virens. BLAcK-rHROATED GREEN WARBLER.— An im- 

mature bird was seen as late as October 31, 1907. 

Setophaga ruticilla. Repstrarr.— Hither a female or an immature 

bird was observed along the edge of a woods on October 27, 1909. This 

species breeds here occasionally. On June 8, 1907, an occupied nest was 

discovered above twenty feet above the ground in an upright crotch of a 

vine, pendant on a tree. At the time the female was on the nest. 

Sitta canadensis. Rep-sreastep Nursatcu.— This bird is a very 

erratic visitant here. During the fall of 1906 it was very abundant from 

September 25 until October 30, when the last one was noted. In 1907 but 

,one individual was observed. Then the species disappeared from here 

‘and for three years none was seen. But on October 11, 1911, a solitary 

bird was noted; while on October 17 and 18, 1912, several were observed. 

Regulus calendula calendula. Rusy-crowNep JKiINauer.— On 

February 27, 1911, a male Ruby-crowned Kinglet was seen and positively 

identified. The bird was flitting about in the undergrowth of a woods 

giving its wren-like call. This is not the first winter record for this 

locality, for during January and March, 1908, this species was observed 

several times. (Cassinia, 1908, p. 64.) 

Hylocichla guttata pallasi. Hermir THrusu.— Again I wish to 

report the presence of this species here in winter (Auk, Vol. X XIX, p. 250). 

On December 25, 1912, I saw an individual of the species in the under- 

growth of a woods on a sunny hillside. The biid was watched some time 

and closely observed. Its call, habit of nervously jerking the tail up and 

down with an accompanying flap of the wings, and the coloration, which 

was characteristic of the Hermit Thrush, left no doubt as to the true iden- 

tity of the bird.— Epwarp J. F. Marx, Easton, Pa. 
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A few South Dakota Records of some Western Birds.— A short 
time ago I went over the bird skins in the museum here and sent a number 

which promised to be of interest to the Biological Survey for identification 

by H. C. Oberholser. In a letter recently received from Wells W. Cooke 

‘he states that, among others, the following records are extensions of pre- 

viously established ranges. It is therefore thought that the publication 

of the known data concerning these records would be desirable. The Grebe 

was collected by H. E. Lee of Rapid City, the Savannah, Grasshopper and 

Tree Sparrows by E. H. Sweet of Sturgis and the remaining numbers by 

the writer. 

ZEchmorphorus occidentalis. WrstrerN GrREBE.— Hamlin County, 

northeastern 8. D., Nov. 10, 1911, immature. (Mr. Lee states that he 

has found nests of this species and seen young in all stages upon Lake 

Norden in that county.) 

Otus asio maxwelliz. Rocky Mountain ScrEEcH Owx.— Oelrichs, 

Fall River County, southwestern 8. D., Aug. 5, 1911. Considered by 

Cooke to be a notable extension of range. 

Dryobates pubescens homorus. BaTcHELDER’s WOODPECKER.—— 

Willet, Harding County, northwestern 8. D., Sept. 4, 1912, 

Myiochanes richardsoni. WrsteERN Woop Prwen.— Fall River 

County July 27, 1911, Lawrence County, northern Black Hills, July 25, 

Harding County, Sept. 4, 1912. (Abundant in the pine forested areas of 

western S. D.) 

Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus. Pivyon Jay.— Buffalo Gap, Fall 

River County, July 24, 1911. (Quite frequent in the coniferous regions 

especially the Black Hills, Cabe Hills and Pine Ridge.) 

Pocecetes gramineus confinis. WESTERN VESPER SPARROW.— Forest- 

burg, Sanborn County, southeast-central 8. D. July 15, 1906. 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus. WrsTeRN SAVANNAH SPAR- 
row.— Menno, Hutchinson County, southeast-central 8. D., Apr. 28, 1902. 

Ammodramus bairdi. Barrp’s Sparrow.— Harding County, July 12, 

1910, Sept. 3, 1912. (Breeds quite abundantly in the extreme northwestern 

corner of the state.) 

Ammodramus savannarum bimaculatus. WrsTeERN GRASSHOPPER 
Sparrow.— Menno, Hutchinson County, Aug. 15, 1900. 

Spizella monticola ochracea. WrsTERN TREE SPARROW.— Hutchin- 

son County, Dee. 27, 1900. 

Spizella passerina arizonz. WESTERN CHIPPING SPARROW.—Oelrichs, 

Fall River County, Aug. 4, 1911. 

Guiraca czrulea lazula. WersterN Biur GrospnaK.— Carter, : 

Tripp County, south-central S. D., Aug. 16, 1911, immature. Breeds 

frequently in the Pine Ridge country as far east as the 100° of longitude. 

Myadestes townsendi. TowNsENp’s SouiTaAirE.— Minnekahta, Fall 

River County, July 27, 1911, a fledgling. Breeds regularly and _ plentifully 

in all sections of the Black Hills. <A straggler noted at Vermilion, extreme 

southeastern §. D., Jan. 9, 1911, (see ‘The Auk’, April, 1911, p. 270.) 

—S. 8. Visser, State University, Vermilion, S. D. 
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Additions to a list of the Birds of Harding County, Northwestern 

South Dakota, II.— In ‘The Auk’ for January, 1911, pages 5-16, 

I gave a partial list of the birds of this county. In ‘ The Auk ‘ for January, 

1912, page 110-111, was a first list (10 species) of additions. During the 

summer of 1912 I revisited in August and September, practically all parts 

of the county under the auspices of the South Dakota State Survey and 

collected a number of birds. Species added to the list at this time are 
marked by an asterisk. ' 

Ardea herodias. Great Biur Heron.— Though reported by Grinnell 

and by Catron, I met with no individuals during 1910 or 1911. In 1912, 

however, several were seen along the Little Missouri River early in Sep- 

tember. 

Dryobates pubescens homorus. BatcHEeLpER’s WoopPECKER.— 

A specimen collected September 4, was identified by Oberholser as belonging 

to the Rocky Mountain subspecies. In my list the Downy Woodpeckers 

were reported as D. p. medianus. 

*Porzana carolina. Sora.— One individual was seen September 7, 

in a small reed-filled slump-marsh in the East Short Pines. 

Ammodramus bairdi. Bairp’s Sparrow.— This was an abundant 

species early in September. Specimens collected at that time as well as 

the breeding male shot July 14, 1912, have been identified by Oberholser. 

Melospiza melodia juddi. Dakota Sone Sparrow.— A breeding 

Song Sparrow collected by me in the sand hills of southern South Dakota 

(Bennet County) has been referred by Oberholser to this subspecies. 

Cooke writes as though all the Song Sparrows of western South Dakota 

must therefore belong to M. m. juddi (instead of M. m. melodia as I reported 

in my list.) 
*Melospiza lincolni lincolni. Lincoin’s Sparrow.— One collected 

September 7, in the East Short Pine Hills (identified by Biological Survey.) 

Representatives of various other species were collected and specimens of 

a number were submitted to the Biological Survey, but since they merely 

substantiate earlier field identifications, and require no corrections it is not 

thought necessary to mention them.— 8. 8. Visuur, University of South 

Dakota, Vermilion, S. Dak. 

Birds at Sea. On December 8, 1912, a live female Eider Duck (Soma- 

teria dresseri) was brought tome. It had been captured on the deck of the 

steamship ‘ Juniata,’ off Cape Cod, Mass., December 5, having come aboard 

in a dense fog. It. lived for ten days on celery tops — all other food 

refused — at the end of which time it died, and is now in my collection. 

On about October 16, 1911, two young Duck Hawks were captured on a 

tramp steamer coming to this port for bunker coal. The mate informed 

me they were about one hundred miles off Hatteras when the birds were 

taken. An Osprey also came aboard the same day, and all were easily 

captured as they were utterly exhausted. There had been a bad storm the 

day previous. These birds were examined by both my father and me 
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and pronounced young of the year. We were unable to purchase them 

from the sailors— Harotp H. Baitny, Newport News, Va. 

Two Ornithological Fables from Louisiana.— While in Avoyelles 

Parish, La., recently, the writer heard two interesting bird stories. One 

concerns the Wood Ibis (Mycteria americana). A man told me: “I have 

heard from my father, and my grandfather, and have heard all my life, 

that a flock of these birds will alight in shallow water and set to scratching 

their heads. After all have been doing this a short time, the fish in the 

place rise and float on the surface stupefied, thus falling an easy prey to the 

birds.” 
Although this tale is a great tax upon credulity the writer gave it the 

benefit of the doubt to the extent of testing the fundamental assertion 

scientifically. SSome minnows were kept in a small aquarium with a good 

quantity of scaly scurf from the head and neck of a Wood Ibis. The min- 

nows showed no signs of discomfort (during 24 hours) and in fact ate some 

of the scales. A friend has suggested that if there is anything at all in the 

story, the probability is that scales being scratched off might attract small 

fishes in search of food. 

The other fable, admittedly a morality tale,! I have put in the following 

form: It is related that one day of the days a dove espied an ant struggling 

in the water. Moved to compassion, the dove plucked a leaf and laid it 

on the water near to the ant. The ant climbing thereon was saved from 

drowning and a favorable breeze springing up, was wafted to shore and his 

hold on life made sure. At a later time, the dove sitting quietly on a 

branch of a tree, was drowsily enjoying the beauty of the day. A wicked 

boy, gun in hand, stealthily approached, and having taken deliberate aim 

was about to fire. In this extremity the ant, witnessing the turn of events, 

quickly climbed to the boy’s neck and, ere he could pull trigger bit him 

shrewdly on the ear. The lad disconcerted by the sharp pain, let fall his 

gun, and with an exclamation, roughly brushed his hurt. All this hubbub 

aroused the dove who made off in safety. 

Moral: Befriend, and you may be befriended.— W. L. McAteer, Wash- 

engion, D.C: 

1 This evidently old story appears in a different guise in the “Marvels of Ant 

Life.’ W. F. Kirby, 1898. 
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RECENT LITERATURE. 

Scharff’s ‘Distribution and Origin of Life in America.’ !— Dr. 

Scharff’s ‘Distribution and Origin of Life in America’ is of extreme interest 

and of great value to every student of the profound and fascinating prob- 

lems discussed, whether or not his conclusions meet with the reader’s 
acceptance. To the investigator it is extremely welcome for its biblio- 
graphical citations and summaries of fact and opinion put forth by his 

predecessors in the same field. To the layman it may be misleading if too 

great importance is given to the author’s interpretations and inferences. 

A striking feature is the confidence the author manifests in his conclu- 

sions, regardless in many instances of the present inadequacy of our knowl- 

edge of the biology and the geological history of the greater part of the 

areas he discusses, as though our present information regarding these 

subjects was to be looked upon as practically final. Climatic conditions 

as barriers to the distribution of life and the former wide distribution of 
ancestral types from which their present modified representatives have 

necessarily descended, appear to receive very little consideration. Re- 

semblances through convergence of characters due to environment between 

groups geographically widely separated are rarely given serious considera- 

tion, and a tendency is evident to belittle the influence of tides, currents, 

and other fortuitous means of dispersion. The fact that what we do not 
know of the fossil content and the geological history of vast areas of South 
America and of other parts of the world that require consideration in the 
author’s theme, is simply immense in comparison with the known, is rarely 

recognized in the present work. Neither does the paucity of our knowledge 

of the existing plant and animal life of Central and South America appear 

to have received due recognition. Among the birds and mammals of these 
great regions, new species, and often new genera, are discovered in every 

new collection that reaches the hands of the expert, while the range of 
many forms long known to science is greatly and often most unexpectedly 

extended whenever a collector trained in modern methods of field work 
enters tropical America. As it is safe to say that the mammals and birds 

of South America and Central America are far better known than the 
representatives of any other class, it seems not rash to claim that our 

knowledge of obscure and not easily observed forms of invertebrate life 
is far too imperfect to warrant dogmatism in treating of their origin and 

“ 

1 Distribution and Origin | of Life in | America | By | Robert Francis Scharff} 

Ph. D., B. Se. | Author of ‘‘European Animals, their Geological History and Geo- 

graphical Distribution.’’ | Corresponding Member of the Academy of Natural 

Sciences, Philadelphia; | of the Senckenberg Natural History Society, Frankfurt 

am Main; | of the Linnean Society of Bordeaux; and of the Anthropological Society 

of Paris| New York |The Macmillan Company | 1912 —S8vo, pp. xvi + 497, 

16 map. $3.00 net. 
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distribution. Yet the author discusses many such questions with an assur- 

ance that only a much greater knowledge of the facts in the case than is at 

present available would warrant. 

It must be said, however, that the author has overlooked but little of 

the available information bearing upon his subject, and that he has used 

it effectively in so far as it favors his side of the argument. No one author, 

however, can in these days bring to all the varied facts and problems of 

such a broad subject the equipment of an expert, and he is thus prone to 

give to the literature he cites its full face value; especially when it seems 

favorable to his hypotheses. Slightly differentiated forms, considered not 

worthy of nomenglatural recognition by the majority of authorities, are 

usually cited as full species, and groups proposed as subgenera are com- 

monly cited as full genera, although in various instances they are not cur- 

rently recognized as having even subgeneric value. In the case of the 

muskox and his ancestry, he has accepted the baseless conclusions of a 

recent writer on the subject at the author’s own estimate, and thus intro- 

duced into his work grave errors that it will now be difficult to eradicate 

from semi-popular sources of information. In some cases, however, he has 

overlooked information having an important bearing on points considered, 

as where in his discussion of the evidences in favor of a mid-Atlantic land 

bridge between the West Indies and Africa (p. 280 and fig. 14) during the 

early Tertiary, he cites the seals of the genus Monachus as evidence of 

such a connection, which genus he says occurs only in the Mediterranean 

and Antillean regions, overlooking the fact that a species. (Monachus 

schauinslandi Matschie), very closely related to the other two. has been 

described from Laysan Island in the mid-Pacific! This, it is true, is a 

comparatively recent discovery,! but serves all the more to show the 

imperfection of present knowledge of the distribution of important types of 

even mammalian life. 

In his discussion of Antillean life the rice-rats (Oryzomys) are said to 

have a ‘“‘very wide and discontinuous range in North and South America,” * 

suggesting an ancient origin. Few groups of American mammals, it is 

true, range more widely —from southern United States to Terra del 

Fuego — nor has any a more continuous or unbroken distribution. This 
is a small error in comparison with the misstatement that one species 

(O. antillarum), known from.only a few specimens, collected some thirty 

years ago, was formerly ‘‘so abundant in Jamaica, and did such damage to 

crops, that the mongoose, a small carnivore, was imported from India for 

its destruction,” the fact being that the destructive rats of Jamaica and 

neighboring islands are introduced Old World species of the genus Mus’ 

(= Epimys). 
In his discussion of the fauna and flora of Florida, Lower California, 

and Labrador, the author shows a surprising disregard of the controlling 

influence of temperature and other climatic conditions upon the range of 

1 Matschie, P. Sitzungsb. Gesell. Nat. Freunde, 1905, pp. 254-262. 
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plants and animals. In referring to the distribution of Florida plants 
with West Indian affinities, he says: ‘If birds had any special influence 

in the transport of seeds, not the southern portion of Florida but the 

northern one should show affinities in the flora with the West Indies.” 

In other words, if birds had carried seeds during their migrations to north- 

ern Florida, the vegetation of this portion of the state should show affini- 

ties with the flora of the West Indies, regardless of climatic barriers that we 

know would prevent their growth. This is only one of many illustrations 

that might be cited to show the author’s disregard of climatic conditions 

as a factor in determining on a large scale the present restrictions of range 

of plant and animal life. 

In reference to crocodiles and alligators, which are found in both Asia 

and America, the author says: ‘‘The generally accepted theory, I believe, 

is that some ancestors of the American alligator has travelled northward, 

and succeeded in crossing the former land bridge across Bering Strait to 

northeastern Asia, thence wandering southward to China. We possess no 

fossil evidence for such a belief. All we know is that the rather generalized 

alligator Diplocynodon lived already at the very commencement of the 

Tertiary Era both in North America and in Europe, and that it persisted 

in Europe until Miocene times.” Of the crocodile he says: “An equally 

remarkable fact is that the true crocodile has succeeded in obtaining a foot- 

ing on the North America continent in one single small area, namely,... 

in southern Florida.” Yet he cites the occurrence of their fossil remains 

in the Eocene of Wyoming, but makes no admission of the possibility of 

their occurrence in Tertiary times at intermediate points between Wyoming 

and India, in vast regions now paleontologically very little known, or 

absolutely unknown. On the contrary, he says “‘it seems surprising that 

they have not spread more widely in America.” He admits that “only a 

land connection between America and the Old World in early Tertiary 

times can explain its [crocodile’s] present geographical distribution,” but 

he prefers a land bridge across the north Pacifie between western North 

America and eastern Asia to the commonly accepted Bering Strait bridge. 

He contends that ten land bridges are necessary to account for the pres- 

ent distribution of animal life in America. These may be listed as follows: 

1. A North Atlantic land bridge between Scotland, Greenland, and 

Labrador during recent geological times. 
2. A North Pacific land bridge at Bering Strait, coincident in time with 

the North Atlantic bridge. 
3. A Mid Atlantic bridge between southern Europe and the West Indies. 

4. A Mid Atlantic bridge between Europe and southeastern North 

America. 

5. A South Atlantic bridge between eastern South America and West 

Africa. 

6. ASouth Atlantic bridge between Patagonia, South Africa, and Mada- 

gascar, of which he says: ‘(We can gather from all these expressions of 

opinion by different authors as to the past geological history of South 

America that there is comparatively little agreement on this subject.” 
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7. A North Pacific land belt between western North America and east- 
ern Asia. 5 

8. A Pacific land belt between North and South America westward of 

Central America. 
‘ 9, An Antarctic bridge between Patagonia, Chile, Australia and New 

Zealand. 
10. An Atlantic bridge between Bermuda and the West Indies, Bermuda 

being part of a continent that extended northward from the West Indies and 
joined the mainland of North America somewhere near Massachusetts. 

The author takes up his subject geographically in fifteen chapters, be- 

ginning with Greenland and passing southward to Argentina and Chile, 

discussing these in succession from the viewpoint of their biology and geo- 

logical history, with special consideration of their faunistic affinities. It 

would therefore have been a great convenience to the reader if he had given 

a topical résumé of the evidence for the ten land bridges he advocates dis- 

connectedly in the course of the book, summarizing the pros and cons for 

each in a connected way, defining also their presumed extent and con- 

tinental connections, and their probable geological age and duration. 

Former supposed land areas and their connections offer a fascinating topic 

for speculation, but the evidence at present is so meager and conflicting 

that the conclusions reached are apt to depend upon the temperamental 

characteristics of the author. 
Dr. Scharff has certainly presented us with a work of unusual interest, 

and one which will stimulate to further investigation of the problems he 

has so elaborately discussed. — J. A. A. 

Brabourne and Chubb: ‘The Birds of South America.’ !— The 
appearance of the first volume of this monumental work will be welcomed 

by ornithologists the world over. Even though it be merely a list similaz 

in style to Sharpe’s ‘ Hand-List,’— a framework as it were upon which the 

main structure is to be built up —it is nevertheless of the greatest assis- 

tance to students of the neotropical avifauna, as the writer has already 

had occasion to prove. It is forty years since Sclater and Salvin published 

their ‘ Nomenclator Avium Neotropicalium’ and we have had no general 

work on South American birds since. It is moreover a great advance over 

Sharpe’s ‘ Hand-List’ since the references are given in full with type locali- 

ties and the nomenclature has been made to conform largely with the In- 

ternational Code. Binomials are used, as the authors explain, merely as 

a matter of convenience, the intention being to work out the relationship 

of species and subspecies and adopt trinomials in the body of the work. 

1 The Birds | of | South America | by | Lord Brabourne, F. Z. S., M. B. O. U., | 

and | Charles Chubb, F. Z.S., M. B.O.U.| (Zoological Department, British 

Museum). | Vol. 1 | London: | R. H. Porter, 7 Princes Street, Cavendish Square, W| 

John Wheldon & Co., 38 Great Queen Street, W. C. | Taylor & Francis, Red Lion 

Court, Fleet Street, E. C. | [1912] royal Svo, pp. i-xix + 1-504 with colored map. 
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No less than 4561 forms are given in the list, one thousand more than are 

contained in the Sclater and Salvin list and that included Mexico, Central 

America and the Galapagos all of which are omitted in the work before us. 

Each species is accompanied by an English name which will be of great 

assistance to the museum curator in preparing exhibition labels. Some of 

these names however are unduly cumbersome while others conflict with 

the names of common North American birds as the use of ‘ Pewee’ for 

the species of Empidonax, of ‘Marsh Wren’ for Thryophilus, etc., we fully 

appreciate, however, the difficulty of finding English names for over four 

thousand birds. 

One matter of detail, which will of course be corrected in the synonymy, is 

the failure to quote the name as originally published, so that one cannot 

‘ascertain under what generic name a,species was described until the refer- 

ence is consulted. There are also occasional lapses in stating the distribu- 

tions, for having recently been working over a Venezuelan collection, we note 

a number of instances where this country is omitted in the ranges of species 

which are well known to occur there. These are however trifling matters, 

which should not be seriously charged against a list admittedly only pre- 

liminary and which is so excellent and helpful in other respects. 

We note a number of changes in namies. Some of those which affect 

North American species are Columbina for Chemepelia, Podiceps for Colym- 

bus, Catharacta for Megalestris, Pluvialis for Charadrius, Charadrius for 

Aegialitis + Oxyechus + Ochthodromus, Tringa for Helodromas, Canutus 

for Tringa, Nyroca for Marila, Oxyura for Erismatura, Merganser for 

Mergus, and Caprimulgus for Antrostomus. Falco is divided, Cerchneis 

being used for the Sparrow Hawks; while Pisobia is split into Pisobia and 
Heteropygia. We note also the use of Sula dactylatra Lesson 1837 in place 

of S. cyanops, and Egretta thula Molina 1782 for the Snowy Heron, while 

the Black Vulture, at least so far as South America is concerned, stands as 

Catharista fetans. Some of these changes are undoubtedly necessary but 

in other cases we think the A. O. U. Check-List is correct. 

Ornithologists everywhere will look forward with interest to the succeed- 

ing parts of this long needed work.— W. S. 

Oberholser’s ‘A Revision of the Forms of the Great Blue Heron.’ ! 

-— In this carefully prepared monograph, Mr. Oberholser treats the Great 

Blue Heron as he has previously discussed the Green Heron. Plumages 

are described in detail and there are numerous tables-of measurements 
and lists of localities from which specimens have been examined. 

The races recognized are as follows with approximate breeding ranges: 

A. herodias herodias, eastern North America exclusive of Lower Austral 

zone; A. h. wardi, southeastern U. S8., mainly Lower Austral zone; A. h. 

. adoxa subsp. nov., Bahamas and West Indies; A. h. treganzai, western U. 8. 

1A Revision of the Forms of the Great Blue Heron, Ardea herodias Linngeus. 

Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Vol. 43, pp. 531-559. December 12, 1912. 
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north to the Transition zone, east of the coast district; A. h. sanctilucae, 

southern Lower California; A. h. cognata Galapagos Islands, A. h. hyper- 

onca subsp. nov., Pacific coast region of U.S.; A. h. oligista subsp. nov., - 

Santa Barbara Islands, California; A. h. fannini, Pacific coast of north- 

western North America; A. h. lessonii, Mexico to northern South America. 

—W.S. 

Torrey’s ‘Field-Days in California.’ !— Our pleasure in turning the 

pages of this last volume of Bradford Torrey is mingled with sadness at 

the thought that the pen, which for so many years depicted for us the ever- 

changing face of nature, is forever stilled. 

This little book treats of the experiences of the last few years of his life, 

which were spent in California; and it is particularly interesting to those 

hird-lovers who are familiar only with the Atlantic slope as it depicts so 

vividly the easterner’s impressions of the birds of ‘ the coast.’ 

There is a frontispiece portrait of the author and eight plates illustrating 

localities treated in the book, in two of which Mr. Torrey himself appears. 

The Chapter headings are, A California Beach; In the Estero; An Exciting 

Forenoon; A Long Procession; A Visitation of Swans; My First Condor; 

My First Water-Ouzels; An Unsuccessful Hunt; Yellow-billed Magpies; 

Some Rock-haunting Birds; Under the Redwoods; In the Santa Cruz 

Mountains; Reading a Check-List; On Foot in the Yosemite; A Bird- 

Gazer at the Grand Cajon. 
The Chapter on the A. O. U. Check-List will be read with much interest 

and the Committee we feel sure will be gratified with Mr. Torrey’s opinion 

of this volume, that ‘ there’s plenty of good reading in the Check-List,’ 

while they will be surprised to see what inspiration he derives from its pages. 

‘ Field Days in California ’ will take its place as the fitting completion of a 

series of nature studies which will continue in the future, as they have in the 

past, to delight all lovers of the great out doors, to sharpen our powers 

of observation and to help us the better to appreciate what we see.— W.5S. 

Nelson on Two New Birds from Panama.’— The specimens here 

described are from the rich collections made by Mr. E. A. Goidman on the 

Smithsonian Survey of Panama. Mr. Nelson names them Capito mactu- 

licoronatus pirrensis, the Mount Pirri Barbet, and Pseudotriccus pelselni 

berlepschi, the Berlepsch Flycatcher.— W. 8. 

Bent on a New Crossbill from Newfoundland.*— A series of eleven 

Crossbills obtained by Dr. L. C. Sanford in Newfoundland prove to be 

1 Field-Days in California | By | Bradford Torrey | With Illustrations from 

Photographs | [vignette] | Boston and New York | Houghton Mifflin Company | 

The Riverside Press, Cambridge | 1913. 12mo0, pp. 1-235. Frontispiece portrait 

and eight half-tone plates. $1.50 net. 

2'Two New Species of Birds from the Slopes of Mount Pirri, Eastern Panama. 

Smithson. Misc. Collec., Vol. 60, No. 21, pp. 1-2. February 26, 1913. 

3 A New Subspecies of Crossbill from Newfoundland. By A. C. Bent. Smith- 

son. Misc. Collec., Vol. 60, No. 15, pp. 1-8. December 12, 1912. 
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larger and deeper colored than Loxia curvirostra minor with a larger and 

heavier bill. Mr. Bent proposes to separate them as a distinct race under 
the name of Lovia c. percua— W.S. 

Mearns on a New African Grass Warbler.'— To the several new forms 

of Cistocola recently described by Dr. Mearns he now adds another C. 

prinoides wambugensis from Wambugu, British East Africa, obtained in 

1909 on the Smithsonian Africa Expedition.— W. 8. 

Ornithology in the Smithsonian Report for 1911. Among the 

reprinted articles which form part of the Annual Report of the Smithsonian 

Institution for 1911 four deal with birds. These are ‘ A History of Certain 

Great Horned Owls,’ by Charles R. Keyes, from ‘The Condor,’ 1911; ‘ The 

passenger Pigeon,’ accounts by Pehr Kalm, from ‘ The Auk,’ 1911 and by 

J. J. Audubon, (Ornithological Biography, Vol. 1); ‘On the Position As- 

sumed by Birds in Flight,’ By Bentley Beetham, from ‘ British Birds,’ 1911; 

and ‘ Note on the Iridescent Colors of Birds and Insects,’ By A. Mallock, 

“Proceedings of the Royal Society,’ London, 1911.— W. 8. 

Horsbrugh’s Game-Birds and Water-Fowl of South Africa.2— 

‘The concluding part of this attractive work is now before us and it fully 

maintains the high standard of the earlier parts. Fifteen species of Ana- 

tide and the Hadada Ibis are figured and described. The last Major 

Horsbrugh tells us is ‘‘not really a game bird but is most excellent eating and 

is always a welcome addition to the bag.”’ The index, preface and title page 

accompany this installment and it is to be regretted that there is not an 

abstract of the laws of South Africa defining and protecting gamebirds.— 

Wes. 

Hellmayr on Birds from the Mouth of the Amazon.*— This valu- 

able contribution to Brazilian Ornithology is prepared with the same 

skill and carefulness that characterizes the work of the author and further 

illustrates his broad knowledge of the neotropical avifauna. 

The paper is divided into six parts. 

I. ‘A review of the birds collected in the Para district ’; a fully anno- 

tated list of 179 species, with discussion of ranges and relationship with 

allied forms. 

1 Description of a New African Grass-Warbler of the Genus Cisticola. By Edgar 

A. Mearns. Smithson. Misc. Collec., Vol. 60, No. 20, pp. 1-2. February 14, 1913. 

2 The Game-Birds and Water Fowl of South Africa by Major Boyd Horsbrugh, 

with Colored Plates by Sergeant C. G. Davies, Part 4. London. Witherby & 

Co., 326 High Holburn. December 11, 1912. 

* Zoologische Ergebnisse einer Reise in das Miindungsgebiet des Amazonas 

herausgegeben von Lorens Miiller. II. Vogel von C. E. Hellmayr. Abhi. K6ngl. 

Bayern. Akad. Wiss. XXVI, 2. pp. 1-142. November 15, 1912. 
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Il. ‘A revision of the Avifauna of the Para district,’ comprising a list 

of collectors, localities, a bibliography and a systematic list of 379 species 

with localities from which specimens have been recorded. Dysithamnus 

mentalis emilae is described as new from San Antonio do Prata 

III. ‘ Report on the birds collected on the Island of Mexiana’ annotated 

list of 39 species. 

IV. ‘ Revision of the birds of Mexiana Island’ 157 species listed. 

V. Report on the birds collected on the Island of Marajo’; annotated 

list of 40 species. 

VI. ‘ Zoogeographic consideration of the Avifauna of the region about 

the mouth of the Amazon.’ 

Such contributions as this are bringing our knowledge of the avifauna of 

South America nearer and nearer to that state of accuracy which character- 

izes the ornithology of North America, and this paper of Mr. Hellmayr’s 
will prove of great assistance to investigators of the bird life not only of 

the Para district but of other more or less contiguous areas.— W.S. 

McAtee’s ‘Index to U. S. Department of Agriculture Publications 

on the Food of Birds.’ !— So numerous are the publications of the U. 8S. 

Department of Agriculture, dealing with the food habits of birds, that an 

index such as Mr. McAtee has prepared is a practical necessity if we are 

to readily find the information that we seek. The index covers 131 docu- 

ments, referring to the economic status of no less than 401 species of native 

birds and 59 foreign or introduced species. A bibliography precedes the 

index proper and the latter is remarkably full, with an abundance of sub- 

headings under each species giving the various items of food and other 

details, which greatly aid the economist in finding just the information he 

desires — W. 3S. 

Craig’s Studies of Bird Behavior.2-— Mr. Craig describes in detail 

the hatching of two young doves (Turtur risorius). The birds made a 

series of strong movements with several seconds rest between; each move- 

ment seemed to consist of (1) a pushing lengthwise, (2) a thrusting of the 

bill through the shell, or sometimes only bulging it, (3) a turning round a 

few degrees which brought each bill thrust a little beyond the last. Mr. 

Craig finds only two recorded instances of the observation of the hatching 

of wild birds 7. e. by W. H. Hudson, ‘The Naturalist in La Plata’ and R. T. 

Moore, ‘ The Auk’ 1912, p. 218, dealing with the Jacana and Least Sand- 

piper respectively. It would seem therefore that there was opportunity 

1 Index to Papers Relating to the Food of Birds by Members of the Biological 

Survey in Publications of the United States Department of Agriculture, 1885— 

1911. By W. L. McAtee. U. S. Dept. Agr., Biological Survey, Bull No. 4. 

Washington, 1913. pp. 1-69. 

2 Behavior of the Young Bird in Breaking out of the Egg. By Wallace Craig, 

Jour. Animal Behavior, July—August, 1912, pp. 296-298. 

Observations on Doves Learning to Drink, do., pp. 273-279. 
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here for some valuable observations and it is strange that a field which 

lies open to every student of bird life has been so universally neglected. 

In another paper the same author discusses young doves learning to 

drink and concludes that the first drinking is an involuntary reflex act when 

the bill becomes accidentally submerged and the inside of the mouth is 

moistened. The difference in the method of drinking in pigeons and 
domestic fowls is emphasized.— W. 8. 

Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen on Austrian Ornithological Literature 

for 1911.'— A bibliography of about 400 titles, many of them local and 
popular, and many from journals not readily accessible in America. The 

list is carefully prepared and forms a valuable paper of reference while it 

impresses one with the enormous amount of ornithological literature 

that is being put forth in the world today.— W.S. 

Mrs. Myers’ ‘The Birds’ Convention.’ ?— This‘attractively printed 

little book is designed to interest young folk in birds and bird protection. 

For very little children a book of this sort, in which the birds are personified, 

will no doubt prove attractive, but as they grow older boys and girls, we 

think, soon prefer something that is not quite so obviously intended for the 

young. The half-tones with which the work is illustrated are excellent.— 

W.S. 

Grinnell on Conserving the Band-tailed Pigeon as a Game 

Bird.’— Mr. Grinnell treats at length of the distribution, food, nesting, 

economic status ete., of this valuable bird in California. He concludes 

from the evidence collected that though widely scattered in the breeding 

season, in winter all the individuals inhabiting the Pacific coast gather in 

the valleys and foot hills of west, central and southern California. It is 

obviously during the latter season that the species is in danger of exter- 

mination and Mr. Grinnell considers that the decimation has gone so far 

that a close season of five years is the only way to bring the birds back 

to a status that will warrant an annual open season. Up to the present 

time the Band-tailed Pigeon has been left practically unprotected and its 

slow rate of increase —only one young being reared by each pair — has 

failed to keep pace with the winter slaughter, which in 1911-12 was very 

heavy. 

1 Ornithologische Literatur Osterreich, Bosniens, und der Herzegowina, 1911. 

Von Viktor Ritter von Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen. Verhandl. der k. k. zool.-botan. 

Geselisch. in Wien. 1912. pp. 260—289. 
2The Bird’s Convention. By Harriet Williams Myers, Secretary California 

Audubon Society, with Illustrations from Photographs by the Author. Western 

Publishing Co.. Los Angeles, Cal., 1912, pp. 1-81. 75 cents, postage 6 cts. 

3The Outlook for Conserving the Bend-tailed Pigeon as a Game Bird of Cali- 

fornia. ‘The Condor, January, 1913. pp. 25-40. 
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California should take heed of Mr. Grinnell’s timely warning and not 

repeat on the Pacific slope the ever-to-be-regretted folly that was per- 
By petrated in the case of the Passenger Pigeon in the east.— W. 8. 

Henshaw’s ‘Fifty Common Birds of Farm and Orchard.’ !— This 

admirable publication is designed as an ‘Educational Leaflet’ to aid people, 

especially in the more remote parts of the country, to become familiar with 

their more important bird friends. It will undoubtedly reach hundreds of 

persons who are quite out of touch with more general works on ornithology 

and do a world of good. 
The great desideratum in such a pamphlet ¢. e. colored illustrations which 

will render unnecessary the tedious and bulky printed description, has been 

met by fifty excellent color figures from paintings by Fuertes, which are 

run into the text, two on a page, somewhat after the style of Reed’s ‘Bird 

Guide.’ The accompanying text which is of necessity very limited is 

admirably compiled. The length of the bird is given, sometimes with a 

line or two on color or form; and then come two paragraphs covering 

‘Range’ and ‘Habits and Economic Status,’ with frequent reference to 

other publications of the Biological Survey. An introduction of six pages 

covers forcibly the principles of economic ornithology. 

Taken in its entirety we doubt if so much sound ornithology has ever 

been presented in such a small space and the pamphlet should not only 

enlist a multitude of recruits in the cause of bird protection but it should 

develop a number of ornithologists as well. It is to be hoped that this 

‘Bulletin’ will not be allowed to go ‘out of print.’ Perhaps by codpera- 

tion between the Agricultural Department and the Audubon Societies it 

might be kept always available.— W. S. 

Three Important Economic Reports.— In this annual report as Chief 

of the Biological Survey, Mr. H. W. Henshaw? presents the usual interest- 

ing summary of the work of this important division of the Department of 

Agriculture. The relation of birds to the Alfalfa and Boll Weevils, and the 

Chestnut-bark Disease, have been investigated, and publications continued 

on the food habits of various common birds. The bird-life of Porto Rico 

and Alabama has been studied as well as the status of the English Sparrow 

and European Starling and means of trapping the former. 

Under importations it is interesting to know that upwards of 457,000 

live birds were brought into the United States during the year 1912, of 

which 362,604 were canaries, 50,086 were game birds and 44,387 non- 

game birds other than Canaries. 

The California Associated Societies for the Conservation of Wild Life? — 

have issued a pamphlet entitled ‘Western Wild Life Call’ which contains 

1 Fifty Common Birds of Farm and Orchard. Farmer’s Bulletin 513, U.S. 

Dept. Agriculture, 1913. pp. 1-31. 

2 Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Biological Survey for 1912. By Henry 

W. Henshaw. Annual Reports of the Dept. of Agriculture. 1912. pp. 1—24. 

3 Western Wild Life Call. Published by the California Associated Societies 

for the Conservation of Wild Life. Feb. 7, 1913. pp. 1-16. 
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strong articles from the leaders in this movement and direct appeals for the 

passage of desirable legislation now before the state law-makers. The 

illustrations and diagrams are striking and convincing. 

Mr. E. H. Forbush! in his fourth annual report as state ornithologist 

of Massachusetts, considers bird boxes, English Sparrow traps and the 
economic importance of certain species of native birds. Most interesting 

however is the account of the presence of a flight of White Egrets in the 

state during parts of July and August. Four of the birds were shot and 

three of the shooters were arrested. With increased protection in the 

south these visitations should soon be of annual occurrence.— W. 8. 

Economic Ornithology in Recent Entomological Publications — 

Since the first investigations of the gypsy moth in the United States birds 

have been given a greater or less share of the blame for the continued 

spread of the pest. The evidence that has been brought forward is re- 

viewed by A. F. Burgess in his recent bulletin ? on ‘The Dispersion of the 

Gypsy Moth’ and in summing up he concludes that birds are practically 

guiltless. 

Mr. Burgess takes about the same view of the experimental evidence 

that birds may distribute gypsy moth eggs, as that expressed by the re- 

viewer in the April, 1911, Auk (pp. 285-286). With regard to Collins’ 

experiments on English Sparrows and pigeon he says: ‘These experiments 

indicate the extreme improbability of either of these birds selecting gypsy 

moth eggs for food, and the chances of the insect being disseminated in 

this way appear very slight” (p. 18). With regard to Reiff’s experiments 

Mr. Burgess says: the ‘‘conclusions seem too sweeping because of the 

large percentage of the eggs [that had passed through the digestive tracts 

of the birds] that failed to hatch, and when the conditions under which 

the birds were fed is considered it is doubtful whether comparable result 

would be secured under natural conditions” (p. 14). 
The chances of the dispersion of the moth through the dropping of 

caterpillars picked up and carried to a distance by birds are considered 

very remote. Of all the suggested modes of distribution by birds, the 

only one held at all probable is the carrying of twigs bearing egg clusters, 

by crows, hawks and other large birds, and the opinion is expressed that 

although “this may happen in some cases ...it would result in local rather 

then long distance dispersion.” The final conclusion is that ‘‘the evidence 
is wholly inadequate to prove that birds were responsible for distributing 
the gypsy moth to the large area which was annually becoming infested” 

(p. 15). The chief means of the dispersion is the wind which carries about 

the young larvae. The latter are provided with aerostatic hairs. 
Wild birds receive much credit as enemies of locusts in the Philippines. 

1 Fourth Annual Report of the State Ornithologist. By Edward Howe For- 

bush. Fifty-ninth Annual Rept. State Board of Agriculture. [Mass.] 1912 

pp. 1-32. 

2 Bull. 119, U. S. Bureau of Entomology. 1913. 62 pp. 
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Messrs. Jones and Mackie, writing of the locust pest in The Philippine 

Agricultural Review! (Vol. VI, No. 1, Jan. 1913) say that the migratory 

locust is, and for many years has been, the worst destructive insect pest of 

the Philippines, and that their enemies the wild birds “are of more im- 

portance than is generally believed for they, from the very first appearance 

of the young locusts as they, issue from the ground, wage a continuous 

warfare upon theswarm.” (pp.18-19.) The chief locust destroyers are the 

Luzon Shrike (Otomela lucionensis), Carabao Bird (Bubulcus coromandus), 

two species of kingfishers, Variegated Curlew (Numenius variegatus), 

Golden plover (Charadrius fulvus), two species of quails, the Jungle Fowl 

(Gallus gallus), Roller (Hurystomus orientalis) and two species of bee eaters. 

In an account of the insect enemies of cacao, P. L. Guppy says:? “it 
would seem that all birds are useful to the cacao planter, especially those 

of the woodpecker type, even though some of the latter do occasionally 

make holes in pods.” The King-of-the-Woods (Momotus swainsonii) also 

accused of eating pods, is shown to be chiefly insectivorous and to be an 

enemy of the cacao beetle, the plant’s most serious insect pest. ‘‘ Birds 

and lizards’ says the author “‘are the planter’s best friends.’”? — W. L. M. 

More Economic Papers by Bryant. A Correction.— Mr. H. C. 

Bryant’s activity in his capacity as a research assistant, under the auspices 

of the California State Fish and Game Commission, has been so great and 

the results so promising, that ornithologists will regret to learn of the dis- 

continuance of the work. Two papers incidental to the investigation of 

the food of the western meadowlark have recently appeared. These are: 

“The number of insects destroyed by western meadowlarks”’ * and “‘Some 

insects and other arthropods in the diet of the western meadowlark.” 4 

In the first it is shown that western meadowlarks in certain localities in 

California consumed on the average 10 cutworms or 10 grasshoppers per 

meal, exclusive of other food. Thus each bird at the lowest estimate was 

destroying from 40 to 80 of one or the other of these groups of insects per 

day throughout the summer, and according to Mr. Bryant such cases 

prove that birds ‘‘play a much more important part as checks on the 

numbers of insects than many people have hitherto believed.” 
In the second paper the author gives a general review of the arthropods 

found in stomachs of the western meadowlark. “The ordinary articles 

of diet are ground beetles (Carabide, Tenebrionide) grasshoppers, crickets, 

cutworms, wireworms, plant bugs (Pentatomids) certain bees, wasps and 

ichneumon flies and ants. The extraordinary articles of diet can be 

summed up as: centipedes, millipedes, scorpions, certain crustacea, snails,, 

spiders, and protected and stinging insects.” It should be noted that the 

1 Review of preliminary paper in Auk. 28. Oct., 1911, p. 506. 

2 West Indian Bulletin. XII, No. 3, 1912, p. 311. 

3 Science, N. S. 36, pp. 873-875, Dec. 20, 1912. 

* Pomona College Journal of Entomology. Vol. 4, No. 3, Nov. 1912, pp. 807— 

809. 
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last two classes named are by no means distinct categories from the pre- 

ceding items of the list, as Carabide, Tenebrionide, Pentatomide, bees, 

wasps, ichneumon flies, ants, centipedes, millipedes, scorpions and spiders 

(11 out of 15 categories) are themselves classed by the Poulton school as 

protected insects. If all of the so-called protected classes of insects were 

really protected from the attacks of birds, the latter certainly would be 

hard put to it to find a living. But they do live and feed, I may safely say, 
without prolonged consideration of the theoretically protected condition 

of so much of their prey. The special instances of supposedly protected 

insects being eaten that are pointed out by Mr. Bryant, are the following: 

“‘millipedes ... usually considered to be well protected ...by certain 

secretions which produce a pungent odor’’; cow killers (Mutillide); and 

the very hairy larva of Huvanessa antiopa. 

In areview in the last number of ‘ The Auk’ of one of Mr. Bryant’s papers, 

the writer thoughtlessly did an injustice by contrasting one of Mr. Bryant’s 

statements about conditions in California with conclusions drawn entirely 

from Eastern experience. This was in regard to food supply being in the 

last analysis the most important factor limiting the numbers of birds. 
In the humid east there is no doubt that food supply is not of primary 

importance in determining the numbers of at least the seed-eating birds. 

Regarding a climate where long and continued droughts prevail, a different 

conclusion is no doubt justifiable. Especially if a drought begins early 

in the summer after most of the seeds have sprouted, and new ones are not 

yet formed, the crop of seeds for that and the succeeding year will be very 

greatly reduced. Under such circumstances it is conceivable that seed- 

eating birds.if present in abundance might have difficulty in finding suffi- 

cient food. We know that in Australia where droughts and rainy seasons 

endure for series of years, that almost the whole bird population shifts 

from place to place and that with many species, reproduction is carried on 

only in the rainy districts where food is plentiful. 
The reviewer regrets his careless comment on this point, and hopes the 

present explanation will make clear that his purpose at least is to stick as 

close to facts as possible-— W. L. M. 

Relation of the Turkey-buzzard to Diseases of Live-stock.— In the 

past few years wide currency in the South has been given to the accusation 

that Turkey-buzzards spread such diseases of live-stock as hog-cholera, 

black-leg and anthrax. This scavenger therefore has been threatened with 

persecution in the land where heretofore it has received the most zealous 

protection. It is of great interest that the results of a scientific study of 

“Anthrax of animals in Panama, with a note on its probable mode of trans- 

mission by buzzards’’! show that the transmission of the disease probably 

never occurs in the way ordinarily supposed, 7. e. by the voiding of live 

bacilli in the feces of buzzards. The authors, Drs. S. T. Darling and L. B. 

Bates, describe their results as follows, beginning with observations on the 

1 Amer. Vet. Rev. 42, No. 1, Oct., 1912, pp. 70-75. 
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habits of buzzards when feeding on carrion: ‘‘They congregate about a 

dying animal, plucking out the eyes and tearing off soft parts even before 

death. Thus they pick away the mucosa of the anterior nares, pluck out 

the eyes and the soft parts around the anus and sheath. As decomposition 

advances and the tissues soften, the birds crowd into and upon the carcass, 

literally smearing the decomposed material over their plumage. In the 

case of an animal dying of anthrax, the tissues contain enormous numbers 

of bacilli. These in contact with air on the plumage of the bird go into 

spore formation, and buzzards most certainly act as carriers of infection, 

by transporting anthrax bacilli and spores from one place to another in 

this way. Some personal (immediate) contact with animals or pastures 

would be necessary in this case for infection. If, however, the spores of 

anthrax bacilli pass intact through the intestinal tract of buzzards, pas- 

tures might be infected from the droppings of birds that had fed on animals 

dying of anthrax. 
“The following experiments were carried out to determine the likelihood 

of that possibility. Three Turkey-buzzards were selected from a lot 

supplied through the kindness of the Health Officer, Panama, and the 

Sanitary Inspector at Empire. The buzzards were kept in an isolated 

room and were given a plentiful supply of drinking water and chopped 

meat. This meat was thoroughly soaked and mixed with a saline emulsion 

of anthrax bacilli and spores grown on agar plates. On account of the 

filthy habits of the birds, it was impracticable to obtain specimens of 

feces in which food contamination could be ruled out except by holding 

the birds and inserting a swab or catheter into the cloaca. Abundant 

material was obtained in this way. Specimens were taken at approxi- 

mately 12, 36, 60 and 84 hours after feeding. Numerous agar plates were 
immediately made, but in none was the anthrax bacillus present. 

“Tn order to introduce a maximum number of the bacilli, the experiment 

was repeated with the following variation: Instead of mixing food and 

cultures a rubber catheter was introduced into the gullet of the buzzard 

and about 20-c. c. of a very heavy saline emulsion of anthrax bacilli and 
spores were injected through a catheter into the stomach by a Luer syringe. 

The buzzards were watched to see that they did not regurgitate or other- 

wise unlawfully dispose of the dose. Agar plates were made as before, 

and anthrax bacilli were found to be absent. Shortly after these experi- 

ments were completed the birds were killed and cultures taken from various 

portions of the intestinal tract. Anthrax bacilli were absent. 

“We conclude from this experiment that pastures and other locations” 
cannot be infected by buzzards through the agency of droppings, but 

require more intimate contact. 

“The experiment just outlined illustrates the very powerful digestive 
mechanism of buzzards for bacteria, and when we consider that the food 

of carrion birds is sometimes almost wholly bacteria and bacterial products, 

we are not surprised at the facility with which they appear to destroy all 

bacterial species”’ (pp. 74-75). 

From the above experiments it is clear that the possibility of buzzards 
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transmitting anthrax is small. Drs. Darling and Bates show that it is 

practically impossible by agency of the dejections of the birds, and it is 

obvious that the other possible mode requiring actual bodily contact of 

the buzzards with live-stock is not likely to be in operation often. 

An investigation of ‘Carrion feeders as disseminators of Anthrax or 

Charbon,”’! by Dr. Harry Morris, of the Louisiana Agricultural Experi- 

ment Station, confirms the findings of Drs. Darling and Bates with regard 

to the destruction of the disease bacilli by the digestive processes of the 

buzzard. Dr. Morris says ‘‘no anthrax was found in the posterior part 

of the digestive tract, none being found beyond the stomach, and but 

little in that organ. These experiments show quite conclusively that the 

anthrax bacteria do not pass through the digestive tract of the buzzard 

and consequently are not disseminated in the droppings of there scavengers.” 

(p. 6.) 
It was found that anthrax bacilli remain alive upon the beaks and feet 

of buzzards for at least 48 hours. The author therefore thinks that 

pasturage and water might be contaminated in this way, and thus become 

sources of infection. He says anthrax spores will live in water for years 

without decrease in virulence. Fortunately Dr. Morris included other 

carrion feeders in his experiments. It was found that (1) ‘Anthrax spores 

are not destroyed in the digestive tract of the dog. They were found in 

the feces six days after anthrax had been fed.’ (2) “‘The feces of the hog 

contained anthrax for a period of five days after eating the spores.’ (3) 

“Anthrax was found in the feces of the cat for a period of four days after 

eating anthrax spores.” (4) ‘Anthrax is not destroyed in the digestive 

tract of the opposum.’’ (5) ‘‘We were unable to produce anthrax in 

chickens, but the spores were not destroyed in the digestive tract. The 
feces contained anthrax for a period of forty-eight hours after eating 

spores.” (6) “Anthrax is present on the bodies and feet and the excre- 

ment of flies that have been feeding on infected carcasses.” (p. 16.) 

““What is the importance of this fact? Cobb has shown that a fly will 

defecate on an average of once every five minutes, or twelve times an hour. 

If anthrax spores are excreted for a period of ten hours — and it has been 

proven that they are carried for a much longer time — in that time the 

fly will defecate one hundred and twenty times. The fly after feeding on 

an infected carcass would doubtless deposit these germ-laden “‘specks”’ 
over a considerable area and may start a number of centers of infection.” ... 

“Knowing that the fly carries anthrax in the digestive tract and on its 

body, it is possible that it is one of the chief causes of our severe outbreaks 

of anthrax. Quite often carcasses are allowed to remain where the animals 

die, and in these cases the flies eat on the anthrax material, spreading the 

infection over considerable areas.” (p. 13-14.) 
It would appear, therefore, that the buzzard has much the best record 

of any of the carrion feeders studied, as it is the only one that does not, 

distribute anthrax bacilli in its feces. Some of the other animals, as the dog, 

1 Bull. 136, La. Agr. Exp. Sta., Nov. 1912, 16 pp. 
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opossum and swine are just as apt to contaminate water as the buzzard 

(pasturage also in the case of hogs), and the dog and chickens are far more 

likely to carry infection by bodily contact with other domestic animals 

than the buzzard. It seems evident therefore that at the same time that 

steps are being taken to greatly reduce or exterminate a wild bird — the 

buzzard — which may possibly play a minor part in the transmission of 

anthrax, farmers are harboring several domestic animals that have far 

greater possibilities as spreaders of the disease. The fact that the disease 

may be carried by flies is more than sufficient to explain the most severe 

epidemics. 
However, the real fault lies with none of these animals, but with man 

himself. Dr. Morris says ‘‘we believe that the neglect to properly dispose 

of anthrax carcasses is, without doubt, the factor most responsible for the 

continuance and spread of anthrax.” (p. 16.) In accordance with the 

most primitive ideas of sanitation, the cleaning up of all kinds of matter 

likely to become the source of disease, has too long been left to the buzzard, 

opossum and the domestic scavengers in the South. It is inexcusable to 

wage warfare upon a bird which cannot harm us unless we give it the 

opportunity by our own criminal negligence. Let the farmers bury 

deeply all animals dying on their premises, doing this as promptly as 

possible after death, and there will soon be no reason for laying blame for 

the transmission of stock-diseases upon any animal, wild or domestic.— 

WY ts. Mi. 

Cassinia, 1912.1 — Under the new regime ‘ Cassinia’ remains the same 
interesting yearbook of an ornithological club that evidently is very much 

alive. We note that Mr. Stone, the former editor, is the principal con- 

tributor, three articles being credited to him. One is a sympathetic 

sketch of the life of General George A. McCall, who was one of the chief 

aids to Cassin in the preparation of his book on the ‘Birds of California 

and Texas.’ Mr. Stone presents also the customary summary of observa- 

tions on the migration of birds in the vicinity of Philadelphia. A slightly 

larger number of migrants arrived later than the average date of arrival 

than earlier. Attention is called to the greater variation in this respect 
of the earlier migrants. Two striking features pointed out are the scarcity 

of Bluebirds and the unusual abundance of Goldfinches in April. 

Another article on migration, by Professor W. W. Cooke, contrasts the 

dates of arrival in 1791 as recorded by Dr. Benjamin §. Barton with the 

average dates for recent years. There is no significant variation in the 

lists at opposite extremes of more than a centenary period, Barton’s © 
publication contains the earliest record of the Swallow-tailed Kite for 

Pennsylvania, one of the very few records of the Carolina Parakeet for that 

state and the only one for New York. 
Mr. Julian K. Potter contributes a ‘Preliminary Report on Roosting 

Habits of the Purple Grackle in the Delaware Valley.’ He finds that no 

1 Cassinia. A Bird Annual. Vol. XVI. Philadelphia, 1912, 72 pp. 
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particular type of growth is favored for a roosting place, that the same 

roosts are resorted to year after year, and that persecution, other than the 

destruction of trees does not affect roost stability. The number of birds 

in the roosts constantly increases up to the last of September and the main 

body of the birds leaves about the last week of October. 

This volume of ‘Cassinia’ contains also a reprint of a newspaper article 

relating to a great nesting of Passenger Pigeons in Forest and Warren 

Counties, Pa., in 1886; a collection of reminiscences of Philadelphia 

collections and collectors, by Dr. Spencer Trotter; a bibliography of 

Pennsylvania ornithology for 1912; a list of members and the proceedings 

of the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club. The average attendance of 

the 15 club meetings during the year was 22, and it is stated that only 

once in 15 years has the average fallen below 19. This is a record of which 

any local ornithological club might well be proud.— W. L. M. 

The Ornithological Journals. 

Bird-Lore. Vol. XV, No. 1. January-February, 1913. 

The Duck Hawks of Taughannock Gorge. By A. A. Allen and H. K. 

Knight. With excellent illustrations. 

Local Decrease in Bluebirds. By W. W. Cooke.— Affected area lies 
just north of the regular winter range. 

Notes from Labrador. By A. C. Bent. ‘ 

The Migration of North American Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke.— The 

Snow Buntings. Plumage notes by Chapman and color plate by Fuertes. 

Bird-Lore’s Thirteenth Bird Census.— 199 lists are published. 

The Hudsonian Curlew by A. C. Bent and the Ruffed Grouse by Geo. 

Bird Grinnell are the “Educational Leaflets.’ 
The Condor. Vol. XIV, No.6. November-December, 1912. 

Study of the Eggs of the Meleagride. By R. W. Shufeldt. 
Nesting of the Rocky Mountain Nuthatch. By F. C. Willard. 

A Horseback Trip across Montana. By Aretas A. Saunders. 

Nesting Habits of the Western Bluebird. By Harriet W. Myers. 

W. L. Sclater presents a reply to W. W. Cooke on his ‘ Birds of Colorado.’ 

The Condor. Vol. XV, No.1. January—February, 1913. 

A Glimpse of Surf-Birds. By W. L. Dawson.— Illustrated by a series 

of remarkable photographs. 
Concealing and Revealing Coloration of Animals. By Junius Henderson 

— A general review of the problem. 
Swallows and Bed-bugs. By Edw. R: Warren.—- Need of more data 

on bird parasites emphasized. 
Notes on Some Fresno County Birds. By John G. Tyler.— Six species 

discussed. 
Bird Notes from the Coast of Northern Lower California. By George 

Willett — Annotated list of 98 species. 
The Outlook for Conserving the Band-tailed Pigeon as a Game Bird of 

California. By Joseph Grinnell. (See p. 291.) 
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The Oodlogist. Vol. XXIX, No. 11. November 15, 1912. 

The Pine Siskin breeding in Pennsylvania. By R. B. Simpson. 

An Orange County [Fla.] Wood Ibis Rookery. By Donald J. Nicholson. 

The Oodlogist. Vol. XXX, No.1. January 15, 1913. 

Two Weeks Collecting in the High Sierras. By H. W. Carriger. 

The Wilson Bulletin. Vol. XXIV, No. 4. December, 1912. 

Prothonotary Warblers nesting at Riverside, Illinois. By Orpheus M. 

Schantz. 
Food of Herons and Ibises. By Oscar E. Baynard. 

A Robin’s Roost. By A. J. Stover. 

The Birds of Pelee Island, Ontario, Canada. By Lynds Jones. 

The Brown Thrasher East and West. By Althea R. Sherman. 

The Ibis. X Series. Vol. I, No.1. January, 1913. 

On a rare Species of Touracou (Turacus ruspolii). By T. Salvadori.— 

A colored plate and detailed description of the unique specimen in the 

Museum of Genoa, obtained by Prince Ruspoli near Abai Lake, Abyssinia. 

A Third Contribution to the Ornithology of Cyprus. By John A. 

Bucknill.— A summary of the author’s studies during a residence of some 

years, which has just terminated. A good map is presented, together with 

a discussion of the game and game laws, and notes on a number of species. 

Note on a new Species of Pucras Pheasant found in the Province of 

Anhwei or Ngan Hwel, China. By Rev. F. Courtois— Colored figure of 

Pucrasia joi etiana and a key to the species of the genus. 

The Birds of Hong Kong, Macao, and the West River or Si Kiang in 

South-East China, with special reference to their Nidification and Seasonal 

Movements. By R. E. Vaughan and K. H. Jones.— The first instalment 

covers 102 species, the habits of many of which are treated at considerable 

length. The paper is based upon the authors’ field experience covering a 

number of years. 

Notes on the Birds collected by the B. O. U. Expedition to Dutch New 

Guinea. By W. R. Ogilvie-Grant— Reprinted “with a few additional 

notes and slight alterations ’’ from Mr. Wollaston’s ‘ Pygmies and Papuans,’ 

with a full bibliography. 

Commentary on the ‘ Hand-list of British Birds.’ By P. L. Sclater— 

This consists of a history of the adoption of the Stricklandian Code and a 

plea for its use rather than the International Code in preparing a British 

list. The names of the new ‘ Hand-list’ and the old ‘B. O. U. List’ are 

given in parallel columns showing that 200 out of the 376 have been changed 

to a greater or less extent. Dr. Sclater presents no new arguments, but — 

reiterates his opposition to changes of any kind and to the use of tautonyms 

and the tenth edition of Linnzeus. 

Solander as an Ornithologist. By Tom Iredale.—— An interesting account 

of Solander and Banks and the rediscovered manuscripts on the Procellarti- 

de of Cook’s first Voyage. 

British Birds. Vol. VI, No. 7. December, 1912. 

Migration Notes from Holy Island, Northumberland, Autumn, 1912. 
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By H. F. Witherby.— Records of species rare or new to the county. Nu- 
merous records of recovered marked birds are given in this number. 

British Birds. Vol. VI, No. 8. January, 1913. 

Notes on the Bird Life of South-west Iceland. By Rev. F. C. R. Jour- 
dain. 

William Bernhard Tegetmeier. By F. W. Smalley. 
Recovery of marked birds. 

British Birds. Vol. VI, No.9. February, 1913. 

Field-Notes on a Pair of Stone-Curlews. By F. G. Penrose.—Obser- 

vations from a photographer’s tent, which led Dr. Penrose to surmise 

that these birds had some sense of smell which led them to be suspicious 

of his presence. He attributes a sense of smell only to ducks and possibly 
to certain waders. The paper is illustrated by a color plate taken direct 

from a Lumiére autochrome. 

The British Black Grouse (Lyrurus tetrix britannicus, subsp. nov.) By 
H. F. Witherby and Einar Lonnberg. 

Barrow’s Golden-eye and the Common Golden-eye. By H. F. Witherby. 

— Difference in scapular-feathers illustrated and described, also difference 
in frontal bone. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV, No. 2. December, 1912. 

Successful Breeding of the Grand Eclectus Parrot. By Miss Drummond. 

Breeding of the Hooded Siskin (Chrysomitris cucullata.) By Dr. M. 

Arnsler. 

Evidence afforded by Captive Birds. By Dr. Arthur G. Butler.— Dis- 

cusses some of the points raised by Mr. W. L. McAtee in his recent paper 
on ‘ Warning and Cryptic Colors.’ 

The Plumage Question and Aviculture. By J. Lewis Bonhote.— A dis- 

cussion of the Egret problem and the possibility of rearing them in captiv- 

ity. A French firm has offered a prize of $2000 for the first Egret farm 

established on French territory with no result as yet. As is pointed out 

the experiment would involve a far greater expenditure than this, and even 

so, the practicability of the venture seems extremely doubtful. 
The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV, No. 3. January, 1913. 

Articles on Breeding of the Hooded Parakeet, and on Bengalese Rice 

Birds and Nuthatches in captivity. 

Some Spontaneous Variations in Mallard and Muscovy Ducks. By 

Frank Finn. (Continued in February.) 

The Bird Show at Horticultural Hall. By Herbert Goodchild. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV, No. 4. February, 19138. 

The Mexican Pied Ground Thrush (Geocichla [= Ridgwayia] pinicola.) By 

Hubert D. Astley — Habits in captivity with a colored plate of the male 
and female. 

The Whinchat as a Song-bird. By W. E. Teschemaker. 
Hooded and Golden-shouldered Parrakeets. By Hubert D. Astley.— 

Discusses relationship of Psephotus cucullatus and P. dissimilis. 
Other articles on Columba albigularis and Cranes. 
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Bulletin British Ornithologists’ Club. No. CLX XXII, November 

29, 1912. 
New species described: Acrocephalus tangorum La Fouche, Chin-wang-tao, 

China; Lusciniola pryeri sinensis Witherby, Hankow, China; Grallaria 

guatimalensis artpoensis Hellmayr and Seilern, Trinidad; Geotrygon 

linearis trinitatis Hellmayr and Seilern, Trinidad; Athiopsar cristatellus 

formosanus Hartert, Formosa; Phasianus strauchi chonensis Ogilvie Grant, 

Tau River, Kansu; Poliospiza elgonensis Ogilvie Grant, Mt. Elgon, British 

East Africa; Campophaga martini Jackson, Uganda. 

Mr. Erwin Stresemann spoke on some parrots obtained on the second 
‘ Freiburger Molukken-Expedition.’ Hos semilarvata the habitat of which 

was unknown, was found at a high elevation in Ceram. 

Mr. Ogilvie Grant discussed the differences in the scapular feathers of 

Clangula as a means of distinguishing the species. 

Bulletin British Ornithologists’ Club. CLXXXIII. December 27, 

1912. 
D. Seth Smith exhibited the downy young of Larus hemprichi which is 

pale buffy white, unspotted. 

Hon. Walter Rothschild described Fondia omissa sp. n. from Madagascar. 

Erwin Stresemann described Abrornis sakaiorum sp. n. from the Malay 

Peninsula. 

Bulletin British Ornithologists’ Club. CLXXXIV. January 25, 

1912. 
Col. Stephenson Clarke gives an account of a trip to the Lorian, British 

East Africa, Heterhyphantes golandi (Mombasa) and Laniarius quadricolor 

nigricauda (Takaunga) are described as new. 

D. A. Bannerman described Hematopus niger meade-waldoi subsp. n. 

from the eastern Canaries. 

Stuart Baker described Acanthopneuste trochiloides harterti subsp. n. 

Assam Hills. 

Tyto alba detorta subsp. n. from the Cape Verde Islands was described 

by Dr. Hartert. 

The Emu. Report of the Twelfth Congress of the Royal Australasian 

Ornithologists’ Union with the address of the new president, Mr. John 

White Mellor. 

Mr. Mellor and Capt. S. A. White also present an account of a ‘Camp-. 

out’ held on Cape Barren and Flinders Islands at the close of the session. 

Sixty-five species were observed, and Falco melonotus, Megalurus flindersi . 

and Sericornis flindersi are described as new from the latter island. The 

authors appear to be in a quandary as to how to name subspecies, since ° 

resolutions were adopted by the Congress abolishing trinomials in the 

official Check List. So while binomial names are used in each of the above 

descriptions, the first is termed a ‘sp. nov.’ while the others are ‘ subsp. 

nov.’ although of what they are subspecies we are not informed. 

Other novelties named in the same way are Cacomantis lineatus sp. nov. 

by Alan P. Dodd, from Nelson; Amytornis merrotsyi sp. nov. by J. W. 

\ 
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Mellor, from Lake Torrens; Acanthiza pygmea ‘subsp. noy.’ by A. W. 

Milligan, from the Mallee district of Victoria. Of only one of these six new 

forms is a type specimen mentioned. Even if trinomials are tabooed, we 

fail to see why our Australian confreres should not follow the modern 

custom of designating definite type specimens for each new form described. 

If this is not done it will occasion a great deal of trouble later on especially 
when we consider how rapidly new birds are being discovered. 

Field Notes on the Emu Wren (Stipiturus malachurus). By Miss J. A. 
Fletcher. 

Occurrence of Cisticola in Tasmania. By Miss J. A. Fletcher. 

Notes on the Cassowary (Casuarius australis). By H. L. White. 

—A Valuable series of field notes with excellent half-tones of the nest and 
habitat. 

Field Ornithology in South Australia. By Capt. S. A. White. 

Birds of Port Germain, South Australia. By J. W. Mellor. 

In ‘ Stray Feathers,’ among various short notes, is a description by A. J. 

Campbell of a new bird, Eopsaltria coomooboolaroo, from the Dawson River 

district of Queensland. 

At the close of the number is a Note on Epthianura lovensis Ashly. 

By Gregory M. Mathews with a colored frontispiece plate of this recently 

described bird. The author in the course of his remarks proposes to divide 
the genus Hpthianura into four genera, of which Parepthianura for E. 

tricolor, and Aurepthianura for E. aurifrons and E. tricolor, are proposed as 

new. 
The Austral Avian Record. Vol. I, No. 5. December 24, 1912. 

Fourteen new subspecies of Australian birds and fifty-one new genera 

are proposed by Mr. Mathews. He also discusses the relationship of the 

avifauna of Lord Howe Island, regarding it as more closely related to 

New Caledonia than to New Zealand as had been recently claimed by 

W. R. B. Oliver; and contributes two short notes on a new Snipe for 

Australia and the use of the name Coturnix ypsilophorus for C. dustralis. 

Prof. L. Brasil and Tom Iredale discuss the generic names Antigone and 

Mathewsia. 

Robin Kemp describes three new subspecies of New Zealand Birds. 

The Austral Avian Record. Vol. I, No. 6-7. February 28, 1913. 

A List of the species of Australian Birds described by John Gould with 
the Location of the Type Specimens. By Witmer Stone, in conjunction with 
Gregory M. Mathews — This paper occupies the entire double number. 

It includes a brief history of the Gould Collection and aims to designate 

an individual type specimen for every new species described by Gould. 
The collection being at Philadelphia is inaccessible to the Australian Orni- 
thologists and this catalogue will place at their disposal the more important 

data regarding the type specimens. 
Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Vol. IV, No. 44. December 7, 

1912. 
European Birds of the Genus Cyanecula. By Dr. A. Dubois — Recog- 

nizes five forms. 
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Common Buzzards in Captivity. By Maurice de la Fuye. 

Catalogue of Birds of Montlucon. By R. Villatte des Prugnes.— In- 
cludes dates of arrival and departure for 16 years. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Vol. V, No. 45. January 7, 1913. 
Ornithological Notes on the ‘ Alpilles’ Region. By R. Deleuil. 

Protection of Birds in Madagascar. By L. Monnier. 

Revue Francaise d@’Ornithologie. Vol. V, No.46. February 7, 1913. 
Remarks on the Nesting of the Coot (Fulica atra). By Paul Petitclere. 

Wild Duck (Anas boschas) in male Plumage. By Eug. Lamoureux. 

Euetheia olivacea in captivity. By A. Decoux. 

Journal fiir Ornithologie. January, 1913. Vol. 61, No. 1. 

On the Ornithology of Northwestern Mesopotamia and Interior Syria 

(concluded). By Hugo Weigold. 

A Contribution to the Distribution of Sea Birds. By R. Paefsler. 

The Significance of Egg Shell Structure for the Systematist. By A. 

Szrelasko.— A microscopical study of the egg shells of European birds with 

excellent plates illustrating the several types of structure, accompanied by a 

discussion of the variability of measurements, and the type of shell struc- 

ture for 54 species, based upon the examination of large series of each. An 

illustration of what ‘ odlogy’ may lead to if studied scientifically. 

Aeronautical Experiments on the Height Limit of Flying Birds. By 

F. von Lucanus. 

On the Avifauna of South-eastern German East Africa (continued). 

By H. Grote. 
On the Avifauna of East and West Prussia. By H. G. von Schweppen- 

burg.— List of 134 species. 
A Contribution to the Biology of Urinator arcticus. By O. Graf Zedlitz. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. November, 1912. 

On the Geographical Distribution of the Birds of Russian Altai. By 

P. P. Suschkin. 
A New Flycatcher from the Island of Formosa. By A. Laubmann.— 

Abrornis albigularis formosana subsp. nov. 

Dr. J. von Madarasz describes three new African forms; Pinarochroa 

rudolphi, Kilimanjaro; Cisticola kmunkei, Elgon; and Bradypterus elgo- 

nensis, Elgon. 

Is Haliaetus leucocephalus ever seen in Europe? By H. Krohu.— Reviews 

alleged occurrences. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. December, 1912. 

Circus approximans Peale in Samoa. By J. Henniger. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. January, 1915. 
Fighting House Sparrows. By R. Biedermann Imhoof. 

Two New Birds from Africa. By J. von Madarasz. Cisticola elgonensis 

Mt. Elgon and Twurtur electus Maraquo, Abyssinia. 

Remarks on Carduelis caniceps parapanisi Koll. By P. Kolliway. 

Upupa waibeli n. sp. By A. Reichenow — From Camaroon. 

Lamprotornis corrusca Nordm. an Older Name for Lamprotornis melano- 

gaster Swains. By Oscar Neumann. 
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The names Corvus sinensis and Corvus sibiricus. By E. Stresemann — 

C. [= Dendrocitta] sinensis Lath. nec Gmel. is renamed Dendrocitta for- 

mose sinica. C. corax sibiricus Tacz. nec C. sibiricus Gmel. becomes 
C. c. ussurianus Tacz. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. February, 1913. 
On the Biology of Totanus fuscus. By W. Hagen. 

New Birds from Colombia. By J. von Madarasz. 

Synallaxis fuscifrons and Donacobius brachypterus both from Aracatuca. 

How is Falco laniarus Linne 1758 to be determined? By E. Lénnberg. 

On the generic names, Graucalus, Coracina, Calvifrons and Stoparola. 

By E. Stresemann. 

Sylvia undata corsa subsp. nov. By A. Laubmann.— From Corsica. 

Ornithologisches Jahrbuch. XXIII Jargang. Heft 5,6. Septem- 
ber—December, 1912. 

Ornithological Observations on Hiddensée Island during May and 
June, 1912. By C. Lindner. 

Bird-life of the Gschnetztal at Steinach, Tirol. By Otto von Wettstein. 

Aviariae variae.— Biological Notes and Suggestions. By Dr. B. Placzek. 

On the Wood Jays at Vienna in 1911-12. By Alfred Mintus. 

Arrival and Departure Dates at Mariahof, 1911. By Jos. Noggler. 

On Some Palaearctic Forms. By Viktor Ritter von Tschusi zu Schmid- 
hoffen. 

' Riparia riparia fuscocollaris subsp. nov. Castelnuovo, South Dalmatia; 

Locustella fluviatilis obscura subsp. noy. Liman. Bosn. Gradiska; 

Loxia curvirostra corsicana subsp. nov. Corsica and Coturnix coturnix 

corsicana subsp. nov. Corsica. 
The Canary Islands. By R. von Thanner. 

The Appearance of Vultur monachus in Switzerland. By Alb. Hess. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol.37, No.11and12. November 

and December, 1912. 

No. 11. On the Songs of our Flycatchers. By B. Hoffmann. 

No. 12. The spring Migration of the Stork and the Swallow. 
Ardea. Vol. I, No. 3-4. December, 1912. 

The Crested Lark at Ede. By J. L. F. De Meyere. 
Varia oologica et nidologica. By A. A. van Pelt Lechner. 

On the Rhinoceros Hornbill. By L. Baron van Heeckeren tot Walién. 

Some Observations on Cygnus cygnus L. By Dr. C. Kerbert. 

Account of Ornithological Observations during a Seven Days’ Residence 

on board the Lightship “‘ Maas.” By W. C. van Heurn. 
Ornithological Observations in Netherland. By Dr. E. D. van Oort. 
What Birds one would see on a Voyage to South America. By W. C. 

van Heurn. 
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Ornithological Articles in Other Journals. 

Stubbs, F. J. A Contribution towards a Solution of the Problem of 

Migration. (The Zodlogist, No. 858, December 15, 1912) — Argues 

that ‘‘the present balance of life on the earth is made possible by the exis- 

tence of a mobile mass of animal life flowing twice yearly from hemisphere 

to hemisphere.”’ 

Patten, C. J. Robins [English] on Migration, Observed at the Tuskar 

Rock Lighthouse (The ZoGlogist, No. 859, January 15, 1913.) 

Dewar, J. M. Further Observations on the Feeding Habits of the 

Oystercatcher (Hematopus ostralegus) (The Zodélogist, No. 860, February 
15, 1913. 

Selous, Edmund. A Diary of Ornithological Observations made in 

Iceland during June and July, 1912. (The Zodlogist, No. 860, February 15, 

1913). 

Criddle, N. New or Rare Bird Records from Manitoba, 1912 (The 

Ottawa Naturalist, January, 1913) — Sayornis saya taken at Aweme, 

April 28. 

Saunders, W. E. Lincoln’s Sparrow Nesting in Bruse County, Ontario 

(The Ottawa Naturalist, February, 1913.) 

Brock, S.S. The Tufted Duck (Fuligula cristata) in the Nesting Season 

(The Scottish Naturalist, December, 1912). 

Clarke, W. Eagle and the Duchess of Bedford. Notes on Migratory 

Birds Observed at Fair Isle, 1912. (The Scottish Naturalist, January and 

February, 1912.) 

Thomson, A. L. Aberdeen University Bird-Migration Inquiry (1909- 

12). (The Scottish Naturalist, 19) — Many records of recapture of marked 

birds. 

Seth-Smith, D. Exhibition of a female Aix sponsa which had partly 

assumed the plumage of the male (Abst. Proc. Zoél. Soc. London, No. 115. 

February 4, 1913). : 

Rothschild, W.and Hartert, E. List of a Collection of Birds made by 

Mr. Albert Meek on the Kumusi River, N. E. British New Guinea (Novi- 

tates Zodl. XIX, No. 2, 1912. pp. 187-206) — 119 species of which Pitta 

mackloti oblita, Machaerirhynchus flaviventer novus, Coracina papuensis 

meekiana and Pinarolestes megarhynchus superfluus are described as new. 

Rothschild, W. and Hartert, E. -List of Birds Collected by Mr. 

A.S. Meek at Haidana, N. E. British New Guinea (Nov. Zool. XIX, No. 2, 

pp. 207-209) —33 species. 

Hellmayr, C. E. Description of Two New Birds from the Timor 

Group of Islands. (Nov. Zoédl. XIX, No. 2, pp. 210-211) — Dicaewm 

hanieli, Bonleo, Timor and Neopsittacus iris wetterensis, Wetter Island. 

Ingram, C. The Birds of Yunan. (Nov. Zoél. XIX, No. 2, pp. 269- 

310)—352 species of which, Hudynamis orientalis harterti, is described as new. 

Stresemann, E. Ornithological Miscellany on the Indo-Australian 

Region (Nov. Zoédl. XIX, No. 2, pp. 311-851.)— Includes reviews of (1) 
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the forms of Lamprocorax metallicus; (II) the genus Gracula; (III) An- 
thus richardi, of which A. r. albidus, So. Flores, isnew; (IV) Munia punctu- 

lata, of which M. p. blasii, Flores, is new; (V) Ploceus manyar; (V1) Pratin- 

cola caprata, of which P. c. albonotata, Celebes, is new; (VII) Phylloscopus 
trivirgatus parvirostris subsp. n.; (VIII) genera Siphia, Erythrosterna, 

Muscicapula, Dendrobiastes, Erythromyias, Digena, Anthipes, Cyornis, 

and Ochromela; (IX) forms of Dendrobiastes hyperythra, D. h. alefurus 

subsp. n.; (X) forms of Cacomantis merulinus; (XI) geographic varia- 

tion of Centropus bengalensis, C. b. sarasinorum subsp. n.; (XII) forms of 

Eos bornea, E. b. rothschildi subsp. n.; (XIII) genus Phyllergates; (XIV) 

Criniger affinis harterti subsp. n.; (XV) Stegmatops indistincta and S. 

argentauris; S. i. nupta Aru Isl., S. a. patasiwa, Ceram, subspp. n.; (XVI) 

Zosterops palpebrosa, Z. p. harterti, Alor, and Z. p. foghaensis, Buru., subspp. 

n.; (XVII) Callocalia linchi, C. 1. oberholseri subsp. n.; (XVIII) Callocalia 

francica, C. f. assimilis, Fiji Isl. and C. f. reichenowi, Guadaleanar, 

subspp. n. 

Cavazza,F. Study of systematic Variation in Coturnix coturnix. (Arch. 

Zoél. Italiano, Vol. V, Naples, 1912). 

Uchida, Semosuke. A Hand List of Formosan Birds (Annot. Zoélogicae 

Japonensis, VII, Pt. 1. Tokyo, 1912).— 290 species with list of localities 
from which specimens have been examined and a table of distribution in 

neighboring regions. 

Hesse, E. Critical Review of the Picide based on the Material in the 

Royal Zoological Museum at Berlin. (Mitteilungen Zoél. Mus. Berlin, 

Vol. VI, pt. 2, June, 1912). 

Henry, G. M. Ornithological Notes. (Spolia Zeylanica, Vol. VIII, 

January, 1912, Ceylon).— Annotated list of species observed on a trip to 

Batticaloa, Ceylon. 

Cave, Walter A. The Birds of Colombo. (Spolia Zeylanica, Vol. VIII, 

June, 1912, Ceylon).— Fully annotated list, with plates from mounted 

specimens. 
Gabriel, Joseph.% Further Notes on the Mutton Birds (Puffinus brevi- 

caudus) of Bass Straits. (Victorian Naturalist, Vol. XXVIII, No. 11. 

March, 1912). 
Mathey-Dupray, A. Ornithological Notes on a Cruise to Spitzbergen. 

(Bull. Soc. Neuchat. Sci. Nat. Vol. XX XVIII, 1912). 

Ekman, Sven. Are the Migration Routes of Birds the Original Lines 

of Dispersal of the Species? (Zool. Jahrbucher. (Syst. Geogr. n. Biol.) 

Vol. XXXIILINo. 6, Jena, 1912.) — An important contribution to the study 

of migration,{with detailed consideration of a number of Scandinavian 

species. 
Ussher, R. J. Clare Island Survey, Part 20. Aves. (Proc. Royal 

Irish Academy, Vol. XXXI, 1912)—A fully annotated list of the birds 

of this interesting portion of west Ireland, with half-tone illustrations of 

the bird cliffs. 
Sassi, Mariz. List of Birdskins from Mesopotamia. (Annalen K. K. 
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Naturhist. Hofmus. Wien, 1912, Vol. XXVI, No. 1-2.) —53 species 

listed. An interesting plate shows a colony of Bee Eaters Merops persicus, 

the ground dotted with the entrances to the nest holes, resembling a Prairie 

Dog ‘town.’ 4 

Herrera, A. L. Ornitologia Mexicana (La Naturaleza, Series III, Vol. I, 

No. 4, 1912) — An instalment concluding the Fringillidee and beginning 

the Icteridex. Chrysomitris forrert sp. nov. ‘Ciudad en Durango.’ 

Alfaro, Anastasio El tijo tijo o’Zopilotillo (Crotophaga sulciristris) (Bolet. 

de Fomento, San José II, 1912). 

Cole, Leon J. A Trematode Parasite of the English Sparrow in the 

United States. (Bull. Wisc. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. 9, pp. 42-48) — Monostoma 

faba forming tumor-like growths on the lower abdomen and hampering 

the flight. There is one previous record of its occurrence in the United 
States, in a Blue Jay. 

Walter, O. The Flight-organs of the Dove (Aus der Natur, IX, pp. 

190-195. 1912). 

Awerin, W. Eine neue Form des Steppengoldammers Emberiza citri- 

nella somovi n. subsp. (Travaux Soc. Nat. Univ. Imp. Kharkow, XLV, 

p. 153.)— Type locality Malaja, Damlowka, Charkow. 
Gadow, H. Onthe Origin of Feathers (Archiv. f. Naturgesch. LX XVIII, 

1912, pp. 210-217). 
Kleinschmidt, O. Berajah. 1912.— Installment containing Falco 

peregrinus and Parus salicarius. 

Publications Received.—Beetham, Bentley. On the Positions 

Assumed by Birds in Flight. (Smithsonian Report for 1911.) 

Bent, A. C. A New Subspecies of Crossbill from Newfoundland 

(Smithson. Misc. Collus., 60, No. 15, December 12, 1912). 

Brabourne, Lord and Chubb, Charles. The Bird of South America, 

Vol. I. London, R. H. Porter, 7 Bruces Street, Cavendish Square W., 

John Wheldon & Co., 38 Great Queen Street, W. C. Taylor & Francis, 

Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E. C. 

Clark, Walter E. Annual Report of the Governor of Alaska on the 

Alaska Game Law. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Biol. Survey, Circular 

No. 90., February 15, 1913. 

Cole, Leon J. A Case of Sex-Linked Inheritance in the Domestic 

Pigeon. (Science, August 9, 1912.) 

Cole, Leon J. A Trematode Parasite of the English Sparrow in the . 

United States. (Bull. Wisc. Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. 9. June 22, 1911.) 

Craig, Wallace. Behavior of the Young Bird in Breaking Out of the 

Egg (Jour. of Animal Behavior, No. 4. July-August, 1912). 

Craig, Wallace. Observations on Doves Learning to Drink. (Jour. of 

Animal Behavior, II, No. 4, July-August, 1912). 

Forbush, E. H. Fourth Annual Report of the State Ornithologist. 
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(Fifty-ninth Annual Report of the State Board of Agriculture, Massa- 

chusetts. 1912). 

Grinnell, Joseph. The Outlook for Conserving the Band-tailed 

Pigeon as a Game Bird of California. (The Condor, XV, January, 1913.) 
Hahn, Walter L. A Plea for Out-of-Door Zoology (The School Review 

XXI, No. 1, January, 1913). 

Hellmayr, C. E. Zodélogische Ergebnisse einer Reise in das Miindung- 

' sgebiet des Amazonas herausgegeben von Lorenz Miiller. II. Vogel. 

(Abhl. der Kong. Bayer. Ak. der Wessenschaft Mathematisch-physi- 
kahsche Klasse. XXVI. 2. May 4, 1912.) 

Henshaw, H. W. Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Biological 

Survey for 1912. (Annual Rep. Dept. of Agriculture, 1912.) 

Henshaw, H.W. Fifty Common Birds of Farm and Orchard. (Farmer’s 

Bulletin 513, U. S. Dept. Agriculture.) Prepared in the Bureau of Bio- 
logical Survey. pp. 1-31, 1913. 

Horsbrugh, Major Boyd. The Game Birds and Water Fowl of South 

Africa. Part 4. Witherby & Co., High Holborn, London. December 11, 

1912. 

Kalm, Pehr, and Audubon, John James. The Passenger Pigeon. 

(Smithson. Rept. for 1911.) 

Keyes, Charles R. A History of Certain Great Horned Owls. (Smith- 

son. Rept. for 1911.) 

Loomis, L. M. Report of the Director of the Museum of the California 

Academy of Sciences for 1912. January 20; 1913. 

McAtee, W.L. Index to Papers Relating to the Food of Birds by Mem- 

bers of the Biological Survey in Publications of the U.S. Dept. of Agricul- 

ture. Biol. Survey Bull. 43. January 9, 1913. 

Mallock, A. Note on the Iridescent Colors of Birds and Insects. 

(Smithson. Rept. for 1911.) 

Mearns, Edgar A. Description of a New African Grass Warbler of 

the Genus Cisticola. (Smithson. Misc. Collns. 60 No. 20. February 14, 

1913). 

Myers, Harriet Williams. The Birds’ Convention, Western Publ. Co., 

218 New High Street, Los Angeles, Cal. 75 cts., postage 6 cts. 

Nelson, E. W. Two New Subspecies of Birds from the Slopes of Mount 

Pirri, Eastern Panama. (Smithson. Misc. Collns. 60. No. 21, February 26, 

1913.) 

Oberholser, H.C. A Revision of the Forms of the Great Blue Heron 

(Ardea herodias Linn.). (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 43. Dec. 12, 1912.) 

Shufeldt, R. W. Prehistoric Birds of Oregon. (Overland Monthly, 

December, 1912.) 
Sweet, C. D. A Study of Epithelioma contagiosum of the Common 

Fowl. (Univ. of Cal. Publ. in Zool. 11, No. 3, January 30, 1913.) 

Torrey, Bradford. Field Days in California. Boston and New York. 

Houghton Mifflin Company. 1913. $1.50 net. 
Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen, Viktor Ritter v. Ornithologische Literatur 
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Osterreich-Ungarns, Bosniens und der Herzegowina 1911 (Verhl. k. k. 
zool.-bot. Gesellsch. in Wien. 1912). 

Western Wild Life Call. Published by the California. Associated 

Societies for the Conservation of Wild Life. February 7, 1913. 

Abstract Proc. Zool. Soc. London, Nos. 114, 115, November 26, 1912. 
February 4, 1913. 

Ardea, Tijdschrift der Ned. Ornith. Vereen., I, Nos. 3-4. December, 

1912. 

Austral Avian Record, I. No. 5, December 24, 1912, No. 6-7, Feb- 

ruary 28, 1913. 

Avicultural Magazine, (3) IV, 2-4, December, 1912—February, 1913. 

Bird-Lore, XV, No. 1. January-February, 1913. 

British Birds, VI, Nos. 7-9. December, 1912-February, 1913. 

Bulletin British Ornith. Club, Nos. CLXXXII-CLXXXIV. Novem- 
ber 29, 1912-January 25, 1913. 

Bulletin Charleston Museum, IX, No. 1, January, 1913. 

Canadian Alpine Journal. Special Number, 1912 [= February 17, 1913] 

consisting of Reports on the Mount Robson expedition. Mammals by 

N. Hollister, Birds by J. H. Riley, and Plants by Paul C. Standley. Publ. 

by Canadian Alpine Club, 8. H. Mitchell, Treas., Sidney Vancouver Isl., 
B.C. Price, $1.00. 

Cassinia Proc. Del. Valley Ornith. Club, XVI, 1912. 

Condor, The, XIV, No. 6, November—December, 1912; XV, No. 1, 

January—February, 1913. 

Emu, The, XII, Part 3, January, 1913. 

Forest and Stream, LX XX, 1-10. 

Ibis, The, (10) I, No. 1, January, 1913. 

Odlogist, The, XXX, Nos. 1-2, January-February, 1913. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift, 37, Nos. 11-12, November—December, 

1912. 

Ornithologisches Jahrbuch, XXIII, Heft 5-6, September-December, 
1912. 

Ottawa Naturalist, The, XXVI, Nos. 9-11, December, 1912-February, 
1913. 

Philippine Journal of Science, VII, Nos. 4-5, August and October, 1912. 

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, LXIV, Part III, Sept.- 

December, 1912. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie, IV, Nos. 44-46, December, 1912- 
February, 1913. 

Science, N.S. XX XVII, Nos. 940-950. 

Scottish Naturalist, The, Nos. 12-14, December, 1912—February, 1913. 

Wilson Bulletin, The, XXIV, No. 4, December, 1912. 

Zodlogist, The, (4), XVI, Nos. 192-194, December, 1912—February, 

1913. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

The Concealing Coloration Question. 

Epiror oF ‘Tar Auk’: 

‘Dear Sir:— L rise to a question of personal privilege. In the last number 

of ‘The Auk’ you as Editor and two correspondents take exception to 
certain expressions and certain statements contained in my paper on the 

Concealing Coloration question in the issue for October, 1912. Such of 

my language as is declared unparliamentary I gladly withdraw, and for 

it I tender my formal apologies. As a matter of fact, I did not realize 

that I was employing a different kind of language from what had been 

used by others in this discussion. The Editor of ‘The Auk,’ to be sure, 

cannot be held responsible in any way for Mr. Roosevelt’s paper, which was 

published elsewhere, but at least one passage in that of Drs. Barbour and 

Phillips seems to me much more exceptionable than anything that my 

paper contained. However, bad examples are best not followed, and it 

would have been better to leave the facts to speak for themselves. 
Dismissing the question of the objectionable expressions,— which, of 

course, I must regret since they have given offense to men whose good 
opinion I value highly,— I will take up the more serious counter-charges 

which have been made against me in defense of Mr. Roosevelt. And first 

I must plead guilty to an error of judgment in grouping ‘misquotations,’ 

etc., with ‘pieces of faulty reasoning.’ Never having had any notion of 

accusing Mr. Roosevelt of intentional misquotation, I carried all these 
things in my own mind as instances of carelessness and the like and assigned 

to each class an approximately equal degree of importance. I supposed 
that I was not including anything debatable in this category, but that the 

points I made would be instantly seen. In this it seems I was mistaken, 

and perhaps I gave my readers credit for a fuller knowledge of Mr. Thayer’s 

views than they possessed. I now see my error in including two radically 

different classes of criticisms in the same category, and regret it exceedingly 

since it has apparently made a false impression on some readers. As a 

matter of fact, that sentence might quite as well have been omitted entirely, 

for I was willing to rest my case on the particular instances I cited. 
And now I propose to prove to your entire satisfaction that the two 

examples of misquotation, or misapprehension, which you say ‘cannot be 

so regarded’ are actually what I have asserted them to be. You say: 

“Mr. Roosevelt was in the first instance not quoting Mr. Thayer verbatim 

regarding the crouching hare, and merely put in quotation marks some of 
Mr. Thayer’s expressions. What Mr. Roosevelt was pointing out was that 

in one statement Mr. Thayer regards the running hare as obliterated in the 
sight of creeping animals, which have their eyes below the level of the hare’s 
tail, while in another statement he regards the crouching hare as boldly 

conspicuous in the sight of the same class of animals, and this is surely 
what Mr. Thayer says.”’ Now, I think that if any unbiased person will 
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read carefully the legend to Fig. 103 of Mr. Thayer’s book and the text 

on page 153, which seem to be the only places in the book pertinent to the 

matter in hand, he will agree with me that this is a very ingenious explana- 
tion but hardly tenable. To assist readers in pursuit of the real facts in 

the case, I will point out that the words ‘quadruped pursuer’ do not occur 

on page 153, while they do occur in the legend to Fig. 103, only a few lines 

away from the statement in regard to the conspicuousness of the crouching 

hare ‘when seen from the position of a mouse or cricket,’ but in connection 

with the white rump of the leaping hare, and, so far as I can see, in no other 

place in the whole book. Now one can see in this proximity a very natural 

explanation of how a careless reader could read one expression in place of 

the other. If this explanation is incorrect, why, I ask, did Mr. Roosevelt 

use quotation marks for the expression ‘quadruped pursuer’? It is com- 

monplace enough in itself, and no one would think of putting it inside 

quotation marks except for some special purpose. Is it not obvious that 

Mr. Roosevelt thought he was virtually quoting Mr. Thayer’s entire 

statement about the crouching hare? If he deliberately substituted the 

words ‘quadruped pursuer’ for ‘mouse or cricket,’ why did he not indicate 

that he was only drawing an inference, not making a quotation or even a 

paraphrase from Mr. Thayer, and why did he not use the term ‘terrestrial 

enemies,’ which he found ready to hand on page 153? But that Mr. Roose- 

velt has misread Mr. Thayer on this point is proved beyond a peradventure, 

it seems to me, by the fact that he goes on to say, “If a sitting rabbit is 

‘boldly conspicuous’ to an animal on a level with it, then all of Mr. Thayer’s 

theories go by the board at once, and all animals are always ‘boldly con- 
spicuous,’ to their foes.’”’ Now Mr. Thayer did not say that the crouching 

hare was conspicuous to an animal, ‘on a level with it’ but ‘from the posi- 

tion of a mouse or cricket,’ which animals, of course, would look up at the 

hare and not view it from the same level. Mr. Roosevelt’s attempt to show 

here that Mr. Thayer is inconsistent is surely a conspicuous failure, is it 

not? The trouble is that Mr. Roosevelt has in this and the other instance 

of misquotation, or misapprehension,— to which I shall proceed forthwith, 

— shown a signal lack of understanding of Mr. Thayer’s contentions. If 

he had approached the book with a reasonable desire to find what there was 

of good in it, he would never have entertained the notion that Mr. Thayer 

regarded any crouching animal as conspicuous (in the long run) to its foes,— 

as if it were necessary for an animal to stand up in order to be obliterated. 

The whole argument of Mr. Thayer's book is in the opposite direction. It 

seems plain that Mr. Roosevelt not only misquoted Thayer’s words in | 

this instance but failed entirely to grasp the larger meaning of his book. 

Now as to the other misreading of which I accuse Mr. Roosevelt, I must 

admit that, as you put the case, I may seem to have misjudged him. You 

will notice, however, on referring again to the passage you quote from Mr. 

Roosevelt, that though your footnote asserts that it is quoted verbatim, 

you have omitted the very clause against which my criticism was directed! 

That you are not unacquainted with the custom of inserting points to 
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indicate omissions is shown by the quotation thus abridged on the following 

page, and you must also be aware that it is not permissible to omit any 

vital part of a quotation, even though the omission be so indicated, (other- 

wise the points might be substituted for sucka word as ‘not,’ for instance, 

and the quotation be made to read very differently from the original). 

This failure to quote the passage actually verbatim, since it has resulted 

in a serious misrepresentation of my side of the case, must be regretted, 

I am sure, as much by vou as by me. What Mr. Roosevelt really says in 

the passage referred to — which you will find correctly quoted in my paper 

— is, “Mr. Thayer insists that the animal escapes observation, not because 

its colors match its surroundings, or because it sits motionless like a stump,” 

etc. You omitted the words I have italicized and, as I have said, these were 

the very words I attacked. The omission was purely accidental, of course, 

for I am far from agreeing with Mr. Thomas Barbour that ‘a misquotation 

would probably be wilful’ (Auk, XXX, 82), but it was certainly unfortu- 

nate. 
I think that you will now admit that my point against Mr. Roosevelt 

in this matter was well taken, but I will seize this opportunity to make the 

point so clear that no reader can fail to see it. To that end I will quote 

the same passage from Mr. Thayer’s book which you quoted, condensed 

in the same way, but will italicize only certain words in it instead of the 
entire passage: ‘The reader. . . .is now in a position to perceive the fallacy 

of the statement prevalent in former years and still made by certain 

writers, that a protectively colored animal of the type described above escapes 
detection because being of a dull brown color like the ground and the bushes, 
it looks when it sits motionless like a clod or a stump or some such inanimate 

thing... .The protectively colored animal, on the other hand, is as it were 

obliterated by its { = his] countergradation of shades... .If these animals 
were merely brown or gray like clods or stumps they would not be concealed, 

because their structural forms are too distinct, and the eyes of enemies 

are keen to detect their characteristic modelling and outlines. On the 

other hand, a perfect shade gradation, even of some rankly brilliant color, 

would go far toward concealing an animal.’ That is what Mr. Thayer says. 

Now, what does Mr. Roosevelt say? I will quote him again, verbatim, 

as I did in my paper, but italicizing the crucial portions: “Mr. Thayer 
insists that the animal escapes observation, not because its colors match its 

surroundings, or because it sits motionless like a stump, or clod, or some 

such inanimate thing, but purely because of its shading, which he says is 
rendered obliterative by the counter-gradation of shades.” I might be 

content to let these two passages stand in the form of a ‘deadly parallel "% 

but experience teaches me that it is safer to make assurance doubly sure. 

I will draw attention again, therefore, to the fact that it is the protectively 
colored animal that is, according to Mr. Thayer, obliterated by its counter- 
shading, and other animals achieve only an approximation to that con- 
dition, for ‘going far toward’ concealment is by no means the same as 

reaching it. And it cannot be contended that in employing the words 
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‘protectively colored’ Mr. Thayer was writing loosely and had reference to 

the countershading itself. Mr. Thayer’s book is not written in a loose way. 

It is a closely written book, on the contrary, and the words are chosen care- 

fully. Mr. Thayer was laying stress on the office of countershading in the 

passage quoted. It doubtless never occurred to him that it would be 
necessary to argue for the efficacy of color-matching in concealment, nor 

could he have foreseen that he would be accused of ignoring it. If he had, 

been arguing with any one who had the notion as to the all-powerfulness 

of countershading that Mr. Roosevelt has accused him of, he would doubt- 

less have tucned his statement about and have said that the countershaded 

animal is obliterated by its protective coloration, and that even without 

the countershading the background-matching ‘would go far toward conceal- 

ing an animal.’ 

You took an unusual course, Mr. Editor, in undertaking to apologize 
editorially for these two charges of mine against Mr. Roosevelt. Was it 

really so necessary? If you had been as intent on understanding Mr. 

Thayer as you have been on defending Mr. Roosevelt, might you not have 

reached a different conclusion as to the justice of my charges? 
As to Mr. Chapman’s communication, it seems to me that he is unneces- 

sarily alarmed for the reputation of the bird-photographers. When I 

ventured the opinion that ‘‘the birds in most photographs do not appear 

at all as they would under average conditions in their natural surroundings,” 

I had reference solely to this matter of conspicuousness. In general I 

think that bird photographs are of inestimable value to the student, since 

they show him some things which he could not possibly learn without them, 

and nothing could have been farther from my thoughts than to charge 

photographers with doing violence to nature in order to prove a point or 

make a pretty picture. It needs no extended argument, however, to 

prove that a bird in a picture, where the observer’s eye is inevitably directed 
towards it, is in the nature of things much more easily to be seen than in 

the landscape out of doors,— as a general thing, I mean, for there are doubt- 

less exceptions. Mr. Chapman himself says that ‘‘no doubt many bird 

photographs are made with the object of displaying their subject to the 

best advantage.” I think he might have said ‘most’ instead of ‘many’ 

and still have kept within the bounds of truth, for is not that really the 

aim of most bird photographs,— to show the bird in its natural surround- 

ings as clearly and completely as possible? And such photographs are so 

far from being ‘lacking in scientific value’ that their scientific value de- 

pends in great measure on their clearness in detail. When I said that 

the photographer avoided subjects that were obscured, I meant, of course, ' 

when he had before him a choice of individuals of the particular species he 

was desirous of photographing, and doubtless such choice is often uncon- 

scious. (Exception should perhaps be made of some of those ‘‘puzzle 

pictures” referred to by Mr. Chapman, where the definite object is to show 

the inconspicuousness of the bird.) I believe that photographers regard 

it as legitimate to cut away interfering twigs, etc., in order to reveal a 
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nesting bird, and this practice cannot be objected to, provided a statement 

is made that this was done; and vet in those cases the bird is undoubtedly 

rendered more conspicuous than it is under entirely natural conditions. So 

also with any bird that nests in the open, away from grass and foliage, the 

necessary nearness of the camera makes the bird inevitably more conspicu- 

ous, does it not? than it would be at a little distance. Now my conten- 

tion — and I still think it a sound one — is that while some birds (as the 

woodcock) may be inconspicuous even under the disadvantage of occupy- 

ing a comparatively large proportion of the field of view in a photograph, 

it is not sound reasoning to assert that all birds which are conspicuous in 

photographs are therefore necessarily so in nature. I see, however, that I 

shall have to acquit Mr. Roosevelt of any unusual degree of inaccuracy 
in this connection, since so distinguished a field ornithologist as Mr. 

Chapman supports him. As a matter of fact, though Mr. Chapman has 

appropriated my words ‘inaccurate’ and ‘slap-dash’ exclusively to the 
single instance of the photographs, this was but one of a number of cases 

which I thought showed these qualities in the aggregate. It stood first 

in the list because it came first in Mr. Roosevelt’s paper. 

Please understand that I am not now saying that Gannets, Murres, 

Guillemots, etc., are inconspicuous in the field, but simply that photographs 

alone cannot prove their conspicuousness. For one thing, it appears to me 

very probable that birds of large, bold patterns, such as most of these rock- 

nesting birds wear, need a greater distance to make operative whatever 

concealing power their coloration may have, and that birds that would 

appear conspicuous from the point of view of the camera might be by no 
means conspicuous at a greater, though not a great distance. 

I have read with interest Mr. Thomas Barbour’s latest contribution to 

this subject of Concealing Coloration (Auk, XXX, 81-91) and I am glad 

to see that he thinks he can distinguish common sense from superstition. 

I dare say, however, that many superstitious persons have been equally 

sure of their own common sense. The chief difficulty with Mr. Barbour 

appears to be that he does not perceive that common sense is a subjective 

quality and that it makes all the difference in the world whose common 
sense it is — whether that of a well-informed person like himself or Mr. 

Darwin (whom I quoted on the subject) or that of many a worthy day 

laborer who does n’t know the meaning of the word ‘science.’ He does not, 

however, dispute my contention that something besides common sense 

is needed in discussing scientific questions and that there is such a thing as 

trusting it too implicitly, which after all was the only point I wished to 

make. 
Now, taking up Mr. Barbour’s criticisms seriatim and dealing with 

them as briefly as possible, after passing over the matter of the ‘fifty 
instances,’ ete., in which I have already confessed myself at fault in a cer- 

tain measure, I come first to his statement that “a bird can be conspicuous 

in shape by being like a Scissor-tailed Flycatcher,” which is certainly begging 

the question with a vengeance. I freely confess I have never seen a 
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Scissor-tailed Flycatcher in life, and I should very much appreciate it if 

Mr. Barbour, who has enjoyed that inestimable advantage, would take 

pity on my ‘ignorance,’ —of just how one of these birds looks in its 

native haunts,— which is, of course, profound, and explain what makes it 

so conspicuous to him. I strongly mistrust that he is thinking of his own 

interest in seeing a bird of so wnusual a shape rather than of the actual 

conspicuousness of the bird as a mere bird, an article of food for a predatory 

animal. For all I know, the Scissor-tailed Flycatcher may be a conspicu- 

ous bird in the field, but I venture to guess that if that is the case the 

reason will be found in its coloration and not in its form. As to the case 

of the cross fox, | am not now prepared to dispute Mr. Barbour’s statement 

and I will therefore concede him and Mr. Roosevelt that one point! I 

think I can afford to, and still retain the best of the argument on these 

disputed cases. As to the possibility of any two species living under 

precisely the same conditions, I emphatically disagree with Mr. Barbour. 

Will he deny specifically that a difference in habit constitutes a difference 

in conditions? As to my opinion of the all-powerfulness of natural selec- 

tion, he is certainly drawing on his imagination, for nowhere in my paper 
will he find any such opinion, expressed or implied. He has doubtless 

forgotten that at one point I argued for sexual selection and that I referred 

to Mr. Beebe’s experiments, which have proved that moisture can virtually 

turn one species into another. I have no doubt, too, that species have 

occasionally arisen from mutations. The theorem of Le Chatelier, also, 

may be applicable, as the chemist W. D. Bancroft has suggested. I am 

willing, however, to rest on natural selection as the chief factor in speciation 

until a more plausible substitute is offered than has yet appeared. 

As a parting fling, Mr. Barbour attributes to me a “desire to simply 

bolster up the arguments of a friend.’”’ In reply to this I must refer the 

reader to mv already fully stated explanations of the object of my paper, 

and add that, though I should be proud to call Mr. Thayer my friend, my 

personal acquaintance with him is really very slight, and if I had followed 

the calls of friendship only, I should have been led in quite another direc- 

tion. The paper was written entirely of my own motion, without consul- 

tation with Mr. Thayer, who never saw it till after it was published, and 

T alone am responsible for it. 
Of the eight counts of my indictment against Mr. Roosevelt, two remain 

undisputed, and of the other six I think the present letter makes good my 

claims for all but a single and relatively unimportant one. I should also 

like to call attention to the fact that of the nineteen pages of my paper 
only four are devoted to adverse criticism of Mr. Roosevelt. 

I am speaking to a question of personal privilege, and though on many 

accounts I should like to say something more on the larger and infinitely 

more important question of Concealing Coloration, I shall not stray from 
the point except to ask your indulgence for a few closing words of an 

impersonal nature addressed directly to the floor. I beg American orni- 

thologists to study and experiment along these lines for themselves. I feel 
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very strongly that, whatever the final judgment upon Mr. Thayer’s theories 

may be,— if there ever is a final judgment! — it will not be hastened by 

ignoring his work or by refusing to listen to his evidence. You will have 

to give up some preconceived ideas, well fortified behind ‘common sense’ 

though they may appear to be. You will have to admit among other things 

that, as the sky overhead is blue, the skyshine on the snow is blue, 

that the sky is lighter at the horizon than at the zenith, and that on a 

moonless night the sky is the lightest and therefore the whitest object to 

be seen. When you have examined Mr. Thayer’s evidence impartially 

and understandingly, and have accepted the most of it, as I am sure you 
will do, then you will be in a much better position to acrive at a proper 

conclusion in regard to his theories than some of his most active critics are 
now in. I thank you, Mr. Editor and gentlemen. 

Yours very truly, 

Francis H. ALLEN. 
West Roxbury, Mass. 

Feb. 14, 1913. 

[The editor regrets exceedingly that in going through the press the clause, 

referred to was accidentally omitted from one of his quotations. He feels 

however that it in no way affects the point he was trying to make clear, 

i. e., that the one statement could not be called a misquotation of the 

other. Indeed in as much as the omission makes the two quotations less 

alike, it really weakens his contention. 

As the discussion on Concealing Coloration has already been unduly pro- 

longed it seems desirable to close it at this point. 

WITMER STONE.] 
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NOTES AND NEWS. 

On the 27th of January last the Union suffered the loss of one of its most 

distinguished and universally beloved foreign representatives. There 

passed away upon that date Professor Robert Collett, the Director of the 

Natural History Museum of Christiania, Norway, an author of many 
works, and a Corresponding Fellow of the American Ornithologists’ Union 

since 1883. 
Prof. Collett was born in Christiania on the 2d of December, 1842, and 

consequently he was, at the time of his death, in his 71st year. He was 
connected with many distinguished people of his own country, being the 

oldest son of Professor P. J. Collett and the widely known authoress Camilla 

Collett. 
From his earliest boyhood his entire nature exhibited the unmistakable 

evidences of the coming naturalist, and, although never of a robust physique, 

or of the strenuous type, he won his title to fame through his supreme 

gentleness of manner and bearing, as well as through his nobleness of 

character and sterling qualities. 

Academically, he received his education at the University of Christiania, 

while upon the other hand his ever increasing fund of knowledge was 

directly attributable to the tuition of that teacher of all teachers of every 

naturalist — Mother Nature. 

His early attainments soon won position for him; in 1871 he became 

assistant curator of the Zoédlogical Museum of Christiania, and three years 

later full curator of that institution. His country, too, was quick to 

recognize the marked value of his first contributions to the literature of 

zoological science, and, as his various works were published — chiefly on 

the Norwegian faunze — honors, in the way of medals and degrees, were 

frequently bestowed upon him. 

He became Director of the Zodlogical Museum of Christiania in 1882, 

and two years thereafter Professor of Zodlogy at the University. 

Collett’s first published paper dealt with the avifauna of the region in 

which the city of Christiania is situated, and this, as time went on, was 

followed by numerous and substantial contributions to almost every de- 

partment of zodlogy, including the science of morphology. One of his 

best known achievements in the latter direction was a monograph upon the 

structure of the external parts of the ears of the Strigide. Professor 

Collett also gave us a number of excellent popular works upon Norwegian 

ornithology, and was a constant contributor to the zodlogical periodicals 

of his own and other countries. 
Prof. Collett built up a superb and well stocked museum at Norway’s 

capital. He published only recently an elegant volume on the Mammalia 

of his country, and at the time of his death was engaged upon the Reptilia; 

indeed, it was his intention to so treat the entire vertebrate fauna of Nor- 

way.— R. W.S. 
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In the death of Chester A. Reed of Worcester, Mass., on December 16, 
1912, the Union lost an Associate of much promise. While only thirty-six 

years of age Mr. Reed had already attained a wide reputation by his pub- 
lications on popular bird study. He early conceived the idea that colored 

illustrations were the surest means of obtaining a familiarity with birds 

and in all his works, the furnishing of adequate illustrations was the chief 

aim. . 

In the use both of the camera and the brush he had acquired great skill 

and his efforts have contributed not a little to the spread of the popular 

knowledge of bird life which has marked the past few years. His most 

notable publications have been his ‘Bird Guide’; ‘Flower Guide’; ‘North 

American Birds’ Eggs’; ‘Birds of Eastern North America’; ‘Nature Stud- 

ies in Field and Wood’; and ‘Camera Studies of Wild Birds.’ 

WiLurAM BERNHARD TEGETMEIER, the English ornithologist, died on 

November 20, 1912, at the age of 96 years. He was born in Buckingham- 

shire, November 4, 1816, and was noted for his investigations on the breed- 
ing of Pigeons, Poultry and Pheasants. He was a correspondent of Darwin 

and furnished him with much information derived from his experiments 

in breeding and variation. 

At the 30th annual meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, held 

in Cambridge, Mass., November 11, 1912, it was voted to publish an index 

to the volumes of ‘The Auk’ from 1901-1910, inclusive, and the appoint- 

ment of a committee to undertake the work was authorized. The Presi- 

dent has appointed Dr. T. S. Palmer as Chairman with authority to select 

the members of the committee. Dr. Palmer informs us that the Index 

Committee as at present organized comprises: 
Dr. T. 8. Palmer, Chairman; Prof. W. W. Cooke, Secretary; Dr. A. K. 

Fisher, N. Hollister, A. B. Howell, A. H. Howell, D. E. Lantz, H. H. T. 

Jackson, W. L. McAtee, Gerrit S. Miller, Jr., E. A. Preble, J. H. Riley, 

and John G. Tyler. The work, he states, has been divided so that ten of 

the members will do the actual indexing and the other three will prepare 
the copy for the press. The plan of this index is the same as that of the 

25-year index published in 1907. It is expected that the same high stan- 

dard of completeness and accuracy will be maintained and with much less 
labor than was necessary in the preparation of the larger work. The Bio- 
logical Survey already has the material for a 10-year index on cards pre- 

pared by Prof. Cooke. These cards have been divided among the indexers, 

the entries for one volume being given each member to check with the 
text and make any necessary additions or corrections. The cards are then 

to be returned to the secretary who will rearrange them in a single alphabet 
and prepare the final copy for the printer. This copy will then be divided 
into 10 equal parts and given to the indexers a second time before being 

sent to press. In this way much of the arduous labor of writing cards 

can be avoided and the entries checked twice with a minimum of effort. 
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The work is already well under way and one fourth of the cards have been 

returned to the secretary. It is expected that all will be returned by May 1 

and that the final copy can be prepared, verified, and made ready for the 

press before the next annual meeting. 

AN editorial in a recent number of the ‘Wilson Bulletin’ contemplates 

the organization of an Ornithological Society — or rather the extension 

of the existing Wilson Club — to cover the Interior states and to hold 

annual meetings for the purpose of bringing the members into close personal 

touch. It seems to us that such a movement cannot be too strongly 

commended, the one weak point in the organization of the Wilson Club 
has always seemed to be this lack of personal contact, which is all important 
in stimulating ornithological activity. 

The geographic arrangement of Ornithological Societies mentioned in 

the closing paragraph does not, however, seem to us a very happy one, 7. e. 

“The Cooper Club on the Pacific side, the A. O. U. on the Atlantic, and 

the Wilson Club in the Interior.”” The A. O. U. is in no sense local in its 

activities and it draws its strength from the Pacific and Interior states as 

well as from the Atlantic coast. The holding of its meetings in the east 

has been because the great majority of active ornithologists are located 

there and almost all the invitations for holding the annual meetings have 

come from eastern cities. Moreover the burden imposed upon the local 

members on such occasions is unfortunately considerable and makes it 

difficult to entertain the Union except in cities where there are a large 

number of resident members. 
A better grouping would we think be: ‘‘The Cooper Club on the Pacifie 

side, the Wilson Club in the Interior and the Nuttall and Delaware Valley 

Clubs in the east; with the A. O. U. covering all three districts and meeting 

now in one and now in another, according to the invitations received and 

the number of active ornithologists who could be guaranteed to be in 

attendance. For some time to come the A. O. U. meetings will probably 

be held mainly in the east for the reasons already cited, but the proposed 

activity of the Wilson Club would we feel sure, soon result in invitations 

to meet somewhere in the interior which would, we have no doubt, be 

promptly accepted. The Cooper Club has already successfully managed 

one A. O. U. meeting on ‘the coast’ and bids fair to duplicate it in the near 

future. 

Meanwhile an Annual meeting of the Wilson Club will undoubtedly 

draw the ornithologists of the interior states into close association and. 

if held at a time other than that of the A. O. U. meeting will ensure them 

an opportunity for personal contact without conflicting with the more 

general gathering. The movement will also concentrate their energies 

and resources so that an A. O. U. meeting in one of the Interior states will 

we trust, be an event of the near future. 
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Messrs. F. M. Chapman and Louis Agassiz Fuertes with four assistants, 

sailed for Colombia on January 8, to continue their explorations of the avi- 

fauna of that country in the interests of the American Museum of Natural 

History. They expect to make collections in the vicinity of Bogota and 

then cross the mountains to the east and descend into the headwaters 

of the Orinoco, thus connecting their previous work in western Colombia 

with that now being prosecuted by another party in the Orinoco drainage, 

and making as it were an ornithological cross section of the country. - 

UNusvAL activity in game legislation has been manifest this winter 
and Dr. T. 8. Palmer of the U.S. Biological Survey has sent us the follow- 

ing summary of this work:— Since the beginning of the year Congress and 

the legislatures of 41 States have been in session, and the total number of 

game bills under consideration is probably between 400 and 500. The 

average of 10 such bills per State is reduced to one in some cases and in 
others as in Connecticut increased to nearly 60, and in California to 93. 

The fate of many of these measures is still uncertain. At this date, March 

15, Congress and the legislatures of Indiana, Oregon, South Carolina, 

South Dakota, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming have adjourned 
and their record is closed. 

The great event of the year is the passage of the Federal migratory bird 

bill as an amendment to the Agricultural Appropriation bill on the last 
day of the session. This measure has been before Congress for more than 

eight years, and during the past year a campaign for its enactment un- 

equalled in the history of game legislation has been waged by the American 

Game Protective Association, the National Association of Audubon So- 

cieties, and other friends of wild life conservation. As finally enacted it 

differs but slightly from the bill originally introduced by Hon. George 
Shiras, 3d, in December, 1904, and authorizes the Department of Agri- 

culture to fix seasons for migratory game and insectivorous birds, and 
imposes a maximum penalty of $100 fine or 90 days imprisonment for 

killing such birds out of season. On March 3, the day before his retirement, 

President Taft signed an order making the Aleutian Islands, Alaska, a 

reservation in charge of the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce. 

This reservation, the 61st in the list of National Bird Refuges and one 

of the largest, includes all the islands from Unimak west to Attu. Congress 
has been preparing for new tariff legislation and during the hearings before 
the Ways and Means Committee of the House on January 30, Dr. W. T. 

Hornaday, representing the New York Zodlogical Society, Mr. T. Gilbert 

Pearson, Secretary of the National Association of Audubon Societies, and 

Dr. George W. Field, Chairman of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Com- 

mission, urged the amendment of Schedule N so as to prohibit the importa- 

tion into the United States of the plumage of wild birds. The result of 
their efforts is still uncertain as the bill will not be reported until the special 

session in April. 
In the State legislatures plumage bills similar to the New York Shea 
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law have been introduced in Indiana and Pennsylvania (S. 46) and have 

passed one branch of the legislature with a fair chance of enactment in 
spite of the active opposition of the millinery interests. Among other 

measures of special interest to ornithologists may be mentioned the Ten- 

nessee law removing the Robin from the game list, the Pennsylvania bill 

(S. 45) protecting the Dove, Killdeer and Blackbird throughout the year 

which had passed, the California bill placing Wild pigeons, Doves, and all 

Limicole on the nongame list (S. 1190), the bills in Connecticut (H. 222) 

and New Jersey (A. 206) removing protection from the Starling, and the 

effort in Connecticut to restore the provision for issuing permits for 

scientific collecting. Oregon has established several important State game 

preserves and revised her entire game law, Vermont has likewise adopted 

an entirely new game code, and Wyoming has stopped spring shooting of 

ducks and geese (S. F. 11). 

The usual number of bills permitting spring shooting has been intro- 

duced especially in Connecticut, New York, and Colorado, but in Wiscon- 

sin the measure met a decisive defeat in the Assembly Committee. Texas 

is considering the withdrawal of protection from pelicans and certain other 

fish-eating birds. Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, and South 

Dakota are struggling with the question of reorganization of their game 

departments, and California has under consideration several freak bills, 

one of which (A. 287) proposes to divide the State into 58 game districts, 

one for each county, and another (A. 1992) to make every member of the 

legislature a game warden who shall serve without compensation. 

We learn from the Press Bulletin of the Canadian Department of Mines 

that the Victoria Memorial Museum has just received a fine collection 

of several hundred Canadian birds, the gift of Mr. J. H. Fleming. The 

specimens are said to constitute one of the best mounted collections in 

Canada. 

A crrcuuar issued by the editor of ‘British Birds’ states that, the readers 

of this magazine have placed over 32,000 rings on wild birds of various 

kinds. The most striking of the numerous ‘return records’ that have 

been received is that of a Swallow, banded by Mr. J. R. B. Masefield at 

Rosehill Cheadle, Staffordshire, England, May 6, 1911, and found near 

Utrecht, Natal, South Africa, on December 23, 1912. 

At the annual meeting of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ Union 

the Check List Committee, which has for some years been engaged in’ 
preparing a list of Australian birds, presented its report. The facts that 

trinomials are rejected, and that the principle of priority is not carried farther 

back than the dates contained in the works of John Gould, will demon- 

strate how absolutely this list will differ from the recent list published by 

Mr. Gregory M. Mathews. 
We fear that Australian Ornithologists are not advancing the interests 
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of systematic ornithology by adopting such rules as the above. We are 

already seeing evidence of the dilemma in which the rejection of trinomials 
has placed them, when we find in their latest publications some new 

binomial names denoted as species and others as subspecies! The publi- 

cation of the Check List will be looked forward to with much interest. 

THE twenty-third annual meeting of the Delaware Valley Ornithologi- 

cal Club was held at the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, on 

January 2, 1913. The officers elected for the ensuing year were: President, 
Stewardson Brown; Vice-President, Henry W. Fowler; Secretary, J. 

Fletcher Street and Treasurer, Samuel C. Palmer; Robert T. Moore con- 
tinues as editor of Cassinia. 

Some of the more important communications presented before the Club 

during the year were: A Trip to the Magdalen Islands, by W. L. Baily; 

A Trip to Ecuador with Special Reference to the Tierra Templada, by 

Samuel N. Rhoads; The Classification of Birds, by Spencer Trotter, M. D.; 

Summer Birds of McKenzie Pond, Adirondacks, by E. L. Poole; and The 
Embryology of a Bird, by Samuel C. Palmer. 

Tue J. P. Bell Co., Lynehburg, Va., announces the early publication of a 

work on ‘The Breeding Birds of Virginia,’ by Mr. Harold H. Bailey. The 

volume will comprise about 300 pages of text with 14 colored plates and 

one hundred half-tones. The edition will be limited and orders should be 

sent to H. H. Bailey, Newport News, Va., Price, exclusive of postage $3. 

Messrs. WiTHERBY & Co. are shortly publishing for Mr. H. Kirke: 
Swann ‘A Dictionary of English and Folk-Names of British Birds,’ which 

will contain some five thousand names with their meanings and localities 

as well as much information on the Folk-Lore, Weather-Lore, and Legends 

connected with birds. 

Just as we go to press we have received a copy of Mr. Robert Ridgway’s 

long expected Color Book under the title ‘Color Standards and Color 
Nomenclature.’ Washington, D.C. Published by the Author. $8. (cash 

with order), postage extra, registered 20 cts. 

The work consists of forty-three pages of text and fifty-three colored 
plates depicting 1115 named colors! Besides furnishing an indispensable 

standard of colors for naturalists and others who have to deal with fine 

gradations of tints it constitutes a thoroughly scientific presentation of 

the entire subject of colors and their relationship. 

Dr. J. A. ALLEN of the American Museum of Natural History, formerly 

editor of ‘The Auk,’ sailed for Europe last month as one of the American 
delegates to the Ninth International Zodélogical Congress, to be held at 
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Monaco, March 25-29. One of the most important questions likely to be 

brought before the Congress for discussion, and one in which Dr. Allen 

is deeply interested, is the proposition to depart from the rule of absolute 

priority in regard to generic and specific names. We trust that no change 

in the rules bearing upon this matter will be authorized and that the pains- 

taking work of the Commission toward a uniform standard nomenclature 

may be allowed to proceed unhampered. 
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BIRD MIGRATION RECORDS OF WILLIAM BARTRAM. 

1802-1822. 

BY WITMER STONE. 

Plates IX, X, and XI. 

THERE is preserved in the library of the Academy of Natural 

Sciences of Philadelphia a well worn manuscript volume with 

pages about four by six inches and a pasteboard cover upon which 
is inscribed in almost illegible characters “Calendar of Natural 

History, Memorable Events &c”’ while page one bears the heading 

“Calendar for the Year of our Lord 1802.” 

There follows a daily record of the state of the weather, the 

blooming of plants and trees and the appearance of birds, insects 

and other forms of animal life, after the manner of Gilbert White’s 

Calendar in his Natural History of Selborne. 

An insert informs us that this is the manuscript diary of William 

Bartram during the years 1802 to 1822, kept at the old Bartram 

homestead on the Schuylkill in Kingsessing, now a part of the city of 

Philadelphia, though at that time several miles out in the country. 

The Bartram place established by John Bartram, father of Wil- 

liam, and like him a famous botanist, is now preserved as a city 

park under the name of Bartram’s Garden. Here one can still 

see the old house built by the elder Bartram with his own hands, 

and can walk along the box-bordered paths and admire the various 

trees, shrubs and herbs brought by the Bartrams from various 

325 
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parts of the Middle and Southern states, or raised from seeds ob- 

tained in exchange from more remote countries.! 

What is more interesting to the ornithologist is the fact that 

to this same garden came Alexander Wilson the Scottish school- 

master, from his little county school house which stood near by, 

and largely under the influence of William Bartram and the famous 

garden, he developed into Alexander Wilson the American Orni- 

thologist. 

The diary begins with the very year that Wilson came to King- 

sessing and had Bartram only seen fit to record his impressions of 

the young schoolmaster and his subsequent activities, what an 

historical storehouse this little volume would be! He kept it 

strictly a ‘Calendar of Nature’ however, and so far as we can 

gather from its pages such a man as Alexander Wilson might 

never have lived. 

But there is a mine of information in these closely written pages 

and the data on bird migration constitute, we believe, the oldest 

record, covering a series of years, that we have for any part of 

North America. The record is by no means complete and every 

year one or more common birds are omitted, while we must remem- 

ber that Bartram was familiar with only a portion of our native 

birds and made no pretense of being an ‘ ornithologist.’ 

The diary is not continuous and the writer, like many another 

keeper of journals found that it was easier to start on New Year’s 

than it was to continue the record day after day. It runs from 

January 1, 1802 to September 20, 1808 missing here and there 

a few days or once or twice as much as a month, and always more 

detailed in winter and spring than later in the year. Then there 

is a gap until January 1, 1814 and another from February 13, 1814 

to January 1, 1818, from which point it continues until December 

31, 1822, about seven months before the death of the writer, 

whose increasing feebleness is reflected in the wavering lines of the 

handwriting. Eleven spring seasons are thus included, but only. 

the most familiar birds are noted every year. Bartram was sixty- 

three years of age at the opening of the calendar and eighty-four 

1 cf. William Bartram, By George Spencer Morris. ‘Cassinia’,1906,p.1. The 

illustrations used in this biographical sketch are reproduced in ‘The Auk’ through 

the courtesy of the Delaware Valley Ornithological Club. 
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at the close, but his constant out door life and the favorable situa- 

tion of the gardens offset any lack of ability due to age and make it 

probable that he recorded the common species as soon as they 
came about his house. 

I have recently read the journal through and have copied out 

every reference to birds. These I have arranged systematically 

and now through the courtesy of Dr. Edward J. Nolan, librarian of 

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, I am able to 

present them to the readers of ‘The Auk’ with such comments as 
seem pertinent. 

As these data, separated from the botanical and meteorological 

information with which they were originally associated, give one 

no idea of the character of the daily entries, I have reproduced 

verbatim the greater part of the record for January, 1802, and the 

more important zoélogical data for the remainder of that year. 

From these the reader will be brought into sympathy with the 

writer and will be enabled to picture the gentle old man, looking 

after his farm and pottering about his beautiful garden on the 

river shore and each evening by candle light jotting down in his 

little book the events of the day that stood out most prominently 

in his simple life. 

Following this will be found the systematic compilation of bird 

migration data and a comparison of the average dates of arrival 

for certain species with the average dates of arrival at Philadelphia 

one hundred years later. 

CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR OF oUR LorpD 1802. 

Jany. 1. The weather serine and as warm as in the month of 

May after a white frost in the morning. The fields 

and gardings green with growing vegetables, several 

species in flower and abundance of insects darting in the 

air and birds singing as in the spring of the year, frogs 

lively in the springs. Wind south east. 

2. Slight white frost, the day exceedingly warm and 

pleasant as yesterday, Wind S. W. Spiders darting 

their webs wasps flying about (Vespa anularis) the 

blewbird sings (Motacilla Sialis). Evening calm and 

warm. 
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Slight frost this morning, midday warm, wind Northerly 

evening calm and serene, wind S. W. Mockbird Not 

yet left us on his passage to the south (Turdus poly- 

glottos) 

White frost this morning and some ice but midday very 

warm and pleasant. Afternoon cloudy evening hazy, 

warm and thawy, wind E. Birds numerous, Snow 

Birds, sparrows, woodpeckers, golden crowned ren, 

titmice (parus atricapillus, P. cristatus) Nut hatch 

(Sitta canadensis), Crows numerous, Hawks of various 

species. Blue bird, Robins (Turdus migratorius) and 

an endless variety of insects 

Last night plentiful showers of rain, air warm, cleard 

up in the afternoon, the wind S. W. evening serene 

and warm. Frogs whistle, the sparrow hawk scream 

(Falco sparverius). 

Clear with high westerly winds and pritty coald, the 

wind setted at the north west with strong winds & 

very coald. 

Clear and warm as May day, no ice to be seen in the 

river, the bees out till evening flying about. Sparrow 

hawk & Blew bird. Crocus verna, Narcissus, snow- 

drops, Tulip Above ground. Hamamelis is full bloom. 

Wind S. W. 

Some frost this morning moderately cool but pleasant 

all the day, evening hazy, wind southwardly Ducks 

on Schoulskill 

A Beautiful white frost this morning, a fine clear warm 

day, the river Schuykill exhibits very little signs of 

winter and the corn fields green as in the month of 

may. Wind S. W. 

Chilly and cloudy Cleared up before sunset evening 

serene moderately cool, wind N. E. Blue birds, . 

Fringilla Tristis (Yellow Bird), Fringilla Purpurea 

(Purple finch) 

Coald and freesing, some snow Seen to fall tho the wind 

was S., cleared up before sunset, the wind N. W., 

evening serene and cool. the owl screamed last night. 
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27 Large flights of Crows to the southward (Corvus 
frugivorus) 

Clear pleasant and moderate weather, no frost, the 

fields and pasture green as in the spring. Grass and 

grain growing night and day. Spring Aconite (hele- 

borus) in flower in the garden. Large flocks of ducks 

in the river Schuilkill. The face of the earth exhibits 

more the appearance of spring than winter 

3l 

February 1 

bo 

23 

March 2. 

3. 

5. 

10 

11 

A large flight of blew birds past by from the south- 
ward. 

Seeds of vegetables vegetate in the garden such as 

radish, larkspur and many other kinds; many in 

flower as primula, Daphne, mezrium &c 

Bees are out of the hives seeking for flowers 

A small flock of red-wings (Oriolus phoenicia), 

the Blew birds begin to pair 

Peach buds swell 

Wood Cock (Scolopax rufa) Arrived from the 

southard Filbert in flower. 

The ground Squirrel came out of their winter quar- 

ters frisking about in the warm sun. The Crow 

Blackbird (Gracula Barita) arrived from the south- 

ard The alder in blossom 

A fine warm day. large flights of red wings. People 

swiming the Schuilkill afternoon 

Began to snow this morning before light and con- 

tinued increasing all day the air extremely cold. 

Blue Birds flying about 

Flights of red-wing passing from the southard and 

flocks of Cedarbirds. 

Flights of Redwings and ducks passing from the 

southard 
Wild Geese passing northerly. 
The Killdear (Charadrius vociferus); Dwarf Dafodill 

and snowdrops in flower 

Spring frogs whistle, flocks of various kinds of ducks 

in Schuilkill from the southard. 
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April 2 

The crossbill passing Northerly. 

Blew birds build their nests. 

Sun set very red last night. Crocus verna in full 

flower; shad frog. 

Flocks of Birds of Passag flying northerly. 

Smoky sun, warm growing weather. Pewit and Cow- 

pen bird arrived from the south ward. Wind S. 

Heavy rain, a flock of geese returning to the north. 

Kingfisher (Ispida aleyon) arrived today from the 

southard, the pewit building their nests; elm in flower 

(ulmus americana) 

The red maple (Acer Rubrum), Draba vernalis in 

flower. Butterflies flying about 

Flights of the bank martin passing mortherly (Hy- 

rundo trogloditus) 

Snow lies three inches deep and the trees loaded with it 

Most of the snow disappeared 

Turtle Dove Cooing (Columba Carolinaensis) 

Cloudy, warm growing weather. Spice Wood (Laurus 

Benzoin), Rock Saxifrage (Saxifraga rupestris), Rock 

Cress (Arabis lyrata), Skunk Cabage (Dracontium 

foetidium) in flower. This last plant has been in 

flower five or six weeks. 

The little grey fly-catcher (Muscicapa grisea) arrived 

from the Southward. The Aspen tree Populus hetero- 

phyla in flower. The glow worm sparkle in the grass 

Peach trees beginning to bloom 

The house swallow arrived (hirundo domestica) 

Fox-coloured thrush (turdus rufus) arrived 

Fishing hawk (Falco piscatorius) and Woodthrush 

(Turdus minor) arrived from the south. 

Blue Violet and Claytonia virginica in flower 

The turtle Dove Coos (Columba carolinensis) 

Quaw bird (Ardea Nycticorax) arrived 

Ice seen this morning. Peaches and cherries suffered 

by the frost last night 
Chewink (Fringilla Erythropalma), Pine creeper (Parus 

pinus), arrived. Wild Tulips (Erythronium), Viola 
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pedata, Anamone nemorosa. Least wood Thrush 

(Turdus trogladitus) 

White frost this morning. Sasafrass in flower. Yel- 

low Butterfly (Pappillio) 

A little white frost this morning. Warm pleasant 

Day Garden Ren (Motasilla familiaris), Summer 

Yellow Bird Motasilla estivalis. Plumbs, Currens, 

Rasberrys full in Bloom. Aplles beginning to flower. 

Sweet firn, Liquidamber perigrinum in bloom and 

swarming with bees sucking honey from the flowers 

Cat Bird. (Lucar.) 

Wippoor will (Caprimulgus Virginica) arrived. 

Maryland Yellow-throat, (Motasilla—) the little 

olive Coloured warbler (Motasilla olivacia). Tree 

frog Rana —. 

Hanging bird, (Oryolus Baltimora) & O. spuria hum- 

mingbird (Trochilus colubris). Lylae (Syringa co- 

munis) Water leaf:(Orontium aquaticum) 

Elm seed ripe 

Redstart (Motasilla rutasilla). 

The Apple tree in full flower. The borer Bee out visiting 

thee flowers. 
Read head (Picus eriocephalus), Chimney Swallow (Hir- 

undo pelagia), May Bird (Alauda calandra), Marsh Spar- 

row (Fringilla palustris) Arrived. Rye in ears, Dogwood 

(Cornus florida). Tumble turf (Scarabius) and Several 

species of Butterflies 

Yellow-breasted chat (Motesilla trochilus). A great 

variety of small birds of the genus of Motacilla and 

Parus. Nearly all the Summer passinger birds Arrived. 

A Bull frog swallowed a large mole instantly 

Male rice bird (Emberiza oryzivora) arived 

Blew linnet (Emberiza cyanea) Arrived. Various 

species of the Dragonfly (Libellula). Wasp begin to 

build their nests. 

Crested flycatcher (Muscicapa Crinita) 

Cool for the season. this has been heatherto the coolest 

spring, the work of vegetation almost suspended, 
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esculent vines such as cucumbers, mellons, squashes ete 

that have come up are mostly destroyed by the cool rains 

and chilling air and all other kitchen Garden vegetables 

much injured by the Coald. 

The lightning fly sparkles in the night (Cantharus —) 

Ardea virescens, Green bittern, Muscicapa rapax wood 

pewit arrived. Wheat just begining to ear appears to 

be blasted in many instances, young birds drownded 

in their nest on the ground by the heavy rains. 

Cool. The fire-side is agreable morning and evening. 

Early cherries and strawberries begining to ripen 

young birds leave their nests such as blue birds, robins, 

crow blackbirds. 

Warmest day that we have had this summer 

A male bird of Loxia Oryzivora found dead under a 

tree about five mile from philadelphia, supposed to have 

escaped from a cage Grain harvest has begun 

A luminous Northern light this evening. (Aurora 

borealis) 

Morning clear and cool, evening cool enough to sit com- 

fortably by the fireside 

Apples ripe. Oat harvest. Some cases of yellow fever 

in the city. 

Lilium superbum in flower we have a plant now in the 

Garden the stem of which is upwards of eleven feet 

high terminating in a pyramed, at top composed of 32 

perfect Flowers and exhibits a truly superb spectacle. 

Sow Buckwheat. Whistling Cricket (Tetigonia) in the 

Evening and Night. Cicada. 

Fire Flies abundant. 

7. Malignous Fever rages in Philadelphia and Baltimore, 

The inhabitants on recommendation of the Board 

of Health are moving out onto the Country. 

September 6. Whip-or-will crys this evening they are now on 

their passage to the South. 

[lapse until Dec. 1.] 

December 2. MockingBird yet with us feeding on Smilax berries 

4. Heavy white frost some Ice Mockbird. 
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11. Cold and frosty. Butcher Bird. 

13. Schuylkill sealed over with Ice. Yet Picus 

auratus, Yellow Rump, Blue Bird, Butcher Bird 

and Mock Bird are with us. 

15. Clear and cold. Mock bird, Yellow Rump, 

Robbins, and Blue Birds 

18. Slight fall of snow. Picus auratus, Butcher Bird 

20. Rained all night Mock-Bird 

22. Ampelis feeding on Fruit of Celtis, Juniperus and 

Diosperus 

24. Evening serene and calm A very small Owl was 

caught having no horns, (capite laevi) not much 

exceeding the size of a sparrow much like one 

Figured by Edwards a native of Hudson’s Bay. 

25 Morning clear. Schylkill scaled-over with Ice 

surface of the earth white with hoar frost. serene 

& warm all day evening calm & moderate wind 

southerly. 

26. Cloudy and moderate. Bluebird 

30. Drizzling day. Some Snow about noon but soon 

turned to Rain 

31. Cleared last night. Morning cool. Blue Bird 

Butcher Bird, Fringilla tristis, Regulus cristatus. 

No Ice in Schuylkill. Wasps flying. Moles 

throw up the Earth. Frogs in springy places. 

Dracontium foetidum above ground. 

Systematic List Or Brrp Nores. 

Larus argentatus. Hrrrina GULL. 

Gulls are still frequent on the river in winter as far as Bartram’s Garden 
and must have been plentiful in his time. He apparently only thought of 

mentioning them when compiling a particularly full winter list, or at an 

unusually late date. These are the only records: 
1821. February 19. Sea gulls from south passing to the north. 

April Ty Gulls. 
1822. February 22. Sea gulls. 

Sterna hirundo. Common TERN? 

1822. April 11. Rain showers all night, cleared this morning, blustery 

Terns. 
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Anatidae spp. Ducks. 

Nowhere, perhaps, is the difference in bird-life one hundred years ago 

more noticeable than in comparing Bartram’s notes on the abundance of 

ducks to be seen on the river, with the scattering individuals that now 
venture to stop there. 

1802. January 17. 

sc 3l. 

We find the following spring records: 

Ducks in Schoulskill. Pleasant day wind 8. 

Large flights of Ducks in the river. 

March 3. Flights of Ducks passing from the southard 
showery all day and warm, wind 8. 

«s 11. Flocks of various kinds of Ducks in Schuilkill 

from the southard. Pleasant. forenoon suc- 

ceeded by wind. 

Several sorts of Ducks arrived from the South on 
their return to the North viz: Anas nigra, A. 

boschas, Mergus merganser. Foggy and drizzling, 

changed about noon with rain from the south. 

i 23. Green-winged Teal passing to the North. clear 
pleasant warm day wind 8. 

* 28. Flocks of Ducks passing northward. Ice on 

ponds. After sunrise became cloudy and thawy. 

Evening cloudy and warm; likeforrain. Wind 

5S; 
March 4. Great numbers of Ducks in Schuylkill from the 

south. Warm pleasant day, wind 8. 

ie 14. Ducks passing northerly. Morning cloudy and 

1804. February 12. 

ry 19. 

misty, cleared about noon. 

Ducks arrive from the south. Pleasant warm 

day. Wind S. W. 

Black Duck arrived from the south on their 

passage or return to the north. Warm pleasant 

spring weather. 
Blue-winged & Green-winged Teal migrating 

north on their return to breed. Clear pleasant 

weather. Wind §. 

Flocks of Ducks in Schuylkill arrived from the 

south. Morning clear and cold, afternoon 

hazy, and thawy wind S. W. Ice driving with 

the tide. 

29. Ducks from the south. Hazy, warm, thawing - 

weather. WindS. W. 

April 17. Flocks of Ducks returning from the north. Cool, 

1805. February 23. 

rain, wind high N. E. 

Large flights of Ducks. 

Wind 8.1 

Warm and pleasant 

1 There is much irregularity in the fullness of the record and the meagre men- 

tion of ducks in some years does not, I feel sure, indicate their scarcity. 
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1806. March 30. Ducksand Teal arrived from the south. Wind 8S. 
Some Ice on ponds this morning. Noon and 
evening warm and delightful. Peach nearly 

in bloom as also Elm and Maple. 

1818. January 27. A few fishing Ducks. Wind N. E. a little thawy, 
Schuylkill clear of Ice. 

March 9. Ducks arrived from 8. Pleasant moderate day. 

a 13. Teal from the south passing northerly. Warm 

as May, wind 8. Snowdrops. This evening 

the spring and shad Frogs. 

1819. March 26. Ducks. Forenoon clear fine spring weather, 

Wind S. 

iy 31. Ducks passing Northerly. Cold blustering day. 
Wind N. W. 

1820. March 27. Ducks passing northerly. Warm _ growing 

weather. Land frog chatters. 

1821. February 10. Teal passing northerly. Cloudy. Wind W. 

= 19. Ducks from the south passing to the north. 

Pleasant warm day. . Wind 8S. 

1822. February 22. Ducks from the south. Clear moderate, wind 

N. W. 

Autumn duck records are few and I find only the following: 

1804. October 38. Several kinds of Ducks pass. Clear and pleasant, 

wind S. W. 
24. Cloudy, showery about noon, cleared afternoon, 

wind N. Soon after great flight of Ducks 

passing southward. 

1818. August 24. Blue-wing Teal. Morning clear and cold Wind 
N.W. Evening cloudy & rain. 

“ce 

Branta canadensis canadensis. Canapa Goose. 

1802. March 5. Wild Geese passing Northerly. 

“i 20. A flock of Geese returning to the north. 
1803. March 14. Some Wild Geese have passed. 

i 30. Wild Geese passing northerly all Day. 
1804. March 17. Flocks of Geese flying to the north. 

% 21. Geese passing northward. 

1805. March8and17. Flocks of Geese pass by to north. 
1807. April 16. Large flights of Geese passing northerly. 

1808. March 8. Geese from southward. 
16. Flocks of Geese passt by from So. in morning. 

1814. February. 13. Wild Geese (Anser canadensis) pass northerly. 

1819. March 26, 31 and April 10. Geese passing northerly. 

1820. March 27. Geese passing northerly. 
1821. April 21. Large flights of Geese passing North. 

1822. March 15. Flights of Geese passing to the north. 
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The autumnal records are as follows: 

1804. October 20. Flocks of Geese pass south. 

e 24. Great flight of Geese passing southward. 
1805. October 6. Geese pass to the South. 

November 8 and 10. Flocks of Geese passt by. 

1807. October 17. Wild Geese passing southerly. 

1818. November 27. Flights of Wild Geese passing southerly. 

1820. October 25. Wild Geese pass southerly. 

Branta bernicla glaucogaster. BRranv. 

One record on April 16, 1820 ‘Brant Geese passing northerly.’ 

Chen hyperboreus nivalis. Greater SNow Goose. 

1807. April 15. Pleasant, clear Forenoon, wind S. which bro’t a large 

Flight of white Brant Geese & a pair of Ravens. 

The former passt on to the north, the latter west- 

ward. Afternoon & evening wind N. No fruit 
trees yet in bloom. Cornel Tree in blossom. 

Ardea herodias herodias. Great Buur HEron. 

Only mentioned once: 

1803. April 14. Ardea Herodias arrived. Misty, sun appeared 2 or 3 

hours about Midday red as blood through dry mist 

or Smoke. 

Butorides virescens virescens. GREEN HERON. 

Entered as ‘Green Bittern’ or as ‘Ardea virescens,’ arriving on the follow- 

ing dates: 

1802. May 22. 1807. April 20. 

1805. May 4. 1822. May 4. 

1806. April 28. 

Nycticorax nycticorax naevius. Buack-cRowNED Nicut HERON. 

Always entered as the ‘Quaw-bird’ usually with ‘Ardea Nycticorax’ 

added. Arrived: 

1802. April 15. 1820. April 13. 
1803. April 7. 1822. May 4. 
1805 April 23. 

Philohela minor. Woopcocx. 

The records of what was then evidently a very common species are as 

follows: 
1802. February 16. Wood Cock (Scolopax rufa) arived from the 

southard. 
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1803. March 11. Wood Cock (Scolopax rufa) arived. Spring 
Frog whistles. 

- 14. Wood Cock pair. 

November 28 and December 26. Woodcock. 

1804. September 20. Woodcock yet with us. Equinox. 
4 26. Woodcock yet with us. 

1805. March 18. Wood Cock pair. 

1807. March 16. Wood Cock (Scolopax) arived. 

1818. March ‘13. Woodcock screeps this evening. 

1819. March 6. Woodcock this evening. 

i 20. Woodcock whistles. The earth covered with 

snow this morning but all melted before night. 

October 8. Woodcock. 

1822. March 8. Woodcock arived. 

Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s SNIPE. 

Only twice mentioned 

1803. March 7. Meadow Snipe (Scolopax minor s. arvensis). Snow 

this morning, cloudy and chilly all day. 

1807. April 7. Meadow Snipe arived. Pleasant spring weather. 

Rock Saxifrage & Hepatica in flower. 

Actitis macularia. Sporrep SANDPIPER. 

Arrival recorded three years of ‘Tringa macularia’. 

1805. April 14. 1820. April 24. 

1818. April 17. 

Bartramia longicauda. Upianp PLOVER. 

Only mentioned once. Though he used the common vernacular name, 
the use of the word Tringa shows that he understood its true affinities. 

1818. May 10. Wistling Plover (7ringa) arived. 

Oxyechus vociferus. KILLDEER. 

The records simply mention the arrival of the ‘Killdeer’, ‘Kildear’ or 

‘Charadrus vociferus.’ 
1802. March 10. 1818. February 18. 

1803. March 11. 1820. February 17. 

1805. February 24. 1821. March 1. 

1807. February 22. 1822. March 8. 

Limicolae. OTHER SHORE-BIRDS. 

1819. April 18. Tringas and Plovers arived. 

1822. April 11. Tringa passing northerly. 
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Colinus virginianus virginianus. Bos-wHITeE. 

1803. January 9. Partredges. 

August 15. Partredge resumes their Winter language. 

1804. January 28. Partredges call Ho-oi-hee. 

February 11. Partredges. 

1818. January 17. Partredge. Our Partredge migrates southerly 
at commencement of winter, but yet abundance 

remain with us, perhaps northern broods. 

1822. May 4. Partredge (Tetrao marlandica). 

Ectopistes migratorius. PassENGER PIGEON. 

This bird is recorded in but three of the years covered by the Journal. 

Whether like some other species it seemed to the writer too common to 

merit mention except when it occurred in unusual numbers, or whether the 

records given constitute the only occasion when the birds occurred near 

the garden, I cannot say. Wilson writing at this very period states that, 

“Every spring as well as fall more or less of them are seen in the neighbor- 

hood of Philadelphia, but it is only once in several years that they appear 

in such formidable bodies, and this commonly when the snows are heavy 

to the north, the winter here more than usually mild, and acorns, «&c., 

abundant.” 
Bartram’s records are as follows: 

1808. March 16. Clear warm day, Alder in flower. Large flights 
of Wild Pidgions. 

September 11. Wild Pidgeons arived from North Clear & dry, 

wind southerly. Poke berries & wild Grapes 
ripe. ane 

1804. January 7. Wild Pidgeons in the Forest feeding on Acorn. 

The day warm as summer, evening cloudy. 

February 19. Large Flights of Wild Pidgeons (Columba 

migratoria). Warm, pleasant, spring weather, 

seeds vegetate in open ground. 

March 1. Pidgeons flying northerly. Cloudy morning, 

began to snow about 11 o’clock. Every 

appearance & feeling of winter. 

uF 13. Pidgeonsin flocks. Rainy day cleared at evening. 

April 8. Flights of Pidgeons. Cool, flying clouds from 

N. W. 
April 22. Flocks of Pidgeons flying northerly Cloudy & ° 

warm, wind S._ River Schuylkill overflowing, 

the rapid waters carry along Bridges, rafts, & 

timber sweeped from the shores. 

1807. January 9. Wild Pidgeons flying in flocks clear & cool. 

February 10. A flight of Pidgeons passt. by Northerly. 

Cloudy and thawy, evening tempestuous 

with rain. 
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Zenaidura macroura carolinensis. Mournina Dove. 

1802. March 30. Turtle Dove Cooing (Columba carolinaensis). 

April 14. The Turtle Dove Coos (Columba caroliniensis). 

It is then recorded as present: 1803, Jan. 10, 15, 19, 26. Feb. 12, 15 

(‘in flocks’) 18, 27 and March 3; 1804, Feb. 19; 1807, Jan. 4; 1818, 

Dec. 23; 1821, May 12. 

Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkny VULTURE. 

Only once mentioned. They occur in this region now only as straggling 

individuals and a flock is very rare so that conditions appear to be about 

the same. 

1804. Junel. Flock of Vultur aura. 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Osprey. 

Arrival recorded for seven years, usually under the name ‘Fishing 

Hawk,’ but once as ‘Fishing Eagle’ and once as ‘ Falco piscatorius’. 

1802. April 12. 1807. April 16. 

1803. April 29. 1818. April 2. 

1805. April 7. 1819. April 17. 

1806. April 15. 

Halizetus leucocephalus leucocephalus. Baup Eactn. 

1803. January 10. Grey Eagle. 

Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawk. 

Evidently a common resident then as now: 

Mentioned in winter lists on January 7, 1802 and January 6, 1804. 

Falcones spp. Hawks. 

The river meadows below the Gardens have always been a great rende- 

vous for hawks. 

‘Hawks of various species’ mentioned as present on January 6, 1802, 

January 9, 1803, and February 2, 1805 also: 
1804. December 3. Many Owls & Hawks seen flying, sign of cold 

stormy weather coming. 

1818. November1. Hawks (Falco) arived from north. 

Cryptoglaux acadica acadica. AcapIaAN OWL. 

1802. December 24. A very small Owl was caught, having no horns 
(capitae laevi) not much exceeding the size of a 

sparrow. 
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Megascops asio asio. ScrEEcH OWL. 

1802. January 25. The Owl screamed last night. 

1803. January 3. Little Horned Owl appeared near the House 
hunting mice. 

February 20. Little Owl (Strix asio) whistles this morning 
about Daybreak. 

Also recorded on February 21, 1807, January 12, 1814, July 14, 1818 and 

January 16, 1820. 

Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED Cuckoo. 

Date of arrival of the ‘Cuccow’ recorded six times, and once as ‘ Cuculus 

carolinensis.’ Bartram evidently did not distinguish the two species. 
1803. May 7. 1818. May 8. 
1804. May 6. 1820. May 4. 

1805. April 30. 1822. May 2. 

1807. May 12. 

Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Br.rep KINGFISHER. 

Dates of arrival are given for six years. Usually the bird is called simply 

‘Kingfisher’ but sometimes ‘Jspida alcyon.’ Apparently Bartram never 

found it in winter. 

1802. March 23. 1818. March 16. 

1804. April 8. Nepal Noval iil 

1805. April 7. 1822. April 13. 

In autumn he has the following. Evidently the bird did not summer 

about the garden, nor does it today. 

1818. August 27. Kingfisher arived from north with their young. 

October 9. Kingfisher arived from the north on their passage 

to the south. 

1820. October 17. Kingfisher. 

Dryobates pubescens pubescens. Downy WoopPrEckEr. 

1818. January 17. Picus punctatus (least speckled woodpecker). 

Sphyrapicus varius varius. YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER. 

1804. October 19. Picus varius arived from N. 

1818. January 17. P. varius (Pine Woodpecker). 

November 10. _ Pine Woodpecker arived from the north. 

Ceophleus pileatus abieticola. Pinmnatmrp WoopPECKER. 

Listed but once; without comment. Now long extinct in the vicinity of 

Philadelphia 
1818. January 17. Picus pileatus. 
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Melanerpes erythrocephalus. Rep-HEADED WooDPECKER. 

Six dates of arrival are given by Bartram for the ‘Red-head Woodpecker,’ 
‘Red-head’ or ‘Picus eriocephalus.’ 

1802. May 3. 1819. May 5. 

1803. May 4. 1820. May 1. 

1818. May 10. 1822. May 8. 

In the autumn there is one record 

1818. October 8. Red-head Woodpecker yet with us. 

There are also two records of a Woodpecker which I take to be this bird 

in the juvenal plumage, which is worn well into the first winter. 

1818. January 17. Picus cinereus. 

October 8. Grey Woodpecker yet with us. 

Colaptes auratus luteus. Fricker. 

Bartram refers to this bird as ‘ Picus auratus,’ ‘Golden wing Woodpecker’ 

and ‘Flicca,’ but mentions it only in the winter months when its occurrence, 

apparently, as at present, was regarded as worthy of note. He mentions 

it as present, December 13 and 18, 1802; January 11, 26, February 5 and 

December 10, 1803; January 6, 1804; January 1, and 5, 1819 and Decem- 

ber 10, 1820. Usually he simply uses his quaint phrase ‘yet with us’ but 

on February 5, 1803, he tells us that they are ‘feeding on Celtis, Red 

Cedar &e’. 

Chaetura pelagica. CHIMNEY SWIFT. 

The swift is termed ‘Chimney Swallow,’ ‘Hirundo pelasgia’ or ‘Chim- 

ney-bird’ by Bartram and its arrival is recorded as follows: 

1802. May 3. 1806. April 26. 

1803. May 2. 1818. May 11. 

1804. April 29. 1819. June 5. 
Bartram particularly mentions after the last ‘first appearance this year.’ 

It seems inconceivable however that it had not arrived in the vicinity 

long before. In fact all his dates for this species are late compared with 

recent observations. 

For the Autumn he gives three records 
1803. September 29. Chimney-bird left us. 
1806. September 9. Chimney-bird yet with us. 

1821. August 19. Chimney Swallow yet with us. 

Archilochus colubris. Rusy-THroatep HUMMINGBIRD. 

Almost always referred to as the ‘Huming Bird’ to which is added in one 

instance T’rochilus colubris. Dates of arrival as follows: 
1802. April 28. 1819. May 4. 
1803. April 21. 1820. April 26. 

1818. May 10. 1822. May 1. 
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On the second date of the list he adds that ‘Apple and Judas Trees 

bloom and Glow-worms sparkle’. In the autumn the ‘Huming Bird’ was 

‘yet with us’ on September 19, 1804, October 14, 1805, October 16, 1806, 
on which day there was white frost; September 3, 1818, and September 15, 

1819. 

Tyrannus tyrannus. KINGBIRD. 

The ‘ Kingbird’s’ arrival is recorded for nine seasons. 

1803. May 4. 1819. May 7. 

1804. May 4. 1820. May 14. 

1806. April 28. 1821. April 25. 

1807. April 20. 1822. May 1. 

1818. May 9. 
In autumn it was ‘yet with us’ on September 3, 1818. 

Myiarchus crinitus. CrrsTED FLYCATCHER. 

Recorded regularly as ‘ Muscicapa crinita,’ the vernacular name being 

used but once. 

1802. May 9. 1821. May 10. 
1818. May 8. 1822. May 9. 

1819. May 22. 

Myiochanes virens. Woop PEWwEE. 

Only the following, although the bird according to Wilson was a regular 

breeder in the garden. 

1802. May 22. Muscicapa rapax, Wood Pewit, arrived. 

1822. May 3. Wood Pewit. 

Sayornis phebe. PHa@BE. 

One of the few species whose arrival is reported every year, always under 

the familiar name of ‘Pewit.’ The dates are as follows: 

1802. March 18. 1818. March 13. 

1803. March 15. 1819. March 24. 

1804. March 22. 1820. March 17. 

1805. March 7. 1821. March 10. 

1806. March 9. 1822. March 8. 

1807. March 16. 

The nest building of ‘Pewit’ is chronicled in 

1802. March 22. 1805. March 18. 

1808. March 21. 1818. April 3. 

1804. April 27. 
In the autumn ‘ Pewit yet with us’ is recorded on 

1803. October 8. 1818. September 3. 

1804. October 14. 1819. September 18. 

1805. Sept. 30, Oct. 9, 12, 14 1820. October 12. 

and finally Nov. 1. 
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1806. December 1. 

Among the few records for 1814 when the diary lasted but a month and 

a half we find this interesting note: 

1814. January 13. Moderate winter weather. Ice in the River but 

driving with the Tides. Pewit was seen. 

Otocoris alpestris alpestris. Hornep Lark. 

1803. January 9. Alauda alpestris. Morning clear & cold River 

frozen over near half inch thick of Ice. 

1804. February 19. Alaudaalpestris. Warm pleasant spring weather. 

1818. January 17. Alauda alpestris. 

Cyanocitta cristata cristata. Buur Jay. 

‘Jays’ are recorded on January 5 and 9, 1803; January 24, 1804; Febru- 

ary 2, 1805; March 18, 1818; January 26 and December 30, 1822. The 

winter is the only time when any attempt is made to give complete lists 

of birds seen, which accounts for the mention of many resident species at 

this season only. 

Corvus brachyrhynchos brachyrhynchos. Crow. 

Crows are reported in January of nearly every year. 

1802. January 27. Large flights of Crows to the southward (Corvus 

frugivorus). 

1805. February 2. Large flights of Crows pass morning & evening to 

«& from their roosts. 

1822. February 22 Flights of Crows passing to N. E. 

These records apparently refer to the roost at Merchantville, N. J. 

May 18, 1818. ‘Young Crows’ are recorded. 

Corvus corax principalis. Raven. 

1807. April 15. A pair of Ravens passt westward. 

Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Boso.in«. 

1802. May 6. Male rice bird (Emberiza oryzivora) arived. 

1803. May 13. Rice Bird arived. 
June 2. Female Rice Bird passing to the north after the males 

to breed. 
1818. May 10. Rice bird (Bob-lincolin). 
1819. May 17. Rice birds on their passage northerly. 

1822. May 3. Rice bird passing northerly. 

The only autumn record is: 
1818. August 24. Rice birds arrive from the north to feed on grain 

of Zizania, Persicaria & grass. 
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Molothrus ater ater. Cowsirp. 

The arrivals of the ‘Cowpen Bird’ are as follows: 

1802. March 18. 1808. March 22. 

18038. March 12. 1819. April 6. 

1805. February 23. 1822. April 19. 

1807. March 17. 

Agelaius pheniceus pheeniceus. ReErpD-wINcEepD BLACKBIRD. 

Usually Bartram speaks of the ‘Red-wing Blackbird’ sometimes abbre- 

viating it to ‘Redwing’ and occasionally using ‘Red-wing Sterling,’ or 

‘Blackbird, Oriolus phoenicia’. 
1802. February 14. 1808. March 3. 

1803. February 8. 1818. February 28. 

1804. February 16. 1819. February 10. 

1805. February 11. 1820. February 15. 

1806. February 20. 1821. February 19. 

1807. February 22. 1822. February 22. 

Additional records are of ‘flights passing northerly all day ’— March 11, 

1803, ete. While on December 10, 1803 and December 29, 1819 he writes 

‘Red-wings yet with us’. 

Icterus spurius. ORCHARD ORIOLE. 

Recorded as ‘Oriolus spurius’ except once when ‘O. bicolor’ is used 

presumably referring to this species. 

1802. April 28. 1820. April 23. 
1808. April 25. 1822. April 30. 
1819. April 28 (O. bicolor). 

On July 24, 1804 is the record ‘Oriolus spurius yet given us short songs. 

Icterus galbula. BattimorE ORIOLE. 

The records are as follows: 

1802. April 28. Hanging bird (Oryolus Baltimora). 

1808. May 38. Baltimore. 

1806. April 28. Oriolus [possibly the other species}. 

1818. May 2. Baltimore arrived. 

1820. April 26. Oriolus baltimore. 

1822. May 1. Oriolus baltimore, Hangnest or Baltimore Fire bird. 

Also one autumn record. 

1804. August 19. Baltimore Bird yet with us. 

Sturnella magna magna. MrADOWLARK. 

Recorded either as ‘Alauda magna’ or ‘Meadow Lark.’ It is mentioned 

in winter lists on Jan. 9, Feb. 21, Dec. 11 and 26, 1803; Jan. 6, 1804; Feb. 

3, 1808; Jan. 17, 1818; Dec. 10, 1820; Jan. 3, 1821; Dec. 8 and 30, 1822. 

On April 2, 1819; and March 5, 1820, the first spring singing is recorded. 
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Quiscalus quiscula quiscula. PurpPLe GRACKLE. 

Usually referred to as ‘Crow Blackbird,’ ‘Gracula Barita’ or ‘Gracula 
purpurea’ and once as ‘Grackle.’ Arrivals: 

1802. February 17. 1818. March 1. 

1803. February 23. 1819. March 6. 

1804. March 11. 1820. February 17. 

1805. February 22. 1821. February 26. 

1807. March 12. 1822. February 22. 
There are two autumn records, October 9, 1820 and November 30, 1822 

when Bartram writes ‘Crow blackbirds yet.’ while, on September 11, 1820 

he records ‘Evening flight of blackbirds passing to their roost in Jersey’ 

This may of course refer in part at least to the Red-wing. 

Loxia curvirostra minor. ReEp CrRossBILL. 

1802. March 12. Crossbill passing Northerly. Drizzling warm 

day. 

1803 October 9. Loxia curvirostra arived from N. Asters, Golden 

rods, Helianthus, Rudbeckia and Coreopsis 
in flower. 

December 24. Crossbill in Flocks feeding on Pine seeds & 

Seeds of the Ash. Christmas Eve. 

os 26. Crossbill. 

1805. February 26. Crossbill arived from south on their way north- 
ward. 

1819 January 5 and6. Crossbill. 

Carpodacus purpureus purpureus. Purpie FINcu. 

Referred to as ‘Purple Finch’ and ‘Fringilla purpurea,’ usually men- 

tioned only in midwinter, when more complete lists were recorded. 

It is mentioned as present on Jan. 23, 1802; Jan. 15, 1803; Jan. 26, 1804; 

Feb. 28, 1818; January 2 and 6, 1819; and December 30, 1822. 

On January 27, 1804 is the record ‘Purple Finch feeding on seeds of the 

Ash’ and on October 12 of the same year ‘Purple Finch’ & Hemp bird 

arrived from the north.’ What the ‘Hemp bird’ might be I have been 

unable to ascertain but it is possible that the females and immature 

males of the Purple Finch may have been so designated. The ‘Hempbird’ 

was also present on Jan. 12, 1821. 

Acanthis linaria linaria. REp-Po... 

There are the following records. That of April 30 is unusual but it 

seems certainly to refer to this species. 

1818. January 18. Snow, Last night freezing. F. rubricapilla (Red- 

cap Finch). 
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April 30. Little red-cap Finch busy picking Affides off the 

Apple buds. Frost this morning, cold, blusterous. 
1822. January 19. Red-crowned Linnet. 

January 25, and 29. Fringilla flammea. 

Astragalinus tristis tristis. GoLDFINcH. 

Entered as ‘Fringilla tristis,’ once with ‘Yellow Bird’ added. Jan. 23 

and Dee. 31, 1802; Jan. 18, and Mar. 13, 1818 and Jan. 1 and 6, 1819. 

Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis. SNow Buntina. 

Only mentioned once, apparently as rare as it is today. 
1803. January 9. EHmberiza nivalis. 

Melospiza melodia melodia. Sona Sparrow. 

The following appear to refer to this species: 

1803. February 12. Sparrows sing (Fringilla rufa). 

March 3. Sparrows sing. 

1804. Red Sparrow arrived [possibly = Fox Sparrows]. 
1818. January 17. F. melodus. 

February 5. Song Sparrow sings. 

May 18. Young Song Sparrows. 

Melospiza georgiana. Swamp Sparrow. 

1802. May 3. Marsh Sparrow (Fringilla palustris) arived. 

IT am not at all sure that this refers to our Swamp Sparrow. Bartram’s 

knowledge of the species of Sparrows was evidently limited, until after 

the appearance of Wilson’s ‘ Ornithology.’ 

Spizella passerina passerina. CuiprInc SPARROW. 

Curiously enough there are very few records of this common species. 

They are as follows: 
1818. April 22. Domestic Sparrow lays eggs. 

1820. March 16. Chipping Sparrow arrived a week past. 

April 11. House Sparrow building its nest. 

Zonotrichia albicollis albicollis. WuHrirTr-THROATED SPARROW. 

Recorded as ‘Fringilla albicollis’ on Jan. 9, 1803, Jan. 2 and 17, 1818. 

On May 1, 1819 is the entry ‘White-throat Sparrow disappeared, gone 

on to the north to breed’ and on April 13, 1822 ‘White-throat Sparrow is 

bound northerly’. 

Junco hyemalis hyemalis. Junco. 

Referred to as ‘Snow bird’ or ‘Fringilla hyemalis’ and mentioned in 

winter lists on Jan. 6, 1802; Jan. 9, 1803; Jan. 24, 1814; and Jan. 17, 

1818. 
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On February 8, 1803 we find ‘Snowbirds begin to associate, meditating 
their departure for the north,’ and again on March 11, 1803, ‘Snowbirds 

and other sparrows assemble meditating their journey to the north.’ 

Dates of arrival in autumn are as follows, all quite late as compared 

with our recent records: 

1803. October 22. 1819. October 20. 

1805. October 28. 1820. October 25. 

1806. October 29. 1821. October 30. 

Pipilo erythrophthalmus erythrophthalmus. Towner. 

No bird mentioned in the Journal is referred to by as many names as is 

the Towhee. Two or three times the technical name is attempted with 
such results as ‘Fringilla erythropalma’ or ‘F. eriopthalma,’ while the 

vernacular names are variously spelled, ‘Towhee’ ‘Towe Bird,’ ‘Towhee 

bunting;’ ‘Chewink,’ ‘Tewink,’ ‘Tiewink,’ and ‘Ground Robin.’ 
Dates of arrival are: 

1802. April 19. 1818. May 2. 

1803. April 15. 1819. April 18. 

1804. April 14. 1821. April 24. 

In autumn the ‘Tewink’ is recorded as ‘yet with us’: 

1803. October 22. 1818. November 20. 

1804. October 3. 1819. October 8. 

1805. October 25. 1820. October 17. 

There were several years when individual birds wintered in the garden 

as we find the following: 

1806. January 18. Saw a Tewink in a sheltered situation Very cold, 
10° above zero. 

The next winter a bird is reported on Dec. 24, 1806, Jan. 16, 20, 22 and 

27, 1807. 
In 1820 we find: ‘December 28. Towhee bird (Fringilla eriopthalma). 

Began to snow, now five inches on the earth,’ but on January 2, in spite of 

the snow he was ‘yet with us’ and on May 13 following we read ‘Towhe 

bunting building its nest in the garden.’ 

Passerina cyanea. INDIGO BIRD. 

Always referred to as the ‘Blue Linnet’ with ‘Hmberiza Cyanea’ added 

one one occasion. 
Arrival dates are as follows: 

1802. May 7. 1819. May 8. 

1804. May 8. 1820. May 9. 

1807. May 6. 1821. May 12. 

1818. May 8. 1822. May 3. 
Autumn dates when the species was still present are: 

1803. October 2. 1818. September 3. 

1804. October 3. 1819. September 18. 
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The late singing of the Indigobird is noted on August 3, 1803 when we 

find the note ‘Birds cease singing, except Blue Linnet & some other species 

of Fringilla’; and on July 24, 1804 and August 7, 1818 when ‘Blue Linnet 

yet gives us short songs.’ 

Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. CARDINAL. 

The Cardinal is frequently mentioned in winter lists and its whistling 

is noted. 
1803. January 3, 9,22 and28. Redbird. 

January 19. Lozia cardinalis. March 12. Redbird. 
1805. February 2. Redbird whistles. 

1806. April 5. Redbird sings. 

1807. April 11. Redbird. 
1818. January 17. Lovwia cardinalis. 

April 12. Redbird whistles. 

1820. March 17. Lozia cardinalis sings. 

1822. May 8. Cardinal redbird. 

Spiza americana. DickcissEu. 

This bird now long absent from the Delaware valley appears to have been 

of regular occurrence in Bartram’s time. We find the following records: 
1802. May 3. May Bird (Alauda calandra) arrived. 

1818. May 138. May Bird (Calandra). 

1819. May 5. Maybird. 

1820. May 7. Maybird (Calandra). 

Piranga erythromelas. ScarLeT TANAGER. 

Bartram always refers to this species as the ‘Summer Redbird.’ Its 

arrival is recorded five times: 

1803. May 7. 1819. May 6. 

1804. May 7. 1822. April 23. 
1808. April 25. 

Pirangarubrarubra. SumMER TANAGER. 

The ‘Sandhill Redbird’ which was of frequent occurrence in New Jersey 
in Bartram’s time, was apparently always rare on the western side of the 

river. It is recorded but once in the diary, on May 10, 1818. 

Ampelis cedrorum. Crpar WAXWING. 

Mentioned mainly in winter, probably because its occurrence at this 
time was considered more noteworthy than in summer. 

1802. March 2. Flocks of Cedarbirds. 
December 22. Ampelis feeding on fruit of Celtis, Juniperus 

and Diospyros. 
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1803. January 9. Ampelis. March 11 Cedar Bird appears. 

1807. January 19.and 1818 January 29, Cedarbirds. 

1820. May 16. Ampelis feeding on blossoms of double flowering 

Cherry. 

1821. January 2. Ampelis feeding on berries of Euonymus atropur- 
pureus. 

1821. January. 12 and 1822. January 23, 26, 29 Cedarbirds. 

Progne subis subis. Purpie Martin. 

1804. August 19. Purple Martin yet with us. 

1805. April 4. Hirundo purpurea arrived. 

1807. April 11. Martin arrived. 

1821. April 25. Purple Martin. 

Riparia riparia. Bank SwaLLow. 

Usually recorded as ‘Bank Martin’ but a few records of ‘Martin’ seem 

to refer to this species rather than to the preceding, of this however I am 

not positive. 

1802. March 24. Flights of Bank Martin passing northerly (Hyrundo 

trogloditus). 

1803. March 30, 31, and April 3. Bank Martin passing northerly all 

day. 

September 29. Bank Martin passing daily in large flights 

southerly. 

1804. April 8. Flights of Martin. 

October 5and 9. Flights of Bank Martin passing southerly. 

Later dates of arrival are: 
1805. March 26. 1818. April 8. 
1806. March 31. 1819. April 12. 

1807. March 24. 1820. April 13. 

1808. March 31. 1821. April 25. 

Hirundo erythrogastra. Barn Swatiow. 

Referred to as ‘Barn Swallow’ or ‘House Swallow’ and once as Hirundo 

domestica. Dates of arrival are: 

1802. April 7. 1807. April 11. 
1803. April 1. 1818. April 15. 
1804. April 8. 1819. April 17. 

1805. April 4. 1820. April 13. 

1806. April 10. 1822. April 11. 

Autumn records of ‘yet with us’: 
1803. September 29. 1818. September 12. 

1804. August 19. 1819. September 12. 

1806. August 18. 1821. August 24. 
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Lanius borealis. NortTHERN SHRIKE. 

Always recorded as ‘Butcher Bird.’ 

1802. December 11, 13, 18 and 31. 

1803. January 11. _ 1822. February 3. 

Vireosylva olivacea. Rrp-bYED VIREO? 

The following probably refer to this species. 

1802. April 26. Little Olive Coloured Warbler (Motasilla olivacea). 

18038. May 1. Olive Flycatcher arrived. 

1808. April 25. Olive col* Ran. 

Vireosylva gilva gilva. WarsBiLinG VIREO. 

1818. April 27. Warbling Ren. 

‘September 3. Warbling Flycatcher yet with us. 

1820. April 26. Warbling Flycatcher. 

Vireo griseus griseus. WHITE-EYED VIREO. 

1821. May 13. Whip-tom-Kelly building its nest in the garden. 

Dendroica aestiva aestiva. YELLOW WARBLER. 

Recorded as ‘Summer Yellow Bird’ sometimes with ‘ Motasilla estivalis’ 

or ‘M. estivans’ added. Arrived: 

1802. April 21. 1808. April 21. 

1803. April 22. 1818. April 27. 

1804. April 18. 1819. April 24. 

1806. April 23. 1820. April 24. 

1807. April 20. 1821. April 25. 

Dendroica coronata. Myrtite WARBLER. 

Always referred to as ‘Yellow-rump’ sometimes with Parus virginianus 

added. Arrived: 

1803. October 2. 1818. October 8. 

1804. October 3. 1819. October 8. 

Frequently recorded in winter ‘feeding on the Cedar berries,’ 1802, 

December 13, 15; 1803, January 15, 19, 22, March 11; 1804, December 22; 

1805, January 19; 1806, December 16; 1807, January 10, 17, 19, 1818, 

January 2; 1820, April 15. 

Geothlypis trichas trichas. MaryLAnp YELLOW-THROAT. 

Arrived: 
1802. April 26. 1820. April 23. 

1803. May 3. 
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Icteria virens virens. YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT. 

Arrived: 
1802. May 4. 1820. May 8. 

1803. May 3. 1821. May 10. 
1807. May 6. 1822. May 9. 

1819. May 14. 

Seiurus aurocapillus. OvrEn-BIRb. 

This bird is referred to by a variety of names as seen in the records of 

arrival; viz: 
1802. April 19. Least Wood Thrush (Turdus trogloditus). 

1805. April 22. Twurdus trogloditus. 

1808. April 25. Turdus trogloditus. 

1818. May 10. Little Yellow-crested or Ground Thrush. 

1819. April 25. Turdus cristatus, Least golden-crowned Thrush. 

Setophaga ruticilla. RepstTart. 

Arrived: 

1802. May 2. 1819. May 4. 
1805. April 18. 1820. April 24. 

Anthus rubescens. Pirit. 

1803. March 7. Alauda migratoria. 

Toxostoma rufum. Brown THRASHER. 

The Thrasher is referred to as ‘Fox-coloured Thrush’, ‘Red Thrush’, 

‘Red-brown Thrush’, ‘Brown Thrush’, “Great Brown Thrush’ or simply 

‘Thrush’; the second and last being used most frequently. The technical 

name ‘ Turdus rufus’ is often added. 

The dates of arrival are: 

1802. April 11. 1818. April 17. °, 
1803. April 11. 1819. April 7. 
1804. April 17. 1820. April 15. 

1805. April 9. 1821. April 24. 

1807. April 21. 1822. April 19. 

It is recorded as ‘yet with us’: 
1803. October 8. 1806. October 29. 

1804. October 3. 1818. November 20. 

1805. October 9. 1819. October 8. 

Dumetella carolinensis. CarTsirp. 

Once the generic term ‘Lucar’ is added to the vernacular name. 

Dates of arrival are: 
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1802. April 22. 1818. May 2. 

1803. April 24. 1819. April 30. 

1805. April 22. 1820. April 27. 

1808. April 24. 1822. April 24. 

Latest autumn records are: 

1803. October 8. 1818. October 8. 

1804. October 14. 1819. October 8. 

1805. November 6. 1820. October 12. 

1806. October 7. 

Other entries are: 

1804. July 24. Catbird yet gives us short songs. 
1807. July 16. Catbird ceases singing. 

1818. August 4. Catbird done moulting. 

1820. January 8. Was surprised at hearing the voice of the Catbird 
in the garden. 

January 9. The Catbird feeding on the berries of Sideroxylon. 

January 10. Tempestuous, toward evening began to snow 

which soon covered the ground. Catbird yet 

in the garden. 

Mimus polyglottos polyglottos. Mockinasirp. 

This bird now only an accidental straggler in eastern Pennsylvania was 

apparently of regular occurrence at the time the journal was written. 

The references to it are given in full. 

1802. 

1803. 

1804. 

1820. 

January 5. Mocking Bird (Turdus polyglottos) not yet left 

us on his passage to the south. 

December 2. Mocking Bird yet with us. 

December 4, 13, 15, 20. Mock Bird. 

January 19, 22. Mock Bird. 

October 29. Mockbird on his passage southerly. 

November 8. Mockbird yet with us, being northern passengers 

on their journey southward, feeding on Smilax 

&e. 
November 18, December 10, 26, 31. Mockbird yet. 

January 1,3,6. Mockbird. [very cold weather then ensued]. 

November 2. Mockingbird with us on his passage southerly. 

April 18. Mockingbird arrives from the south, caught a 

male one in a trap-cage bated with a female 

one. 
April 20. Caught another Mockingbird in trap-cage. 

Thryothorus ludovicianus ludovicianus. CaroLina WREN. 

In the earlier records this bird is called the ‘Great Yellow-throated’ or 

‘Great Yellow-breasted Wren’ but in 1820 it is the ‘Great Carolina Wren’. 
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1804. September 11. Many kinds of small birds on their passage 
southward particularly the Great Yellow- 

throated Wren and species of Motacilla. 

It is then recorded on a number of days through November and Decem- 

ber until January 31, 1805. There is no other record until March 27, 1820. 

Traglodytes aédon aédon. Housr Wren. 

Once called, ‘Garden Ren’ (Motasilla familiaris) otherwise ‘House 

Wren’ or ‘Ren’. 
Arrived: 

1802. April 21. 1819. April 18. 
1805. April 20. 1820. April 15. 

1806. April 20. 1821. April 24. 

1807. April 21. 1822. April 18. 

1818. April 22. 
Two autumn dates are given when the species was ‘yet with us’: 

1804. September 26. 1819. September 19. 

Nannus hiemalis hiemalis. WINTER WREN. ‘ 

1814. February 7. Little Winter Wren. 

1818. January 17. Clerthia] migratoria. Little Winter Wren. 

November 10. Winter Wren arrived from the north. 

1819. January .1. Winter Wren. 

Certhia familiaris americana. BrowN CREEPER. 

This bird is referred to by the name ‘Pine Creeper,’ once with the name 
‘Parus pinus’ added and once ‘ Certhia caudacuta’. 

1802. April 19, arrived. 1818. October 8 arrived. 

1818. February 28. 1819. October 9 - 

1819. April 18 arrived. 

Beolophus bicolor. Turrep Tirmovuse. 

1802. January 6. Parus cristatus. 

1804. February 12. Titmouse sings. 

1818. January 17. Parus bicolor. 

Penthestes atricapillus atricapillus. BLAcK-cappep CHICKADEE. 

1802. January 6. Parus atricapillus. 

1818. January 17. P. atricapillus. 

1821. September 11. Black-cap approaches our dwelling with his 

lively, cheerful, notes; reminds us of winter 

coming. 
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Sitta canadensis. Rep-spreastep NuUTHATCH. 

Recorded as Sitta canadensis on January 6, 1802 and January 17, 1818. 

Sitta carolinensis carolinensis. WuiTn-BREASTED NUTHATCH. 

Sitta atricapilla is recorded January 17, 1818. 

Polioptila cerulea cerulea. Buur-Gray GNATCATCHER. 

Referred to as ‘ Little Grey Flycatcher’, ‘ Blue-grey Flycatcher’, ‘ Little 
Gray Squeeling Flycatcher’ and ‘ Motacilla grisea’. 

Although excessively rare today about Philadelphia it seems to have been 

of regular occurrence a century ago. 
Arrived: 

1802. April 2. 1819. April 18. 
1804. April 13. 1820. April 15. 

- 1805. April 4. "1820. April) 24; 
1806. April 1. 1822. April 19. 
1807. April 20. 

a . 
Regulus satrapa satrapa. GoLDEN-CROWNED KINGLET. 

In almost every instance Bartram records both the “Golden and Ruby- 

crown Wren” together. The winter records certainly do not apply to the 

latter and whether the dates of arrival apply to one or both it is impossible 
to say. 

Arrivals: 

1804. September 30. 1820. October 18. 
1818. November 10. 1821. October 4. 

LSfO- SOctober: 7. 

Winter records are January 6 and December 31, 1802; January 11, 1803; 

January 2, 1818; January 5, 6 and February 1, 1819. 

Hylocichla mustelina. Woop Turusu. 

Called ‘Wood Thrush,’ ‘Wood Robbin,’ ‘Song Thrush,’ and ‘ Turdus 

minor.’ 

Arrived: 

1803. May 2. 

1807. April 26. 1820. May 8. 

1808. April 27. 1821. May 5. 

1818. May 9. 1822. April 26. 

1819. April 18. 

An arrival date, April 12, 1802, must refer to the Hermit Thrush while 

autumn dates September 29, 1803, November 20, 1818 and October 3, 1819 

are of doubtful application. 
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Planesticus migratorius migratorius. Rosin. 

No species is more frequently recorded: always as ‘Robbin’ occasion- 

ally with the addition of ‘Turdus migratorius.’ 
Every winter they occurred in flocks feeding on fruits of Celtis, Red 

Cedar. ‘Pasimmons’ and once on frozen apples thawed on the trees.’ 

1802. January 6 and December 15. 

1803. January 9, 11, 15, 19, 26. February 5, 7. 

February 8. Sings. 

February 20. Seeks his mate. 

April 5, build their nest. 

December 10. yet with us. 

1804. January 6, 12, 16 (large flights seem to be on their passage south), 

27, February 8, March 1. 

October 3 flights from the north. 

1805. January 13, 18, February 2 large flights. 

March 18 pair and begin building their nest. 

1806. December 16, 19 large flights. 

1807. January 4, 10, 17, 19. 

1808. March 9 Robbin sings. 

1818. January 17, 19. 

February 28 Robbin sings. 

April 3 builds nest. 

September 7 flights from the north. 

1819. March 5. Robbins arrive. 

1820. December 10, 15, 19, 26 large flights. 

1821. January 3, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 

January 19, 20 but few seen. 

January 21. Robbins yet in plenty. Three inches of snow. 
January 30. Robbins. [On the 25th the temperature was 8° be- 

low zero and on the 29th “the ice on the Schuylkill 

is 12-14 inches in thickness and the Delaware so 

strong opposite the city affording a constant and 

safe intercourse with New Jersey on the ice. Carts 

and Sleds constantly passing loaded with wood, 

hay &c. Many teams drawn by six horses] 

1822. January 4, 16, 23, 25, 26,29. February 3, 7, 10, 13, 22. 

Sialia sialis sialis. Buourprep. 

Present throughout the winter months, and often recorded singing in 

January, and feeding on berries of Prinos verticillatus, Celtis, Ewonymus 

and Red Cedar. 
Nesting dates ete. 

1802. March 15. Build their nests. 

1803. February 20. Bluebird seeks his mate. 

March 6. Bluebirds pair. 
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April 5. Building their nest. 

May 12. Brought out their young. 

1804. May 18. Bro’t out their brood. 

1805. March18. Pair and begin building their nest. 

May 18. Bro’t out their young brood. 

1808. March 9. Bluebirds pair. 

1818. April 3. Building their nest. 

April 22. Bluebird lays eggs. 

May 18. Young Bluebirds. 

1819. May 7. Bluebird brought out their first brood which are under 

protection of the father whilst the hen is laying for the 

: next family. 

1820. March 16. Building nest. 

CoMPARISON OF MicratTion Data with ReEcEeNT ReEcorRDs. 

The thought that will naturally occur to anyone who has read 

the foregoing record is: How do Bartram’s dates of arrival compare 

with those of a century later? 

I have called attention elsewhere to the difficulty of securing 

results of value by comparing individual migration records.! By 

comparing dates of first arrival we may have in one instance a very 

early straggler and in another the beginning of the main flight, 

records which are really not comparable at all. Furthermore 

I have shown that the average dates of arrival for a number of 

years will differ materially in the records of equally good observers 

situated only a few miles apart, owing to the fact that the first 

migrants of a given species may be present for some days in one 

neighborhood before any are seen in a nearby locality. 

For this reason it seems to me that reliable results can only be 

obtained by combining the records of a number of observers clus- 

tered around a given center and selecting as a date for comparison 

the day upon which the species has reached a majority of the 

stations, dropping off a definite proportion of obviously late records 

under each species. . 

The Delaware Valley Ornithological Club has had for twelve 

years a corps of from 20 to 35 observers recording migration 

immediately about Philadelphia and the results of their work is 

published annually in ‘ Cassinia.’ 

1 Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1908, p. 134. 
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I have computed the average of the earliest arrival date furnished 

by any of these observers for each year, and also a ‘bulk arrival’ 

date as explained above, for comparison with Bartram’s average 

date of arrival for 1802-1822, and the three sets of dates are given 

in the accompanying table. 

We should expect most of the dates of any single observer of our 

corps to fall between the two dates given and in sixteen cases Bar- 

tram’s dates do so, indicating that there has been no change in 

the time of arrival during a century. In four cases they are later 

than the date of ‘bulk’ arrival — Kingfisher 5 days, Chimney 

Swift 9 days, Bobolink 1 day, Towhee 1 day.— The Kingfisher is 

an irregular species often wintering here while Bartram’s dates for 

the Chimney Swift are in all probability inaccurate since Barton 

(see below) gives April 23 which agrees well with our recent records. 

Five species on Bartram’s list are earlier than our average first 

arrival — Hummingbird 3 days, Orchard Oriole 4 days, Baltimore 

Oriole 1 day, Red-eyed Vireo 3 days, Yellow Warbler 2 days.— Of 

these the Vireo is probably too early as Bartram did not know 

either the Solitary or Yellow-throated Vireos and may have 

confused them with it. For the Yellow Warbler his location was 

peculiarly favorable while for the Hummingbird and Orchard 

Oriole the recent records are not so full as might be and the dates 

computed are probably late. 

Prof. W. W. Cooke! has recently made a comparison of the dates 

of arrival given by Dr. Benjamin Smith Barton in his ‘ Fragments 

of Natural History’ for 1799, with his own computations from 

the recent records of the U. S. Department of Agriculture for the 

vicinity of Philadelphia. It is interesting to compare these dates 

with those just given as Barton’s observations and Bartram’s 

were undoubtedly made in almost the same spot. We find that 

in fifteen species which occur in both lists, the date of arrival is the 

same in only one. In seven cases Bartram’s dates are later than 

Barton’s by from one to nine days (average five days); while in 

seven cases they are earlier by from two to seven days (average 

four days). 

Prof. Cooke’s computed dates for arrival at Philadelphia for 

1‘ Cassinia’, 1912, p. 7. 
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these fifteen species agree with the average date of first arrival 

that I have computed from the Delaware Valley Club’s records in 

but one instance. In eight cases they are earlier than mine by 

from one to four days (average two days), while in six cases they 

are later by from one to three days (average two days). These 

facts seem to demonstrate pretty conclusively the futility of figur- 

ing closely on comparisons of observations of single individuals or 

upon ‘first arrival’ records of any sort. At the same time I think 

that from a study of the accompanying table we are justified in 

saying that no appreciable change in the time of arrival of these 

birds has taken place in the past century. 

Bartram iD Ven Onc: 
1802-1821 1901-1912 

[2 RS ee 

Average Date Average Date Average Date 

of First Arrival of First Arrival of ‘Bulk Arrival’ 

Spotted Sandpiper April 18 April 16 April 27 

Kulldeer Plover Feb. 28 February 27 March 11 

Kingfisher April 3 March 13 March 29 

Chimney Swift May 2 April 18 April 23 

Hummingbird April 30 May 3 May 10 

Kingbird May 1 April 29 May 5 

Phoebe March 14 March 11 March 21 

Bobolink May 10 May 4 May 9 

Red-winged Blackbird Feb. 18 Feb. 28 March 9 

Orchard Oriole April 27 May 1 May 6 

Baltimore Oriole April 30 May 1 May 5 

Purple Grackle Feb. 28 Feb. 22 Feb. 28 

Towhee April 20 April 5 April 19 

Indigo bird May 8 May 3 May 8 

Scarlet Tanager May 1 May 1 May 6 

Barn Swallow April 10 April 10 April 23 

Red-eyed Vireo April 28 May 1 May 7 

Yellow Warbler April 23 April 25 April 30 

Maryland Yellow-throat April 27 April 23 April 28 

Yellow-breasted Chat May 8 May 2 May 8 

Ovenbird April 23 April 25 April 30 

Redstart April 27 April 27 May 4 

Brown Thrasher April 15 April 14 April 23 

Catbird April 26 April 24 April 30 

House Wren April 20 April 20 April 26 

Wood Thrush April 29 April 24 April 30 
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CONCERNING THE FLIGHT OF GULLS. 

BY ALEXANDER FORBES. 

Mr. Wii11aAM BrewsTER has recently published in this journal ! 

a most interesting and important account of the soaring of gulls to 

windward. His account is especially valuable since his observa- 

tions were made with such care and accuracy that no room is left 

for doubt that the birds soared for long distances horizontally 

against a strong wind in the neighborhood of a steamer, without 

the aid of wing beats. The phenomenon is of such interest from 

the standpoint of physics that it seems to me to warrant further 

discussion. 

The essential features of his observations are briefly as follows :— 

The steamship on which Mr. Brewster travelled was steaming at a 

rate of about fifteen knots an hour, with a wind at first blowing 

at a rate of about twenty miles an hour from about two points off 

the port bow, and later freshening to a gale of about thirty-five 

miles an hour and shifting somewhat more nearly dead ahead. 

Under these conditions a large number of gulls accompanying the 

ship glided the greater part of the time on set wings; at first flapping 

their wings at fairly frequent intervals, but, as the wind freshened, 

less and less frequently until at the height of the gale most of the 

birds could be seen to glide “over distances certainly exceeding a 

mile, without a single wing beat.” He says of them when gliding: 

“their respective positions in relation to each other and to the ship 

were so accurately and systematically maintained that whenever 

I got one of them in line with any fixed object on the deck I could 

often hold it there, without myself moving again, for several suc- 

cessive minutes.” Thus it is clear that their motion was horizontal 

not downward, and that its continuance with unabated speed elimi- 

nates the possibility of explaining it as the result of momentum ac- 

quired in a previous downward swoop, or from previous wing beats. 

The distribution of birds in relation to the ship was as follows :— 

“A few followed the creamy wake of the ship or poised directly 

over her just to the rear of her smoke-stack but the majority kept 

1‘ The Auk,’ Jan., 1912, p. 85. 
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abreast of her to the windward side, the somewhat sheltered lee 

side being persistently avoided. Ona level with her upper deck or a 

little above it, they were generally and rather evenly distributed — 

although more thickly in places than in others — all the way from 

her stern to amidships, some keeping within a yard or two of the 

rail, others thrice that distance off, still others fifty or more yards 

out over the water.” He also occasionally saw “one of them leave 

the rest, and, going two feet to their one, forge ahead of them all 

perhaps to the bows of the steamer and beyond, yet without once 

beating its wings.” 

Mr. Brewster notes that when the birds soared during the height 

of the gale their wings were held back and with a “ downward trend 

of the flight quills.” He suggests that “the wind constantly fills 

the concave wings of the gliding gulls much as it does the sails of 

close-hauled vessels and with similar results. but with this essential 

difference: that whereas its force is exerted for the most part later- 

ally on the vessels’ sails and opposed by the side thrust of their 

keels or centreboards in the water, it must have chiefly a lifting 

effect on the wings of the gulls and be counteracted by the weight 

of their bodies bearing downward. Hence we may infer that in 

the case of these birds forward movement is the resultant of two 

component forces, that of wind and of the attraction of gravitation.” 

He then refers to an article by G. F. Tydeman in which by “ex- 

tensive use of abstruse mathematical calculations” the phenomenon 

is analysed. Mr. Brewster then says that he dissents from Tyde- 

man’s conclusion “that birds gliding to windward depend for means 

of propulsion largely if not wholly on uplift afforded by powerful 

ascending currents of air such as must always rise above a vessel 

when heavy wind is striking against and deflected from, her sides.”’ 

He says that for a time he favorably considered this view, adding :— 

“ But I dismissed it altogether from my mind after repeatedly seeing 

birds hundreds of yards behind the steamer, or fifty or more yards 

to one side (always the windward one) of her, or even well in ad- 

vance of her, gliding on set wings in precisely the same manner and 

quite as ceaselessly as those which hung about her flanks. It 

seems inconceivable that her presence or movement could have 

caused vertically rising currents of air to be regularly maintained 

at such distances from her as those just mentioned, or that they 
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could have been thus constantly and generally maintained by 

other influences when the ocean all about her was swept by a wind 

blowing over thirty-five miles an hour. I even doubt if they ex- 

tended much above her upper deck for there I was lashed inces- 

santly in the face by what seemed to be horizontally-racing wind, 

while several of the gulls were often sailing fifteen or twenty feet 

higher still, perhaps directly over me. On the other hand it must 

be admitted that I have never known any of these birds to glide 

far to windward except when accompanying a steamship, a fact 

which apparently lends some support to Mr. Tydeman’s conten- 

tion, although not necessarily having such significance since it may 

reasonably be interpreted in other ways.”’ 

With the data so thoroughly determined the problem resolves 

itself into one of comparatively elementary physics. I have not 

seen Tydeman’s article, but I believe that without his abstruse 

-alculations it is possible by reasoning which is within the reach of 

those untrained in higher mathematics to show that the phenome- 

non of horizontal gliding could not be produced in the way Mr. 

Brewster suggests. 

Let us assume for the present that the wind is blowing horizon- 

tally and uniformly, that the air is an evenly moving mass without 

local distortions. Then to a bird surrounded by the moving mass 

it is as if the air were still and the earth’s surface travelling by 

underneath. The bird will tend to drift freely with the wind and 

will feel no more pressure from it than from the surrounding air 

ina flat calm. The case of a bird in contact with only one medium 

moving uniformly is wholly different from that of a boat in contact 

with two media, air and water. The tendency of the water to 

prevent free drifting with the wind is the sole cause of the wind’s 

pressure on the boat as long as the air moves uniformly. The 

bird can only feel pressure from the surrounding air in case of a 

sudden alteration in the speed or direction of the wind, or in case 

of motion through the air imparted by gravity or by the bird’s own 

efforts. 

The problem of gliding can best be considered by regarding the 

bird as in a calm and analysing its possible motions with respect 

to the surrounding air regardless of the earth beneath. After this 

analysis we may introduce the relative motion between air and 
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earth. Suppose, then, a bird in still air: in what directions can he 

glide without wing beats? Motion in any direction will be met by 

friction from the air. To overcome this, energy must be expended. 

This may be supplied by muscular action through the bird’s wing 

beats, or by gravity. In the present case we have eliminated wing 

beats as we are dealing with gliding on set wings, and the only 

possible source of energy which remains to drive the bird is gravity. 

Gravity can only work effectively by inducing motion in a direction 

with a downward component; in a direction which satisfies its 

demands, so to speak, by bringing the object downward. The 

direction may deviate from the horizontal by ever so slight a slope, 

but it must have some downward component. For a bird with 

nothing but the resistance of his wing expanse to keep him from 

falling there must be a considerable downward component, especi- 

ally if the gliding is to be rapid. The only case in which the energy 

imparted by gravity can carry a bird in still air in a direction with- 

out a downward component is when the bird soars for a short dis- 

tance horizontally or even upwards with the momentum acquired 

in a previous downward swoop. ‘This case is clearly ruled out of 

the present problem. Now the horizontal movement of the atmos- 

phere in a wind without ascending currents or other irregularities 

does not alter the case of still air except in that the bird tends to 

be carried horizontally with the wind, and consequently must 

glide more rapidly through the air if going to windward in order 

to make headway over the earth’s surface. In order to glide faster 

through the air the downward component of the direction of glid- 

ing must be increased. 

When analysed in this way I think it is evident that no combina- 

tion of the forces of a uniform horizontal wind and gravity can 

drive a soaring bird horizontally to windward. The fundamental 

difference between the close-hauled sailboat and the soaring bird 

with downward sloping flight quills may be considered in the 

following way. If a force is to do work the mass upon which it - 

acts must move in such a way as to yield to the force. When a 

boat, close-hauled, sails to windward she moves in such a way that 

the sail is withdrawn from the wind’s pressure (Fig. 1). When the 

gull soars with a horizontal wind bearing against the under surface 

of the downward sloping wing forward motion will not make the 
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wing withdraw from the wind’s pressure but will do the reverse. 

The fallacy in the wind-gravity conception lies in likening gravity 

to a kite string which, unlike gravity, holds the kite from drifting 

to leeward. 

The gull, being a very perfect gliding machine, can soar at a 

winDbD 

Rig, 1. 

comparatively slight downward angle, and in this way can doubtless 

make head against a strong wind by soaring at a moderate incline. 

With an upward current of air the possibilities are wholly changed. 

Through such a current a bird might readily glide downward with- 

out descending at all in relation to the earth’s surface. The down- 

ward motion through the air might suffice to render gravity an 

effective motive force and yet be so counterbalanced by the ascent 

of the air that the bird would remain at the same level above the 

earth. The air current need not rise vertically, but there must be 

some upward component in its direction, provided its motion be 

uniform, to make horizontal soaring possible. 
The positions about the ship in which Mr. Brewster observed 

horizontal gliding present such a variety that at first sight it seems 

difficult to explain the presence of persistent ascending currents 

in all of them. And yet I believe that reasonable explanations are 

available in every case. The places noted were, (1) a short dis- 
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tance in front of the ship, (2) all along the windward side, (3) over 

the smoke-stack, (4) astern, directly over the wake. 

Ascending currents of air must necessarily be produced by a 

ship steaming to windward, and two distinct causes will be con- 

cerned in their production. One is the diversion of the wind from 

its natural course, both laterally and upwards, by the great mass 

being forced through it. The other is the column of heated air and 

smoke rising from the smoke-stack which must cause to rise with 

it a considerable mass of the surrounding air. 

Most of the diversion of the wind by the mass of the ship is 

probably lateral, but a fair proportion must be upwards. The 

point where the upward diversion would be most felt would pre- 

sumably be just above the windward side of the diverting mass. 

But it would also extend a short distance to windward, for the ship 

must drive before it a sort of cushion of air suffering compression 

Fig. 2. 

from the approaching obstruction. Although the point of maxi- 

mum upward diversion is presumably just over the weather bow, 

there is probably an appreciable upward diversion from the propa- 

gated obstruction some distance in front and to windward of the 

ship (Fig. 2). 

Mr. Brewster doubted the existence of rising currents where the 

birds were seen gliding fifteen or twenty feet above the upper deck 

on which the wind seemed to blow horizontally upon him. I 

think it is possible, and ever probable, that while the wind swept 

the deck horizontally, it blew with an upward slant twenty feet 

higher; for in meeting the vertical forward end of the upper deck 

the air must have undergone some compression which reached a 
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maximum as the air rounded the corner, to be followed by expan- 

sion as it passed over the horizontal surface of the deck. The 

result of such expansion would be a divergent upward slant in that 

portion of the air which was at a slight distance from the deck. 
On the leeward side of the ship the wind would probably cant 

downward to form an eddy. If this were so it would readily ex- 

plain the avoidance of the lee side of the ship by the gulls. 

Over. the smoke-stack the ascending current must have been 

powerful, because of the heat. Its presence in the wake of the ship 

may be explained by the fact that the wind was not dead ahead 

but from a point and a half to two points off the port bow. As long 

as the volume of smoke and air poured from the funnel remained 

at a higher temperature than the surrounding air it must have 

continued to rise. And since such upward movement tends to 

be imparted to adjacent air it is probable that for a short distance 

to windward of the smoke an upward diversion of the wind oc- 

curred. With the wind blowing obliquely on the bow any given 

point in the wake must have been directly to windward of some 

point in the trail of smoke, namely, that portion of the smoke 

which was discharged when the boat was at the given point. The 

birds, although directly in the wake of the steamer, were directly 

to windward of a large mass of air and smoke, probably still warm 

and rising vigorously. They may well have been aided in this 

manner by rising currents for several hundred yards astern of the 

boat. 

I do not claim that these suggestions cover all the factors in- 

volved in the explanation of the gliding Mr. Brewster describes. 

But I contend that the wind must have presented other than 

uniform horizontal motion to render the feat possible. Ascending 

currents caused in some of the ways I have suggested seem to me 

to present the easiest explanation that has occurred to me. 

ADDENDUM. 

Since writing this discussion my attention has been called to 

the papers on the subject by Lord Rayleigh, in which he discusses 

these points so clearly and concisely that my remarks seem almost 
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superfluous. In the first of these he says at the outset,— “I 

premise that if we know anything about mechanics it is certain 

that a bird without working his wings cannot, either in still air or ina 

uniform horizontal wind, maintain his level indefinitely.” 

This states concisely my main contention. Subsequently he 

names two possible conditions of continued soaring in other than a 

downward direction; (1) ascending currents and (2) variations in 

velocity or direction in different portions of the air. In his discus- 

sion he devotes more attention to the second condition, and cites 

an example of observed flight which seems to exemplify this prin- 

ciple. I scarcely mentioned the possibility of explanation by this 

latter principle of irregularities in the wind, for though it occurred 

to me as logically conceivable, it seemed too improbable in the case 

described by Mr. Brewster to be worth dwelling on. 

The references to Lord Rayleigh’s papers are as follows:— “The 

Soaring of Birds.” Nature, Vol. XXVII, p. 534. 1883. (Col- 
lected Scientific Papers, No. 98, Vol. II, p. 194.) 

“The Sailing Flight of the Albatross.” Nature, XL, p. 34. 

1889. (Coll. Sci. Papers, No. 159. Vol. III, p. 267.) 

“The Mechanical Principles of Flight.’”” Manchester Memoirs, 

Vol. XLIV, p. 1. 1900. (Coll. Sci. Papers, No. 257, Vol. IV, p. 

462.) 
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LIST OF BIRDS COLLECTED IN THE TERRITORY OF 

QUINTANA ROO, MEXICO, IN THE WINTER AND 

SPRING OF 1912. 

BY JAMES L. PETERS. 

DurineG the months of January, February, March and April, 

1912, I accompanied the expedition of the Peabody Museum of 

Harvard University as representative of the Museum of Compara- 

tive Zodlogy. 

My entire time was spent along the Hondo River, collecting on 

the Mexican side in the newly-formed Territory of Quintana Roo, 

although Messrs. R. E. Merwin and C. L. Hay, representing the 

Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology made a 

trip of eleven weeks into the interior, crossing the border into 

Campeche. 

The collection of about 375 skins representing 132 species of 

birds was made principally at two points along the Hondo River. 

The camps of the C. C. Mengel and Bro. Co of Louisville, Ky., 

cutting mahogany on a large concession thirty-six miles from the 

mouth of the river; known hereafter as Camp Mengel, and at 

Xcopen a small town about fifteen miles upstream from Camp 

Mengel. 

Besides these two places, we made a short trip to Bacalar, but 

took few specimens. 

With the exception of the week spent on the Bacalar trip, and a 

month (February 8—March 10) at Xcopen, my time was spent at 

Camp Mengel where circumstances were particularly favorable 

for tropical collecting, since a narrow gauge lumber railroad ran 

thirty miles northwest into the interior. The bush near the camp 

was rendered easily accessible by many foot paths, while a large 

potrero, clearings, and underbrushed woods all made progress easy 

and birds more readily approached and recovered. 

At Xcopen there was only a muddy mule road and a trail along 

the river which could be followed. On both sides of these high- 

ways was thick jungle which made it both difficult to see and to 

recover birds. 
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The type of country covered during the entire four months was 

all very much the same, which in a way accounts for the compara- 

tively small number of species secured. It may be roughly divided 

into two types; the river and the bush. 

The river type consists of the row of mangroves bordering the 

river, and the open savannas, covered with water during the rainy 

season. The bush type is composed of the moist tropical jungle 

which often joins the river. 

Birds typical of the river and open places were several species 

of Herons, Killdeer, Spotted Sandpiper, Ground Doves (Chemepelia 

rufipennis rufipennis) Kingfishers, particularly the Texas King- 

fisher, Couch’s Kingbird, Derby Flycatcher and Fork-tailed Fly- 

catcher. : 

The more characteristic birds of the bush were the Chachalacas, 

Parrots, many of species undetermined, Cuckoos (Piaya cayana 

thermophila), Woodhewers, several species of Wrens, Jays (Psilo- 

rhinus) and Ant Tanagers. 

The region is characterized by an almost complete absence of 

marked topographic features. There are no real hills, but instead 

a series of low limestone ridges, running north and south becoming 

higher as one ascends the river. The maximum elevation at 

Xceopen could not have been much over 200 feet above sea level. 

The climate consists of the usual wet and dry season. The former 

extending from June to November; the latter comprising the rest 

of the year. Sudden heavy downpours may be expected at most 

any time during the dry season however. 

The temperature during our stay was for the most part quite 

agreeable, only occasionally going above 90° F. during the day, 

and seldom exceeding 80°. The coldest night was 49°. 

Colors of birds in descriptions are from Ridgway’s Nomenclature 

of Colors, edition of 1886. All measurements are in millimeters. 

I wish to extend in heartiest thanks to the Mengel Co. for their 

generous hospitality and assistance during the long time that I 

was at their camp. 

I also take this opportunity to thank Mr. Outram Bangs of the 

Museum of Comparative Zoélogy for much valuable advice and 

assistance, for without his constant aid this list would not have 

been possible. 
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Thanks are also due to the authorities of the U. S. National 

Museum and the Bureau of Biological Survey for the loan of speci- 

mens, including many types, needed for comparison. 

In conclusion I take special pleasure in acknowledging my in- 

debtedness to Mr. C. L. Hay, for without his generous interest it 

would have been impossible for a zodlogist to have accompanied 

this expedition. 

LIST OF SPECIES. 

ARDEID. 

Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis (Gosse). 1, Hondo River near Camp 

Mengel, January 31. 

Florida cerulea (Linn.). 3 o, Xcopen, Feb.10 and March 3. Camp 
Mengel, April 24. 

Butorides virescens virescens (Linn.). 3 @, 1 undetermined, Camp 

Mengel, January 31, February 7; Xcopen, February 18 and 24. 

A bird (sex undetermined) taken at Camp Mengel, February 7, exhibits 

a rather peculiar phase of plumage. Crown, hind neck, auricular region, 

secondaries, and tail as in normal plumage; feathers of chin and throat 

dusky, edged with white; feathers of neck dusky with whitish median line; 
sides of neck rusty; greater, middle and lesser coverts and scapulars broadly 

edged with dark rusty; back dull greenish; breast dark smoky; abdomen 

smoky, the feathers edged with dull buff. 

Nyctanassa violacea (Linn.). 1 oon river near Camp Mengel, Jan- 

uary 21. 

FALCONID. 

Accipiter bicolor schistochlamys Hellmayr. 1 <, Xcopen, March 3. 

Tris orange; legs and feet yellow. 

Rupornis magnirostris conspecta, new subspecies. 

5 both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 16, February 4, March 16 and 26, 

Xcopen, March 7. 

Type from San Ignacio, Yucatan, no. 40,123, adult 7, M.C.Z. Collected 

February 9, 1904, by L. J. Cole. 

Characters. Similar to Rupornis magnirostris griseicauda Ridgway but 

smaller; much paler (smoke grey) above; slightly paler below. 
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No. Sex Locality Wing Tail Tarsus Culmen 

40123 rol Yucatan | 218 mm. 159 mm. 62 mm. 17.5 mm. 

40122 ce) a 231 169 65 18.5 

15288* | — i | 228 172 66 18 

60748 o | Terre Quintana Roo | 219 159 63 19 

60749 on ty Ms 222 159 66 19 

60747 is ne te ss 239 169 65 19 

60746 e) 3 cy te 233 159 62 19.5 

60745 °) ty a5 ot 225 172 62 18 

Of the five specimens collected, one is typical of the new form; the other 

four are intermediates more or less closely approaching it. 

Herpetotheres cachinans (Linnzus). 

Camp Mengel, February 4. 
Regerinus uncinatus Illiger. 

2 o, Santa Lucia, January 22, 

1 9, Camp Mengel, April 5. 

white; lores and cere greenish; legs yellow. 

Ictinia plumbea (Gmelin). 2 #, Camp Mengel, April 2 and 23. 

red, bill and cere black, tarsus salmon. 

Falco spaverius spaverius Linn. 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 

13, 16 and March 31. 

Falco albigularis Daudin. 4, both sexes, Xcopen February 

Iris 

Tris 

99 
=) March 

1 and 2, Camp Mengel, March 19. The bird shot March 19, was the o of 

a pair apparently ready to breed. 

CRACIDA. 

Ortalis vetula intermedia new subspecies. 

Tris hazel, cere and legs yellow. 

3, 1 &, 2 undetermined. Camp Mengel, January 20, March 12 and 20. 

Type from Camp Mengel, Terre Quintana Roo, Mexico, no. 60644, adult 

o&' M.C.Z. Collected March 12, 1912, by James L. Peters. 

Characters. Similar to O. v. pallidiventris Ridg. but darker above; below 

neck and breast darker; abdomen light isabelline; thighs, flanks and under 

tail coverts fulvous; five outer pairs of rectrices tipped with isabelline. 

No. Sex Wing Tail Tarsus Culmen 

60644 fot 181 mm. 225 mm. 62.5 mm 2a 0.10mM. 

60643 _ 184 241 59. 26 

60645 — 172 215 62.5 22 

JACANIDZE. 

Jacana spinosa (Linnzus). 

ruary it. 

A @ and one young bird, Xcopen, Feb- 

Legs grey; base of bill white; shield, bill and spur yellow. 
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CHARADRIID#. 

Oxyechus vociferus vociferus (Linnezus). 2 o, Camp Mengel, Feb- 

ruary 3; Xcopen, February 29. 

ScOLOPACID#. 

Totanus flavipes (Gmelin). 2 o, Xcopen, February 16; Camp 

Mengel, April 24. 

Helodromas solitarius solitarius (Wilson). 1o, Xcopen, February 

16. 
Actitis macularia (Linneus). 1 o, Camp Mengel, January 31. 

CoLUMBID2. 

Columba nigrirostris nigrirostris Sclater. 1 92,30 miles north of 

Camp Mengel, April 19. 

Melopelia asiatica trudeaui (Audubon). 2 9, Camp Mengel, March 
16 and17. Iris orange; skin of face blue, legs and feet carmine.t 

1 Melopelia asiatica australis, new subspecies. 

Type from Cerro Santa Maria, Costa Rica. No. 21118, adult @%. Bangs 

collection, collected January 9, 1908, by C. F. Underwood. 

Characters. Similar to M. a. trudeaui (Aud.) but back scapulars and tertials 

a much richer brown (between Prout’s brown and raw umber) which becomes 

less intense on the wing coverts. Upper tail coverts and middle pair of rectrices 

brown, deeper than the back. 

Similar also to M. a asiatica (Linn.) in the color of the lower throat, neck, 
and chest which are brownish-vinaceous, although less intense than in that form. 

Bangs Collection. 

No. Sex Wing Tail Tarsus Culmen 
; 

16442 fot 152 mm. 113 mm. 26.5 mm. 21 mm. 

21118 rot 158 POR. Zone 19.5 

21119 Q 150 ig 22 19 

21120 rot 161 110 26 Pai 5) 

21121 fe) 155 iblal 24 19 

21122 rot 160 112 24.5 18.5 

21123 fe) 156 113 23 19.5 

21124 fou 157 114 22 18.5 

All specimens of Melopelia asiatica from southern Mexico and Yucatan that 

I have examined undoubtedly belong to M. a. trudeaui. Representatives from 

Costa Rica, however, differ sufficiently to warrant their separation as a subspecies 

which may be called. 
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Chemepeliarufipennis rufipennis (Bonaparte). 5, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, January 16, February 3, April 8. Xcopen, February 26, March 6. 

Claravis pretiosa pretiosa (Ferrari-Perez). 29, Camp Mengel, Feb- 

ruary 3 and March 30. 

STRIGID. 

Strix virgata virgata (Cassin). 1 9, Camp Mengel, March 11. 

Glaucidium phalenoides ridgwayi (Sharpe). 1 92, 15 miles north 

of Camp Mengel, March 23. Iris yellow; bill whitish. 

PSITTACID &. 

Conurus aztec (Souancé). 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, February 6 

and March 20. Iris orange. 

Pionus senilis (Spix). 2 o, Xcopen, February 26, Camp Mengel, 

April 8. Iris, legs and skin about eye orange. 

CucUuLID®. 

Piaya cayana thermophila Sclater. 6, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

January 14, February 4, February 6, March 17; Xcopen, February 14. 

Tris red. 

Crotophaga sulcirostris Swainson. 3, both sexes, Santa Lucia, January 

24; Xcopen, February 10, March 4. 

CAPRIMULGID#. 

Nyctidromus albicollis yucatanensis Nelson. 3, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, February 4 and 6, Xcopen, February 21. 

ALCEDINID®. 

Ceryle alcyon alcyon (Linnzus). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, Janu- 

ary 21, Xcopen, February 24. 
Ceryle torquata torquata (Linnzeus). 1 9, Camp Mengel, February 

ite 

Ceryle americana septentrionalis (Sharpe). 6, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, January 31, Xcopen, February 24, 26 and March 4. 

GALBULID. 

Galbula melanogenia Sclater. 1 <, Xcopen, March 4. Iris hazel, 

legs and feet yellow. 
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RHAMPHASTID A. 

Rhamphastos carinatus Swainson. 1 2, Camp Mengel, January 14. 

Pteroglossus torquatus erythrozonus Ridgway. 3, both sexes, 

Camp Mengel, January 16 and 21. Xcopen, February 20. Iris lemon, 

skin of face red. 

Aulacorhamphus prasinus (Lichtenstein). 3 o, Camp Mengel, 

March 11, 19 and 26. 

Picip#. 

Chloronerpes yucatanensis yucatanensis (Cabot). 3, both sexes, 

Camp Mengel, March 30, April 1 and 3. 

Centurus dubius (Cabot). 8, both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 13; 
February 1, 4; April 5 and 23. Xcopen, February 20, 28 and 29. 

Scapaneus guatemalensis guatemalensis (Hartl.). 2, both sexes, 

Camp Mengel, January 14 and April 23. Iris lemon. 

Ceophlceus leucoramphus (Reichenbach). 1 undetermined, Camp 

Mengel, March 12. 

TROGONID. 

Trogon melanocephalus melanocephalus Gould. 4, both sexes, 

Santa Lucia, January 23; Xcopen, March 5; Camp Mengel, March 18. 

Naked eye-ring bluish white. 

TROCHILID#. 

Amiizilis tzactl tzactl (De la Llave). 5, both sexes, Santa Lucia, 

January 24; Xcopen, February 10-26. 

Amizilis cyanocephala (Lesson). 1 undetermined, Camp Mengel, 

March 16. 

DENDROCOLAPTID 2. 

Dendrocincla anabatina anabatina Sclater. 1 9, Camp Mengel, 
April 5. 
Xiphorhynchus flavigaster flavigaster Swainson. 4, both sexes, 

Camp Mengel, March 19, 24, 28, and April 19. 

Xiphorhynchus flavigaster yucatanensis Ridgway. 1 o&, Camp 

Mengel, March 19. 

Of the five specimens of Xiphorhynchus flavigaster collected, four were 

intermediate between X. f. flavigaster and X. f. yucatanensis, but appar- 

ently nearer to the former; the fifth was taken in the same grove and on 

the same day only a short distance from another bird also a <, which, of all 
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the intermediates most nearly resembled X. f. flavigaster. The fifth bird 

just referred to is essentially typical of X. f. ywcatanensis in every respect. 

Sittasomus sylvioides sylvioides Lafresnaye. 2, a © and 1 undeter- 

mined, Xcopen, February 18 and March 2. 

FURNARIIDE. 

Synallaxis erythrothorax Sclater. 1 9, Xcopen, March 1. Iris red. 

Xenops genibarbis mexicanus (Sclater). 1 2, 30 miles north of 

Camp Mengel, April 17. 

FORMICARIID. 

Formicarius moniliger intermedius Ridgway. 1.7, Xcopen, Febru- 

ary 19. 
Thamnophilus doliatus yucatanensis Ridgway. 6, both sexes, 

Xcopen, February 11, 13, 22; March 2; Camp Mengel, March 26; April 

5. Iris lemon, feet and legs bluish. 

CorinGcIp. 

Tityra semifasciata personata (Jardine & Selby). 4, both sexes, 

Xcopen, February 28, March 3 and 4; Camp Mengel, March 25. Iris 

brown, feet and legs lead, base of bill and skin of face red. 

Platypsaris aglaizs sumichrasti Nelson. 1 9, Camp Mengel, March 

31. 

Attila citreopygus salvini Ridgway. 2, a <, 1 undetermined. 20 

miles north of Bacalar, January 27; Camp Mengel, March 25. Eyes 

brown; tarus bluish. 

PIPRIDZ®. 

Manacus candei (Parzudaki). 5, both sexes, Xcopen, February 12, 

March 5; Camp Mengel, March 31. Legs orange. 

TYRANNID. 

Muscivora tyrannus (Linneus). 4, both sexes, Camp Mengel, Janu- 

ary 31; March 15-31. 

Tyrannus melancholicus satrapa (Cabanis and Heine). 5, both 

sexes, Camp Mengel, January 15 and 21; March 11, Xcopen, February 24 

and 29. 

Pitangus sulphuratus derbianus (Kaup). 4, both sexes, Santa Lucia, 

January 22; Camp Mengel, February 1; March 15 and 28. 

Myiodynastes luteiventris Sclater. 2 o, Camp Mengel, April 5 and 

23. 
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Myiarchus lawrenceii lawrenceii (Giraud). 3 o, Camp Mengel, 

February 3 and March 17; Xcopen, March 1. 

Myiarchus magister nelsoni Ridgway. 3, 2 <, 1 undetermined, 

Xcopen, March 7; Camp Mengel, March 26, April 7. 

Sayornis phoebe (Latham). 1 9, Camp Mengel, March 11. 

Empidonax minimus (Baird). 5, both sexes. Santa Lucia, January 

24; Xcopen, February 17—March 5; Camp Mengel, March 30. 

Myiochanes brachytarsus (Sclater). 3 both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

January 14, February 3 and March 17. 

Myiochanes virens (Linnzus). 1 undetermined, 30 miles north of 

Camp Mengel, April 20. 

Myiobius xanthopygus sulphureipygius (Sclater). 1 <, 30 miles 

north of Camp Mengel, April 18. 

Pyrocephalus rubinus blatteus Bangs. 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

January 17 and February 1; Xcopen, February 10. 

Description of adult 9 taken February 10 at Xcopen. Similar in 

general coloration to adult 9 of other forms of P. rubineus, but the upper 

parts distinctly tinged with vinaceous, strongest on the head and rump. 

Abdomen, flanks, thighs and undertail coverts a brilliant scarlet-pink, 

shading to rose pink on the lower breast and bend of the wing. Wing. 

71 mm.; tail 56.3 mm.; tarsus 18.1 mm.; culmen 13.4 mm. 

Pipromorpha assimilis assimilis (Sclater). 19, Xcopen, March 5. 

Myiozetetes texensis texensis (Giraud). 4, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

February 6, March 31, April 8; Xcopen, February 20. 

Legatus albicollis variegatus (Sclater). 1 9, Camp Mengel, March 

Bile 

Elenia martinica subpagana (Sclater and Salvin). 2 o, Xcopen, 

February 15; Camp Mengel, March 17. 

Rhynchocyclus cinereiceps (Sclater). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

March 18 and April 13. Iris greyish white. 

Craspedoprion brevirostris (Cabanis). 1 9, 30 miles north of Camp 

Mengel, April 18. 

Todirostrum cinereum finitimum Bangs. 2, both sexes, Xcopen, 
March 2; Camp Mengel, April 9. Iris yellowish, tarsus bluish. 

Minip2. 

Mimus gilvus gracilis (Cabanis). 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, Janu- 

ary 20 and March 19. 

Dumetella carolinensis (Linnus). 1 o, Xcopen, February 14. 

TURDID#. 

Planesticus grayi grayi (Bonaparte). 2 both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

March 31 and April 5. 

Hylocichla mustelina (Gmelin). 1 undetermined, Xcopen, March 7 
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SYLVIID&. 

Polioptila superciliaris superciliaris Lawrence. 1 2, Camp Mengel, 

April 6. 

TROGLODYTID. 

Nannorchilus leucogaster brachyurus (Lawrence). 2, both sexes, 

Xcopen, March 4; 30 miles north of Camp Mengel, April 17. 

Henicorhina prostheleuca prostheleuca (Sclater). 1 ©, Camp 

Mengel, April 3. Iris brown. 

Troglodytes musculus hypaédon (Sclater). 2 o, Camp Mengel, 

March 13 and 19. 

Examination of the type and one other specimen of Troglodytes irrequies 

Bangs and Peck, with a series of T. m. hypaédon seems to show that 7. 

irrequies is probably not sufficiently distinct to warrant its separation even. 

as a subspecies of 7’. m. hypaédon. 

Pheugopedius maculipectus maculipectus (Lafresnaye). 4, both 

sexes, Xcopen, February 17, 23, March 8; Camp Mengel, April 3. Iris red 

brown, tarsus bluish. 

CorvIb2. 

Psilorhinus mexicanus cyanogenys (Sharpe). 4, both sexes, Xcopen, 

February 25 and 29; Camp Mengel, April 1. 

These birds are slightly smaller than P. m. cyanogenys, but they lack 

the much whiter underparts of P. m. vociferus (Cabot). 

VIREONID2. 

Pachysylvia decurtata (Bonaparte). 2 o, Camp Mengel, March 18 

and 28. 

Vireo ochraceus Salvin. 1 <, Xcopen, February 20. Iris greyish 

white. 

Vireo griseus griseus (Boddeert). 4, both sexes, Xcopen, February 17, 

23, March 2; Camp Mengel, March 15. 

Vireosylva flavoviridis flavoviridis Cassin. 2 ©, Camp Mengel, 

March 28 and April 13. 

HIRUNDINID&. 

Iridoprocne albilineata (Lawrence). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

February 1 and March 11. 

Stelgidopteryx serripennis (Audubon). 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

January 16 and March 13. 

Progne chalybea chalybea (Gmelin). 3, both sexes, Xcopen, Feb- 

ruary 15; Camp Mengel, March 19 and 20. 
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MNIoTILTIDz. 

Mniotilta varia (Linnzeus). 2 o, Camp Mengel, March 25 and April 1. 

Helinaia swainsoni Audubon. 1 9, Santa Lucia, January 24. 

This specimen constitutes the first record for any part of southern Mexico. 

A 2 was taken on Swan Island, Caribbean Sea, by George Nelson, March 

1, 1912. (Coll. M. C. Z. no. 58195.) 

Helmitheros vermivorus (Gmelin). 1 2, Xcopen, March 8. 

Dendroica estiva zstiva (Gmelin). 3 o, Camp Mengel, January 17 

and March 17; Xcopen, February 15. 

Dendroica magnolia (Wilson). 9, both sexes: Santa Lucia, January 

23; Xcopen, February 12-March 7; Camp Mengel, March 18—April 3. 

Dendroica tigrina (Gmelin). 1 <, Camp Mengel, March 13. Ridg- 

way (Birds of North and Middle America, Part II, p. 538) gives for 

Yueatan, ‘One record only’? and none for any other part of Mexico. 

This bird therefore establishes another record for Mexico. 

Dendroica coronata (Linnzus). 3, both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 

17—March 25. 
Dendroica fusca (Miiller). 1 <, 30 miles north of Camp Mengel, 

April 19. 
Dendroica dominica albilora Ridgway. 1 <, Xcopen, February 28. 

Seiurus noveboracencis notabilis Ridgway. 1 &, Camp Mengel, 

April 9. 

Geothlypis trichas brachidactyla (Swainson). 8, both sexes; Camp 

Mengel, January 13—April 7; Xcopen, February 10. 

Chamethlypis poliocephala palpebralis Ridgway. 6, both sexes, 

Camp Mengel, February 3—April.9. 
Icteria virens virens (Linneus). 1 9, Xcopen, February 11. 

Wilsonia citrina (Boddert). 2 co, Camp Mengel, January 17 and 

March 26. 
Setophaga ruticilla (Linnzeus). 4, both sexes: Xcopen, February 16- 

March 4; Camp Mengel, March 16. 

Basileuterus culicivorus culicivorus (Lichtenstein). 1, sex unde- 

termined, Camp Mengel, March 25. 

Ca:REBID 2. 

Cyanerpes cyanea carneipes Oberholser. 1 <’, Camp Mengel, March 

30. 

IcTERIDZ. 

Gymnostinops montezuma (Lesson). 1 9, Camp Mengel, January 14. 

Amblycercus holosericeus (Lichtenstein). 3, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, January 13; Xcopen, February 17 and 22. 

Cassidix oryzivora mexicana (Lesson). 2 co’, Camp Mengel, March 24. 
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Tangavius involucratus (Lesson). 7, both sexes: Xcopen, February 
10-22; Camp Mengel, April 13. 

Dives dives (Lichtenstein). 5, both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 20 
and April 8; Xcopen, February 18-22. 

Icterus prosthemelas (Strickland). 4, both sexes, Xcopen, February 
19 and March 3; Camp Mengel, March 31. 

Icterus spurius (Linnzus). 8, both sexes, Payo Obispo, January 29; 

Xcopen, March 3; Camp Mengel, March 16—April 5. 

Icterus gularis yucatanensis Berlepsch. 1 &, Camp Mengel, Feb- 

ruary 6. 

Icterus mesomelas mesomelas (Wagler). 4, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, January 21—April 23; Xcopen, February 19. 

Agelaius phoeniceus richmondi Ridgway. 11, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, January 16—February 3; March 11—April 13. 

These birds were common in a large savanna near Camp Mengel, but 

were not seen at other points along the river. None of the birds shot 

showed any sign of breeding, although singing males apart from the flocks 

were taken from time to time in hopes of securing residents. 

TANAGRIDA. 

Euphonia hirundinacea Bonaparte. 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 
March 16 and April 1. 

Euphonia gouldi Sclater. 19, Camp Mengel, February 6. 

Tanagra cana diaconus Lesson. 3,bothsexes. Camp Mengel, March 

15-17. 

Tanagra abbas Lichtenstein. 5, both sexes. Camp Mengel, March 
11—April 13. 

Piranga rubra rubra (Linneus). 1 9, Xcopen, March 7. 

Phlogothraupis sanguinolenta sanguinolenta (Lesson). 4, both 

sexes, Xcopen, February 17 and 20; Camp Mengel, March 17 and April 

23. Iris red brown. 

Lanio aurantius Lafresnaye. 1 <, 30 miles north of Camp Mengel, 

April 14. 

Pheenicothraupis rubica nelsoni Ridgway. 2, both sexes, Camp 

Mengel, March 11 and April 20. 

Neither of these specimens represents typical nelsoni; the male is duller 

than any representative of this subspecies examined, while the female 

more nearly resembles P. r. rubicoides (Lafr.) particularly in the color of 

the underparts which are dull ochraceous instead of pale buffy. 

Phenicothraupis salvini salvini Berlepsch. 5, both sexes. Xcopen, 

February 23—March 7; Camp Mengel, April 3. 

FRINGILLID2. 

Saltator magnoides magnoides Lafresnaye. 1 o, Xcopen, March 8. 

Saltator grandis grandis (Lichtenstein). 1 9. Xcopen, March 38. 
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Saltator atriceps raptor (Cabot). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, March 

24 and April 13. 

The Yucatan form of Saltator atriceps was originally described by S. Cabot 

Jr. (Journal Boston Soc. N. H., v, 1844, 90, pl. 12) as Pyrrula raptor. It 

differs from S. a. atriceps in having the breast and abdomen much paler 

gray and the flanks almost lacking any olivaceous wash. The birds aver- 

age about the same size as S. a. atriceps. The constantly lighter color of 
the underparts of S. a. raptor is very striking in the series examined. 

Caryothraustes poliogaster poliogaster (Du Bus). 2 <, 30 miles 

north of Camp Mengel, April 20-21. 

Cardinalis cardinalis flammiger, new subspecies. 

3, both sexes, Xcopen, February 13, March 4 and 8. Type from 

Xeopen, Territory of Quintana Roo, Mexico, no. 60629 adult & M. C. Z. 

Collected March 8, 1912, by J. L. Peters. 

Characters. Adult o resembling most nearly C. c. yucatenensis Ridg- 

way but slightly larger; bill longer, relatively more slender. Color of 

underparts between geranium red and scarlet vermilion instead of scarlet 

and scarlet vermilion. 

Adult @ similar to adult @ of C. c. yucatanensis except that the back 

is bistre brown instead of raw umber. 

No. Sex Wing Tail Tarsus | Culmen 

60629 rot | 85.5 mm. 106.1 mm. 25.5mm. | 18.5 mm 
60630 fe) WQS 96.8 24.5 } 18. 

60631 ie) | 78.8 102.8 | 24.5 | 17.2 

Zamelodia ludoviciana (Linnxus). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

March 15. 
Guiraca cerulea cerulea (Linneus). 4, both sexes, Xcopen, February 

28 and March 8; Camp Mengel, April 1. 

Passerina cyanea (Linneus). 2, both sexes, Camp Mengel, January 

13 and March 25. 

Sporophila morelleti (Bonaparte). 6, both sexes. Camp Mengel, 

January 13-February 1, March 31; Xcopen, February 12—March 7. 

Volatinia jacarini splendens (Vieillot). 4, both sexes, Camp Mengel, | 

February 1-6, April 6-7. 

Arremonops chloronotus (Salvin). 4, both sexes, Camp Mengel, 

January 14; Xcopen, February 14-20. 

Melospiza lincolni lincolni (Audubon). 1 o&, Camp Mengel, 

January 15. 
Spiza americana (Gmelin). 2 <, Camp Mengel, April 5. 
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Swainson’s Hawk (Buteo swainsont). 

1. Nestlings Three Weeks Old. 2. Hight Months Old. 3. One Year Old. 
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NOTES ON SWAINSON’S HAWK (BUTEO SWAINSONI) 

IN MONTANA. 

BY E. S. CAMERON. 

Plates XII and XIII. 

II. Foon. 

In his standard work on ‘The Hawks and Owls of the United 

States’ Dr. A. K. Fisher, gives a summary of eighteen stomachs 

of Swainson’s Hawk examined by him as follows: “Seven con- 

tained small mammals; eight, insects; three, reptiles; three, 

batrachians, and three were empty.’ My own conclusions, from 

observations made at fourteen nests, are that Swainson’s Buzzard 

prefers frogs, grasshoppers, and mice, in the order named to any 

other food when it can get them. Grasshoppers form the staple 

sustenance of these hawks in Montana. In common with all 

birds, however, the hawk’s food habits vary with season and local- 

ity, and in spring, when its favorite prey is unobtainable, small 

birds and cotton-tail rabbits (Lepus artemisi@) are attacked. 

As regards the former, Lark Buntings (Calamospiza melanocorys), 

which were often exceedingly numerous around the nesting site, 

are, In my experience, the only species ever taken — the color and 

soaring habits of the males rendering them peculiarly conspicuous. 

‘Cotton-tails,’ now very scarce owing to an epidemic amongst 

them, were at one time remarkably abundant, and fell frequent 

victims to buzzards and Great Horned Owls. One of these small 

hares, weighing under three pounds, which dart for their nearby 

holes at lightning speed upon the first alarm, was found in the 

nest of a Swainson’s Hawk, and testified thereby to the venatorial 

skill of its capturer. In Alaska Mr. Dall found the bones of rabbits, 

squirrels and ducks in the nest of Swainson’s Hawk,! but I have 

never known any prairie dogs, poultry, or game birds, to be taken 

by it. Constant observation was kept upon-a pair of Swainson’s 

Hawks which nested in my vicinity in 1908 and 1909 by my wife, 

1 North American Birds, Vol. III, p. 269. 
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myself, and the herd-boy above mentioned. The young birds were 

fed chiefly upon grasshoppers with occasional mice, frogs, and 

snakes. Whenever my wife or I visited them their crops were 

crammed with the first named. The herd-boy, who had the best 

opportunities for observation, as much of his time was spent near 

the nesting site,— told us that the female continually brought 

frogs and occasionally snakes. He once saw her seize on the 

ground, and bear to the eyrie, a Lark Bunting which she captured 

by stooping from a height like a falcon. At this nest, during the 

two years which we observed it, the above was (so far as we knew) 

the only time that the young hawks were regaled with a feathered 

prey. Unless I actually saw the parents bring food, I could only 

infer its nature from the excretions and pellets, as nothing edible 

was ever found in the nest. This was situated upon a creek with 

many reed fringed, frog-haunted pools, and it was, therefore, natural 

that next to grasshoppers the amphibians should be the most fre- 

quent prey. The more shy male did not bring food so often as his 

mate (at least when intruders were present), although I once flushed 

him off the eggs. Swainson’s Hawk is a voracious feeder, and on 

June 27, 1893, I shot a female of this species whose stomach con- 

tained an entire Lark Bunting. Even the unfledged young will 

swallow mice and frogs whole. Like its great cousin, the Golden 

Eagle, this hawk is very partial to snakes, but sometimes the snake 

proves too much for its captor, as in the following instance kindly 

narrated to me (in lit) by Mr. W. R. Felton — a civil engineer for 

the Chicago, Milwaukee and Puget Sound Railway. On August 31, 

1910, his slowly moving freight wagons were winding up a trail by 

the Little Dry River to another camp site. The instrument man, 

Mr. M. H. Devine, brought up the rear about a mile behind the 

van, when his attention was attracted to a large hawk which fell 

swiftly through space to the ground apparently with a broken 

wing. His curiosity being excited, he at once walked towards it, 

but, when about sixty-five yards off the disabled hawk succeeding 

in rising to a considerable height. As he watched it, to his great 

surprise, the hawk again fell headlong, this time into the middle 

of the river, impelled by some mysterious agency. The bird 

managed to struggle to the bank, and upon being lifted from the 

water was found to be a Swainson’s Hawk with a garter snake 
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(Eutaenia sirtalis) firmly coiled around one wing. Both hawk and 

snake were unfortunately killed; neither does any harm, and they 

are useful to destroy the ubiquitous mice. In fact the snake dis- 

gorged a partly digested mouse when withdrawn from the water. 

So tightly did the reptile (which measured twenty-eight inches) 

encircle the hawk’s wing, that it could not be pulled away and had 

to be gradually unwound. Dr. Holland mentioned to Seebohm an 

instance in Pomerania of a female buzzard (Buteo vulgaris) which 

represents the American B. swainsoni) having been found dead 

on the nest with a live viper under her.! 

It has been universally considered by ornithologists that mem- 

bers of the subgenus Buteo never chase birds on the wing, but I be- 

lieve all buzzards which stoop to a feathered prey will occasionally 

do so when driven by hunger, or incensed by the disappoint- 

ment of missing the bird on the ground. The distinguished orni- 

thologist, Coues, referring to Swainson’s Hawk wrote: “Though 

really strong and sufficiently fierce birds I scarcely think they are 

smart enough to catch birds very often.2- For my own part, I 

believe that their failure “to catch birds very often” proceeds 

more from disinclination than inability to do so. Where locusts, 

mice and frogs are exceedingly abundant, as is usually the case here, 

these indolent hawks which would “rather snatch stealthily than 

capture in open piracy” * are reluctant to exert themselves to hunt 

the more agile game. I have only once myself seen a Swainson’s 

Hawk in pursuit of a flying bird, although such a chase must not 

infrequently occur when the hawk is famished or ground game is 

scarce or absent. In this flight, at any rate, the hawk acquitted 

herself with considerable dash, and, so far as I know, has added 

a new record to the hitherto published history of the species. 

During August, 1909, I saw the female of the pair of Swainson’s 

Hawks which had been under observation, and whose young had 

then flown, make a determined stoop at a Lark Bunting (Cala- 

mospiza melanocorys) on the ground. The quarry crouched under 

the lowest wire of a protecting fence, and there was no wind to 

aid the hawk which was obviously so hungry that her valor over- 

1 British Birds, Vol. 1, p. 120. 

2 Birds of the Northwest, 1874, p. 358. 

3 Coues op. cit. 
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came her discretion. The consequence was that she just missed 

the bird but collided with the fence, and, losing her balance, fell 

over. The terrified bunting was the first to recover its wits, and 

justified its name by soaring straight upwards like a true lark 

before it flew swiftly away. To my great astonishment the 

flustered hawk rose in the calm air and flapped after the now dis- 

tant bunting. With steady beats of her long wings she appeared 

to be making but slow progress, whereas, in reality, her speed was 

more than double that of the fugitive, and she soon overtook it. 

When, as it appeared to me, about a yard above her quarry, the 

hawk made a sudden dash to seize the bunting in her claws, which 

the latter cleverly evaded and then flew off in a different direction. 

Being assailed only by a clumsy buzzard, which could not “ throw 

up” like a falcon, the little bird escaped rejoicing, although by a 

narrow margin. The entire absence of wind greatly impeded the 

hawk, and prevented her from sweeping up to her quarry in the 

first instance, while causing her to flap heavily during all the time 

of the pursuit, and when endeavoring to recover herself after the 

attack. It was clear to me that, had there been a breeze, the 

result would have been widely different, as Swainson’s Hawk 

is a bird of powerful flight — in some specimens the tips of the long 

folded wings extending beyond the tail. Upon subsequent reflec- 

tion I was not so much surprised by this valiant flight so contrary 

to the usual accepted estimate of Buteo. Field naturalists often 

generalize upon insufficient data, and the many misleading accounts 

of the Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaétos) which is only a large buz- 

zard, at once come to mind. It has often been depicted as of a 

cowardly nature, subsisting exclusively on carrion, or on small 

mammals and birds which it always seizes on the ground. As 

regards the charge of cowardice (if I may be pardoned a digression) 

no one can read the accounts of this eagle in Turkestan and Russia 

where it is flown at deer, antelope, wolves, and sometimes the 

bustard, as given by Mr. J. E. Harting in his ‘ Hints on the Manage- 

ment of Hawks’ without being thrilled with admiration at the bird’s 

prowess. Mr. Harting gives the translation of a letter (op. cit. 

p. 185) he received from the late Mr. Constantine Haller, President 

of the Russian Falcony Club at St. Petersburg, who referring to the 

flights of the eagle at wolves remarks: “It sometimes happens that, 
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if its stoop be true, it will split the skull of a fox at one blow, and 

its strength is such that it can easily knock over a young wolf, or a 

sheep. Even a Kirghiz in the saddle (so the natives say) cannot 

resist it if it comes at him on the wing. This unfortunately hap- 

pens sometimes if the Eagle misses its prey. To fly at a wolf the 

largest and strongest bird is selected. It stoops again and again 

at the beast, eventually seizing it by the head and neck. Occasion- 

ally the wolf contrives to shake off the bird with a frantic effort, 

or by rolling on the ground; but if it has a good start and goes away 

full speed, the faleoner follows on horse-back and helps his bird to 

kill the quarry.” It is also asserted by the Kirghiz that wild eagles 

“will attack and kill the wolf”’ (p. 170). 

As regards the capture of flying birds by the Golden Eagle: 

my brother Mr. Allan Gordon Cameron, has frequently descried 

an eagle on the Island of Jura, Scotland, “ hawking grouse just as a 

peregrine will do,” and, on one occasion the royal bird in full chase 

of a grouse passed within a few feet of his head as already related 

in ‘The Auk.’ Moreover Mr. Seton Gordon has conclusively 

shown that this splendid raptor easily cuts down flying ptarmigan 

with a blow from its wing. In Montana, a Golden Eagle has been 

observed to attempt the capture of a wild goose (Branta canadensis) 

from a northward-bound flock.! 

The Harrier (Circus cyaneus) which is not specifically distinct 

from the Marsh Hawk (Circus hudsonius) is considered the most 

ignoble of hawks and about the least likely to strike down a flying 

quarry. Nevertheless, I have myself observed the latter to chase 

birds on the wing, and Dr. A. K. Fisher has seen it do so “in a few 

instances.’”” 

In the review of a Persian treatise on faleony translated by 

Colonel Phillott, we read: “Our Persian prince, however, succeeded 

in training one (a harrier) to take a Chukor, or Red-legged par- 

tridge, and on a second occasion, when in Baghdad, he wagered a 

valuable mare with some local sportsmen that within the space of 

fifty days he would reclaim a harrier, and successfully fly it at wild 

quarry. He flew it in the presence of his friends, and took with it 

a black partridge (or francolin), a quail, and a rail.’”* 

1See Auk, XXV, 1908, pp. 258-259. 
2? Hawks and Owls of the United States, p. 28. 

3 London Field, April 10, 1909. 
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A flight by any kind of wild eagle or hawk is rarely witnessed, 

even by those persons, who, by reason of a lifelong familiarity with 

the raptores in their haunts enjoy special opportunities for seeing 

it. Of the Red-tailed Buzzard (Buteo borealis) which in its second 

plumage bears a strong resemblance to a Swainson’s Hawk of the 

same age, and does not surpass (even if it equals) the latter in flying 

powers, Dr. A. K. Fisher has written: “On one occasion the 

writer saw one of these birds stoop at a crow which had just been 

shot. During the descent the crow made considerable commotion, 

which evidently attracted the Hawk, for with a swiftness of flight 

that would have done credit to the Duck Hawk, it struck the crow 

just as it reached the ground.” ! The above is very different 

behavior to the usual conception of this bird. 

III. PiLumace. 

The first plumage of Swainson’s Hawk has been admirably 

described by the distinguished ornithologist, Coues and other 

writers. As regards the subsequent plumage changes, however, 

it appears to me that much confusion has arisen; nor is this to be 

wondered at when it is considered that immature birds, both male 

and female of the same age, exhibit endless differences in coloration. 

In an authoritative work on birds the following passage occurs: 

“The Buzzards have usually been placed next the Eagles, with 

which they have many points in common; but they differ, among 

other things, in assuming, it is said, the adult plumage after the 

first moult, whereas it takes several years for the Eagles to attain 

full plumage.” ? 

While the above may possibly apply to some species of buzzards, 

it is certainly incorrect in the case of Archibuteo ferrugineus, Buteo 

borealis calurus, and Buteo swainsoni, all of which I have kept in 

domestication. To the two former I will again refer, and at present 

deal only with the latter. In my opinion, at least four distinct — 

plumage changes can be traced in normal individuals of this species 

— in other words, the adult dress is assumed at about four and a 

1 Hawks and Owls of the United States, pp. 48—49. 

2 Birds of The World. Frank H. Knowlton. 1909. 
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Swatnson’s Hawk (Buteo swainsoni). . 

1. Adult, Four Years Old. 2. Two Years Old. 3. One Month Old. 

(1 and 2 from mounted specimens. ) 
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half years old. To begin at the beginning: the nestlings are 

hatched covered with fluffy down, but at first show much pink 

about the head, where the down is absent. 

In two weeks black feathers are mixed with the white down, 

and at three weeks old the birds are nearly full-feathered, their 

heads and breasts alone showing white. (See Pl. XII.) As at this 

age they are physically unable to stand up, it is impossible to obtain 

an artistic picture. At a month old the nestlings are full-fledged, 

but still occupy their nest, although the females, which are more 

precocious, can fly well in a wind after a few attempts. The latter 

may be recognized by their larger size and more spirited demeanor. 

First Mate PLUMAGE. 

The first plumage common to both sexes is retained for a year. 

Until my tame hawk had finished his moult, in October, his appear- 

ance coincided exactly with the ‘young of the year’ so ably de- 

scribed by Coues as below. (See photo of hawk at eight months 

old.) ‘Entire upper parts dark brown, everywhere varied with 

tawny edgings of the individual feathers. Under parts, including 

lining of wings, nearly uniform fawn-color (pale dull yellowish- 

brown), thickly and sharply marked with blackish-brown. These 

large dark spots, for the most part circular or guttiform, crowd 

across the forebreast, scatter on the middle belly, enlarge to cross- 

bars on the flanks, become broad arrow-heads on the lower belly 

and tibioe, and are wanting on the throat, which is only marked 

with a sharp, narrow, blackish penciling along the median line. 

Quills brownish-black, the outer webs with an ashy shade, the 

inner webs toward the base grayish, paler, and marbled with white, 

and also showing obscure dark cross-bars; their shafts black on 

top, and nearly white underneath. ‘Tail-feathers like the quills, 

but more decidedly shaded with ashy or slate-gray, and tipped 

with whitish; their numerous dark cross-bars show more plainly 

then those of the quills, but are not so evident as they are in the 

old birds.” ! The legs, feet, gape and cere are chrome yellow, the 

1 Key to North American Birds, p. 547, Ed. 1887, and Birds of the Northwest, 

p. 359. 
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claws black, and the bill slate color. The irides in the newly 

fledged young are blue gray which soon changes to pale hazel. 

Fledglings vary in the shade of yellowish-brown, amount of white, 

and number of spots on the under parts. The spots apparently 

darken with age until the moult, as my tame hawk became gradu- 

ally more and more chestnut. 

SECOND MALE PLUMAGE. 

The moult was begun on April 9, when the bird was kept in a 

large specially made cage so that I could collect his feathers and 

observe the order of losing them. He began by shedding his 

quills — the inner primaries (seventh in each wing) being the first 

to fall out. By April 29, I had picked up five primaries and four 

secondaries when the hawk ceased temporarily to lose any more 

feathers. On May 8 he commenced to moult the feathers of the 

wing coverts, but as he pulled all the smallest in pieces it was 

impossible to keep an accurate count of these. On May 26, 

the new centre tail feathers were observed to be growing down 

above the ten old rectrices possessed by the hawk, which, how- 

ever, had eleven when clean moulted. (Two other examples 

of the same age had eleven rectrices each). On June 8, the two old 

centre tail-feathers fell out, and on the 9th and 10th three more 

rectrices were lost. At this date the bird displayed a mixed bi- 

colored tail of old and new feathers when, as pointed out by Coues ! 

the new tail-feathers and quills were strongly slate-colored in strik- 

ing contrast to the dark brown old ones. During the three days 

above mentioned the hawk also lost a primary and several feathers 

of the wing coverts, which, as usual, he tore in fragments. On 

July 3 he shed another primary when he was again given his 

liberty. The moult extended over a period of six months, and the 

outer or first primaries were the last feathers to be shed, as is the 

case I believe with all raptores. 

This tame hawk moulted into a plumage in many respects 

similar to that worn during the first year. With the exception 

of a white occiput, and nearly white “flags,” the whole of the 

1 Key to North American Birds, 1887, p. 546. 
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head, neck and underparts became rich cream color. To be very 

precise, the shade exactly matched the pale side of a Graham bis- 

cuit as sold in cartons by grocers. The spots had all disappeared 

excepting a few arrow-heads and longitudinal bars on the upper 

breast, and some others on the sides which were mostly concealed 

by the wings. The upper parts appeared to be much lighter than 

before, although the ground color was only a shade less dark than 

the chocolate brown of the first plumage. This light effect was 

produced by a border of white and chestnut, or white alone, which 

replaced the tawny edgings to the feathers of the back and wing 

coverts. Some of the secondaries were pure white. The crown, 

sides and back of the neck were streaked with the dorsal brown. 

The underside of the wing was of three shades. From the wrist 

downwards for five inches it was the cream color of the breast, 

then became a silvery gray to the end of the secondaries (seven 

inches more), which was merged into five inches of blackish brown 

constituting the primary tips. The wings were thus seventeen 

inches long, and extended for six eighths of an inch beyond the tail 

— although in a wild example of the same age they exceeded it by 

one and one half inch. The tail feathers were all tipped with white, 

the upper tail coverts being also of this color, variegated with mixed 

brown and chestnut bars. I am fully convinced that the young 

bird from the Rocky Mountains (10, 761) described in North 

American Birds, Vol. III, p. 264, also Buteo swainsoni, var. oxyp- 

terus normal young plumage, p. 266-267 op. cit. of which an 

illustration is given, are both examples of Swainson’s Hawk in 

the second plumage. In fact, the description of the young female 

var. oxypterus (83508) p. 367, would fit my tame bird after moult- 

ing with but slight alteration. As the spots of the underparts may 

or may not persist in the second plumage, they are not to be relied 

upon as an indication of age. 

I may here remark that my Swainson’s Hawk in second plumage 

bore a striking resemblance to a Western Red-tail of the same age 

(three of which I reared from two different nests) when both were 

seen from behind. The only points of difference were in the brown 
tail and much shorter wings of the Red-tail, which undoubtedly 

has four parallel plumage changes to B. swainsoni before becoming 

adult. 
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Turrp Mate PLUMAGE. 

My hawk was unfortunately lost in 1910, which prevents me 

from proving absolutely from a captive specimen that the follow- 

ing conclusions regarding the third dress assumed, are correct. 

Nevertheless, I believe that I can present a fairly accurate account 

of the subsequent plumage changes in this species, based upon a 

study of thirty skins and hundreds of wild birds. It must always 

be recollected that, as some individuals differ remarkably in plum- 

age from the congeners of the same age, allowance has to be made 

for these dissimilarities. For example, in both sexes the chief 

second plumage variation consists, apparently in the retention 

or extinction of the spots on the underparts which form so con- 

spicuous a feature in all birds of the year. In the third male 

plumage the whole of the upper parts are light umber brown 

with the head of a darker shade. Many feathers of the back and 

scapulars are chestnut-edged, but the white margins of the second 

plumage have disappeared. The primaries are brownish-black 

above becoming ashy, or pale slate, towards their bases on the inner 

webs, and slate color beneath, gradually blackening near the tips. 

The entire upper breast is bright cinnamon with a purplish bloom, 

and it is in this plumage that the white throat first appears, in 

strong contrast to the cinnamon upper breast and sooty brown 

head. In three examples before me this white patch measures 

two and a half inches long by one and a half inches wide. The 

ventral surface and lining of the wings are buffy white, slightly 

flecked or broadly splashed (according to the specimen) with a 

paler tint of the breast color. The newly-grown light slate tail- 

feathers have eight dark bars, and are a still paler shade of slate 

below, but fade to brown before the next moult on the exposed 

parts. The two upper rectrices always turn more or less brown 

except at their bases which are protected by the secondaries in the 

folded wing. If the former are raised, the original slate-colored 

tail is disclosed. 
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FourtH Mage PLUMAGE. 

In the fourth male plumage which resembles the third, and bears 

the same relation to it as the second does to the first, the bird be- 

comes lighter everywhere. The whole of the underparts are white, 

and the broad cinnamon band of the upper breast is reduced to a 

narrower one of white-spotted chestnut, against which the immacu- 

late white throat is less sharply defined than in the third plumage. 

The head is smoke color, or ashy, the occiput white, and the upper 
parts always, in my experience, either pale buffy brown, brownish 

ash, or bluish ash, but never dark brown as described by some 

ornithologists. 

In Fisher’s ‘Hawks and Owls of the United States,’ p. 78, 1893, 

Knight’s ‘ Birds of Maine’ (p. 230, 1908), and Knowlton’s ‘Birds 

of The World’ (p. 257, 1909), one plumage phase of the normal 

adult male is, in my opinion, correctly given as “grayish brown,” 

but no reference is made in ornithological works to the other color 

forms of bluish ash and buffy brown. Dr. Jonathan Dwight, Jr. 

was good enough to comment on a paper of mine on the plumage of 

B. swainsoni published in ‘The Auk’ (Vol. XXV, p. 468), remark- 

ing in ‘Bird Lore’ (Vol. X, p. 267): “The gray birds may change 

to brown through wear just as the loss of the “frosting” of some 

Terns’ feathers produces blacker wings.” I have myself come to 

the conclusion that this is probably what occurs, and that from the 

effects of wear and light on the feathers the ash colored birds be- 

come browner. I am the more inclined to adopt this view because, 

as above mentioned, in all specimens examined by me the tail has 

faded to brownish whenever exposed to weather or light, while its 

covered portions retain their pristine ash or slate-color untarnished. 

Otherwise the three color forms of buffy brown, bluish ash, and 

brownish ash can only be explained by dimorphism. As Swainson’s 

Hawk is so widely distributed in its breeding range, which extends 

from Alaska to Chile, normal adults from different localities might 

easily differ in the color of the mantle. The discoveries of Dr. 

J. A. Allen on the relations between locality and coloration in 

American animals, from North to South, will at once come to mind, 

as his remarks have been freely quoted by most naturalists. He 
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found “a decrease of intensity of colour with a decrease of humidity, 

the paleness evidently resulting from exposure and the blanching 

effect of intense sunlight, and a dry, often intensely heated atmos- 

phere.” The same phenomena were observed in birds, on passing 

from East to West, “the darker representatives of any species 

occurring where the annual rainfall is greatest, and palest where 

it is least.” Thus, strong sunlight has a bleaching effect, while 

a humid atmosphere causes intensity of pigmentation.! 

With regard to the melanistic form of this hawk, Dr. A. K. 

Fisher states (op. cit.): “From the above (grayish brown) there 

are all phases of plumage to a uniform sooty brown”; and, in the 

buzzard host observed by me in April, 1890, on the Powder River 

(Auk, Vol. XXIV, p. 262) numbers of melanistic individuals were 

present. In one day I beheld more of the latter than I have seen 

in the last twenty-two years of the Western Red-tail (Buteo 

borealis calurus) which is reputed to have a strong tendency to 

melanism; but I have not met with flocks of the Red-tail like those 

of Swainson’s Hawk.2 To sum up I consider that normal male 

members of Swainson’s Hawk have two dark and two light plum- 

ages before becoming adult. According to my observations the 

bird does not breed until the fourth year, or until after it has 

assumed the first ight plumage. 

FEMALE PLUMAGE. 

As previously narrated, the female of my pair of Swainson’s 

Hawks escaped, and could not be captured, even with the aid of 

apony. Iam thus unable to prove the following conclusions from a 

captive specimen. In my opinion, the female has at least four 

distinct plumages parallel with the male (two dark and two lighter) 

and, like him, does not become fully adult until nearly five years 

old. The two first plumages are indistinguishable from those of | 

1Compare ‘A History of Birds’ by W. P. Pycraft, p. 83, 1910. 

2 Melanotic examples of the Red-tailed Hawk may be seen here in the striking 

plumage of chocolate-colored body and chestnut tail barred with black. In two 
specimens before me the tail of one of these hawks has eight and of the other 

twelve bars. I have never myself seen a black Swainson’s Hawk with a notice- 

ably light-colored tail. 
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the male, and the second plumage corresponds to the description 

of a young female, No. 33,508 in North American Birds, Vol. III, 

p. 267, as before mentioned. Always darker than the adult male, 

the two light normal female plumages coincide with his in the 

pattern changes of the underparts, which, although differing in 

color, show the same gradual diminution of the brown or chestnut 

pectoral area and the whitening of the ventral surface. I agree 

with Coues when he states that in the female “changes of plumage 

with age affect chiefly the underparts; the back, wings, and tail 

are more nearly alike at all times.’ 

TuHrrD FEMALE PLUMAGE. 

In this plumage the female Swainson’s Hawk assumes the white 

throat, and, according to my observations, first begins to breed — 

that is in her fourth year. She has now the appearance of a plain 

brown and white bird. Her upper parts are precisely similar to 

the third male plumage (light umber brown) except that the chest- 

nut edging to the feathers of the mantle is absent in the female. 

There are some bright chestnut lateral feathers concealed by the 

wings, and a trace of this color on the thighs and abdomen. The 

white ground of the latter is thickly variegated with wavy cross- 

bars of the color of the back, and some lateral feathers near the 

thighs are entirely brown. The large pectoral patch conforms in 

extent to that of the third male plumage, but in color exactly 

matches the back. The new primaries and tail feathers are slate 

colored but fade to dark brown before the next moult while the 

underside of the former is pale slate, blackening at the tips. 

FourtH FEMALE PLUMAGE. 

In this the upper parts are unchanged. The hawk whitens 

considerably beneath, the pectoral patch is smaller, as in the 

equal-aged male, and becomes mahogany color in place of brown. 

The abdomen is thickly marked with triangular spots and cross- 

1 Key to North American Birds, p. 547, Ed. 1887. 
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bars of the former hue or even chestnut in some examples. The 

tibioe are pale chestnut. Adult females are met with nearly as 

light-colored beneath as some third plumage males, and for a 

long time I was greatly perplexed by them — being reluctant to 

shoot specimens on account of their exceeding tameness. 

The passage in Coues describing the adult female (op. cit., p. 

547): “throat pure white but other underparts probably never 

whitening decidedly” led me to suppose that these might be males 

despite the fact that they were incubating. Having at length 

watched the mother of my tame hawks (which was of this light 

type) lay an egg, all my doubts were removed. 

A SUCCESSFUL PAIR OF ROBINS.! 

BY WINSOR M. TYLER, M. D. 

THE following notes, taken for the most part while I had the birds 

under my eye, tell the story, as I saw it, of a pair of Robins (Planesti- 

cus migratorius migratorius) who successfully reared two broods of 

young from the same nest between April 26, 1912, when the nest 

was begun, and July 8, 1912, when the second brood was fledged. 

I am sorry that I was able to watch the birds very little during 

the rearing of their first brood. After the completion of the nest, 

my notes give merely the dates of incubation, hatching and fledging. 

They make no reference to the feeding of the young and none to the 

disposal of excrement. I regret especially the latter omission, for, 

if we knew how generally the excrement was eaten early in the 

season, we might, by comparing the later behavior in this respect, 

get a hint of the extent that the excrement is used to satisfy hunger. - 

In early July, when the female parent was feeding her second brood, 

her feathers showed much wear and she appeared emaciated. At 

this time, she almost invariably ate all the excrement that the 

1 Read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club, Feb. 17, 1913. 
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young birds voided, during the time I had her under observation. 

My regret is that my notes do not show whether this habit was 

equally constant in May, when her general condition was good. 

May Ist. At 5:30 a. M. yesterday and again at the same hour 

this morning, a rather bright colored Robin, but a female I have no 

doubt, worked for half an hour or more on a nest in the crotch of a 

locust tree opposite my side window, in Lexington, Mass. The nest 

is fifteen feet from the ground. Its base was originally white and 

was made of white strings. This morning she added straw and more 

strings. When she comes in with her bill loaded with the material, 

she adds it to the center of the nest, stands upon it and scratches 

with her feet. Then she settles and pressing down with her breast, 

turns around this way and that. The effect is to drive downward 

the newly added material into the fast forming cup of the nest and 

to loosen some of the strings on the edge. These loose ends she seizes 

in her bill and imbeds firmly in the sides of the nest, thereby 

building up the rim of the cup. 

May 6th. The nest is nearly completed. Today a steady 

drizzling rain is falling from the southeast. The robin worked 

during luncheon time. Her method seems the same; — each time 

she arrives at the nest, she seats herself in it, scratches, and then 

presses the material downward. I believe that no mud was used 

in the construction of the nest. 

Incubation began about May 12th. 

The young birds hatched about May 26th. 

June 7th. The young robins all leave the nest in the early 

morning. In the afternoon, there is pandemonium in the yard 

next door. A little girl is unwittingly playing near one of the young 

birds and the parents are distracted. As alarm notes, they use 

the sharp, high “Pleent’” and the lower toned, nasal “ hint” 

They are not at rest for a second; they fly down over the child’s 

head, nervously restive; they pump their tails, flit their wings, 

fly back and forth, always crying. A Chebec, a Purple Finch and a 

Warbling Vireo sing on, undisturbed. 

June 8th. In spite of the excitement of yesterday, the female 

bird repairs the nest. 

June 13th. Incubation begins. 

June 23rd. The female bird, although she sits on the nest most 
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of the time, appears restless. She often picks something from the 

bottom of the nest or from its edge and eats it. It may be that 

the young are hatched, but I see no feeding. 

June 25th. The young are hatched now. This morning their 

mouths appeared above the rim. Both parents feed; twice seen 

together at the nest. The female covers young after feeding and 

often prods about in the bottom of the nest in what appears to be a 

careless and dangerous way. 

June 28th. Both parents again feed their young, meeting as 

before at the nest. 

June 29th. Four young are fed often by female parent who 

each time, picks from the nest and swallows whole, big white sacs 

of excrement. Generally she finds two pieces. The fool consists 

of earthworms and something green which may be the green worm, 

the favorite of the Vermivore. The female covers young for the 

night at 7: 30,— a dark cloudy evening. I suspect that sometimes 

the male bird collects food and passes it to his mate who carries 

it to the nest for the young. 

July Ist. The young birds this morning fill the nest level full. 

They are restless; they toss themselves about in the nest and make 

attempts, apparently, to preen their feathers. The female covers 

the young, as best she can, at 7:35 P. M. 

July 2nd, 7:10 p.m. The female parent finds a worm on the 

lawn, and shakes it many times before flying directly to the nest 

and feeding the young. Now when the parent comes to the nest 

there is Just the faintest sound from the young birds; a little ticking 

sound, audible only when I am very near. 

The female feeds young, then stands still looking down into the 

nest with head slightly on one side. One nestling rises and passes a 

feeeal sac directly into the bill of the parent, who stoops to receive 

it. At the next visit, this is repeated, but as two young void at 

the same time, the parent receives only one sac directly; the other 

she snaps up from the nest. 

From the deliberate way in which a young bird tilts and then 

discharges the sac, it seems evident that he understands what 

his parent expects of him, when she stands at “attention”’ after 

feeding. From my room, thirty feet away, I can tell at once when 

the parent arrives at the nest by the “ticking” of the young 

birds. 
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July 4th. The young are feathering out fast. They rear up 

and flap their wings, in danger sometimes, it seems, of falling. 

Between the parent’s visits, the young sink down into the nest. 

Their heads and necks, hanging limply over the edge, look like dead 

snakes. 7:20 p.M. The female arrives with beak empty. The 

young rear straight up, swaying drunkenly —she stands motion- 

less — they sink down, then one, and later a second, young bird 

raises his rear and passes a fecal sac directly into the parent’s 

beak. She, as always before, swallows both sacs. The young 

settle down at once. It is growing dark. The act of raising his 

hinder extremity to void feeces is apparently as conscious an action 

as rearing for food and it is likely that both are associated with the 

presence of the parent bird. 7:44. The female returns. The 

young rear, but, as she stands motionless, they subside. She 

snatches up a bit of excrement (I judge from her actions; it is too 

dark to see) and then settles on the rim of the nest, partly covering 

her young, probably for the night. 

July 5th. Both parents feed the young in the morning. 7:15 

p. M. The female parent visits the nest, perhaps feeds — the 

young strain up toward her making a sound like “si-si-si-si’’ ete. 

The old bird stares at them — one turns up, and quivers his quarter- 

inch tail — the parent snatches the sac. 7:30. The parent re- 

turns; she feeds her young little, if any; she eats three fecal 

packages. The young birds now flap their wings when they rear. 

July 7th, 8:30 a.m. The young birds act very differently this 

morning. They are so large that when they move about they 

overflow the nest. One of the brood often stands on a branch of 

the crotch and moves back and forth between it and the nest, 

using his wings (flapping) as well as his legs. The parents stand 

off and “cluck” or “tut” to the young who answer with a very 

similar note — like the “quack” of a Catbird. When the venture- 

some young bird stands on the branch and the sac falls toward the 

ground, the parent dives for it. Both parents come about the nest, 

but stand off and call before feeding. When they bring food to 

the nest, the young give their former “sizzling” note. I notice for 

the first time the female parent leave the nest with a sac in her beak. 

11:45. The young stand straight up on the nest edge when the 

parent comes near. In the interval between her visits, one squats 
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on the branch wholly out of the nest. The rest slump back into 

the cup and continually preen their feathers, scratch themselves, 

stretch their wings or restlessly plunge about. They now utter 

a loud exclamatory “kwut.” The parent arrives. All four young 

stand up facing her, flapping their wings and “sizzling.” She goes 

away and returns at once from the cherry tree with a whole fruit. 

She crams this down first one throat and then another, sometimes 

letting go of it for a second, sometimes retaining her hold. She 

pulls it out again and again. Finally a young bird swallows the 

cherry. 

July 8th. Three of the young birds left the nest in the early 

morning. Great excitement in the family! The fourth remained 

in the nest all day. He was fed regularly, I think, and the nest was 

cleaned as usual. He may have flown in the evening, but the next 

morning the nest was empty. 

The history of this pair of Robins illustrates the division of labor 

practised by this species in rearing their young (the male assuming 

the full charge of the first brood when they left the nest), and the 

nice economy of time by which without the loss of a single day, 

preparations for the second brood followed the fledging of the first 

(four fertilized eggs being laid within six days after the young had 

flown). 

When I read these notes at a meeting of the Nuttall Club, Mr. 

Brewster said that while it was well known that adult Robins ate 

the excrement of their young, he believed that the behavior of this 

female bird was exceptional in that she fed upon the feces to an 

unusual extent. 

I should like to add a word on this subject; my notes might 

otherwise give the false impression that this Robin ate the feecal saes 

solely in the evening. It was mere chance that I wrote my notes 

chiefly at this time of day: at other hours, her behavior was the 

same. 
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THE STATUS OF LLOYD’S BUSH-TIT AS A BIRD OF 

ARIZONA. 

BY H. S. SWARTH. 

THE Santa Rita Bush-tit (Psaltriparus santarite) was described 

by Ridgway (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., X, 1888, p. 697) and remained 

for some years in good standing in the American Ornithologists’ 

Union Check-List, as a species occurring in, and limited to, the 

Santa Rita Mountains, Arizona. The principal characteristic of 

the supposed species, as distinguished from P. plumbeus, was the 

presence of a dusky line on the sides of the head, over the auriculars. 

During several seasons collecting in southern Arizona the writer 

collected a fairly extensive series of bush-tits, keeping a careful 

lookout for P. santarite, which, however, for some time he failed 

to find. Finally, in the summer of 1903, specimens were taken in 

the Santa Rita Mountains which answered the description, but they 

proved to be birds in juvenal plumage. In one or two instances 

adults, obviously in attendance upon these young birds, were 

collected, and these proved to be plumbeus; in other cases flocks 

from which examples of “santarite” were secured, were carefully 

scrutinized without revealing the presence of any individuals with 

black head markings. Altogether the writer felt convinced that 

the supposed Santa Rita Bush-tit was in reality the immature 

plumage of P. plumbeus, and so stated in a paper on the birds of the 

Santa Rita Mountains (Condor, 7, 1905, p. 81). 

In the meantime Mr. Oberholser had published a synopsis of the 

genus Psaltriparus (Auk, XX, 1903, pp. 198-201), in which he made 

the following statement (p. 200) in regard to the disputed species. 

“The type of Mr. Ridgway’s Psaltriparus santarite is an immature 

male of lloydi, as a careful examination shows, and it can be easily 

matched by young male specimens from any part of the range of 

the latter.” 
In accordance with this idea the third (1912) edition of the A. O. 

U. Check-List (p. 353) gives the range of Psaltriparus melanotis 

lloydi as including southeastern Arizona, presumably upon Ober- 

holser’s statement quoted above. 
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So the matter rested until recently. In the course of the prepa- 

ration of a distributional list of the birds of Arizona it became 

desirable that the status in Arizona of these two species of bush- 

tits, plumbeus and lloydi, be definitely settled, and all material 

available was carefully scrutinized. In the course of this study 

additional specimens were discovered which appeared to prove 

conclusively the correctness of my previous assertion, that santa- 

rite was a synonym of plumbeus and not of loydi. 

The expedition which the University of California Museum of 

Vertebrate Zoélogy sent to the Pine Forest Mountains of northern 

Nevada in 1909, secured a large series of Psaltriparus plumbeus. 

Included therein are a number of birds in juvenal plumage, and a 

proportion of these have the head marking of “ P. santarite.” As 

there was no question of P. m. lloydi occurring in this region, this 

was a conclusive demonstration that the young of plumbeus fre- 

quently have more or less black on the head. The evident con- 

clusion to be drawn from this was that “ Psaltriparus santarite,” ° 

occurring in a region where plumbeus is abundant, should be re- 

garded as the young of that species and not of lloydi, unless adults 

of the latter species also were taken in the same place. As far as I 

knew there were no Arizona records of lloyd other than of the birds 

first described as “santarite,” but the possibility that adult speci- 

mens of lloyd: had been taken within the state, and that their 

capture was authority for the extension of range as given in the 

Check-List caused me to make inquiry in this particular. 

Correspondence with Professor W. W. Cooke, of the Biological 

Survey, elicited the fact that no such adults had been taken, and 

that the inclusion of southeastern Arizona in the range of lloyds 

was based entirely on the belief that “ santarite” was the young of 

that species. After examining the young birds which I sent him, 

Professor Cooke agreed with my conclusion that there was nothing 

to justify the further retention of Psaltriparus m. lloydi in the list 

of Arizona birds. He remarked further that there seemed to be no © 

way of distinguishing with certainty between the young of lloydi 

and those examples of young plumbeus which possess the black head 

markings. 

Following are brief descriptions of individuals of the Lead- 

colored Bush-tit (Psaltriparus plumbeus) in juvenal plumage. As 
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young and adult are practically alike in general body color these 

descriptions are restricted to the head with its distinctive markings. 

No. 8616 (Mus. Vert. Zool.); juvenal, sex undetermined; Pine 

Forest Mountains, Nevada; June 14, 1909. Head with an exten- 

sive “mask” of black. Lores and space about eye (5 mm. below, 

2 mm. above, 5 mm. behind) black, sharply defined against gray of 

rest of head. 

No. 8614 (Mus. Vert. Zool.); juvenal male; Pine Forest Moun- 

tains, Nevada; June 14, 1909. Faintly defined black collar at 

back of neck, produced by black tips to the feathers. 

No. 8625 (Mus. Vert. Zool.); juvenal male; Pine Forest Moun- 

tains, Nevada; June 27, 1909. A black line through the eye, 

widening posteriorly so as to form a triangle on side of head; con- 

tinued over back of neck as a narrow black line. 

No. 8611 (Mus. Vert. Zool.); juvenal, sex undetermined; Pine 

Forest Mountains, Nevada; June 2, 1909. A narrow line of dull 

black beginning behind auriculars and extending over back of neck. 

No. 8618 (Mus. Vert. Zool.); juvenal male; Pine Forest Moun- 

tains, Nevada; June 11, 1909. Similar to No. 8611, but not so 

distinctly marked. 

No. 4099 (Coll. H. S.S.); juvenal male; Santa Rita Mountains, 

Arizona; June 25, 1903. Black line extending backward from eye 

over side of neck. 

No. 4098 (Coll. H. S. S.); juvenal male; Santa Rita Mountains, 

Arizona; June 25, 1903. A triangular shaped black mark extend- 

ing backward from eye on side of head. 
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ANATOMICAL NOTES ON TODUS, OXYRUNCUS AND 

SPINDALIS. 

BY HUBERT LYMAN CLARK. 

DuRING a recent visit to Cuba, Dr. Thomas Barbour was so 

kind as to secure alcoholic specimens of Todus and Spindalis for 

my study and I am glad to express here my thanks for his thought- 

fulness. Mr. Ridgway has very kindly entrusted to me the remains 

of a specimen of Oxyruncus which he collected in Costa Rica and 

I have to thank him and Dr. Richmond for giving me the oppor- 

tunity of examining this interesting bird. 

Tovus. 

The anatomical characteristics of this genus have been so fully 

worked out by Murie (1872, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, p. 664) and 

Forbes (1882, Proce. Zool. Soe. London, p. 442) that there would 

seem to be very little to add to their accounts. But the former 

confined his studies to the skeleton while the latter deals with the 

pterylosis so briefly that a few more details may well be mentioned. 

Forbes has called attention to the very short intestine in Todus; 

in the specimen before me from Cuba, it is about 70 mm. long or 

just about equal to the length of the bird without its tail feathers. 

The arrangement of the loops of the intestine is strikingly like that 

of Alauda as figured by Gadow (1879, Jena. Zeits., vol. 13, pl. XI, 

figs. 8 and 11) except that the loop 4-7 is not nearly as long. In 

this respect it resembles the arrangement in Cypselus (Il. ¢., Pl. X, 

fig. 10), to which it is very similar. 

Nitzsch’s account (1840, Syst. der Pteryl. p. 127, pl. IV, figs. 

9 and 10) of the pterylosis of Todus is unfortunately not very . 

accurate. Forbes suggests that this was probably due to his 

observations being based on the study of skins. While this is no 

doubt true, it is also due in part to his inclusion of Todirostrum 

cinereum (L.) with Todus viridis L. in the genus Todus. It is 

hardly strange that the study of the skins of two birds belonging to 
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different orders, under the impression that they were congeneric, 

should lead to mistakes in describing the pterylosis of the genus! 

Forbes has pointed out that the sternal tracts are not remarkable, 

as they are figured by Nitzsch, but are quite like those of many 

Passerine birds, broad, undivided but abruptly contracted where 

they pass into the very narrow ventrals. The connection between 

the sternals and the humerals over the base of the wing is however 

unusually well feathered and this, no doubt, has led to one of the 

errors in Nitzsch’s figure 9. Nitzsch says there are 19 remiges 

which Forbes corrects to 20, but the specimen at hand shows 21 

very clearly, there being 11 secondaries in each wing. In the 

pterylosis of the head, there are certain peculiarities which neither 

Nitzsch nor Forbes mention but which are of some importance 

nevertheless. The back of the head is very sparsely feathered but 

about the middle of the neck the upper cervical tract begins 

abruptly and is densely feathered. The frontal tract is thickly 

feathered and is sharply limited on each side by a conspicuous 

supraocular apterium. The lower cervical tract continues clear 

to the gonys as a narrow, thickly-feathered strip bounded on each 

side by a prominent apterium along each ramus of the lower jaw. 

In all these three features, there is a noticeable resemblance to the 

pterylosis of Alcedo. 

In the specimen before me, which is an adult Zodus multicolor 

Gould, from Cojimar, Havana Province, Cuba, there is an inter- 

esting peculiarity, which calls for special comment. There are 

only eight rectrices and, while examination shows that one of the 

middle pair and one of the outside pair have been accidentally lost, 

it is clear that this bird never had but ten. Nitzsch gives the num- 

ber of rectrices in Todus as twelve and all later writers have fol- 

lowed him. Through the kindness of Mr. Bangs, I have examined 

a number of skins of Todus from Cuba, Jamaica, Hayti and Porto 

Rico and in every case there are twelve rectrices. It seems then 

that this specimen which Dr. Barbour collected in Cuba is an 

individual variant, which in view of the peculiarities of the little 

family to which it belongs, is of more than ordinary interest. 
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OxYRUNCUS. 

The only material of this rare bird available for study is the 

skinned carcase, minus head, limbs and intestines, of a specimen 

shot by Mr. Ridgway, April 7, 1905, at Bouilla, Costa Rica. The 

carcase has at some time been partially dried so that the muscles 

permitted of no careful dissection, and my observations are there- 

fore confined to the tongue (which remains attached to the wind- 

pipe), the syrinx, the heart, the sternum, the backbone and the 

sacrum. In none of these parts, did I find a characteristic feature, 

but instead a striking resemblance to Sayornis and Tyrannus is 

evident in all. The tongue and syrinx are so much like those of 

Sayornis that the only difference noted is that the tongue is a 

little more horny than in the Pheebe and its posterior lobes have 

distinctly fewer and much smaller, sharp marginal papillze. The 

heart is noticeably large, much larger than that of a Kingbird. 

It measures about 16 mm. in length by 9 mm. in thickness, while 

the Kingbird’s is about 14 by 73 mm. The sternum is almost 

exactly like that of Sayornis, only it is larger and the manubrium 

is longer, more deeply forked and hence more conspicuous. The 

scapule are a little longer, more pointed and more curved than in 

Sayornis, but the differences are very trifling. The coracoids are 

stout and the procoracoids are very conspicuous as in Tyrannus. 

The vertebral column is like that of Tyrannus in the number of its 

component parts but the first of the seven pairs of ribs are long and 

slender as in Sayornis. The sacrum is noticeably larger and its 

vertebral components more fully ossified than in Tyrannus, so that 

the sacra of the two genera can be easily distinguished, but none 

of the differences are important. Indeed, it must be said that so 

far as the internal structures which I have examined are concerned, 

there is no reason why Oxyruncus should be separated from the 

Tyrannide. 

Mr. Bangs has kindly permitted me to examine the skins of an 

adult male Oxyruncus cristatus (Swains.) from Brazil and of three 

females of O. ¢. frater (Scl. & Sal.) from Costa Rica. The male 

shows the peculiar modification of the outer web of the first (tenth) 

primary perfectly developed, while it is entirely lacking in the three 
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females. Mr. Ridgway (1907, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus., No. 50, p. 332) 

considers the character as really not worth consideration, the serra- 

tion being so faint as to be practically non-existent.’ Again on 

p. 333 (footnote) he says the character is “very indistinct in all 

specimens examined”’ and yet on p. 334 (footnote) he says that it is 

“Very obvious in a specimen sexed by the collector as a female.” 

It seems to me that Mr. Ridgway has been misled by the mistake 

of this collector who apparently sexed a male as female. Such mis- 

takes are not rare, most collectors having probably made them at 

some time, and it is easier for me to believe that such a mistake has 

occurred in this case, than to question the importance of this 

striking character. It is well known that in several genera of 

Pipridze, the male possesses peculiar modifications of the wing 

feathers as a secondary sexual character and it is probable that in 

Oxyruncus the serration of the tenth primary on its outer web is 

of a similar nature. More material would seem to be necessary 

before the question can be definitely settled. 

SPINDALIS. 

Dr. Barbour collected at Guantanamo, Cuba, a fine pair, male 

and female, of Spindalis pretrei (Lesson) which I have examined 

with much interest. The general pterylosis is notable only in 

that the dorsal tract does not have the rhomboidal form usual 

among Passeres but is narrowly elliptical as Nitzsch figures it in 

Oriolus. The other tracts show no special peculiarities. The wing 

is somewhat rounded, the sixth, seventh and eighth primaries being 

rather short and subequal, with the ninth and fifth still shorter. 

There are of course nine primaries and nine secondaries. The 

twelve rectrices are approximately equal, though the outer ones are 

really the longest. The bony palate is notable chiefly for the very 

long and slender palatine processes. There is no trace of a second- 

ary palatine process such as occurs in Zamelodia. The alimentary 

canal is characterized by a rather short and unusually large in- 

testine. The stomach is small, less than 10 mm. long, and there is 

no crop, though the basal part of the cesophagus is somewhat 

enlarged. The intestine is only about 90 mm. long, but is about 
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3 mm. in diameter and there is little difference in size between 

the small intestine and the rectum. The intestinal loops are 

naturally few and simply arranged as in many Passerine birds; 

there is nothing distinctive in their arrangement. 

Examination of the sternum revealed the interesting fact that 

it is like that of any finch, the only peculiarity being in the manu- 

brium which is very large with the two arms or divisions long and 

widely spreading. There is no trace of an “osseous bridge” from 

the anterior margin of the sternum to the manubrium such as occurs 

in Piranga, nor is there any bony roof, either with or without for- 

amina, covering a space back of the anterior margin, such as occurs 

in Saltator, Pipilo et al. There are no differences to be seen be- 

tween the sternum of the male in Spindalis and that of the female. 

The absence of the “osseous bridge” in this genus indicates either 

that its presence is not characteristic of all tanagers or else that 

Spindalis is not a tanager. 

THE NEST LIFE OF THE SPARROW HAWK. 

BY ALTHEA R. SHERMAN. 

THE nesting of a species new to our place always is an event of 

great interest, and doubly so when the birds are of the hole-nesting 

sort, whose home life at very close range has never been exhibited 

(so far as is known) to mortal eye; but when the species is one of 

the Raptores interest heightens and feelings become indescribably 

mixed; there is the anxiety to watch the nest life mingled with 

fear for our harmless, little feathered friends, that trustingly have 

returned to their summer home; hence on April 4, 1912, it was with ° 

a perturbed mind that a pair of Sparrow Hawks (Falco sparverius 

sparverius) that had arrived the day before, were watched while 

they inspected the nest box occupied by Screech Owls two years 

previously. 

Never before in our immediate neighborhood — National, lowa— 
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had Sparrow Hawks nested, yet for years man and nature had been 

at work preparing the way for them. Four years prior to this 

lightning had smitten the tallest and fairest willow of a group 

of these trees, and its dead branches invited the Hawks to rest; 

there the home-seeking pair found facing them, eighty feet away, a 

hole in my bird blind that gave entrance to a nesting box whose bot- 

tom surface, eight by twelve inches in dimensions, was deeply cov- 

ered with sawdust and excelsior. This place seemed to satisfy them 

for several days until they ventured to the barn, where they found 

eight other boxes similarly furnished for nesting and roosting places 

for Flickers. During the next two weeks they visited the various 

boxes and scratched in the excelsior, their choice of a nesting place 

seemingly pointing toward the barn, but in this they were not 

encouraged. Toward the end of April they again frequented the 

dead willow and the box in the blind became their final choice. 

There the first egg was deposited on April 28 before eleven o’clock 

in the morning, and an egg was laid on each alternate day until the 

sixth, and last, on May 8. That the hour for laying was later than 

that of many common species appears from the fact that on April 

30 the second egg had not been laid at half past nine in the morning, 

but was in the nest by four o’clock in the afternoon, when the nest 

was again visited and the female found at home. Each egg was 

weighed upon the day it was laid, and their weights in the order 

of laying were 212, 227, 220, 225, 228 and 204 grains respectively. 

Four of these salmon-colored eggs were very similar in appear- 

ance, bearing large blotches of a chocolate brown, the sixth egg 

was finely speckled instead of blotched, while the fifth was strik- 

ingly different from the others having large unmarked spaces of 

the ground color through the center, and some blotches on the ends. 

The bird that came from it was as marked in its disposition as the 

ege-shell was in its coloring. 

Incubation was performed mainly by the female, only once was 

the male found in the nest, which he did not leave until the blind 

had been noisily entered, since by the female sitting on her favorite 

perch we had been led to think that the nest was unoccupied. On 

the other hand the female was accustomed to fly from the nest the 

instant the key touched the lock of the door, if she had not already 

flown upon hearing human footsteps or voices. Sometimes it was 
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noted that the eggs were left uncovered nearly or quite an hour, 

while both birds sat in their tree preening themselves, an exercise 

in which they spent a vast amount of time. 

The first egg proved infertile, the third one, taken to reduce the 

number of hawks, also as a souvenir, contained a living embryo. 

Of the remaining eggs the second and fourth hatched on June 4, 

the bird from the former egg was still wet at 7.45 o’clock in the 

morning, and weighed 154 grains. The following morning at a 

quarter of eleven o’clock the hawklet from the fifth egg was found 

not thoroughly dry, weighing 166 grains, and showing that it had 

been fed. The bird from the sixth egg still wet, and weighing 139 

grains, was found at half past eight o’clock on the morning of 

June 6. These data plainly show that the period of incubation 

must have been thirty days for the fifth egg, and twenty-nine days 

for the sixth egg. 

Very soon after hatching the young would bite vigorously at a 

finger that touched their bills, opening their eyes for an instant as 

they did so, but not until they were two or three days old did they 

keep their eyes open longer than a few seconds at a time. From 

their first day they uttered a faint cry, when expecting food, that 

suggested the scream of the mature Sparrow Hawk, also peeps 

similar to a chicken but more mournful. This peeping was con- 

tinuous while they were out of the nest. There was a third cry, 

difficult to describe, which they uttered when fed. 

On June 13 the first manifestations of fear were detected, when 

the hawklets flattened themselves on the bottom of the nest, but 

such signs were rare for a few days thereafter. It was on the 

following day that for the first time they were seen ranged against 

the sides of the nest their backs to the wall; this arrangement 

appeared to be the normal one, thus the center of the nest was given 

to the one that was eating, or to the mother, when she came to 

feed them. When two weeks old they could run quite well; when 

placed on the floor of the blind they ran to the inner angles formed 

by the studdings and the walls, where with backs well braced they 

faced the foe, and a few days later met with savage claws an 

approaching hand. 

At a very early age their alert bearing together with their bright 

eyes and snow-white plumage madea picture long to beremembered. 
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By June 10, the down, or more correctly the neossoptiles, began 

to look dirty and the next day pinfeathers showed in this covering. 

By the 13th, the pinfeathers had pushed these neossoptiles away 

from the body to such an extent that the nestling looked half 

clothed. At sixteen days of age the barbs of their remiges showed 

sufficiently for one to be positive concerning the sex of the hawklets, 

and it was learned that eggs Nos. 2 and 6 had contained males, and 

Nos. 4 and 5 females. It was the shell of the fifth egg that bore 

unusual markings. Could oologists (or the clutchers of eggs) 

have studied the life of the bird that came from this egg, it is 

believed that all would have been convinced that “what is in the 

egg” is of greater importance than the lifeless shell. Numerous 

visitors came to see the young Sparrow Hawks and a nestful of 

Flickers that were being reared in the barn. Two of these friends 

from a distance named the young hawks, bestowing on the older 

male the name of Jeremiah, and his younger brother, because of 

his extreme meekness, was called Moses; the females were named 

Ruth and Jezebel. The last mentioned was an extremely wicked 

little wretch. When but sixteen days old she began t6 fight. 

Upon the opening of the nest door that day the rest of the brood 

stood back against the side of the nest and opened their mouths, 

a feeding response probably, but with a threatening mien Jezebel 

stretched herself to her utmost height, some seven or eight inches, 

then struck at my hand repeatedly with her claws. From that day 

onward a marked difference was observed in behavior of the males 

and of the females. When a finger or a stick was pointed into the 

nest all opened their mouths; the males did little more than this 

as they hugged the farthest side of the nest, but the females, 

springing to the center of the nest, every feather on their heads 

standing out seemingly at right angles, wings spread, mouths open 

and squawking, were ready to claw and bite, Jezebel being the 

fiercer of the pair. When taken from the nest the rapidity with 

which she would whirl round, when a finger was circled above her, 

was remarkable especially at the early age of eighteen days. Some- 

times clawing was done by Jerry, but Moses usually was as gentle 

asa dove. The record of their daily weights shows, that after the 

mother ceased to feed them, the females appropriated more than 

their share of food, in fact on June 22 it was noted that Moses, 
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one day younger than Jezebel, was five days behind her in weight, 

and three days in development of plumage. No strife over their 

food was ever witnessed. This yielding of their lawful share of 

food by the males may have had its origin in their disposition in 

mature life to give the food they bring to their mates. Ruth was 

found eating more frequently than the others. 

Viewing of the nest when the mother bird was at home was eager- 

erly sought. The blind in which the nest was located is a rude 

structure, forty-five inches square, built for shelter while watching 

Rails and migrating birds. In preparation for observing the nest 

while Mother Sparrow Hawk was at home the windows were 

completely darkened. Some cracks in the walls let in a little 

light, also a little fresh air, which in the latter days of the nest 

proved an appreciated blessing. Protection from the faint rays 

of light that penetrated through the cracks was afforded by the 

depths of a sun-bonnet. The keenness of vision of a hawk is 

proverbial, that these precautions were sufficient was proved when 

for a half hour undetected, I, sixteen inches away, looked through 

a peep-hole into the mother hawk’s eye, and watched her as she 

brooded. This was not achieved upon the first attempt, when two 

hours were spent in fruiltess waiting for her coming. After that, 

except near the close of the nest period when both parents were 

absent hunting, all attempts to watch the nest during the mother’s 

visits were made after visitors to the blind had left me there alone. 

At first standing noiselessly upon a box with head scraping the roof 

of the blind for one hour, or for two hours, was not an easy task, 

later it became almost insupportable with the heat of an afternoon 

sun beating upon the blind, and with the stench from a nest, whose 

walls were thickly incrusted with excrements. But consummation 

was near at hand when hawk screams were heard from without, 

that called forth anticipatory peeps from the young after they were 

old enough to note the screams. When the mother came in there 

was little clamor and no struggling for food on the part of the’ 

nestlings. In their earlier days they merely braced themselves in 

the circle where they lay, later they stood in an orderly row against 

the side of the nest. With great rapidity the mother tore the flesh 

and bending her head almost at right angle with the bill of the 

young one she gave it the morsel. Her motions in this act were 
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very dainty and graceful; this bending of her head was apparently 

necessitated by the hooked beaks of both. Sometimes the pieces 

served were so large that they were swallowed with difficulty. No 

more than five minutes were occupied in these feedings. At first 

the food served was “dressed meat,’ and the remainders of the 

feast were carried out by the mother, and eaten by her in the dead 

willow. On June 17, she brought in the body of a half-grown 

ground squirrel with the skin still on, probably I frightened her out 

prematurely, since she left the remnant of the squirrel. It was not 

until a week later that she began regularly to leave the quarry for 

the hawklets to feed themselves. Thereafter she entered the nest 

with the food, but remained inside less than a minute, sometimes 

no more than twenty seconds. 

Experiments were made with the nestlings to see if they would 

eat living animals. When quite young a blow-fly was given, and 

some days later newly hatched English Sparrows were put into their 

mouths, but all were rejected. On June 30, thirty-three English 

Sparrow nestlings and eggs were given them, among them were two 

live fledglings nearly ready to leave the nest. The eggs and the 

dead Sparrows were eaten, but the live Sparrows remained all day 

in the hawk nest uninjured. It appeared to be a case not of the 

“lion and the Jamb”’ but of the Sparrow and the Sparrow Hawk 

lying down together. This escape from the eye of the mother bird 

must have been due to her very brief visits. 

In the spring while the question: ‘Shall or shall not the Sparrow 

Hawks be allowed to remain and increase their kind?’ was pending, 

all available ornithological literature was searched to learn if 

possible the degree of danger from these Falcons, that was threat- 

ening our birds. Besides one writer’s statement that to a family of 

Sparrow Hawks twelve small birds were brought in one day, there 

was the reliable data furnished by the examination of stomachs of 

this species. The figures given by Dr. Fisher show that eighteen 

per cent of the stomachs contained the remains of birds. This 

is the same percentage that was found for Screech Owls. In 

previous years we had harbored these predaceous little villains, 

and some small birds had survived, therefore it was decided to 

give the Sparrow Hawks a trial at the same time to watch closely 

their relations with other birds. The first birds disturbed by them 
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were the Phoebes; when the Hawks frequented the barn the 

Pheebes disappeared, but when the Hawks were frightened away 

Phoebe resumed her task of refitting the very old nest that had 

cradled so many generations of her species; and later two broods 

were raised there in safety. The Flickers were driven away from 

the barn, but returned there to nest after the Sparrow Hawks chose 

the blind for their nest site. The Flickers more expeditious than 

the Hawks in incubation hatched out their brood on June 6 — the 

first egg having been laid on May 21 —, this hatching chanced to 

be on the birthday of Moses, and a comparison of development of 

Flickers and Sparrow Hawks made an interesting study. The 

Flickers gained in weight a trifle faster, but were homely, whining, 

helpless little creatures after the Hawks were well feathered and 

active. Both species left their nest on the same dates. 

After the female Hawk began incubation English Sparrows built 

a nest in another box in the blind not four feet distant, and there 

raised their brood. Next to these the species that nested nearest 

was the Red-headed Woodpecker. A pair of these birds began 

their nest on May 29, in the dead willow about half way to the top. 

They brought out but one offspring. It is impossible to say that 

any of their young were taken by the Hawks. The only time a 

disturbance was witnessed was on June 28, directly after the Red- 

heads had changed places in the nest. The female Sparrow Hawk 

left her perch a few feet away, went to the Red-head’s hole and 

looked in; the departing Redhead returned and drove her away. 

Exactly forty-six feet from the trunk of the dead willow, and fifty 

feet or thereabout from a favorite perch of the female Hawk a 

pair of Mourning Doves raised a brood. Their young were flying 

about in the willows on June 20. Probably it was this pair that 

built its second nest in a cedar tree a few rods distant, and its third 

nest on the site of the second, where a Dove was sitting until 

September 8, after which she deserted her eggs, containing well 

developed embryos. This is considered worthy of mention because 

all the other Mourning Doves of the neighborhood had left before 

that date. Another pair of Mourning Doves raised two broods in 

the house yard. From a plum tree nest conspicuously in sight of 

the Sparrow Hawks a pair of Brown Thrashers brought out four 

young, which fully grown were following their parents, and begging 
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for food when the latter were building their second nest. Another 

pair of Brown Thrashers built their nests in gooseberry bushes, 

their first nest being 105 feet from the hawk tree, the second 200 

feet from it. In both cases the young left their nest, but it is 

impossible to say that all escaped afterward. 

Enough cases have been cited to show that these Sparrow Hawks 

were not nest robbers like the Blue Jays, neither did they take any 

of the chickens, numbering fully one hundred and fifty, that were 

brought out in a yard twenty rods from their tree. As far as my 

observations extended their avian victims were fledglings not long 

out of the nest; also that the Hawks were crafty enough not to 

prey to any great extent upon the birds in the immediate vicinity 

of their nest among which they were in bad repute. They were 

frequently mobbed by Bronzed Grackles, that made vicious passes 

at them, especially if one were eating, whereupon it raised its wings 

and screamed, perhaps screamed for mercy. <A dash of the King- 

birds sent the Hawks squawking from their tree. Once a pair of 

Baltimore Orioles followed one of them to the tree and for some 

time acted as if they had a score to settle. At another time 

Meadowlarks raised a tumult and followed the Hawks. It was 

feared that the victim that time was the little Meadowlark, that 

with a Cowbird nest-mate had been watched and weighed from the 

day of their hatching, and had but recently left the nest. The 

Cowbird, seen at intervals later, was known to have escaped. 

When the hawklets required the largest supply of food the greater 

part of four days, beginning June 26, was given to uninterrupted 

study of the home life of the Hawks. Various places were chosen 

from which to watch, until an upper window in the house was found 

the best. It was three hundred feet from the nest, but nearly 

twice that distance was traveled to reach the blind every time food 

was delivered in the nest. These trips were for verifying the 

identifications of the quarry, and in case it was a bird to secure its 

tarsi. The top of the willow was about level with my window from 
which with the aid of 8-power binoculars the behavior of the Hawks 

was easily seen. The male did the greater part of the hunting, 

but there were a few times when the female brought food of her own 

catching. The average length of the intervals between the bring- 

ing of the quarry was two hours and twenty-five minutes, the 
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longest interval being three hours and forty-three minutes, and the 

shortest twenty-three minutes. This refers to food that was 

brought into the tree, not to the nest, for the female frequently ate 

the game brought in. For example on June 28, she ate three birds, 

and was absent five times, which altogether amounted in duration 

to two hours and twenty minutes, when she may have eaten several 

other birds. The notes for that day show that the prey was: in 

the forenoon at 8.15 o’clock, a bird, which was eaten by the mother 

Hawk, as likewise was the bird brought at 10.07; at 11.30, a bird, 

taken to the nest, and in the afternoon at 3.01 o’clock, a meadow 

mouse, taken to the nest; at 4.00, a bird, eaten by the mother; at 

6.55, a meadow mouse, which was taken to the nest as was the 

sparrow brought in at 7.17 o’clock. It is most likely that the father 

Hawk brought a piece of game early in the morning, and another 

piece about one o’clock in the afternoon, when for an hour observa- 

tions were suspended. At noon that day the aggregate weight of 

the four hawklets was 7648 grains, and it was 8166 grains at half 

past seven in the evening, a difference of 518 grains, the known 

supply of food having been two meadow mice and one small 

sparrow. In the forenoon of June 25 there was brought to the 

young three half-grown ground squirrels and a bird. 

At different times the character of the game varied; for a time 

nothing but ground squirrels was seen, followed by two days and a 

half when, excepting one squirrel, birds only were brought in, and 

this was succeeded by a similar period when only meadow mice 

were seen. It would appear from this that the male Hawk found 

a brood of young birds or mammals and hunted in their neighbor- 

hood until he had exterminated the whole brood. Confirmatory 

of this was a succession of four birds about equal in size, whose 

bodies resembled in shape those of young Brown Thrashers or 

Robins just out of the nest. After June 14 the identified quarry 

consisted of seventeen birds and nineteen mammals; of the latter 

eight were meadow mice and the rest ground squirrels. Besides 

these there were nine unidentified pieces, several of them appar- 

ently insects, that were fed the young after they left the nest. 

The tarsi of the eight bird victims found in the nest were sent to 

Washington, D. C., where Mr. E. R. Kalmbach and Mr. H. C. 

Oberholser very kindly identified them for me. Six of the eight 

were pronounced to belong to sparrows. ; 
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According to the economy of these Hawks incubation, the brood- 

ing and the feeding of the young, and the guarding of the nest was 

the part of the female, while the male hunted for the family; only 

once was he seen in or near the nest. A few times he circled over- 

head and joined in the screaming, when I was near the nest, his 

notes sounding thinner and in a higher key than those of his mate. 

At such times the female made a great commotion with her scream- 

ing and flying at me, notwithstanding all her noise and bluster she 

was an arrant coward, never coming nearer than four or five feet 

’ of my head. With a hundredth part of the provocation a Red- 

winged Blackbird or a Brown Thrasher would have hit, perhaps 

hurt a trespasser on its domain. After a time the female recog- 

nized me and began to scream, while I was still distant and nearly 

hidden by trees. The neighbors said that they knew when I 

appeared out of doors from the screaming of the Hawk. Other 

people, men, women, and children daily frequented the enclosure 

in which stands the bird blind, but her screams were reserved for 

me alone. To guard the nest she sat in the dead willow. In 

April both of the pair sat in the top of the tree, during incubation 

and the earlier days of the young the branches extending from the 

middle of the tree were used, and during the last ten days of the 

nest the top branches were again occupied. 

Hunting was done for the most part to the southwest, the land 

there being devoted to farming, while the buildings of our decadent 

hamlet are situated in the other directions. Immediately to the 

southwest of the hawk tree lay an eighty acre cornfield abounding 

in ground squirrels. Not a tree nor a bush intervenes between this 

tree and the nearest farm yard a half mile away. Sitting on her 

lofty perch the female often spied her mate while he was still afar 

off, and with much screaming flew to meet him, and secure the prey 

he bore in his talons. Sometimes the meeting was no more than 

two or three hundred feet from the tree, but it was impossible to 

see her manner of seizing the quarry. Sometimes the male, still 

holding the prey, dashed by her to the tree, where still screaming 

she secured it. Once a ground squirrel retaining its head was 

brought in, all others were beheaded ones. The birds, headless, 

tailless, and wingless, were well plucked, yet the mother bird 

appeared to find some work to do on them before she delivered them 
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to the nest with scarcely the smallest feather remaining on them. 

Sometimes she skinned the ground squirrels, the nestlings ate the 

skins when she omitted the operation. The meadow mice were not 

skinned, but she always spent several minutes plucking out the 

hair, nevertheless much remained when taken to the nest. After 

she had snatched the prey from her mate, she usually uttered 

whine-like screams for two or three minutes before beginning her 

work on it. Crotches or peeling bark on the tree afforded her 

three or four places suitable for her flaying. In moving from place 

to place she sometimes carried the prey in her talons, but generally — 

in her beak, and always thus when she flew from tree to nest. This 

flight she never made directly from her skinning places, but always 

descended to the lower branches of the willow by a series of short 

flights before starting for the nest; this she never did so long as she 

saw herself watched. 

More vociferous screams than usual greeted my first appearance 

on the morning of June 28, awakening suspicions which were con- 

firmed by a visit to the nest, and finding there that Moses had his 

head out of the entrance hole. After that hour one fledgling or 

another sat in the hole most of the time, shutting out the hght and 

the fresh air. The weather was very hot, and the nest exceedingly 

filthy, yet that it was still “home, sweet home,” to the hawklets 

was attested by the alacrity with which they hopped into it when 

held before the door. Jeremiah, the first born, marked by a red 

string on his foot, left the nest in the forenoon of June 30, some time 

between a quarter past eight o’clock and noon; and Ruth followed 

early the next morning. Frantic screams of the mother attended 

my search for Ruth. Very unlike the crouching, bustling, menacing 

creature of the previous evening was the very erect and slim little 

bird found perching in a willow sapling about fifty feet from the 

nest; and it was a gentle, farewell nibble that she gave the extended 

finger. Moses left the nest early in the morning of July 2, and 

Jezebel between five o’clock and half past that hour of the succeed- ° 

ing morning. 

For a week the Hawks, old and young, staid about their tree. 

On the morning of July 11, the other birds sang a halleluiah chorus 

in the dead willow, that had been held by the Hawks for ninety- 
nine days; and no one could help wishing that the last had been 
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WEIGHT oF SPARROW Hawks IN GRAINS. 

Egg. INGu 2... No. 4. No. 5 No. 6. 

Daily 

ee se | oe ee 
On June 4. — 186 192 174 

Jeremiah. Ruth. Jezebel Moses 

1} 154 157 | 
2 189 168 166 

3 253 229 191 139 203 

4 363 325 248 180 279 

5 465 421 365 233 371 

6 632 559 520 330 510 

7 786 695 621 424 631 

8 898 804 755 559 754 

9 1073 1002 918 711 926 

10 1217 1150 1093 840 1075 

11 1276 1230 1169 942 1154 

12, 1471 1339 1310 1076 1299 

13 1586 TLailey 1391 1205 1424 

14 1686 1641 1627 1307 1565 

15 1720 1709 1704 | 1438 1642 
16 1735 1770 1757 =| =: 1495 1671 

ily 1757 1808 1795 1616 1744 

18 1804 1856 19388 | 1512 1777 

19 TAL 1898 1818 1600 1771 

20 1831 2000 2038 1811 1920 

21 1848 1940 2006 1598 1848 

22 1815 2050 2056 1740 1915 

23 1809 1992 1988 - 1685 1868 

24 1800 2040 2072 1761 1918 

25 1749 2073 2090 1736 1912 

26 1784 2036 2055 1680 1888 

27 Left nest 2060 2062 | 1684 

28 Left nest 2069 | 1678 | 
29 2176 =| Left nest | 

30 Left nest | 

1 Days in the lives of the Sparrow Hawks. 
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seen of the Sparrow Hawks, but they were not so obliging. During 

the next two weeks occasionally one or two of them came to the 

old tree. » Not infrequently until the last of September three of 

them together were seen elsewhere. In the case of some other 

species it has been noted that sometimes the brood was divided, 

the father bird taking part of them some distance from the place in 

which the mother cared for the others. It remains for future 

investigations to decide whether the father Sparrow Hawks takes 

the males under his guidance, and the mother Hawk the females; 

whether the advocates of the system of segregation of sexes in 

education can claim a praise-worthy precedent in the practices of 

the Sparrow Hawks. 

In the two months they remained in the neighborhood after 

leaving our place the Hawks were seen most frequently about the 

nearest farm yard to the northwest, about the county fair grounds, 

and on the public school grounds. At the last named place on 

several occasions they were seen to perch on the brackets of the 

cornice of the schoolhouse. Twice the days were rainy, and the 

birds may have returned for shelter to their accustomed roosting 

places. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES FROM THE MOUNTAINS OF 

WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA. 

BY FRANCIS M. WESTON, JR. 

Durine the first three weeks of September, 1912, while staying 

in the mountains of Transylvania County, N. C., I was able to | 

devote some of my time to the study of the bird life of the section. 

The results of this study may be of interest when taken in connec- 

tion with the excellent paper published by Messrs. S. C. Bruner 

and A. L. Feild (Auk, X XIX July, 1912, pp. 368-377). 

The greater part of my field work was done in a restricted locality 
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in the lower part of the Davidson River valley about a mile and a 

half west of the railroad station of Pisgah Forest, and three miles 

north of Brevard. The valley at this point is at an elevation of 

about 2200 ft., and is enclosed between hills and low mountains. 

A few miles farther to the west, the mountains increase in size, 

attaining an elevation of 6000 ft. on the line between Transylvania 

and Haywood Counties. This ridge of high mountains is known 

locally as the “Balsams.” The only peak of this ridge which I 

visited is Silver Mine Bald (6040 ft.), one of the twin peaks of 

Chestnut Bald. 

In June, 1911, Messrs. Bruner and Feild walked for a month 

through the mountains of western North Carolina; and their con- 

cise, tabulated account was of great service tome. Their work was, 

of course, far more complete than mine, as other duties often pre- 

vented my being in the field more than a few hours a day. In con- 

sequence, they noted twenty-three species which I did not find; and 

described as common many species which, from the negative evi- 

dence of my notes alone, may be considered rare. However, my 

work was done in a month when most birds are silent as well as shy. 

After the breeding season, it is probable that many species may 

wander several hundred feet above or below their breeding ranges; 

and it is not surprising that, in a few cases, I found birds some dis- 

tance above or below the limits noted by Messrs. Bruner and Feild. 

This same reason may account for my having found thirteen species 

which they do not mention. These are: Pied-billed Grebe, Spotted 

Sandpiper, Sharp-shinned Hawk, Osprey, Pileated Woodpecker, 

Red-headed Woodpecker, Nighthawk, Red-winged Blackbird, 

Barn Swallow, Loggerhead Shrike, Worm-eating Warbler, Pine 

Warbler, and Redstart. 

On former trips — viz., Hendersonville, Transylvania County, 

July 15 — Aug. 3, 1907; and Cashiers Valley, Jackson County, 

Aug. 4-19, 1907 — I noted four species which I did not find on the 

1912 trip, and which are not mentioned by Messrs. Bruner and 

Feild. These are: Black Vulture, Great Horned Owl, Yellow-billed 

Cuckoo, and Blue-grey Gnatcatcher. 

The following extract from my notes includes only those species 

for which my records differ from those of Messrs. Bruner and Feild, 

and the species which were not noted by them. 
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1. Podilymbus podiceps. Prep-BiLLED GreBE.— Two Grebes were 

seen on Lake Toxaway (3000 ft.) on Sept. 9, and one above the mill dam 

on Davidson River (2200 ft.) on Sept. 13. 
2. Florida cerulea cerulea. Lirrte BLur Heron.— I was told on 

good authority that small white Herons were seen from time to time along 

the Davidson River. Although I did not see any, I feel confident that they 

must belong to this species. 
3. Butorides virescens virescens. GREEN Hrron.— A single Green 

Heron was seen on Davidson River (2200 ft.) on Sept. 13. In 1907, I saw 

two at Hendersonville (about 2100 ft.). Messrs. Bruner and Feild did 

not find this species above 2000 ft. in June, 1911. 

4. Actitis macularia. Sporrep SanppipER.— On Sept. 6, I saw two 

birds of this species feeding along the banks of Davidson River. This 

Sandpiper was found by Messrs. Bruner and Feild in the mountains of 

eastern Tennessee, but was not observed in North Carolina. 

5. Catharista urubu. Buriack Vuriture.—In Hendersonville in 

1907, I found quite a number of Vultures. They were generally seen 

singly, but sometimes in flocks of five or six. 

6. Accipiter velox. SHARP-SHINNED HawK.— Several of these Hawks 

were found in the Davidson River valley on and after Sept. 18. On Sept. 

18, I saw two on the top of Silver Mine Bald (6000 ft.). 

7. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Osprey; Fisa Hawx.— On 

each of two days — Sept. 3 and 17 —I saw a Fish Hawk in the Davidson 

River valley (2200 ft.). 

8. Bubo virginianus virginianus. Great Hornep Ow1i.— In 1907, 

I twice heard the call of this Owl at Hendersonville. Although I did not 

see any, I heard that one was taken a few days after I left there. 

9. Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED Cuckoo.— 

In 1907, I saw one Cuckoo at Hendersonville and two in Cashiers Valley. 

Several were heard calling. 
10. Dryobates pubescens medianus. Downy WoopPrEeckER.— 

Fairly common in and near the cleared lands of the Davidson River valley. 

One was found on the side of Silver Mine Bald (5200 ft.), several hundred 

feet higher than Messrs. Bruner and Feild noted the species in June, 1911. 
11. Phlicotomus pileatus (abieticola?). PineEatep WooDPECKER.— 

The few that were seen were near the cleared lands of the valleys. None 

were noted above 3300 ft. 

12. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. Rrp-HEADED WoopDPECKER.— 

On Sept. 9, one was seen in the fields of the French Broad River valley at. 

an elevation of about 2100 ft. 

13. Chordeiles virginianus virginianus. NigHrHawK.— On each of 

two days, a few were seen in the Davidson River valley. A few were seen 

near Hendersonville and two in Cashiers Valley in 1907. 

14. Cyanocitta cristata cristata. Biur Jay— Abundant in the 

Davidson River valley. I found Jays common about our camp on the side 

of Silver Mine Bald (5200 ft.), and saw a few at the top of the mountain 
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(6000 ft.). In June, 1911, Messrs. Bruner and Feild did not observe this 

species above 5000 ft. 

15. Agelaius phoeniceus pheeniceus. Rep-wincrep BLACKBIRD.— 

This species was twice noted at Hendersonville in 1907, and once in the 
Davidson River valley in 1912. 

16. Astragalinus tristis tristis. Gotprinca— Abundant in the 

Davidson River valley. One was heard on the side of Silver Mine Bald 

(5200 ft.) — several hundred feet higher than Messrs. Bruner and Feild 
noted the species in June, 1911. 

17. Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. Carpinau.— Abundant in the 
Davidson River valley. On Sept. 18, I found Cardinals fairly common 

on the side of Silver Mine Bald (5200 ft.) — several hundred feet higher 

than Messrs. Bruner and Feild noted the species in June, 1911. 

18. Hirundo erythrogastra. Barn SwaLtLtow.— On each of three 

days, I found Barn Swallows quite common about the railroad station of 

Pisgah Forest. None were seen after Sept. 11. 

19. Lanius ludovicianus ludovicianus. LoacrrHEAD SHRIKE.— 

One Loggerhead was seen in Hendersonville in 1907, and a few near Pisgah 

Forest in 1912. 

20. Helmitheros vermivorus. WorM-rATING WArBLER.—I found 

two of these Warblers in Cashiers Valley (3500 ft.) in 1907, and two in the 

Davidson River valley (2200 ft.) in 1912. 

21. Dendroica vigorsi. Pine WAarBLER.— One was seen in the trees 

bordering Davidson River (2200 ft.) on Sept. 10. 

22. Dendroica discolor. Pratrizr WarBLER.— I found this Warbler 

twice in the Davidson River valley: on Sept. 5 at 2200 ft., and on Sept. 16 

at 2300 ft. Both of these records extend the range of this species as 

observed by Messrs. Bruner and Feild in June, 1911. 

23. Oporornis formosus. Kentucky WarBLER.— On Sept. 12, I 

saw two of these handsome Warblers on the banks of the Davidson River 

(2200 ft.) In June, 1911, Messrs. Bruner and Feild did not find this species 

above 2000 ft. 

24. Setophaga ruticilla. Repstart.— In July and August, 1907, 

I saw one of these birds at Hendersonville and three in Cashiers Valley. 

In Sept., 1912, I found them fairly common everywhere in the Davidson 

River valley. On Sept. 18, a number were seen on the top of Silver Mine 

Bald (6000 ft.). 
25. Nannus hiemalis hiemalis. Winter WreN.—On Sept. 8, 

I saw a Wren of this species in deep woods at an elevation of 3200 ft. In 

June, 1911, Messrs. Bruner and Feild did not note it below 4000 ft. 

26. Polioptila czerulea c#rulea. BiurE-cray GNATCATCHER.— One 

Gnatcatcher was seen in Cashiers Valley in August, 1907. 

27. Hylocichlamustelina. Woop THrusH.— On Sept. 18, I found a 

Wood Thrush in the deep woods on the side of Silver Mine Bald (5200 ft.). 

This is several hundred feet higher than Messrs. Bruner and Feild noted 

this species in June, 1911. 
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SOME NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS IN PANAMA. 

BY Le ii, SHWE. 

During the greater part of 1911 and up to September, 1912, the 

author lived at Gattin, Canal Zone, and nearly all Sundays and 

holidays during this period were spent in collecting and studying 

native birds. Naturally, many birds of the A. O. U. Check-List 

were observed, some resident in Panama and some transients 

or winter visitors. After July, 1911, records of the occurrence 

of such have been kept as completely as available time would allow. 

In many cases specimens were taken as recorded in the annotated 

list following. 

Gattin is situated seven miles inland and directly south of Colén, 

at the beginning of what are practically the first foot hills of the 

Isthmus. The coast-line swings so far in just west of Colén, how- 

ever, that only three or four miles of low flat land — some of it 

very marshy — separates Gattin from the bay. Indeed, salt water 

now comes up the old French canal, the East Diversion and the 

new American canal, to the very door of Gattn. 

The valley of the Rio Chagres is here about a mile and a half 

wide and is now, of course, filled across by the Gatitin locks, dam and 

spillway. This construction work has destroyed much cover, but 

on the other hand, the clearings made in and about the town of 

Gattin and the partial filling of Gattin lake have perhaps made the 

locality more attractive to certain migrant birds from the north. 

To the south of Gattin the ridges diverge rapidly with miles of 

the Black Swamp country stretching between them and only a few 

thickly grown knolls less than one hundred feet high scattered here 

and there. Practically all of these will be submerged when the 

lake is altogether filled. 

The higher hills on either side of the valley at Gattin, are about : 

two hundred and fifty feet above sea level, with a few points reach- 

ing to twice that elevation. 

Just three miles south of Gattn on the old Jine of the Panama 

Railroad, and in the heart of the Black Swamp country is, or rather 

was, Loma de Leon, or Lion Hill. It is now accessible only by 
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canoe and will soon be lost under the rising waters of Gattin lake. 

Thus passes perhaps, the foremost Jand-mark of Middle American 

ornithology. 

In presenting the dates for the species given below, attention 

might be called to the very short time which some northern birds. 

are absent from the tropics. 

The Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis macularia) for example, is re- 

corded in every month of the year, except May and June, and this 

by intermittent observance covering but little more than one year’s 

time. It is, of course, probable that some few individuals of this 

species may fail to join the northward movement, and for some 

reason or other, spend the entire breeding season in the tropics; 

but the arrival of apparently healthy birds in early August, indi- 

cates how quickly the return trip is made after the family is reared. 

The Semi-palmated Plover (4gialitis semipalmata) is still earlier 

in making the return trip, some arriving on the Isthmus shortly 

after the middle of July. 

Along with the group of early Shore Birds and Swallows, is 

another Passerine bird which arrives in Panama while it is yet sum- 

mer in the temperate zone. This is the Yellow Warbler (Den- 

droica estiva estiva) which certainly may be found in Panama 

in every month but June and July. This means that long before 

the last birds have left the breeding grounds in the northern United 

States, the advance guardisin Panama. Again, in the spring, when 

first arrivals are choosing nesting sites as far north as New England 

many of their kind are still flitting and feeding among the mangoes 

and guavas three thousand miles southward. Certainly a remark- 

able distribution. 

All birds of the A. O. U. Check-List which were identified with 

certainty, are included in the following list. For several identifi- 

cations of subspecies, I am indebted to Mr. W. W. Grant of Engle- 

wood, N. J., and Mr. W. de Witt Miller of the American Museum 

of Natural History. 

1. Larus atricilla. Laucuine Guiu.— A single individual was seen 

at the mouth of the old French canal near Col6n on December 10 and 
three more at the same place on December 13, 1911. 

2. Sterna hirundo. Common Trern.— One bird of this species was 

shot from a flock of the following at Gattin, on December 3, 1911. A 

single bird was taken on Gatun lake on June 9, 1912. 
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3. Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis. Biack TERN.—A_ few 

frequented Gattin lake from December 3 to 13, 1911. One specimen taken. 

4. Anhinga anhinga. Watrer Turkry.— Sparingly resident in the 

Gatun lake district. 
5. Pelecanus occidentalis. Brown Prtican.— Fairly common on 

the Atlantic side. Have also seen them on Gattin lake. 

6. Pelecanus californicus. CatLirorniA Brown PELICAN.— Com- 

mon on the Pacific side. 

7. Fregata aquila. Man-o’-war Birp.— A common resident, espe- 

cially on the Pacific side. 
8. Anas platyrhynchos. Ma.iarp.— Seems to be a rare visitor. 

One seen on a small lake near Miraflores (Pacific side) on November 26, 

1911. Only record. 

9. Querquedula discors. BiLun-wincep Treau.— Probably the earli- 

est migrant duck to arrive in Panama. First record is October 14, 1911. 

A week later it was abundant and for awhile continued so in the marshes 

around Mindi. Several stomachs were examined and the contents con- 

sisted largely of a small round green unknown seed. ‘The flesh was ex- 

cellent. On one occasion, I found three birds standing leg deep in the soft 

hydraulic fill of Gattin dam. The last record is February 7, 1912, but the 

species was abundant only through November, most of the birds ap- 
parently going on into South America. 

10. Marila affinis. Lesser Scaup Duck.— A very abundant duck 
on Gattin lake during the winter months. The earliest record is November 

25, 1911, and the latest is March 25, 1912. 

11. Ajaia ajaja. RoskaTe Spoon-Bitu.— One seen at Gattin in 

November, 1911. Probably a rare resident. 

12. Ardea herodias herodias. Great BuuE Heron.— One positive 

record on October 29, 1911. This bird was seen at Mindi and inspected 

closely. In fact, it seemed very reluctant to take wing and only did so 

after repeated approaches to probably 30 feet. Other records were made 

at various times, but on June 9, 1912, a heron was shot on the Gattin River 

which is clearly another species —— or at least, another form. I therefore 

feel some doubt as to all records for this bird, except the one given above, 

and believe there is a resident heron in Panama entirely distinct from the 

present species, being slightly smaller and without any rufus on the thighs. 

So far as I am now aware, it is as yet undescribed. 

13. Egretta candidissima candidissima. Snowy E«arret.— One 

specimen taken at Mindi on September 1, 1912. Probably a rare resident: 

14. Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis. Lovuistana Hnron.— Sparingly 
resident. 

15. Florida cerulea cerulea. Lirrte Buur Heron.— The most 
abundant member of the family in Panama. The great majority of the 

birds are however white. There must be twenty white ones to each blue, 
with occasionally one of mixed plumage. 

16. Nycticorax nycticorax nevius. BLACK-cROWNED NIGHT-HERON. 
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— One specimen taken at Mindi on October 29, 1911. Animmature female. 

17. Porzana carolina. Sora On October 1, 1911, Mr. Harry 
Ferguson of Toro Point shot and presented to me for preservation, a bird 

of this species. It was, at high noon on a bare coral beach, in the shadow of 

a high rock cliff, up which it was attempting to climb. Several birds 

were seen on October 7 and again October 14, 1911, at Mindi. 

18. Ionornis martinica. PurPLE GALLINULE.— A common resident. 

19. Gallinula galeata. FLormDA GALLInuLE.— Probably rare. One 

recorded January 18, 1911. 

20. Himantopus mexicanus. Buack-NECKED StTitTt.— From No- 

vember 4 to 11, 1911, it was reported to me daily that ‘‘ a funny snipe witha 

black back and red legs’ was feeding in the west valley of Gattin Dam. 

I went out and took it on November 11. Except that it was not a snipe, 

that its back was not black and its legs not quite red, the description was 

fairly accurate. No others have been recorded. 

21. Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s Snipe.— Abundant for a few 

weeks during October and November. They become much less abundant 

in December but some birds remain all winter while greater numbers pass 

on southward. The earliest record is October 7, 1911 and the last January 

@, 1912. 

22. Pisobia maculata. PrcroraL SanppiprR.— This bird is abun- 

dant in the grassy marshes about Mindi for a short period. Dates October 

(to 22) 1911: 
23. Pisobia minutilla. Least Sanppiper.— These dainty little 

birds are perhaps the most abundant sandpiper in Panama, except Actitis 

macularia. One was taken at Toro Point on September 4, 1911, and 

again on August 23, 1912. Last one seen in spring at Gattin, February 18. 

A large flock spent the entire winter in the hydraulic fill of Gattin Dam. 

24. Ereunetes pusillus. Srmi-PALMATED SANDPIPER.— Found spar- 

ingly with the preceding species. September 4, 1911, to February 22, 1912, 

are extreme dates for the season. 

25. Totanus flavipes. Lesser YELLOw-LEGs.— A single specimen of 

this species was taken at Gattin on August 27, 1911. The next record is 

October 7, but after that date, it was abundant for some four weeks. 

November 30 is the last record until March 3, 1912, when one individual 

was seen. 
26. Helodromas solitarius solitarius. Sonrrary Sanpriper. An 

abundant visitor. September 9, 1911, and September 1, 1912, are fall 

dates. The last bird was seen February 25, 1912. 

27. Bartramialongicauda. Uprianp PLover.— This species arrived 

in Gattin, September 12, 1911, and was not rare until December 8, when the 
last bird was seen. In 1912, the first bird was seen on September 1. For 

weeks they were in, and around, Gattin daily, feeding and even roosting 

at the very doors of the quarters. Often at night, they could be heard to 
cry out in apparent alarm and then trail off into their peculiar soothing 

notes of content as they were answered by others near. 
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28. Tryngites subruficollis. Burr-BREASTED SANDPIPER.— One of 

a pair was taken in a high, dry, pasture near Gattin, on October 18, 1911. 

Another was seen in the same location on March 29, 1912. Two records 

only. 

29. Actitismacularia. Sporrep SanpPipER.— This species is present 

in Panama in all months of the year, except perhaps, May and June. 

August 31, 1911 and August 4, 1912 are fall dates, and April 24, 1911 and 

April 28, 1912 are extreme spring dates of departure. 

30. Numenius hudsonicus. Hupsonran CurRLEw.— One of the 

bird surprises of my life was to see a Hudsonian Curlew tip-toe and catch 

butterflies within twenty feet of my front door at Gattin. The clearings 

in and around the town seemed very attractive to these birds and they 

were fairly tame. Marching or advancing by rushes, always with grace- 

ful dignity, sometimes singly but more often in groups of four or five, they 

foraged through the shorter grass, picking up or catching on the wing their 

insect food. They usually kept near the water’s edge or well down in dry 

gullies but also fed on higher ground at times. The earliest record is of 

October 1, and the last, November 3, 1911. 

31. Oxyechus vociferus. Ki_tprEr.— First record, November 26, 

1911 and the last, March 3, 1912. This is the only bird of the shore-bird 

group more abundant in late winter than earlier, which would seem to 

indicate that Panama is nearly the southern limit of its range. 

32. Afgialitis semipalmata. SrpmipaLMATED PLover.— The earliest 

record for this bird is July 23, 1911,— a flock of seven at Toro Point. 

On August 4, 1912, I visited there again, and found them abundant. 

January 28, 1912, is the last record. 

33. Catharista urubu. Brack Vu_rurn.— A common resident. 

34. Circus hudsonius. Marsn Hawk.— This is a common winter 

visitor. October 24 and April 18, 1911 and 1912 are the extreme dates. 

35. Buteo swainsoni. Swarnson’s Hawx.—A female of this species 

was taken at Gattin on December 8, 1911. The skin was given to Mr. E. A. 

Goldman to whom I am indebted for confirmatory identification. 

36. Buteo platypterus. Broap-winceEp Hawk.— The most com- 

mon migrant hawk in Panama, but is less in evidence than Circus hudsonicus 

or Falco sparverius because it usually stays well in the forest. Specimens 

have been taken, but extreme dates are not recorded. : 

37 Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawk.— A common 

winter visitor around the towns. Extreme dates October 24 and April 5, 

1911 and 1912. During this period, they were in almost daily evidence: 

about Gattin. Have heard them call repeatedly as if it were nesting-time 

back home. 

38. Crotophaga ani. An1.—TI had expected to find C. sulcirostris 

here but haveseen none. This species is one of the most abundant of resi- 

dent birds. 

39. Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED CucKOoO. 

— Two records October 22 (specimen) and November 3, 1911. 
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40. Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Brtrep KinarisHper.— Not common, 

October 1 to March 3 are extreme dates. 

41. Ceryle torquata. Rincep KinerisHer.— A fairly common resi- 

dent. 

42. Ceryle septentrionalis isthmicus. IstHmian KINGrisHER.— 

An abundant resident which is included in this list because the range of 

americana is given in the Check-List as south as Panama. This form was 

separated only last year by Mr. E. A. Goldman. 

43. Chordeiles virginianus virginianus. NicgurHawKx.— I do not 

believe this species wintersin Panama. Numbers pass through September 

11 to November 29. Specimens taken, October 23. Other dates may, of 

course, apply to other forms. 

44. Chordeiles acutipennis texensis. Trxas NicgHTHawk.— A 

pair was taken at Gattin on December 10, 1911. 

45. Amizilis tzacatl tzacatl. Rimrrer’s HummMrnapirp.— The most 

common member of the family at all seasons. 

46. Tyrannus t.tyrannus. Kinaprrp.— A rare winter visitor. No 

extreme dates recorded. 

47. Tyrannus dominicensis. Gray Kinapirp.— Rare. Specimen 

taken February 14, 1912. May breed sparingly. 

48. Myiarchus crinitus. Crrestep FrycatcHer.— A few winter. 

No extreme dates. 

49. Myiochanes virens. Woop Prwrer.— Not uncommon during 

the winter months. My earliest date is October 15 and the latest is Janu- 

ary 14. It is not a silent migrant. 

50. Myiochanes r. richardsoni. WrstrErRN Woop Prwer.— I 

have one specimen taken April 4, 1911. I have never seen another bird 

of the species. 

51. Empidonax flaviventris. YrLuow-BELLIED FLycarcHer.— I 

am not familiar with this species, but have one bird taken January 1, 1912, 

which I believe belongs here. 

52. Empidonax t. trailli. Traiiu’s FuycatcHer.— I took one bird 

of this species on January 14, 1912. Have no other record. 

53. Icterus spurius. OrcHArpD OrtoLte.— I have seen this bird only 

in the spring and late winter. It is not common. My earliest record is 

February 18, 1912 and the latest, March 4. 

54. Icterus galbula. Battrimore OrtoLte.— Have seen this bird but 

once — when I took a male just acquiring breeding plumage, on February 

22,1912. He was in a large tree on bank of the Rio Chagres with several 

of preceding species. I looked carefully, but could find no others. 

55. Megaquiscalus major macrourus. GRrREAT-TAILED GRACKLE— 

A not uncommon resident on the Pacific side of the Isthmus, but less com- 

mon on the Atantic side. 

56. Spiza americana. Dickcisset.— Common for about a week or 

ten days in March. My earliest record is March 6 and my latest, April 5. 

I have never seen the bird except during the period mentioned. 
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57. Piranga erythromelas. Scartet TANaGcerR. — Have seen but 

one, March 16, 1911. 

59. Progne chalybea. Gray-BreAsTeD Martin.— A common resi- 

dent. Breeds in holes in trees and has also learned to nest within the iron 

ridge rolls of corrugated iron roofs. 

59. Hirundo erythrogastra. Barn SwaLttow.— This bird is abun- 

dant in both fall and spring but rare in mid-winter. My earliest record is 

August 23, 1911. Within a week they were abundant and were seen daily 

until December 5, when they rapidly disappeared. January and February 

are without arecord. On March 17 they reappeared to become again com- 

mon for six weeks or perhaps less. My last record for 1912, is May 26, 

when I recorded several. On May 30, 1911, I shot one from a flock of 

Tridoprocne albilinea. It will thus be seen that their local schedule is 

roughly three months on, and three months off — passing twice in the year. 

60. Riparia riparia. Bank SwaLtow.— Fairly common for two 

months in the fall, but much less so in the spring. My earliest record is 

September 23, 1911, and the latest is November 30, 1911, except a small 

flight on February 22, 1912. 

61. Mniotilta varia. Buack anp WHITE WARBLER.— One specimen 

of this species was taken on March 26, 1911, the only one I have seen. 

It was with one Redstart and several Yellow Warblers. 

62. Protonotaria citrea. PRorHoNOTARY WARBLER My earliest 

record for this beautiful species is October 1, 1911. It was occasionally 

seen until in late November, but I have no December record. The last 

date is January 29. 
63. Vermivora chrysoptera. GoLDEN-WINGED WARBLER.— A very 

rare visitor in my experience. My only certain record is March 10, 1911. 

64. Dendroica estiva estiva. YrELLow WarBLeR.— By far the 

most abundant representative of the family here. I have one female 

taken August 29, 1911, and one taken August 18,1912. From late Septem- 

ber until the end of the year, I found them common. They are less so 

in January and February, but are again common in March. My last 

record is May 12, 1912. Thus one year’s record shows an entire absence 

of this species of but little more than three months. Before the last 

birds leave this latitude for their breeding range, the first ones are in Nova 

Scotia, Manitoba and British Columbia. 

65. Dendroica pensylvanica. CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLER.— This 

species is not rare here during the winter months. My earliest record is 

November 26 and the last is March 31. 

66. Dendroica castanea. BaAy-BREASTED WARBLER.— This is not a 

rare migrant in November and December. My earliest record is November 

3, 1911, and my last is January 1, 1912. 

67. Seiurus aurocapillus. On November 26, 1911, while hunting in a 

thicket near Gatun, I heard the familiar call-note of this bird. I answered 

and called the bird to me. Have seen no other than this specimen. 

68. Seiurus noveboracensis noveboracensis. WarTrer-THRUSH.— 
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A common winter visitor. My extreme dates are October 15, 1911, and 

April 20, 1912. 
69. Seiurus motacilla. Lourstana Water THrusH.— Not common. 

I have seen it here on October 29, 1911, and again on February 11 and 18, 

1912 — a total of three records. 

70. Oporornis formosa. Kentucky WarBLER.— Not a common 

visitor, but perhaps more winter here than one would think from the 

number seen. They walk about in the heavy damp jungle, calling with the 

same unmistakable metallic chirp as they do in their breeding haunts. 

My earliest record is February 22 and the last is March 24, 1912. 

71. Oporornis philadelphia. Mournina Warsier.— Being unable 

to accurately distinguish between this species and folmei in the field, I can 

record with certainty, only two dates for this bird. One male taken at 

Gattin on April 7 and another on April 28, 1912. It (or folmez) is not rare 

in October and November and again throughout April. 

72. Wilsonia canadensis. CaNnapian WarBLER.— I have seen but 
one bird of this species. A male taken at Gattin on April 28, 1912. 

73. Setophaga ruticilla. Repstarr— Not uncommon at times. 

My earliest record is October 1, 1911, and the last is March 31. The long- 

est interval without a record is January 1 to 23. 

74. Dumetella carolinensis. Catsrrp.— On February 22, 1911, I 

saw three birds of this species near Gattin, but have seen it on no other 

“occasion. 

GENERAL NOTES. 

Holbeell’s Grebe (Colymbus holbelli) at Bedford, Mass.— Feb. 15, 

1913, Mr. William H. Simonds found a Holbcell’s Grebe on the ice of 

Concord river. The bird was in good condition but apparently exhausted. 

It was brought to the village and identified and on the next day, the 16th, 

was carried back to the river bank and apparently there took care of itself 

and was thought to have been seen a day later in open water.— CuHaRLEs W. 

Jenks, Bedford, Mass. 

The Dovekie (Alle alle): an Addition to the Fauna of South Caro- 

lina.— I am indebted to my friend Dr. Leonard C. Sanford, for the gift 

of a beautifully mounted specimen of a male Dovekie, which was picked up 

dead off Beaufort, S. C., in February, 1909, and forwarded to him in 

the flesh. Mr. H. H. Brimley has recorded the abundance of this bird from 

Roanoke Island to Beaufort, North Carolina, in January, 1909. 

This South Carolina record extends the range of this boreal bird more 

than two hundred miles to the southward, and is the second species of the 

Alcide recorded from the State-—— ArtHuR T. Wayne, Mount Pleasant, 

pana Of 
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White Pelican in Colorado.— It is a satisfaction to believe that this 
species (Pelecanus erythrorhynchos) has really not deserted Colorado in its 

migrationsand wanderings. The writer is informed by his old time hunting 

friend, Mr. W. B. Sheppard, of Fort Collins, Colo., that he saw seven 

individuals of this pelican on May 17, 1912, on a small lake near Niwot, 

Colo. While Mr. Sheppard is not even an amateur ornithologist, he is 

familiar with this species, having seen and studied it many times in the 

Yellowstone region, and the writer feels that this is a credible record, even 

if it be one made by sight identification—W. H. Beraroup, Denver, Colo. 

Hudsonian Godwit. Acorrection.— In‘ The Auk’ for April, 1913, the 

date of the godwits taken at the Magdalen Islands was given as February 

18,1911. This should have been September 18, and in view of their rarity 

it is perhaps worth while to make the correction.— W. E. SaunDERs, London, 

Ontario. 

Little Blue Heron (Florida cerulea) at Lynn, Mass.— On April 29-, 

30 a bird of this species was seen about a small overflowed bog on a farm 

known as the Fay estate, near the Salem line. The bird was very tame, 

and gave us fine opportunities for study; at times it was watched at a range 

of 200 ft. with a four power field glass. Points noted were the even slaty 

blue of the body above and below; the fine maroon tint on the head and 

neck; neck long and much less in diameter than that of the Green Heron; 

legs long, slender, and dark in color; bill blue next the head, black at point. 

On April 30, it was also observed by Mr. Charles Norton.— ArruurR P. 

Stusss, Lynn, Mass. 

The Whooping Crane (Grus americana) in Nebraska.— On October 

16, 1912, four of these splendid birds were shot out of a flock of five at Wood 

Lake, Cherry county, Nebraska, by Mr. Henry T. Clarke, Jr., of Lincoln 

and a man named Quick who accompanied him. All four of the birds were 

mounted by Mr. August Eiche, of Lincoln. Three of the cranes were 

adults, two males and a female, while the fourth was a young female in the 

beautiful brown plumage. The latter specimen is in the collection of Mr. 

Hiche, while the others belong respectively to Messrs. Harry H. Harley, 

William H. Dorgan and Ex-Gamewarden H. N. Miller, all of Lincoln. A 

few days later, according to Mr. Miller, two more of these cranes were shot 

by hunters at Grand Island, Nebraska. According to their statements, 

these hunters mistook the birds for ‘‘ brant ”’ (7. e. Snow Geese). The two . 

Grand Island birds were also mounted. I am indebted to Mr. Eiche for 

the above data——Myron H. Swensk, Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Stilt Sandpipers (Micropalama himantopus) at Ithaca, N. Y.— Fol- 

lowing the cold rainy days of the first of August (1912) and coincident 

with the first flocks of migrating warblers, there occurred through central 

New York State a considerable migration of Shore Birds. Although a few 
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had been noted about two weeks previously, this was the first large migra- 

tion of the fall. In mixed flocks along the head of Cayuga Lake, the 

following species were abundant: Semipalmated, Least and Pectoral 

Sandpipers, Sanderling, Lesser Yellow-legs and Killdeer Plover. In 

addition, Solitary and Spotted Sandpipers, feeding singly, were scattered 

all along the shore and likewise one Ring-necked Plover. Three days 

later, I found the same species in greater numbers, and associated with 

them, a flock of six Knots and one of seven Stilt Sandpipers. The number 

of Knots did not change, but the flock of Stilt Sandpipers shortly increased 

to eleven, although all were seldom seen at once. Two White-rumped 

Sandpipers, two Black-bellied Plovers, a Turnstone, a Greater Yellow-legs, 

and a Dowitcher soon added themselves to the assemblage. The majority 

of these birds were adults and still in nuptial plumage. They remained 

the greater part of a week, when most of them moved on, leaving only a 

small number of those species which had earlier been the most numerous. 

The presence of such a variety of Shore Birds, including the Stilt Sand- 

pipers, induced me to make somewhat extended observations. Accord- 

ingly a blind was constructed along the lake shore and many hours were 

spent in watching their movements. Inasmuch as the Stilt Sandpipers 

are so generally overlooked on the migration or confused with the Yellow- 

legs, a few comparative observations on their habits may be of interest. 

Although they might have been actually more numerous, the largest 

number seen together at one time was eleven. Usually they were in groups 

of from two to six and mingled with the Yellow-legs. The adults of the 

two species were easily distinguished as many of the Stilt Sandpipers still 

retained more or less of the breeding plumage with buffy and rufous mark- 

ings about the head, and heavy bars on the sides and flanks. The immature 

and molting birds of the two species, however, were much more easily 

confused for the Yellow-legs lacked the checker-board markings of the 

adult and approached very closely, in the back pattern, the mottling of 

the Stilt Sandpipers. The bars on the sides of the young Stilt Sandpipers 

being very faint, the two birds were therefore outwardly much alike. The 

color of the legs distinguished them, when these were visible, but when they 

waded in water an inch or more in depth, even this proved an uncertain 

criterion as the upper shanks of many of the Yellow-legs were dark. Again 

in flight, the birds were very similar, although the white rumps and tails 

of the Stilt Sandpipers seemed less conspicuous than those of the Yellow- 

legs. The difference in size when the two birds stood side by side was very 

appreciable but, at other times, was merely confusing. 

In their habits, however, the two species were quite different. The 

Yellow-legs were always rangy birds and covered a great deal of ground 

while feeding. Even when resting they were conspicuous by the nervous 

jerking of the head and neck. In flight they usually formed fairly compact 

flocks but scattered upon alighting. The Stilt Sandpipers on the other 

hand, were quiet birds and went about their search for food very syste- 

matically, gleaning everything in their way. They frequently fed in a 
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space a few yards square for over an hour at a time. When at rest, they 

showed none of the nervous traits of the Yellow-legs, being much more 

sedate, neither jerking the head not tilting the tail. In flight they were 

quite similar to the Yellow-legs, but as soon as alighted, they bunched and 

frequently the whole flock fed with their bodies nearly touching. 

Like the Yellow-legs, the Stilt Sandpipers were seldom seen upon the 

exposed mud but preferred wading where the water was from one to three 

inches in depth, so that the entire head and neck frequently disappeared 

beneath the surface of the water while feeding. The notes of the two 

birds though similar in form, were wholly unlike in quality, that of the Stilt 

Sandpiper being mellower and lower in pitch.— ArtuurR A. ALLEN, [thaca, 

Ni 

Unusual plumages of the Ocellated Turkey (Agriocharis ocellata).— 

Of many females of this turkey that have come under my observation, 

during three years residence in the southern and central parts of Campeche, 

Mexico, the plumages of three specimens demand special description. 

In all three of these birds, the first four of the inner secondaries have their 

exposed portions of an iridescent green, a subterminal bronzy bar, and the 

tips of grayish white. The inner secondaries have their exposed parts of a 

‘““ pepper and salt ’’ pattern, which is lightest on the extreme outer margins 

and the tips. Unexposed parts of these feathers — that is, the outer 

halves—are of a dull black, while their main stems are black. Inner 

halves of all the secondaries dull black at bases, passing to a soiled white 

on the margins with an inclination toward mottling at the ends. 

Primaries clear, sooty black, being blotched with grayish white near 

bases, especially on the outer vanes. 

The remainder of the plumage in these three birds is normal, while the 

above described departure therefrom, with respect to the wings, is so 

striking and so conspicuous that it commands the attention of the observer 

at once and under all conditions. 

One of these abnormally plumaged individuals came into my possession 

alive, but was, unfortunately, killed and eaten by a large hawk a short 

time afterwards; the remaining two were shot and preserved. Of these, 

one was shot out of a flock numbering some fifteen or twenty birds on the 

25th of September, 1912, it having immediately attracted my attention 

from the fact that its wing plumage was so different from that of the rest 

of the flock, all of which wore the normal plumage. 

This specimen typifies the rare and unusual coloration described above, 
it having about completed the assumption of the second plumage, only 

the outer rectrices of the first plumage not having, as yet, been molted. 

My remaining bird was collected on the 9th of November, of the same 

year, it being associated at the time with another female and two males, 

all of these last being normally plumaged individuals. 

In the wing of this specimen, the first eight primaries of either side 

present a mottling of grayish white toward their tips. No explanation 
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has occurred to me for this unusual plumage in Agriocharis ocellata other 

than perhaps it may possibly be due to the prehistoric peoples that at one 

time densely populated this part of Mexico having domesticated these 

turkeys, and that some of these aborigines, through artificial selection, 

produced a variety of the species which, in the long years since those times, 

has again become mixed with the normal birds in nature, and is now re- 

verting to their plumage. 

As a rule, the species assumes and passes through its several plumage 

states with marked regularity and uniformity; and, as a matter of fact, 

aside from the three specimens above described and a few instances of 

partial albinism, no other abnormalities, with respect to this species, have 

come under my observation. 

Apart from such a solution, to my mind it would seem that there is 

either some cause now operative — or in times past has been operative — 

which, were it discovered, would explain the necessity for this species to 

assume a less conspicuous plumage than the strikingly brilliant one which 

at present characterizes it— Pmercy W. SHUFELDT, Campeche, Mexico. 

The Passenger Pigeon at the Cincinnati Zoological Gardens still 

living.— Many readers of Mr. Wells W. Cooke’s very interesting and 

instructive paper, ‘‘Saving the Ducks and Geese” (The National Geo- 

graphic Magazine, Vol. xxiv — Mch. 1913) have read with deep regret the 

announcement which he makes in reference to the Passenger Pigeon. He 

writes — ‘‘ Today this bird is entirely extinct, the last survivor dying in 

the Zoo at Cincinnati a few days ago.”’ After reading this sad news, I at 

once wrote Mr. 8. A. Stephan, General Manager of the Cincinnati Zodélogi- 

eal Co., asking for details and was delighted to receive the following reply 

under date of May 17. ‘I have your letter of May 16th, and beg to say 

that our one remaining Passenger Pigeon is still alive and in as good con- 

dition as when I wrote you on Oct. 3rd, 1912.””— Rutuven DEANz, 

Chicago, Til. 

Nesting of the Barn Owl in Illinois.— The first authentic set of Barn 

Owl’s eggs for Illinois was taken May 20, 1909, in Champaign County by 

Guy Day of Sidney. This consisted of nine eggs and was collected in my 

ten-mile radius. 
On April 20, 1913, I collected a second set of six eggs in the same Salt 

Fork creek bottoms nine miles from Philo. Both Owls were flushed from 

the cavity of an enormous Sycamore overhanging the creek.— Isaac E. 

Hess, Philo, Ill. 

An Unusual Malady and Probable Cause of Death in a Toucan 

(Ramphastos carinatus)— An adult female of this toucan died April 24, 

1913, at the establishment of Mr. Edw. 8. Schmid of Washington, D. C., 

who kindly presented me with the specimen the same day. Upon ex- 

amining its anatomy — an invariable practice of mine with such material 

before roughing out the skeleton — I found it in fair condition with most 
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of the general organs healthy. The bird was in the “ pin-feather ” moult, 

the ensheathed new feathers of the tail being each about an inch long. 

Upon removing the skin covering the uropygial gland, I at once observed 

that the left lobe of that structure was enormously enlarged, and the cause 

for this was not far to seek. Some superficial inflammation or other at the 

apex of one of the erupting quill-feathers of the tail on that side had pre- 

vented that particular quill from coming out. As it grew, it proceeded to 

coil upon itself beneath the skin, until two and a half coils had formed, like 

the coils of the shell of some snails, the transverse diameter of the whole 

structure being about a centimeter and a half. Apparently the disease 

was of some standing and the surrounding inflammation, due to the above 

cause, considerable, which latter — in part at least — may Have had its 

share in causing the death of this bird. Years ago, in my surgical practice, 

I had a case or two where the hair of the beard in a man behaved in a 

similar manner, causing an abscess to form which, in one instance, was as 

large as a hazel nut, the coiled-up hair inside, which gave rise to the trouble, 

having a length of an inch or more.— R. W. Suureipt, Washington, D. C. 

Road-runner in Colorado.— In the third supplement to Cooke’s list 

of Colorado birds (Auk, Oct., 1910, p. 412), there is a record of this species 

(Geococcyx californianus) having been taken at Shawnee (altitude 8125 

feet), Platte River, Colo., March 15, 1907. 

The following narrative sheds an interesting side light on the possible 

circumstances bringing about such an unusual record, also giving one an 

inkling as to what might have occurred in other startling records. 

A short time ago the writer was conversing with Mr. A. T. Allen, taxi- 

dermist of Denver whose shop he frequently visits, to see if any rare or 

uncommon birds had been brought in to be mounted. Mr. Allen men- 

tioned the fact that he had mounted a Road-runner which had been brought 

in to him by Mr. J. W. Price, of Shawnee, Colo., who had shot the bird 

there on March 15, 1907, this date being a matter of record in Mr. Allen’s 

day book. It seems a fair presumption that the bird recorded by Cooke, 

and the one just mentioned and mounted by Mr. Allen were one and the 

same. About a year after Mr. Allen had mounted this particular Road- 

runner, a customer came into his place of business, and purchased a mounted 

Road-runner, saying that he lived in the Southwest, where these birds are 

common, and that it had not occurred to him to take one (alive or mounted) 

east to show his friends, until he had stopped off on business at Denver, 

hence his purchase of the mounted bird. Further conversation between . 

this customer and Mr. Allen lead the former to tell Mr. Allen that he had 

a year previously, spent considerable time in Denver, and at that time had 

with him a tame Road-runner. He kept this bird with him in Denver 

some time, and then liberated it ‘‘ up in Platte Canyon ”’ some time previ- 

ous to March, 1907.— W. H. Brereton, Denver, Colo. 
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Evening Grosbeaks (Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina) at Man- 

chester, N. H.—On March 6, 1913, at 8 o’clock A. M., [saw seven Evening 

Grosbeaks in front of the Woman’s Aid Home in Manchester, N. H. One 

was a brilliant male in full plumage, the others varying greatly. They were 

in a small mountain ash tree, sixteen feet from where I stood, but were 

not feeding while I watched them. Later in the morning I located them 

feeding in maple trees, about four blocks distant from the former location, 

one brilliant male and six others as before. I publish this note in the in- 

terest of the Manchester Institute of Arts and Sciences, other members of 

which have likewise observed grosbeaks recently — Epwarp H. Foaa, 
lanchester, N. H. 

An Abnormal Rose-breasted Grosbeak.— On May 15, some friends 

informed me that they had seen in this neighborhood a Rose-breasted 

Grosbeak (Zamelodia ludoviciana) with a yellow breast. Taking me to 

the place where they had seen it, in hopes that it might be nesting, it was 

found without difficulty. The color of the breast might be termed a light 

orange.— Rosert Barsour, Montclair, N. J. 

A Winter Record of the Brown Thrasher in Lancaster, Mass.— 

During this last winter (1912-1913) a Brown Thrasher ( T'oxostoma rufum) 

took up his residence in a Colorado Blue Spruce (Picea pungens) in front 

of my greenhouse and apparently had a very comfortable time of it. My 

gardener became very much interested and every day threw out food and 

also put the greenhouse cat to “ rest.’ 

The bird as far as I could see was not injured or crippled in the least. 

February 24 and 25, my man said he sang, but as a cold snap came on the 

26th, he stopped and never tried it again all winter— JoHn E. THayrr, 

Lancaster, Mass. 

Two Rare Birds for Massachusetts.— I should like to record the 
recent occurrence in Lexington, Mass., of two birds, rare in eastern Massa- 

chusetts. Shortly before seven in the morning, April 26, 1913, a Carolina 

Wren (TVhryothorus ludovicianus ludovicianus) passed rapidly northward 

through my yard, singing loudly. Soon afterward, Mr. Walter Faxon, 

from his house half a mile to the north, heard the song. An hour later, 

we followed the wren’s northward course for nearly a mile until we overtook 

him, singing from a tangle of brush. From here he turned squarely to the 

west and, still in the brush, continued to an alder swamp where he dropped 

to the ground to feed and stopped singing. We found no further trace of 

the bird either late in the afternoon of the 26th or the next morning. 

The second rarity, a Blue-winged Warbler ( Vermivora pinus), visited my 

garden at 5 o’clock in the morning of May 6, 1913. He was in brilliant 

plumage, showing no trace of mixed blood. He sang from the top of a 

flowering plum tree the typical pinus song,— two drawling, buzzing notes. 

This bird arrived, doubtless, with the heavy migration wave of the previous 
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night which brought the orioles and most of the resident warblers, including 

the Blue-winged Warbler’s relative, V. chrysoptera. 
Mr. Faxon and I were especially interested in the presence of this war- 

bler. In ‘The Auk’ for October, 1907 (p. 444), Mr. Faxon recorded a male 

Brewster’s Warbler which had spent the preceding summer in Lexington, 

and in the Memoirs of Museum of Comp. Zool., 1910 (XL, pp. 57-78), he 

gave a detailed account of two female Brewster’s Warblers which, mated 
with V. chrysoptera, bred during the summer of 1910, in the same locality 

where the 1907 bird was found. Brewster’s Warblers have returned to 

this locality each year since 1910. 
In plumage the offspring of all these birds have followed the laws of 

Mendelian heredity and the inference is that V. pinus has bred on some 

former occasion in the vicinity and that these Brewster’s Warblers are a 

relic of cross breeding. However, with the exception of “ A nesting of the 

Blue-winged Warbler in Massachusetts,” by Horace W. Wright (Auk, 

XXVI, No. 4, October, 1909) in Sudbury, twenty miles to the south, there 

was, until now, no record of the occurrence of V. pinus for this immediate 

region. The appearance this spring of a pure Blue-winged Warbler within 

half a mile of the Brewster’s breeding ground is a bit of corroborative evi- 

dence that from time to time pure blood may be introduced into eastern 

Massachusetts. 
Mr. Faxon and I believe that the present bird cannot have been a de- 

scendant of a local V. leucobronchialis, for the reason that, without ex- 

ception, the Brewster’s Warblers in Lexington sing the V. chrysoptera 

song.— Winsor M. Tyrer, Lexington, Mass. 

Birds Observed at Bennington, Vermont.— The following species 

have been noted by Mrs. Ross and myself during the past few years. 

Colymbus holbellii. Hotp@ii’s Grespe.— 1904, Feb. 18, seven 

taken alive on the snow — unable to fly. 1910, Jan. 1, one taken alive. 

1912, Feb. 12, one taken alive. 1913, Mar. 14, one taken alive. 

Alle alle. Dovexir.— 1910, May 31, one taken alive but died the next 

day. It was mounted and is now in the State Museum at Montpelier. 

It was in summer plumage. 

Sterna hirundo. Common Trern.— 1907, May 30, one seen. 

Aythya marila. American Scaup Ducxk.—1911, Oct. 25, one 

shot. 
Harelda hyemalis. Oxp Seuaw.— 1911, Nov. 13, one shot. 

Rallus elegans. Kina Raii.— 1910, one spent the month of May in. 

a swamp in this town. 
Calidris arenaria. SanpERLING.— 1911, Sept. 25, one taken alive but 

injured; lived only a few days. Mounted and is in the State Museum. 

Limosa hemastica. Hupsonrtan Gopwit.— 1911, Sept. 5, one taken 

alive with a broken wing. 
Aquila chrysaétos. Go.tpEn Eacre.— 1911, Oct. 26, one shot — 

mounted and is in a private collection. 
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Corvus corax principalis. NorrHerN Raven.— 1909, Nov. 7, one 

shot — mounted and is in a private collection. 

Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina. HEventna GrosBEaK.— 1909, 

a flock numbering between 30 and 40 remained in and about the village for 

about 3 weeks—were first seen April 1, last seen April 18. 1911. A 

flock of 5 were first seen March 27, and were seen three or four times for 

a week. 1913. A flock of 25 or 30 were first seen January 1, and have 

been seen many times by many observers on different dates— were last 

seen by myself April 20. 

Passerherbulus henslowi. Hrnstow’s Sparrow.— Nested in 1909, 

1911, 1912. 
Dendroica tigrina. Cape May Warsurr.— 1912, a large migration 

during May — the only migration observed in 10 years. One was found 

dead which was mounted and is in a private collection. 

Icteria virens virens. YELLOW-BREASTED CHat.— 1912, June, one 

pair nested. 

Penthestes hudsonicus hudsonicus. Hupsontan CuHICcKADEE.— 
1912, Dec. 26, one seen.— Lucretius H. Ross, M. D., Bennington, Vermont. 

Some Birds of Southwestern Missouri.— Bewick’s Wren (Thryo- 

manes bewicki bewicki) prior to 1907 had not been listed from the western 

central section of Missouri. It was not seen by W. E. D. Scott, neither 

was it mentioned in Mr. Widmann’s catalogue of Missouri birds issued 

several years ago. The species is apparently extending its range as the 

following notes would indicate. 

May 30, 1907. Saw two specimens. 

March 24, 1909. Saw and heard half a dozen Bewick’s Wrens. 

March 29, 1909. Saw Bewick’s Wren to-day and have seen numbers 

since the 24th. 

April 21, 1910. Saw one carrying twigs into a paste-board box on top of 

a trash heap. (The nest was destroyed later.) 

April 2, 1912. Heard two or three to-day. 

April 12,1912. Have heard several each day since the 2nd. 

April 27, 1912. Have heard several each day since the 12th. 

May 19, 1912. Have heard them occasionally since the last record 

June 3, 1912. Heard one to-day,— the only one since May 19. 

June 22, 1912. Heard one to-day. (Must be nesting.) 

March 20, 1913. Saw and heard one to-day. 

May 21, 1913. Have seen and heard a number since March 20. 

The Evening Grosbeak (Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina) has been 

considered a rare bird in Missouri. My first record is Jan. 31, 1911, 

when three males were seen. They were observed in varying numbers 

from three to thirteen a number of times, until April 27, the last record. 

Red Crossbills were seen almost daily between the dates of February 23, 
1911, and March 24, 1911. This was a small flock numbering only five or 

six.— A. F. Smiruson, Warrensburg, Johnson Co., Mo. 
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Birds of the Headwaters of the Gila River, New Mexico: Further 

Records.— I desire toadd three more species to the list published in Vol. 

XXIV, Auk, p. 327. All of these three species were taken at the G. O. 8. 

Ranch, on Sapillo Creek, N. Mexico and are as follows:— 

Astur atricapillus striatulus. Wrstern GosHAwK.— One (<7) shot 

Oct. 7, 1912. 
Archibuteo ferrugineus. Frrrucinous RovuaGuH-tEG.— One (0) 

shot Oct. 14, 1912. 

Calcarius ornatus. CHESTNUT-COLLARED LoNGspuR.— A moderate 

sized flock lingered in the grain stubble from Oct. 13, to (at least) Oct. 

21, 1912.— W. H. Bereroup, Denver, Colo. 

Double Bird Tragedy.— About eight o’clock May 6, 1913, painters 

working on a forcing house on the grounds of the New York Agricultural 

Experiment Station at Geneva, N. Y., were startled by the headlong 

flight past them of two birds. One was evidently frantic with terror from 

pursuit, the other conscious of nothing but its prey, for both birds rushed 

heedlessly past the men and after a flight of five or six rods more, dashed 

headlong into the plate-glass window of the residence of the Station 

Director, who, with his family, was away from home. The glass was not 

broken but the birds were both instantly killed, either by the shock or by 

breaking their necks. The concussion was heard by the forcing-house man 

at his work and he, with the painters, went to the place and picked up the 

birds. These were later identified by Mr. B. B. Fulton, Assistant Ento- 

mologist of the Station, as a Hermit Thrush and a Sharp-shinned Hawk, and 

the identification was later confirmed by the writer. The thrush is mi- 

gratory here, the hawk resident but not abundant.— F. H. Haun, Geneva, 

vi en 

ZEsop as a Bird Observer.— Under the title of ‘‘ Two ornithological 

fables from Louisiana” there appeared a note in ‘ The Auk’ for April, 

1913, p. 282, by W. L. McAtee, wherein two tales or fables relating to bird 

life were recited. 

The first of these, concerning an alleged interesting fish-catching habit of 

Mycteria americana, is beyond the writer’s power to verify. If the story, 

or at least the substance of it, be true, the easiest explanation at hand is 

that given by Mr. McAtee, i. e., that the scales allure small fishes in search 

of food and that these, rising to the surface in great numbers to nibble at 

the bait, are devoured by the Ibises. : 

The second tale, however, is of course to be relegated to the realm of 

myth and is as old as Alsop. As it is very beautiful and of great ethical 

importance in the proper education of good boys and girls, besides being 

of interest owing to its great antiquity, it deserves to be quoted in the 

original. The Latin is taken from an edition entitled ‘‘ Aesopi Fabulae 

Graeco- Latinae,”’ &c., Eton, 1807, II, p. 26, and is a model of brevity: 

“Formica sitiens descendit in fontem, ac tracta a fluxu, suffocabatur. 
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Columba vero, hoe viso, ramum arboris decerptum in fontem projecit, 

super quo sedens formica evasit. Auceps autem quidam post hoc, calamis 

compositis, ad columbam comprehendam ibat. Hoc autem viso, formica 

aucupis pedem momordit; ille vero dolens, et calamos projecit, et, ut 

columba statim fugeret, auctor fuit. Affabulatio: Fabula significat, 

opertere benefactoribus gratiam referre.”’ 

Which, freely translated, reads about as follows: 

An ant, being thirsty, went down to a well, but, being carried along by 

the flow of water, was nearly drowned. A dove, however, seeing this, 

picked a twig from a tree and threw it into the well, and the ant, sitting 

upon it, made its escape. Later a bird catcher, armed with arrows, in- 

tended to secure the same dove. But when the ant saw this, she bit the 

foot of the bird hunter. Feeling the sudden pain, he dropped the arrows, 

and caused the dove to fly away at once. Moral: It is of importance to 

show gratitude to your benefactors. 

As Alsop flourished (if he flourished at all) about 600 B. C., it will be 

seen that this remarkable tale is old indeed. It may with propriety be 

suggested that aspiring naturalists and especially those interested in zodlogy 

devote part of their earliest attention to this cheerful ancient mythologist, 

or at least to the collection of fables bearing his name. They will go far 

toward proving the truth of the old saying that ‘‘ nothing is new under the 

sun.’ —S. M. GronperGEr, Washington, D.C. 

RECENT LITERATURE. 

Ridgway’s ‘Color Standards and Color Nomenclature.’ !— 

Twenty-seven years have elapsed since the publication of Mr. Ridgways’ 

‘“ Nomenclature of Colors for Naturalists.’”’ Although this work at once 

became the standard for almost all descriptive work involving color names, 

the author realized its imperfections and within two years set about gather- 

ing materials for the more comprehensive treatise which is now before us. 

Probably no one in this country is better qualified for the task than Mr. 

Ridgway as he combines the artist’s knowledge and appreciation of color 

with a large experience in matching colors in nature and a keen perception 

of minute differences in color tones. 

1 Color Standards | and | Color Nomenclature | By | Robert Ridgway, M. S., 

C.M. Z.S., etc. | Curator of the Division of Birds, United States | National 

Museum.| With Fifty-three Colored Plates | and | Eleven Hundred-and Fifteen 

Named Colors.| Washington, D.C. | 1912. | Published by the Author.| Svo, pp. 

1—43, pll. I-LIII. Price $8. (cash with order), postage extra, registered 20 cts. 
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As was to be expected the treatment in this work is thoroughly scientific. 

The spectrum is divided into 36 colors which run in oblong blocks across 

the middle of the first twelve plates, three shades to a plate. Immediately 

above these is another series of 36 colors each one differing from its respec- 

tive spectrum color by a definite admixture of white. Above these are two 
more series each with a larger proportion of white while below the spec- 

trum colors are three series of shades differing from the latter by successive 

admixtures of black. We have therefore six shades based upon each of 

the 36 spectrum colors ranging upward toward white and downwards 

toward black. 

Beginning with plate 13 we have the whole series over again with a 

definite proportion of neutral gray added to each of the 216 shades, and on 

the following plates additional series with two, three, four and five propor- 

tions of neutral gray added. As the whole scheme gradually tends toward 

a uniform gray tint the number of shades that are distinguishable decreases 

as we advance so that the latter series do not contain as many blocks as the 

earlier ones. 

Every one of the 1115 shades is named and Mr. Ridgway has searched 

the literature and even trade catalogues for color names already in use. 

While the shades represented seem to be about all that the average eye 

can distinguish, nevertheless the author finds that 36 of the named colors 

in this former ‘ Nomenclature’ fall between some of those here depicted, 

consequently they are dropped and their true position indicated in a 

table. Unfortunately many well known names fall in this way, but orni- 

thologists who have seen so many familiar generie and specific names sink 

into oblivion can probably part with such terms as ‘ buff,’ ‘ canary yellow,’ 

‘azure blue,’ ‘ ochraceous,’ ‘ vermilion,’ ‘ violet,’ ete. without serious 

inconvenience. Indeed the use of some of these names like that of the 

discarded technical terms has been so abused that it is better after all to 

avoid them. 

A complete catalogue of color names with plate reference makes it easy 

to find any shade that may be referred to, while an understanding of the 

arrangement of the plates enables one to find all the ‘reds’ or ‘ blues’ 

without delay for purposes of comparison. 

The whole plan is discussed in detail in the ‘ Prologue’ with reference to 
various works dealing with the subject. 

In order to avoid the possibility of variation in the tints in the individual 

copies, each color, for the entire edition, was painted uniformly on large 

sheets of paper from a single mixture of pigments, these sheets being then: 

cut into the small oblongs which represent the colors on the plates. 

Mr. Ridgway’s volume forms a color standard which is about as nearly 

perfect as it can probably be made. It is absolutely indispensable to the 

working naturalist not only as a guide to the nomenclature of his own 

descriptions, but as a key to the descriptions of others. That it will long 

remain the standard work of its kind goes without saying and both natura- 
lists and artists should be deeply grateful to Mr. Ridgway for the years of 

labor that he has expended upon this work.— W.S. 
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Swann’s ‘A Dictionary of English and Folk-Names of British 

Birds.’ 1— Bird students cannot but speculate upon the origin of the 

various vernacular names which they encounter in the literature of orni- 

thology and as few are students of philology or folk-lore Mr. Swann’s 

handy volume comes as a welcome work of reference in which we may find 

the answer to many a question. He presents a list of upwards of 5000 

names which have been applied to British birds, arranged alphabetically, 

with their meaning and origin where traceable, and accompanied by fables 

and verses, regarding the various species, which have been handed down 

in the folk-lore of England. As most of the American bird names are 

adapted from those of English species, the work appeals alike to orni- 

thologists on both sides of the Atlantic. 

The author finds the ‘“Avium Praecipuarum Historia”? of W. Turner 

1544 to be the first work containing a list of birds with English names 

affixed, and beginning with this and the occasional bird names of Chaucer, 

he has traced the varying nomenclature through a long list of publications 

which are cited in the bibliography. 

The longer articles contain much interesting reading. We find under 

‘ Barnacle-Goose,’ the ancient belief that these geese where hatched directly 

from barnicles which fell from a tree called the Goose-tree, but it is further 

pointed out that the name ‘ Bernicle’ probably referred originally to the 

bird and that its application to the cirriped was secondary. ‘ Brant’ we 

find is derived from the Welsh ‘ brenig’ a limpet, doubtless from some 

similar association. ‘Cob’ and ‘ Pen’ we learn were old names for the male 

and female Swan, while ‘ Ruff’ and ‘ Reeve’ for the sexes of the Ruff, the 

question being still open as to whether the bird was named after the Eliza- 

bethan frill or the frill after the bird. 

‘Bittern’ comes from Botaurus originally boatum tauri, the ‘ bellowing 

of abull’; ‘Cormorant’ from Corvus marinus; ‘Sea Crow,’ and ‘ Lapwing’ 

from the Anglo Saxon Hleapewince, ‘ one who turns in running or flying.’ 

Among the many interesting scraps of folk-lore we may mention the 

legend of the Crossbill having acquired its twisted beak from striving to 

draw the nails that held Christ to the Cross; also the verse regarding the 

Carrion Crow: 

One ’s unlucky, 

Two ’s lucky; 

Three is health; 

Four is wealth; 

Five is sickness, 

And six is death. 

1A Dictionary | of | English and Folk-Names | of | British Birds, | With their 

History, Meaning and first usage: | and the Folk-lore, Weather-lore, Legends, etc., | 

relating to the more familiar species. | By | H. Kirke Swann. | Witherby & Co., | 

326 High Holborn, London W.C.| 1913. S8vo, pp. i-vii, 1-266. 10 shillings 

net. 
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and that referring to the Magpie 

One is sorrow, two mirth, 

Three a wedding, four a birth, 

Five heaven, six hell, 

Seven the de’il’s ain sell. 

Ancient Swan-worship is referred to cae the al to the present day 

of the ancient oath, in the form ‘ I swan’ or ‘ I swanny.’ 

The only criticism that we would make of this valuable book is ‘fe need 

of fuller cross references. Under ‘Swan’ we find, ‘‘see mute-Swan”’ (p. 

163) while as a matter of fact there is more information regarding Swans 

under Whooper Swan (p. 253) than under the reference cited, and such 

general terms as Sandpiper, Gull, Owl, etc. are not to be found at all, 

though under some one of the species doubtless the origin of the names is 
explained. — W. 5S. 

Chapman’s ‘Color Key to North American Birds.’ !— This is a new 

edition of Mr. Chapman’s well known and useful volume. The main text 

is unchanged but the Systematic Table presents all the species and sub- 

species of North American Birds with their nomenclature revised to and 

including the last supplement to the American Ornithologists’ Union’s 

‘Check-List,’ while an Appendix explains in detail the changes that have 

taken place since the first edition of the ‘Color Key,’ and presents descrip- 
tions of the forms that have been added to the list. 

A second appendix consists of a ‘ Faunal Bibliography,’ of publications 

dealing with the birds of various localities in North America arranged by 
states and provinces. This is very complete and is the most important 

list of the kind since that published by Dr. Elliot Coues as an appendix to 

his ‘ Birds of the Colorado Valley’ in 1878. It will prove indispensable 

to those who are forming a collection of works on North American orni- 

thology. With all its good features retained and the valuable additions 

to which we have alluded the ‘Color Key’ should continue to hold its 

deservedly popular place in American bird literature.— W. S. 

Hornaday’s ‘Our Vanishing Wild Life.’ ?— So numerous are the pub- 

lications treating of wild-life conservation and so similar are many of them, 

that the average reader is inclined to pass by any new contribution to the 

1Color Key to North American Birds. With Bibliographical Appendix. By 

Frank M. Chapman, Curator of Ornithology in the American Museum of Natural — 

History. With Upward of 800 Drawings by Chester A. Reed, B. S. Revised 

Edition. New York. D. Appleton & Company. 1912. S8vo., pp. i-x, 1-356. 

Cloth, $2.50 net. Postpaid, $2.74. 

2 Our Vanishing Wild Life. Its Extermination and Preservation. By William 

T. Hornaday, Se. D., Director of the New York Zodlogical Park; author of ‘‘The 

American Natural History’’; Ex-President of the American Bison Society. With 

Maps and Illustrations, New York, New York Zodlogical Society, 1913. S8vo, pp. 

i-xvi, 1-411, net $1.50 (Chas. Scribner’s Sons, N. Y. City). 
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subject, so that in a way it fails of its mission. It is gratifying therefore 

at a time when the support of the entire country is necessary, to the success 

of this movement to find a work such as Dr. Hornaday’s which in originality 

of illustrations and method of presentation, compels the attention of every- 

one into whose hands it finds its way. 

The first paragraphs of the preface sound the key note of the work: 

“Beyond question, we are exterminating our finest species of mammals, 

birds and fishes according to law! I am appalled by the mass of evidence 

proving that throughout the entire United States and Canada, in every state 

and province, the existing legal system for the preservation of wild life is 

fatally defective. There is not a single state in our country from which the 

killable game is not being rapidly and persistently shot to death, legally, 

or illegally, very much more rapidly than it is breeding, with extermination 

for the most of it close in sight. This statement is not open to argument; 

for millions of men know that it is literally true. We are living in a fool’s 

paradise.’ In the 44 chapters into which the work is divided every phase 

of the subject is considered and the terse and forceful comments of the 

author follow the quotations on the title page ‘‘ Hew to the line! Let the 

chips fall where they will’’; ‘‘ Nothing extenuate, nor set down aught in 

malice.” 

The book is a mine of information for the army of people who are enlisting 

in the effort to save our wild life from extermination and they can obtain 

here in concise form the facts and arguments that they require in carrying 

on the campaign. 

There is a strong ‘Foreword’ by Dr. Henry Fairfield Osborn, President 

of the New York Zodlogical Society and a fitting dedication to Mr. William 

Dutcher, President of the National Association of Audubon Societies and 

“life-long champion of American birds.” 

All friends of wild life owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Hornaday and to 

the New York Zodélogical Society for the preparation and publication of 

such a work. 

The Zodlogical Society’s Bulletin for May, 1913, contains reproductions 

of many of the illustrations of Mr. Hornaday’s work, with a fine colored 

plate of birds threatened with extinction and strong articles on Wild-life 

conservation.— W.S. 

Mathews’ ‘The Birds of Australia.’ !— Three parts of Mr. Mathews’ 

great work have appeared since our last issue. Part 5 of Volume 2 com- 

pletes the account of the Pacific Gull and covers the Skuas, while the two 

parts of volume 3 deal with the Charadriiformes, treating of the Morinelli- 

de (Turnstones), Hamatopodide (Oyster catchers), Charadriide (Plovers) 

Recurvirostride (Stilts and Avocets), and Scolopacide (Snipe etc.). 

1 The Birds of Australia. By Gregory M. Mathews, Vol. II., pt. 5, January 31 

(pp. 477-527, pll. 121-124, Contents, Preface etc.); Vol. III., pt. 1, April 2 (pp. 

1-104, pll. 125-137); pt. 2, May 2, (pp. 105-204, pll. 138-150). Witherby & Co., 

326 High Holborn, London. 
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In discussing the Skuas, Mr. Mathews contends that the Pomerine 

Jaeger is much more closely allied to the true Skuas than to the other 

Jaegers, but as all three Jaegers differ from one another he proposes to 

place each in a genus of its own while he uses Catharacta Briinnich for the 

Skuas. Stercorarius is restricted to include only S. parasiticus; Coprotheres 

Reichenbach is used for S. pomerinus and Atalolestris gen. noy. is erected 

for S. longicaudus. Catharacta lonnbergi clarkei from the South Orkneys 

is described as new (p. 494), also C. l. intercedens from Kerguelen Isl. (p. 

494) and C. maccormicki wilsoni from Weddell Sea (p. 495). 

Mr. Mathew’s rejection of Brisson’s genera enables him to use Catha- 

racta for the Skuas which would otherwise be untenable on account of the 

earlier Catarractes. We cannot agree with his attitude in the Brisson con- 

troversy. This is one of a number of mooted questions upon which the 

International Code may be differently interpreted and if we reject the 

vote of the Commission in these cases and insist on our personal views we 

might as logically do so in regard to the code itself. Uniformity is hopeless 

unless the vote of the Commission on such cases is accepted. Under the 

Charadriiformes we find a number of new generic names proposed viz.: 

Afribex, type Vanellus lateralis Smith (p. 41); Rogibyx, type Xiphidiop- 

terus cucullatus (Temm.) (p. 41); Pagoa, type Charadrius geoffroyi Wag. 

(p. 82); Hupodella, type Charadrius veredus (p. 83) Pagolla, type Chara- 

drius wilsonia Ord. (p. 83) (Octhodromus being untenable on account of 

the prior Octhedromus Le Conte); Afroxyechus, type Charadrius tricollaris 

Vieill. (p. 124); EHlseya, type Charadrius melanops Vieill. (p. 125); 

Zarapita, type Numenius tenuirostris Vieill. (p. 168); Vetola, type 

Scolopax lapponica L. (p. 191). 

Also in spite of the fact that Mr. Mathews repeatedly states that he 

does not use subgenera we find three new names of this rank proposed on p. 

114: Pernettyva, type Charadrius falklandicus; Helenegialus, Lath. type 

Aigialitis sanctehelene Harting and Paroxyechus, type Agialitis placida 

Gray and on p. 12 Prohematopus, type Hematopus quoyi Brab. & Chubb. 

There is considerable discussion of exotic species under each generic 

heading and the history of generic subdivisions is given at length. 

We find #gialitis mongolus referred to a distinct genus Cirrepidesmus 

Bonap., while the Curlews are divided and Numenius hudsonicus and N. 

borealis are referred to Pheopus. 

We note but one new subspecies Hypsibates leucocephalus timorensis 

E. Timor (p. 150). 

Mr. Mathews’ extreme views upon generic subdivision bring into use 

many names usually relegated to synonymy and these together with the 

new ones which he proposes will provide names for almost, if not quite 

all the groups of Charadriiformes that can possibly be differentiated 

Whether his nomenclature will be followed by others is open to question. 

His aim to be consistent in the amount of differentiation necessary for the 

recognition of a separate genus is praiseworthy, but consistency in judging 

questions of degree of difference involves the personal equation and can 

only be settled by the vote of a committee. 
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These parts of Mr. Mathews’ work fully maintain the standard of their 

predecessors. We note with regret that while carefully designating type 

species for his new genera he still neglects to cite type specimens for his 

new species or subspecies.— W. 8. 

Official Check-List of the Birds of Australia.1— A Committee 
of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ Union has been at work on a 

Check List of the birds of Australia for the past ten years. It is natural 

therefore that the result of their long deliberations which is at last before 

us should have been looked forward to with considerable interest. How- 

ever it may appeal to Australian bird students, it must certainly be dis- 

appointing to progressive ornithologists in other parts of the world. 

The Committee carries the principal of priority for genera, species and 

subspecies, no further back than the ‘ works’ of John Gould ‘ entitled, 

“The Birds of Australia.’””?’ Gould’s names however are superseded (a) 

““ where they were preoccupied in some other branch of zoology, (b) where 

there had been a clear mis-identification of extra-limital and other forms, 

(c) where in the light of later knowledge genera had been rejected or new 

genera created, and (d) manifest errors.’”’ For admitted genera, species 

and subspecies described since the dates of the respective issues of Gould’s 

works, and prior to the dates of the British Museum Catalogue of Birds, 

the names of the latter work are adopted subject to the above exceptions, 

while for admitted genera, etc., described later, the name used by the 

author has been “‘as far as possible accepted.”” Along with this we have a 

statement that a binomial nomenclature is used throughout, and that 

“all modifications of species ranging to and comprehending subspecies 

are brought into classification and named, but geographical races are not so, 

unless such modifications present some material distinguishable differ- 

ences.” 

These principles we think constitute the most remarkable ‘Code of No- 

menclature’ that has been framed in recent times. 

The Committee would have accomplished its purpose and have freed 

itself from much adverse criticism if it had adopted the suggestion of Sir 

E. Ray Lankester, which is quoted on p. 13, and simply presented an ‘ au- 

thoritative list of names’ without attempting to cite any rules or explana- 

tions. 

As it is, the members seem to have failed utterly in comprehending the 

problem before them. They were surely aware of the fact that in orni- 

thology as in every branch of zoology and botany we are confronted today 

1 Official Check-List of the Birds of Australia by Check-List Committee, Royal 

Australasian Ornithologists’ Union. Adopted at Launceston, 19th November, 

1912. Wth Report. Melbourne: Walker, May & Co., Printers, Mackillop Street. 

1913. Supplement to ‘‘The Emu,’’ Vol. XII, January, 1913. 8vo, pp. 1-116. 

Price to Non-Members, 5 shillings. Address Hon. Secretary R. A. O. U., Zool. 

Gardens, Melbourne. 
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by a host of names for almost every species and genus, due largely to the 

carelessness and lack of opportunity of our predecessors. If we are pro- 

vincial enough to shut ourselves off from the rest of the world and adopt 

a set of names that suits our fancy, well and good, but we cannot expect 

others to adopt our list, and if they follow our principle we shall have as 

many sets of names as there are countries and there will be no universal 

language of science. 

There is no way to abolish the host of names already coined, and the 

clamor to preserve ‘time-honored names’ is ridiculous. Not only do we 

all differ as to what names are ‘ time-honored’ but the loudest claimants 

for such action do not hesitate to subdivide old genera and so wipe out 

one half of each ‘ time-honored name,’ as effectually as if done by the 

principle of priority. Therefore the International Zoological Congress 

established its Commission on Nomenclature which has prepared a 

code and which renders opinions upon questions that give rise to different 

personal interpretations. The only way to secure uniformity in nomen- 

clature is to follow absolutely both the Code and the Opinions of the 

Commission. Any individual or committee that sets up a new point of 

departure for nomenclature or his own personal opinion in opposition to 

that of the Commission hinders by so much the realization of that end. 

In the case of the present ‘Check List’ we fear that the progress of 

ornithology in Australia has been to some extent hindered although the 

progressive bird students of the country fortunately possess in Mr. Gregory 

M. Mathews’ ‘ Reference List’ an admirable check-list of Australian birds 

on advanced lines, following rigidly the International ‘Code’ and ‘Opin- 

ions’ except in the failure of the author to recognize Brisson’s genera, 

a stand that we have always sincerely regretted. It is unfortunate that 

the Australian Committee could not have seen its way clear to avail itself 

of Mr. Mathews’ laborious researches in nomenclature and so establish 

today as the official Australian nomenclature, what will inevitably sooner 

or later supersede that which is here presented. 

In matters of the recognition of subspecies and subdivision of genera 

we cannot expect uniformity except by the majority vote of a committee, 

as the personal equation has here to be reckoned with and no code can 

settle the questions involved. Therefore we must expect differences in the 

number of forms included in the present list and that of Mr. Mathews. 

In its acceptance and rejection of forms however the Committee, apparently 

fails to comprehend the true nature of a subspecies. For instance it recog- 

nizes two subspecies of Synorius as occurring in Tasmania, whereas, if ° 

there are two recognizable forms it is the different environmental conditions 
of Tasmania and Australia which have differentiated the two forms. If 

both occur together then we have either two distinct species or a mere case 

of individual variation which requires no recognition in nomenclature. 

Just how ‘subspecies’ and ‘ geographic races’ are differentiated, too, is 

not clear. Mr. Mathews regards the form just mentioned as a very ques- 

tionable ‘ geographic race ’ yet the committee establishes it as a ‘ subspecies’ 

with a binomial name! 
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The rules governing family and subfamily names are not given but we 

fail to see how the name Peltohyatine can be used when Peltohyas has 

been rejected in favor of Hudromias for the only species of the group, £. 

australis, which is the monotypic type of Peltohyas! 

We regret exceedingly that we cannot endorse this Check-List for general 

use. Aside from all questions of nomenclature, it would serve a valuable 

purpose as a conservative list of Australian species and subspecies; but 

here it fails, in-as-much as the lack of synonymy makes it difficult or im- 

possible to ascertain with which forms the many recently described races 
have been united.— W. S. 

Riley on Birds of the Mount Robson Region.! — During July, August 

and September, Messrs. J. H. Riley and Ned Hollister of the U.S. National 

Museum joined the expedition of the Alpine Club of Canada to the Mt. 

Robson region of the Canadian Rockies, for the purpose of making a 

general survey of the fauna and flora. The general account of the expedi- 

tion has been published in volume IV of the Club’s Journal while this 

special number contains the scientific reports. 

Mr. Hollister contributes an account of the mammals, and a list of the 

reptiles and batrachians, Mr. Riley reports on the birds and Mr. Paul C. 

Standley on the plants. The route included Jasper House, Henry House, 

then through the: Yellow head Pass and up the Moose River to Moose 

Pass and Moose Pass branch of the Smoky River, with a stay on the 

Fraser River east of Moose Lake on the return. 

Seventy-eight species of birds are listed including a Song and Fox Spar- 

row which Mr. Riley has described as new in a previous paper. Bohemian 

Waxwings were evidently breeding on the west fork of the Moose River, as a 

specimen obtained July 14 contained an egg nearly ready to be deposited. 

These birds were much paler than winter examples and similar individuals 

undoubtedly, as Mr. Riley suggests, formed the basis for Reichenow’s 

subspecies Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps from Shesly River, B. C. 

Mr. Riley found Zonotrichia gambeli and Z. lewcophrys apparently nesting 

in the same spot while Junco hyemalis hyemalis and J. oreganus shufeldti 

were nesting together at Henry House, Yellowhead Pass and at the foot of 

Moose Pass, with no sign of intergradation. On the strength of this evi- 

dence he ranks them as distinct species. Penthestes hudsonicus columbianus 

is recognized as a distinct form and Lagopus leucurus peninsularis is 

considered as no more distinct from true leuwcurus than is L. l. altipetens, 

the two being respectively the northern and southern extremes of the 

White-tailed Ptarmigan. Mr. Riley contends with apparent justice that 

both or neither should be recognized. 

1 Birds Collected or Observed on the Expedition of the Alpine Club of Canada 

to Jasper Park, Yellowhead Pass, and Mount Robson Region. By J. H. Riley. 

Canadian Alpine Journal, Special Number. Alpine Club of Canada (Treas. 

S. H. Mitchell, Sidney, Vancouver Island, B. C.) 8vo, pp. 1-97 (Birds 47-75). 

Price $1.00. 
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Interesting observations are given on the plumage of grouse and ptarmi- 

gan, and of the young of the Pipit. 

The paper is a valuable contribution to the ornithology of an interesting 

region and will aid materially in ascertaining the exact range and relation- 

ship of the birds of the northern Rockies.— W. 8. 

Riley on New Neotropical Birds.— Through the courtesy of Mr. 

Chas. T. Ramsden, Mr. Riley was enabled to examine a series of the resi- 

dent King Rail of Cuba which, as he had suspected,! proved to be separable 

and is consequently named, Rallus elegans ramsdeni. 

Three Hummingbirds of the genus Chlorostilbon in the U. 8S. National 

Museum, obtained on the Purus River, Brazil, are found by Mr. Riley 

to be unlike any known species of the genus and are described 2 as Chloro- 

stilbon puruensis. 

Owing to the transfer of the name Tanagra from the Blue Tanagers to 

the Euphonias Mr. Riley considers that Huphonia sclatert Sundevall 1869, 

now Tanagra_ sclateri, renders Tanagra sclateri Berlepsch 1880 untenable 

for the Blue Tanager of Trinidad, and renames it Thraupis episcopus 

nesophilus.? Wecannot however see the necessity for such action. The 

two species were described under different generic names and are still in 

different genera.— W.S. 

Todd on the Genus Chemepelia.!— We seldom find a more elaborate 

or painstaking monograph than that which Mr. Todd here presents on the 

Ground Doves. Incidentally it illustrates how apt we are, in our haste 

to propose new names and straighten out matters of nomenclature, to 

overlook the work of our predecessors along the same lines. This genus 

has been a storm center in such matters. Some years ago diverse opinions 

were held as to whether the Linnean name passerina should apply to the 

Jamaican Ground Dove or to that of the southeastern United States, one 

receiving one new name and the other two, in consequence. Then came a 

controversy as to whether Colwmbina or Chemepelia was the proper name 

for the genus. This was referred to a national and international committee 

with the result that it was declared still an open case to be settled by the 

first person to definitely designate a type. An immediate designation fol- 

lowed. 

Mr. Todd however, by a little bibliographic research now shows us that 

1The King Rail of Cuba, By J. H. Riley, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., X XVI, pp. 

83-86, March 22, 1913. 

2-4 New Hummingbird of the Genus Chlorostilbon from Brazil. By J. H. 

Riley, do. pp. 63-64, March 22, 1913. 

3A New Name for Tanagra sclateri Berlepsch. By J. H. Riley, do., X XV, pp. 

185-188. December 24, 1912. 

4A Revision of the Genus Chemepelia. By W. E. Clyde Todd. Ann. 

Carnegie Mus. VIII, pp. 507-603, May 8, 1913. 
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all the discussions and publications bearing upon this subject were super- 

fluous as G. R. Gray had settled the generic question definitely and con- 

clusively as long ago as 1841, while Bonaparte in 1855, had settled the 

former problem with equal finality! 
Mr. Todd’s studies have been based upon a series of 1920 specimens 

representing all the known forms while his exhaustive synonymy has been 

personally verified with the exception of about fifty references and all but 

a half dozen of these have been checked up by correspondents. Full 

descriptions and measurements are presented for each form, with a dis- 

cussion of distribution and nomenclature, while a full list of localities and 

specimens, and a key to the species and subspecies are added. 

Sixteen races of Chemepelia passerina are recognized, two of minuta, 

two of rujfipennis while buckleyi and talpacoti remain undivided. The 

name passerina is used for the bird of the southeastern United States, as 

long ago restricted by Bonaparte; pallescens for that of the west, while 

bahamensis is used for the Bermuda form, which proves not separable 

from that of the Bahamas, from which islands it was probably introduced 

rather than from the mainland. The other races are neglecta from 

Panama to Guatemala; soccorroénsis, Socorro Island; parvula subsp. 

nov. from Honda, Colombia; nana subsp. nov., Jiminez W. Colombia; 

quitensis subsp. nov:, Quito, Ecuador; grisola, Guiana and Amazonia; 

albivitta, N. Venezuela and Colombia and the Leeward Islands; antillarum 

Grenada to Barbados; trochila, Porto Rico to St. Lucia; aflavida, Cuba and 

Haiti; insularis, Grand Cayman, Little Cayman and Cayman Brac; 

Jjamaicensis, Jamaica; exigua, Mona and Great Magna. 

C. minuta minuta ranges over most of 8. America; while C. m. ele@odes 

occurs from west central Colombia to southern Mexico. C. rufipennis 

rufipennis occurs from South America to Guatemala and C. r. eluta in 

the ‘ tierra caliente’ of Mexico. 

Mr. Todd’s paper is a model piece of work and clears up the relationships 

of a group of birds which was badly in need of revision.— W. S. 

Cory on New Neotropical Birds.'— Mr. Cory here presents some results 

of his studies of the birds obtained on the recent museum expeditions to 

Venezuela and Peru undertaken by Mr. W. H. Osgood, Mr. Ned Dearborn 

and others. The following forms are described without further comment: 

Nothocercus julius venezuelensis, Paramo de Tama, Ven.; Hupsychortyx 

cristatus continentis, E] Panorama, Ven.; Urochroma costaricensis, Limon, 

C. R.; Piaya cayana venezuelensis, Orope, Ven.; Momotus osgoodi, El 

Guayabal, Col.; Scytalopus magellanicus grandis, Tambo Ventija, Peru; 

Threnetes frazeri venezuelensis, Orope, Ven.; Anthracothorax prevosti viridi- 

cordatus, El] Panorama, Ven.; Glaucis hirsuta fusca, Orope, Ven.; Thau- 

1 Descriptions of Twenty-eight New Species and Subspecies of Neotropical 

Birds. By Charles B. Cory. Field Museum of Nat. Hist. Publication 167. 

Ornithological Series, Vol. I. No. 7. May 31,1913. pp. 283-292. 
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mastura cora montana, Hda Llagueda, Peru; Laticauda rubriginosa, Balsas, 

Peru; Galbula ruficauda brevirostris, Encontrados, Ven.; Chelidoptera 

tenebrosa pallida, Empalado Savannas, Ven.; Picumnis venezuelensis, 

Encontrados, Ven.; Phethornis anthropilus fuscicapillus, Orope, Ven.}. 

Camptostoma pusillum tenuirostris Rio Aurare, Ven.; Empidochanes zulien- 

sis, Orope, Ven.; Inezia caudata intermedia, Rio Aurare, Ven.; Attila rufi- 

pectus confinis, Orope, Ven.; Thamnophilus doliatus dearborni, Encon- 

trados, Ven.; Dendrocincla tyrannura hellmayri, Paramo de Tama, 

Colombia; Furnarius aguatus venezuelensis, Rio Aurare, Ven.; Margaror- 

nis perlata peruviana, Tambo Ventija, Peru; Microrhopias grisea fumosa, 

Encontrados, Ven.; Cereba luteola obscura, Encontrados, Ven.; Diglossa 

sittoides intermedia, Cajamarca, Peru; Synallaxis candei venezuelensis, Rio 

Aurare, Ven.; Atlaptes castaneifrons tamae, Paramo de Tama, Ven. It is: 

unfortunate that in a paper of this kind the species are not arranged in 

some sort of order either systematic or geographic. Even though it 

consist of nothing but diagnoses orderly arrangement is an advantage. 

Ornithologists will await with interest the full report on these interesting 

collections.— W.S. 

Cooke’s Distribution and Migration of N. A. Herons.1— This bulle- 

tin follows the plan of other similar reports by Prof. Cooke and presents 
in concise form the breeding and winter range of each of the thirty-two 

species of Herons, Ibises ete., found from Panama and the West Indies. 

northward. The migration dates are given for such species as are regularly 

migrant while maps present graphically the ranges of the various forms. 

Subspecies are mentioned in most instances as under Ardea herodias and 

Butorides virescens where the recent revisions of Oberholser are followed but. 

Egretta candidissima brewsteri of Lower California is not recognized, al- 

though no reasons are given for such action. 

The records quoted through the report are compiled largely from the 

printed records in ornithological literature and while numerous are by no 

means complete. In the case of the Great Blue Heron we notice winter 

records and breeding dates for Pennsylvania and New Jersey published 

in ‘ Cassinia ’ which as well as similar records for other species are omitted. 

The migration dates are computed solely from the records of the Biological 

Survey. 

This report is a welcome addition to the series being issued by the De- 

partment of Agriculture— W.S. 

Trotter on Faunal Divisions in Relation to Vegetation.?— Dr. 

Trotter discusses in an interesting way the geographic distribution of 

1 Distribution and Migration of North American Herons and their Allies. By 

Wells W. Cooke. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Biological Survey — Bulletin No. 45. 

Issued May 24,1913. S8vo, pp. 1-70, figs. 1—21. 

2 The Faunal Divisions of Eastern North America in Relation to Vegetation. 

Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil. XV, pp. 207-217. March 21, 1912. 
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animal life in eastern North America with regard to its general environment, 

and makes the claim that while ‘‘ temperature unquestionably does exert 

an influence in the distribution of living beings, . . . it is not the supreme 

cause of the present phase of dispersal.’”’ There is much to be said on this 

subject and Dr. Trotter’s views are well worthy of careful consideration. 

It is fortunately true that by whatever names we call them and whatever 

rank we give them the larger life areas remain practically the same in all 

recent discussions. At the same time however we must recognize that 

there are in Eastern North America certain lines of demarkation in plant 

life due to causes other than temperature, and the regions thus separated 

carry with them corresponding differences in their animal life. Further- 

more the boundary lines are far more pronounced than those separating 

certain zones based on purely climatic conditions. Like many another 

problem there are probably several factors involved, and we must con- 

sider each of them, if we are finally to arrive at a proper understanding 

of conditions as we find them.— W. 8. 

Thayer and Bangs on Chinese Birds.'— This paper is a report upon 

a collection of ‘3135 beautifully prepared skins representing 358 species 

and subspecies obtained by Mr. W. R. Zappey in Central China. One 

new genus, five new species and seven new subspecies are described as 

follows: Ithagenes wilsoni, Callocalia inopina pellos, Heteroxenicus cruralis 

formaster, Tesia grallator, Suthora unicolor canaster, Suthora zappeyi, 

Pnepyga mutica, Oreocincla dauma socia, Reguloides maculipennis debilis, 

Prinia inornata exter, Sylviparus modestus occultus, Boanerges (gen. nov. 

allied to Perisoreus), internigrans, all from western Szechwan. Eight 

additional new forms from this collection were described in a previous 

paper? and one in a later one.’ Full lists of localities from which specimens 

are obtained and often brief notes on plumage and habitat are given in 

the present contribution while there are some comments of a nomenclatorial 

character. Hypsipetes is found to be preoccupied and Microscelis is used 

instead but no further details or references are presented; Dwmeticola is 

recognized as distinct from Tribura; Chloris is used in preference to Ligu- 

rinus; Propasser is not deemed worthy of recognition. — W. 8. 

Bangs on Some Birds from the Highlands of Siberia.*— In this 

paper Mr. Bangs reports on a collection of 287 bird skins obtained by 

Messrs. N. Hollister and Conrad Kein who accompanied Dr. Theodore 

1 Some Chinese Vertebrates. Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zool. Vol. XL, No. 4. Aves, 

By John E. Thayer and Outram Bangs, pp. 137-200. pll. 3-6. August, 1912. 

2 Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. 1909, p. 139-141. 

3 Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., X XVI, pp. 95-96. May 3, 1913. 

4 Some Birds from the Highlands of Siberia. By Outram Bangs, Bull. Mus. 

Comp. Zool., LIV., pp. 463-474. January, 1913. 
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Lyman on an expedition to the Altai Mountains of Siberia and Mongolia, 

and which was presented to the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

The list includes 52 species and subspecies of which the following are 

described as new: Falco esalon lymani, Pinicola enucleator pacata, and 

Perisoreus infaustus opicus.— W. 8. 

Thayer and Bangs on a New Race of Great Blue Heron.'— The 

specimens upon which this form — Ardea herodias sancti-lucae—is based 

were obtained by Mr. W. W. Brown, Jr. in 1910 from a ‘ rookery’ dis- 

covered on Espiritu Santo Island. It is very much like the bird of the 

Galapagos A. b. cognata but much larger. — W.5. 

Bangs on New Species of Birds.— Mr. Outram Bangs has recently 

published descriptions of a number of new birds from various parts of the 

world. In one paper? are described Rupornis magnirostris occidua, eastern 

Peru; Penelope perspicax, western Colombia; Antrostomus rufus otiosus, 

St. Lucia, W. 1.; Thamnophilus doliatus catus, Margarita Isl., Venezuela; 

Pyrocephalus rubinus blatteus, British Honduras; and Leistes swperciliaris 

petilus, Uruguay. As regards the Pyrocephalus the reviewer pointed out the 

difference between the birds of Yucatan and Orizaba in collections made 

by him, in 1890 but the material in the U. S. National Museum seemed 

to show that the two forms were not confined to definite geographic areas 

and were perhaps merely individual variations. 

In the collection of Palestine birds made by Selah Merrill and recently 

acquired by the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, Mr. Bangs found an 

undescribed swift? which he calls Apus melba petrensis; while in the 

Henry Bryant Collection two Song Sparrows taken at Enterprise, Florida 

in 1859 seem to constitute a distinct resident race which is named Melospiza 

melodia beata.4 They have ‘ enormous bills, that cannot be matched in a 

series of over one hundred skins from points in eastern North America.” 

The culmen measures respectively 14 and 13 mm. while Ridgway’s aver- 

age of 41 specimens of M.m. melodia is 12.45mm. (11.48 to 13.21). From 

Cuba are described® Podilymbus podiceps antillarum, Limnopardalis macu- 

latus inoptatus, Cyanerpes cyaneus ramsdeni and in the same paper 

1A New Race of Great Blue Heron from Espiritu Santo Island, Lower California. 

By John E. Thayer and Outram Bangs. Proc. N. Eng. Zool. Club, IV, pp. 83-84. 

February 23, 1912. } 

2 Descriptions of New American Birds. By Outram Bangs, Proc. Biol. Soc. 

Wash. XXIV, pp. 187-190. June 23, 1911. 

3A New Swift from Palestine, By Outram Bangs, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 

XXIV, pp. 195-196. June 23, 1911. : 

4The Florida Song Sparrow. By Outram Bangs, Proc. N. Eng. Zool. Club, 

IV, pp. 85-87, June 5, 1912. 

5 New Birds from Cuba and the Isle of Pines, By Outram Bangs, Proc. N. Eng. 

Zool. Club, IV, pp. 89-92, March 31, 1913. 
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Gymnasio lawrencei exsul and Agelaius subniger from the Isle of Pines. 

Reguloides pulcher vegetus is described as new from western Szechwan, 

central China! while the Green Heron of the Maldives? is named Butorides 

albidulus.— W. 8S. 

Zimmer’s ‘‘ Birds of the Thomas County Forest Reserve.’’*— The 

region covered by this paper comprises the U. 8S. Government Forest 

Reserve in Thomas County, Nebraska, to which Mr. Zimmer and other 

Nebraska ornithologists have given much attention. There is presented 

first an ecological classification of the several ‘habitats’, the sandhills 

being regarded as Upper Sonoran while the Prairie is Carolinian. The birds 

characteristic of each region are mentioned, followed by a fully annotated 

list of 142 species. While the nomenclature follows the A. O. U. List in the 

main we note that the possessive ‘s’ of all personal names is dropped as is 

the trinomial from the ‘ typical’ race except where another form of the 

same species occurs in the area under consideration, —the latter a rather 

inconsistent practice. This however in no way detracts from the value 

of the paper which is a well conceived and well presented contribution to 

the ornithology of an interesting region.— W. S. 

California Economic Ornithology.— In Game Bulletin No. 1 (1913) 

of the California Fish and Game Commissioners, is reprinted Mr. H. C. 

Bryant’s paper on ‘“‘ The present and future status of the California Valley 

Quial.”” The bulletin also contains Mr. Bryant’s report on his ‘‘ Investi- 

gation of the Economic Status of Non-Game Birds.’”’ This article describes 

the purposes and methods of the investigation, and briefly reports on the 

economic status of the Western Meadowlark, Blackbirds, and the Lewis’s 

Woodpecker. 

Mr. Bryant’s final report on ‘“‘ The Economic Value of the Western 

Meadowlark in California” appears as Bulletin 236 of the State Agricul- 

tural Experiment Station. The percentages of animal and vegetable food 

for the year are reported as approximately 60 and 40. The writer con- 

cludes that the balance is certainly in favor of the Meadowlark.— W. L. M. 

Four Economic Papers by Professor W. E. Collinge.— The Bull- 

finch (Pyrrhula europea) has an evil reputation as a destroyer of buds of 

fruit trees, and Professor Collinge confirms this opinion by the results 

of examination of the stomachs of 308 of these birds. He finds that ‘‘ dur- 

ing the five months, January to May, the food consists largely of fruit-buds 

1A New Warbler from Western China. By Outram Bangs, Proc. Biol. Soc. 

Wash. XXVI, pp. 95-96. May 3, 1913. 

2 The Green Heron of the Maldives. By Outram Bangs, Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., 

XXVI, pp. 93-94, May 3, 1913. 
3 Birds of the Thomas County Forest Reserve. By John T. Zimmer. Proc. 

Nebraska Ornith. Union, Vol. V, Part 5. April 14,1913. pp. 51-104. 
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and fruitlets, and in addition to those which are actually eaten, an equal, 

or even larger, number are wantonly destroyed by this bird. I have 

watched it for hours on plum trees destroying the buds wholesale, and 

similarly on currants.” 
‘““ My year’s reeord fully confirms the view I had previously held, largely 

founded upon observations in the field, that the bullfinch is for quite half 

the year most destructive in fruit orchards, causing considerable losses to 

growers, which far outweigh any little good it may do in keeping down the 

spread of weeds. Indeed, its value in this respect is extremely doubtful, 

for it certainly helps in the distribution of such weeds as the dandelion, 

dock, groundsel, ragwort, charlock, ete.! 

A report on ‘“ The Food of nestling birds,” ? gives the results of observa- 

tions of parents feeding the young and of examination of stomachs of 

nestlings of the Starling, House Sparrow, Song Thrush and Blackbird. 

The writer’s conclusions as to the nature of the diet and economic value 

of nestlings agree with those of Judd which he quotes. 

The great need of study of the relations of British birds to agriculture is 

brought out in a paper entitled ‘‘ The Economic Status of Birds.’”’* The 

writer shows that a bird, which by the nature of its food is beneficial, may 

on becoming abundant come to be regarded as injurious. This case is 

illustrated by the California Linnet and the Starling. A brief summary 

of the economic value of British birds, by families concludes the paper. 

Professor Collinge’s discussion of ‘‘ The Destruction and Dispersal of 

Weed Seeds by Wild Birds’’4 shows that he is in sympathy with the view 

expressed by Mason in “ The Food of Birds in India ”’ which was reviewed 

in ‘the Auk’ for July, 1912, pp. 413-416. He says: ‘‘ We cannot rely on 

weeds being kept down by birds, and the expense of cultivation to eliminate 

weeds is, I believe, not reduced in the slightest by the action of birds.’’ 

Professor Collinge notes the investigations of Beal, Judd, I<erner, 

Ridley and Darwin, on the distribution of seeds by birds, and contributes 

the results of some of his own experiments. 133 weeds of 7 species were 

grown from 54 droppings of the House Sparrow, 52 plants of 7 species 

from 38 droppings of the Greenfinch and 96 plants of 9 species from 50 of 

the Bullfinch. He concludes that seed-eating birds act as distributors of 

weed seeds to a much larger extent than is generally supposed. Taking 

this in connection with the evidence regarding the destruction of weeds, 

Professor Collinge states that he cannot regard seed-eating birds as 

beneficial— W. L. M. 

Henderson’s The Practical Value of Birds.> — This valuable little 
manual consists of tersely worded chapters on the Balance of Nature, 

1 Journ. Economic Biol. Vol. VII, pt. 2, June, 1912, pp. 50-57. 

2 Journ. Bd. Agr. Vol. XIX, No. 6, Sept. 1912. Reprint 6 pp. 

3 Journ. Land Agent’s Society, Oct., 1912. Reprint 5 pp. 

4 Journ. Bd. Agr. Vol. XX, No. 1, April, 1913. Reprint 12 pp. 

5 Univ. of Colo. Bulletin Vol. XIII, No. 4, April, 1913, 48 pp. 
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Rescue of crops, foliage and forests by birds, Quantities of food required 

by birds, Methods of investigation [of food habits], Necessity of bird pro- 

tection and Systematic discussion. Under the last heading are given the 

main facts relating to the various orders and families, with more detailed 

notes on the most important species. All points made are supported by 

bibliographic references and the paper closes with a good bibliography. 

In fact Professor Henderson’s publication is a concise and up-to-date com- 

pendium of information relating to economic ornithology and will be useful 

to all who are interested in the subject.— W. L. M. 

Recent Educational Publications. — The Massachusetts Audubon 
Society has issued a third colored bird chart! for school and general 

educational purposes. It includes twenty species of winter birds from 

paintings by Louis Agassiz Fuertes and is even better than its predecessors. 

An explanatory pamphlet is by Winthrop Packard and furnishes such 

information as will be of assistance to teachers and scholars. The Meriden 

N. H. Bird Club has published a second annual report.? It is attractively 

printed and illustrated and presents numerous papers on how to attract 

birds, bird baths, bird enemies, bird boxes ete. The report does credit to 

the general manager of the Club, Mr. Ernest Harold Baynes. 

From Alabama comes an admirable publication * prepared by Com- 

missioner J. H. Wallace, Jr. of the Department of Game and Fish. It 

contains a great deal of important information on the value of birds to- 

gether with poems on birds and nature, attractive illustrations and hints 

and programs for the conduct of ‘ bird day.’ 

California contributes two more numbers of the forceful publication 

entitled ‘The Western Wild Life Call’ 4 devoted respectively to the bill to 

prohibit the sale of wild game and that providing protection to the Dove, 

Band-tailed Pigeon, Shore-birds, Ducks, ete. The clear presentation of 

the need of action, by leading authorities, and the complete list of the state 

legislature with a call for every citizen to write to his representatives, 

form an admirable campaign document that could well be followed by 

other states in advocating similar legislation.— W.S. 

1Twenty Winter Birds. By Winthrop Packard to Accompany Audubon Bird 

Chart No. 3. Published for the Massachusetts Audubon Society, By Milton 

Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 1913. Chart and pamphlet $1.50. 

2Second Report of The Meriden Bird Club, 1912. Boston, Mass. S8vo., pp. 

1-82. With halftone illustrations and maps. One dollar, address Secretary of 

The Meriden Bird Club, Meriden, N. H. 

3 Alabama Bird Day Book, 1913. Issued by the Department of Game and 

Fish. John H. Wallace Jr. Commissioner, pp. 1-84 colored plates from ‘Birds and 

Nature’ and original halftones. 

4 Western Wild Life Call. Nos. 2 and 3. March 14 and 29, 1913. Published 

by the California Associated Societies for the Conservation of Wild Life. 
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The Ornithological Journals. 

Bird-Lore.! Vol. XV. No.2. March—April, 1913. 

This number is devoted almost entirely to the Passenger Pigeon, with 

illustrations from photographs of live birds taken by J. G. Hubbard, in 

Dr. C. O. Whitman’s aviary, in 1898. 

A Vanished Race. By Moritz Fischer. 

The Passenger Pigeon: Early Historical Records. By A. H. Wright. 

Recollections of the Passenger Pigeon in Captivity. By Wallace Craig. 

The Last Passenger Pigeon. By EH. H. Forbush. 

Migration of N. A. Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke— Fox Sparrow. 

Plumage notes by F. M. Chapman. 

Two Educational Leaflets treat of The Emperor Goose, By E. W. 

Nelson, and The Crested Auklet, By C. H. Townsend. 

Bird-Lore. Vol. XV. No. 3. May—June. 1913. 

A Bird Apartment House. By Albert Morgan.—Sparrow Hawk, 

Bluebird and Flicker nesting in the same tree trunk. 

A Purple Martin Colony. By W. M. Tyler. — At Salisbury, N. H. 

Barn Swallows in Springtime. By J. W. Lippincott.— A good study 

of habits. 

The Gray Kingbird at Home.’ By Henry Thurston.— At Tampa Bay, 

Fla. 

A Pet Blue Jay. By Mrs. H. E. Merrill. 

The Migration of N. A. Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke with Notes on the 

Plumage by W. DeW. Miller.— Treats of Pyrrhuloxia and Cardinal. 

The Green Heron, by T. Gilbert Pearson and The Alaska Longspur 

By E. W. Nelson, are the Educational Leaflets of this number. 

The Condor.? Vol. XV. No.2. March— April, 1913. 

Largely a prospectus of Dawson’s proposed ‘ Birds of California.’ 

The Nesting of the Prairie Falcon in San Luis Obispo County. By 

W. L. Dawson. 

William Leon Dawson — A Biography. By H.S. Swarth. 

Allan Brooks — An Appreciation. By W. L. Dawson. 

Leucosticte tephrocotis dawsoni.— A New Race of the Rosy Finch from 

the Sierra Nevada. By Joseph Grinnell. 

Great Destruction of Birds’ Eggs and Nestlings in the Sierra Nevada. 

By A. M. Ingersoll. 

Birds Observed in the Summer of 1912 among the Santa Barbara Is-. 

lands. By Howard Wright and G. K. Snyder. 

The Wilson Bulletin? Vol. XXV. No. 1. March, 1913. 

1Organ of the Audubon Societies. Edited by F. M. Chapman. Published by 

D. Appleton & Co. Harrisburg, Pa. 

2 Edited for the Cooper Ornithological Club, by Joseph Grinnell. Published 

at The Condor Office, Hollywood, California. 

3 Edited for the Wilson Ornithological Club, by Lynds Jones, Oberlin, Ohio. 
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Variations in Bird Migration from Year to Year. By W. W. Cooke — 

Prof. Cooke maintains ‘“‘ that the departure from the winter home has no 

connection with the weather, and that the average temperature at the 

breeding grounds is the principal factor that determines the time and speed 

of migration” and that “ local variations in temperature should have only a 

slight influence in varying the dates of arrival from year to year.” We 

think that in this he is probably correct but we cannot concede the degree 

of accuracy that he claims for various calculations based upon individual 

first arrival records. The causes of variation and inaccuracy in these are 

numerous and in any effort to ‘ correct ’ them the personal equation enters 

unconsciously. We believe, as elsewhere, stated that for accurate com- 

parative studies the combination of a large number of records by different 
observers from one vicinity is an absolute necessity. Until such material 

is at hand much of the detailed calculation is futile. 

Autumn Birds in Alcona County, Michigan. By J. Claire Wood. 

An interesting contribution to a little known section of the state. We 

trust that Mr. Wood will be able to add a supplementary report on the 

summer birds. 

The Nest of the Goldfinch based on Study of the Deserted Nests. By 

Francis M. Root. Only two out of eleven showed any thistle down in the 

lining! 

A Critique of Barrows’ ‘“‘ Michigan Bird Life.” By B. H. Swales.— 

Thirteen species are listed of which there seems to be no positive record 

of their occurrence in Michigan. 

Notes on the Breeding Habits of Agelaius phoeniceus. By W. L. 

Hackett. 
Corrections to a Preliminary List of the Summer Birds of Fall River 

County, Southwestern South Dakota. By S.S. Visher. 
» The Odlogist.. Vol. XXX. No.3. March 15, 1913. 

The Nesting History of a Pair of Golden Eagles. By C. 8S. Sharpe. 

Excellent illustrations from photographs. 

Nesting of the Prairie Horned Lark in Southern [i. e. south-western] 

Pennsylvania. By S8.S. Dickey. 

The Ibis.2, X Series. Vol. I, No.2. April, 1913. 

The Birds of Hong Kong, Macoa, and the West River or Si Kiang in 

South-eastern China, with special reference to their Nidification and Sea- 

sonal Movements. Part Il. By R. E. Vaughan and K. H. Jones.— This 

installment includes 79 species and is accompanied by a colored plate of 

eggs. Among many interesting notes we read that Halcyon smyrnensis 

and H. pileatus are much sought by the Chinese “ who use their blue 

feathers for the manufacture of the well-known ‘ Kingfisher enamel,’ which 

has been in use in China since the time of Confucius.”’ Palwornis torquata 

4 Edited and published by R. M. Barnes, Lacon, Ill. 

2 Edited for the British Ornithologists’ Union, by W. L. Selater. Published 

by R. H. Porter, 7 Princes St., Cavendish Sq. W., London. 
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said to have been accidentally introduced is now well established at Hong 

Kong. 
A Reference List of the Birds of New Zealand. Part I. By Gregory 

M. Mathews, and Tom Iredale — This is a thorough revision of New 

Zealand birds with the nomenclature brought into conformity with the 

International Code, and with the extreme generic subdivision which the 

authors favor. Numerous notes and explanations, and the more important 

synonyms are given under each species. We note as new forms: Hydro- 

progne tschegrava oliveri, Sterna vittata bollonsi, and Sternula nereis davise, 

while many other forms here recognized have been described by Mr. 
Mathews in recent numbers of his ‘ Birds of Australia’ etc. The types of all 
the genera are definitely cited following the method of the third edition of 

the A. O. U. Check List. Podiceps we note is used for the Grebes on the 

claim that Gray’s selection of C. arcticus Linn. as the type of Colymbus 

Linn. 1735 nec 1766 fixes the latter genus on the Loons. So far as we 

can see Mr. Mathews argument is sound and it is surprising that Gray’s 

change of type in the 1855 edition of his ‘ List of Genera’ should have been 

entirely overlooked. 

Further Notes on the Birds of China. By J. D. D. La Touche.— Con- 

sists of additions to the list of Birds of Chinkiang and additional obser- 

vations on the birds of Fohkien. Two specimens of the so-called Junco 

siemsseni Martens, previously known from the unique type, were obtained 

at Kuatun, north-west Fohkien, and the female is described for the first time. 

Some Notes and Observations on a Guan (Ortalis vetula), suggested by an 

Examination of an Immature specimen. By Perey R. Lowe.— This is a 

very suggestive paper in which the theory is advanced that the Guans repre- 

sent a type of gallinaceous bird in which the change from an arboreal to a 
terrestrial life has never been successfully completed. The young are shown 

to be remarkably well developed when hatched and are in most respects 

like young of terrestrial gallinacee, though certain characters indicate a 

comparatively recent arboreal life which the adults still follow. Mr. Lowe 

presents good arguments against the possiblity of this being a ‘reversion’ 

or return to the arboreal life. 
On Sterna hirundo Linn. and on the Name of the Common Tern. By 

Einar Lonnberg — Decides that Linnzeus referred to the Common Tern 

and not the Arctic as has been suggested. 

Obituary notices of Dr. Edward A. Wilson who perished on Capt. Scott’s 
Antarctic Expedition and Dr. Robert Collett. The former, by the way, 

was a great nephew of Dr. Thos. B. Wilson at one time president of the » 

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia well known as a benefactor 
of that institution and an associate of John Cassin. 

Under ‘ Letters etc.’ there is a strong reply to Dr. Sclater’s criticism of 

the new British Hand List by its authors. 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club.! No. CLXXXV. 

1 Edited by W. R. Ogilvie Grant. Published by Witherby & Co., 326 High Hole 

born, London. 
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List of Melanistic, Albinistic and Hybrid birds exhibited by Hon. W. 
Rothschild. 

The following new forms are described: Turdus swynnertoni Bannerman, 

Rhodesia; Cypselus pacificus cooki Harrington, Northern Shan States; 

Acrocephalus taiti, Vini hendersoni and Porzana murrayi described by 

Ogilvie-Grant from Henderson Island, South Pacific, with remarks on 

other birds of this little known island. Later, in No. CLXX XVII of the 

Bulletin it is pointed out that Mr. A. J. North had published a paper on 

Henderson Island birds in which two of these supposed new forms were 

named. Vini hendersoni = V. stepheni North and Porzana murrayi = 
P. atra North. 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club. No. CLXXXVI. 

New forms described: Ptilotis ornata wesleydalei Mathews, southwest: 

Australia; P.o. wnderbooli Mathews Victoria; Larus fuscus antelius Iredale, 

Obi River. 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club. No. CLXXXVII. 

New forms: Emberiza yessoénsis continentalis Witherby, near Nanking, 
China; Sitta europaea hispaniensis Witherby, Spain and Portugal. 

British Birds.!. Vol. VI. No. 10. March 1, 1913. 

Edward Adrian Wilson. An Appreciation. By W.S. Bruce. 

Professor Robert Collett. By A. H. Cocks. 

Increase and Decrease in Summer Residents 1912.— Compilation of 

Reports. 

British Birds. Vol. VI. No. 11. April 1, 1913. 

Henry John Pearson. A Memoir. By H. W. Feilden. 

Notes on Mortality in Nestling Cuckoos. By J. H. Owen—Of 34 

young Cuckoos observed in the nest during 1911 and 1912, seventeen came 

to an untimely end. The ratio, 50 percent, was exactly the same in each 

year. 

Note on the Ejection of the Lining Membrane of the Gizzard by the 

Curlew. By H. Hammond Smith.— Other birds which possess the same 
habit are mentioned. 

Are Starlings Double or Single Brooded? By N. F. Ticehurst — Some 

at least were proved to have two broods, by banding and recapture. 

British Birds. Vol. VI. No. 12. May 1, 1913. 

Early ‘‘ Drumming ” of the Snipe and its Significance. By H. Lynes.— 

Considers it due to earlier revival of sexual instincts on account of mild 
winter. 

The Lesser Black-backed Gull of the British Isles. By Tom Iredale — 

An examination of the type of Larus affinis Reinhardt shows that it is the 

same as the recently described L. fuscus britannicus Lowe (cf. Bull B. O. C. 

CLXXXVI.) 
“ British Diving Ducks.”’ A review of J. G. Millais’ recent work by 

1 Edited by H. F. Witherby. Published by Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn, 

London. 
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H. F. Witherby — The reviewer strongly refutes the author’s claim of 

color change in feathers, citing Dr. Strong’s papers with which Mr. Millais 

seems to have been unacquainted. Other points are also discussed at 

length and the review is really one of the leading papers in the number. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV. No. 5. March, 1913. 

The Sexes of Liothrix lutea with Remarks on Modifications of the Species. 

By. A. G. Butler — colored plate. 
The Tameness of Wild Geese. By I. Dorrien-Smith — On the Scilly 

Isles. 
My Antarctic Goose, Cloéphaga antarctica. By F. E. Blaauw. 

The Hooded Parrakeet, Psephotus dissimilis (Collett). By G. M. 

Mathews. — A history of its nomenclature. P. cucullatws North and P. 

chrysopterygius blaauwi Van Oort are both synonyms (see also Bull. Brit. 

Orn. Club, CLXXXYV). 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV. No.6. April, 1913. 
The Gardener Bower Bird. Amblyornis inornata. By H. D. Astley. 

In Praise of Owls. By Miss E. F. Chawner — As aviary birds. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV. No.7. May, 1913. 

The Blue Niltava. Xanthopygia cyanomelena. By H. D. Astley — 

Colored plate. 
On Birds and their Surroundings between Puerto Varas and Puerto 

Montt. By F. E. Blaauw — Interesting account of a trip to Chile, illus- 

trated. 

The Pied Chat Sazicola lewcomelena. By H. D. Astley.— Plate in 

black and white. 

The Endurance of Young Wild Ducks. By I. Dorrien-Smith — Notes 

on birds on the Scilly Isles. 

Notes on the Mild Winter and the Birds. By P. F. M. Galloway — 

Vegetation in England practically five weeks in advance and birds in song 

and nesting much earlier than usual. 

Bird Notes.2. Vol. lV. No.3. March, 1913. 

Birds of the Sal Forest. By D. Dewar.— Pilibhit district of India. 

Fairy Blue Birds. By W. T. Page.— Review of species and distribution. 

Birds of Gambia. By E. Hopkinson (continued). 

The Emu.’ Vol. XII. No. 4. April, 1913. 

On the Comparative Osteology of Cereopsis novee-hollandie. By 

R. W. Shufeldt.— A vast amount of detail is presented but the results 

of the author’s studies are exactly those given in the classification of Evans 

1 Edited for the Avicultural Society, by Hubert D. Astley. Published by 
West, Newman & Co., 54 Hatton Garden, E. C., London. 

2 Journal of the Foreign Bird Club. Edited by Wesley T. Page, Treasurer. 

Sydney Williams, Holland Lodge, Edmonton, London, N. England. 

3 Organ of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ Union. Edited by A. J. 

Campbell and Charles Barrett, Melbourne Australia. London Agents, Witherby 

and Co., 326 High Holborn. 
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&c. except that he separates the Tree-ducks in a separate subfamily, the 

reasons for which are to be presented in another paper. 

Ornithological Notes, Barclay Expedition. By G. F. Hill— A valuable 
annotated list. 

Field Ornithology in South Australia. By 8S. A. White. 

Report on Mutton-Bird Rookeries, Cape Wollomai. By A. J. and A. G. 

Campbell.— 884 occupied and 1416 unoccupied burrows. 

Notes on a Small Collection of Bird Skins from the Northern Territory. 

By A. J. Campbell and J. A. Kershaw. 

The Austral Avian Record.! Vol. I. No.8. March 20, 1913. 

New Subspecies of Birds from the Monte Bello Islands, N. West 

Australia. By P. D. Montague. Hremiornis carteri assimilis and Anthus 

australis montebelli. 

Additional Species Described by Gould from Norfolk, Lord Howe and 

Philip Islands. By Witmer Stone and Gregory M. Mathews. 

The Genus-Name Meliphaga. By G. M. Mathews.— Replaces Ptilotis 

Sw. 

Additions and Corrections to my Reference List. By G. M. Mathews. 

— Twenty-six new forms, with type specimens designated. 

New Genera. By G. M. Mathews.— Ten new. 

Journal of the South African Ornithologists’ Union.? Vol. VIII, 

No. 2. December, 1912. 

Random Notes on South African Ornithology. By C. G. Davies. 

Important note on habits of the Finfoot (Podica petersi). 

The South African Lanner Falcon (Falco biarmicus) and its Congeners. 

By B.C. R. Langford. 

The Wild Birds of the Pretoria Zoological Gardens. By Alwin Haagner. 

The Value of Birds to Man. By James Buckland. 

Ardea. (In Dutch.) Vol. II. No. 1. March, 1913. 

On the Arrival of Certain Migrant Birds in Holland in 1912. By H. 
Ekama. 

Ornithological and Oological Miscellany. By A. A. Van Pelt Lechner. 

Results of Bird Banding at the Leiden Museum. By E. D. Van Oort. 

Swan and Geese at Gooilust, Graveland. By F. E. Blaauw. 

Ornithological Observations in Holland. By E. D. Van Oort. 
Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie.? (In French.) Year V, No. 47. 

March, 1913. 

Birds Collected in South-west Morocco, on the Madam Du Gast Expe- 

dition. By A. Menegaux. 
Observations on Quail Banded and Released at Fayet on 1912. By F. 

Hugues. 

1 Edited by Gregory M. Mathews. Published by Witherby & Co. 

£Editors, Dr. J. W. B. Gunning, B. C. R. Langford and A. K. Haagner, 

Pretoria, Transvaal. London Agents, Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn. 

* Edited by A. Menegaux, 55, Rue de Buffon, Paris. 
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Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Year V. No. 48. 

Descriptions of two New Birds of Paradise. By A. Menegaux.— Para- 

disewa duivenbodei, Yaour, Geelvink Bay, New Guinea; P. raggiana sororia, 

New Guinea. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Year V. No. 49. 

On the Classification of Birds. By A. Dubois. 

On Houbara undulata (Bp.). By A. Vaucher, with plate. 

Abnormal Eggs. By A. Legros. 

Journal fiir Ornithologie (In German.) April, 1913. 

The Klein Bird Drawings (continued). By J. Gengler. 

The Significance of Egg-Shell Structure for the Systematist. By A. 

Szielask. 

Revision of the Genus Cercomela. By O. Neumann and O. Graf Zedlitz 

— C. melanura erlangeri subsp. nov., Khareba, 8S. Arabia; C. scotocerca 

enigma subsp. nov., Dire Dana, N. Somaliland. 

How has the Appearance of the Landscape of West Prussia been Affected 

by the Operations of Man and How have the Habits of Birds been In- 

fluenced thereby? By F. Braun. 

On the Banding of Rough-leg Hawks in Swedish Lapland in the summer 

of 1911. By L. A. Jagerskiold. 

Studies of Bird Song. By C. Schmitt and H. Stadler — Extensive Use 

of musical notation. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte.2 (In German.) March, 1913. 

A few Remarks on the Ostrich Egg-shell Fragments from the Algerian 

Sahara. By H. Schalow. 

Supplement to a Notice of Wild Ring Doves in Eutin. By R. Bieder- 

mann-Imhoof. 

Rossitten Migration Notes. By J. Thienemann.— Also in the May 

number. 

Titmice as Resident Birds. By H. Grote. 

An Important Bibliographic Discovery. By F. Lindner.— A nearly 

complete copy of the first edition of Naumen’s Ornithological Works. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. April, 1913. 

New Forms of Francolin from Persia. By N.Sarudny and M. Harms.— 

Francolinus (Ortygornis) pondicerianus mecranensis Valley of Rud-i-Sarbas 

River, Persian Beluchistan; F’rancolinus orientalis arabistanicus. 

New African Birds. By O. Graf Zedlitz — Hurocephalus anguitimens 

erlangeri, Abyssinia; EH. a. deckeni, S. Somaliland; #. a. fischeri, Udjiri- 

Stmpfe; #. a. béhmi, Langenburg; Indicator exilis erlangeri, Afgoi; Fran- 

colinus sephena jubaensis, Afgoi; Turtur decipiens elegans, Afgoi; Turtur 

capicola hilgerti, Aurowin. 

Totanus ochropus a winter visitant in Thuringia. By R. Fenk. 

An Ornithological Rescript of the year 1751. By H. Schalow. 

1Edited by Dr. A. Reichenow. L. A. Kittler, Leipzig, Agent. 

2Edited by Dr. A. Reichenow. R. Friedlander & Sohn, Berlin, N. W. 6, 

Karlstr. 11. Agents. 
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Ornithologische Monatsberichte. May, 1913. 

Some Observations on the Frohburg-Eschefeld Pond in the early part 

of 1912. By R. Zimmermann. 

Does Poecile atricapillus borealis really winter in Finnland. By H. Baron 

Loudon. 

On Francolinus granti and kirki. By H. Grote. 

On the Swimming of the Water Ouzel. By Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen. 

On the Cessation of Song in Birds During a Solar Eclipse. By R. 

Biedermann-Imhoof. 

Ornithologische Monatschrift.. (In German.) Vol. XXXVIII. 

No.1. January, 1918. 

Reports on Birds Breeding on the Memmert Bird Colony in 1912 by 

O. Leege; on the Colonies at Jordsand, Ellenbogen, Norderoog, Langen- 

werder and Poel by F. Dietrich; and on the Werder Islands by P. Gotts- 

chalk.— These are well illustrated and interesting to all workers for the 

conservation of wild bird life. 

Observations on the Long-tailed Titmice during the Early Part of 1911 in 

Leboch Park. By K. Loos. 

Notice and Bibliography of Prof. W. Blasius. By E. Blasius. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol. XXXVIII. No. 2. Febru- 

ary, 1913. Annual Report of the Society for the Protection of Birds. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol. XXXVIII. No. 3. March, 

1913. Articles on Manual training in schools in connection with bird pro- 
tection — building bird boxes ete. 

General Bird Observation in Ireland and England in July, 1911 (con- 

tinued in April number). 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol. XXXVIII. No. 4. April, 

1913. Arrival and Departure Dates at Hallein [Austria] in 1912. By 

Tschusi zu Schmedhoffen. 

On Pratincola rubicola. By K. Regel. Illustrated. 

Proceedings of the Bavarian Ornithological Society.2. (In German.) 

Vol. XI, No. 3. April, 1913. 

The German ‘“ Gerlitz ”’ and its Relationship to the Geographic Forms 

of the Genus Serinus. By A. Laubmann.— Serinus canarius germanicus 

subsp. nov. 

A contribution to the Ornithology of the Bavarian Forest. By J. 

Gengler. 

The Migration of Siberian Nutcrackers into Bavaria in 1911. By A. 

Laubmann. 

On the Imitating of Middle European Birds. By H.S. and C. Schmitt. 

The Appearance of the Nightingale (Luscinia megarhynchos megarhyn- 

chos) in the Palatinate. By K. Bertram. 

1Organ of the German Society for Protection of Birds. Edited by Dr. C. R. 

Hennicke and Dr. O. Taschenberg, Agent, Max Kretschmann Creutzschen Ver- 

lagsbuchhandlung in Magdeburg, Germany. 

2 Edited by C. E. Hellmayr, Munich. Gustav Fischer, Jena, Agent. 
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On a New Tanager from Trinidad. By C. E. Hellmayr and Josef Graf 

von Seilern.— Sporathrawpis cyanocephala biisingi, Mount Aripo, Trinidad. 

Ornithologisches Jahrbuch.! (In German.) Vol. XXIV. Nos. 1-2. 

January—April, 1913. 

Breeding Birds of the Vicinity of Gmunden and Lambach [Austria]. 

By A. Watzinger. 

Journal Notes on the Oder Delta country and Lower Pomerania. By R. 

J. Fromhelz. 

A Contribution to the Ornithology of the Arber Country [Germany]. 

On the Appearance of Rock Sparrows (Petronia) in Wiirthemberg. By 

W. Bacmeister. 

Messager Ornithologique.2 (In Russian.) Vol. IV. No.1. 1913. 

Preliminary List of the Birds of the Tarsk District, Tobolsk, [Russia]. 

By W. E. Uschakow. 

On Some Birds of the Kjelzer Government [Russia]. By E. I. Katin. 

Acrocephalus streperus intermedius subsp. nov. By W. W. Stantschinski. 

Corvus macrorhynchus mandshuricus subsp. nov. By S. A. Buturlin. 

A New Geographic Form of Sparrow, Passer montanus volgensis. By S. I. 

Ognew. 

New Forms of Remiza. By N. A. Sarudny — Remiza pendulina bostan- 

jogli, R. p. menzbieri. 

Names of the Parus cinereus Group. By 8. A. Buturlin.— Recognizes 

four races besides the typical one; bokharensis Licht., turcestanicus Sarud. 

and Loud., ferghanensis Brit., and dzwngaricus Sarud. and Bilkew. 

An Ornithological Excursion to Sarsoan-nor and Marka-Kul Lakes, W. 

Siberia in 1909 (continued in this and the next number). By G.I. Poljakow. 

Messager Ornithologique. Vol. IV. No. 2. 1913. 

On the Ornithology of the North-eastern Sayan Mountains. By A. J. 

Tugarinow. 

On Various Hybrids between the Yellow-hammer and White-headed 

Finch. (Emberiza citrinella erythrogenys and E. leucocephalos). By N.A. 

Sarudny. 

The Chinese Swan (Cygnus davidi Swinh.) in Siberia. By W. Doro- 

gostaisky. ; 

The Question of the Systematic Position of the White-winged Magpie 

(Pica leucoptera). By S. I. Ognew. 

Notes on the Distribution of Penthestes (= Poecile). ByS.A. Buturlin. 

Cyanistes cyanus yenisseensis But. et Tugar. in Kiev. By S. A. Buturlin. 

A New Form of Dove (Columba enas hyrcana subsp. noy.). By N. A. 

Sarudny and S. I. Bilkewitsch. 

1 Edited by Victor Ritter von Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen Hallein, Salzburg, 

Austria. 

2Edited by G. I. Poljakow, Gut. ‘ Sawino,’’ Oberalowka, Moscow Govt., 

Russia. 
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Aquila.!. (In Hungarian and German.) XIX Volume. 1912. 

A Sketch of the Status of ‘Ornithophainology.’ By Otto Herman— 

A review of recent works on bird migration. 

The White Stork in South Africa. By Alwin Haagner and others. 

Numerous papers on bird migration in Hungary. 

The Vegetable and Insect Food of Perdix perdiz. By L. Thaisz and E. 

Csiki. 
Microscopic Anatomy of the Lower Intestine of Birds. By E. Greschik 

— Numerous species examined and full bibliography. 

Fossil Birds of Hungary. By K. Lambrecht. 

Bird Banding by the Hungarian Ornithologists’ Union in 1912. By J. 

Schenk. 

Bird Protection in Hungary, 1912. A number of Reports. 

Rivista Italiana di Ornitologia.2 (In Italian). Vol. II. No. 2. 

October-December, 1912. 

Hybridism in the Production of a Systematic Species. By Alex. 

Ghigi.— Deals with Pheasants. 

Singular Capture of an Eastern Species of Ardetta [in Italy]. By T. 

Salvadori — A. ewrythma Swinh. new to Italy and to Europe. 

Sula bassana on the Island of Elba and its Distribution in Italy. By 

G. Damiani. 

Catalogue of a Small Collection of Birds from the Colony of Eretrea 

[N. E. Africa]. By F. Cavazza. 

The Jay of Sardinia. By T. Salvadori and E. Festa. 

Ornithological Articles in Other Journals.’ 

Rintoul, Leonora J., and Baxter, Evelyn, V. Bird Notes from the 

Isle of May. Spring and Autumn, 1912. (The Scottish Naturalist, 

March, 1913.) 

Clarke, Wm. Eagle. The Song-Thrush of the Outer Hebrides — Twr- 

dus musicus hebridensis — A New Racial Form. (The Scottish Naturalist. 

March, 1913.) — Types from Island of Barra. 

Andersion, Peter, The Birds of the Island of Tiree. (The Scottish 

Naturalist, April, 1913.) 

Thomson, A. L. Aberdeen. University Bird-Migration Inquiry: First 

Interim Report (1909-12) (The Scottish Naturalist, April, 1913.) 

1Edited by Otto Herman for the Royal Hungarian Central Bureau for 

Ornithology; Budapest, Hungary. 

2Edited by Ettore Arrigoni Degli Oddi. Published by Stabelimento, Poli- 

grafico Emiliano, Piazza Calderini, 6, Bologna, Italy. 

3 These titles represent papers which have not been sent to ‘The Auk’ for review 

but have been received in the library of the Academy of Natural Sciences. The 

editor is indebted to Mr. J. A. G. Rehn for keeping a memorandum of the titles 

from month to month and to Dr. Edward J. Nolan, librarian of the Academy 

for the privilege of examining them. Full reviews are given only when the papers 

are sent to ‘The Auk’.— W.S. 
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Ramsay, L. N. G. On the Moulting of the Herring Gull (Larus 

argentatus and Other Species (The Scottish Naturalist, May, 1913).— In 

the bibliography or moult we notice the omission of a number of papers not- 

ably Dr. Dwight’s ‘Sequence of Plumage and Moults of the Passerine 

Birds of New York’ (Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci., 1900) — probably the most 

extensive contribution to the subject of moult that has yet appeared. 

Selous, E. A Diary of Ornithological Observation Made in Iceland 

during June and July, 1912. (The Zodlogist, March 15, 1913) (continued 

in the April number). 

Ingram, Collingwood. Description of a New Form of Long-tailed Tit. 

(Agithalus caudatus taiti, Coimbra, Portugal (The Zodlogist, April 15, 

1913). 

Stubbs, F. J. Asiatic [and other] Birds in Leadenhall Market (The 

Zodlogist, April 15, 1913) — An interesting commentary on the cold storage 

trade. 

Gurney, J. H. Ornithological Report for Norfolk (1912) (The Zodlo- 

gist, May 15, 1913). 

Patten, C. J. The Diurnal Migration of Certain Birds Observed at 

the Tuskar Rock [Ireland] (The Zodlogist, May 15, 1913.) — A valuable 

contribution to the study of migration at lighthouses. 

North, A. J. On the Early History of the Australian Cassowary 

(Casuarius australis Wall.). (Records of the Australian Museum, Vol. X, 

No. 4. April, 1913) — An interesting historical compilation. 

Foyer, J. C. F. [Artamus fuscus feeding on butterflies in Ceylon pre- 

ferring ‘ distasteful’ species] (Abst. Proc. Zool. Soe. London, No. 121. 

May 6, 1913). 

Bragg, L. M. American Scoter and Ring-necked Duck [in 8. Carolina] 

(Bull. Charleston Museum, February, 1913.) 

Bryant, C. A. The Passenger Pigeon (Forest and Stream, April 19, 

1913).— Personal Recollection of the bird in Michigan. 

Crandall, L. S. Wild Duck Farming a New Industry. (Out-door 

World and Recreation, April, 1913) — Excellent illustrations. 

Shaw, W. T. A Bird that Butcher’s (Out-door World and Recreation, 

June, 1913) — Photographs of a Shrike and its impaled prey. 

Loring, J. A. Making Friends with Nature (Out-door World and Rec- 

reation, May, 1913) Intimate photographs of Chickadees, ete. 

Timpel, Max. The Birds of Erfurt and Vicinity. (Jahrb. Koénigl. 

Akad. Gemeinniitziger Wissench. zu Erfurt. XX XVIII, 1912, pp. 1-98.) — 

List of 210 species with full discussion of nesting, migration, economic 

value ete. , 

Sassi, M. A New Species of the Genus Cercococcyx. C. olivinus nov. 

sp. (Ann. K. K. Naturhist Hofmus. Wien. 1912. XXVI, pp. 341-342.) — 

From the Rutschuru Valley. 

Sassi, M. A Contribution to the Ornithology of Central Africa (Ann. 

kK. K. Naturhist Hofmus. Wien, 1912, X XVI, pp. 347-393). Report on 

the birds collected on R. Grauer’s expedition, December, 1909—-February, 
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1911, through central Africa, Lakes Tanganika, Kivu, Albert Edward and 

into the Congo forest. 

This installment covers all the groups but the Passeres and 193 species 

are listed. Colwmba albinucha from Moéra, and Asio abessinicus graueri 

from west of Lake Tanganika are described as new and the former figured. 

O’Donoghue, Chas. H. A Table for Use in the Identification of Birds’ 

Skulls. (Zool. Anzeiger XLI, pp. 465-468. 1913.) —‘ Identification ’ 

carried only to palate-structure ‘ desmognathous ’ ete. 

Blaauw, F. E. Across South America to Tierra del Fuego and back 

through the Smith-Channel (Notes from the Leyden Museum, XXXV, 

No. 1, December, 1912.) — Interesting comment in birds, and plate of 

young Coscoroba. 

Van Oort, E. D. Report on Birds from the Netherlands. Received 

from September, 1911 till September 1, 1912. (Notes from the Leyden 

Museum XXXIV, No. 3-4, pp. 231-234). 

Van Oort, E. D. Bird-Marking in the Netherlands. Recovery of 

Marked Birds (Notes from the Leyden Museum XXXIV, No. 3-4, 

November, 1912, pp. 243-256. 

Roberts, Austin. The Grass Warblers of South Africa (Cisticola, 

Hemipteryx.) (Ann. Transvaal Mus., III, Part 4, pp. 227-266.) — Cis- 

ticola aberrans minor subsp. nov. Port St. Johns dist.; C. monticola sp. nov. 

Pretoria; Hemipteryx major, sp.nov. Grahamstown; H. egregia sp. nov 

Wakkerstroom. 

Hartert, E. Expedition to the Central Western Sahara: Birds (Novi- 

tat. Zool. XX., No. 1, February, 1913. pp. 37-76.) Annotated list of 

‘species or subspecies, Ginanthe leucopyga egra subsp. nov. Gara Khina. 

Also an interesting chapter on migration in which the author rejects the 

theory of narrow paths crossing the Mediterranean at definite points and 

also the guidance of birds by landmarks. 

Zedlitz, O. Graf. Ornithological Results of the Expedition of Paul 

SSpatz in the Algerian Sahara in the Summer of 1912 (Novitat. Zool. XX, 

No. 1, February, 1913, pp. 164-186).— Annotated list of 65 species. 

Hellmayr, C. E. Critical Notes on the Types of Little-known Species 

of Neotropical Birds. Part II. (Novitat. Zool. XX, No. 1, February, 

1913, pp. 227-256). Numerous important cases of synonymy etc. demon- 

‘strated. 

Magnan, M. A.. (1) The Weight of the Remiges of birds (2) Beo- 

metrical Investigations on the Superior Members of Birds (Bull. Mus. Nat. 

d’Hist. Nat., Paris, 1912, pp. 13-15). (3) The Weight of the Rectrices 

of Carinate Birds. (/bid., pp. 182-184.) (4) The Weight of the Contour 

Feathers and Down of Birds (Ibid., pp. 385-389). (5) The Quantity of 

Blood in the Different Groups of Birds (Jbid., pp. 389-391). (6) Relation 

between the Power of Flight and Development of the Lungs in Birds. 
(Ibid., pp. 483-485). (7) The Weight of the Liver in Birds after Bleeding. 

([bid., pp. 485-488). 

Chigi, Francisco. Catalogue of a Collection of Birds from the Vicinity 

of Rome (Bollett. Soc. Zool. Ital. (III) I, pp. 417-448. October, 1912). 
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Dabbene, Roberto. Contribution to the Ornithology of Paraguay. 

Notes on the Birds Collected in Villa Rica by Felix Posner. (Anales. 

Mus. Nac. Hist. Nat. Buenos Aires, XXIII, pp. 383-390, 1912) — Anno- 

tated list of 86 species with full synonymy and a bibliography. 

Nelson, E. W. A New Subspecies of Nun Bird from Panama (Proc. 

Biol. Soc. Washington, XXVI, pp. 67-68, March 22, 1913). Monasa 

pallescens minor. Marraganti, Panama. 

Cooke, W. W. Bird Migration in the District of Columbia (Proc. 

Biol. Soc. Washington, X XVI, pp. 21-25. Feb. 8, 1913). 

A table showing average and earliest dates of arrival and departure 

(in spring) of 107 species and a list of 41 resident species. 

Publications Received.— Bangs, Outram (1) Some Birds from the 

Highlands of Siberia. (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. LIV. No. 16. Jan., 

1913, pp. 463-474.) (2) A New Race of Great Blue Heron from Espiritu 

Santo Island, Lower California. (Proc. N. E. Zool. Club, Vol. IV., pp. 

83-84, 1912.) (3) The Florida Song Sparrow. (Ibid., pp. 85-87.) (4) 

New Birds from Cuba and the Isle of Pines. (Jbid., pp. 89-92.) (5) 

Descriptions of New American Birds. (Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, Vol. 

XXIV, 1911, pp. 187-190.) (6) A New Swift from Palestine. .(Ibid., 

pp. 195-196.) (7) The Green Heron of the Maldives. (J/bid., pp. 93-94.) 

(8) A New Warbler from Western China. (Jbid., pp. 95-96.) 

Chapman, F. M. Color Key to North American Birds. With Bibli- 

ographical Appendix. Revised Edition. New York, D. Appleton & Co. 

1912. 8vo. Cloth $2.50 net. Postpaid, $2.74. 

Cooke, Wells W. Distribution and Migration of North American 

Herons and their Allies. (Bulletin 45, Biol. Survey, U. S. Dept. Agric. 

May 24, 1913.) 

Cory, Charles B. Description of Twenty-eight New Species and Sub- 

species of Neotropical Birds. (Publ. 167. Field Mus. Nat. Hist., Ornith. 

Series Vol. I. No. 7, pp. 2838-292, May 31, 1913). 

Henderson, Junius. The Practical Value of Birds. (Univ. of Colorado, 

Bull. Vol. XIII. No. 4, April, 1913.) 

Hornaday, William. T. Our Vanishing Wild Life, its Extermination 

and Preservation. New York Zodlogical Society, 1913. S8vo. Charles 

Seribner’s Sons. Price, $1.50. 

Mathews, Gregory M. The Birds of Australia. Vol. II, No. 5; 

Vol. III, Nos. 1 and 2. 

Packard, Winthrop. Twenty Winter Birds and Chart No. 3. Pub- — 

lished for the Mass. Audubon Society. Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, 
Mass. Price, $1.50. 

Ridgway, Robert. Color Standards and Color Nomenclature, Washing- 

ton, D. C. 1912 [= 1913] 8vo. Published by the author. Price, $8.00: 

postage extra, 20 cts. registered. 

Riley, J. H. (1) Birds Collected or Observed on the Expedition of the 

Alpine Club of Canada to Jaspar Park, Yellowhead Pass and Mount 
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Robson Region. (Canadian Alpine Journal, 1912. Special Number, 

pp. 45-75. Price of number $1.00. S.H. Mitchell, See’y-Treas. Van- 

couver Island, B. C.) (2) A New Name for Tanagra sclateri Berlepsch. 

(Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, 1912, Vol. XXV, pp. 185-188.) (3) A New 

Hummingbird of the Genus Chloristilbon from Brazil. (Ibid., 1913, Vol. 

XXVI, pp. 63-64.) (4) The King Rail of Cuba. (Jbid., pp. 83-86.) 

Swann, H. Kirke. A Dictionary of English and Folk-Names of Brit- 

ish Birds. Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn, London. 1913, 8vo. 
Price, 10 shillings net. 

Thayer, John E. and Bangs, Outram. Some Chinese Vertebrates: 

Aves. (Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., Vol. XL. No. 4, August, 1912. pp. 

137-200.) 

Todd, W. E. Clyde. A Revision of the Genus Chemepelia (Ann. Car- 

negie Mus. Vol. VIII. Nos. 3-4, 1913, pp. 507-603. 

Wallace, John H., Jr. Alabama Bird Day Book, 1913. Department of 

Game and Fish, Montgomery, Ala. 

Witherby, H. F. ‘ British Diving Ducks’ a Review (British Birds, 

Vol. VI, No. 12, 1913.) 

Zimmer, John T. Birds of the Thomas County Forest Reserve. 

(Proc. Nebraska Ornith. Union. Vol. V, Part 5, April 14,1913. pp. 51— 

104.) 

Abstract, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, Nos. 116-122, February 18 to May 
20, 1913. 
Annual Report of the Director of the Board of Trustees of the Field 

Museum of Natural History for 1912. (Publ. 165, Report Series, Vol. IV, 
No. 3, pp: 188-278). 

Ardea, Tijdschrift der Ned. Orn. Vereen., II, No.1. March, 1913. 
Austral Avian Record, I, No.8. March 20, 1913. 

Avicultural Magazine, (3) IV, No. 5-7, March—May, 1913. 

Bird Lore, XV, Nos. 2-3, March—June, 1913. 

British Birds, VI, Nos. 10-12, March—May, 1913. 

Bulletin British Ornith. Club. Nos. CLXXXV-CLXXXVII, February 
27-April 21, 1913. 

Bulletin Charleston Museum, IX, No. 2-4, February to April, 1913. 

Condor, The, XV, Nos. 2, March-April, 1913. 

Emu, The, XII, Part 3 (supplement) and Part 4, April, 1913. 

Forest and Stream, LXXX, 11-23. 

Ibis, The, (10) I, No. 2, April, 1913. 

Journal Maine Ornith. Club. Index to Vols. I-XIII. 

Meriden Bird Club, Second Report, 1912. 

Messager Ornithologique, 1913, Nos. 1-2. 

New Jersey and Pennsylvania Audubon Bulletin No. 1. March, 1913. 

Odlogist, The, XXX, Nos. 3-5, March—May, 1913. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift, 38, Nos. 1-4, January-April, 1913. 

Ornithologisches Jahrbuch, XXIV, Heft 1-2, January—April, 1913. 

Ottawa Naturalist, The, XXVI, No. 12, XXVII, No. 2, March—May, 

1913. ; 
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Philippine Journal of Science, VII, No. 6, December, 1912. VIII, No. 

1, February, 1913. 

Proceedings of the Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, LXV, Part I, Jan- 

uary—March, 1913. 

Records of the Australian Museum, VIII, No. 4, April, 1913. X, Nos. 

1-3. February—April, 1913. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Naturalists and ‘Concealing Coloration.’ 

Epiror or ‘THe AvuK’: 

Dear Sir: — I hereby send you my periodical warning to naturalists that 

their supposed opposition to my so called ideas is in reality nothing but a 

state of error kept alive solely by ignorance. Any of the scores of intel- 

lectual persons who have spent even two days with me here, laugh to learn 

of the average naturalist’s attitude about it and many of them are aston- 

ished to hear that no natural history institution has yet sent any committee 

to investigate this immense and revolutionary discovery. It is absolutely 

impossible for any one to see what I am showing and continue to doubt its 

significance. The discovery that thousands of species in all orders are 

each, no matter how they happen to look elsewhere, superhumanly perfect 

pictures of the very background against which it would apparently most 

help them not to show! Do naturalists really fancy that when a profes- 

sional copier of nature, a picture-maker, tells them that these are such 

copies, the phenomenon is not worth investigating? Moreover it is not an 

individual artist that tells them this, but a representative body of them, 

composed of all the painters to whom I have shown the things. Many 

naturalists, feeling forced to believe that I am right about these wonderful 

copies, have said they admitted it but disagreed about the deduction. Here 

their position becomes hopeless; because, if they will not come and witness, 

they must take my word that the cases are practically the whole animal 

kingdom, all but the species that neither hunt nor are hunted; and if this 

is so, it is utterly absurd to try to call it accident. 

Apspotr H. THAYER. 

Monadnock, N. H., 

June 12, 1913. 
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NOTES AND NEWS. 

HERBERT Brown, who was elected an associate member of the Amer- 

ican Ornithologists’ Union in 1885 and a member in 1901, died at Tucson, 

Arizona, May 12, 1913. At the time of his death Mr. Brown was 65 years 

old, having been born in Winchester, Virginia, March 6, 1848. He was 

twice married and leaves a widow and one son. 

In 1873 he located in Tueson where he made his home throughout most 

of the remaining part of his life. In 1883 the writer lived a few months in 

Tucson and soon after his arrival became acquainted with Mr. Brown and 

found in him a most interesting companion and a congenial friend. As 

soon as he learned that I was an ornithologist he expressed the greatest 

pleasure saying that for years he had been keenly interested in birds but 

did not know how to identify them nor how to make skins. He soon 

learned to prepare excellent specimens and since that time continued his 

ornithological studies with much enthusiasm whenever possible. Ulti- 
mately he came to know Arizona birds very well. He was curator of the 

museum of the University of Arizona from its foundation, and his collec- 

tions in various branches of natural history were donated to this institution. 

He always took an active interest in scientific work and cordially weleomed 

scientific workers who visited Tucson. As a consequence he made many 

warm friends among scientific as well as non-scientific men who will feel his 

death as a personal loss. 

For some years after his arrival in Tucson he had many adventurous 

experiences especially during prospecting trips in the desert mountains of 

Arizona and northern Sonora. During this time he had several narrow 

escapes from Apache Indians and from death by thirst on the waterless 

desert plains of that region. 

Soon after we became friends he told me about a kind of ‘‘ Bob-white”’ 

quail he had often seen on the grassy plains south of Tucson, near the Son- 

ora border, and my interest in the subject led him to secure and send to 

Mr. Ridgway the first specimen ever collected of the bird afterwards 

described as Colinus ridgwayi. 

For many years Mr. Brown was connected with newspapers in Tucson 

as reporter, editor or owner, and was one of the best known and most 

highly respected members of the community. At the time of his death he 

was President of the Audubon Society of Arizona, and Clerk of the Superior 

Court of Pima County— E. W. N. 

Tue study of bird songs is a department of ornithology that has failed 

to receive the attention that it deserves or at least has failed to advance 

along true scientific lines. This may be due in part to the rather surprising 

attitude of most leading ornithologists toward the method employed in 

recording bird song, i. e. the musical notation. One ornithologist says 
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“Musical notation might as well be Greek so far as it gives an adequate 

idea of song to any other than the transcriber,”’ and another while admitting 

the difference in tone quality between notes sung by a bird and notes 

played on a piano, fails to realize the mechanical nature of the piano scale 

and cites his inability to recognize songs played on the piano from records 

made in musical notation by one of the leading students of bird song, as 

indicating the failure of this method. Of forty-one songs played by the 

pianist “thirty-three conveyed absolutely no impression, we could not 

even guess at their identity.” 

There are of course two objects in view in recording bird song, (1) to 

provide a description of the song that will enable someone else to reproduce 

or recognize it, (2) to make an accurate record of the song which may be 

compared with other records made by the same or other individuals, the 

series forming the basis for a scientific study of the subject. 

The first is the phase of the subject that has received most attention. 

No matter what method of notation or description may be used it is ex- 

tremely doubtful whether any bird song can be so recorded that one who 

has never heard it can reproduce it with any degree of accuracy from the 

printed record. Even such an easily imitated call as that of the Whip- 

poor-will has to be heard before it can be reproduced with proper accent, 

speed, and quality. 

When it comes to recording a song so that one will be able to recognize 

in the description a song that he has actually heard, the case is very different 

and the calls and songs of many species may be so recorded. The method 

of notation may vary, it may be syllabic or it may be musical but neither 

will give any idea of quality which can only be supplied, and incompletely 

at that, by some descriptive clauses. To the musician however the musical 

notation is by no means “Greek,’’ and with some description of quality 

he gets a far better idea of a song accurately represented on a musical staff 

than the non-musician is able to obtain from a syllabic representation. 

Some syllabic representations recall the note very accurately as ‘Whip- 

poor-will,’ ‘Pee-wee,’ ‘Bob-white’; the ‘Pea-body, pea-body, pea-body’ 

of the White-throated Sparrow ete. ete. Others are less happy, while a 

majority of efforts, where the song is less striking, are almost ridiculous. 

One has but to compare the efforts of various writers to see how widely 

their ideas of proper syllabic representation of song differ. When attempt 

is made to illustrate individual variations of the song of any species by 

this method one usually loses entirely the points of resemblance between 

the variations which are so well shown by the musical notation. 

The more important phase of the study of bird song is the formation of 

a series of records as a basis for scientific comparisons and deductions, such 

records constituting the ‘specimens’ for this line of investigation. In 
this work the use of musical notation is absolutely essential, just as mathe- 

matics is essential in computing averages and percentages of error, in bird 

migration, or chemical notation in recording the composition of pigments 

or other products of the bird’s structure. These are all unintelligible to 
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one who is ignorant of them but a knowledge of them is necessary to 

investigation in the fields to which they apply. 

The student of bird song should not perhaps be too much of a musician; 

he should moreover have in addition a full appreciation of the importance 

of scientific accuracy and of the ultimate objects of the investigation. 

Records to be of value must be made by actual test of each note with a 

graded pitch pipe, as is done by our best observers, while the time must 

be correctly gauged by some metronome contrivance. The memorizing of 

a song and its later transcription on the musical staff, will not suffice. 

Accurate records require a vast amount of painstaking effort but 

they embody the scientific musical basis of the song — that which is essen- 

tial for its study. They have already shown us that there is great in- 

dividual variation in the song of any species, the apparent uniformity being 

due to the identity of certain leading notes or intervals in the songs of all 

individuals. The possibilities for future work are innumerable. The 

whole question of mimicry is involved, upon which we have diametrically 

opposite opinions and between these only a study based on such records 

ean decide. Are the songs of such birds as the Mockingbird really mimicry 

or is the resemblance to the songs of certain other species merely accidental? 

When the individuals of a species in the same immediate neighborhood are 

found to sing in the same key, does it indicate a desire on the part of the 

birds for harmony or are these birds of common ancestry and have they 

inherited the tendency to sing at a certain pitch along with other inherited 

characters? Have birds really an appreciation of music similar to that 

possessed by man, or is the complementary nature of the songs of several 

individuals answering one another accidental and due in part to the imagi- 

nation of the hearer? These and many other questions are awaiting 

conclusive answers and in investigating them we must remember that bird 

song is music and in its scientific study must be measured by musical 

standards. At the same time the need of rigid accuracy and unbiased 

judgment must ever be kept in mind to guard against the enthusiasm of the 

musician which like that of the artist is sometimes inclined to run away 

with him when dealing with such problems. 

Tue American Museum’s Colombian expedition of 1913, returned to 

New York City early in May, after an absence of fourmonths. The expedi- 

tion was under the leadership of Frank M. Chapman, who had as his chief 

assistant that experienced collector in tropical America, George KX. Cherrie, 

while Louis Agassiz Fuertes served as the artist of the expedition, and . 

Thomas Ring, Paul Griswold Howes, and Geoffrey O’Connell acted as 

assistants. The objects of the expedition were to secure material for a 

Habitat Group of the bird-life of the Magdalena Valley; to determine as 

accurately as possible the limits of the so-called ‘“ Bogoté”’ region from 

which, during the past seventy-five or more years, doubtless hundreds of 

thousands of birds have been shipped; and to collect a series of representa- 

_tive birds from this region which should be properly labeled as regards 
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date, sex, and especially locality and altitude. We understand that the 

expedition in all these respects made a great success, no less than 505 

species of birds being collected in some forty-five days of actual field 

work; an indication of the richness of the avifauna of this part of the world. 

THE many members of the American Ornithologists’ Union who have 

enjoyed a delightful day’s outing at the Club-house of the Washington 

Biologists’ Field Club, on Plummers Island in the Potomac, will congratu- 

late the Club upon the completion of twelve years of ownership of its 

beautiful island home, which is marked by the issue of an attractive little 

brochure giving a history of the organization and its work. 

As an illustration of what intensive study will yield it may be mentioned 

that on the twelve acres included on Plummers Island there have been 

identified, 26 mammals; 143 birds; 18 reptiles; 12 amphibia; 40 fishes; 

1500 beetles; 500 flies; 420 bugs; 60 orthoptera, 550 seed bearing plants 

and 286 lower plants. Papers to the number of 120 have been published 

dealing to some extent with the fauna and flora of the island and 106 new 

species, 12 new genera and 2 new families have been based on material 

collected there. 

Reapers of ‘The Auk’ will be pleased to learn that Mr. Robert Ridgway 

has completed the manuscript of Part VI of his ‘Birds of North and Middle 

America’ and is now engaged on the synonymy and keys to higher groups 
for the remainder of the work. 

THE appearance of Index Zoologicus No. II published by the Zoological 

Society of London and comprising a list genera proposed from 1901-1910 

as well as some overlooked names of earlier date, will be weleomed by syste- 

matic ornithologists. They will however be surprised to find no mention 

of Dr. C. W. Richmond’s List of Genera of Birds 1901-1905 (Proce. U.S. 

Nat. Mus., Vol. 35, pp. 583-655.— Dec. 16, 1908), the most important 

paper on bird genera that has appeared in the period under consideration. 

We might mention also that the genus Macrosoma credited to Aves in the 

Index, proves to be based upon a reptile, but we trust that such slips are 

rare. 

Tuose who are interested in the stability of scientific nomenclature have 

felt more or less apprehension as to the outcome of the agitation against 

the strict application of the law of priority. The result of the discussion 

at the Ninth International Congress of Zodlogy at Monaco, however, was 
eminently satisfactory and will inspire confidence in the stability of the 

International Code and the decisions of the International Commission. 

According to the report published in Nature, ‘‘A resolution was adopted 

which empowered ‘the nomenclature commission to suspend the rules in 

cases where it would cause great confusion to carry them out. This power 
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is, however, safeguarded by such stringent conditions that there is no fear 

of its being used except in very urgent cases.”’? This should be satisfactory 

to everyone, for if we accept the opinions of the Commission, as we should 

do, in all cases which give rise to different interpretations of the Code, we 

can just as easily accept their decision in such extraordinary cases as will 

be covered by the new resolution. Furthermore the generous attitude of 

the Congress in devoting so much time to the consideration of the subject 

and its thorough discussion in the general meeting cannot help but disarm 

the critics, bring both sides together and make for stability in the end. 

Messrs. WitTHERBY & Co. have been appointed European Agents for 

“The Emu,” the organ of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ Union, 

and copies of that publication can now be obtained at 326, High Holborn, 

London. 

Crrcuars 92 and 93 of the Biological Survey U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 
setting forth the proposed regulations for the protection of migratory 

birds in accordance with the recently enacted Federal Law reach us just 

as we go to press. They deserve the careful study and support of all 

sportsmen and ornithologists. 
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A BIOLOGICAL RECONNAISSANCE OF OKEFINOKEE - 

SWAMP: THE BIRDS. 

Plates XIV-XX. 

BY ALBERT H. WRIGHT AND FRANCIS HARPER. 

THE famous Okefinokee, ‘the greatest natural wonder’ of Geor- 

gia, and ‘one of the least known areas of its size in the eastern 

United States,’ covers parts of Charlton, Ware, Clinch, and Pierce 

Counties, and extends a little beyond the Florida line. It is about 

39 miles in greatest length by 26 miles in greatest width, and 

occupies some 660 square miles. Among the fresh-water swamps 

east of the Mississippi, it is exceeded in size only by the Everglades; 

and in the richness of its historical and literary associations, in its 

diversified topography, in the marvelous beauty and charm of its 

interior, and in its extraordinary interest as a faunal and floral 

area, Okefinokee Swamp is unique. 

History. 

A volume might be written concerning the history of the Oke- 

finokee, of which we shall give here only the briefest abstract. 

From very early times this swamp has been the subject of strange 

legends and fanciful speculation. As long ago as 1682 it appeared 

on a map? as a ‘Lacus Mag|nus]’ at the source of the St. Mary’s 

River (Rio de May), and in 1776 it was represented ? as the ‘Great 

1 Winsor, J. Narr. & Crit. Hist. America. Vol. IV, 1884, p. 227. 

2 The American Military Atlas, 1776, Map 5. 
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Swamp Owaquaphenoga,’ its boundaries reaching almost to the 

Flint River. This was the heart of the country of the Lower 

Creeks and Seminoles, who enshrouded the swamp with mystery 

and peopled it with an immortal race which neither they nor the 

Spaniards could conquer. In Bartram’s well-known account ! 

of this pleasing legend, one of the islands in the swamp is repre- 

sented as ‘a most blissful spot of the earth;...it is inhabited by a 

peculiar race of Indians, whose women are incomparably beautiful,’ 

and are called ‘daughters of the sun.’ 

The Okefinokee has repeatedly served as a refuge for non-com- 

batants or the weaker side in wars. During the Revolution some 

Indians who were unwilling to take part in the war settled here. 

In the Seminole or Florida War it proved an almost impregnable 

fastness for the Creeks and Seminoles. At this period a number of 

the places in the swamp and its vicinity received their present 

names, e. g., Billy’s Island and Billy’s Lake (after Billy Bowlegs, 

a Seminole chief), and Floyd’s Island (after Gen. John Floyd, who 

dislodged some Indians from this island). In the Civil War Con- 

federate deserters sought its protection, and even to-day miscreants 

flee here to evade the arm of justice. 

The swamp has been the subject of untold. memorials and peti- 

tions on behalf of the legislatures and the officials of Florida and 

Georgia. In 1800 the first good boundary line between these two 

states was established by Ellicott, and his famous mound in the 

southeastern corner of the swamp is not yet entirely obliterated. 

In 1829, in 1850 (approximately), and finally in 1879, the Oke- 

finokee commanded attention because of a projected ship canal 

connecting the Atlantic Ocean with the Gulf. At the last date a 

careful survey of its confines was made for the federal government. 

It was proposed to send feeders for the canal into the swamp, and | 

the canal itself was to pierce its southern part. 

Of drainage investigations and commercial operations in the 

swamp, a few excerpts from McCallie’s ‘Drainage Situation im 

Georgia’ ? will suffice to furnish an account. He speaks first of 

‘Col. R. L. Hunter’s survey of the Okefinokee Swamp, made in 

1856-7..., with a view of ascertaining the practicability of its 

1 Bartram, Wm. ‘Travels, etc. Phila., 1791, p. 25. 
2 McCallie, S. W. Bull. 25, Geol. Survey of Ga., 1911, pp. 14-18. 
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drainage, the cost of the same, etc.... There was furnished to the 

Governor a map of the swamp, with the elevation around the 

whole swamp and lines of ditches, which it was estimated would 

drain the swamp at a cost of $1,067,250... . 

‘On November 4, 1875, by direction of Governor J. M. Smith, 

the party of the Geological Survey operating in Southern Georgia 

joined the “ Constitution Expedition,” organized by the proprietors 

of the paper of that name in Atlanta, and remained until December 

14th. A line of levels was run by Mr. C. A. Locke, engineer of the 

“survey,” from Mixon’s Ferry on Suwanee River to Trader’s Hill 

on ote Mary’s; ¢. 

‘In 1889, the Okefinokee Swamp, or that part of it owned by the 

state of Georgia, comprising an area of 380 square miles, was pur- 

chased by the Suwanee Canal Company at 263 cents per acre. The 

object of this company in acquiring the swamp was, first, to utilize 

the timber which was known to exist therein in large quantities, 

and subsequently to drain the swamp and use the lands for agri- 

cultural purposes. With these objects in view, the canal company 

began, in September, 1891, the construction of a canal from St. 

Mary’s River to the swamp, a distance of about six miles. Later 

this canal, which was 45 feet wide and six feet deep, was continued 

into the swamp for something like 12 miles. . . .. The Suwanee 

Canal Company, under the presidency of Captain Henry Jackson, 

of Atlanta, was successful in winning a large amount of cypress and 

other timber from the eastern side of the swamp, but operations 

were discontinued before the canal was sufficiently completed to 

have but little effect in draining the swamp as a whole. The large 

holdings of the Suwanee Canal Company have, within the last 

two or three years, been acquired by the Hebard Lumber Company, 

which is at present engaged in cutting and preparing for market 

the timber in the large cypress forest on the northwestern margin 

of the swamp.’ 

Few men of scientific interests or training have ever entered the 

swamp, and still fewer have traversed or explored any consider- 

able part of it. Paul Fountain, in his ‘Great Deserts and Forests 

of North America,’ speaks of visiting it in 1871 and 1876, but his 

description is so far from what would be expected of one who had 

been in the interior, that it is extremely doubtful if he saw more 

than the borders of the swamp. 
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Doubtless the first ornithologist to see the real Okefinokee was 

Mr. C. F. Batchelder, who, about twenty-five years ago, entered 

on the eastern side and went as far as Black Jack Island, where 

he remained a day or two. 

Maurice Thompson’s writings contain some interesting references 

to the Okefinokee. His observations on the nesting of the Ivory- 

billed Woodpecker, so delightfully described in ‘A Red-headed 

Family,’ ! were made ‘in one of those shallow cypress lakes of which 

the larger part of the Okefinokee region is formed’; and he remarks 

further that ‘Near by, to the westward, lay one of those great 

gloomy swamps, so common in southeastern Georgia, so repellant 

and yet so fascinating, so full of interest to the naturalist, and yet so 

little explored.’ What appear to have been later experiences with 

the Ivorybill in the same locality are recounted in ‘ An Archer’s So- 

journ in the Okefinokee.’? In this paper, however, he states that his 

locus was exactly twenty miles southeast from Blackshear, Ga., 

on a branch of the Satilla; and this places it in or near an area 

sometimes known as Little Okefinokee Swamp, which is entirely 

separate from the real Okefinokee, and miles distant from it. In 

‘My Winter Garden,’ * also, Thompson speaks casually of having 

been ‘deep in the Okefinokee’; and yet it is almost inconceivable 

that he could have seen for himself the marvels of the swamp’s 

interior without treating them extensively with his gifted pen. 

In August, 1902, R. M. Harper and P. L. Ricker spent two days 

in the swamp, devoting their attention chiefly to botanical explora- 

tion. They traversed the whole length of the canal and made a 

side trip to Bugaboo Island. The former has published the most 

complete account 4 of the swamp that has yet appeared. Not only 

this article but also Dr. Harper’s notes on the plants have helped 

us in the preparation of the present paper. 

Prof. Albert M. Reese, while studying the breeding habits of 

the alligator, visited the Okefinokee in the summers of 1905 and 

1906, on the second occasion ‘ penetrating the swamp to its centre.’ >’ 

1 Thompson, Maurice. By-ways and Bird Notes. New York, 1885, pp. 23-39. 

2 Atlantic Monthly, LX XVII, April, 1896, pp. 486-491. 

= My Winter Garden. New York, 1900, p. 222. 

4Harper, R. M. Okefinokee Swamp. Popular Science Monthly, LXXIV, 

June, 1909, pp. 596-614. 

5 Reese, A. M., Smith. Misc. Colls., XLVIII, 1907, Quart. Issue, Vol. III, 

Part 4, pp. 381, 382. 
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The Soil Survey of the Waycross Area, published by the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture in April, 1907, contains a fairly good 

description of the northern end of the swamp. 

Prof. J. M. Reade, of the University of Georgia, and Mr. Huron 

Smith, of the Field Museum of Natural History, both Cornellians, 

entered the swamp by way of the canal in December, 1909, and 

made botanical investigations during a stay of a week. 

Our own observations covered most of the period from May 6 

to July 13, 1912. On the first-mentioned date Harper, with 

David Lee as guide, entered the swamp by way of Suwannee Creek 

on the northwestern side, but finding the route practically impas- 

sable after the first few miles, they made a detour through Way- 

cross and Braganza to the northeastern side. Setting out again 

by boat from Cowhouse Island on the morning of May 8, they 

reached Billy’s Island that night, meanwhile having passed through 

the Big Water, Minne’s Lake, and the eastern end of Billy’s Lake. 

During the next fortnight, with Billy’s Island as a starting point, 

trips were made to Mixon’s Hammock, Honey Island, the canal 

and Chase Prairie, Floyd’s Island Prairie, and Floyd’s Island. 

An effort to reach the Minne Lake Islands was also made, but 

failed. On May 23 they departed from the swamp, as they had 

entered, by way of Cowhouse Island. 

On May 28 the Cornell University Expedition proceeded from 

Fargo on the southwestern side of the swamp. The party included 

Professors J. C. Bradley and C. R. Crosby, of the Dept. of Ento- 

mology, Dr. A. H. Wright, of the Dept. of Zoédlogy, S. C. Bishop 

and M. D. Leonard of the class of 1913, Headmaster W. D. Funk- 

houser of the Ithaca High School, and Paul Battle, of Bainbridge, 

Ga. Mr. E. L. Worsham, State Entomologist of Georgia, and Mr. 

C. 5. Spooner, Asst. State Entomologist, accompanied the party 

during the first week, and to them we are indebted for several 

favors. Professor Bradley had made previously (1909, 1910, and 

1911) brief reconnaissances on the eastern (Suwannee Canal) and 

northwestern (Suwannee Creek) borders of the Okefinokee. From 

Fargo, the party was transported on a lumber tramway to a point 

about two miles from Mixon’s Ferry. Thereupon, with guides 

whom Mr. R. W. Bennett, of the Fargo Land Company, had kindly 

secured for us, we began a walk of ten or twelve miles over corduroy 
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roads, sometimes waist-deep, to Billy’s Island, where camp head- 

quarters were established. The route from Fargo to the camp, by 

way of Mixon’s Ferry, the Pocket, Jones Island, and Gallberry 

Island, was frequently traversed. Billy’s Island, Billy’s Lake, 

and Mixon’s Hammock were quite thoroughly explored. Honey 

Island, Honey Island Prairie, Floyd’s Island Prairie, and Floyd’s 

Island were visited for periods covering from one to three days. 

A special trip was made to a heronry between Fargo and Mixon’s 

Ferry. Two attempts were made to reach the Minne Lake Is- 

lands, the first from Minne’s Lake due west, and the second 

from Billy’s Lake due north. The entire party was successful in 

making the second trip. On July 13 we left the swamp, coming 

out by way of Billy’s Lake, Log River, and Suwannee River to 

Mixon’s Ferry — a course frequently explored during our sojourn 

in the swamp. 

A few words should be said here concerning the Lee family of 

Billy’s Island, to whom we are indebted for much valuable informa- 

tion concerning the Okefinokee and its natural history. Through- 

out our stay in the swamp we were in daily contact with these 

people, and employed four of the men as guides. The family 

settled here about thirty years ago, and have remained the only 

permanent inhabitants of the swamp’s remote interior. (Two other 

families, long known as inhabitants of the swamp, are the Mixons 

on the western, and the Chessers on the eastern borders.) During 

their long residence in the heart of the swamp the Lees have gained 

an unusually intimate acquaintance with the various forms of its 

plant and animal life. They not only have names for practically 

all the birds except some of the smaller and less distinctive Pas- 

seres, but could also give interesting and very trustworthy accounts 

of their habits. They are likewise familiar with most of the other 

vertebrates. Their knowledge of the plants of the swamp is 

scarcely less full; and there were few species that they could not 

name for us. While most of their local names are either exactly or | 

recognizably similar to those in general use in the South, others 

appear to be altogether unique; and we consider them all of such 

interest as to be worthy of inclusion in the annotated list of species. 
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HABITATS. 

In the eastern United States few, if any, areas of equal extent 

afford such exceptional opportunities for the study of animal life 

in a primeval state as does Okefinokee Swamp. Handicapped as 

we were by time and the difficulties of exploration, we can make 

this report only a preliminary survey of ecological conditions which 

might well occupy years of immediate and attentive study, before 

the commercial encroachments destroy this paradise for the present- 

day naturalist. 

As R. M. Harper! has pointed out, ‘The various aspects of differ- 

ent parts of Okefinokee Swamp seem to depend almost entirely 

on the distance of the sandy bottom below or above the water level.’ 

The swamp may be divided conveniently into four major ecological 

divisions: the islands, the cypress ‘bays,’ the prairies, and the 

watercourses. The cypress ‘bays’ and the prairies are probably 

about equal in area, and cover by far the greater part of the swamp. 

A glance at the map (Plate I) will show the extent of the islands 

and the more important prairies. Though all of the swamp, ex- 

clusive of the islands, is inundated, the smallest of the four divisions 

is the open watercourses. 

The islands. These are covered for the most part with pine 

barrens (Plate XVII). The long-leaf pine (Pinus palustris) pre- 

dominates in the drier areas, and the slash pine (P. Elliottii) im 

the more moist situations. Beneath the pines is an abundant and 

practically continuous growth of saw-palmetto (Serenoa serrulata). 

Intermixed with it is a heath (Ericaceae) society, composed of 

several species of huckleberries (Gaylussacia) and blueberries 

(Vaccinium), ‘poor grub’ (Xolisma ferruginea), ‘gallberry’ (Ilex 

glabra), and ‘calico bush’ (Kalmia hirsuta). The huckleberries 

and blueberries grow in the utmost profusion, and form an impor- 

tant element in the food of many birds and mammals. A third 

and lower group of plants consists of sedges and other small herbs. 

The islands are so flat and rise so slightly above the level of the 
swamp, that there is very little drainage; and after rains the 

sandy soil is covered with water in many places. Over the limited 

1 Loc. cit., p. 606. 
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land surface crawl numerous snakes, among which may be men- 

tioned the spreading adder (Heterodon platyrhinus), black snake 

(Zamenis constrictor), king snake (Ophibolus getulus), and three 

species of rattlesnakes (Crotalus adamanteus, C. horridus, and Sis- 

trurus miliarius). The Florida terrapin (Chrysemys floridana) 

and the southern soft-shelled turtle (Trionyx ferox) come upon the 

islands in large numbers to deposit their eggs, which furnish a 

much-prized article of diet for the predaceous mammals, such as 

the opossum (Didelphis virginiana), raccoon (Procyon lotor), 

Florida bear (Ursus floridanus) skunk (Mephitis elongata), and wild 

cat (Lynx ruffus). That the ground-loving birds maintain them- 

selves while so many enemies are rampant in these restricted quar- 

ters, 1s surprising. Furthermore, some of the islands are often 

burnt over by the residents or by hunters in order to improve the 

grazing or to facilitate hunting. Among the birds that are most 

typical of this habitat and show a decided preference for it, are the 

Bob-white, Red-cockaded Woodpecker, Wood Pewee, Florida 

Blue Jay, Southern Meadowlark, Pine-woods Sparrow, White- 

eyed Towhee, Summer Tanager, Pine Warbler, Brown-headed 

Nuthatch, and Bluebird. The Sandhill Crane, Florida Red-shoul- 

dered Hawk, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Southern Hairy Woodpecker, 

Pileated Woodpecker, Red-headed Woodpecker, Red-bellied Wood- 

pecker, Kingbird, Crested Flycatcher, Yellow-throated Warbler, 

Carolina Wren, and Florida White-breasted Nuthatch also occur 

here (and most of them commonly), but at the same time are found 

in greater or less numbers elsewhere within the swamp. 

The pine barrens surrounding the swamp bear a general resem- 

blance in topography and vegetation to those on the islands, but 

are for the most part somewhat higher and drier. They have 

suffered much from the lumbering and turpentine industries. 

Among the birds, the Wild Turkey, Mourning Dove, Sparrow 

Hawk, Southern Hairy Woodpecker, Flicker, Chuck-will’s-widow, 

Nighthawk, Purple Martin, and Brown Thrasher appear to be 

more common in the environs than in the pine barrens within the 

swamp. Among the other groups, it is asserted that such forms 

as the gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), ‘salamander’ (Geomys), 

and coachwhip snake (Zamenis flagellum) do not reach the Okefino- 

kee islands. An intensive study and comparison of the two faunas 

would doubtless reveal other interesting differences. 
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The hammocks occupy practically the whole of some of the 

smaller islands, and the borders of some of the larger ones 

(Plate XX). The tree growth here consists of such species as 

‘spruce pine’ (Pinus Tada) ‘live oak’ (Quercus geminata?), ‘water 

oak’ (Quercus nigra), ‘loblolly’ (Magnolia grandiflora), ‘sweet bay’ 

(Persea pubescens), and sweet gum (Liquidamber Styraciflua). 

Saw-palmetto forms a conspicuous part of the undergrowth. The 

Pileated Woodpecker, Red-bellied Woodpecker, Crested Flycatcher, 

Acadian Flycatcher, Cardinal, Hooded Warbler, and Carolina 

Wren are the common birds of this habitat; it is noteworthy, how- 

ever, that none of them are confined to it. Our few records of the 

Red-eyed Vireo within the swamp were made in the hammock on 

Billy’s Island. 

Cypress ‘bays.’ (Plates XX and XVIII.) The dominant plant 

growth of the ‘bays’ is the pond cypress (Taxodium imbricarium) ; 

and probably nowhere else in the world does it attain a heavier 

growth or finer proportions. The river cypress (7’. distichum) 

also is found in some places, especially along the lakes and ‘runs.’ 

Among other important trees are the black gum (Nyssa sylvatica), 

red bay (Gordonia Lasianthus), white bay (Magnolia virginiana), 

and sweet bay (Persea pubescens). The red maple (Acer rubrum) 

is less common. From the trees hang great festoons of Spanish 

‘moss’ (Tillandsia usneoides). The undergrowth consists of such 

plants as the ‘hurrah bushes’ (Pieris nitida and Leucothoé racemosa), 

‘gallberry’ and other shrubs, tall ferns (Lorinseria and Osmunda), 

and poison ivy (Rhus radicans). In many places the ‘bamboo 

vine’ (Smilax laurifolia) and the muscadine (Vitis rotundifolia) 

bind the undergrowth into an impenetrable tangle. As a general 

rule, these shrubs and vines are more abundant at the edges of 

the ‘bays’ along the watercourses, where they receive more sunlight 

than within the depths of the cypress forests. During our stay the 

water in the ‘bays’ stood at an average depth of several feet, but 

in drier seasons this depth is greatly reduced and the underlying 

muck is exposed over large areas. 

The southern gray squirrel (Sciwrus carolinensis), raccoon, 

Florida bear, and wild cat are at home in the cypress ‘bays.’ The 

pied water snake (Natrix taxispilota) and the cottonmouth (Ancis- 

trodon piscivorous) drop from the bushes along the ‘runs’ as one 
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paddles by. The birds most typical of this habitat are the Florida 

Barred Owl, White-eyed Vireo, Prothonotary Warbler, Swainson’s 

Warbler, and Parula Warbler. Others that are not confined to the 

cypress ‘bays,’ but are more common here than in any other habi- 

tat, are the Florida Red-shouldered Hawk, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, 

Pileated Woodpecker, Acadian Flycatcher, Cardinal, Carolina 

Wren, Tufted Titmouse, and Carolina Chickadee. Among the 

more generally distributed forms that occur here in numbers are 

the Red-bellied Woodpecker, Crested Flycatcher, Yellow-throated 

Warbler, Hooded Warbler, and Florida White-breasted Nuthatch. 

There are several minor ecological divisions that bear more or 

less resemblance to the cypress ‘bays.’ These are the cypress 

ponds, sphagnous bogs, and prairie ‘heads.’ 

Within the larger islands are many small cypress ponds, gener- 

ally of only an acre or two in extent. (Plate XIX.) They do not 

differ greatly from the cypress ‘bays,’ although the trees are not 

so close together and the undergrowth is for the most part confined 

to the edges. Frequently an alligator makes this its haunt. Prac- 

tically every one of the ponds furnishes a home for a pair of Pro- 

thonotary Warblers and for a pair of Florida Yellowthroats as well. 

The flocks of Florida Grackles are found most commonly here, 

and the Carolina Chickadee is frequently noted. The Wood Ibis 

also is said to feed in these ponds. 

In some cases the cypress ‘bays’ directly adjoin the islands. A 

number of islands, on the other hand, are enclosed by sphagnous 

bogs of varying width, beyond which lie the prairies. In the bogs 

the cypresses are smaller and grow much more openly than in the 

‘bays’; the slash pine also is common. The plants of the under- 

growth, which is extraordinarily thick, are much the same here 

as in the ‘bays,’ but they also include the pitcher plants (Sarra- 

cenia minor and S. psittacina). A dense bed of sphagnum, which 

sways and quivers underfoot, rests upon the water and muck. 

Some of the prairie ‘heads,’ (Plate XVI), in which slash pines re- 

place the cypresses, and where the sphagnum grows in great 

profusion, may also be included in this division. Our observations 

in this habitat, though very limited, apparently show that the bird. 

species are far from numerous. 
The cypress ‘heads’ or ‘houses’ (Plate XIV) on the prairies vary 
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in size from a clump of a few trees to areas of a mile or more in 

extent, the latter differing little, if at all, from the cypress ‘bays.’ 

The smaller ‘heads’ are generally covered with buttonbushes 

(Cephalanthus occidentalis), ‘hardwood’ (Cyrilla racemiflora), 

white alders (Clethra alnifolia), ‘hurrah bushes,’ and ‘bamboo 

vines’; and enclosed within this shrubby tangle are white bays 

sweet bays, and a few taller cypresses. Some islets of this sort 

contain ground dry enough to furnish camping sites. The Yellow- 

billed Cuckoo, Kingbird, Florida Grackle, Yellow-throated Warbler, 

Florida Yellow-throat, and Carolina Wren are common here. We 

also found the Water-Turkey, Ward’s Heron, and the Fish Hawk 

nesting in these ‘heads.’ 

Prairies. (Plate XVI.) The ‘prairies’ of the Okefinokee are by 

no means prairies in the ordinary sense of the term. One prairie 

may differ considerably from another, but all are essentially flooded 

marshes, or shallow lakes filled to a great extent with aquatic 

vegetation. In wet seasons one may pole his boat almost at will 

over these expanses; during dry summers, however, the muck is 

exposed, and little water is left except in the deeper parts, such as 

the ‘’gator holes.’ On Floyd’s Island Prairie the water is so 

shallow, even during the wettest seasons, and the sphagnum and 

other aquatic plants grow so profusely, that navigation is extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, over a large portion of this area. The 

plants of the prairies have their roots in the underlying muck, which 

in turn rests upon a sandy bottom. The vegetation is arranged in 

several distinct zones. In the deeper and more open parts, the 

species of greatest abundance and most widespread distribution is 

the white water-lily (Castalia odorata). Interspersed with it are 

arrow-head (Sagittaria), ‘wampee’ (Pontederia cordata), ‘bull- 

tongue’ (Orontium aquaticum), arrow arum (Peltandra), and other 

characteristic aquatic herbs. Here and there the water-lilies are 

replaced by purple bladderworts (Utricularia purpurea), upon the 

seeds of which raccoons and winter Ducks feed regularly. In the 

shallower parts, thick beds of ‘maiden cane’ grow. This zone is 

especially noticeable around the edges of some of the cypress 

‘heads,’ the shrubs and trees of which rise in succession behind it. 

Saw-grass, also, grows with the ‘maiden cane’ in some small open 

glades (which may be likened to prairies) within the cypress ‘bay’ 

north of Billy’s Lake. 
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The bears wander from ‘head’ to ‘head’ across the prairies, and 

in the sphagnum bordering the ‘heads’ are seen the trails, or so- 

called ‘slides,’ of otters (Lutra hudsonica). Among the water-lilies. 

abound ribbon snakes (Eutaenia sackeni?), killifishes (Fundulus and 

Gambusia), and several species of frogs (Chorophilus, Acris, Hyla. 

and Rana), whose evening chorus is one of the features of the 

swamp. In some of the deeper parts, which are either naturally 

free of vegetation or kept clear by alligators (Alligator mississippien- 

sis) and hence called ‘’gator holes’— there are also southern 

soft-shelled turtles and warmouths (Chenobryttus gulosus). These 

parts are a foraging ground for the Water-Turkey, Wood Duck, 

and Fish Hawk. Ward’s Heron, the American Egret, the Little 

Blue Heron, the Green Heron, and the Sandhill Crane feed where 

the water is not too deep, and in dry seasons these and other waders 

doubtless occur on the prairies in much larger numbers than we 

found them during the period of exceptionally high water in 1912. 

The Florida Redwing nests here among the aquatic plants rising 

above the surface. 

Watercourses. (Plate XVIII.) This habitat may be considered 

to include all the bodies of open water in the swamp, among which 

may be mentioned Billy’s Lake, Minne’s Lake, the Big Water, the 

abandoned logging canal, Buzzard Lake, Gannet Lake, and the 

upper courses of the Suwannee River. (See map.) The surface 

of the water in the swamp varies in level as much as 15 feet between 

various points. Consequently, throughout most of the swamp 

there is a perceptible current in the direction of the Suwannee 

River; it is especially noticeable in the narrow ‘runs’ or water 

trails that afford the only means of traversing the cypress ‘bays’ 

by boat. Most of the lakes are simply wider and deeper parts. 

of these ‘runs’; and Billy’s Lake, the largest body of water in the 

Okefinokee, is probably not over a hundred yards in its greatest 

width. (The width of some of the lakes is unavoidably exagger- 

ated in the map.) Yellow water-lilies or ‘bonnets’ (Nymphaea — 

macrophylla) form an abundant and characteristic growth in the 

‘runs’ and along the borders of the lakes; the swamp loose-strife 

(Decodon verticillata) and purple bladderwort (Utricularia purpurea) 

are also found here. 

Some of the characteristic vertebrate forms of the water courses: 
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are the pied water snake, pilot snake (Coluber obsoletus), southern 

soft shelled turtle, alligator snapper (Macrochelys lacertina), alli- 

gator, large-mouthed black bass (Micropterus salmoides), warmouth, 

and other basses (Centrarchidae), two pickerels (Esox americanus 

and E. reticulatus), and various catfishes (Amezurus) and killi- 

fishes. The summer birds of this habitat are few in number, in- 

cluding only the Water-Turkey, Wood Duck, and Fish Hawk. 

The Chimney Swift, which skims low over the surface, may also 

be mentioned. In the winter, when Coots and various species of 

Ducks arrive from the north, the numbers of water birds are con- 

siderably augmented. 

The close affinity of the Okefinokee avifauna with that of the 

Florida peninsula is shown by the presence of such birds as Ward’s 

Heron, the Limpkin, the Florida Blue Jay, and the Florida Red-wing. 

The last two, while intermediate between the typical species and 

the subspecies, are distinctly referable to the Florida form. The 

same statement could very likely be made concerning the Night- 

hawk if we had secured specimens. Other birds of the swamp 

whose ranges extend only slightly further north along the Atlantic 

coast are the Sandhill Crane, Florida Red-shouldered Hawk, 

Florida Barred Owl, Florida Grackle, Pine-woods Sparrow, White- 

‘eyed Towhee, and Florida White-breasted Nuthatch. In contrast 

to the Blue Jay and the Red-wing, the Bob-white of the Okefinokee 

belongs decidedly to the northern form, though the specimens 

show some slight tendencies toward the characters of Colinus 

virginianus floridanus. 

List oF SPECIES OBSERVED. 

1. Anhinga anhinga. Water-TurKry.— These birds are common 

on some of the larger waterways of the Okefinokee. They seem to be con- 

gregated chiefly along the Big Water and on the Suwannee River, where 

single birds or small groups were frequently seen soaring high in the air. 

On Billy’s Lake a few were observed. In some years they have nested 

at the north end of Minne’s Lake. On May 21 a colony of three or four 
nests was located in a cypress head on Floyd’s Island Prairie. Curiously 

enough, the birds were sitting on empty nests, and a broken eggshell 

halfway down one of the cypress saplings was the only material evidence 

of breeding. No eggs were found when the same place was visited on 

June 27. Sometimes the Water-Turkeys nest in isolated pairs, and at 
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other times in the heronries. On June 18 a nest was found about five feet 

above the water in a buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis). It con- 

sisted of a platform of sticks, larger and more compact than the surrounding 

nests of the Little Blue Heron. On the edge of this dung-covered nest 

four young were resting. The old bird perched in a pine tree at a distance, 

and did not approach while we were present. 

The natives say that this species sometimes gorges itself to such an extent. 

that it becomes unable to fly, and can make its escape only by the water. 
At the approach of our boat in the Minne Lake Run, a Water-Turkey 

plunged head foremost from its perch and disappeared, though indicating 

its swift course beneath the surface by the shaking bonnet stems. A bird 

alternately flapping and sailing across a bit of bonnet-strewn prairie, 

against a background of moss-hung cypresses, presents a striking and 

beautiful spectacle. 

A Water-Turkey’s bill is no mean weapon, as attested by the blind eye 

of one of the native boys, who received a thrust from a tame bird. 

2. Aix sponsa. Woop Duck; ‘Squealer’; ‘Summer Duck’.— The 

Wood Duck is still found in considerable numbers on the lakes, streams, 
and flooded prairies of Okefinokee. It is apparently the sole summer resi- 

dent of its tribe in the swamp, for the Florida Duck is unknown there. 

The Big Water and Honey Island Prairie are especially favored haunts. 

Several broods of young were observed in late May and early June. At 

such times they are often found in flocks as large as eight to sixteen. They 

eluded our pursuit by swiftly scurrying along the bushy borders of cypress 

‘heads.’ The natives not infrequently capture the tender, half-grown 

young with dogs, and eat them with considerable relish. We were shown © 

a hole in a dead pine on Billy’s Island where both the Wood Duck and the 

Pileated Woodpecker had nested at different times. After the nesting is 

over and the young can fly, the Wood Ducks are said to betake themselves 

in considerable numbers to particular spots in the prairies, such as the 

southern part of Floyd’s Island Prairie, where they associate with the 

Hooded Mergansers (‘ Frog Ducks’), but remain apart from the other 

Ducks of the fall and winter. The shrill little whistle of the male is very 

distinct from the louder and comparatively hoarse quack of the female. 

3. Guara alba. Wuire Isis; ‘Curléw’; ‘White Curléw.’— The 

White Ibis is reported as quite common in the swamp, but our own records 

are not numerous. Eight or nine birds were seen flying over the northern 

part of the swamp on May 8. On June 19 we observed three ‘ Curlews ’ 

flying high over Billy’s Lake. A week later a flock of eight was flushed 

from a small pond on the outskirts of the swamp. During the last week 

of the party’s stay, July 7-13, they became more common in the swamp 

itself. They breed in colonies with Egrets and other Herons. In 1910 

they nested with Egrets on Minne’s Lake. The following summer they 

resorted to the same place, but were fewer in number. For years they have 

roosted in cypress ‘ heads’ on Floyd’s Island Prairie, to and from which 

they were seen going morning and evening. These flocks are said to consist 
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sometimes of a single file of two or three hundred birds, while at other times 

they fly in a V-formation lke Geese. The natives speak of ‘ Brown 

Curlews’ which often fly and feed apart from the white forms. They 

also designate some brown and white ones as ‘ Pieded Curlews’ or ‘ Black- 

pieded Curlews,’ which roost with the other two. These are doubtless the 

younger phases of the one species. The hunters eat these ‘ Curlews’ 

either ‘ stewed like chicken ’ or fried as are Wood Ibises. 

4. Mycteria americana. Woop Isis; ‘Flinthead’; ‘ Ironhead’; 

‘Mulehead’; ‘Baldhead’; ‘Wood Gannet.’— Fairly common. It is said 

that in dry weather the Wood Ibises occasionally resort to Billy’s Island in 

flocks of one or two hundred. At such times the temporary pools in which 

killifishes are stranded prove enticing feeding grounds, as do the small 

cypress ponds on the islands. On May 30 two individuals were recorded 

flying over Honey Island, on the south edge of which the species has form- 

erly roosted. On June 18 four of these remarkably fine birds circled and 

circled over a colony of Little Blue Herons, revealing from time to time in 

their turns the sheen of their backs. While a few were seen in May and 

June, they began in July to assemble in flocks. In descending the Suwan- 

nee on July 13, our party flushed flock after flock until 200 or more birds 

were sailing overhead. The members of the party observed that while 

rounding a bend in the river, they would hear a resounding noise like some 

one pounding on a hollow stump, and in every case the apparent cause was a 

Wood Ibis. The appearance of the birds when soaring very high in the 

air is Buzzardlike. 

This species is considered a game bird, and is eaten whenever it can be 

secured. The native recipe is: ‘ Cut the breast crosswise; dip it in a little 

flour; wet it up; pack it; and then fry it.’ 

5. Botaurus lentiginosus. Birrern; ‘Marsh Hen.’-— Uncommon. 

On June 17 we flushed our only ‘ Marsh Hen’ along the Suwannee. It is 

said to frequent the prairies. 

6. Ardea herodias wardi. Warp’s Heron; ‘ Po’ Job’; ‘ Po’ Jo’.— 

Fairly common. Generally distributed on the prairies and along the water- 

courses, and frequently seen flying over the wooded portions of the swamp. 

They were most common on Floyd’s Island Prairie, where several were 

recorded on May 21 and 22, and a dozen more on June 25-27. This has 

been a favorite roosting place for several years. At dusk on June 25 and 26 

we observed several birds coming into the prairie for the night. Here, 

on May 22, a nest with one well-grown young was located in a cypress 

‘head ’ some 60 or more feet above the water. Along the Suwannee River 

numbers were seen, and on June 18 several were found in a large colony 

of the Little Blue Herons on the west of the river. Here a nest was espied 

in a pine tree at least 70 or 80 feet above the water. The natives pro- 

nounced the ‘ Po’ Job,’ good eating; but when we tried a young one, all 

agreed that it was too bitter for our tastes. 

7. Herodias egretta. Earer; ‘Plume-bird’; ‘Big White Plume- 

bird’; ‘ White Crane.’— Formerly common. On May 20 Mr. Bryant Lee 
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found a number of these birds in a large colony of Little Blue Herons 

between Mixon’s Ferry and Fargo. On June 18 three adults were ob- 

served at the same place and they proved fairly tame. Before the plume 

law of Georgia was enacted, hunters used to kill as many as 200 in a day 

in this resort. In 1910 there was a colony of 175-200 Egrets and White 

Ibises on Minne’s Lake, and another of the same species and numbers was 

found in 1909 on the Big Water. On June 25 and 27 we saw two very shy 

Egrets flying over Floyd’s Island Prairie. From July 7 to 12 a quartette 

of Egrets frequented a swampy bog between Gallberry and Billy’s Islands. 

In the morning, even before daylight, our party always found them feeding 

in the bog, and in the evening, roosting in near-by trees. Although they 

were wild, and received considerable attention, they did not leave the 

place. 

8. Florida czerulea. Lirrte Biur Hexron.; ‘Blue Scoggin.’— 

Common. A colony of several hundred birds was reported nesting in 

Cowhouse Bay in May. During this month a few adults and one immature 

bird were observed in the northern part of the swamp, and on June 27 

several others were seen over Floyd’s Island Prairie. Along the western 

borders of the swamp, in former years, there were two or three colonies 

of Little Blue Herons. One at Scoggin Pond was forsaken this year for 

the first time. Between Mixon’s Ferry and Fargo there is another which 

is said to have been in existence for a long time. It was reported by Mr. 

Bryant Lee to contain about 500 nests with eggs and young on May 20. 

On our way to the same colony on June 18 we saw adults either coming or 

going almost every minute. The heronry is surrounded on three sides by a 

thin rim of pines, within which the squeaking, chickenlike calls of the 

young were heard. Here, in a swampy tangle where one goes waist-deep, 

the meager platforms of sticks are placed. The growth is mainly button- 

bush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), ‘hurrah bush’ (Leucothoé racemosa) and 

‘latherleaf’ (Clethra alnifolia). The nests were from three to seven 

feet above the water; the average was four or five feet. At this season 

we found only half a dozen nests with eggs, and about as many more with 

young. All the other nests were empty, and many were more or less dis- 

placed. All about us were the white young in the higher bushes and pine 

saplings, some of which were bending beneath a load of ten to twenty birds. 

No more than six dead young were found in the whole heronry. From one 

position we could easily count 200-250 birds, of which only ten or twelve 

were adults. In all we saw 800-1000 young birds in this heronry, and no 

doubt many of stronger ones had left with the adults for the feeding grounds. 
On the previous day we had observed them on the Suwannee River. In 

the whole heronry we saw no more than three young in which the blue of 

the wings had begun to show. We learned on inquiry at the turpentine 

still three miles away that the negroes in former years used to gather the 

eggs in baskets for culinary purposes. It is almost equally certain that 

the birds were used for food. So far as we could determine, neither of 
these practices was indulged in this year. 
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9. Butorides virescens virescens. GREEN Heron; ‘ Indian Pullet’; 

‘Indian Hen.’— Not common; much less numerous than either Ward’s 

or the Little Blue Heron. <A few were observed on the borders of the 

prairies and along the edge of Billy’s Lake. 

10. Nyctanassa violacea. YrLLOW-cROWNED Nicut Hreron.— Not 

until nesting was completed were any of these Herons seen. For several 

days (July 7-11) an adult and three young were watched in a cypress 

swamp hear our camp. An adult and one young were taken at Billy’s 

Lake on July 8. 

11. Grus mexicana. SanpHILtL Crane; ‘ Whooping Crane.’— These 

birds are fairly widespread in their distribution within the Okefinokee, 

which is one of their few remaining retreats east of the Mississippi. They 

have here lost neither their watchful alertness nor their keenness of vision. 

A number of our records were only musical memories. The birds were 

often flushed on the edges of the islands, where it was an easy matter for 

them to escape through the cypresses; ~in fact, if they had not announced 

their start, they might often have slipped away undetected. Their note 

is one of the finest sounds of the swamp. It is so unbirdlike, and yet rings 

so clear, is so far-reaching, and possesses such measured qualities, that the 

listener longs for an instant repetition. We found the Cranes on Billy’s, 

Honey, and Floyd’s Islands, and on Chase and Floyd’s Island Prairies. 

We seldom observed them alone; they usually traveled in pairs or in 

parties of three or four. They are said to breed in the prairies, but at 

other times seem to prefer the pine woods with their growth of saw-palmetto 

and ericaceous plants. Here they find vast quantities of huckleberries, 

and are doubtless attracted also to pools where killifishes and tadpoles 

have entered at high water. We never realized what service their legs 

render them, until we winged one close at hand. All we ever saw of the 

bird after it alighted was a feather and some long strides in the sand. 

Unfortunately, the natives have a decided penchant for the ‘ Whooping 

Crane,’ and never lose an opportunity to secure the ‘ fine eating’ it affords 
them. 

12. Aramusvociferus. Limpxrn.— On May 13 one or two individuals 

of this now uncommon species were observed flying over a prairie southeast 
of Honey Island. Its singular appearance on the wing and its weird cry 

were noted. It probably breeds here. 
The records for Georgia seem to be very few. Its nesting in the state 

between the years 1853 and 1865 has been mentioned by H. B. Bailey 

(Auk, VII, 1883, p. 42). William Bartram, writing of his experiences on 

the Altamaha River in 1773 (Travels, 1791, p. 49), says, ‘ The erying-bird, 

another faithful guardian, screaming in the gloomy thickets, warns the 

feathered tribes of approaching peril.’ 
13. Actitis macularia. SrotreD SANDPIPER; ‘Sweet.’— The 

Spotted Sandpiper was a distinct surprise as a summer resident of the 

swamp. Not only is this several hundred miles south of its known breeding 

range, but one would not expect it to find a suitable haunt in the Oke- 
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finokee. The lakes and runs are practically shoreless; they are simply 

open spaces in the otherwise continuous cypress swamps. However, the 

logs and driftwood near the edges of Billy’s Lake serve as teetering stands; 

half a dozen were seen here on May 11, one on June 5, and still another a 

few days later. Earlier in the spring one or two were reported from the 

canal. 

The species probably does not breed in this latitude. (See Wayne, 

Birds of South Carolina, 1910, p. 55.) 

14. Colinus virginianus virginianus. Bos-wuits; ‘ Partridge.’— 

Abundant in the pine barrens, both on the islands and in the country 

surrounding the swamp. A female taken on June 27 had in her crop 

seven grasshoppers, two snails in shells, two beetles, several spiders, one 

daddy longlegs, and numerous blueberries (Vacciniwm). The oviduct of 

the same bird contained a fully formed egg. About the middle of May a 

nest with eggs was found by the natives on Billy’s Island. They assert 

that Sparrow Hawks and probably wild cats prey upon the ‘ Partridges.’ 

15. Meleagris gallopavo silvestris. W1i_Lp TurKEY.— Rather scarce; 

more common in the country west of the swamp. It was formerly common 

in the swamp itself, but about fifteen years ago the decrease began to be 

perceptible, and the natives hold that it is due in part to the depredations 

of wild cats. The last Turkey was killed on Billy’s Island about three 

years ago. A gobbler was flushed in The Pocket by a dog on June 26, and 

another was heard in the same place a year previously. On July 2 we heard 

a Turkey in the thick palmetto cover on one of the Minne Lake Islands. 

16. Zenaidura macroura carolinensis. Mournine Doves; ‘ Turtle 

Dove.’ Fairly common in the pineries about the edges of the swamp. It 

is said to occur sparingly on Billy’s Island in the summer. 

17. Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey Vuurure; ‘ Buz- 

zard.’— Common throughout the swamp. The natives have never found 

its nest. They told us, however, of several roosts, including one at Mud 

Valley (south of Billy’s Lake) and another in the dead tops of some cy- 

presses in a small ‘head’ on Floyd’s Island Prairie. It is astonishing how 

soon the Buzzards appear over a spot where an alligator has been shot, 

and how quickly they transform its carcass into a bare skeleton. 

18. Catharista urubu. Buiack Vutrurg; ‘ Carrion (Cyarn) Crow.’ 

— Not uncommon, but the preceding species outnumbers it by two or 

three to one. It is frequently seen associating on the wing with the Turkey 

Buzzard. The natives report that the two species also roost together, and 

that when a quarrel takes place, the Carrion Crow is always the overlord. - 

The alligator hunters recognize the services of both birds in disposing of 

the offal in the vicinity of their houses and camps. 

19. Elanoides forficatus. Swa.Lutow-TaiLep Kite; ‘ Fish Hawk.’— 

Fairly common. Whenever these graceful birds appeared, it was an event 

worthy of attention. We seldom saw them coursing lower than the tree 

tops. Not infrequently they performed their easy gyrations as they passed 

over our camp, which was in a clearing. On one occasion a member of our 
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party saw a group of five birds turn repeated somersaults in the manner 

which Wayne has previously recorded (loc. cit., p. 69). At another time 

we watched a pair ascend to a height thrice that of the tallest pines, when 

suddenly they shot headlong downward for some two or three hundred feet, 

halting on a level with the tree tops as quickly and easily as they began. 

20. Accipiter cooperi. Coorrer’s Hawk; ‘Blue Darter.’ One was 

observed on Honey Island on June 1. 
21. Buteo borealis borealis. Rep-raitep Hawk; ‘ Rabbit Hawk.’— 

A pair were observed sailing over Floyd’s Island on June 26. They were 

not sufficiently close to enable us to determine whether they were the typical 
species or B. b. harlani. 

22. Buteo lineatus alleni. Fiorina Rep-sHouLpERED Hawk: 
‘Hen Hawk’; ‘ Chicken Hawk.’— Very common. This is one of the most 

widely distributed birds, as its scream is one of the most characteristic 

sounds, of the Okefinokee. 

23. Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawk; ‘Tilly Hawk.’ — 

Not common within the swamp. One or two were noted on Honey Island, 

May 13-15; here on June 1 we saw a nesting hole which was said to have 

" been occupied earlier in the season. Another bird was observed on Cow- 
house Island on May 23, and three more (including young of the year) on 

the outskirts of the swamp near Mixon’s Ferry on June 17. 

24. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Fish Hawk; ‘Fish Eagle’; 

‘ Eagle.’-— About fifteen Fish Hawks were noted. Their aeries usually 

occupy high and exposed situations in the prairie ‘ heads,’ where they 

command views over wide expanses, and serve as landmarks. Of the six 

nests found, three were in pines on Honey Island Prairie; the other three, 

in dead cypresses on Floyd’s Island Prairie, at the foot of Minne’s Lake, 

and on Chase Prairie. They were situated from fifty to one hundred feet 

or more above the water. The only nest in a living tree was placed in the 

branches of a pine just below its large green top. The nest on Chase 

Prairie capped a huge cypress stump, and contained a well-grown young 

bird on May 17. 
25. Strix varia alleni. FLorma Barrep Owt; ‘ Deer Owl’; ‘ Hoot 

Owl.’— Very common. Its deep, booming cry is sure to be heard at night, 

and is so characteristic of the Okefinokee that the natives use it as one of 
their signals when they are in trouble or far from home. The Barred Owl 

by night and the Red-shouldered Hawk by day furnish a round of weird 

and startling calls that one cannot soon forget. The former is a typical 

bird of the gloom-haunted cypress bays, the river bottoms of the Suwannee, 

and the small cypress ponds on the islands. It begins its calls in the late 

afternoon and continues them well into the evening. In the forenoon they 

may be heard until 9 or 10 o’clock, and occasionally throughout the hottest 

day. Several times its notes were uttered at midday when light rains were 
falling or impending. Besides its well-known resonant call, we heard a 

subdued, querulous note. The ‘ Deer Owl,’ exhibit considerable curiosity ; 

they responded frequently to poor imitations of their ery, and sometimes 

to the ‘ squeak.’ 
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26. Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED Cuckoo; 

‘Rain Crow.’—Common. These birds were observed or heard usually on 

the borders of the prairies, in the depths of the cypress bays, or on the river 

bottoms of the Suwannee, but were also found occasionally in the high pines 

on the islands. A pair was seen copulating on June 7 on Billy’s Island, and 

the male was collected. Its stomach contained a larval giant silkworm. In 

a tupelo tree at the margin of the Suwannee, on June 17, we found a nest con- 

taining two eggs. It was placed in a cluster of mistletoe on a horizontal 

branch four feet above the water, and consisted of sticks interwoven with 

Spanish ‘moss’ (Tillandsia usneoides). It was the best example of a 

Cuckoo’s nest we have ever seen. 
27. Coccyzus erythrophthalmus. Buack-pittEp Cuckoo; ‘ Rain 

Crow.’— A single bird, doubtless a migrant, was observed on May 8. 

28. Dryobates villosus auduboni. SourHern Harry Woop- 
PECKER.— Not common in the swamp itself; more numerous along the 

Suwannee and in the pine lands on the outskirts of the swamp. 

29. Dryobates pubescens pubescens. SoutHERN Downy Woop- 

PECKER.— Rather uncommon. They were seldom seen on the islands them- 

selves, but usually in their cypress edges. Our records were made in the 

swampy woods along Minne Lake Narrows, Log River Narrows, and 

especially the Suwannee River. 

30. Dryobates borealis. RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER;  ‘ Sap- 

sucker.’ — Rather common in open pineries, both on the islands and out- 

side of the swamp. On May 19 a bird was seen at its nest about thirty 

feet up in a pine on Billy’s Island. On May 28, near Mixon’s Ferry, we 

noticed another occupied nest some fifty feet from the ground. 

31. Phliceotomus pileatus pileatus. PiLeaTeED WoopPECKER; ‘Kate’; 

‘Wood Kate’; ‘Woodcock’; ‘Good-God Woodpecker’; ‘ Lord-God 

Woodpecker.’— With the exception of the Red-bellied Woodpecker, this 

is the most abundant member of its family in the Okefinokee. In fact, we 

saw as many as four Pileated Woodpeckers in a single tree. In every part 

of the swamp — especially the cypress bays, but also the hammocks and 

the piny woods on the islands, and even the ‘ heads’ on the prairies — 

these magnificent birds are at home. They are rather shy. On Billy’s 

Island they usually left the open pine woods and sought refuge within the 

bordering cypresses, long ere we came within gun range. We frequently 

heard them giving their great and deliberate rolls in the thick bay surround- 

ing Billy’s Lake. Occasionally they flew across the lake from tree top to 

tree top, or disappeared at the other end of a ‘ bonnet’ lagoon just as we ° 

rounded the corner. They were very common along the Suwannee, where 

we several times endeavored to surprise them at work, but the slightest 

noise caused them to slip away farther into the depths of the forest. An 

unsuspecting pair of ‘ Kates’ in a swampy thicket is a glorious spectacle; 

with their scarlet crests erect, they are the very embodiment of all that 

is wild. The birds are noisiest at sunrise, but their high-pitched, Flicker- 

like notes resound through the swamp at all times of the day. 
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32. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. RED-HEADED WOODPECKER; 

“White Shirt’; ‘Jerry Coat’; ‘Shirt-tail’— Not common. It was 

recorded on Honey Island, May 13-14 and June 1; at the Minne Lake 

Narrows, June 25; and on Floyd’s Island, June 25. 

33. Centurus carolinus. Rep-BeELLIED WoopPEcKER; ‘Sham- 

shack’; ‘Ram-shack’; ‘ Chad-cherries.— Abundant throughout the 

wooded portions of the swamp, in both the pines and the cypresses. Of 

the two habitats, they were recorded more frequently in the pines. In 

the partially cut pine lands about the swamp they were in equal abundance. 

On May 11 a bird was observed at its nest, which was at a height of about 

35 feet in a dead pine on Mixon’s Hammock. A male taken on June 8 

had been eating blueberries and buprestid beetles. The ‘ Sham-shack ’ 

has a variety of call-notes, which it utters frequently; the commonest one 

has doubtless given rise to the local names. 

34. Colaptes auratus auratus. Fuicker; ‘ Yellow-hammer.’— Not 

very common on the islands. More numerous in the country surrounding 

the swamp. 

35. Antrostomus carolinensis. CHUCK-wWILL’s-wipow; ‘ Whip- 

poor-will.— Uncommon in the swamp. Only one was recorded within 

the swamp during our stay; it was heard on Billy’s Island on June 19. 

Earlier in the spring two or three were noted by the natives. Between 

Mixon’s Ferry and Fargo the birds were found to be very common. 

36. Chordeiles virginianus virginianus. NicuHTHawKx; ‘ Bull Bat.’ 

— Several Nighthawks were reported on Honey Island Prairie on the 
evenings of May 30 and 31. Beyond the borders of the swamp the birds 

are very common. They were noted on the northern side on May 3, 6, 8, 

and 23, and along the western margin on June 17, 18, and 23. 

37. Chetura pelagica. CuHimney Swirt; ‘Chimney Swallow’; 

‘Chimney Sweeper.— Common. Most of our observations were made 
over the lakes or the prairies. The birds were frequently noticed skimming 

the lakes at midday in the hottest sun. They are found in the most remote 

parts of the swamp, many miles from any human habitation, and must 

make use of hollow trees as nesting sites. The Lees assert that the ‘Chim- 

ney Swallows’ do not use the chimneys of their cabins, and yet the Swifts 

course commonly enough over the near-by fields. 
38. Archilochus colubris. Rusy-rHroatep Hummrincsirp.— Not 

common. A few birds were observed about the dwellings on Billy’s Island, 

especially at the crape myrtle (‘lady’s-streamer’) bushes in one of the 

yards. Another was seen near the head of the Suwannee River on June 19. 

39. Tyrannus tyrannus. Kinapirp; ‘ Bee-bird’; ‘ Bee Martin.’-— 

Very common on the prairies and islands, as well as on the outskirts of the 

swamp. On June 18 young were on the wing. On Honey Island we saw a 

‘Bee Martin’ pursue a Sparrow Hawk and a Turkey Vulture, and on 

Floyd’s Island, a Red-tailed Hawk. 
40. Myiarchus crinitus. Crestep Frycatcuer; ‘ Yellow-tailed 

Bee-bird ’; ‘ Yellow-tailed Bee Martin.’— Abundant. This bird is found 
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in every portion of the swamp and surrounding country. In fact, only 

the Red-bellied Woodpecker can compare with it in numbers and in wide- 

spread distribution. On May 28 we noted a nesting hole thirty feet up 

in a pine tree, whither the parents were carrying food. 

41. Myiochanes virens. Woop Prwrr— Rather common. It 

seems to prefer the pines on the islands to any other environment within 

the swamp. In only a few instances was it observed among the cypresses. 
42. Empidonax virescens. Acapian FriycatcHEr; ‘ Tick-bird.’— 

Common. This Flycatcher finds a congenial haunt in the gloom of the 

cypress ‘ bays,’ where one often hears its note as he paddles along the nar- 

row runs. It also frequents the hammocks and the cypress ponds. 

Within these shady retreats it appears unmindful of the summer tempera- 

ture, and continues to utter its energetic call throughout the warmest and 

brightest days. A nest was discovered north of Billy’s Lake on May 20; 

it was placed on a limb of a cypress sapling about ten feet above the water, 

and contained two eggs. 

43. Cyanocitta cristata florincola. Fiorina Buiur Jay; ‘ Jay- 

bird.’— Not very common. All of our records are restricted to the larger 

pine islands — Billy’s, Honey, Floyd’s, and Minne Lake Islands. A male 

and a female taken on June 7 had only blueberries and huckleberries in 

their stomachs. 

44, Corvus ossifragus. Fish Crow.— Uncommon. A few were 

noted along the canal, May 17-18. The scarcity of Crows is a very notice- 

able and gratifying feature of Okefinokee bird life. 

45. Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Bospoiinx.— Observed as a late mi- 

grant in May: a flock of 10, Billy’s Island, May 9; a flock of 40 along the 

canal, May 17; and a male and a female on Floyd’s Island Prairie, May 22. 

46. Agelaius phoeniceus floridanus. F.Lorma ReEp-wina; ‘ Rice- 

bird.’— Common on the prairies in the northern portions of the swamp. 

On the prairies south of Honey Island they were not so common, only a 

few being seen on June 1 and 2. Along Billy’s Lake and the Suwannee 

none were observed. The only place where we found them in wooded 

parts was the ‘ bay’ beside Minne’s Lake, which is not far from prairies on 

the east. On May 8 a nest with several eggs was found between Cowhouse 

Island and the Big Water. On May 21 two more nests with three eggs 

each were located on Floyd’s Island Prairie. 

47. Sturnella magna argutula. SoutHmrn Mrapow.arK;. ‘ Field 

Lark’; ‘ Lark.’— Common in the pine barrens on the islands, and in the 

country surrounding the swamp. Open as the woods are, one can hardly . 

become accustomed to the presence of the birds in a forested haunt. Some 

of their notes, too, have a quality that sounds strange to one familiar with 

the northern bird. On Honey Island we found young on the wing by 

June 1. The natives do not consider this a beneficial species. 
48. Icterus spurius. ORcHARD OrioLte.— A few were noted in the 

region beyond the northern border of the swamp: Hebardville, May 4, 5, 
and 24; Braganza, May 23. 
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49. Quiscalus quiscula agleus. FLorma Grackie; ‘ Black- 

bird.— Common. Within the swamp this species seems to show a decided 

preference for the cypress ponds on the larger islands and for the cypress 

heads on the prairies. It was also recorded frequently on the outskirts 

of the swamp. The birds were generally observed in small flocks, some of 
which numbered as many as fifteen individuals. 

50. Peucea estivalis estivalis. Pive-woops Sparrow.— Common 

in the pine barrens, both on the larger islands and in the environs of the 

swamp. It is apparently the only Sparrow that breeds in the Okefinokee. 

It is emphatically a bird of the forest floor, seeking cover in the under- 

growth of blueberries and saw-palmettoes, whence it reluctantly flushes 

to take a perch in a near-by pine. At daybreak it is one of the first birds 

to begin singing. 

51. Pipilo erythrophthalmus alleni. Wuirr-ryep Townes; ‘ Jo- 

e.— Fairly common among the saw-palmettoes on the islands; here 

it was observed in several instances close to the borders of small cypress 
ponds. A nest was found in such a situation on Billy’s Island on May 10; 

it contained three young and one egg. The birds are more numerous be- 

yond the western border of the swamp. 

52. Cardinalis cardinalis cardinalis. Carprnat; ‘ Redbird (with 

black chin).’ — Fairly common in the cypress ‘ bays’ along the lakes and 

watercourses, in the hammocks, in the cypress heads on Honey Island 

Prairie, and in swampy spots on the outskirts of the swamp. 

53. Piranga rubra rubra. Summer Tanacer; ‘ Redbird (without 

black chin).’— Fairly common in the pines on Billy’s Island, but not found 

elsewhere in the swamp except on Floyd’s Island, where one or two were 

recorded. Several were observed on the western border of the swamp. 

Its song is arich, dignified effort, considerably sweeter than that of the 

Searlet Tanager. The stomach contents of a male taken on June 8 con- 

sisted of insect remains, all apparently Hymenoptera. 

54. Progne subis subis. Purpie Martin; ‘ Martin.’-— A number of 
Purple Martins were observed at their gourd nests at Hebardville, May 4 

and 5; at Braganza, May 8 and 23; and on the western edge of the swamp, 

May 30. The family on Billy’s Island also kept Martin gourds in former 

years, but none of the birds were found this season within the swamp. 
55. Lanius ludovicianus ludovicianus. LoaarrHbap SHrikp.— 

One was observed on May 5 at Hebardville, and another on May 8 at 

Braganza. The first bird was seen to chase a Red-cockaded Woodpecker 
for.a considerable distance, and the fresh remains of one young and one 

adult Bluebird on a near-by stump offered further evidence of the Logger- 

head’s rapacity. 

56. Vireosylva olivacea. Rep-rYEp Vireo.— Uncommon. Noted 

several times in the hammock growth on Billy’s Island and twice on the 

northern side of the swamp. 
57. Vireo griseus griseus. Wuire-Eyep Vireo.— Fairly common in 

the densest tangles of undergrowth in the cypress ‘ bays.’ Though it sings 
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most frequently in the early morning, even the extreme heat of midday does 

not deter this most versatile of our Vireos. 

58. Protonotaria citrea. PRorHONOTARY WaARBLER.— Abundant 

throughout the cypress ‘ bays,’ where it is one of the most characteristic 

forms. The birds were observed most frequently at the edges of the growth 

along the watercourses, such as Billy’s Lake and the Suwannee River. 

They repeatedly fly back and forth across the lake, and the male occasion- 

ally gives a spirited and surprising flight song. The Prothonotary appeared 

more responsive to the ‘ squeak’ than any other bird of the swamp. 

Four nests were found: one with four eggs, May 10, in a low stump in a 

cypress pond on Billy’s Island; another with four fledglings, May 16, in a 

cavity of a small tree, about three feet above the water, Billy Island Bay; 

a third with several eggs, May 18, in the broken top of a living black gum 

sapling, about five feet above the water, Billy Island Bay; and, finally, 

one with four eggs, June 8, about ten feet up in a cypress on Billy’s Lake. 

In each case the nests were not in deep holes with narrow openings, but in 

open cavities where the eggs or young could be plainly seen. 

Several hours were spent on May 19 in an umbrella blind beside the first- 

mentioned nest, which then contained young. For the first hour or so the 

parent birds did not venture to the stump, but remained in the vicinity, 
frequently uttering a nervous chip. The male also sang occasionally. 

Finally he showed himself the more courageous or unsuspicious of the two, 

for he fed the young several times before the female came. 

59. Helinaia swainsoni. Swarnson’s WaRBLER.— To find that this 

famed and elusive Warbler is a not uncommon inhabitant of the deep 
Okefinokee thickets, was one of the rarest pleasures of our sojourn in the 

swamp. We recorded it in the ‘bay’ on both sides of Billy’s Lake, in 

the tangled growth along the west fork of the canal, in Billy Island Bay, 

on the edge of Mixon’s Hammock, in the canebrake of Floyd’s Island 
Hammock, and finally in some of the wildest and densest cypress woods 

of the swamp, between Minne’s Lake and the Minne Lake Islands. Here 

on June 13 and 14, while lost and camping ‘ on top of the swamp,’ we had a 

good chance to make its acquaintance. The song began early in the morn- 

ing, continuing frequently until about 7 a. M., and at longer intervals for 

another houror so. Thereafter it was heard only occasionally until late 

afternoon, when it began again to be given more regularly. 

Swainson’s Warbler remains under the close cover of the thicket’s in- 

terior, and in order to secure a glimpse of it, one must push his way through 

a tangled barrier of bushes, vines, and thorns. But stalking alone will 

scarcely suffice. After cautiously approaching the spot whence the song 

seemed to come, we generally resorted to the ‘ squeak,’ and in this way 

succeeded more than once in luring the singer to within a very few yards of 

us. On one oceasion, when the ‘squeak’ failed, an imitation of the song 

itself immediately brought the desired effect. 

60. Compsothlypis americana americana. ParuLa WaARBLER.— 

Abundant. Widely distributed in the swamp, but found in greatest num- 
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bers in the cypress ‘ bays,’ where the luxuriant growth of Tillandsia 

provides the Parula with an ideal habitat. Young birds on the wing were 
seen at Minne’s Lake on May 20. 

61. Dendroica striata. Briack-poLtt WarBLeR.— One or two mi- 
grants were observed along the canal on May 18. 

62. Dendroica dominica dominica. YrLLOW-THROATED WARBLER. 

— Rather common. We recorded it not only in the ‘ bays’ and prairie 
‘heads,’ but in the pine barrens as well. Although it usually remains 

high up in the tallest trees, it was also observed in the lower growth close 

to the water or the ground. 

63. Dendroica vigorsi. Pine Warsier.— Fairly common in the 

pine barrens within and without the swamp. We were surprised to find 

these birds also in considerable numbers among the cypress ‘ heads’ of 

Honey Island Prairie. 

64. Geothlypis trichas ignota. FLoripa YELLOW-THROAT.— Quite 

common. Yellowthroats are found in and about the cypress ponds on 

the islands, in the ‘ heads’ and along the borders of the prairies, and even 
far within the depths of the flooded cypress ‘ bays.’ Along the run through 

the ‘bay’ between Billy’s and Minne’s Lakes several were brought into view 

by the ‘ squeak.’ 
65. Wilsonia citrina. Hoopep Warsier.— Fairly common. It 

was found usually in thickets and swampy places along the borders of the 

islands. The haunts it affects in the Okefinokee are much like those of 

Swainson’s Warbler, although the latter seems to keep more closely, as a 

rule, to the wetter situations. Both species were observed in the same 

canebrake on Floyd’s Island Hammock, the Hooded Warbler on the inner 

edge, and the Swainson’s on the outer edge bordering the swamp. 

66. Setophaga ruticilla. Repstart.— A migrant was noted along 

the canal on May 18. 

67. Mimus polyglottos polyglottos. Mocxinesprrp.— Uncommon 

within the swamp, but common in its environs. No Mockingbirds were 

found in the interior in the summer of 1912, although one or two pairs 

generally nest on Billy’s Island. They are also said to have been observed 

in numbers along the Big Water. 

68. Toxostoma rufum. Brown THRAsHER.— A few are found on 

the islands in the swamp. On June 26 one was observed on Floyd’s Island, 

and another was seen on Billy’s Island. Several were recorded beyond the 

swamp borders. 
69. Thryothorus ludovicianus ludovicianus. CaroLina WrenN.— 

Very common in all wooded parts of the swamp — in the pine barrens, 

along the watercourses, in the deepest and thickest ‘ bays,’ in the ham- 

mocks, and on the isolated prairie ‘ heads.’ The Wrens were ever present 

and constantly heard, yet rarely seen. On May 30 we appropriated an 

old cabin in which a pair had a nest with four eggs, but seldom indeed did 

any of us actually secure a good view of either parent. On May 4a nest 

with five eggs was found at Hebardville. The young birds of another 
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nest, which was built in a corncrib on Billy’s Island, left it about May 19. 

Many a curious call which we heard in the swamp and traced to its 
source, proved to be simply another note of this accomplished Wren. 

70. Sitta carolinensis atkinsi. FLormpA WHITE-BREASTED NvtT- 
HATCH; ‘ Tomtit.’-— Rather common in the pine barrens, and occasionally 

recorded in the ‘bays’ and hammocks. More common in the open 
border land on the west of the swamp. 

71. Sitta pusilla. Brown-Heapep Noutuatcu; ‘ Tomtit.’— Very 

common in the pine barrens, but not confined to this habitat, for, strangely 

enough, we found numbers of these Nuthatches among the cypress ‘ heads’ 

of Honey Island Prairie. As they hasten about in small companies, flitting 

among the pine needles, they keep up an incessant conversation with their 

dainty notes. In habits and notes they resemble the Titmice as much as 
they do the other Nuthatches. 

72. Beolophus bicolor. Turrep Tirmouse.— Rather common. 

Within the Okefinokee the Tufted Tit seems to be confined pretty closely 

to the swampy thickets and ‘bays,’ such as those surrounding Billy’s 

Lake and bordering the Suwannee River. The birds are much given to 

answering each other with their loud, clear whistles, and they sometimes 

utter a note that is Oriolelike in quality. We found a whole family giving 

their Chickadeelike note as they were feeding along the edge of Mixon’s 

Hammock. 

73. Penthestes carolinensis carolinensis. Carotina CHICKADEE.— 
Fairly common. A few Chickadees were found in the prairie ‘heads’; 

some were recorded in the cypress ponds on the islands and in small wet 

areas on the outskirts of the swamp; but most of our observations on this 

species were made along the lakes and watercourses. Several times the 

birds were noticed in groups of three or four individuals. 

74. Hylocichla mustelina. Woop THrusH.— On May 9, and again 

on May 16, a bird was heard singing in the border of the swamp at the 

north end of Billy’s Island. 

75. Sialia sialis sialis. Buursrrp.— One of the most pleasing features 

of the bird life of the pine barrens is the presence of the Bluebirds in con- 

siderable numbers. A nest with young was located in a stump just off 

Honey Island, in the edge of the prairie, on May 13, and by June 1 young 

were found on the wing on this island. As late as June 18, however, birds 

were still nesting at Mixon’s Ferry. 

SUPPLEMENTARY List. 

In view of the impending destruction of primeval conditions in 

the Okefinokee and the uncertainty of our making future visits to 

the region, it seems desirable to give at the present time as complete 

an account as possible of the bird life of the swamp. For this 
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reason the following supplementary list has been prepared. It 

includes the species that did not come under our own notice, but 

concerning which we received definite information from persons 

living in and about the swamp, particularly the Lees of Billy’s 

Island. The reliability and the accuracy of these people was so 

amply manifested on frequent occasions that we feel no hesitation 

in vouching for their observations. 

1. Podilymbus podiceps. Prep-pittep Gresn; ‘ Diedapper.’— 

Uncommon. It occurs mainly on Floyd’s Island Prairie and on the Big 
Water in the winter time. 

2. Phalacrocorax auritus floridanus. FLorma Cormorant.— 
Seen occasionally in fall and winter. 

3. Lophodytes cucullatus. Hooprp Mrrcanser; ‘ Frog Duck.’— 

Common winter visitant. Sometimes it is found with the Wood Ducks 
on the prairies. 

4. Anas platyrhynchos. Matrarp; ‘English Duck.’-— Common 

fall and winter visitant. The natives pointed out the hard seeds of bladder- 

wort (Utricularia purpurea) as a favorite food of the Mallards and other 

winter Ducks. They have a ‘roosting place’ in the most open part of 

Floyd’s Island Prairie. 

5. Ajaia ajaja. Rosrate Spoonsity; ‘ Pink Curlew.’— Col. A. B. 

Perram, of Waycross, informed us that some years ago a well-known hunter 

by the name of Craven brought to his office some ‘ Pink Curlew ’ feathers 

from the Okefinokee. The Lees have never met with this species in the 

swamp. 
6. Egretta candidissima candidissima. Snowy Ecrer; ‘Egret.’— 

A plume-bird, called the ‘Egret,’ was found in the swamp twenty years 

ago. It was ‘smaller than a White Crane, about the size of a Blue Scog- 

gin, or larger than an Indian Pullet. Its plumes were curved, and not so 

long as those of the White Crane. 

7. Nycticorax nycticorax nevius. BLacK-cROowNED Nicut Herron; 

“Redeye.’— We were told of another Heron, called the ‘ Redeye,’ which is 

found in the swamp. ‘The general description of the bird tallied well with 

the appearance of the Black-crowned Night Heron, and the local name is 

certainly appropriate. 

8. TIonornis martinicus. Purpite GaLiinuLte.— Mr. John M. Hop- 
kins, of Hebardville, reports taking one in the swamp some years ago. 

The Lees probably refer to this species when they speak of ‘ a long-legged 

bird, purplish blue in color, with a red spot on the front of the head.’ It 

is found on the prairies in the fall. 
9. Fulica americana. Coor; ‘Blue Pete.’— In the fall and winter 

the Coot is found on the prairies, and also among the bonnets and other 

aquatic vegetation of Billy’s Lake, where as many as a hundred have been 

seen at a time. 
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10. Philohelaminor. Woopcock; ‘ Snipe.’— It is not very common, 
but probably breeds here. 

11. Chemepelia passerina terrestris. Grounp Dove; ‘ Mourning 

Dove.’— Rare. One or two are usually noted each year on Billy’s Island. 

12. Circus hudsonius. Marsp Hawk; ‘ Goshawk.’-— We were 

told of a large, white-rumped Hawk, which courses low over the prairies 

and islands, and feeds on snakes and frogs. It goes by the name of ‘ Gos- 

hawk.’ 

13. Halizetus leucocephalus leucocephalus. Batp Hacue.— Oc- 

casional. It apparently does not breed here. . 

14. Otus asio floridanus. FLorma Screecu Ow1; ‘ Scrich Owl.’— 

Found in small numbers in the swamp. 

15. Bubovirginianus virginianus. Great Hornep Ow1; ‘Horned 

Owl.’ — This is the least common Owl in the Swamp. It is occasionally 

noted on the prairies south of Honey Island, where one was heard during 

the middle of the night of May 30. It is also reported on Floyd’s Island. 

The last specimen taken on Billy’s Island was caught in a trap some ten 

years ago, after it had been stealing chickens. 

16. Ceryle alcyon alcyon. KincrisHeER.— Not common in summer; 

more numerous in winter. On June 16 one was seen on the Suwannee 

River below Mixon’s Ferry. Several others were recorded on Billy’s Lake 

during June. 

17. Campephilus principalis. Ivory-pittED WoopPEcKER.— Rare, 

but still existent in small numbers in the northwestern part of the swamp. 

The center of their distribution seems to be the group of Minne Lake 

Islands, which occupy an almost inaccessible position within the depths of 

the immense cypress ‘bay’ west of Minne’s Lake. The natives seldom 

visit these islands without hearing or seeing the Ivorybills. We made 

three distinct efforts to reach the locality, but only on the last trip did we 

succeed. Then we were shown three former nesting sites of this species: 

the first nest, which was found occupied some six years previously, was high 

up in a dead cypress standing in a pondlike area near the south end of 

Long Island; the second was discovered about ten years ago in a large red 

bay in the midst of a dense cypress tangle some distance from the edge 

of Camp Island (upon which the Jackson Survey party camped, and hence 

the name); the third site was in a dead cypress in a little ‘ alligator lake ’ 

near the north end of Camp Island, and was occupied three or four years 

ago. Our guide heard an Ivorybill within the swamp beyond the last site, 

but the rest of our party on this short trip were not fortunate in either seeing - 

or hearing it. The feeding range of the Ivorybills appears to be very re- 

stricted, for only on rare occasions have they been recorded as far away as 

Minne’s Lake and Billy’s Lake. 

18. Dumetella carolinensis. CatTsirp.— This species is sometimes 

found in the swamp. 

19. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. Ropin.— Numbers come 

here during the winter, and occasionally a bird is seen in the summer. 
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We were disappointed in our hope of hearing something of old records 

of the Carolina Paroquet. Among the present inhabitants there seems to 

be not even a tradition of its occurrence in the swamp, which lies well 
within its former range. 

| 
NOTES ON OFFSHORE BIRDS.! 

BY JOHN TREADWELL NICHOLS. 

DvRinG a number of years past, the writer has had opportunity 

to make observations from time to time on sea birds off our coast 

from Cape Cod southward, which, though fragmentary, yet seem 

worth recording in view of the scant opportunity of ornithologists 

to make such observations, and the consequent paucity of our 

knowledge of these birds. 

On December 22, 1900, he sailed east-southeast from New York 

on a merchant sailing ship. As the coast was left behind, a few 

Kittiwake Gulls (Rissa tridactyla tridactyla) still were seen daily 

in varying numbers, the last being recorded January 5, 1901, 

25° 57’ North 37° 43’ West, 2360 sea miles? east of Miami, 

Florida, 1350 west of the African coast, 660 further south than 

the species occurs on our Atlantic coast.® 

On January 1, 1905, the writer was on a freight steamer off Cape 

Cod, making the trip from New York to Boston. A single Gannet 

(Sula bassana) seen flying close to the water off the back side of 
the cape is a far northern winter record for this species, which very 

rarely occurs as far north as New York in winter. Dovekies (Alle 

alle) were numerous, sitting on the water. As the steamer’s bow 

approached, they would sometimes flutter along the surface, then 

dive below it and swim off rapidly, using their short wings as 

1 The first part of this paper was read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club. 

2 Distances throughout this paper are approximate, in sea miles. 

3 See Bennett, Bird-Lore, VIII, 1906, p. 90. 
The theory that the same individual sea birds, Gulls, Albatrosses, or Petrels, 

follow a ship day after day, is in the writer's opinion fallacious. 
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paddles. Kittiwakes were common, and flocks of Eider Ducks 

were seen about off Monomoy. 

On August 7, 1906, sailed east-southeast from New York on a 

sailing ship. When well to sea Wilson’s Petrels (Oceanites oceani- 

cus) became numerous and remained so across the Gulf Stream, 

but had disappeared entirely before reaching 38° North 64° West 
on August 11, a point 335 sea miles southeast of Nantucket. A 

single Limicoline bird came about the ship on August 9, 39° 40’ 

North 70° 14’ West and again one on August 12, 37° 02’ North 

59° 27’ West, and it was interesting to see this bird east of the 

Petrels. A broad, almost birdless area of ocean, where Kittiwake 

Gulls had been seen in winter five years previous, was now crossed. 

The first three or four days of the voyage a few Swallows were 

seen, the last surely identified as such on August 9, 39° 40’ North 

70° 14’ West, 90 sea miles south of Nantucket, the nearest land. 

The record is of interest in view of the irregular occurrence of 

migrant Swallows in Bermuda. 

In summer time, especially after a period of foggy weather, 

Wilson’s Petrels often become very abundant close to shore off 

New York, and enter New York harbor. 

On February 17, 1912, left New York for Havana, Cuba, by sea. 

The coldness of the passing winter was evidenced by two Holbecell’s 

Grebes (Colymbus holballii) in New York harbor. Other birds of 

consequence were not observed until the second day, approaching 

Cape Hatteras, where we crossed from the shallow, cold green water 

to the north, to the deep, warm blue water with gulf weed to the 

south. Just north of this line, over the green water, the air was 

full of haze, and in the haze birds were numerous. ‘There were 

Red-throated Loons (Gavia stellata), Gannets (Sula bassana), 

flocks of medium sized Alcide (unfortunately not identified), a few 

Horned Grebes (Colymbus auritus), and two Dovekies (Alle alle) 

were seen. On passing south onto the blue water, all these birds 

disappeared. A dwindling flock of Herring Gulls (Larus argenta- ~ 

tus) still followed the ship, and an occasional Herring Gull was ob- 

served even from the north shore of Cuba. On February 19, 30° 

North 77° West (230 miles east of Saint Augustine), steaming 

through a wonderfully smooth sea, an Audubon’s Shearwater 

(Puffinus lherminieri) appeared gliding close to the water, gave 
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its stiff, narrow wings a few quick flaps, and slid out of sight behind 

a swell. 

Coming north from Havana, Hatteras was passed after dark, 

so that the bird life there was not observed except that Herring 

Gulls became tolerably common and three Gannets were seen on 

blue water with gulf weed just south of that cape. March 11, 32° 

30’ North 77° 00’ West (145 miles east of Charleston) several 

Puffinide, about ten in all, were seen. They were wild and none 

came near enough to the steamer for a satisfactory view, but they 

were noted as probably Greater Shearwaters (Puffinus gravis) and 

I marvelled greatly that this species should be found off Hatteras 

at a season when it would have been expected to be just finishing 

its breeding in the southern hemisphere. In the light of later 

observations, these birds were very likely the Black-capped Petrel. 

January 23, 1913, left New York for Havana by steamer. It 

was interesting to contrast the birds of an unusually warm winter 

with those observed in 1912. A single Bonaparte’s Gull (Larus 

philadelphia) was seen in New York harbor, and two Gannets were 

observed outside, the first probably about ten miles south from 

Sandy Hook. On the Cape Hatteras grounds Gannets were nu- 

merous, but a single Loon and perhaps one or two Alcide were in 

contrast to the many birds seen here the year previous. Herring 

Gulls also were not noted as far south, the last being seen the day 

Hatteras was passed. On January 25, 31° 48’ North 75° 58’ 
West (250 miles east of Savannah), on blue water, alternating sunny 

and showery with a little lightning, the steamer butting into a 

brisk southwesterly breeze, a sharp lookout was kept for Puffinide, 
as they had been seen near this latitude the year before. Once or 

twice thin vanishing vertical shadows against the myriad horizontal 

wave shadows of the distance lead me to believe there were some 

of these birds about, and as I stood by the port side forward, look- 

ing towards the bow, a Black-capped Petrel (strelata hasitata) 

darted away to the eastward above the waves, and I had a splendid 

view of its long, narrow, stiff wings, blackish cap and back, black 

tail, white side of neck underparts, lining of wings and upper tail 

coverts. First one then the other wing uppermost, it was shooting 

across the wind with almost unbelievable speed and soon out of 

sight among the distant seas. An Audubon’s Shearwater, which 
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appeared in the trough of a sea near the vessel almost immediately, 

was noticeably smaller than the first bird. Two or three other 

birds, obviously Puffinidee, were seen later in the day, but these 

were the only ones which came within fair binocular range. The 

flight and appearance of the Black-capped Petrel were very much 

like those of the Greater Shearwater. The distinguishing large 

amount of white over the tail was conspicuous. 

January 26, 27° 18’ North 79° 40’ West, approaching the Florida 

coast, two or three Audubon’s Shearwaters were seen; and January 

27, 24° 20’ North 81° 10’ West, crossing from Florida to Cuba, 

they were common, but none were seen on the Cuban side of the 

Straits. I quote from my notes, “Blue water; practically no gulf 

weed. Wind moderate, 45° on our port bow. The Shearwaters 

were mostly flying parallel with the ship at about her speed, off her 

leeward bow. They crossed the bow from time to time and flew 

up to windward; apparently they had been flying into the wind, 

planning to pass in front of the ship, and did not allow for her prog- 

ress. None were seen behind the ship or amidships to windward. 

They flew very close to the water, flapping a great deal, the sails 

much abbreviated. Sometimes one would half light and, with 

wings extended, kick itself into the air again with its feet against 

the water. Their rather long tails were noticeable. 

Coming north from Santiago de Cuba on February 1, passing 

the Bahamas, a single Tropic Bird was seen 24° 40’ North 74° 30’ 

West, and two or three Puffinide in the distance were probably 

Audubon’s Shearwater. February 2, 28° 35’ North 74° 35’ West, 

cloudy with fresh east-northeasterly wind, blue water and gulf 

weed, by watching diligently saw one Black-capped Petrel (4stre- 

lata hasitata) which flew along with the vessel for a few minutes 

off her starboard quarter. It resembled the one seen on January 25, 

but was not so close to the ship. Noted the white underwing sur- 

faces, long wings, and conspicuous white wedge of the upper tail 

coverts. The first Herring Gull appeared February 3, 33° 45’ North: 

74° 35’ West, but these were not common until the next day. We 

were coming north further off shore than the Havana route, which 

perhaps accounts for the fact that a number of Kittiwakes (Rissa 

tridactyla tridactyla) were seen February 4, in the morning, 37° 

46’ North 74° 10’ West (85 miles east of Maryland). They were 

absent after that until about sunset, when we were getting close 
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to New York, and a few of these gulls as well as several Gannets 

and one or two Dovekies were observed. 

The following seem to be the most noteworthy generalizations 

which can be made from these fragmentary observations: 

The Kittiwake Gull (Rissa tridactyla tridactyla) winters at sea 

across the mid-Atlantic, much farther south than on our coast, 

where it is found in numbers only as far south as New York, and 

probably a few to Hatteras. 

The Gannet (Sula bassana) winters as far north as the Hatteras 

grounds and northward in diminishing numbers; very rarely to 

New York, stragglers sometimes off Cape Cod. 

The Audubon’s Shearwater (Puffinus lherminieri) occurs com- 

monly off our southern states in winter, not far south of its coast- 

wise summer range. 

The Black-capped Petrel (#strelata hasitata), is not extinct 

and occurs off our southern states, observed in winter northward 

and eastward of the Audubon’s Shearwater. 

_ Alcidse and Red-throated Loon (Gavia stellata) in severe winters 

occur south off the coast in numbers to the Hatteras grounds; 

in open winters they are less plentiful southward. 

The Problem of the Sailing Bird. 

There has been some discussion of late as to what forces are 

utilized by the sailing bird and how they are utilized, perhaps 

sufficient to serve as excuse for offering the following explanation 

here, even though, being in the writer’s opinion the true one, and 

quite simple, it very probably has often been stated before. 

Let us take a simple, striking case of the phenomenon, and 

one not complicated by local conditions as cliffs or mountain ranges 

and their accompanying vertical air currents. An Albatross has 

been resting on the water during a calm spell (as is the custom 

with these birds); when a fresh wind springs up he launches him- 

self in the air with much flapping and kicking of the water (again 

customary) and when well started, sails across the wind on stiff, 

motionless wings (again customary).!_ His wings are tremendously 

long and narrow; his big feet extended backward reach just beyond 

1 See Fisher, Bull. U. 8S. Com. Fish. for 1903, p. 23. The apparent difficulty of 

the Albatrosses here discussed to cross the wind may rather be explained as diffi- 

culty of turning short into or loss of relative momentum before it. 
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the end of his stumpy tail, which seems not to balance his big neck 

and shoulders. As he goes he leans far over, first to one side, then 

to the other. Now the tip of his lower wing actually cuts a knife- 

like furrow in the water, now he swings high into the air on a great 

bow. At first sight you say, of course the wind is the motive and 

supporting force. But on trying to explain how it is such, difficul- 

ties are apt to be experienced, and you would perhaps fall back 

on the theory that the bird utilizes rismg air currents, except that 

this theory does not satisfactorily explain the observed facts, for the 

bird seems to go where it chooses and everywhere find the right 

air currents. So universal a distribution of rising currents will not 

meet the test of probability. It is believed that the difficulties 

spoken of come from trying to apply the force of wind always to 

the under side of the bird’s wings and to brace it against gravity, 

whereas in fact it is commonly applied to the upper surface in 

gaining momentum. In order to use this force, the bird must 

oppose it to a comparatively rigid resistance, as that of the water 

against the flat side of a sailboat’s hull. In the compressed air 

beneath him he finds just such a force, familiar enough to us as 

holding up parachutes etc., and it is significant that the sailing 

Albatross holds its wings somewhat downward, which would help 

them to function as a parachute. By raising or lowering and turn- 

ing his head, he may steer readily with this. bow rudder and main- 

tain or increase his elevation by directing his course slightly upward. 

through the air. It is an observed fact that he turns toward his. 

lower wing, and doubtless leaning to the side is the important factor 

in steering to one side or the other. When his course is held upward 

by pressure of air on his breast and lower head, and at the same 

time he is being propelled forward by pressure on the upper side of 

his wings, obviously a very long wing is an advantage, which we 

find to be the type of wing possessed. It will be noted by our 

hypothesis that all forces being braced against the upward para- 

chute pressure of the air beneath the bird’s wings, the downward 

pressure opposed to it must be considerable, and the density of the 

air increasing with the pressure, the sailing bird rests on an invisible 

cushion of dense, compressed air. As he moves forward, fresh air 

is feeding into this cushion in front and an equal amount escaping 

from it behind, but the current through it is slight as in a lake 

though with inlet and outlet. Braced against this air cushion, the 
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Albatross can maintain his momentum by utilizing gusts of wind, 

merely turning his upper surfaces to its impact, or swooping down 

from time to time. If by inadvertence he does lose this momen- 

tum,— begin to drift (frequently observed in light and moderate 

breezes) — he can readily regain it by a few flaps of his wings 

(commonly observed in such cases). Care should be taken not 

to consider the upward parachute pressure of the air a force, for 

it is a resistance, not to confuse it with the pressure of the wind, 

and not to draw false analogies between an object in compressible 

air and one in non-compressible water. The above hypothesis 

will explain sailing close to the wind as well as across it. There are 

doubtless complications and adjustments which it does not cover, 

just as sailing birds doubtless experience and utilize more or less. 

vertical currents which may at times make easier, but do not in 

general explain their sailing. It is also a conservation hypothesis 

in that it allows for a bird’s shooting a long distance in still air by 

utilizing, instead of opposing, its elasticity. 

As corollary we would expect Albatrosses, Shearwaters, circling 

Gulls and Hawks to attain their greatest velocity with their upper’ 

surfaces inclined to the wind. That my memory fails me as to. 

whether or not they do so, shows how meager our observations 

often are without a theory to direct them. In a way it is an ad- 

vantage to draw up the hypothesis without these observations, as. 

then when made they will be new facts to test it by. 

The compressed air hypothesis does not preclude a bird’s being 

lifted by the wind below its wings while losing momentum, nor of 

its attaining momentum by being braced upward against the air 

pressure, if its wing be flat and firm enough to meet perpendicular 

resistant air pressure above, which the wings of most birds proba- 

bly are not, though quite capable of utilizing the glancing impact 

of the wind. A bird with a wing which would admit of the former 

would be expected, in its ordinary flapping flight, to raise its wing 

edgewise, turn it and bring it down flatwise. It is possible that 

Shearwaters do fly somewhat in this manner, and that it explains 

a certain stiffness which has been observed in their motions. 

In conclusion it is quite possible for a bird to utilize the wind by 

bracing it against more or less vertical air pressure, and vertical 

air currents are unnecessary as they are ineffectual in explaining 

its sailing. 
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MORNING AWAKENING AND EVEN-SONG. 

SECOND PapeEr.! 

By Horace W. WriGHT. 

So interesting had the procuring of definite data upon the sub- 

ject of morning awakening and even-song become, that I was again 

moved in the season of 1912 at Jefferson Highland, New Hampshire, 

to obtain more records for comparison with those which had been 

procured there in former seasons and had served as the basis of my 

first paper.’ The fifteen records which were then brought together 

had all been taken from one position, namely, the lawn with 

extended open space on either hand and the mountain side partially 

covered with mixed timber growth across the road. Here the 

awakening of the birds of the open country, the roadside, and the 

wood border had been recorded, but it remained to take position 

within the woods among the songsters resident there, and obtain 

records of their first songs. To effect this five records were taken 

in the midst of the fifty-acre piece of woodland lying between our 

buildings and the river and four others where in its lower extension 

it is bordered by a large field. In these locations I was brought 

near to some other species than those within range of hearing on 

the Highland. Nine other records were also procured in the 

former position on the lawn and at the gateway for the purpose 

of comparison with those previously obtained. On all occasions 

I was upon the chosen ground some time before the first song or 

call-note was given, so that I was assured that the earliest note 

had been heard; the time of waiting ranged from ten to thirty 

minutes; on many occasions it was fifteen minutes. 

By these new records most of the statements of the first paper 

have been confirmed. Others require some modification. The 

flycatchers, the sparrows, and the thrushes still prove to be the 

earliest awakening birds, and the warblers as a family follow these. 

But the new positions taken, namely, in the heart of the woodland 

1 Read before the Nuttall Ornithological Club, March 17, 1913, and revised in 

accordance with additional records obtained in the season of 1913. 

2 Auk, XXIX, No. 3, July, 1912, pp. 307-327. 
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and also in its lower reaches near the river and its border by the 

open field, furnished much earlier awakenings of the warblers 

than had been my experience on the lawn and at the roadside, 

where the birds were heard at longer range. The new positions 

taken were also near the Olive-backed Thrush, the Veery, and the 

Indigo Bunting, and furnished records of Scarlet Tanager, Blue- 

headed Vireo, Winter Wren, Golden-crowned Kinglet, and Red- 

breasted Nuthatch at near range. 

As something is gained by closely followed up experience in the 

way of overlooking no voices and in enabling the ear to reach out 

sensitively and hear every song uttered, it proves that in the case 

of some of the species recorded in the first paper, besides the 

warblers, an advance of some minutes in the time of first song has 

resulted. The loud singing of several near Robins introduces a 

difficulty in taking all records in the open near the house, as it 

tends to drown out the quiet earliest utterances of other songsters. 

For my experiences within the woodland and at its lower border, 

where the voice of Robin has scarcely been heard, show that nearly 

all the species resident there sing earlier than their songs have 

been heard on the Highland, where the voice of the Robin prevails 

so strongly. What was expressed in the first paper concerning 

the order of awakening of Song Sparrow, Chipping Sparrow and 

Robin is further substantiated by the records of 1912 and 1913, 

namely, that while the Robin is the earliest conspicuous singer 

by reason of its loud and continuous singing, yet the Song Sparrow 

and the Chipping Sparrow precede the Robin in several expres- 

sions of song, which must be regarded as morning awakening 

singing rather than as night utterances, the latter usually being 

only a single expression from a single bird, while the songs of 

awakening follow at intervals and come from several individuals. 

The records within the woodland and at its lower border, where 

Wood Pewee and Alder Flycatcher are resident respectively, show 

that these flycatchers are the earliest of all the early songsters 

and give them first and second places in rank. Similar results 

were not obtained outside the woodland, so that these species 

were given a lower ranking in the first paper, based on records at 

longer range. The Oven-bird also is now ranked by its quite usual 

early flight song, which is so regularly given that it will not do to 
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overlook it as an expression of morning awakening, although it is 

often followed by only one or two repetitions, or by none at all, 

within the next forty or fifty minutes. Then the species begins 

to sing its usual song at the time of the other warblers. The Indigo 

Bunting also has been found to better the time previously named, 

‘when heard at close range. The Olive-backed Thrush, always 

recorded in former seasons at long range from my position in the 

open, is now ranked from the several hearings within the woodlands 

‘at closest range. And the warblers, now scheduled by their first 

songs heard at very close range, all prove to be earlier songsters 

than was indicated in the first paper, although they are still found 

to awake comparatively late, the earliest, Maryland Yellow-throat, 

being preceded by twenty-two species and not singing until eighteen 

minutes after the Robin, and the next earliest, Chestnut-sided 

Warbler, not singing until eight minutes later, or twenty-six min- 

utes after the Robin. Many additional records of the Crow show 

that it retains about the same relative place, namely, as the thirti- 

eth species in the order of awakening. 

The records of 1912 which have been brought together were 

obtained between June 20 and July 15 inclusive. One in each of 

the several locations will be given as illustrative of the respective 

order of awakening therein. Three records were taken in the heart 

of the woodland. One of these is: July 6, sunrise at 4.09; out at 

2.21; weather fair, wind northwest calm; temperature 70°; moon 

in last quarter shines out clear. Await on bench by stable some 

first note. Frogs croak in pond-hole some distance away. Enter 

wood with lantern at 2.39 and proceed down the footpath. There 

has been no note of any kind outside the wood. Reach bench where 

I seat myself at 2.44; no note yet of any kind within the wood. 

There is only the soft music of the streamlet near by, and occasion- 

ally the sounds of a mouse running over the leaves on the ground. 

At 2.47 Wood Pewee sings once; again, 2.51; Oven-bird gives 

flight song, 2.53, nearby, without leaving perch, I am quite sure; 

Wood Pewee, 2.56, sings four times, and at 2.58 sings and contin- 

ues; 3.04, no thrush note yet; 3.05, second Pewee sings, and the 

two continue, singing constantly; Olive-backed Thrush gives 

whistle call, 3.12, then querulous call and sings at 3.13; second 

bird immediately gives “pep”’ call and sings; at 3.15 three Olive- 
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packs are singing and continue their song; at 3.20 second Oven-bird 

gives a flight song; at 3.23 a Veery is heard calling in the distance; 

at 3.24 Black-throated Blue Warbler sings; at 3.25 Blue-headed 

Vireo; at 3.27 Red-eyed Vireo, very quietly, but is well heard; 

at 3.28 Wood Thrush sings, no previous calls having been heard; 

Blackburnian Warbler, 3.32; Parula Warbler, 3.34; Golden- 

crowned Kinglet, 3.36; at 3.38 the Wood Thrush has sung but 

little, but is singing freely now; Oven-bird’s first usual song, 3.46, 

and it is continued; Wood Thrush still singing, 3.48; Crow’s 

first call, 3.51; Redstart sings, 3.53; Black-throated Green Warbler 

also, 3.53; extinguish lantern, 3.58; emerge from the wood at 4.04 

o’clock. Two other records obtained in the same location on 

July 9 and 15 are in their main features similar. The three records 

include sixteen species. Wood Pewee was first in each instance. 

The second place is taken by Oven-bird with a flight song, if the 

records be averaged. Veery ranks third. Olive-backed Thrush 

comes fourth, followed by Scarlet Tanager. The sixth and seventh 

places are taken by Blue-headed Vireo and Black-throated Blue 

Warbler respectively. Wood Thrush is eighth. The next four 

places are filled by Red-eyed Vireo, BlackburnianWarbler, Golden 

crowned Kinglet, and Parula Warbler. The Crow with its call is 

thirteenth and Black-throated Green Warbler, fourteenth. Sap- 

sucker and White-breasted Nuthatch, each on a single occasion, 

closed the record. The July 15 record, taken when the sun rose 

seven minutes later than on July 6, shows a somewhat later awaken- 

ing into song than the difference in time of sunrise, indicating that 

as the season advances to the middle of July there is a disposition 

to delay awakening, as the spirit of song is already waning. ‘The 

weather conditions were similar on the three mornings, and all the 

circumstances under which the records were obtained were alike. 

On four other mornings I passed down through this same wood- 

land a mile, more or less, to a position near its border, that I might 

be among another and different group of songsters. The woods 

terminate on this, the western, side in four or five acres of saplings 

and bushes with only occasional large trees, this section having 
been cut over within a few years. It is favorable, therefore, for 

wood-border and bush-dwelling species. A lantern was needed 
to show the trail and conduct safely as well as for making the rec- 
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ords, and a somewhat earlier start was necessary for covering 

the distance. One of these records taken within the wood near its 

border may serve for illustration of the awakening in that location. 

July 2, sunrise 4.06; out at 2.25; morning fair, wind south, light; 

temperature 53°. Woods were entered at 2.29. No note had been 

heard outside, and it is silent within. Reach position at 2.44, 

bang lantern on a tree, and wait. Not a note from anything on 

the way down, nor sound of any bird moving on its perch among 

the brancles. Evidently neither the presence of the lantern in 

the wood nor my movement along the path tend in any way to 

disturb or arouse the bird occupants. And when a train has 

moved noisily through the valley, as has sometimes happened 

before awakening time, it plainly has no effect upon the still sleep- 

ing birds. They obviously bide their time with reference to the 

break of day and are not responsive to factitious lights or nciden- 

tal sounds. At 2.45 a cock crows in the distance; at 2.54 an Alder 

Flycatcher sings once; at 3.01 a Song Sparrow gives a beautiful 

“flight” song without leaving its perch, I think; a second Song 

Sparrow sings immediately; a third one farther away sings at 

3.04; an Oven-bird gives flight song at 3 05; immediately following 

the Oven-bird’s outburst, a White-throated Sparrow close by in 

full, clear voice gives first three notes of its song; at 3.07 a Vesper 

Sparrow sings in the big field just beyond the wood border and 

continues its singing; Oven-bird sings a second time at 3.09; 

Indigo Bunting gives full song, 3.10, and continues; Olive-backed 

Thrush gives “pep” call, 3.10, and sings, 3.11; another immedi- 

ately sings, and the two continue indefinitely; soon a third bird 

sings; Hermit Thrush is heard singing some distance away at 3.14, 

more clearly at 3.15; Wood Thrush’s voice at 3.16; Junco’s 3.18; 

White-throated Sparrow sings again, 3.19, and continues, three 

notes of the song only; Oven-bird sines again, 3.22; Veery calls, 

3.24; Magnolia Warbler sings, 3.26; Red-eyed Vireo, 3.29; Canada 

Warbler, 3.30; Chestnut-sided Warbler, 3.30; second bird, 3.31; 

Redstart, 3.32; Parula Warbler, 3.34; Blackburnian Warbler, 3.37; 

Black and White Warbler, 3.41; Oven-birds begin to sing frequently 

in regular way, 3.45; Crow’s first call, 3.52 o’clock. Start back 

up the path at 3.55; every bird is freely singing. The new voices 

are those of Black-throated Blue and Black-throated Green 
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Warblers, of Golden-crowned Kinglet, Blue-headed Vireo, and 

Wood Pewee. Purple Finch is not heard until 3.59, and Red- 

breasted Nuthatch until 4.15, although I had been within hearing 

earlier. Leave wood at 4.23 o’clock. On July 4 a second similar 

record was obtained in the same location. 

Two other records were taken on July 8 and 12, when the posi- 

tion chosen was just outside the woodland and within the big field. 

One of these will serve for illustration. July 8, sunrise 4.11; out 

at 2.18; fair, wind south; temperature 70°; small waning moon 

bright. On the ground at 2.35. Not a sound of any kind along 

the way. At 2.38 a Song Sparrow sings once; up to 2.48 no other 

note; light of dawn is now quite apparent; at 2.49 Alder Flycatcher 

sings once, and again at 2.52 and 2.54; Song Sparrow gives second 

song at 2.55 and sings again at 2.59; Vesper Sparrow sings, 2.55, 

and again at 3.00, 3.01, and 3.03; at 3.04 the Vesper’s is the only 

constant voice; Oven-bird gives flight song at 3.05; second bird 

is heard in flight song at 3.08 and 3.15; Indigo Bunting sings, 3.08; 

Wood Pewee, 3.09; the voices of Alder Flycatcher and Vesper 

Sparrow are constant now; Hermit Thrush’s nasal call is heard, 

3.10 (time of song inadvertently not recorded); Olive-backed 

Thrush’s call, 3.11, and song, 3.12; Veery calls, 3.13; Scarlet Tana- 

ger sings, 3.16; Maryland Yellow-throat once at 3.17, again at 3.19 

and continues; White-throated Sparrow, 3.19, full song, two birds 

singing; Savannah Sparrow, 3.20, and continues; Chipping Spar- 

row, 3.21; Junco, 3.25; Mourning Warbler, 3.28; Canada Warbler, 

3.29; Chestnut-sided Warbler, 3.30; now there is a full chorus; 

Black and White Warbler, 3.36; Crow calls at 3.40; Red-eyed 

Vireo sings, 3.43; Winter Wren, 3.48, not earlier, as I had been 

listening with care for the song; is constant in song after first heard; 

Sapsucker calls at 3.58, as it clings to a hemlock; leave field at 

3.59, closing the record. 

The four records taken near the lower border of the wood and 

at the edge of the big field show that the Alder Flycatcher is often 

the first bird heard, as in the midst of the woodland the Wood 

Pewee was first on each occasion; that Song Sparrow is usually 

second, when not first, with a single song followed by repetitions 

rather infrequently, a second bird often singing immediately or 

very soon after the first and also giving repetitions of its song 
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rather infrequently; that Wood Pewee ranks third; that the Oven- 

bird is often fourth with a flight song which may be given a second 

time somewhat later, but that it is much later when the usual 

form of song is sung and repeated frequently; that Vesper Sparrow 

often ranks fifth, when not ahead of the Oven-bird’s early flight- 

song; that Indigo Bunting is next in the order, but is sometimes 

preceded by Olive-backed Thrush or Hermit Thrush; that the latter 

is not lower than the eighth in rank and sometimes ranks higher, 

being accustomed to call for some time before singing, at least 

five minutes and sometimes ten, and, therefore, in respect to song 

taking a lower place; that the White-throated Sparrow often ranks 

next, although sometimes much higher, being less certain to take 

a definite position among the early songsters than they, having 

been on one occasion fourth and on some others below the ninth; 

that the Junco sometimes ranks closely with the White-throat; 

that Veery and Wood Thrush may follow next as eleventh and 

twelfth without being entirely reliable members of the chorus; 

that Scarlet Tanager sometimes occupied a place very close to the 

last-named thrushes; that Maryland Yellow-throat comes earliest 

of the warblers, if Oven-bird be excepted in its early flight song; 

that Chipping Sparrow and Savannah Sparrow in the open fields 

have filled the next places, not heard, however, in their first songs, 

as later experience has shown; that Red-eyed Vireo ranks seven- 

teenth, but sometimes takes a lower place among the warblers, 

some of which are likely to be heard earlier than Red-eye; that 

then follow eight warblers in rather close ranking, but according 

to the local records in this order: Redstart, Chestnut-sided, 

Magnolia, Parula, Mourning, Canada, Blackburnian, and Black 

and White, the range of time being eight minutes; that the Crow 

takes the twenty-sixth place as heard from the wood border; that 

the Winter Wren does not sing until almost all the warblers have 

sung, four records varying but eight minutes; that the Sapsucker 

ranks last, taking the twenty-eighth place at ten minutes before 

sunrise. 

Still other two records were procured in the same locality on 

July 18 and 27, but as these dates proved rather late in the singing 

season for obtaining satisfactory results, the records have not 

been used in drawing up the averages which are submitted in tabu- 

lated form. 
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Nine records were also obtained upon the lawn and at the gate- 

way in similar manner to those which formed the basis of the first 

paper. One of these is presented in detail. June 20, sunrise at 

4.02; out at 2.34; sky partially clouded, but some stars shining; 

wind south calm; temperature 52°. Glimmer of dawn is apparent. 

Complete silence reigns, excepting the distant sound of the flowing 

river in the valley. Up to 2.46 no note has been heard. At 2.47 

Song Sparrow sings once; at 2.55 Chipping Sparrow gives a long 

trill; at 2.59 light has increased a little; at 3.00 Robin calls and a 

minute later sings, quietly at first; at 3.04 the same Song Sparrow 

sings once, and again at 3.05; at the same time a second Chippy 

trills once; at 3.06 a second Robin sings; at 3.08 Hermit Thrush 

sings; at 3.09 a third Robin, and the three continue singing; at 

3.11 Song Sparrow repeats song again and again; Vesper Sparrow 

sings, 3.12; Tree Swallow at the same time begins its joyous flight 

which is continued for an hour or more; at 3.13 and 3.15 Chippy - 

repeats trill; second Hermit is singing, 3.16; at 3.18 Indigo Bunting 

sings several times, and the first Chippy is singing constantly; 

Junco sings, 3.19; Savannah Sparrow, 3.20; Bluebird, 3.21; at 

3.24 extinguish light of lantern; Olive-backed Thrush sings, 3.26; 

pair of Chipping Sparrows drop to the driveway at 3.30; four 

Chippies and three Robins are now singing; second Indigo Bunting 

sings, 3.30; second Junco, 3.31; Crow calls from the mountain 

side at 3.34, two or three times only; another Crow calls in the 

valley, 3.38; Red-eyed Vireo sings, 3.39; Wood Pewee is heard 

singing at 3.40, but must have sung much earlier; two Crows 

on the wing, 3.41; Oven-bird’s first song, 3.42; Redstart in fre- 

quent song, 3.43; several Red-eyes are singing, 3.45; Robins have 

ceased to sing, 3.47; a bit of rosy light on clouds in the east, 3.49; 

Oven-bird is now heard again and again; Black and White Warbler 

sings, 3.55; Goldfinch calls passing in flight, 4.04; half a dozen 

species follow, but the songs are not regarded as their first; so the 

record is closed two minutes after sunrise. It has been found that 

first songs or calls which have not been heard until sometime after 

sunrise are seldom really first songs or calls, these having been lost 

through distance of range. So awakening records have been 

closed at sunrise or shortly thereafter. 

A second record on June 23 under similar conditions of weather, 
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when Mr. Richard M. Marble recorded the awakening with me, 

shows that a Song Sparrow sang once at 2.45; that a Chipping 

Sparrow trilled once at 2.46, followed directly by a second bird; 

that Song Sparrow sane again at 2.52, and a second bird twice at. 

2.54; that the first Robin gave a few notes at 2.54 and began to. 

sing freely at 3.04, a second Robin beginning to sing one minute 

later; that Veery first called at 3.05 and sang at 3.11; that King- 

birds gave a few calls at 3.07; that Alder Flycatcher sang at 3.09; 

that Tree Swallow was in song flight at 3.10; that Vesper Sparrow 

sang at 3.11, and Bluebird at 3.12 o’clock. The record then con- 

tinues in quite the usual way. On June 26, 29, July 7, 10, 13, 17, 

and 28 similar records were taken. The last two have not been 

incorporated in the averages, because they were too late in the 

singing season for satisfactory results. 

And an occasional individual record in the illustrative records 

- which have just been presented has not been made use of, because 

not in harmony with the series of records of the species. Some 

censorship of this kind is quite necessary when a series of records 

is examined, as it sometimes happens that a late record can be 

accounted for by the fact that the bird was not near enough to be 

heard in its first songs. Experience must be availed of in deciding 

such questions. 

The period within which all the records were obtained, which 

have been combined, extends from the time of earliest sunrise, 

which is 4.02 o’clock at Jefferson, to the time of sunrise at 4.16 

o’clock; the variation in sunrise, therefore, is fourteen minutes. 

Had it been possible to procure the desired records between June 

7 and 22, there would have been no variation in the time of sunrise 

to reckon with. As it is, an exact basis has been established by 

adopting the number of minutes before or after sunrise on each 

day of record for the time-record of each first song and by averaging 

the times on this basis. The clock-time when a species awakes to 

sing can thus be determined for any date. I have also averaged 

the clock-times, as taken by the watch, of first songs of each spe- 

cies throughout the series of records of each to obtain the average 

clock-time within the prescribed period. But this is not an un- 

varying basis, since it varies according to the dates of records; 

for it makes a difference whether the records of a species are ob- 
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tained wholly in June on days of earliest sunrise or wholly in July 

on days of later sunrise. For instance, seventy minutes before 

sunrise on June 20 is 2.52 o’clock, while on July 15 it is 3.06 o’clock. 

A series of records in June would, therefore, be at an earlier hour 

by the watch than a series of records in July. Many species 

included in the list have both June and July records, but two or 

three have only or mostly June records, as Phoebe, Kingbird, Tree 

Swallow, and Bluebird, while several residents of the woodland 

have only July records. The clock-time named for the former, 

therefore, is relatively earlier than the time named for the latter. 

Thus the clock-record assigned each species as to first song is not 

so exact as the number of minutes before or after sunrise, which is 

exact and definite for any date. So on the latter basis the species 

have been ranked in the table of awakening which follows. This 

was not done in the first paper, but the variation in time of sunrise 

was regarded as negligible. I find that it should not be so regarded, 

if one would attain accurate data. 

The weather conditions were very uniform throughout the 

period in which the records of 1912, which have been combined, were 

taken. Every morning was fair and without wind. The June 

days were somewhat cooler than the July days. In the earlier 

part of June the weather had been continuously cold with frosts 

on the eighth and tenth days. There was much cloudiness with 

frequent rains, and winds were prevalent. A hot dry spell began 

on July 2.and continued to July 18, modified somewhat after the 

tenth day. Little rain fell. The conditions up to June 20, there- 

fore, were unfavorable for obtaining satisfactory records, but on 

and after that date they were very favorable. In the season of 

1913 propitious weather came earlier, and the records, sixteen in 

number, were obtained between June 8 and July 9 inclusive. 

The view was expressed in the first paper that it seemed not 

unlikely that bright moonlight had no effect to awaken earlier 

the early-singing birds. Later experiences modify somewhat this 

view, as on June 19, 1913, the morning after the fulling of the moon, 

when it shone brightly at the time of morning awakening, some of 

the earliest-awakening birds made a demonstration unusually 

early. The Tree Swallow was in the air in song flight at 2.15, forty 

minutes or more before his customary time; a Kingbird passed 
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in flight singing at 2.58, winging his way some distance, twenty- 

four minutes earlier than he awoke on two other near occasions; 

a Robin began to sing at 2.41, sixteen minutes earlier than his 

next earliest awakening; and a Hermit Thrush broke into song 

at 2.59, six minutes earlier than on any other morning. The other 

earliest-singing birds, however, were scarcely influenced, for Song,. 

Chipping, Savannah, and Vesper Sparrows, Alder Flycatcher and 

Phoebe sang no earlier than upon other occasions when the sky was 

only starlit. It was an early morning for the Crow, however, for 

its first calls were heard at 3.17; but among nineteen records there 

are five others also unusually early, one occurrence being on June 

10, when calls were given at 3.10, on which date the moon was in 

the first quarter and had set at midnight. Therefore there appears. 

to be no generally exerted influence of the moon to awaken the birds 

earlier than their wont, while it seems upon the morning named to 

have had an influence upon the few individuals specified. It could 

produce an effect only upon the earliest awakening birds, if upon 

any, for the light of the unrisen sun is always pervasive before the 

later birds awake to sing. 

The view was also expressed in the first paper that cloudy 

conditions appear not to have had an influence to any extent in 

delaying the time of early song. Further experience mostly con- 

firms this view. But occasionally there is a definite exception. 

On July 7, 1913, the awakening was late. The previous evening 

having been fine, I rose for an awakening record and proceeded 

half a mile into open country. The sky was clouded. A change 

to lower temperature had been inaugurated in the night. The 

morning was dull and cold, and such was the day throughout. 

Position was taken for the record at 2.42; it was 3.10 before the 

first Song Sparrow sang, eighteen minutes later than the average 

time. The song was repeated at 3.14, and a second bird sang then. 

It was 3.24 before a Vesper Sparrow was heard, nineteen minutes 

later than usual. Chipping Sparrow did not sing until 3.31 and 

Pheebe until 3.33 0’clock. No voice of Robin was heard before 

3.43. This was the record just where the record of June 19 had 

been taken when the moon filled the sky with light and some of 

the birds awoke so early as to break all records. I think the delay 

was rather more due to a chilly morning introducing forbidding 
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weather for the day than to a cloud-spread sky. For when 

the air is soft and the day is to be comfortable and agreeable 

although clouded, the birds have often been as early to awake as 

on a starlit morning. Such a morning as has been described is 

usually avoided for obtaining a record, as it is sure to prove not 

representative. And even throughout the day song is much 

diminished. While upon warm, agreeably clouded days the birds 

are wont to sing especially freely. 

The order of the tabulated list is the result of combining the 

records obtained in the four respective locations, as described, 

and in other near locations in the season of 1913. I should not 

expect another series of similar records to give entirely the same 

results, for local conditions and something of individuality in the 

near resident birds would be likely to modify the record season by 

season. But a series of records such as has been procured may 

fairly be regarded as representative and correctly indicating the 

general order of awakening. Without exact time-records through- 

out the prosecution of the work there would be no reliable data for 

general facts and deductions. These are manifestly the results 
which are of interest and value, since thereby we attain some 

definiteness to the whole order of the awakening, which is not 

invalidated by such variations as may occur once in a while and 

effect to change somewhat the relative position of a species. For 

notwithstanding some variance in relative position which a number 

of records may show, there is a general trend in the order of every 

awakening which is definite and fixed. The first nine species in the 

list are always the first nine with infrequent exceptions, and they 

awake to sing more than an hour before sunrise. The resident 

flycatchers are always very early; some of them are likely to be 

the earliest. Song Sparrow and Chipping Sparrow are with few 

exceptions the earliest sparrows. White-throated Sparrow is 

next earliest. Robin usually follows after these earliest flycatchers 

and sparrows. Oven-bird sometimes precedes them all with one 

or several flight songs. Barn Swallow and Tree Swallow also are 

very early. All other members of the flycatcher, sparrow, and 

thrush families which are present, twelve species in all, follow in the 

next fifteen minutes, or from an hour to three-quarters of an hour 

before sunrise, the Wood Thrush, however, proving by a single 
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season’s records to be somewhat later, and Purple Finch and 

Goldfinch later still. Black-billed Cuckoo and Scarlet Tanager 

also rank among these. The two resident vireos with all the 

warblers voice themselves after the flycatchers, the sparrows, the 

swallows, and the thrushes, except Maryland Yellow-throat and 

the Oven-bird in its early flight songs. The warblers awake in 

quick succession when their time arrives, which is not until 

twenty-six and thirty-five minutes after the Robin and the Song 

Sparrow respectively; so thirteen species of warblers are found 

to awake and sing within seventeen minutes of one another,— 

eleven of the species within eleven minutes— or, from thirty-eight 

to twenty-one minutes before sunrise. The Crow’s first call 

comes somewhat midway among the warblers’ first songs at 

thirty-four minutes before sunrise. The Purple Finch’s first song 
is at the same time. Golden-crowned Kinglet, Winter Wren, 

Chickadee, and Red-breasted Nuthatch are first heard among 

the latest warblers. Cliff Swallow is forty-four minutes later than 

the Barn and Tree Swallows; House Sparrow a few minutes earlier 

than the Cliff Swallow. Goldfinch follows at only a few minutes 

before sunrise. Bobolink usually waits for sunrising. Cedar 

Waxwing, Belted Kingfisher, and Chimney Swift commonly 

remain silent until the sun is risen. White-breasted Nuthatch 

and the woodpeckers also have not been heard until after sunrise, 

with the exception of the Sapsucker and sometimes the Pileated 

Woodpecker, nuthatches and woodpeckers usually taking place 

at or near the end of the awakening list. This general order one 

who has some familiarity with morning awakenings may confidently 

look for, as he moves forth at break of day, and he will not be likely 

to find many wide departures from it. 

The occasional early songs of Song Sparrow and Chipping Spar- 

row, infrequently uttered, but quite regularly given, preceding 

the singing of the Robin, give these sparrows rank in advance of 

the latter. Mr. Francis H. Allen in his paper, entitled, “More: 

Notes on the Morning Awakening” (‘The Auk,’ XXX, April, 

1913, p. 229), takes a different view, regarding these early occa- 

sional songs as songs of the night and not of morning awakening. 

The record of June 23, 1912, may serve to illustrate the reason of 

my view: Song Sparrow sang at 2.45, 2.52, 2.54, 2.55, and 2.57; 
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two Chipping Sparrows sang at 2.46; a Robin gave a few notes 

at 2.54 and began to sing freely at 3.04 o’clock. The record of 

June 10, 1905, may further illustrate the position taken: Song 

Sparrow sang at 2.40, 2.48, 2.55, and a second bird at 2.57; Chip- 

ping Sparrow sang at 2.48; two Robins began to sing simultaneously 

at 3 o'clock. And the record of July 9, 1906, may be given as a 

third illustration: Song Sparrow, 2.54 and 3.05; Chipping Sparrow, 

2.58 and 3.05; Robin, 3.08 o’clock. The records of 1913 furnish 

similar testimony. On June 8 a Song Sparrow sang at 2.58 and a 

second bird at 2.59; Chipping Sparrow sang at 2.59 and a second 

bird at 3.09; Robin sang at 3.02 and a second bird at 3.10 o’clock. 

On June 21 a Chipping Sparrow sang at 2.34, a second bird at 2.52, 

and the first bird again at 2.57; Song Sparrow sang at 2.54 and a 

second bird at 2.55; Robin sang at 3.01, a second bird at 3.08, and a 

third bird at 3.12 o’clock. On June 23, in a different location from 

June 21 and a half-mile distant, a Chipping Sparrow sang at 2.34, 

again at 2.53, and a second bird at 3.01; Song Sparrow sang twice 

at 2.43, a second bird at 2.47, the first bird again at 2.54, and a 

third and a fourth bird at 2.56; Robin began to sing at 2.58 o’clock. 

One other supporting reason for the view that the very early songs 

of Song Sparrow and Chipping Sparrow are true songs of awakening 

may be named. The infrequent repetition of earliest song in the 

awakening is characteristic also of even-song, for the records show 

that the last songs are often given at long intervals and the final 

one or two renderings may be many minutes after the next preced- 

ing. This is characteristic also of the Savannah and White- 

throated Sparrows only to a less degree, for these also commonly 

give a song or two in awakening some minutes earlier than they 

come into constant song. The Vesper Sparrow on the contrary 

usually takes up free singing promptly after its first song. 

A marked exception on one occasion, July 1, 1912, was a Robin 

beginning to sing at 2.38, or 88 minutes before sunrise. This 

bird continued its song for 66 minutes, or about 20 minutes longer 

than is the usual period of first song. A second bird, beginning to 

sing at 3.07, paused at 3.53, or after 46 minutes of song, that is, 

within the usual time limits. I have regarded this instance as an 

exception and not included the record in drawing up the average 

time of first song of the Robin, since among many records in the 
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season of 1912 and in former seasons there has been no similar 

instance. Usually a second and a third Robin sing from one to 

seven or eight minutes after the first bird. The full records of 1913 

further confirm the priority of Chipping Sparrow as well as Song 

Sparrow. Eleven records of Song Sparrow average 77 minutes; 

ten records of Chipping Sparrow, 67 minutes; and nine records of 

Robin, 63 minutes. Complete records of the three species, twenty- 

eight in number, average for Song Sparrow 73 minutes, for Chipping 

Sparrow, 66 minutes, for Robin 64 minutes. These times are 

identical with those given in the table, which covers the seasons of 

1912 and 1913 only. 

The Oven-bird’s very early flight song, often followed by a 

second rendering somewhat later or sung by a second bird, or both, 

precedes by forty to fifty minutes, and sometimes even more, the 

regular song of the species, which averages to be given at 3.34, as 

many records show. ‘Thus the Oven-bird in the time of its usual 

song ranks with the other warblers. But it so often sings its flight 

song once or twice at the much earlier hour that this song is now 

adopted to give the species its ranking. 

As to the Barn Swallow, the farm barn having been removed, 

which had stood in the near neighborhood and was always occupied 

by a colony, no satisfactory records were obtained in the season 

of 1912. So the eleven records of this colony in previous seasons 

which were combined in the first paper are retained, supplemented 

by three records of 1913. 

A pair of Tree Swallows nested in 1912 and again in 1913 in a 

box fastened to the front of the stable. The records are of the male 

bird in song flight between May 31 and June 17, 1913, inclusive. 

The records of 1912 obtained later in June and in early July on 

account of previous unfavorable weather, because less representa- 

tive, have not been retained. There are three records of 2.56, 2.57, 

and 2.58, or 68, 66, and 64 minutes before sunrise; and one record 

is extraordinarily early, namely, 2.15 on June 19, a morning of 

remarkable clearness with full moon and the stars shining bril- 

hantly. I was out at 2.15 and instantly heard the swallow in its 

song flight. I think it had just mounted into the sky and begun 

its song at 107 minutes before sunrise. As I have no other record 

within 42 minutes as early, I am inclined to regard this extremely 
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early awakening as due to the brilliancy of the sky and the amount 

of light present, suggesting to the bird that the “time to be up” 

had come. I have not combined this record with the others to 

form the average, regarding it as exceptional. 

Mr. Allen gives an early record of 2.53; his next earliest is 3.07; 

Dr. C. W. Townsend is quoted with a 2.58 record. These records 

are in agreement with my series of six, which range from 2.56 to 

3.07, or from 55 to 68 minutes before sunrise. The endurance of 

the bird in song flight is indeed remarkable, as Mr. Allen so well 

states. I have not timed its length, but my impression is that it 

continues unabated in vigor and ebullition of joy often more than 

an hour. 

An Olive-sided Flycatcher located for a time at the border of 

the lower extent of woodland in the season of 1913 and furnished 

two records on June 11 and 13, which average 57 minutes before 

sunrise and 3.04, the earlier being at 2.51, when the bird sang once 

and in a half-minute again, coming into frequent repetitions of his 

song at 3.15 o’clock. Later in the month he was not heard and 

must have moved on to other ground for mating. 

The Olive-backed Thrush’s ranking has been advanced many 

minutes by records of 1912, within the woodland taken near to the 

songsters; four in the lower woodland average 56 minutes before 

sunrise; three in the upper woodland, 53 minutes. The slightly 

earlier singing in the lower woodland near the border of the big 

field among sparse growth of timber may be due to the light of 

dawn breaking through there a few minutes earlier than it does 

into the heart of the woods, where the shade is dense. The earliest 

record in the lower section of the wood is 63 minutes, while the 

earliest in the upper section is 57 minutes. In each location three 

and sometimes four birds awoke to sing in quick succession. Either 

one of the call-notes, or, it may be, all three of the calls are repeated 

only for a minute or two preliminary to the song. On the other 

hand the Hermit Thrush usually calls for five minutes and some- 

times for ten minutes before singing. The records of both species 

are based on song. Those of 1913 are in close agreement with the 

previous season’s. 

The Kingbird has not furnished entirely satisfactory records 

as yet. With the exception of one, which is unusually early, when 
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the bird passed in song flight at 2.58 on a moonlit morning, six 

records of close similarity average 3.16 o’clock. The very early 

record has been included in drawing the average, and the result 

of the seven records is 3.13 o’clock. Mr. Allen’s average for ten 

records is 3.10, and Dr. Townsend is quoted with a 3.08 record. 

My records, therefore, with the single exception named, are uni- 

formly later, since five minutes require to be added to them in 

comparing them with Boston records. And in even-song the King- 

ibird has not been heard as late as the other flycatchers by many 

minutes. 

In early July, 1912, the song of a Wood Thrush was heard daily 

in the woodland. At first the bird was located in the lower reaches 

of the wood and on July 2 and 4 averaged to sing 48 minutes before 

‘sunrise. Later it frequented the upper section of the wood and 

on July 6 and 9 the average time of first song was 34 minutes. 

‘Twice also the song entered the record taken on the lawn, namely, 

on July 7 and 10, when the average time was 34 minutes. The 

average time of the six records is 37 minutes and 3.32 o’clock. 

On one occasion the bird repeated its song a few times only during 

the first ten minutes and then sang freely for fifteen minutes. On 

another occasion two minutes after its first song it began to sing 

freely and continued singing for twenty minutes. The time given 

in the first paper for three June records is 36 minutes and 3.26 

o'clock. 

Of the ten records in 1912 of the Crow’s first call, averaging 35 

minutes before sunrise and 3.35 o’clock, three are very exceptional, 

since a call or two were heard much earlier than on the other seven 

occasions, namely, 69, 49, and 41 minutes before sunrise respec- 

tively. These few very early calls were not followed by others 

until the usual time for the Crow to be heard. Were these few 

exceptionally early calls disregarded, the average time of the ten 

records would be 28 minutes and 3.41 o’clock, and the variation 

in time would be but nine minutes for the ten occasions. The 

three exceptional records advance the average time of the Crow 

seven minutes. The time given in the first paper was 21 minutes 

and 3.44 o’clock, due to the inclusion of four unusually late records. 

Had these been eliminated, the remaining ten records would have 

averaged 24 minutes and 3.42 o’clock, the variation in time being 
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twelve minutes. Twenty records would then give the average 

time of the Crow’s first call as 26 minutes and 3.42 o’clock and 

would place the species seven lower in the list. We, however, 

have given it the benefit of the three exceptionally early records of 

1912, which advance the time seven minutes. The records of 1913, 

nine in number, average 32 minutes and 3.31, there being again in 

this season three records very much earlier than the other six, 

namely, at 52, 45, and 39 minutes. These nine records combined 

with the ten of 1912 give an average time of 34 minutes and 3.33 

o'clock. Mr. Allen’s average of thirteen records is 3.33 o’clock. 

There is entire agreement, therefore, in the time of the Crow’s 

first calls, barring the difference in time between Boston and Jeffer- 

son, but as twenty-nine species in this mountain hamlet precede 

it in awakening song, ranging from 48 to 3 minutes earlier, I venture 

still to call the Crow “a comparatively late riser.” 

The House Sparrow’s record was obtained on the four occasions 

in the season of 1913 on which I procured the records of the Cliff 

Swallow, a half mile distant. Happily the species is no nearer 

our home than this! Four records of awakening with first calls 

were 3.38, 3.40, 3.43, and 3.45, differing but three minutes in re- 

spect to sunrise. 

Cliff Swallows in a large colony of seventy-five to a hundred pairs 

occupy the eaves of a large farm barn half a mile away. On four 

mornings of 1913, June 19, 23, 30, and July 7, position was taken in 

front of this barn at 2.33, 2.24, 2.23, and 2.42 respectively. The 

first three mornings the sky was clear. The fourth morning was 

cloudy, and a change to low temperature had occurred during the 

night. The eaves were carefully watched on these occasions and 

no swallow came from them or voice of swallow was heard until 

3.41, 3.47, 3.45, and 3.57 respectively, the delay upon the clouded 

morning being seven minutes later than the average time of the 

other three in respect to sunrise. The Cliff Swallow, therefore, 

differs widely from the Tree Swallow and the Barn Swallow in its 

time of awakening, being forty-four minutes later than they, and 

waiting until it is fully light or within seventeen minutes of sunrise. 

May this trait not be a relic of its earlier habit of nesting in holes 

in cliffs? Even now the retort-like entrances to their nests seclude 

the birds as it were within a hole. And all the hole-nesting birds, 
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as far as my observations have gone, are late risers, namely, the 

kingfisher, the swift, the woodpeckers, and the nuthatches. 

Perhaps the Bluebird also is later than the other thrushes because 

of its hole-nesting habit. My few records show it to awake 18 

minutes later than the Robin and from 6 to 8 minutes later than 

Veery, Hermit and Olive-backed Thrushes. 

There are eight records of the Goldfinch in 1912 obtained in 

July, averaging 4 minutes before sunrise and 4.11 o’clock, the varia- 

tion in time of which, excepting one record, is but three minutes. 

The average of the seven records is three minutes before sunrise. 

On July 7 a bird began to call in a near tree by the roadside at four 

minutes before sunrise. I had not perceived it come on the wing, 

and the inference was that it had spent the night in this tree. 

There was a nesting in the middle of July in the orchard. On 

July 10, 13, and 17 the male bird’s song in the air was recorded at 

one, one, and two minutes before sunrise respectively. On July 28, 

the date of earliest awakening, the call was first given thirteen 

minutes before sunrise, and one minute later the male bird was 

on the wing in jubilant song, while the female bird continued her 

calls in the orchard. This earliest of song records has been included 

notwithstanding the lateness of the date, because the song season 

of the Goldfinch was still at its height. It also indicates that the 

birds, contrary to the usual course, awoke on this date as early as 

they had done ten days earlier, although sunrising was ten minutes 

later, which accounts for the record being as early as thirteen 

minutes before sunrise. So the Goldfinch quietly awaits the full 

light of day before becoming responsive in movement and song. 

Six records of 1913 average seven minutes before sunrise, and the 

entire fourteen records, five minutes. 

Belted Kingfisher nested in a gravelly bank at the roadside a 

quarter of a mile away in 1913. Three records were obtained on 

June 15, 21, and 25. On the earliest date position was taken at 

2.28. The male bird came to the bank with rattle call at 3.53, 

but flew away without perching; at 4.02 he came again and perched 

on a fence post just above the nest; at 4.05 he left again. On the 

second oceasion at 4.04 one of the pair flew from the bank calling 

in flight, presumably the female. At 4.10, 4.14, 4.18 and 4.21 one 

of the birds successively approached without coming to the bank, 
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being suspicious evidently on account of my presence near the nest. 

At 4.24 the female, presumably, returned into the hole. On the 

third occasion I was in position at 2.30. At 4.16 the first rattle 

was heard of one of the birds approaching, and a minute later perch 

was taken on the fence post above the nest. These records, while 

not wholly conclusive, indicate that the Kingfisher is a late riser 

like other hole-nesting birds. 

The record of Chimney Swift has been transferred from the 

first paper, no birds having occupied near chimneys in the season of 

1912. And in this season so few records of Chickadee and Bobolink 

were obtained, I have combined with these, supplemented by re- 

cords of 1918, the records of the several previous seasons in draw- 

ing the averages of these species. 

Voicings of the nuthatches have not been heard on any occasion 

until well toward the close of the record or until after the songs 

of the flycatchers, the warblers, and the thrushes had all been 

heard, although I have often been within range of their voices. 

A pair of White-breasted and two pairs of Red-breasted have been 

resident within the wood. The voices of the latter have followed 

closely after the song of the latest awakening warbler, the Bay- 

breast. The voice of the former has been many times heard when 

later rambles through the woodland have been taken, but has been 

recorded but once during morning awakening. The nuthatches, 

therefore, like the woodpeckers, appear to first voice themselves 

among the latest awakening species, when they are not the last 

of all. 

The voice of the Pileated Woodpecker has been frequently 

heard when I have taken my customary walks in the wood in the 

early morning. That it has reached me but once while recording 

morning awakening is accepted as evidence that the species seldom 

voices itself until after sunrise. The time given in the first paper 

based on eight records, mostly obtained in June, was 11 minutes 

after sunrise. There are two before sunrise records of 16 and 9 

minutes in 1905 and 1902. I cannot say that the Downy Wood- 

pecker does not sometimes voice itself before sunrise in call, or song, 

or rappings, but the experience of many morning awakenings is 

that it does not. 
Other species which entered into the records of 1912 and 1913, 
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but came within hearing in a casual way only, were: Broad-winged 

Hawk (Buteo platypterus), 4.05; Barred Owl (Strix varia varia) 

hooting at 2.18, 2.38, 2.39 and 3.01 on four several occasions; 

Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus virginianus) calling at 2.27 

and 2.37 on two occasions; Nighthawk (Chordeiles virginianus 

virginianus) at 2.24, 2.57 and 2.58 on three occasions; Ruby- 

throated Hummingbird (Archilochus colubris), 3.55 and 4.33; 

Crested Flycatcher (Myiarchus crinitus), 5.30; Pine Siskin (Spinus 

pinus, 5.04; Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Zamelodia ludoviciana), 

3.56; Water-thrush (Seiurus noveboracensis noveboracensis), 5.02; 

Brown Creeper (Certhia familiaris americana), 4.13 o'clock. 

Were the species ranked in accordance with the single earliest 

song of each, the order would be somewhat changed but in no very 

essential particular, as may be seen by the table which follows. 

Occasionally a species would rank several higher or several lower, 

but these variations would not destroy the general trend as to 

families and their relative places in the awakening. 

In drawing up the averages presented in this paper the records. 

of seasons previous to 1912 and 1913 have not been retained, except 

where their use has been already mentioned. The desire was to 

start anew with the experience previously gained and outline as 

true an order as circumstances would allow. That it is not perfect 

and may be amended by future experience of himself and others 

the author is well aware and is content in the thought. 

It should be borne in mind that five minutes should be added to. 

the clock time records to obtain the corresponding time at Boston, 

as sunrise is five minutes earlier in Jefferson. 

Attention was also given to even-song in the season of 1912. 

Ten records were obtained on the lawn, three in the heart of the 

woodland, and one at the lower border of the woods. They were 

taken between June 23 and July 24 inclusive, a period during which 

the variation in time of sunset is thirteen minutes, namely, from 

the time of latest sunset, which is 7.30 at Jefferson, to its setting 

at 7.17 o’clock. The method pursued is opposite to that followed 

in morning awakening, when each species is enrolled by its first 

song or call. In even-song each is enrolled by the time it ceased 

to sing or give a call-note. So it is necessary from the beginning to. 

record each minute the birds which are singing. When one ceases, 
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the time of its last song is thus known. And when the record of 

the evening has been completed, the species are ranked in their 

true order. The earlier records of the season were begun about 

6.30, or an hour before sunset; the later about 6.45, or from thirty 

to forty minutes before sunsetting. A few species always dropped 

out almost at once. Other species continued their songs for some 

time, either singing constantly or after intervals of rest resuming 

their songs. Still others sang from the beginning to the close. 

All the species which entered into the morning awakening records 

are included in even-song, except House Sparrow and White- 

breasted Nuthatch, a full quota of voices having been heard by 

visiting the several locations. In the season of 1913 thirty evening 

records were taken, covering a wider range of location, between 

June 2 and July 8 inclusive. These have been combined with the 

records of 1912 in drawing up the averages presented in the table 

of even song. Records previous to these two seasons have been 

only exceptionally retained. 

As stated in the first paper, all these records show that even-song 

does not extend as long after sunset as matins precede sunrise. 

For while the earliest nine singers in morning awakening precede 

sunrise by an hour to an hour and twenty minutes, the latest nine 

singers In even song cease singing from twenty-seven to thirty- 

seven minutes after sunset, a shortening of thirty-five to forty 

minutes. And it also continues to hold true by the records of 1912 

and 1913 that the order of the awakening, generally speaking, is 

reversed in the evening. So the flycatchers, the sparrows, and the 

thrushes are the latest singers, just as they are the earliest in the 

morning. The thrushes, however, are invariably the last of all, 

Wood Pewee, Alder Flycatcher, and Scarlet Tanager only ranking 

with them. Five of the thrushes, Wood, Hermit, Robin, Veery, 

and Olive-backed, continue to sing from twenty-seven to thirty- 

seven minutes after sunset. The Bluebird’s record does not extend 

as late by ten minutes. Black-billed Cuckoo’s, Belted Kingfisher’s, 

and Olive-sided Flycatcher’s calls cease about the time of the Blue- 

bird’s song. The Barn Swallow’s record is twenty-seven minutes 

after sunsetting. Five common sparrows, Savannah, White- 

throated, Vesper, Chipping, and Song, and the two flycatchers, 

the Least and Phoebe, cease singing just earlier, or from twenty- 
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seven to twenty-two minutes after sunset. Indigo Bunting and 

Junco records and those of the Kingbird do not extend as late. 

All the warblers end their songs before the sparrows and these 

flycatchers during the preceding twenty-seven minutes or from 

twenty-two minutes after sunset to five minutes before, Myrtle 

Warbler, however, ceasing earlier. Blue-headed Vireo ranks among 

the later singing warblers, while Golden-crowned Kinglet and Red- 

breasted Nuthatch rank with the earlier-ceasing warblers. Chim- 

ney Swift, Tree Swallow, and Bobolink become silent immediately 

after the going down, of the sun. Cliff Swallows keep in the air 

some minutes later. The Crow gives its last calls a few minutes 

before and seldom are any heard after sunset. At the same time, 

just before sunset, Purple Finch and Goldfinch end their songs, and 

Cedar Waxwings cease to call. . Red-eyed Vireo ceases to sing 

fourteen minutes before sunset; Winter Wren and Chickadee still 

earlier. The voices of the woodpeckers are lost first of all soon after 

the recording has begun, or from half an hour to an hour before 

sunsetting, as in the morning their first calls are seldom heard until 

after sunrise; the Sapsucker, however, detaches itself somewhat 

from the group by being less late in the morning and later im the 

evening than the others. 

Averages have been drawn in the same manner as for morning 

awakening, and the number of minutes before or after sunset of 

the last song of each has been adopted as the basis of ranking the 

species, as was done in matins. The average clock-time of the 

records, as appealing more naturally to the mind, is also named. 

But this is not exact, if it be unrelated to the time of sunsetting. 

The probable time of last song of any species for any date, however, 

may be easily reckoned, when the time of sunset on that day is 

known. For while there is not an exact gradation in a series of 

records of any species following the gradation of earlier sunsetting, 

there is a close approximation to this. So, as the sun comes to set 

earlier evening by evening, the record closes proportionately earlier. 

But, as has been already stated, it has been found when a species 

is nearing the end of the season of its singing that the weakening 

spirit of song tends to bring the birds less promptly into song in the 

morning and to lead them to cease singing somewhat earlier in the 

evening. Thus late July records usually indicate this waning 
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spirit and a still earlier close of even-song, except, it may be, in 

the case of a few species like Wood Pewee, Red-eyed Vireo, Indigo, 

Bunting, and Hermit Thrush, which continuing their singing well 

into August are vigorous singers throughout July. 

The Oven-bird in even-song not infrequently makes the flight 

song its last utterance. When this is not its last song, it often has 

been given several times during the final hour of singing. On July 

7, 1912, three flight songs were given at about ten minute intervals, 

7.18, 7.27, and 7.37 o’clock. In 1913 on nine evenings out of seven- 

teen a flight song was the final song and was given at 7.32, 7.35, 

7.35, 7.08, 7.43, 7.44, 7.44, 7.56, and 8.01, the variation in minutes 

after sunset being from 9 to 16, except on the two occasions of 

latest song, when the rendering of the flight song was 31 and 35 

minutes after sunset, corresponding in some degree to the quite 

usual very early song in morning awakening. 

Song Sparrow and Chipping Sparrow at the close of the day also 

give infrequent repetitions of their songs as their earliest songs in 

morning awakening are infrequently given. In the case of Song 

Sparrow in the evening of July 24, 1912, there were but eight 

repetitions of the song in the last twenty-five minutes of the bird’s 

singing. Chippies sing no hurried trills in the evening as they 

regularly do in the morning awakening. 

Three records of the Wood Thrush in 1912 average 27 minutes 

after sunset and 7.55 o’clock; the latest is 34 minutes on July 5. 

On this occasion, as I entered the woods at 6.48, the thrush was 

singing, and he sang much. of the time up to his last song a half- 

minute after 8.02, then gave a few calls which ceased at 8.03 o'clock. 

Twenty records of Hermit Thrush average 33 minutes after sun- 

set and 8.02 for calls as well as the song; the latest are 40 minutes 

on two occasions when the calls extended to 8.09 and 8.10, the song 

having ceased at 8.07 and 8.05, respectively. On one other even- 

ing the song also extended to 8.05 o’clock. 

Twenty-five records of the Robin average 33 minutes after sun- 

set and 8.01 for calls as well as song. Calls are usually given for 

several minutes after the birds have ceased to sing. Sometimes 

the song ends much earlier. The latest record is 45 minutes and 

8.15 for last calls, when the song ceased but one minute earlier. 

The variation in time of last note is fifteen minutes, but if the latest 
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record of 1913 be excepted, it is but eleven minutes in the sixteen 

evenings. The difference in the amount of the Robin’s even-song 

is very wide. On one occasion there was no song the entire time of 

the record which began at 6.30, and only infrequently was a call 

heard. During the time of even song on several occasions Robins 

have sung but little, voicing themselves intermittently only, 

which is very unlike their jubilant and continuous singing for forty 

or forty-five minutes in the morning awakening. On the other 

hand occasionally one of the Robins of the neighborhood becomes. 

a very free singer in the evening. 

Nineteen records of Veery average 35 minutes after sunset and 

8.03 for calls as well as song. The latest record for the song is 40 

minutes at 8.08 on July 8, 1913; there is a similar record for the 

eall on June 10 at 8.05, 40 minutes. The variation in time of last 

song is fifteen minutes, but on fourteen of the evenings is but three 

minutes, constituting the Veery one of the most regular of all the 

species in retiring to rest. 

Thirty-two records of Olive-backed Thrush average 37 minutes 

after sunset and 8.05 for the song; for calls one minute later. The 

latest is 49 minutes at 8.10 on June 4, 1913, for the song. Four 

other records for the song are just earlier, at 41 and 42 minutes. 

The variation in time of last song on twenty-seven occasions 1s 

but seven minutes, constituting the Olive-backed Thrush as well 

as the Veery one of the most regular of all the species in its final 

song before rest. 

These species were only casually recorded: Sharp-shinned Hawk 

(Accipiter velox) pursued by a pair of Tree Swallows, 7.21; Barred 

Owl (Strix varia varia), 7.40; Northern Flicker (Colaptes auratus 

luteus), 7.18; Whip-poor-will (Antrostomus vociferus vociferus) 

singing from 7.28 to 7.43; Nighthawk (Chordeiles virginianus 

virginianus), 7.32 to 7.384; Ruby-throated Hummingbird (Archi- 

lochus colubris), 7.20 to 7.42 o’clock. The Hummingbirds visited 

an apple-tree in blossom in the evening of May 31, 1913. One of 

the pair was seen hovering over the flowers at 7.20; the second 

appeared five minutes later, and the two together were busily en- 

gaged sipping and humming for four or five minutes, when one flew 

away and the other remained until 7.42, or 24 minutes after sunset, 

at which time the light had become rather dim. 
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Of the fifteen occasions of even-song in the season of 1912 Olive- 

backed Thrush was the latest singer on eleven, Veery on two, and 

Hermit on two. Holding position next to the last singer was Wood 

Pewee on seven occasions, Veery on five, Olive-backed Thrush on 

two, and Wood Thrush on one. Of twenty-three occasions of 1913 

Olive-backed Thrush was the last singer on thirteen, Robin on five, 

Veery on three, and Hermit Thrush on two. Holding place next to 

the last singer was Veery on seven occasions, Olive-backed Thrush 

on six, Robin on five, and Hermit Thrush on five. With the 

western sky clear and the sunset glow remaining late, even-song has 

extended once to 8.15 o’clock and 45 minutes after sunset, an un- 

usually late Robin singing a few times at 8.14 and giving final calls 

one minute later. 

The last song of all as recorded on ten occasions in 1912 was given 

with a variation in time of only three minutes, namely, from thirty- 

seven to forty minutes after sunset, or between 8.07 and 8.10 o’clock. 

Twenty-three records of 1913 average 40 minutes after the latest 

sunsetting or 8.10 for the last note. This indicates how regular 

in relation to the setting of the sun is the close of even-song, and 

how unfailingly one of four species of thrushes ends the singing, 

either the Olive-back, the Veery, the Robin, or the Hermit, with 

twenty-four chances in thirty-eight that the Olive-back’s voice 

will be the last. One waits in the silence for a time and then 

withdraws. The birds’ night has closed around them. 
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A REMARKABLE HERMIT THRUSH SONG. 

BY HENRY OLDYS. 

Wuite filling a lecture engagement at Hanover, N. H., early 

in May, 1913, I was the guest of Dr. Frederic P. Lord, of Dartmouth 

College. On the morning of the 6th my host and I visited a point 

near Pompanoosuc, Vt., where a pair of Pileated Woodpeckers 

nest annually. We were only partly successful in our quest — we 

heard one of the birds we were seeking, but failed to catch even 

a momentary glimpse of either of the pair. This disappointment, 

however, was far more than compensated for by the fact that as we 

sat in the mossy woods waiting for the woodpeckers I heard one 

of the most remarkable bird songs that has come to my ears during 

my twenty years’ study of bird music. The singer, a Hermit 

Thrush, was in plain sight not more than forty or fifty feet away 

and gave ample opportunity for careful noting of the song. 

The ordinary song of the Hermit Thrush is made up of different 

phrases each consisting of a sustained basal note followed by a run 

of higher, more rapid, and lighter notes composing a broken chord 

whose fundamental tone is the preceding sustained note. The 

second part of the phrase,— the running notes — suggests the 

thought that a material chord of glass has been shattered into 

fine bits and that the crystalline fragments come tinkling down 

through the leaves. Sometimes other notes than those of the 

chord are introduced in the run but without destroying the char- 

acter of the sustained note as the fundamental tone. Illustrations 

will make this description clearer — 

In this song the chord is — 
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This example is from a record I secured at Hebron, Me., in 1905. 

Another, taken from a Hermit Thrush in the New York Zodlogical 

Park — 

shows the introduction of a passing note, F, without destroying 

the idea of the chord — 

Interspersed with these phrases are very high, light, short phrases 

that punctuate the others somewhat after the style of the refrain 

so common in old songs and poems. Thus, the Hebron thrush 

sang, after the phrase quoted — 

J= 108. Bi tS 

which might be interpreted as taking the place of Fa-la-la-la. 

It must be further explained that the basal notes of the songs 

are usually more or less unrelated to each other — at least such 

has been the case in the comparatively few Hermit Thrush songs 

Ihave heard. Thus, the consecutive basal notes in a record I had 

made at Hebron a few days before my visit to Pompanoosuc were — 

and so on. It will be noticed that there is no indication here of 

any normal order of utterance of these notes and the phrases based 

on them, and that the harmonic progressions of the different 

chords involved are not such as we commonly find in our own music. 

This is not to say that the music of this thrush was not attractive 

there was a wild beauty in it that was delightful to the ear,— but 

merely that it shows no close relationship in its modulations to our 

own music. 
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In the song heard at Pompanoosuc, however, there was a very 

perceptible normal order of the basal notes and their dependent 

phrases, and that order made a harmonic progression such as com- 

pletely satisfies the requirements of human music. The basal 

notes, together with the chords founded on them, arranged in 

what was palpably the normal order were — 

Here we have a very attractive, and at the same time a very 

human, harmonic progression — from B to E minor, then to A 

with the minor seventh (C# being the basal note), which leads 

naturally into D. If this combination of chords be played over and 

over, with the fact borne in mind that it represents the untaught 

musie of a wild bird, its remarkable character will be well under- 

stood. 

The principal phrases were interspersed with the light refrain 

previously mentioned, which did not differ substantially from 

the form of those noted at Hebron and many other places. 

The fact that the order of the harmonies here given was the 

normal one is abundantly shown by the following extract from a 

long record I made of the basal notes as the bird sang them — this 

extract also shows the frequency of the light refrain, which is 

indicated by the letter r (not noted during the singing of the first 

eight phrases and last four) — 

I may have failed to note the light refrain occasionally during 

the singing of the above; but the record shows the minimum fre- 

quency with which it was uttered. I have included in bars the 

four phrases when sung in normal order. In one instance, it will 

be observed, the E was repeated, but this does not affect the se- 

quence of harmonies. 

In respect to having a normal order and departing from it freely 

this song resembles several rhythmical songs of Wood Thrushes 

I have secured, in which the normality of a certain order was very 
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evident, though variations were frequent. In every case the singer 
seems to maintain the normal order more steadily after it has 
gotten into the swing of its singing, so to speak, and when it is not 
disturbed in the slightest degree — a very little disturbance, such 

as the distant barking of a dog, is sufficient to disarrange the se- 
quence. 

The remarkable character of the song of the Pompanoosue Her- 

mit Thrush is sufficiently evident to anyone who has any but the 

dullest ear for music. But I wish to call special attention to the 

additional proof it offers of the relationship between bird and 

human music. The chance that the bird happened upon this 

human progression of harmonies by coincidence is no less remote 

than that a wild bird— say a Purple Grackle — should utter with 

perfect pronunciation and inflection the words “My appetite is 
excellent this morning” through an accidental grouping of articu- 

late sounds. In the case of the grackle we should without hesita- 

tion discard the theory of accidental coincidence and assert that 

the bird expressed itself in human speech. So, too, in the case of 

the Hermit Thrush must we discard the untenable theory of coinci- 

dence and declare that the bird expresses itself in human music. 

The notes recorded were sung with great accuracy of intonation— 

my ear is very keen to detect variations from the true pitch. They 

were truer to the scale than those of nine human singers out of 

every ten, and were recorded exactly as given. The song is doubt- 

less exceptional — though I judge that fuller study of the singing 

of Hermit Thrushes than it has yet received would disclose other 

songs showing similar harmonic correspondence with our own musi- 
cal requirements,— but any such resemblance to our musical forms 
as it displays, though but a single instance, would serve to establish 

relationship between bird and human music, while the large number 

of recorded instances so far as other species are concerned, makes 

the principle absolutely impregnable. A little thought will show 
that coincidence is as much out of the question as in the case of 

the hypothetical blackbird above mentioned, and that imitation, as 

an explanation, has as little standing. Astonishing and revolution- 

ary as it may seem, there is no escape from the conclusion that the 

evolution of bird music independently parallels the evolution of 

human music and that, therefore, such evolution in each case is 

not fortuitous, but tends inevitably toward a fixed ideal. 
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SOME SEASONAL NOTES ON LONG ISLAND BIRDS. 

BY HENRY THURSTON AND HOWARTH S. BOYLE.) 

On the 22d of October, 1907, the Linnaean Society of New York 

published an abstract containing “A List of Long Island Birds.” 

by Dr. Wm. C. Braislin. Though this list, for which every Long 

Island bird student feels indebted to Dr. Braislin, is the most 

complete and best list of Long Island birds that has yet appeared, 

we have made several observations that more or less extend the 

seasonal occurrence of certain species as there given and offer 

them herewith together with certain other notes that may prove 

of interest to investigators of avian life in this vicinity. 

Our notes that extend dates recorded by Dr. Braislin are marked 

by an asterisk. 

Pisobia fuscicollis. WuHitrt-RUMPED SANppPIPEeR.— I had a fine chance 

to see an individual at Mastic, L. I., on August 24,1912. Mr. J.T. Nichols 

and I observed another on August 26. (T) 

Numenius hudsonicus. Hupsonran CurLtEw.— Unusually abundant 

this (1912) season. A flock of fifty by actual count, were seen at Freeport, 

L. I., on August 4, 1912. 

The largest flocks were seen earlier. In company with my brother on 

July 27, 1912, I saw three large flocks, one composed of one hundred and 

fifty birds. (T) 

Zenaidura macroura carolinensis. Mournina Dovr.— On the 

sixteenth of March, 1913, on the Flushing Meadows, Flushing, L. I., I 

observed one of these birds which I studied for ten minutes or more. Upon 

clapping my hands the bird flew, disappearing in the mist. (B) 

*Circus hudsonius. Marsa HawKk.— This bird is a winter resident at 

Flushing. I have records as follows all from Flushing Meadows: Feb- 

ruary 24, November 3, November 24, 1912, and January 1, 1913. (B) 

Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawx.— This little falcon is. 

a winter resident; my note book shows records as follows: December 30, 

1911, January 10, November 24, December 7, 8, and 29, 1912. These ob- 

servations were also made at Flushing Meadows and near vicinity. (B). 

*Asio wilsonianus. LonG-EarRED Owi.— While walking over a frozen 

birch swamp two miles back of Flushing, L. I., on February 8, 1913, I un- 

expectedly stumbled upon a roosting place of the Long-eared Owls. As we 

1 Observations made by Mr. Boyle are followed by a B; those by Mr. Thurston. 

have a T appended. 
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approached the tree in which they were roosting, the birds flew. We re- 
mained quietly seated on the roof of a musk-rat house, which was situated 

beneath the tree and I heard one of the owls give a warble-like note. 

Presently they began to return. I counted twelve and my companion saw 

fifteen. We made our exit from under their roost without further disturb- 

ing them. The Owls were also seen on February 9 and 15, 1913. (B) 

Cryptoglaux acadica acadica. Saw-wuer Owx.—I got my first 

record for the Saw-whet Owl at Floral Park, L. I., on November 24, 1912. 

A boy brought in a beautiful immature specimen which he had found dead 
in the woods. (T) 

*Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Brtrep Kinerisoer.— At North Beach, a ~ 

sandy strip near Flushing, L. I., on the twenty-sixth of February, 1911, 
I saw a Kingfisher. (B) 

*Archilochus colubris. Rusy-THROATED HummMiNnGBiIrRD.— While sail- 

ing out of New York Harbor on the tenth of May, 1912, a Ruby-throated 

Hummingbird flew aboard the boat while off the lower Staten Island shore 

and hovered a few minutes around the awnings, finally flying toward the 

Long Island shore. It was a male bird and undoubtedly made Long 

Island as I had a strong pair of glasses and was able to follow its flight, which 
was direct for that shore. (T ) 

Tyrannus tyrannus. Kincpirp.— At Mastic, L. I., on August 24, 

1912, while walking with Mr. John Treadwell Nichols near his home we 

observed straggling flocks of migrating Kingbirds that numbered about 

three hundred individuals. The birds seemed to be following a fixed route 

as every one would first approach us by flying along the banks of a small 

stream near which we were standing and upon reaching a point a little 

above our station branched off and took an inland course. 

Kingbirds seemed unusually common on Long Island during the fall 

season of 1912. (T) 

*Corvus ossifragus. FisH Crow.— A common resident this winter, 

if not every one. Early in the frosty mornings from my window I can see 

them journeying with their common black cousins to a garbage dump that 

lies east of Floral Park. On December 25, 1912, I collected one from a 

mixed flock of about three hundred birds that descended on our grounds. 

About seventy-five of this flock were C. ossifragus. More were also seen 

on February 28, 1913, at the same dump. (T) 

Sturnus vulgaris. European Srariina.— On the 19th of February 

at Floral Park, L. I., I saw a flock of Starlings, conservatively estimated to 

contain five thousand birds. 
A habit of Starlings which might be of interest to those who have not 

witnessed it is that of indulging in mid-night serenades. Several times in 

the evening, once or twice rather late, I have passed at Hempstead, 

L. I., a couple of churches with old-fashioned towers that make fine roost- 
ing places for numbers of these birds and have always heard them squeak- 

ing, hissing or whistling. On March 4, 1913, one was sounding his rich 

melodious call at the top of his voice, at 10.30 P.m. (T) 
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Dolichonyx oryzivorus. Boso.inc.— My first Long Island Bobo- 

links were seen, in company with Mr. Nichols at Mastic on August 24, 1912. 

We arose about 4. a. M. and started for a sniping trip in his canoe and it 

did not take us long to realize that a large migratory flight was on. The 

air was full of bird calls, shadowy forms of Nighthawks and Whippoorwills 

dashed by, but chiefly noticeably above all other sounds was the sparkling, 

silvery “ link, link, link ” of hundreds of Rice Birds. As dawn approached 

we could begin to see the flocks pass and most of them were very high. We 

calculated that eight thousand birds passed over us. The flight was over 

by 8.30 a.m. (T) 
*Zonotrichia leucophrys leucophrys. WHITE-CROWNED SPARROW. 

In a large berry patch at Floral Park, L. I., on October 22, 1912, I saw some 

strange looking sparrows and immediately collected one which proved to 

be a juvenal White-crowned Sparrow. There were about thirty birds in 
this flock and they stayed with us quite late; so late in fact that I collected 

another, now in Dr. Dwight’s collection, on the fifth of November! 

Dr. Braislin’s latest record for Long Island seems to be October 21 and 

he also quotes this bird as ‘“‘rare.’’ I wonder if this is not due to the fact 

that the immature plumage is not half so well known as that of the adult. 

The numbers seen this fall would make the species anything but rare, 

though of course there may have been an unusually large flight this season. 

(T) 
*Spizella monticola monticola. Tree Sparrow.—I have the fol- 

lowing late records for the Tree Sparrow on Flushing Meadows: April 13, 
14, 20, and 21, 1912. Newtown Swamp, April 7, 1912. (B) 

*Spizella pusilla pusilla. Firtp Sparrow.— Several were seen at 

Floral Park, L. I., on February 15, 1913. This extends either the early 

date of arrival or, what is more probable, establishes the bird as a winter 

resident on Long Island. I fail to see why this should not be the case as 

they reside in New Jersey all winter at practically the same latitude. (T) 

*Melospiza georgiana. Swamp Sparrow.— On the salt marshes at 

Flushing, L. I., the Swamp Sparrow may be found on almost any day 

during the winter. The short bushes that cover the higher places form ex- 

cellent shelters for the birds. Dates as follows: December 7, 8, 29, 1912, 

and February 15, 1913. (B) 

*Passerella iliaca iliaca. Fox Sparrow.— During the winters of 1911 

and 1912 the Fox Sparrow was often seen. Some records from Flushing 

Meadows: Feb. 22 and 26, December 3, 1911, January 20, December 7 

and 8, 1912. These sparrows were also seen at Jamaica, L. I., on January. 

20, 1912. (B) 
*Lanius ludovicianus migrans. Micranr S#rike.— Unusually 

common around Floral Park during the fall migration of 1912. I collected 

three individuals and several others were seen. The dates of collection ” 

were September 13, October 1, and October 22, 1912. (T) 

*Vermivora chrysoptera. GOLDEN-wINGED WaARBLER.— One _ ob- 

served at Flushing, L. I., on May 12, 1912. It was watched for nearly a 

half an hour. (B) 
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*Dumetella carolinensis. Catsirp.— On November 2 and 10, 1912, 
a Catbird, apparently in fine condition, was seen at Flushing, L.I. (B) 

*Regulus satrapa satrapa. Rusy-crowNnep KinGLer.— On Sep- 

tember 30, 1911, a large flight of these Kinglets was observed in a patch of 

woods near Forest Hills, L. I. (B) 

NOTES ON THE OCCURRENCE AND NESTING OF CER- 

TAIN BIRDS IN RHODE ISLAND. 

HARRY S. HATHAWAY. 

During the interval which has elapsed since the publication 

of the ‘Birds of Rhode Island’ by Howe and Sturtevant in 1899, 

and the Supplement thereto in 1903, many records of rare and 

interesting birds have accumulated and are herewith published 

as a contribution to our knowledge of the avifauna of this state. 

The Western Willet, Arctic three-toed Woodpecker, Evening Gros- 

beak, and Nelson’s Sparrow have been added to the list of the birds 

of the state. The breeding of Henslow’s Sparrow, Black-throated 

Blue Warbler, Pine Warbler, Water Thrush, Winter Wren and 

Hermit Thrush has been established, while an increase in numbers 

of the Laughing Gull, Common Tern, Sparrow Hawk and Carolina 

Wren has been noted. 

I am greatly indebted to Messrs. Charles B. Clarke, of Newport, 

Harry S. Champlin of Point Judith, Israel R. Sheldon of Pawtuxet, 

Miss Elizabeth Dickens of Block Island, and others for specimens 

and valuable notes, and I take this opportunity of expressing my 

sincere thanks to them. 

Gavia stellata. Rep-THRoATED Loon.— Adult birds are rarely seen 

on our coast. A male in full nuptial plumage was taken off Newport on 

the late date of May 21, 1908, by Mr. C. B. Clarke. 
Cepphus grylle. Buack Guittemor. An extremely rare and irregular 

winter visitant. Additional records are as follows. A male shot January 

1, 1906 off Sakonnet Point, a female December 30, 1906, at Newport and 

a male November 28, 1909, at Cormorant Rock off Newport. These birds, 

all in the gray winter plumage, were collected by Mr. C. B. Clarke and 
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the last two are in my collection. Mr. Clarke writing of their habits says, 

“T shot five birds in all in 1909 at Cormorant Rock, all single birds shot 

over duck decoys. They decoyed readily, but I do not know whether they 

would alight to them as I never gave them a chance. I have, however, 

before this, seen them swimming in the water, resembling a grebe very much 

but they are somewhat quicker in diving. One that I shot was under 

water before the shot got there and when he came up he was flying. He 

did n’t go very far for the next shot brought him down.” 

Alca torda. Razor-BriLteEp AuK.— A male was sent me in the meat, 

shot by Mr. C. B. Clarke at Newport on January 9, 1909. This bird was 

minus a tarsus and foot lost in early life. Upon skinning I found eighteen 

“Silver sides ”’ (MWenidia gracilis) a small fish two to three inches in length, 

in its gullet. 

Stercorarius pomarinus. PoMarINE JAnGER.— One seen chasing a 

Tern on August 9, 1909, at Quonochontaug. Jaegers were fairly common 

during August and early September, 1910. The first ones noted were seen 

August 18th, at Quonochontaug, and three or four followed the Terns 

every day, making them drop the fish they were carrying to their young, 

which the Jaegers quickly secured. Eight were the most seen in a day, on 

August 26th. I have referred them to this species as being the commoner 

one in our waters. Two immature birds and an adult in fall plumage, shot 

at Point Judith on September 13, 1910, by Mr. H. S. Champlin, were sent 

to me in the meat. 

Stercorarius parasiticus. Parasiric JarGER.— An additional record 

for this uncommon migrant is one taken by Mr. C. B. Clarke at Eastons 

Pond, Newport, on the late date of November 27, 1909. It was sent to me 

in the meat in a very emaciated condition. 

Larus atricilla. Laucuina Gutu.— Formerly a rare migrant, this 

bird has rapidly increased in numbers since 1909 and during August and 

early September of 1912 it was fairly common along the south coast of this 

state, most of the birds being in immature plumage. An adult bird ap- 

peared off Quonochontaug on August 7, 1909, and up to the 27th of that 

month seventeen individuals were seen at various times in company with 

the Common Terns with which they mingled on the sand flats in Quono- 

chontaug Pond. I shot a young female August 21, 1910, in this locality. 

Eight birds, the first noted in 1912 at Quonochontaug, were flying west 

along shore on August 4th. On the afternoon of August 19th a flight of 

Herring Gulls occurred on our coast and among them I saw about twenty 

Laughing Gulls in bunches of twos and threes all flying in a southwesterly 

direction toward Long Island Sound. Mr. Israel R. Sheldon reported that 

there were on August 22, 1912, about one hundred Laughing Gulls with at 

least two thousand Common Terns at Point Judith. An adult male and 

female were shot May 17, 1908, at Point Judith by Mr. C. B. Clarke and 

on May 26, 1912, I saw three adults on the Sakonnet River near Tiverton. 

Sterna hirundo. Common Trern.— The protection given the Terns on 

their breeding grounds has led to a notable increase in their numbers along 
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our coast since 1907. Early in August of each year since, both old and 

young birds appear.in daily increasing numbers, coming to the sand 

flats in Brightman, Quonochontaug and Charlestown Ponds and the 

breakwater at Point Judith where they find safe roosting places. Adult 

birds are flying back and forth all day over the ocean and ponds bringing 

small fish to the young birds congregated on the flats, and as the young 

get stronger of wing they accompany the adults on their fishing trips. 

On August 17, 1910, there were about a thousand birds on the Quonochon- 

taug flats, and from information gathered from others, I estimated that there 

were at least seven thousand birds between Point Judith and Watch Hill 

daily during August, 1910. They all departed between September 5th and 

8th. A large flight occurred on September 2, 1911. From early morn- 

ing until sunset flocks of from five to sixty coming from the east, were 
flying continuously over the ocean and Quonochontaug Pond in a south- 

westerly direction. After this but few were noted, a lone individual being 

seen on November 5th. There must have been a great many thousand 

birds in this flight. During 1912 they were not as abundant as in the 

two previous years, but still were very plentiful. 
Sterna fuscata. Soory TrerN.— A male in immatnre plumage was 

shot by Mr. C. B. Clarke on January 8, 1908, at Coddington Point, New- 

port, and is now mounted in my collection. This is the fourth record for 

this state. It is rather remarkable that a southern bird should stray so 

far north in winter. 
Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis. Buack Trern.— A flight of 

this species occurred on September 3, 1906, at Point Judith lasting nearly 

all day. The wind blew about thirty miles an hour from the southwest 
accompanied by rain. Small flocks were flying over the Point every few 

minutes coming from the northeast and flying into the wind. Late in the 

afternoon the wind shifted to light northwest and the flight ceased, but with 

the change in wind the terns commenced to appear in great numbers over 
the ocean coming from the southwest and leisurely feeding between Point 

Judith and Newport. The next morning none were seen, all having de- 

-parted in the night. I shot a male in nearly adult plumage, the only one 

seen, all the others being immature birds. 
Puffinus borealis. Cory’s SHparwaTer.— Six of this species were 

shot from the deck of a tug boat between Watch Hill and Point Judith 

in Block Island sound on October 14, 1907, by Mr. C. B. Clarke. One was 
shot at Point Judith by H. 8S. Champlin on September 13, 1910. Mr. 

Champlin informs me that they were quite numerous in August and early 

September in company with Jaegers, inside the breakwater. 
Anas rubripes. Biack Ducx.— A nest containing nine fresh eggs was 

found in the marsh at Point Judith on May 7, 1911. The female a small 

bird with green legs, flushed when I was about eight feet from her. On 

May 29, 1910, I found five young about three weeks old in the same marsh, 

two of which were caught with the aid of a dog and after banding, were 

liberated. Miss Elizabeth Dickens of Block Island informs me that she 
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had a pure white albino in her flock of twenty-three domesticated Black 

Ducks. 
Chaulelasmus streperus. GapwaLu.— This is one of the rarest 

ducks that visit us in the fall there being but two or three records of its 

occurrence in the state. An immature male was shot in a small fresh water 

pond at Point Judith on November 11, 1909, by Mr. Leon Champlin, from 
whom I secured it in the meat for my collection. The bird was alone at 

the time. 
Mareca americana. Ba.ppate.— While a few of this species are taken 

every fall on our coast it is uncommon in winter and early spring. A male 

and female in full nuptial plumage were shot by Mr. C. B. Clarke near 

Newport on March 19, 1909. Both birds were added to my collection. 
Mr. Harold N. Gibbs shot a female at Barrington on January 21, 1913. 

Spatula clypeata. SHoveELLeR.— The following records of this rare 

migrant are of interest. A young female was shot at Point Judith, Sep- 

tember 24, 1908, and an immature male at Newport, November 7, 1908, 

by Mr. C. B. Clarke. A male and female in full nuptial plumage were 

shot in a small fresh water pond at Point Judith on April 29, 1911, by Mr. 

Leon Champlin who sent them to me in the flesh. They had been observed 
for a week previously in this pond in company with a pair of Black Ducks. 

Marila valisineria. Canvas-Back.— A few are taken every fall in 

Charlestown Pond in company with the large flocks of Redheads that occur 

there more or less regularly in November. Two males in adult plumage 

were shot in a fresh water pond in Middletown, R. I., on November 18, 

1905, one of which is in the Park Museum in Providence and the other in 

my collection. 

Histrionicus histrionicus. Hartequin Ducx.— Mr. C. B. Clarke 
informs me that he saw a bunch of a dozen in December, 1904, in the 

vicinity of Cormorant Rock, Newport, and that he shot two immature 

males on December 17, 1905, at the same locality. He had a very good 

chance to watch this pair as he lay concealed behind a rock. Speaking of 

their habits he says, ‘‘ they are the most graceful birds in the water that 

I ever saw. They have a very peculiar way of swimming, moving along 

in a zigzag manner with their heads bobbing up and down as if in search of 

food. The rougher the water the better they seem to like it. Most ducks 
will dive through a breaker but the Harlequin swims right through as if 

the breaker did not exist.”” Mr. C. M. Hughes of Newport informed me 

that an adult male, two immature males and a female were shot at Cormo- 

rant Rock, Newport, on February 9, 1911. I purchased the adult male 
which is in full nuptial plumage. 

Somateria spectabilis. Kina E1prpr.— This species occurs rarely 
among the flocks of American Eiders that resort to the vicinity of Cormo- 

rant Rock, Newport. Mr. C. B. Clarke during some fifteen years shooting 

at this locality has taken three specimens in that time. Two of these are 

in my collection, a male in post nuptial plumage of a mature bird probably 

two years or more old, shot January 21, 1909, and a female taken February 
16, 1911. 
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Chen hyperboreus hyperboreus. Lesser Snow Goosr.— One of 

this species in immature plumage was shot on January 10, 1909, near a 

spring on Hope Island in Narragansett Bay and is now in the collection of 

Dr. Horace P. Beck of Newport, mounted on a panel as a “‘ dead game” 

piece. The bird was in a very emaciated condition with its stomach empty, 
and when skinned was found to have one of its wings recently broken, and 
while it was quite well knit together, probably accounts for its being in 

this locality in midwinter. It measured as follows: wing 16 inches, 
tarsus 3.37 inches, bill 2.25 inches. 

Olor columbianus. WuistLinc Swan.— Two were seen by one of the 

Life Saving Crew at the Quonochontaug Station flying west over the ocean 

in October, 1908. Mr. Frank D. Lisle of Providence, on September 7, 

1910, saw a swan in Trustom Pond in South Kingstown, gray in color with 

reddish head and neck. He watched it for some time through field glasses 

until it flew away. Mr. C. B. Clarke wrote me that during the first week 
of September, 1910, a swan flew over the marsh at Point Judith. In all 

probability the above were of this species. Miss Elizabeth Dickens of 

Block Island has given me the following information in regard to six swans 

that were shot on November 16, 1911, in Fresh Pond, the largest fresh water 

pond on the island. She says, ‘“‘ the wind was blowing at least 50 miles 

per hour from the west and they had alighted in the pond. Mr. Howard 

Stedman shot two of them, young birds which still retained a part of their 

gray plumage. L. Lewis Littlefield shot the remaining four, which had 

flown to the farther end of the pond when the first two were killed. He 

ended the lives of two adult birds with the first shell. The two that were 

left arose, but soon alighted beside the dead ones on the surface of the pond 

where Mr. Littlefield killed them also. Two of the six were sent to New- 

port, one of which was mounted and is in the possession of Mr. Clarke 

Burdick. The others were plucked and eaten. A seventh bird was 

killed in Harbor Pond, Block Island, December 28th or 29th, 1911, by 

Lycurgus Negus. It is a nearly adult bird still retaining gray feathers 

on the head and neck.’”’ This one was mounted and is now in the Park 

Museum at Providence. 

Ardea herodias herodias. Great BLur Heron.— A very interesting 

account of the flights of this heron on Block Island was recently given me 

by Miss Elizabeth Dickens. ‘‘On November 12, 1910, a flock of twelve 

appeared about 8:304.m. After circling awhile like gulls playing in air, 

they dropped down on the edge of the bluff, and they were a sight. Of 

course the gunners got after them and they departed. All the forenoon 

they came from the west in flocks of from two to sixty. I counted forty 

in one flock and sixty in another, that were in sight at one time. The Life 

Savers said this was one flock until their shooting divided them. Last 

fall, 1911, there was a similar flight though not so large, at about the same 

time.” 
Rallus elegans. Kina Raiu.— Three records of this large rail all taken 

in winter are given by Howe & Sturtevant in their ‘ Birds of Rhode Island.’ 
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Since these were recorded a number of specimens have been taken all in 

summer and fall, as follows: a male and female were shot May 3, 1904, 

and a male May 9, 1904, all at Eastons Pond, Newport, by Mr. C. B. Clarke. 

On October 13, 1907, Mr. H. 8. Champlin of Point Judith, while searching 

in the long marsh grass for a duck he had just shot, stepped on and caught 

a female of this species. This specimen was sent to me in the meat. Mr. 

C. B. Clarke sent me four birds in 1909 from Point Judith shot on the fol- 

lowing dates, August 26th, a female, September 3rd, an adult male which 

was moulting, patches of chestnut being mixed with worn gray feathers on 

the throat and breast; September 12th, a male and December 12th, a male. 

With the exception of the one that was moulting the others were in fresh 

plumage and I think were birds of the year. Mr. Clarke informed me 

that they were all shot in the ‘ cattails” in the vicinity of a fresh water 

puddle and from the manner of their occurrence is led to believe that a pair 

nested. 

Rallus virginianus. Vircinta Raii.— This rail nests much earlier 

than is usually supposed. On June 4, 1906, I found a nest at Quonochon- 

taug with one young and three eggs pipped, which were empty upon my 

return in an hour. May 26, 1907, a nest was found at Point Judith with 

eight eggs, four of which were within two days of hatching, three would have 

hatched in four days and one was infertile. May 29, 1910, at Point Judith, 

with the aid of a dog I caught two young at least two weeks old and 

another was seen running through the cattails. The eggs from which 

they were hatched must have been laid late in April. 

Porzana carolina. Sora The Sora is rarer than the Virginia Rail 

in the breeding season in this state. A nest with fourteen eggs was found 

June 17, 1906, at Point Judith by H. 8. Champlin. The nest was visited 

again on the 19th when it was found empty, the eggs having hatched in the 

meantime. On May 29, 1910, I found a nest with nine fresh eggs at Point 

Judith near a small fresh water pond. It was built in a small clump of 

“‘ cattails ”’ in a very open spot and readily seen from all sides. 

Coturnicops noveboracensis. Yretuow Rat— The Yellow Rail 

occurs quite regularly during the fall migration. The following records 

of birds all secured at Point Judith are of interest. Mr. C. B. Clarke shot 

two October 10, 1908, and Mr. William T. Bowler took two more on October 

15th of thesame year. These birds were not saved. October 15, 1909, Mr. 

Clarke took a male which he sent to me and it is now in my collection. 
Four were killed in October, 1910, by Mr. William T. Bowler. September 

30, 1911, a female was shot by Mr. Charles L. Knowlesin a fresh waterrun, : 

and on October 1, 1911, another specimen was caught by a dog and one 

other seen. The last two birds were sent to me in the meat by Mr. I. R. 

Sheldon who writes as follows. ‘I do not think the Yellow Rail is any- 

where near so rare as recorded. Out of thirty rails that I have seen this 

fall at Point Judith, four were this species, ten Virginias and sixteen Soras. 

They are very hard to flush and for this reason I think less rare than sup- 

posed tobe. I have caught two birds with my hands.” Mr. W. T. Bowler 

shot one, October 15, 1911, at Newport. 
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Steganopus tricolor. Wuitson’s PHataropre.—I took a male of this 

rare Phalarope at Quonochontaug on August 28, 1909. It came into my 

decoys at dusk, and alighted among them. 

Macrorhamphus griseus scolopaceus. Lonc-sintep DowircHER.— 

A female of this rare shore bird was shot on September 25, 1908, by Mr. C. B. 

Clarke at Point Judith, which he sent to me in the meat and it is now in 

my collection. It measured as follows: wing 5.87 inches, tarsus 1.65 inches, 

bill 2.87 inches. Mr. Clarke informs me that twelve or fourteen years ago 

he shot a bunch of eleven of this species in the spring of the year on the 

Eastons Beach marsh at Newport, and that the above ae is the only 

one he has seen since that time. 

Micropalama himantopus. Stitt. Sanpprper.— Some years this 

species occurs quite commonly during the fall migration and in others 

itis rare. During a flight at Point Judith on September 1, 1906, several 

were shot, all young birds. I shot a male in adult breeding plumage that 
came to my decoys on July 30, 1911, at Quonochontaug, R. I. 

Pisobia maculata. PrcroraL SAnppipER.— I took a very late bird 
at Point Judith marsh on November 2, 1902, the only one seen. 

Pisobia bairdi. Bartrp’s SaNnpprperR.— As this is one of our rarest 

Limicolae, individual records are of interest. I took a male August 14, 

1907, and a female August 30, 1912, both at Quonochontaug. The latter 

was alone and came to my decoys when I imitated the call notes of the 

Pectoral Sandpiper. 
Ereunetes mauri. WersTeRN SAaNpPIPER.— Occurs sparingly among 

flocks of Least and Semipalmated Sandpipers. Out of a flock of a dozen 

“peep ”’ I shot a young male on September 7, 1908, at Point Judith. At 

Quonochontaug in 1912, I shot three, a female August 23, a male each on 

August 24 and 26. These were all immature birds which were easily 

identified by their longer bills as they searched for food on the sand flats, 

among the flocks of ‘‘ peep.” 

Limosa fedoa. Marsiep Gopwit.— An extremely rare straggler in 

this state. One was shot by a gunner named Merritt on September 7, 

1908, at Sakonnet Point. The specimen was mounted and is in his posses- 

sion. 
Catoptrophorus semipalmatus inornatus. WesrerN WILLET.— 

The western form of the Willet has never been recorded. as occurring in 

Rhode Island, yet doubtless all that have occurred in recent years belong 

to this subspecies. It occurs as a regular fall migrant, some years more 

abundant than others. The first bird that I have a record of, I shot on 

August 9, 1905, at Quonochontaug. A flock of eight came to my decoys on 

August 18, 1907, at the same place, two of which I shot, both females. 

In August, 1912, they were more abundant than I have ever seen them, some 

eighteen having been seen between the 9th and 23rd on the Quonochontaug 

marsh. Mr. I. R. Sheldon informed me that he saw twenty-five August 

23 on the Point Judith marsh. All of the birds that I have shot were 

in immature plumage. Earliest bird noted on August 5, 1906. I have 
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never seen one of the eastern form in this state and do not know of any 

in local collections. 
Machetes pugnax. Rurr.— Mr. William T. Bowler shot an immature 

female on September 7, 1909, on the Point Judith marsh, which was in 

company with two Pectoral Sandpipers. This is the third record for the 

state and is now in my collection. 

Tryngites subruficollis. Burr-Breastep Sanpprper.— Additional 

records for this rare fall migrant are as follows: Mr. I. R. Sheldon shot one 

near the ‘‘ causeway ”’ on the island in Point Judith Pond on September 2, 

1905. Mr. C. B. Clarke shot a female September 23, 1904, at Little Comp- 

ton, which I purchased of him for my collection. He took another specimen 

at the same locality on the early date of July 22, 1906. 

Charadrius dominicus dominicus. GoiprEN Piover.— This fall 
migrant is fast becoming one of our rarest shore birds. In August and 

September of 1909, quite a number were taken on the Point Judith marsh. 

I have two females, shot August 21, and a male and female shot August 30, 

of that year which are in worn breeding plumage and moulting. About 

half of the feathers on the throat and belly are black, the rest white, giving 

the bird a mottled appearance. Mr. C. B. Clarke who obtained the birds 

informed me that during fifteen years shooting he has seen but very few 

in this plumage. 

ZEgialitis meloda. Piprinc PLover.— The Piping Plover is an ex- 

tremely rare summer resident and migrant in this state. A pair have bred 
for five years on a pebbly beach in Newport County. I was informed of 

their presence at this spot in 1908, and visited the locality on June 4, 1909, 

readily found the adults and judged from their actions that they had young. 

In 1910 I paid them a second visit on June 19, and after a wait of an 

hour under a blind, I saw three young a few days old running along the 

beach. June 4, 1911, I found them in the same spot and the female led me 

a chase of a hundred yards, acting as if she had a broken wing. I spent an 

hour under the umbrella blind, and at last saw two young less than a week 

old feeding along the sandy beach. The old birds did not come near the 

young at any time and were very wary. My last trip was on May 26, 1912, 

found the birds as usual, and hiding under the blind, in less than three 

minutes the female ran up the beach beyond high water mark and vanished 

from sight among the pebbles, which she so closely resembled in color. 

It took me but a moment to reach the spot where I saw her fade from sight, 

and there in a slight hollow in the sand on a few pieces of broken shells 

were four eggs, which I photographed. It is remarkable, that one of the 

Limicol family, which has to run the gauntlet of such a host of gunners 

in their migration, should safely return to nest year after year in the same 
identical spot. 

Ectopistes migratorius. PAassENGER PiGron.— There is no definite 
breeding record that I can find of this bird though it formerly bred here in 
abundance. In Forbush’s ‘ History of the Game Birds, Water Fowl and 

Shore Birds’ on page 346 I find ‘‘ Roger Williams (1643) says that the 
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Pigeons bred abundantly in Rhode Island in the Pigeon Countrie.’”’ Mr. 
F. T. Jencks of West Barrington, R. I., our veteran ornithologist, has 

written me as follows: “‘ Once in West Greenwich, a Wild Pigeon flew from 

a pine tree to another near by and I shot it, a beautiful male. I went and 
looked where he flew from and found a nest with one egg which I took. 

I don’t remember what disposition was made of these specimens. It was 

close to 1880, probably in May, but more likely before 1880 than afterward. 

Shooting Wild Pigeons and Mourning Doves are two different propositions, 

the first was easy the latter generally not.’’ I have in my collection a 

mounted adult male taken on the “‘ Whittaker ”’ grounds in Cranston in 

October, 1854, by Percia Aldrich and mounted by him. What is undoubt- 

edly the last one shot in this state is a young bird taken by Walter A. Angell 

November 2, 1886, in Cranston, now in my collection. Mr. William A. 

Sprague, of Providence, saw one sitting on a telegraph wire in Glocester 

on September 25, 1888, which allowed a near approach and remained on the 

wire until he was some distance away. This is the last instance that I 
know of its occurrence here. 

Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey Vu.trurr.—TI have a 

mounted specimen in my collection shot by Le Roy Knowles at Point Judith 

on June 16, 1908. When first seen the bird was perched on a stone wall 

and appeared to be much interested in Mr. Knowles’ chickens. Fearing 

that the vulture might molest them, Mr. Knowles shot him. Miss Eliza- 

beth Dickens has written me that one was shot on Block Island, April 12, 

1912, and was mounted and in the possession of Lycurgus Negus. 

Falco peregrinus anatum. Duck Hawx.— The following very inter- 

esting account of the occurrence of this species on Block Island was given 

me by Miss Elizabeth Dickens. ‘‘ Grey Bonnet” the tyrannus falcon, 

appeared here April 26, 1912. He is a foeman worthy of my steel, but I’ve 
never been able to kill one yet although I have made the feathers fly a 

number of times. One can’t but admire his wisdom and cunning, and the 

wonderful feats he performs in air. They are very common with us both 

spring and fall. Have recorded forty-six during the fall of 1912.” 

Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawx.— Recorded by Howe 

& Sturtevant in ‘Birds of Rhode Island’ as an uncommon summer resident. 

There has been a decided increase in their numbers during the last ten years, 

and now they may be called a regular summer resident, breeding locally 

and often wintering. I took a set of four fresh eggs on May 26, 1903, in 

Warwick which were laid in a hollow cavity in a dead tree. A pair occu- 

pied an old woodpecker’s hole in the side of an ice house in Cranston and on 
May 24, 1907, I found a set of five eggs incubated ten days. The female 

would not leave the nest and I had to remove the eggs from under her 

with a scoop net. Another pair were in an old flicker’s hole in a telegraph 

pole eight feet up, beside a much travelled highway in Cranston. It con- 

tained four fresh eggs on May 14, 1911. The bird was in the nest and 

would not leave. Inserting a scoop net she struck at and grasped it with 

her feet and was pulled out clinging to it. I saw two individuals in Janu- 
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ary, 1911, and a pair which were apparently mated, on February 22, of 

the same year, all in Warwick. 

Cryptoglaux acadica acadica. Saw-wHer Owu.— An additional 

record of this rare winter visitor is a female taken on November 1, 1910, 
at Point Judith by Mr. H. 8. Champlin. 

Picoides arcticus. Arctic THREE-TOED WooprecKEeR.— An adult 

male was shot in Barrington on December 25, 1905, by a boy from whom it 

was purchased by Angell & Cash, taxidermists in Providence. While 

in a grove of pitch pines on Potowomut Neck in Warwick on February 22, 

1911, I saw one of this species busily engaged in digging out a grub from the 

trunk of a dead pine tree. JI fired at the bird but he flew off unhurt. I re- 

turned to this tree later on and found the bird at work, fifteen feet up the 

trunk. He did not mind my presence in the least and let me approach the 

foot of the tree. Another attempt to collect it was unsuccessful and I did 

not see the bird again. These are the first two instances of their occurrence 

in this state. 

Nuttallornis borealis. O.ive-sipep FLiycatcHeErR.—I saw one 
perched on the topmost limb of a large dead white pine in Charlestown on 

June 5, 1910. When some distance from the tree I heard its loud call notes 

and upon approaching, it flew out of sight. This is the first one I have ever 

seen and it is an extremely rare migrant with us. 

Corvus brachyrhynchos brachyrhynchos. Crow.— Dr. H. P. Beck 

of Newport kindly permits me to record an albino that was killed on 

Prudence Island in December, 1910. The bird is mounted in his collection. 

Sturnus vulgaris. Srariina.— This old world species first introduced 

into New York City made its appearance in this state at Silver Spring in 

East Providence in the summer of 1908. I was informed of their presence 

here by Mr. I. R. Sheldon who saw seven or eight birds and said they had 

nested there that summer. I saw a flock of thirty-two in an elm tree in 

Warwick on December 17, 1911. Prof. H. E. Walter of Brown University 

told me of seeing seven on April 2, 1912, in East Providence and that he 

saw two enter holes in trees. During December of 1912 about a dozen 

were reported as roosting in the steeple of the church in Rumford. Miss 

Elizabeth Dickens wrote me that her father saw the first Starling on Block 

Island on October 2, 1912, and on November 23, 1912, a flock of twenty 

were seen. 
Molothrus ater ater. Cowsrrp.— A male and female were seen on 

Block Island, January 10, 1913, by Miss Elizabeth Dickens. The weather 

had been very mild up to this time. 

Euphagus carolinus. Rusry Buacksrrp.— Two of this species were - 

feeding along the banks of a running brook in Warwick on February 4, 1912,. 

one of which I secured, a male now in my collection. The weather had 

been very severe during January, and all nature was encased in snow and 

ice. This is the first record for this bird wintering with us. 

Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina. Eveninc GrospEak.— Miss 

Anna E. Cobb reported having seen a male on January 7, 1911, in Meshanti- 
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cut Park, Cranston. A flock of five females and two males were observed 

in Woonsocket on January 13, 1911, and for several days thereafter, as 

recorded in the March-April 1911 “‘ Bird-Lore.’’ These are the first in- 
stances of its occurrence in this state. 

Loxia leucoptera. Wuitr-wiNcep Crosspitt.— A flock of forty of 

this uncommon winter visitor were reported feeding on hemlock cones in 

Johnston, November 20, 1906. I visited this locality on November 24 

and secured three females from a flock of twenty-four. On December 22 

I shot two males at the same place and saw twelve others. They were last 

seen on January 13, 1907. Five females were on the ground under a large 

hemlock picking up the seeds that had fallen from the cones. They were 

very tame and allowed me to come within two feet of them before they flew 
into the lower branches of the tree. 

Passerherbulus henslowi henslowi. Hernstow’s Sparrow.— A 
rare local summer resident occurring only in the southern part of the state 

but principally in the town of Charlestown. Perched on a weed stalk, 

fence, stone wall or rock in some old pasture grown up to weeds and briers, 

its plain little song resembling the words “ se-lick’? may be heard at all 

hours of the day during the breeding season. I heard two males singing 

at Bridgetown, May 10,1903, one August 5, 1905, near Niantic, two at 

Quonochontaug May 11, 1906, one May 9, 1909, at Kingston, and May 13, 

1910, in afield of some twenty acres in extent in Charlestown I heard seven 

singing. On June 5, 1910, I visited the Charlestown locality, and with the 

aid of my son C. H. Smith Hathaway we dragged the fields with a rope in 

an endeavor to find a nest, but with no result other than to collect two males. 

In 1911 on May 28th, my son and I again dragged the old pasture, and we 

had not proceeded more than a hundred feet when a female flushed from a 

nest containing three fresh eggs and one of the Cowbird. We left the eggs 

unmolested, continued our dragging and in about two hours flushed another 

female from a nest with four eggs in exactly the same situation as the first 

one, set in a cluster of dead grass and very open to view. The nests were 
built entirely of grasses lined with fine dead grasses, quite deeply cupped. 

I endeavored to collect the last female but was unsuccessful. She led me a 

long chase, flying low from one clump of bayberry bushes to another and 

instantly diving out of sight, finally disappearing. One very distinctive 

character noted was the chestnut brown color of the bird in flight. The 

last set found was incubated some seven or eight days. Returning to the 

first nest I carefully approached and succeeded in getting within two feet 

of it. The bird was on, in plain sight, and I could see the olive green feath- 

ers of the nape and the chestnut brown of the back with black streaks. In 

attempting to touch her she sprang six feet into the air flirting and spreading 

her sharp pointed tail feathers, and flew in a zigzag manner into a nearby 

bayberry bush. In each instance the males were singing within a hundred 

feet of the nest. These are the first records of its breeding in this state. 

Passerherbulus nelsoni nelsoni. Netson’s Sparrow.— Nelson’s 

Sparrow occurs rarely during the fall migration in company with the 
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Acadians. One which I shot October 15, 1905 in the Charlestown Beach 

marsh was kindly identified by Mr. William Brewster as “ nearly typical” 
of this subspecies. I am indebted to Dr. C. W. Richmond of the U. §. 
National Museum for the identification of a male which I took at Quono- 

chontaug on October 17, 1909. These are the first records for this state 

and both specimens are in my collection. 

Passerherbulus nelsoni subvirgatus. AcapDIAN SHARP-TAILED SPAR- 

Row.— A common fall migrant along the coast occurring in all the salt 

marshes. I have two males and a partial albino which I shot October 15, 

1905, in the Charlestown Beach marsh, and a male shot October 8, 1911, 

at Quonochontaug. It doubtless occurs as a spring migrant, but I have 

no record. 

Passerherbulus maritimus maritimus. Srasipe Sparrow.— Oc- 

curs as an uncommon summer resident in nearly all of the salt marshes on 

our southern coast, variable in numbers in different years, due no doubt to 

the flooding of the marshes by rain. Two nests were found at Quonochon- 

taug, June 16, 1907, one containing three eggs nearly ready to hatch, and 

the other with four eggs incubated eight days. The latter set is in my col- 

lection. The nests were well concealed in the short coarse dead marsh 

grass, just above the surface of the shallow water that covered a small part 

of the marsh to a depth of three or four inches. I took a female October 3, 

1909, at Charlestown Beach, and a male October 12, 1912, at Quonochontaug. 

Zonotrichia albicollis. Wuirr-THRoATED Sparrow.— Winters oc- 

casionally. I saw five at Apponaug on February 12, 1911, feeding on the 

fruit of the barberry (Berberis vulgaris). Two were seen in a “ cattail ” 

swamp in Cranston, December 25, 1912, in company with a small flock of 
Tree Sparrows. 

Progne subis subis. PurpLte Martin.— The cold rainstorms of June, 

1904, nearly exterminated the martins in this state. They have never re- 

gained their former abundance and I know of but few that nest with us. 
Doubtless, they would increase if suitable houses were put up to attract 

them. <A small colony of a dozen pairs occupies bird houses in Shannock 

regularly every summer. I took a fresh set of five eggs on June 10, 1911, 

from a bird house in Charlestown which had two pairs for tenants. 
Lanius ludovicianus migrans. MicRanT SHRIKE.— A rare migrant. 

At Quonochontaug, August 14, 1903, while perched on the limb of a dead 

tree, one was busily engaged eating a large grasshopper. It allowed me to 

approach within a few feet giving a good opportunity to identify it. Mr. 

F. T. Jencks shot one in Barrington on September 3rd of the same year. | 

I saw one on a telephone wire August 26, 1912, at Quonochontaug but was 

unable to secure it. Miss Elizabeth Dickens of Block Island, in August, 

1912, found one dead, killed by flying against a telephone wire, and saw 

five others. 

Vermivora celata celata. ORANGE-CROWNED WARBLER.— A male 
of this very rare migrant was shot by the late James W. Stainton in Crans- 

ton on May 17, 1892. It is now in the collection of Rhode Island birds 
in the Park Museum at Providence. 
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Dendroica czrulescens czrulescens. BuLack-THROATED BLUE 
WarsBLER.— I first heard the song of this dainty little warbler on June 10, 

1906, in a grove of white pines, hemlocks, and deciduous trees bordering 

on a swamp in the town of Burrillville. Beneath the trees a luxuriant 

growth of mountain laurel was just coming into bloom, and it seemed such 

a favorable locality for the birds to breed in, that I instituted a search for a 

nest, but did not succeed in finding one. I was in this locality on June 26, 

1910, heard three males singing, and saw a female feeding a young Cowbird 

much larger than herself. May 30, 1911, I spent several hours hunting 

for a nest, found two old ones in low laurels and was on the point of aban- 

doning the search, when a female flew up in front of me from her nest. 

It was built in the forks of a small laurel, ten inches above the ground, and 

contained four nearly fresh eggs. I sat down near the nest, and after a 

few moments, both male and female came within a few feet, giving me a 

good opportunity to study them at close range. This is the first record of 

its breeding in this state. A mile south of this locality I heard two more 

males singing on the day the nest was found. June 16, 1912, I heard three 

males singing in laurel growths in Exeter. It may now be called a rare 

local summer resident, breeding along the western border of the state. 

Dendroica vigorsi. Pine Warsier.— The first authentic record of 

the breeding of this warbler was published in ‘ Bird Lore’, Vol. XIII, no. 4, 

p.187. Ifound anest on May 27, 1911, in Coventry, containing five young 

a day or two old. 
Seiurus noveboracensis noveboracensis. Water-THrusu.— Three 

or four pairs breed regularly each year in the swamp in Washington 

County where I first found their nest as described in ‘The Auk’ of October 

1906. They are not as plentiful as at that time, due doubtless to the fact 

that the soil has almost completely fallen out of the roots in which they 
built their nests. A fresh set of five eggs was found at this locality on May 

18, 1912. 
Icteria virens virens. YELLOW-BREASTED CHat.— Miss Elizabeth 

Dickens writes me that on August 22, 1912, there was a migration of 

Chats on Block Island, she having seen as many as fifty in a flock. 
Thryothorus ludovicianus ludovicianus. Carotina WreN.— This 

species has increased in numbers during the last few years and may now 

be called a rare local summer and winter resident. Dr. Leon J. Cole 

informed me that he had heard two singing in Kingston, near Dr. Hadley’s 

residence on April 3, 1910. I visited this locality on April 23rd and found 
one of the birds singing its loud “ tea kettle ’’ song from the topmost limb 

of a maple tree. Mr. E. D. Keith informed me that he had heard one 

singing on different days during February and March, 1911, in the Roger 

Williams Park swamp in Providence. Mr. R. C. Murphy heard one at 

different times in May, 1911, on Neutaconkanut Hill in Johnston. 

Nannus hiemalis hiemalis. Winter Wren.—On May 24, 1908, 

in company with Messrs. A. C. Bent of Taunton, Mass., and John Flanagan 

of Providence, I visited a swamp in Washington County to search for nests 
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of the Water Thrush, Seiurus noveboracensis noveboracensis. I soon 

found one in the upturned roots of a fallen tree with five eggs, and while 

waiting for my companions who were some distance from me, to come and 

see the nest, I inspected another upturned root a short distance from the 

first, and had the good luck to find a nest of the Louisiana Water-Thrush, 

Seiurus motacilla. This nest was in the lower right hand edge of the root 

about a foot above the water, and contained four eggs and two young just 

out of the shell. My companions having arrived at the spot, Mr. Flanagan 

called our attention to a Winter Wren that alighted on the root. We 

walked away a short distance and in a few moments she came in sight 

again with a caterpillar in her bill and disappeared among the roots. 

Going to the tree we soon found the wren’s nest in the same roots with 

the nest of the Louisiana Water-Thrush, about four feet from it in the 

upper left hand edge. It was built in a cavity of the roots with weed 
stalks for a foundation, composed externally of green sphagnum moss, 

lined with soft grasses and a few white hairs of the Red Deer; globular in 

shape, with a small hole in the side for an entrance, it contained six young 

a week old. We heard the male singing its joyous, rippling song several 

times while we were in the vicinity of the nest. This is the first and only 
instance of its nesting in this state. 

Cistothorus stellaris. SHort-sinteED Marsa Wren.— Recorded 

in “ Birds of Rhode Island ”’ as a rare summer resident nesting at Newport. 

I have searched in several favorable localities for it, but have never heard 

or seen one. In the collection of the late Snowden Howland of Newport, 

now deposited in the American Museum of Natural History in New York 

City, is a set of five eggs taken in the ‘ cattails ”’ of Eastons Pond, Newport, 

on June 7, 1879. 

Hylocichla guttata pallasi. Hrermrr THrusa.— Formerly known as 

a common migrant the Hermit Thrush has in recent years become a regular 

summer resident, locally dispersed, and breeding. ‘The first nest was found 

by Mr. Walter A. Angell in Kent County on June 14, 1905, and contained 

five eggs incubated one week. Four more nests were found by him in the 

same locality one of which he kindly gave me the location of, and which I 

visited on July 10, 1907. I found the female on the nest and readily identi- 

fied her. The nest was on the ground at the foot of a small laurel and con- 

tained three fresh eggs. On June 8, 1907, I heard two males singing in 

pitch pine woods in Coventry. Three males were singing on May 25, 1909, 

in South Kingstown and I have heard two or three every year in May and 

June in the same locality. June 12, 1909, I found a nest in Coventry with . 

three nearly fresh eggs. It was on the ground between two small pine 

saplings not over a foot high, composed of dead leaves, weed stems, shreds 

of bark, and pine needles, and lined entirely with pine needles. A very 

bulky nest with thick walls and well rounded edge. Ten individuals were 

noted at various localities in 1909, their favorite haunts being the dry pitch 

pine and scrub oak regions. 
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CORY’S LEAST BITTERN AT ITHACA, N. Y. 

BY ARTHUR A. ALLEN. 

Plate: XX. 

On the afternoon of May 17, while trudging through the marsh 

that lies at the head of Cayuga Lake, I flushed a strange bird from 

the cat-tails about fifteen feet before me. Its size and manner of 

flight were those of the Least Bittern, but it had none of the buffy 

markings so characteristic of that species. Instead its neck and 

breast appeared rich chestnut, and the wings uniformly dark. 

After the usual manner of the Least Bittern, it flew about one 

hundred yards and dropped again into the flags. Proceeding 

toward the spot, I called to Mr. Francis Harper, who was tramping 

through an adjoining part of the marsh, and we advanced together 

searching the waist-deep cat-tails for the bird. For a time we 

looked in vain, but finally it flushed about twenty feet from where 

we were standing. Despairing of finding it again in the flags while 

alive, I took a parting shot at it with a collecting pistol and suc- 

ceeded in bringing it down. Upon picking it up, we found that it 

was a Cory’s Least Bittern (Ixobrychus exilis). No vital spot had 

been touched by the shot, so we resolved to keep it alive as long 

as possible, or at least until Mr. Fuertes could find time to make 

sketches of the living bird, an opportunity not frequently occurring 

with this species. Returning to the Field Station, we placed the 

Bittern in an empty pail and left it alone for several minutes. 

When we returned, it fluttered excitedly and gave a hoarse cry 
very similar to that of the Least Bittern which Chapman has de- 

scribed as “a low frightened qua.” It struck me, at the time, as 

somewhat harsher than that of the Least Bittern, but not having 

heard the latter recently, I might have been mistaken. This was 

the only sound emitted during its three days of capitivity. 

The bird proved a most interesting though untamable pet. 

One exercised care in approaching the box in which it was kept, 

for the long neck and spear-like bill were darted out with alarming 

rapidity, and with force sufficient to draw blood. Its usual atti- 
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tude was with the neck drawn back and the bill inclined slightly 

upward in characteristic heron pose. Occasionally, when slightly 

alarmed, it gradually extended its neck until it was stretched 

upward to its full length, the bill and even the body then assuming 

an almost vertical position. This was sometimes accomplished by 

movements so slow that it was difficult to perceive them with the 

eye. The resulting figure of the bird, as it faced the direction from 

which the disturbance arose, was nearly as slender as a rush and 

nearly as inconspicuous. When fully extended, the bittern some- 

times slowly rotated until it had surveyed all sides with its piercing 

yellow eyes. With its bill pointed directly upward and its brilliant 

eyes directed forward past the angle of the mouth, it presented a 

very odd appearance. If the disturber next approached, the long 

neck subsided, the body settled, the feathers ruffled, the wings 

drooped, and the primaries spread until the bird seemed several 

times its original size. The bill was always held more or less verti- 

cal, except when directed in vicious jabs toward the observer. If 

one now continued to approach, the bittern swayed from side to 

side as though with excitement, its feathers fairly bristling and its 

diabolical eyes shining. If left alone for a time, it gradually as- 

sumed a more natural pose. A sudden sound had quite the reverse 

effect from that of the slight disturbance. Instead of extending 

its neck, it quickly crouched and drew its feathers very close to the 

body until it looked but one-half its natural size. The accompany- 

ing photographs show these poses well, if one allows for an unnat- 

ural drooping of the wing resulting from a break at the elbow joint. 

The bittern was kept in a box about eight inches deep, contain- 

ing a layer of sawdust and a shallow dish of water. In this dish 

were placed some small fish and tadpoles. Aside from the dis- 

appearance of one of the minnows while we were out of the room, 

there were no apparent signs of interest shown by the Bittern in 

the proffered food. Nor would it at first swallow any of the fish 

placed in its bill, unless they were directed well down into its 

throat when they disappeared automatically. On the second day, 

however, it lost some of its timidity, and twice it swallowed small 

fish placed crosswise in its bill. The function of the minute serra- 

tions on the mandibles was well demonstrated at these times, for 

the bird showed no difficulty in holding the slippery fish no matter 
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how much it struggled. After each feeding the bird became very 

much excited, swaying from side to side and bristling up all of its 

feathers, especially those of the crown and nape. 

In spite of its crippled condition, the bittern showed great 

activity when left alone, and several times escaped from its box, 

which was left uncovered because of the bird’s assumed helpless 

condition. The first time it not only climbed out of the box, but 

also managed to get down to the floor from the table upon which it 

was standing. Just how this was accomplished, with both wings 

and one leg broken, was not discovered since it remained quiet as 

long as any one was near. After the third day of its captivity, 

when it seemed to be losing in strength and lustre of plumage, and 

after Mr. Fuertes had made such studies as he desired, it was sent 

away to be mounted. 

Allowing for six specimens from Florida, sixteen from Toronto, 

two from Michigan, and one each from Massachusetts, Wisconsin, 

and Ohio, this is the twenty-eighth recorded specimen of Cory’s 

Least Bittern. It is a female in good plumage, and shows none of 

the albinistic tendencies observed in so many of the previous 

specimens. 

AN ANNOTATED LIST OF THE BIRDS OF SANBORN 

COUNTY, SOUTHEAST-CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA. 

BY STEPHEN SARGENT VISHER. 

ONLY two lists of the birds of portions of eastern South Dakota 

have so far been published. ‘Birds of the Coteau des Prairies’ 

(the lake region of the northeastern corner) by C. E. McChesney,’ 

and ‘The Birds of Extreme Southeastern Dakota’ by G. 5S. 

Agersborg.” 

1QOne hundred species based on one year’s work were given in ‘Forest and 

Stream’ for 1871. A more complete list of 152 species is to be found in Bulletin 5, 

United States Geological and Geological Survey of the Territories, 1875. 

2 A list, revised by W. W. Cooke, of 225 species observed mainly in the vicinity 

of Vermilion, in ‘The Auk,’ 1885. 
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The following list deals with an area which lies some fifty miles 

west of midway between the above mentioned regions. It is 

based on observations of the writer during the past fifteen years. 

Sanborn County is located in the southeastern corner of central 

South Dakota. The Dakota or James river bisects it from north 

to south. It is a glaciated region, and in the main, a level plain 

except for the channel of the river and the main creeks. The rest 

of the area is poorly or not at all drained. There are hundreds 

of lake beds which contain water at certain seasons or throughout 

the year in wet periods. The largest and most permanent of these 

are Calahan Lake, twelve miles northeast of Forestburg, Kelley’s 

Lake, five miles east of Forestburg, Artesian Lake, near the town of 

Artesian, Letcher Lake, near the town of Letcher, and Visher’s 

Lake, near Forestburg. Long Lake, some five miles southwest 

of Forestburg, formerly was a great expanse of water. It has now 

been drained. None of these contain as much as a square mile of 

water. 

The trees of the area are found in native groves along the river 

and the lower portions of the creeks and in small artificial groves 

scattered over the upland. The common species are the ash, 

elm, hackberry, boxelder, willow and cottonwood. Plum and 

choke-cherry thickets are frequent. 

A large portion of the upland is at present cultivated, but there 

are considerable tracts along the streams and in the sandy region 

southwest of Forestburg which are still open. Forestburg is 

centrally located. Artesian is eleven miles east and Woonsocket 

is nine miles west on the C. M. & St. P. railroad. Letcher is ten 

miles southwest on another line of the same railroad. In size, the 

county is twenty-four miles square. The elevation of the area 

averages 1300 feet above sea level. 

The most abundant birds of the treeless portions of the plains 

are the Western Meadowlark, Prairie Horned Lark, Upland Plover, 

Prairie Chicken, Marsh and Swainson’s Hawks, Short-eared and 

Burrowing Owls, Sennett’s Nighthawk, Bobolink, Cowbird, Chest- 

nut-collared Longspur, Western Vesper Sparrow, Western Grass- 

hopper Sparrow, Dickcissel, and Lark Bunting. 
The birds most frequently found nesting in the upland are the 

Bob-white, Western Mourning Dove, Sparrow Hawk, Flicker, 
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Kingbird, Arkansas Kingbird, Traill’s Flycatcher, Crow, Bronzed 

Grackle, Orchard Oriole, Goldfinch, Lark Sparrow, Chipping Spar- 

row, White-rumped Shrike, Yellow Warbler, Catbird and Brown 

Thrasher. 

In addition the following are common in the groves along the 

river: Black-crowned Night Heron, Western Red-tailed Hawk, 

Screech Owl, Cuckoos, Hairy and Downy Woodpecker, Blue Jay, 

Rose-breasted Goshawk, Song Sparrow, Towhee, Western Yellow- 

throat and Western House Wren. 

Species which nest plentifully about the ponds and the small lakes 

are the Eared Grebe, Franklin’s Gull, Black Tern, Baldpate, Blue- 

winged Teal, Shoveller, Pintail, Bittern, Virginia Rail, Sora, Coot, 

Wilson’s Phalarope, Killdeer, Yellow-headed Blackbird, and Thick- 

billed Red-wing. Kingfishers are numerous along the river. Sev- 

eral additional species nest on large lakes in adjacent counties. 

A number of specimens of birds observed in Sanborn County 

and collected either there, or near Nemo in Hutchinson County, 

(also in the Dakota Valley, but lying a short distance south of 

Sanborn), or in other localities as far or further from the center of 

distribution of the species, have been submitted to the Biological 

Survey for verification. The identifications were chiefly made by 

H. C. Oberholser. It has been thought desirable to append in 

brackers the known data concerning some of these museum speci- 

mens. 

1. Aichomorphus occidentalis. WrsterN Grese— A_ frequent 

migrant. [Hamlin County, Nov. 10, H. E. Lee who reports their nesting 

there. | 

2. Colymbus holbeelli. Hotsa@uy’s Grese.— A common migrant. 

3. Colymbus auritus. Hornep Grese.— Common during migra- 

tions. 
4. Colymbus nigricollis californicus. Harep Grespe.— A common 

summer resident of the larger bodies of water. 

5. Podilymbus podiceps. Prep-sitLeEp Grese.— Breeds less abun- 

dantly than the Eared Grebe. 
6. Gavia immer. Loon.—A tolerably common migrant. 

7. Larus argentatus. Hrerrinac Guti.— A small number of these 

gulls are seen each spring and fall. 
8. Larus delawarensis. Rinc-BiLtLeEp Guiit.— A common migrant. 

9. Larus franklini. FRANKLIN’s GuLL.— Large flocks are frequently 

seen during the summer. They seem to stray considerable distances away 
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from their nesting sites— For example, we saw them one summer many 

times near Forestburg, though I believe none of them then nested within 

twenty miles. 

10. Sterna forsteri. Forsrrer’s Tern.— Occasionally common dur- 

ing migrations. 
11. Sterna hirundo. Common Trrn.— Frequent in migrations. 

12. Hydrochelidon nigra surinamensis. Buiack Trern.— Breeds 

abundantly on all marshes and lakes, arrives April 20, departs in October. 

13. Phalacrocorax auritus auritus. DousBLE-crREsSTED CoRMo- 
RANT.— A tolerably common migrant during April and October. 

14. Pelecanus erythrorhynchos. WuitTe PrELican.— An abundant 

migrant, passing in large flocks during April and late September and 

October. 
15. Mergus americanus. Mercanser.— A rather rare migrant. 

16. Mergus serrator. ReED-BREASTED MERGANSER.— A common 

migrant. 
17. Lophodytes cucullatus. Hooprp Merrcansper.— A common 

migrant, especially numerous along the Dakota river. 
18. Anas platyrhynchos. Matiarp.— A very abundant migrant, 

and quite common as a breeder. Nests found. Mallards are occasionally 
seen late in February, but are not very abundant until late in March. 

19. Anas rubripes. Brack Ducx.— A rare migrant. 

20. Chaulelasmus streperus. GAapwaLu.—A _ tolerably common 
migrant and probably a rare breeder. 

21. Mareca americana. Ba.tppate.— Abundant during migrations 

and tolerably common in summer. 

22. Nettion carolinense. GrREEN-wINGED TEau.— Abundant mi- 

grant and occasionally a rare breeder. Arrives early in April and early 

in September. Departs early in May and in November. 

23. Querquedula discors. BuivurE-wincep TEau— An abundant 

migrant and summer resident. By far the most abundant duck during 
the summer. Breeds on all ponds and bayous of rivers. Arrives late in 

April and leaves in November. 

24. Querquedula cyanoptera. Cinnamon TEAu.— Tolerably com- 

mon in the spring of 1901. Ordinarily a rare bird. 

25. Spatula clypeata. SHovELLER.— An abundant summer resident. 

Arrives about April first but not conspicuously abundant until the middle: 

of the month. 

96. Dafila acuta. Pinraiu.— The Pintail or ‘ spike-tail”’ is the 

earliest duck. Until late in March it is the predominant species. It is a. 

common breeder also. 

27. Aix sponsa. Woop Ducx.— Only a few pairs breed along the 
Dakota river in this county. 

28. Marila americana. RrepHEAD.— An abundant migrant and a. 

fairly common breeder. Arrives late in March and leaves late in October 
or November. 
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29. Marila valisineria CaNnvas-sack— A common migrant and 

tolerably common breeder. Associated with the Redheads. 

30. Marila marila. Scaurp Duck.— A common migrant. 

31. Marila affinis. Lesser Scaup Duck.— An abundant migrant. 

32. Marila collaris. Rinc-NeckKep Duck.— A common migrant. 

33. Clangula clangula americana. Go.prENn-ryE.— A rare migrant. 

34. Charitonetta albeola. Burrie-seap.— A common migrant. 

35. Erismatura jamaicensis. Ruppy Duck.— A very common sum- 

mer resident. Because of their diving ability these ducks are safe and have 

nests even within the corporation limits of Artesian and Letcher, upon the 
lakes. 

36. Chen hyperboreus hyperboreus. Snow Goosr.—A_ very 

common migrant. 

37. Anser albifrons gambeli. Wuire-rronteD Goosp.— An abun- 

dant migrant. Sometimes seen as late as early June. 

38. Branta canadensis canadensis. Canapa Goosr.— A common 
migrant. The first goose to appear in the spring. 

39. Branta canadensis hutchinsi. Hurcurns’s Goosr.— A _ very 

common migrant. Rarely seen in the same flock with the larger subspecies. 

40. Olor columbianus. Wuisttinc Swan.— A common migrant. 

During the spring of 1905 two of these birds remained on Calahan Lake 
from mid-April to mid-May. 

41. Botaurus lentiginosus. Birrern.— An abundant breeder. 

Arrives late in April and leaves late in September. 

42. Ixobrychus exilis. Least Brirrern.— Occasional; a rare breeder. 

43. Ardea herodias herodias. Great BuurE Heron.— A common 

migrant and a rare breeder. 

44. Butorides virescens virescens. GrrEN Hrron.— Nests com- 

monly along the river. 
45. Nycticorax nycticoraxnevius. BLACcK-cROWNED NicHt Heron. 

— Until 1903 a colony of about two hundred nests was maintained in an 

ash grove about two miles south of Forestburg. The creation of a ‘park’ 
resulted in the desertion of this site and the establishment of a heronry 

in a scrub oak grove about five miles down stream. The herons from this 
colony daily spread over a large area. They went at least 15 miles up 

stream and more than 12 miles east, and as far west. 

46. Grus americana. WuHoopina CrAane.— A rare migrant. 

47. Grus mexicana. SanpHILL Crane.— Abundant in migrations 
and a tolerably common breeder. Nests found. The call of the crane is 

one of the most memorable of bird calls. 
48. Rallus virginianus. Vireinia Ram.— Abundant migrant and 

common breeder. 
49. Porzanacarolina. Sora.— An abundant breeder. 

50. Fulica americana. Coor.— An exceedingly abundant breeder. 

In the fall thousands spend several weeks on Visher’s Lake. 

51. Lobipeslobatus. Norraern PHatarore.— Rare migrant, speci- 

mens taken. 
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52. Steganopus tricolor. Wuson’s PHaLarope.— An abundant 

migrant and breeder. 

53. Recurvirostra americana. Avocrt.— A rare migrant. 

54. Gallinago delicata. Wutson’s Snipe.— An abundant migrant. 
55. Macrorhamphus griseus scolopaceus. lLonc-BitteED Do- 

WwiTcHER.— A common migrant. 

56. Micropalama himantopus. Srirr Sanppiper.— A _tolerably 

common migrant. [Vermilion, May 10.] 

57. Pisobia maculata. PrcroraL Sanppiper.— An abundant mi- 

grant. 

58. Pisobia fuscicollis. WHITE-RUMPED SANDPIPER.— A common 

migrant. 

59. Pelidna alpina sakhalina. ‘Rrp-packEeD SANpDpPIPER.— A toler- 

ably common migrant. 
60. Pisobia bairdi. Barrp’s Sanppreer.—A_ tolerably common 

migrant. 
61. Pisobia minutilla. Least SANDPIPER.— A common migrant. 

62. Ereunetes pusillus. SrmrpaLMATED SANDPIPER.— A fairly com- 

mon migrant. 

63. Limosa fedoa. Marsiep Gopwit.— Very rare. 

64. Limosa hemastica. HupsonrAN Gopwit.—I have seen only 

one individual, near Artesian, July 10, 1903. 

65. Totanus melanoleucus. GREATER YELLOW-LEGS.— A very 

common migrant. 
66. Totanus flavipes. YrLLow-Lecs.— An abundant migrant. 

67. Helodromas solitarius solitarius. Sorrrary SAaNppPiPpER.— In 

matter of numbers only a common migrant; but during May, July and 

August, one or two may be seen on almost every body of water. [Nemo, 

Sept. 1.] 
68. Catoptrophorus semipalmatus inornatus. WESTERN WILLET. 

—A common migrant. 

69. Bartramia longicauda. Upianp Piover.— Nests abundantly 
throughout the county. I do not believe it is notably less common than 

ten years ago. 

70. Actitis macularia. Sporrep Sanpprppr.— An abundant mi- 

grant. This sandpiper is the one seen frequently along the river. It 

nests tolerably commonly. I have caught downy young. 

71. Squatarola squatarola. BuAcK-BELLIED PLover.— Occasion- 

ally a common migrant. ' 

72. Charadrius dominicus dominicus. GoipEN PLovER.— Occa- 

sionally a common migrant. 
73. Oxyechus vociferus. KinitprER— A very abundant summer 

resident. Arrives before the middle of March and departs in November. 

74. igialitis semipalmata. SemipaLMATED PLovER.— Common 

migrant. 

75. Mgialitis meloda. Piprna Pirover.— A tolerably common mi- 

grant. 
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76. Arenaria interpres morinella. Ruppy Turnstonrn.—I saw a 
flock of eight of these birds May 30, 1905. 

77. Colinus virginianus virginianus. Bos-wairre.— A fairly abun- 

dant resident. An occasional particularly severe winter decimates their 

number. 

78. Tympanuchus americanus americanus. Prairie CaicKEN.— 
An abundant resident. 

79. Pedicecetes phasianellus campestris. Prarrim SHARP-TAILED 

Grovuse.— This grouse replaces the Prairie Chicken, in the wide, sandy 

stretch southwest of Forestburg. The grayish epaulettes of the young are 
conspicuous as they alight. Quite abundant everywhere in winter. 

80. Zenaidura macroura marginella. Werstrern Mournine Dove. 

— An abundant summer resident. I have found nests on the ground 

several times. [Nemo, Aug. 14.] 

81. Cathartes aura septentrionalis. Turkey Vu.ttrure.— Seen 

occasionally during the summer, and more frequently in September. 

82. Circus hudsonius. Marsa Hawx.— Abundant from early March 

to the coming of winter. 

83. Accipiter velox. SHARP-SHINNED Hawx.— A tolerably common 

migrant. 

84. Accipiter cooperi. Coorrer’s Hawx.— Rare, during migrations. 

85. Astur atricapillus atricapillus. GosHawx.— Rare migrant. 

86. Buteo borealis calurus. Western Rep-Tair.— A common 
breeder. 

87. Buteo borealis krideri. Kriper’s HawK.— A common migrant. 

88. Buteo lineatus lineatus. Rep-sHouLDERED Hawk.—A rare 

migrant. 

89. Buteo swainsoni. Swarnson’s Hawx.— Breeds abundantly. 

Arrives early in April and departs in October. 

90. Buteo platypterus. Broap-wincep Hawxk.— Seen twice during 

the summer. Collected near Pierre by H. E. Lee. 
91. Archibuteo lagopus sancti-johannis— RovuGuH-Leacep Hawk. 

— Common migrant and tolerably common in winter near the woods. 
92. Archibuteo ferrugineus. FrrRrRuGINEUS RouGH-LEG.— Abun- 

dant migrant and common in winter. More a bird of the open than the 

preceding. 
93. Aquila chrysaétos. GoLtpEN Eacie.— Common during the 

winter. 
94. Halieetus leucocephalus leucocephalus. Batp EHacie.— 

Rare winter visitant. 
95. Falco mexicanus. Prairie Fatcon.— Common except in mid- 

summer. 
96. Falco peregrinus anatum. Duck Hawx.— Occasional migrant. 

97. Falco columbarius columbarius. Piczon Hawx.— A toler- 

ably common migrant. 
98. Falco sparverius sparverius. Sparrow Hawx.— Breeds abun- 

dantly. 
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99. Pandion haliaétus carolinensis. Osprey. One was clearly 

seen flying down the river October 15, 1905. 

100. Asio wilsonianus. Lonc-raARED Owxi.— Abundant migrant 
and an occasional resident. 

101. Asio fammeus. SnHort-EARED Owni.— Abundant except in the 

winter, when it is rare. Nests found. 

102. Otus asio asio. Screech Owui.— An abundant resident. 

Nests found. 

103. Bubo virginianus pallescens. WrsteRN Hornep OwL.— 

Very common in winter. 

104. Nyctea nyctea. Snowy Owx.— Irregularly common in winter, 

especially in February. 

105. Speotyto cunicularia hypogea. Burrowina Owu.— An 

abundant summer resident. There are but few prairie dog towns in this 

county. Most of these owls here nest in deserted badger holes. 

106. Coccyzus americanus americanus. YELLOW-BILLED Cuckoo. 

— Nests commonly, arriving about May 15 and leaving Sept. 1. 

107. Coccyzuserythrophthalmus. BuLack-BILLED Cuckoo.— Some- 

what less common than the Yellow-billed. 

108. Ceryle alcyon alcyon. Br.ttep KinGrisHER.— Breeds com- 

monly along the river. Absent only during the period of ice. 

109. Dryobates villosus villosus. Hairy WooprreckER.— Common 

in winter, and occasionally seen in summer in woods along the river. 
{[Menno, Aug. 21.] 

110. Dryobates pubescens medianus. Downy WoopprEckER.— 
A common resident in the Dakota Valley. [Pierre, Dec. 10. H. E. Lee. 

Mouth of Cheyenne River, Aug. 26.] 

111. Sphyrapicus varius varius. YELLOW-BELLIED SAPSUCKER.— 

A tolerably common migrant, during the latter half of April. 

112. Melanerpes erythrocephalus. RrErp-HEADED WooDPECKER.— 

A eommon migrant and tolerably common breeder. 

113. Colaptes auratus luteus. NorrHern FLicker.— An abundant 

resident late in March to October. Decidedly the most common wood- 

pecker outside of the river valley. 

114. Colaptes cafer collaris. Rrp-sHArrepD FLIcCKER.— Rare visitor. 

I collected one of a pair April 5, 1912. 

115. Chordeiles virginianus sennetti. SmNNETT’s NIGHTHAWK.— 

An abundant summer resident. 

116. Chetura pelagica. CuimNEy Swirt.— Rare. Occasionally © 

breeds. 

117. Archilochus colubris. Rusy-THROATED HUMMINGBIRD.— 
Breeds where there is honeysuckle. Not seen elsewhere. 

118. Tyrannus tyrannus. Kincsrrp.— An abundant summer resi- 

dent from May 8 to September. 

119. Tyrannus verticalis. Arkansas Kineprrp.— Abundant in 

summer especially about the small groves and ‘ tree claims’ of the prairies. 
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120. Sayornis phoebe. Pxose.— Tolerably common migrant and 
rare breeder. 

121. Nuttallornis borealis. Ouitve-sipep FrycarcHer.— Rare mi- 
grant. 

122. Myiochanes virens. Woop Prwrr— Tolerably common 
breeder. 

123. Empidonax traillii alnorum. A.tprer FrycatcHer.— Breeds 

abundantly in the willow thickets along the streams. [Forestburg, Aug. 10, 
Evarts, Aug. 6.] 

124. Empidonax minimus. Least Fiycatcuer.— Tolerably com- 

mon summer resident. (Evarts, Aug. 7.) 

125. Otocoris alpestris praticola. Prarriz Hornep Lark.— An 

abundant resident. 

126. Otocoris alpestris leucolema. Dersrerr Hornep LarK.— 

Abundant in hard winters. (Mr. Oberholser identified one specimen, col- 

lected in February in Hutchinson county, as O. a. enthymia.) 

127. Pica pica hudsonia. Macrr.— Common along the river in 

winter. 

128. Cyanocitta cristata cristata. Buiur Jay.— Abundant except 
in winter. Occasionally winters. 

129. Corvus corax sinuatus. Raven.— Tolerably common during 

the fall of 1906. 

130. Corvus brachyrhynchos brachyrhynchos. Crow.— Abun- 

dant resident. 

131. Dolichonyx oryzivorus. BosoLtink.— An abundant summer 

resident, May 5 to Sept. 1, though rare after Aug. 1. 

132. Molothrus ater ater. Cowsirp.— Abundant from April to 

September. 

133. Kanthocephalus xanthocephalus. Yrtiow-HEADED BLAcK- 

BIRD.— Numerous in the marshes which have cat-tails and reeds. 

134. Agelaius pheniceus fortis. THick-pinLED ReED-wING.— 

Breeds abundantly in marshes and in willows at water’s edge. Arrives 

about the middle of March and leaves late in November. (Mr. Oberholser 

labeled my midsummer specimens as A. p. arctolegus. Forestburg, Aug. 

10.) 
135. Sturnella neglecta. WersteERN MerapowLark.— One of the 

most abundant of prairie birds from mid-April to November. Occasionally 

an individual winters. 
136. Icterusspurius. OrcHarp Or1oLe.— Abundant in the summer, 

especially in the willow groves along the river. May 1 to July 31. 

137. Icterus galbula. Battmore OrioLE.— A common summer 

resident especially in the town of Woonsocket. 
138. Icterus bullocki. Butiock’s Orrote.— An occasional fall 

migrant. [Menno, Aug. 24.] 
139. Euphagus cyanocephalus. Brewer’s BLacksirp.— A com- 

mon migrant March and April, October and November. [Vermilion, 

April.] 
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140. Quiscalus quiscula eneus. BronzEpD GRaAackLE.— Abundant 

from March 15 to October. 

141. Herperiphona vespertina vespertina. HEvENING GROSBEAK.— 

Rare winter visitant. 

142. Loxia curvirostra minor. CrossBiLtu.— Rare migrant. 

143. Acanthis linaria linaria. Reppott— Common during the 

winter months about the groves. 

144. Astragalinus tristis tristis. Goutprincu.— Abundant during 

the summer, May 1, — October. Occasionally winters. 

145. Spinus pinus. Prne Siskin.— Tolerably common migrant, and 

occasionally common in winter. 

146. Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis. Snow Buntina.— Abundant 
some winters, but rare others. 

147. Calcarius lapponicus lapponicus. Laptanp LoNnaspur.— 

Abundant from September to April. 

148. Calcarius ornatus. CHESTNUT-COLLARED LOoNGspuR.— Abun- 

dant from late March to October. Nests found. 

149. Rhynchophanes mccowni. McCown’s Lonaspur.— A toler- 

ably common migrant and seemingly a rare breeder. 

150. Pooscetes gramineus confinis. WrsTERN VESPER SPARROW.— 

An abundant breeder, April to September. [Forestburg, July 15.] 

151. Passerculus sandwichensis savanna. SAVANNAH SPARROW.— 

A tolerably common breeder. Abundant in migrations, late in April 

and mid-September. [Vermilion, May.] 

152. Passerculus sandwichensis alaudinus. WrsTERN SAVANNAH 

Sparrow.— A rare migrant. [Menno, April.] 

153. Ammodramus savannarum bimaculatus. WerEsTERN GRASS- 
HOPPER Sparrow.— Abundant from late April till early September. 

[Menno, Aug. 15.] 

154. Passerherbulus henslowi occidentalis. WrsteERN HENSLOW’s. 
Sparrow.— A tolerably frequent migrant. 

155. Passerherbulus lecontei. Lecontn’s SpArrow.— Tolerably 

common migrant; a rare breeder. 

156. Chondestes grammacus grammacus. Lark Sparrow.— 

Nests rather commonly in dying tree claims. 

157. Zonotrichia querula. Harris’s Sparrow. An abundant 

migrant. 

158. Zonotrichia leucophrys leucophrys. WHtITH-cROWNED SPAR- 

Row.— A common migrant. 

154. Zonotrichia albicollis. Wuuitr-rHroatep SpARROw.— A very 

common migrant. 

160. Spizella monticola ochracea. WrstERN TREE Sparrow.— 

The most abundant sparrow of the thickets from November to April. 

[Menno, Dee. 27.] 

161. Spizella passerina passerina. Cuippinc Sparrow.— Nests 

not infrequently. 
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162. Spizella pallida. Ciay-coLorep Sparrow.— Plentiful in mi- 

erations. Frequently nests. 

163. Spizella pusilla arenacea. WersTeRN Fietp Sparrow.— Nests 

commonly in the roughest areas. [Vermilion, June.] 

164. Junco hyemalis hyemalis. Siare-cotorep Junco.— Plenti- 

ful in migrations. Occasionally present almost, if not quite, all winter. 

165. Melospiza melodia melodia. Sona Sparrow.— Abundant 

migrant. Plentiful in summer along the wooded streams. 

166. Melospiza lincolni lincolni. Lincoin’s Sparrow.— Regular 

migrant. 

167. Melospiza georgiana. Swamp Sparrow. 

frequent in migrations. 

168. Passerella iliaca iliaca. Fox Sparrow.— Irregular migrant. 

169. Pipilo erythrophthalmus erythrophthalmus. Townrrn.— 

Nests commonly. 

170. Pipilo maculatus arcticus. Arctic Townrr.— Plentiful in 

migrations. 

171. Zamelodia ludoviciana. Rosr-BrREAsTED GrosBEAK.— Abun- 

dant in groves from early May to early September. [Menno, June 10.] 

172. Passerina cyanea. Inpico BuntTING.— An uncommon summer 

visitor. 

173. Passerina ameena. Lazuti Buntina.— An occasional or acci- 

dental visitor. One certainly seen along the river in May, 1905. 

174. Spiza americana. DickcisseEL.— Very abundant during June 

and July. 
175. Calamospiza melanocorys. Lark Buntina.— This species 

was a plentiful summer resident of this county during the dry years of the 

nineties. Since 1900 they have bred but infrequently here. 

176. Piranga erythromelas. Scartet TANAGER.— A rare May and 

June visitor. 
177. Progne subis subis. Purpre Martin.— Plentiful in summer, 

about the towns. 
178. Petrochelidon lunifrons lunifrons. Criirr SwatLtow.— Nests 

in colonies under the eaves of barns. Locally abundant. 
179. Hirundo erythrogastra. Barn SwatLtow.— This is the best 

known swallow as it nests in all barns. 
180. Iridoprocne bicolor. Tree SwaLtLtow.— An abundant migrant 

and a rare breeder. 
181. Riparia riparia. Bank SwaLLtow.— Breeds in large colonies 

along the river. 
183. Stelgidopteryx serripennis. RovuGu-wiNGED SwaLLow.— 

Breeds in small colonies in cut banks along roads and streams, quite fre- 

quent. 

183. Bombycilla garrula. BonemiAN Waxwine.— Irregular dur- 

ing autumn, winter and spring. 
184. Bombycilla cedorum. Crpar Waxwine.— Uncommon mi- 

grant; occasionally seen all summer. 

Rare in the summer, 
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185. Lanius borealis. NorraerNn SHRIKE.— Common in winter. 

186. Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides. WHITE-RUMPED SHRIKE. 

— Breeds in most tree claims. [Forestburg, Aug. 15.] 

187. WVireosylva olivacea. Rep-ryEp VirEo.— A common migrant. 

[Cheyenne Agency, Aug. 12.] 

188. Vireosylva gilva gilva. Warsiina VrrEo.— To be found in 

many groves in summer. 

189. Mniotilta varia. Buack anp WuITE WARBLER.— A very com- 

mon migrant. 

190. Vermivora celata celata. OrANGE-CROWNED WaARBLER.— A 

rare migrant. [Menno, April]. 

191. Vermivora peregrina. TENNESSEE WaARBLER.— A rare mi- 

grant. [Menno, May?] 

192. Dendroica estiva estiva. Yrruow WarBLEeR.— Found abun- 

dantly everywhere about groves. 

193. Dendroica cerulescens cerulescens. BLACK-THROATED BLUE 

Warsipr.— A fairly common migrant. 

194. Dendroica coronata. Myrtite Warsier.— An abundant mi- 

grant. 

195. Dendroica magnolia. MaGcnoria WarBLER.— A common mi- 

grant. 

196. Dendroica pensylvanica. CHESTNUT-SIDED WARBLER.— An 

uncommon migrant. 

197. Dendroica castanea. Bay-BREASTED WARBLER. A rare mi- 

grant. [Menno, May?] 

198. Dendroica striata. Buack-pont WarBLER.— An abundant 
migrant. [Menno, May?]. 

199. Dendroica virens. BLAcK-THROATED GREEN WARBLER.— An 

uncommon migrant. 

200. Dendroica palmarum palmarum. Patm WarsiLer.— A 

common migrant. 

201. Seiurus aurocapillus. Ovren-pirp.— A regular migrant. 

202. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis. GrRINNELL’s WaATER- 

TuHrusH.— Common in spring and fall along the streams. Seen once in 

July. [Menno, May.] 

203. Oporornis philadelphia. Mournina Warsier.— A rare mi- 

grant. 

204. Geothlypis trichas occidentalis. WrstrRN YELLOW-THROAT. 

— The ‘ witchitee-bird’ nests in thickets about water quite generally, . 

in this area. Mr. Oberholser labelled two specimens as G. t. brachidactyla. 

[Menno, June 10, Aug. 30.] 

205. Icteria virens virens. YELLOW-BREASTED CHatT.— An uncom- 

mon visitor. Breeds rarely. 

206. Wilsonia pusilla pusilla. Wuitson’s WarsLer.— A common 
migrant. 

207. Setophaga ruticilla. Repstarr.— Abundant migrant and rare 
breeder. 
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208. Anthus rubescens. Piritr.— A common migrant. 

209. Anthus spraguei. Spracur’s Piprt.— This bird is always seen 

and heard in migrations, especially common during the autumn. 

210. Dumetella carolinensis. Catsirrp.— An abundant breeder in 

all thickets. 

211. Toxostomarufum. Brown TurasHer.— Plentiful in summer. 

212. Troglodytes aédon parkmani. Wesrern Housr Wren.— 

Breeds abundantly along the rivers and about the towns. (Menno, 
Aug. 24.] 

213. Nannus hiemalis hiemalis. Winrer WreNn.— A rare migrant. 

{Menno, April 14.] 

214. Cistothorus stellaris. SHort-BiLLED Marsh WreEN.— Several 
nests found; quite common. 

215. Telmatodytes palustris iliacus. Prarim Marsh WrEeN.— 

Rare migrant and occasional breeder. 

216. Certhia familiaris americana. Brown Cresper.— A com- 

mon migrant. Rare in winter. 

217. Sitta carolinensis carolinensis. WuiTr-BREASTED NUTHATCH. 

— A tolerably common migrant. [Menno, February 15.] 

218. Sitta canadensis. Rep-BrEAstep NutTHatcH.—A rare mi- 

grant. 

219. Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis. LoNG-TArLep 

CHICKADEE.— Common except in mid-summer. Nests rarely. [Menno, 

September 2.] 
220. Regulus satrapa satrapa. GoLDEN-cROWNED KiINGLEeT.— A 

tolerably common migrant. 

221. Regulus calendula calendula. Rusy-crowNEepD KincLter.— A 

common migrant. 

222. Hylocichla mustelina. Woop TurusH.—A fairly common 

migrant. Breeds occasionally. 

223. Hylocichla fuscescens salicicola. Wittow Turusa.— Com- 

mon in migrations. 

224. Hylocichla alicie alicie. Gray-cHEEKED THrusH.— A com- 

mon migrant. 
225. Hylocichla ustulata swainsoni. O.Live-Backep THrRusH.— A 

common migrant. 
226. Hylocichla guttata pallasi. Hermit THrusa.— A rare or acci- 

dental migrant. 
227. Planesticus migratorius migratorius. Ronin.— Breeds abun- 

dantly in the towns. Rare elsewhere. 
228. Sialia sialis sialis. Buursirp.— Nests irregularly. Sometimes 

common in migrations. 
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BIRDS NEW OR RARE TO THE FAUNA OF MAINE. 

BY ARTHUR H. NORTON. 

Tue following records which have come under my observation 

during the past few years represent additions to the avifauna of 

Maine or additional occurrences of species rarely found in the 

state. 

Xema sabini. Sasine’s Guty.— On September 11, 1912, Mr. Everett 

Smith and I saw one of these birds near Bluff Island, Saco Bay, Me. It 

came in from the eastward with a few terns attracted by fish livers which 
we were throwing out, but it did not come quite within gunshot. Its 

slaty mantle, small size, and black edged wing were carefully noted. Its 

flight resembled that of the terns, but its manner of feeding that of 

Bonaparte’s Gull. Mr. Smith secured a specimen near this spot May 31, 
18774 

The only other Maine record seems to be one near the Brothers Islands, 

Casco Bay, September 22, 1899.2 

Sterna dougalli. Rosratre Trern.— Since there are but few records 

of this tern for Maine and none of these are recent, it seems suitable to 
publish this occurrence. While Mr. Everett Smith and I were near Bluff 

Island, Saco Bay, August 19, 1912, Mr. Smith secured an adult specimen 

of this bird, which he presented to the collection of the Portland Society 

of Natural History. The other records are as follows: 

A small flock was seen upon the Green Islands in Casco Bay on the 20th 
of July [prior to 1879].8 

A few once bred on a small island near Tenants Harbor, St. George, and 
at the Isles of Shoals.‘ 

The two following reports are in print. ‘‘ A few seen, Fox Island, 

August 6 [and] 12 [18] 99, identification not absolute ’’® and ‘‘ Three seen 

on August 31, 1900 [near Isleboro] by G. C. Shattuck.’’6 

Mareca penelope. European Wipcron.— Mr. E.B. Pillsbury brought 

me a female of this bird, in the flesh which was taken at Scarborough 

November 13, 1912, the first of the kind to be detected in the state. __ 
There is another specimen in the state museum at Augusta taken at 

Swan Island, Merrymeeting Bay, September 20, 1911. I am obliged to: 

11883, Smith, Forest & Stream, XX: 205. 

21900, Knight, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., II: 2. 

81879, Brewster, Bull. Nutt. Orn. Cl. IV: 15. 

41884, Brewer, Hist. N. Am. Bds., Water Bds., II: 305. 

51900, Howe, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., II: 28. 

6 1901, Howe, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., III: 14. 
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Mr. Thomas James, curator of the state museum, both for the privilege of 

making a careful examination of the specimen and for permission to record 
it. Additional specimens are to be expected. 

Clangula islandica. Barrow’s Go.prNn-rye.— Barrow’s Golden- 

Eye is well known to occur regularly on the Maine coast westward to upper 
Penobscot Bay. West of this region there have been no records for the 

state. It is with considerable interest then that the following records of 
its occurrence at Scarborough, are presented. 

Among the heads of a number of Ducks brought me for the preparation 

of skulls, were a young male and a female of this species. Mr. E. B. Pills- 

bury who secured the birds was certain that they were taken either Decem- 

ber 30, or December 31, 1911, but the two were not in each others company. 

Mr. Pillsbury very kindly offered to aid me in looking for more and in the 

attempt to secure specimens, with the result that we secured two females 

Jan. 11, a superb adult male March 26, and an immature male March 
28, 1912. 

Chen hyperborea hyperborea. Snow Goosr.— Through an over- 

sight, which has passed unchallenged, in recording a specimen of this bird 

taken in Gorham, Maine, in November, 1908,! the technical name of the 

next subspecies was used together with the common name of the present 
form, rendering the record void. 

As the original records of Snow Geese in Maine are scattered, if not. 

somewhat obscured, the following summary is presented: 

C hyperborea hyperborea.— One near Portland, December, 1880.2 

A male, Toddy Lake, Hancock Co., October, 4, 1893 and a male Lake: 

Umbagog, October 2, 1896.8 

One at Pushaw [Pond] and one at Nicatous. [Prior to 1897.]* 

Two were taken near Merrymeeting Bay, one October 10, the other a 

short time later in 1897.° 

Of this total of eight specimens which have been identified, all have been 

autumnal, occurring singly or in pairs. 

The following fall records, and reports of Snow Geese not identified, are 

presented under this subspecies. 

One at Glenburn, October 18, 1881, and one near Hallowell, November 25, 

1881.6 
The late Alphaeus G. Rogers of Portland gave me information of one 

seen by him at Cape Elizabeth, October 9, 1911. is 

Chen hyperborea nivalis. Greater Snow Goose.— On April*4, 

1913, a flock of upwards of thirty Snow Geese were seen at Pine Point. 

Scarborough by Mr. I. W. Pillsbury, and others. They alighted and 

11909, Norton, Auk, X XVI: 304. 

21882, Brown, Abstr. Proc. Portland Soc. N. H., II: 2. 

3 1897, Brewster, Auk, XIV: 207. 

41897, Knight, fide Hardy. Bull. 3, Univ. of Me., 36. 

5 1898, Knight, fide Day. Maine Sportsman, Sept. 1898, p. 14. 

6 1883, Smith, Forest & Str., XX: 125. 
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though frightened several times, remained in the vicinity a few hours and 

finally passed to the eastward. The following day several smaller flocks 

were reported in different parts of Casco Bay. From one of these flocks 

four birds were shot, at Great Chebague Island. After considerable 

effort I succeeded in securing one of the heads (all of the available remains) 

and it proved to be of this form. 

The previous records are: 

One, Heron Island, Phippsburg, April 7, 1890.1 

One, Back River, Georgetown, April 25, 1903.2 

One, Lubec, April 30, 1906.8 

Since all spring specimens so far identified (totaling four) have been of 

this form the following spring records and reports of Snow Geese are 

arranged here. 

A flock of about two hundred on the ice of Long Pond between Bridgton 

and Harrison, April 13, 1908, and similar flock on Sebago Lake the following 

day.! 

There is also a published report of ‘‘ A flock”? which “ remained un- 

disturbed half a day’? on Nonesuch River, Scarborough”’® [prior to 

1883], but without mention of season or date. 

Macrorhamphus griseus scolopaceus. LoNG-BILLED DowITcHER.— 

Though long anticipated,® and probably of casual occurrence, material for 

the first positive record of the Long-billed Dowitcher, comes to hand in a 

specimen in fresh winter plumage taken at Scarborough in the first half of 

October, 1912, by Mr. John Peterson. Mr. Peterson had the specimen 

mounted, and presented it to the museum of the Portland Society of 
Natural History. 

Machetes pugnax. Rurr.— On October 16, 1912, a female of this 

species was shot on the Nonesuch River, Scarborough, by Mr. I. W. 

Pillsbury from whom it came into my possession. This is but a short 

distance from the spot where Mr. Everett Smith, shot the first Maine 

specimen in 1870.7. In both instances the birds were alone, the last one 

came in from the sea, and alighted. This supplies material for the fourth 
record for the state, the others being: 

The Smith specimen referred to April 10, 1870.8 

A female taken at Upton, Me., September 8, 1874,° (the second speci- 
men, but first to be published.) 

A specimen is recorded as taken at Camden, Maine, September 14, 1900.” 

11890, Batchelder, Auk VII: 284. 

21904, Spinney, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., VI: 69. 

3 1906, Clark, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., VIII: 48. 

41908, Mead, Journ. Me. Orn. Soc., X: 59. 

5 1883, Smith, Forest & Str., XX: 125. : 

6 1882, Brown, Proc. Port. Soc. N. H., II: 26. 

71883, Smith, Forest & Str., XX: 85. 

SHENG: 

91876, Brewster, Bull. Nutt. Orn. Cl., I: 19. 

10 1905, Thayer, Auk, XXII: 409. 
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GENERAL NOTES. 

The Red-throated Loon (Gavia stellata) at the Southern Extremity 

of Lake Michigan.— March 24, 1913 I found an immature female of this 

species lying dead on the beach at Miller, Lake Co., Indiana. Evidently 

some hunter had shot it and then thrown it away. It was in excellent con- 

dition, being very fat, and had been, to all appearances, recently killed. 

It may be, as Mr. B. F. Gault-suggests, that this species is more common 

on Lake Michigan during the colder months than is generally supposed, 

but printed records, for the region about Chicago at least, are few. There- 

fore, it seems worth while to put this specimen on record. I have preserved 

the skin. 
Mr. Gault has very kindly given me permission to publish another record 

concerning the appearance of this species in the Chicago area. April 18, 

1908, he found a specimen in adult plumage in the shop of a taxidermist 

at Lyons. This bird was said to have been shot that morning nearby in the 

Desplaines River below Riverside, a western suburb of Chicago. 

I wish to express my obligations to Messrs. A. W. Butler and B. T. Gault 

for information concerning previous records.— Epwin D. Hutu, Chicago, 

Till. 

The Old-squaw (Harelda hyemalis) on the Connecticut Coast in 

Summer.— Since there seem to be but few published notes concerning 

the occurrence of the Old-squaw south of its breeding grounds in summer, 

the following notes will probably be of interest. I first observed this 

species in summer on August 2, 1906, in a small bay at the mouth of Oyster 

River, West Haven, Conn. There were three of the birds at this time. 

They were observed very closely and seemed disinclined, and perhaps 

unable to fly. When I threw stones close to them they paid no attention, 

and when I ran at them suddenly, to try to make them fly, they merely 

dove. 
My second meeting with this species in summer occurred recently at 

Compo, Conn., near Westport. On the evening of July 14, 1913, I was out 

rowing with three friends. It was a warm, moonlight, summer evening 

without a breath of wind. When nearly a mile from shore we heard the 

calling of a flock of Old-squaws. As we drew nearer they called repeatedly, 

and we soon saw them, seated on the water. It was too dark to see any 

but the nearest birds, so that an accurate count was impossible. ‘The most 

that I counted at one time was twelve, but I believe it more likely that the 

number was somewhere between fifteen and twenty. When we got close 

to them, some of the birds flew, but most of them beat along the surface 

of the water with their wings as if unable to rise, and finally dove instead. 

The birds called repeatedly, the ‘‘ south south southerly ” call. Although 

we were unable to see them clearly enough in the moonlight to make out 
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anything, except that they were ducks, this call is so characteristic and 

unmistakable that the identification from it alone is certain — ArEras A. 

SaunpErs, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 

A Crested Canada Goose.— On February 15, 1913, three Canada 

Geese, all with a peculiar crest of feathers were shot from the same bunch of 
geese, near Pea Island, N. C. 

Dr. H. B. Bigelow came into possession of the partial scalp of one of 

these curious birds and was good enough to turn it over to me. 

From this piece of head skin I have had the accompanying drawing made. 

‘The crest is dirty brownish in color and the feathers are stiff and rather 

tightly curled. 

The occurrence of this crest in a race of wild geese is interesting, because 

‘tthe crested Polish fowls and the breed of crested ducks are well known. 

So far as I am informed there is no race of crested geese, though in 

Wright’s Book of Poultry, 1886, p. 562, there is mention of the fact that in 

crosses between Embden and Toulouse geese the majority of the gander 

and a fair proportion of the geese carry a slightly crested head. 

Davenport showed (Carnegie Institute Pub. no. 52) that the crest of the 

Polish fowl was a dominant character, though the dominance was not 

perfect. The crest here is associated with a cerebral hernia. 

The fact that three crested individuals were shot from this same flock 

of geese means that they belonged almost certainly to the same family, 

and that the crest was probably inherited as a dominant character. 

If such a variation had occurred in captivity it could have been made the 

basis for a permanent race of crested Canada Geese.— JoHN C. PHILLIPS, 

Wenham, Mass. 
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Greater Snow Goose (Chen hyperboreus nivalis) in Arkansas.— On 

March 28, 1913, a farmer living three miles west of this city shot an adult 

male Greater Snow Goose in his field. The bird was seen feeding all day 

but no others of its species were observed near. I examined it carefully in 

the flesh and found it to be in perfect plumage. Dr. C. H. Luther of this 

city, who made it up into a skin, informed me that the specimen was in good 

condition and that he found only fresh wounds on the body.— ALBERT 
Lano, Fayetteville, Arkansas. 

Feeding Wild Ducks on Sodus Bay, N. Y.— Sodus Bay, one of the 

largest bays on the southern shore of Lake Ontario, was the scene.of an 

interesting experiment in the feeding of wild ducks during the months of 

February and March, 1913. The bay, which is a large irregularly shaped 

body of water, containing several islands, is frequented in the spring and 

fall by large numbers of ducks. The winter was unusually mild up to the 

first of February, and many ducks remained on a large area of the bay which 

was open, and where they apparently found plenty of food. About 

February 1 the weather turned suddenly cold, with heavy snow storms and 

high winds. This caused the bay to freeze entirely over, preventing the 

ducks from reaching there feeding grounds. On February 4 the weather 

was very stormy, and several thousand ducks were noted in places still re- 

maining open. On February 5 Mr. Claude T. DeVille, the state game 

protector at Sodus Point, noted that the ducks were flying to places kept 

open by men harvesting ice. The ducks were very fearless and were appar- 

ently suffering from lack of food. On the succeeding day, February 6, he 

obtained a quantity of wheat, and tried feeding the ducks. The grain was 

readily eaten and he immediately wrote the New York State Conservation 

Commission, notifying them of the presence of the ducks and the necessity 

of relief measures. The Commission promptly responded, and on February 

10, Mr. DeVille received word to purchase grain and feed the ducks. He 

first tried feeding by throwing the grain in the water, but the ducks were so 

weak that they apparently had difficulty in reaching bottom in sixteen feet 

of water. This fact alone shows the extremes to which the ducks were 

reduced, as they were mainly Bluebills, Redheads and Canvasbacks, 

all of which feed at considerable depths. He then tried placing the grain 

on the ice on a place scraped clear of snow near the edge of the open water. 

This proved successful, as the ducks immediately came out on the ice, 

feeding like barnyard fowls. At one place near where men employed by 

the Northern Central Railway Co. were harvesting ice, there were often six 

or seven hundred ducks feeding at one time. The ducks were fed in this 

manner at all the places which remained open, which varied from three 

or four to six or eight. They were fed at least once and often twice each 

day, and during the period from February 10 to March 10, when the 

feeding was discontinued, thirty-eight bushels of wheat were fed. 
The ducks soon learned to look for the grain and upon seeing Mr. DeVille 

starting out on the ice, would fly to the places where the grain was placed. 
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At one time all the holes had frozen over, and the grain was placed on the 

bare ice, the ducks coming in from the lake and lighting on the ice to feed. 

This was at a distance of about a quarter of a mile from the open water 

in the lake. On February 21, being temporarily out of wheat, cracked 

corn was tried, but the ducks apparently did not relish it, and did not 

clean it up, as they did the wheat. During a period from February 12 to 

16, Mr. DeVille estimated the number of ducks was at least ten thousand. 

They gradually scattered with the coming of milder weather, but there 

were several thousand still present on March 18. 

The ducks were about seventy-five per cent Bluebills, or Scaups, the 

remainder being about evenly divided between Canvasbacks and Red- 

heads, with a few Whistlers. 

On March 13 when the writer visited the bay he counted in an open 

place between the outlet of the bay and Sand Point, about five hundred 

Bluebills, one hundred Redheads, a few Canvasbacks, about a dozen 

Mallard, three or four Black Ducks and several Holbcell’s and Horned 

Grebes. At this time the ducks were apparently able to take care of them- 

selves, were feeding in the usual manner, and did not come for the grain. 

Mr. DeVille stated that the ducks were in such poor condition, that he 

had seen many with ice frozen to their feathers, the wing feathers being 

sometimes frozen together. Many also had balls of ice over the bill, often 

extending to the eyes. Fourteen ducks were found dead, eleven Bluebills, 

one Canvasback and two Redheads. One Bluebill drake found in full 

plumage weighed one pound and three ounces. 

Great credit must be given to both Mr. DeVille, who is a game protector 

of a type we need more of, and the New York State Conservation Com- 

mission, for their prompt action in this matter, for there is no doubt that 

if they had not acted in time, thousands of ducks would have died of starva- 

tion.— H. E. Gorpon, Rochester, N.Y. 

Early Occurrence of Rails in Massachusetts.— On August 26, 1913, 

a Yellow Rail (Coturnicops noveboracensis) was taken in Longmeadow near 

Springfield, Mass., and on the 22d. of the same month, a King Rail, Rallus 

elegans, was captured in the same town. 

These are the earliest autumnal dates recorded for the appearance of 

either of these species of birds in this part of the Connecticut Valley, 

although I believe that both kinds are more often represented here than 

is generally supposed, and it is possible that they breed here. 

In Massachusetts, under a very unwise state statute purporting to be for 

the protection of certain kinds of so-called marsh birds, the open season for 

Rallide begins as early as August 1, and on that day in Longmeadow, 

a sportsman caught a young Virginia Rail that was still in the downy state, 

and probably not more than ten days old.— Ropert O. Morris, Spring- 

field, Mass. 

Woodcock in Ohio Co., West Virginia.— The first authentic record of 

the occurrence of the Woodcock (Philohela minor) in Ohio County, West 
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Virginia, came under my notice on July 20, 1913. The writer has been 

a student of the bird life of this county for the past twenty years, yet this 
is the first time in his experience that he has been able to positively 

identify this game bird in this locality. 

While sitting on the porch of our residence at Park View in company with 

his wife the writer was attracted by the peculiar fluttering of a bird which 

alighted upon the lawn about thirty feet distant. This characteristic 

and familiar flight recalled instantly to mind this bird which he had 

formerly often seen in the swampy land about Ithaca, N. Y., but never 

before here. The bird had hardly alighted before its long bill and large 

black eyes proclaimed it Philohela minor, but an exclamation of surprise 

from one of us caused it to fly again about ten feet farther away. The 

writer then followed the stranger behind the shrubbery until it flew into 

the garden in the rear of the house, where we both under cover of a friendly 

bush from a distance of only ten feet, calmly watched the owner of those 

large eyes bore in the damp ground of the potato patch for worms. The 

protective coloration did not hide it from view at such close range as it was 
but 8 o’cleok in the evening and quite light. After watching the visitor 

for ten minutes we left him peacefully to pursue his way.— Rosert B. 

McLain, Wheeling, W. Va. 

Eskimo Curlew (Nuwmenius borealis) in Massachusetts— On Sep- 

tember 5, 1913, an Eskimo Curlew was taken on the marsh at East Orleans, 

Mass., by Mr. John Greenough Rogers. 

The bird was alone and when taken the weather was thick and raining 

with an east wind, and since the afternoon of the day before the wind had 

been northeast to east with rain most of the time. 
After the bird was shot, what appeared like hardened whitish grease 

formed at the nostrils. The centre feathers of the under tail-coverts and 

the under sides of the ends of the tail feathers were stained a purple color. 

There was nothing in the stomach but the bird was very fat. 
The specimen was preserved and is now in my collection — Cuar.es R. 

Lams, Cambridge, Mass. 

The Golden Plover (Charadrius dominicus dominicus) in Michigan 

in Spring.— In “ Michigan Bird Life,”’ 1912, 210, Prof. Barrows mentions 
that “‘ although several observers have reported it as seen in spring I have 

not been able to find a spring specimen in any collection in the state, and 
it seems likely that these reports may be incorrect.’”’ There is a skin in the 
Museum of Zodélogy, University of Michigan, that was secured on April 20, 

1890, by Mr. Norman A. Wood near Pittsfield, one mile north of Saline, 

Washenau County. There were a flock of some thirty birds feeding in a 

wet meadow and five were secured from this flock. Two specimens were 

mounted for some Chicago man, name now forgotten; these were nearly all 

black on the underparts. The specimen in the Museum collection is in a 

very advanced plumage.— B. H. Swaues, Mus. of Zodlogy, Univ. of M ichi- 

gan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
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Introduction of the Ruffed Grouse on Washingt0n Island, Wis.— 

While visiting Washington Island, Wisconsin, in July, 1913, I learned that 

Ruffed Grouse had been introduced and had apparently become successfully 

established. As cases of the successful introduction of this bird are rare 

it may be of interest to place on record such facts as I was able to obtain. 

Washington Island, situated in Door County at the entrance of Green Bay, 

has an area of about 15,000 acres and is largely covered with deciduous trees 

and some spruce, hemlock and arborvite. Its present population is about 

1200. A strait known as Death’s Door, some five miles in width, separates 

the island from the peninsula on the east side of Green Bay. So far as 

known, the Ruffed Grouse was not formerly found on the island. In 1900 

Mr. Wm. Barnhart of Sturgeon Bay, deputy warden of Door and Kewaunee 

counties, having undertaken to introduce the species from the main land, 

advertised for live ‘ partridges’ and secured several specimens. In Sep- 

tember a female which had been captured in a house was brought to him, 

and a month later a male caught in a granary and a female caught in an 

enclosure of chicken wire, were secured. These birds were all liberated on 

the south side of the island near the post office at Detroit Harbor. During 

the following year similar efforts resulted in the acquisition of two more 

birds, a male and a female, which were liberated at the same place. These 

birds were kept in captivity only two or three days and were fed on moun- 

tain ash berries or thorn apples. Recently Ruffed Grouse have been re- 

ported at various points on the island even on the north shore, and last year 

fifteen were seen at one place, indicating that the species had bred and 

was increasing in numbers.— T.S. Patmer, Washington, D.C. 

Actions of Nesting Red-shouldered Hawks.— The Red-shoulder has 

endured persecution here in Wells County, Indiana, better than the Red- 

tail which has almost disappeared, and every year I am able to locate a few 

-nests. To take the eggs and cause the birds to nest a second time when 

leaves are on the trees and nests less readily discovered gives the birds and 

their offspring a better chance of escaping the constant warfare waged on 

them. Birds once robbed of their eggs are more wary and have a better 

chance of escaping the guns of irate chicken owners. 

On April 6 I climbed to a nest forty-six feet high in a beech. One of the 

parents remained in the top of the tree calling fiercely but not moving. No 

attention was paid to it or to the other parent which was not noticed at the 

time. Just as I stood up on tiptoes to look in the nest this other parent 

gave me a hard blow on the side of my head, fortunately striking the heavy 

felt hat I wore in which three sharp cuts about half an inch long were made. 

My scalp was slightly cut by the unexpected attack, which resulted in a 

decided headache. Being thus put on my guard, I watched this parent, 

which soon returned to the attack, flying from the top of a tall tree about 

one hundred and fifty feet from me, straight at my head. I struck at it, 

but missed and the bird swerved, missing my face by about afoot. A third 

similar attack was made, but in this case the bird missed me by about three 
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feet. All this time the other parent remained possibly fifteen feet directly 
over me, calling shrilly. In discovering this nest, as I entered the woods, 

I saw one parent sitting about twenty feet from the nest. The other bird 

left the nest when I rapped the tree with a small club. I did not climb at 

once, but walked on through the woods, both birds following, approaching 
closely, and calling frequently. 

Later on in the day in another woods I saw a nest at some distance. As 

I approached, when possibly two hundred feet away, the parent slipped 

from the nest and flew silently and swiftly away. While climbing to this 

nest neither parent bird was seen or heard. After I returned to the ground 

they returned flying at a distance, at a great height and calling frequently. 

The behavior of these birds was in striking contrast to that of the first 

pair, and it was the owners of the fresh eggs which were more aggressive. 

The owners of five other nests found later showed none of the aggressive- 

ness exhibited by the first pair usually remaining at quite a distance. 
The aggressive pair built again and April 29 had a nest in a beech, one 

hundred feet from the former site. One parent left the nest as I approached 

and the other flew away when I was possibly fifty feet from the tree. The 

former bird remained near and several times flew within a few feet of me 

with angry cries but did not attack me— E. B. Wruuiamson, Bluffton, 

Indiana. 

Metallura vs. Laticauda.— In ‘ The Auk’ for January, 1902, page 92, 
Dr. Charles W. Richmond proposed to replace Metallura Gould 1847, by 

the earlier name Laticauda Lesson 18438, and the latter has been adopted 

in the recently published ‘ Birds of South America’ by Brabourne and 

Chubb (Vol. I, page 137). 
Fortunately, however, this change is unnecessary as there is an earlier 

Laticauda published by Laurenti in 1768 for a genus of serpents. Dr. 

Stejneger writes me that this is a perfectly valid name, diagnosed and with 

species. The genus of South American Hummingbirds will therefore re- 
tain its long established name, Metallura— W. DEW. MILier, American 

Museum of Natural History, New York City. 

Hummingbirds’ Eyelashes.— An interesting fact was brought to 

light while my friend Mr. H. Muller Pierce was examining some Humming- 

birds in my collection. We were using a powerful magnifying glass and 

looking at the brilliant metallic feathers on the throat, and the difference 

in the shade of colors, as they appeared with and without the glass. Mr. 

Pierce remarked “look at the eye lashes on this one!’’ With the naked 

eye we could see only the tiny black rim of the eyelid about the size of a 
pin head, but with the glass we found both upper and lower lids adorned 

with a row of minute round feathers set at regular intervals, about twenty 

in all. Upon further examination of over one hundred species from North, 

Central and South America, we found these feathers were of two colors — 

the majority being black, the others pale grayish brown. One exception 
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was found, Gouldia conversi from Costa Rica, in which the eyelid feathers 

are metallic green. Of our North American Trochilide, Hugenes fulgens, 

Archilochus colubris, Calypte coste, Basilinna xantusi and Cyanthus latiros- 

tris, have black eye lashes, while in Calypte anna, Selasphorus platycercus, 

S. rufus, and S. alleni, Stellula calliope, Amizilis tzacatl and A. cerviniventris 

chalconota, they are brownish gray. The fact that the color of the eyelid 

feathers is alike in the male and female, may prove valuable in identifying 

certain species when other points fail; and the characters may be of value 

in the case of other small birds such as warblers, vireos, titmice, fly- 

catchers, wrens, ete.— Henry K. Coaur, Highland Park, Ill. 

The Great-tailed Grackle in New Mexico.— This note constitutes 
the first record of the occurrence of the Great-tailed Grackle (Megaquiscalus 

major macrourus) within New Mexico, as far as I can determine by exami- 

nation of previous records. 

One adult male specimen was brought in by Miss Fannie Ford of Las 

Cruces, New Mexico, on May 15, 1913. It was shot at her home, having 

been mistaken for a crow while flying about the corral. The measurements 

for this specimen come very near the minimum for this species. A pair 

of these birds is reported nesting at La Mesa, N. M., ten miles south of this 

place. The nest is placed in a large apricot tree in a dooryard. The birds 

are not at all shy but characteristically noisy! Their nesting is to be un- 

molested and it will be interesting to note if this is the beginning of a perma- 

nent residence or annual summer visitations to this place, or if it is merely 

a sporadic occurrence. It would seem that the conspicuousness of the 

species would have made record of it an easy matter had it occurred in this 

region to any extent previously — D. E. Mrrriuu, State College, N. M. 

The Night Song of Nuttall’s Sparrow.— W. R. Lord, in his ‘ Birds 

of Oregon and Washington,’ says of Nuttall’s Sparrow, that, “‘ Often, 

through the darkest nights, in the Virginia creeper or honeysuckle around 

the porch or piazza, he utters his plaintive song — seeming to say, as one 

sensitive observer has imagined it: ‘Sweet, Sweet, listen to me, won’t 
you.’ ” 

I first noticed this peculiar habit on the night of April 16 when one 

sang at 10:15 p.m. The following night he sang at 11 Pp. m. during a hard 

rain. From this date I made nightly observations on this particular bird; 

the song continuing regularly until May 3, when it suddenly ceased, and on 

May 19 the nest containing four eggs was found in a rose bush tied to ° 

the side of the house. The following day all the eggs hatched. On the 
28th something disturbed the young, causing them to leave the nest. 

During this period the night song was not heard although the male con- 

tinued to sing throughout the day; and not until June 2 was the night 

singing resumed. Then followed a period of song though not as regular as 

before, continuing to June 15th. Later I discovered that a second brood 

had been raised though not until too late for note taking. 
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The male appeared to roost in or near a raspberry patch not far from the 

nest, and except on rare occasions the song was heard from very nearly 
the same location. 

The song itself was subject to considerable variation; in one phase the 

day song was closely followed, the change, if any, being a simple repetition 

of the closing notes. In the second phase, the final notes were greatly 

elaborated, suggesting a canary’s most beautiful tones, only infinitely 

richer and finer. This phase was heard on two occasions and on neither 

of those nights did I hear the first. 

The weather evidently has little influence upon the song, the chief factor 

connected with it seeming to be the stage of the reproductive cycle at a 

given time.— A. J. Stover, Corvallis, Oregon. 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak Breeding at Wheeling, West Virginia.— 

I wish to record the nesting and successful raising of a brood of young of 

the Rose-breasted Grosbeak (Zamelodia ludoviciana) in a small English 

hawthorn tree in our front yard during May, 1912. This year (1913) 

during the month of June a pair of this same species nested in a cherry 

tree in the front yard of my brother-in-law on the opposite side of the 
Park View Lane. This bird has become a frequent visitor in the spring 

and early summer and its shrill familiar voice is often heard along the 

small streams as well as along Wheeling Creek near Elm Grove, W. Va.— 

Rosert B. McLain, Wheeling, W. Va. 

The Orange-crowned Warbler at Englewood, N. J.— On May 18, 

Messrs. Nicholas F. Lenssen, 8. V. LaDow and I spent the whole day in the 

field around Englewood, N. J. Birds of all kinds were more abundant than 

any of us had ever previously observed. While exploring an apple orchard 

near Bergenfield, N. J., Mr. LaDow suddenly arrested our attention by 

exclaiming :— “ Here’s something that looks like a Tennessee!’’ The 

bird, however, promptly disappeared. A few minutes later I heard an 

unfamiliar song, and following it up, I was pleased to see an Orange- 

crowned Warbler (Vermivora celata celata) in full song, just above my head 

on a dead twig of one of the apple trees. The first thing I noticed was 

the greenish underparts with faint dusky streaks on the breast, very 

distinct from the bright yellow of the Nashville and the pure white of the 

Tennessee Warbler. The next thing I noticed was that there was no 

white superciliary stripe, and the color of the underparts scarcely differed 

from that of the upperparts. The song was very distinct and character- 

istic — chip, chip, chip-chippee, chippee-chippee —the last notes about 

twice as fast as the first three. The bird was under observation in bright 

sunlight for ten minutes, and the whole party were equipped with power- 

ful binoculars— LupLow Griscom, New York City. 

The Louisiana Water-Thrush (Seiurus motacilla) in Sudbury, 

Massachusetts — On May 21, 1913, in the afternoon of a day spent in 
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the vicinity of the Wayside Inn I was standing on the dam of a pond looking 

down upon the bush growth bordering the outlet stream at its fall, when a 
bird flew up onto a low bough about on the level of my knees and remained 

on the perch it had taken. Its position was less than ten feet away with 

the breast toward me. I saw at once that it was a water-thrush, but. 

perceived also at the first full look that the throat was unstreaked and 

white; that the superciliary stripe was strikingly white; and that the 

streakings of the breast were continued only at the sides leaving the under- 

part below the breast unstreaked. It was, therefore, recognized as a 

Louisiana, and not a Northern, Water-Thrush. There was scarcely a tinge 

of buff on the underparts as they were presented tome. The bird scarcely 

moved for probably five minutes. The range of view was so near that. 

I had no need to use the field-glass. No leaf or twig intervened between us. 

As the aspect was essentially a full front view, I could not perceive that the 

bill was larger than the bill of the northern species. This distinctive 

feature, however, was not needed for an unmistakable identification. 

When, after something like a five-minute period of time during which the 

bird was resting from all activity and I, so to speak, was photographing 

it upon my retina, I moved a step for a slight change in point of view, it 

became aware of my presence and instantly taking wing disappeared among 

the bushes below and was not seen again. 

The only fully accepted record of the Louisiana Water-Thrush in 

Eastern Massachusetts, so far as I am aware, is that of one seen by Mr. 

Bradford Torrey at Wellesley Hills, Mass., on April 13, 1902, which “‘ re- 

mained for at least ten days, being last seen on the 22d” (Auk, XIX, 1902, 

p. 292). One other record (Auk, XIX, 1902, p. 292) of a bird seen by 

Messrs. Francis G. and Maurice C. Blake on the north bank of the Charles 

River above Waltham in 1902 bears the date of May 21. This record Mr. 

William Brewster in his ‘ Birds of the Cambridge Region,’ p. 398, is in- 

clined to discredit for reasons which he states. I may be allowed, perhaps, 

an expression of more confidence in the correction of the identification from 

my knowledge of the Blake brothers as very careful observers through much 

companionship with them afield at that time. The date of their record, 

it will be observed, is identical with this record which I am now able to 

furnish. 

I had already visited the waterfall at noon on my way farther and had 

not seen the bird, but upon the second visit in the middle of the afternoon it 

presented itself at once under the most favorable conditions of view, as 

has been described. I visited the spot again three days later, but the water- ~ 

thrush which was then present was as clearly Seiwrus noveboracensis nove- 

boracensis as the bird of the 21st was Seturus motacilla. i 

The location of this Louisiana Water-Thrush was rather less than a mile 

from the nesting place of the pair of Blue-winged Warblers in 1909 (Auk, 

XXVI, 1909, p. 337).— Horace W. Wricut, Boston, Mass. 
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Kentucky Warbler in Massachusetts.— On June 22, 1913, while 

walking in the Arnold Arboretum, at Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, the 

writer heard the call note of a warbler followed almost immediately by a 

song very much different from that of the regular local members of the 

family. The bird was finally placed in a low moist spot which was covered 

with rather a heavy growth of high bushes near some oak trees and a spring. 

I was very much surprised when it proved to be a finely plumaged male 

Kentucky Warbler (Oporornis formosus). The bright yellow underparts 

and the black stripe running down the side of the throat were quite conspic- 
uous. The black crown was not so plain, although the yellow about the 

eye was easily seen. There was not any white evident in the plumage. 

The warbler was observed from about 12.30 to 1.15 Pp. M. and was in song 
most all of the time. The notes seemed to the writer to be rather like 

two of those of the Ruby-crowned Kinglet (Regulus calendula calendula), 

also recalled the Carolina Wren (Thryothorus ludovicianus ludovicianus). 

The song was a loud clear whistle of three or four double notes. While 

under observation the bird did not at any time perch above twenty feet 

from the ground nor did it fly over a rod from the place where it was first 

seen. Once I approached to within six feet of it. 
Supposing at the time that this was the first record of an Oporornis 

formosus for Massachusetts and desiring corroboration I telephoned to Mr. 
Richard M. Marble of Brookline, who, with Mr. Joseph Kittredge, Jr., 

also of Brookline, met me in the Arboretum, that same afternoon. The 

bird was soon found and both Mr. Marble and Mr. Kittredge identified 

it as a male Kentucky Warbler (Oporornis formosus). The late date, June 

22, led me to look for some signs of breeding, but although I searched for 

several days afterwards I was unable to find even the bird. 

This appears to be the second record for Massachusetts, as Mr. Horace 
W. Wright reports one at Wellesley on May 14, 1907 (Auk, July, 1907).— 

Haroup L. Barrett, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

Some Observations on a Pair of Brown Creepers (Certhia familiaris 

americana).— On June 11, 1918, while walking through a strip of woods on 

Cape Elizabeth, Maine, in company with Mr. A. H. Norton of Portland, 

I found a pair of Brown Creepers among the dead trees along the banks of a 

brook. Most of these were evergreen trees and a great many of them were 

dead with pieces of the bark still attached. A careful search failed to 
reveal any sign of the nest, which I felt sure must be somewhere in the 

vicinity. 
On June 14, I returned to the same place and found the birds again. 

I watched them and found that they were gathering something from the 

trunks of the trees. I kept my eyes on one of the birds which had its bill 
full of something, and saw it disappear off to my left. I changed my posi- 

tion about twenty-five yards and within five minutes had the pleasure of 

seeing one of the birds disappear in a hole under a large piece of bark on a 

fir stump. 
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My time was limited and I was only able to see that both birds visited 

the nest and that neither of them went directly to the nesting tree but went 
first to a hemlock tree which was about six feet away. 

On June 17, I again returned, prepared to stay as long as there was 

sufficient light to see by. My observations began at about 3:15 p.m. and 

were tabulated as follows: 

3:19 both birds came to the nest, 

3:20 one bird 

S220 nae 
3:23 one bird; both then came to trees within 15 feet of me, one on 

either side. 

: 242 one bird, 

:26 same bird, 

:35 both birds, one waiting at the entrance till the other left, 

: 374 one bird, staid half a minute, 
: 38 (as “ 6c iz “ce ‘c 

On — 

OSA cca tines 
iy oe ce 

14 the other bird, both in sight, 

17. one bird 

18 “9S ‘staidihalf a minute 
. 29, 73 a3 

:27 +“ “ staid half a minute, followed immediately by the other 

bird, 
4:36 one bird with what looked like birch bark or moth wings of some 

kind, 
4:38 onebird followed immediately by the other, 

4:41 onebird with moth or flying insect of some kind. 

On one trip I thought I saw one of the birds taking the excreta from the 
nest to a tree about fifty paces away, but up to 4:41 I believed that the 

birds were building. After the visit at that time I was confident that they 

were feeding young and I went over to the nest to investigate. I enlarged 
the entrance hole a trifle and looking in could see two young. I put one 

of my fingers into the hole and could hear the young birds climbing up 
inside the bark. When I looked into the nest again it was apparently 

empty. I then started to remove the piece of bark to which the nest was 

attached and all except one of the young birds left the nest and flew away, 
making flights of about twenty yards. 

As soon as the young birds began to leave the nest the parents became 

very excited and one of them, probably the female, alighted on a tree 
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almost within reach. Once she flew by my head so close that I could hear 

the buzzing of her wings. She continued to fly around me as long as I 

remained in the vicinity of the nest. The other parent bird appeared very 

much alarmed too, but never ventured nearer than fifteen feet. Both 

birds kept up a continual scolding. 

The young had left the nest so quickly that I was unable to count them 

but I thought that five birds left the nest, which, with the one remaining 

in the nest would make the total of six. This seems to be in keeping with 

other records which have been published. 

After examining the nest I went back to my observing point and waited 

to see what would be done about the young bird left in the nest. One of 

the parent birds returned twice but would not go inside. I found one of 

the birds which had left the nest and the parents became very much alarmed 
when I tried to catch it. 

The entrance to the nest was six feet above the ground: it was two and 

a half inches long and three quarters of an inch wide. It was so narrow 

that it was impossible for the parent birds to go into the nest in a natural 

manner; they invariably entered and left the nest head first with the 

back toward the stem of the tree. In all visits neither bird ever flew 

directly to the nesting tree, always going first to the hemlock above referred 

to. 

The nest was secured to the bark rather than to the stem of the tree but 
in loosening the bark I noticed several silk like threads leading from the 

nest to the stem of the tree. On the detached nest these show as little 

balls of dark gray material, probably from the cocoon of some caterpillar. 

The nest is formed principally of twigs of the fir, these being used to make 

the foundation of the nest where the bark is some distance from the stem. 

It is lined with pieces of birch bark and the inner bark of the fir. The rim 

of the nest has the usual crescent shape, the horns being two inches and a 

quarter higher than the rim of the nest proper. The depth of nest outside 

is seven inches, inside two inches, outer diameter six inches, inner diameter 

three inches, greatest thickness of nest (lower or foundation part) is two 

inches. The nesting site is about one and one half miles from the ocean 

and at an altitude of about forty-five feet. This is the first record of 

the breeding of the bird in this vicinity. 
The only call I heard was the “ tseet ’’ usually heard when the birds are 

flying from one tree to another. This call was almost invariably given 

when the birds were coming to the nest. Several times I saw one of the 

birds alight on the hemlock tree near the nest, and with wings aquiver 

give the same call. Its manner and appearance then were those of a well 

grown young bird calling for food.— I. RatpH Meyer, Lieut. U. 5. A., 

Fort McKinley, Portland, Me. 

Bicknell’s Thrush in Franconia Notch, N. H. — Last summer 

(1912) a friend and myself found a thriving colony of Bicknell’s Thrush 

(Hylocichla alicie bicknelli) on Mt. Pemigewasset, New Hampshire, at an 
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elevation of 3,300 ft. On June 29, 1913, we found them at Lonesome Lake, 

2800 ft., which is on top of one of the spurs of Cannon. We noted six sing- 

ing males and saw one bird singing at a range of ten feet. The Olive-back 

was also present. We did not see them here last year. They were near 

the path in a mixed growth of fir, balsam, and spruce, yellow and black 

birch, rock maple and mountain ash.— A.icE Corey, Plainfield, N.J. 

Destruction of Robins in a Storm.— There occurred on Long Island 

about midnight, Friday, August 29, the most severe electric storm I have 

ever witnessed. During my forty years of residence at Floral Park, I have 

never known a summer storm so severe as to kill any mature bird in full 

strength, but the one above referred to annihilated the Robins that live in 

the trees about my lawn. Thirty-six were picked up the next morning 

on about an acre of ground, and others in the near vicinity brought the 

total up to about fifty. The English Sparrows were very abundant also 

but very few were killed; the Starlings escaped uninjured as far as I can 

learn. I have hardly seen a Robin since that fatal night. The storm was 

accompanied by high wind although not severe enough to uproot trees or 

break branches to any considerable extent, but it was accompanied by the 

heaviest downpour of rain I have seen in many years and lasted for a con- 

siderable time. 

The birds were evidently blown out of the trees where they were roosting 

and perished from the awful wetting they were subjected to on the ground. 

— JoHn Lewis Cuttps, Floral Park, N. Y. 

Some Land Birds at Sea.— While traveling from New Orleans, La., 

to Havana, Cuba, in May, 1913, I was much interested to find that there 

were several wild birds taking passage with us. We left the mouth of the 

Mississippi River about 10 a. m., May 11, and next morning, we were 

probably more than half way across the Gulf of Mexico. It was then 

that I discovered aboard the vessel a Kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus), a 

Barn Swallow ( Hirundo erythrogastra), a Catbird ( Dumetella carolinensis), 

and a swallow that I did not positively identify. The Kingbird would fly 

far out to one side, keep pace with the vessel awhile, and then return and 

perch on the rigging. The Barn Swallow’s chief amusement seemed to 

be flying up and dewn the length of the decks; but the poor, Catbird ap- 

peared rather bedraggled, and as far as I could observe, had no occupation. 

In the afternoon of the same day I discovered a warbler, unknown to 

me, hopping about the main deck aft. It seemed perfectly at home and 

allowed a rather close approach. We reached Havana very early next 

morning (May 13) so I have no idea when our bird passengers left us. 

These birds stayed with us practically the whole day (May 12) and I think 

the Catbird was seen by some of the passengers the night before. It seems 

remarkable that the birds should have remained so long on the vessel 

and allowed themselves to be carried many miles in a direction opposite 

to that of their migration— Ernest G. Hott, U.S. Biological Survey, 

Washington, D. C. 
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Method of Recording Bird Music, with a Correction.— In my arti- 

cles on the expressions of emotion in the Mourning Dove and the Passenger 

Pigeon (‘The Auk,’ October, 1911), in the musical notations I used sharps 

and flats in some cases to indicate a degree of sharpness or flatness less than 

asemitone. Inthe Mourning Dove record No. 1, the second note is only a 

trifle sharp; and the Passenger Pigeon records Nos. 4, 5, 7, and 8 each con- 

tain a downward run in which the intervals between successive notes are 

less than a semitone. I ought to have explained this in the original 

paper. 

To measure the tempo of a bird song, the best instrument is a stop-watch. 

While the bird is singing, count the beats of its song, ‘‘ Naught, one, two, 

three,...”’ Start the stop-watch with ‘“‘ Naught ’’ and stop it with “ ten.” 

This gives a very accurate result. If the beats be rapid, count twenty 

instead of ten. In absence of a stop-watch, I think the best one can do is 

to count the beats for five seconds, or some other definite number of seconds, 

by an ordinary watch; but this is far less accurate— WALLACE CralIG, 

Orono, Maine. 

RECENT LITERATURE. 

Regulations for the Protection of Migratory Birds.'— Under the 

provisions of the so-called McLean act the U. S. Department of Agricul- 

ture has been entrusted with the protection of our migratory birds. A 

committee was appointed by the Acting Secretary from the staff of the 

Biological Survey, consisting of Dr. T. 8. Palmer, chairman, Dr. A. K. 

Fisher and Prof. W. W. Cooke, to draw up suitable regulations for the 

purpose and these together with a circular of explanation were issued late 

in June, to become effective October 1, 1913, after approval by the President. 

The regulations are ten in number: 

I. defines migratory game and insectivorous birds. 

II. provides a closed season at night i. e.— from sunset to sunrise, on all 

migratory birds. 
III. provides a continuous closed season on migratory insectivorous birds, 

except an open season on Reedbirds in Delaware, Maryland, District 

of Columbia, Virginia and South Carolina, September 1-—Oct. 31. 

Scientific collecting permits however are to be granted as at present. 

1 Proposed Regulations for the Protection of Migratory Birds. Circular 92, 

Bureau of Biological Survey, U. 8. Dept. Agric. pp.1-6. June 23, 1913. 

Explanation of the Proposed Regulations for the Protection of Migratory Birds. 

Circular 93, Bureau of Biological Survey, U.S. Dept. Agric. pp. 1-5. June 

23, 1913. 
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IV. establishes a five year closed season on Band-tailed Pigeons, Little 

Brown, Sandhill and Whooping Cranes, Swans, Curlew, and all shore 

birds except the Black-breasted and Golden Plover, Wilson’s Snipe, 

Woodcock, Greater and Lesser Yellow-legs. Also on Wood Duck 

in the northern and middle states west to Wisconsin, and on the Wood- 

cock in Illinois and Missouri. 

V. prohibits shooting on the Mississippi and its branches from Min- 

neapolis, Bismarck and Pittsburgh southward to New Orleans from 

January 1 to October 31. 
VI. divides the states into two zones; No. 1, those lying mainly north of 

latitude 40° and the Ohio, and No. 2 those lying mainly south of this 

line. 

VII. states that in reckoning closed seasons the first date mentioned is 

included and the last excluded. 

VIII. establishes closed seasons in Zone No. 1. 

Waterfowl, December 16-—September 1. Exceptions: Massachusetts 

January 1-September 15; Minnesota and North Dakota, December 16- 

September 7; South Dakota, December 16—September 10; Oregon 

and New York outside of Long Island, December 16-September 16; 

New Hampshire, Long Island, New Jersey and Washington, January 

16—October 1. 

Rail. December 1-September 1. Exceptions: Massachusetts and 

Rhode Island, December—August 1; New York including Long Island, 

December 1-September 16; California and Vermont, closed until 

September 1, 1918. 

Woodcock. December 1—October 1. Exceptions: Maine and Ver- 

mont, December 1-September 15; Massachusetts, Connecticut and 

New Jersey, December 1—October 10; Rhode Island, Pennsylvania 

and on Long Island, December 1—October 15; Illinois and Missouri, 

closed until September 1, 1918. 

Shorebirds (Black-breasted and Golden Plover, Wilson’s Snipe and 

Yellow-legs) December 16-September 1. Exceptions: Maine, Massa- 

chusetts and on Long Island, December 16—August 1; Minnesota and 

North Dakota, December 16—-September 7; South Dakota, De- 

cember 16-September 10; Oregon, and New York other than Long 

Island, December 16—September 16; New Hampshire and Washington, 

December 16—October 1. 

IX. establishes closed seasons in Zone No. 2. 

Waterfowl. January 16-October 1. Exceptions: Kansas, Oklahoma, ' 

New Mexico and Arizona, December 16—September 1; Maryland, 

Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina, February 1-November 1. 

Rails. December 1-September 1. Exceptions: Tennessee and 

Louisiana, December 1—October 1; Arizona, December 1—October 15. 

Woodcock. January 1—November 1. Exceptions: Louisiana, Jan- 

uary 1-November 15; Georgia, January 1—-December 1. 

Shore birds. (Black-breasted and Golden Plover, Wilson’s Snipe 
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and Yellowlegs) December 16-September 1. Exceptions: Alabama, 

December 16—November 1; Louisiana and Tennessee, December 16- 

October 1; Arizona, December 16—October 15, Utah, Snipe, December 

16-October 1; plover and Yellowlegs, closed until September 1, 1918. 

X. provides for hearings regarding proposed changes in the regulations. 

Applications should be made to the secretary of Agriculture and appli- 

cants should be prepared to show necessity for changes and submit 

evidence other than that based on personal convenience. 

These regulations seem to us eminently fair and the sportsmans’ inter- 

ests have been given as much consideration as was compatible with the 

saving of the birds from extinction. Naturally there will be objections 

especially from points near zone or state boundaries, where different laws 

prevail on either side, as in southern New Jersey where Reedbird shooting 

is prohibited while on the other side of the Delaware River in the state 

of Delaware it is permitted. It seems unfortunate that the shooting of 

this bird could not have been stopped entirely except on the rice plantations 

of the south. Critics of the regulations should bear in mind that the wel- 

fare of each species as a whole has been the guiding principle of the com- 

mittee, and without more or less drastic action at the present time the 

shooting of various birds would cease entirely in a short time, not through 

legislation but through the extermination of the species. Let all parties 

work together for the enforcement of the regulations irrespective of personal 

opinion or inconvenience for five years and it will be interesting to see what 
results will be apparent.— W. S. 

Townsend’s ‘Sand Dunes and Salt Marshes.’!'— Dr. Townsend is: 
already well known as a writer on nature and the present volume will be 

read with much interest by all who love the ‘ great outdoors’. He com- 

bines with an attractive style the keen observation of a trained field natur- 

alist and the scientific regard for absolute accuracy, and his writings are 

therefore peculiarly satisfying. 
The present volume deals mainly with the dunes and marshes of Ipswich, 

Massachusetts, and is based upon observations made during summer 

vacations and other brief visits during some twenty years. The chapter 

headings are: Sand Dunes; Tracks and Trackings; Vegetation in the 

Dunes; Land Birds of the Dunes; Swallow Roosts and Swallow Migration; 

Water Birds seen from the Dunes; The Harbor Seal; Salt Marshes — 

Their Past and Future; Birds of the Salt Marshes; The Horseshoe Crab 

and other Denizens of Sand and Mud; — and lastly a chapter on Bird 

Genealogy reprinted from ‘ The Auk’ for July, 1912. 

1 Sand Dunes | and | Salt Marshes. | By | Charles Wendell Townsend, M. D. | 

Author of ‘‘ The Birds of Essex County,’’ ‘' Along the Labrador Coast,” ““A Labra- 

dor Spring” and | ‘‘ Captain Cartwright and His | Labrador Journal” | with numer- 

ous Illustrations from Photographs | Boston | Dana Estes & Company | Publishers. 

8vo. 1-311. 
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The ornithologist will find many of these sketches replete with observa- 

tions on bird habits and behavior. 

The flight of gulls, the courtship of wild ducks, the booming of the bittern 

and the plumage changes of the sandpipers are all discussed. Besides, 

the Ipswich Sparrow, Pipit, Shore Lark and a few other land birds which one 

naturally expects to find along the shore, a surprising list of warblers — 

twenty-one species — has been observed among the dune trees in migra- 

tion times. 
In the make-up of Dr. Townsend’s book the publishers have done their 

part well and the typography and binding are as attractive as is the text.— 

W.S. 

Bailey’s ‘ The Birds of Virginia.’ '\— The wealth of excellent illustra- 
tions and the admirable typography unite in making Mr. Bailey’s book one 

of the most attractive state lists that has yet appeared. The halftones 

are from photographs by the author and by many of his correspondents 

in different parts of the country, especially Messrs. C. F. Stone, O. E. Bay- 

nard, Thomas H. Jackson, W. Otto Emerson and Verdi Burtch, while the 

color plates are from paintings by Mr. E. L. Poole of the Delaware Valley 

Ornithological Club, a young artist who gives much promise as a portrayer 

of animal and bird life. 

The text consists of a statement of the range of each species reprinted 

from the A. O. U. Check-List with occasional alterations by the author and 

about a page descriptive of nest and eggs, local distribution, abundance 

and economic status; acknowledgment being made to the U.S. Department 

of Agriculture for data on the food of a number of species. 

The matter thus presented combined with the extremely attractive 

make-up of the book will go far to realizing one of the objects of the publi- 

cation, as set forth in the preface — namely to stimulate interest in our 

native birds and their welfare. Such a stimulus has long been needed in 

Virginia and other southern states and for this purpose especially Mr. 

Bailey’s book should be welcomed. It is to be regretted however, that 

the text could not have been given the benefit for a careful editorial 

revision, for while remarkably free from typographical errors it is care- 

lessly and loosely thrown together evidently under pressure of time with 

the result of being sometimes distinctly ungrammatical. 

With regard to the author’s second aim, to provide a “‘ thorough systema- 

tic work on the breeding birds of the state for the needs of the advanced 

ornithologists of our country,” his volume is adequate so far as containing © 

probably all the species and subspecies which breed in Virginia but it is 
frequently lacking in the detailed data that characterize modern ornithologi- 

1 The Birds of Virginia | By | Harold H. Bailey | with fourteen full page colored 

plates | one map, and one hundred and eight | half-tones taken from nature | 

treating one hundred and eighty-five species and subspecies: | all the birds that 

breed within the state | 1913|J. P. Bell Company, Inc. | Publisher | Lynchburg, 

Va. | 8vo. pp. i-xxiii, and 1-362. 
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cal work. For instance the Olive-sided Flycatcher, Crossbill, Pine Siskin, 

Golden-crowned Kinglet, Brown Creeper, etc. are given as breeding birds 

without any actual records or references to records, while so far as we can 

judge their nests have not been taken in the state by the author. It is 

the actual records that the scientific ornithologist requires or at least an 

indication of where they may be found and an adequate state list should 

furnish this information. In the case of the Brown Creeper, moreover, 

one might suppose that it bred throughout the state as there is no mention 

whatever of its local summer distribution. The author seems not to have 
a clear conception of the nature of subspecies as he states that the breeding 

ranges of the two Parulas, the two Maryland Yellow-throats, etc., overlap 

in Virginia. If such is the fact, from the very nature of the case, they 

would cease to be subspecies and must be regarded as species. The remarks 

about winter Juncos must we think apply largely if not entirely to J. 

hyemalis hyemalis not to J. h. carolinensis which is the breeding form of the 
mountains. 

One point in which Mr. Bailey’s work is especially open to criticism from 

the ‘ advanced ornithologist’ is the lack of any sort of bibliography and 

the very meagre reference to the work of others. Prof. Smyth’s recent 

paper in ‘ The Auk’ is freely quoted and there is an occasional reference to 

Dr. Rives’ ‘ Birds of the Virginias,’ but many other important records and 

papers could have been quoted to advantage. We trust that these may be 

supplied in another edition, as well as the editorial revision already sug- 

gested, which will bring the text up to the high standard attained in the 

illustrations and general make-up of the volume.— W. S. 

Faxon on Brewster’s Warbler.'— In January, 1911, Dr. Faxon pub- 

lished an interesting account of observations on some families of warblers 

in a swamp at Lexington, Mass. A pair of Golden-wings reared only 

Golden-wings, a male Golden-wing and female Brewster’s Warbler pro- 

duced only Brewster’s Warblers while another similarly mated pair pro- 
duced Brewster’s Warblers and at least one Golden-wing. 

Observations on the colony were continued in subsequent seasons by the 

author and Dr. W. M. Tyler but with no satisfactory results until 1913, 

when a male Golden-wing was found mated with a female Blue-wing, 

the combination that was particularly to be desired. The development of 

the young was followed with great care and all of them eventually assumed 

the pure plumage of Brewster’s Warbler, thus proving positively the nature 

of this so called species. As Dr. Faxon points out this is in exact accordance 

with Mendel’s law, chrysoptera (pure) X pinus (pure) should produce only 

leucobronchialis, a Mendelian so called dominant hybrid; chrysopltera (pure) 

1 Brewster’s Warbler (Helminthophila leucobronchialis) a hybrid between the 

Golden-winged Warbler (Helminthophila chrysoptera) and the Blue-winged Warbler 

(Helminthophila pinus). By Walter Faxon. Memoirs Mus. Comp. Zool. 

Vol. XL. No. 6, pp. 311-316. August, 1913. 
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X pinus (impure) should produce on the average chrysoptera and leuco- 

bronchialis in equal numbers; chrysoptera (impure) and pinus (pure), 

pinus and leucobronchialis in equal numbers, while a union of impure ex- 
amples of each stock should produce equal numbers of chrysoptera, pinus, 

leucobronchialis and lawrencei. One of the young of this brood has been 

banded as well as a young Brewster’s and Golden-wing, the offspring of 

a male Brewster’s and female Golden-wing which were also under 

observation. 

Should these birds return to the same swamp next year a family pedigree 

of three generations can be established. Be that as it may Dr. Faxon has 

finally demonstrated the true nature of Brewster’s Warbler and removed 
from the field of discussion a topic which has for years been a favorite one 

upon which to build up theories and conjectures.— W.S. 

The Natural History of the Toronto Region.'— This handy volume 

‘“has been prepared by the Canadian Institute for the members of the 

Twelfth Geological Congress and for all who may have an interest in the 

history and natural history of the city and vicinity.’”’ It consists of chap- 

ters on the history, geology and life zones of the region, with lists of the 

various groups of animals and plants contributed by specialists; some 
merely nominal, others with annotations. 

The lists of mammals and birds are by James H. Fleming and are accom- 

panied by brief notes on the relative abundance and time of occurrence of 
the species, while the former is preceded by a short historical bibliography. 

Forty-one mammals and 292 birds are listed and the nomenclature is 
strictly up to date. The book will be of great assistance both to visitors 
and residents who wish to know something of the natural history of Toronto 

and to all ornithologists who desire an accurate reference list of Toronto 

birds. The typography and paper are good, and both publisher and editor 

are to be congratulated upon their work.— W.S. 

Mathews’ ‘ The Birds of Australia.’?>— In the continuance of his 
great, work, Mr. Mathews treats of the Limicole. We note the following 
new genera, Anteleotringa, p. 274, type Totanus tenuirostris Horsf.; Ditel- 

matias, p. 282, type Gallinago hardwickit Gray; Parascolopax, p. 290, type 

Scolopax saturata Hodgs.; Chubbia, p. 291, type Gallinago stricklandi Gray; 

Homoscolopaz, p. 291, type G. imperialis; Neospilura, p. 293, type Scolopax 

solitaria; Eugallinago, p. 294, type G. macrodactyla Bonap. and Subspilura, 

p. 295, type G. megala Swinhoe. New subgenera are: Nesopisobia, p. 

245, type Totanus damacensis Horsf.; Macrodura, p. 294, type G. nobilis; 
Odurella, p. 294, type G. brasiliensis Sw. 

1The natural History of the Toronto Region | Ontario, Canada | edited by | 

J. H. Faull, B. A., Ph.D. | Associate Professor of Botany, University of Toronto | 

Toronto | Published by the Canadian Institute |1913. Svo. pp. 1-419, seven 

halftone plates and five maps. William Briggs, publisher, Toronto, Ont. $2. 

2The Birds of Australia. By Gregory M. Mathews. Vol. III, part 3, pp. 
205-300. August 18, 1913. Witherby & Co., 326 High Holborn, London, W. C. 
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Some changes in nomenclature affect North American birds, for instance 

Pisobia aurita (Latham) must become P. acuminata Horsf. since Mr. 

Mathews states that Sharpe was clearly in error when he claimed that Wat- 

lings drawing 244, upon which Latham based his name, represented this bird. 

It is obviously Actitis hypoleucos. Mr. Mathews moreover divides the 

genus Pisobia and places this species in Limnocinclus; Actodromas being 

a synonym of true Pisobia with P. minuta as its type. 

The name of the Pectoral Sandpiper must change also, since Tinga 

maculata Vieill. is rendered invalid by 7’. maculata Linn. 1766, we therefore 
return to pectoralis of Say. 

The American Knot is separated as Canutus canutus rufus Wilson while 

the Japanese race is described as new under the name C. c. rogersi— W.S. 

Mearns on New African Birds.'— In working over the rich collections 

of African birds in the U. 8. National Museum obtained mainly by himself, 

Dr. Mearns finds the following new Weaver-birds and Thrushes, Estrilda 

rhodopyga polia, from the Gato River, Southern Abyssinia, 2. rhodopyga 

hypochra, Granatina ianthinogastra roosevelti, Planesticus helleri, P. oliva- 

ceus polius, Geocichla piaggie keniensis and G. gurneyi raineyi from British 

East Africa. While Dr. Mearns’ first aim is naturally the description of the 

new forms obtained by him, ornithologists will await with interest a general 
account of the collections made on the Smithsonian and the Childs Frick 

Expeditions which he accompanied as naturalist— W.S. 

Riley on the Bahama Barn Owl.2— While accompanying the Bahamas 

Expedition of the Geographic Society of Baltimore a few years ago, Mr. 

Riley obtained a specimen of a peculiar looking Barn Owl which in the light 

of additional material now available he describes as new, under the name 

of Tyto perlatus lucayanus— W.S. 

Shufeldt’s Studies of Fossil Birds.*— In the former of two recent pub- 
lications on North American fossil birds, Dr. Shufeldt presents the results 

of a reéxamination of the Cope and Condon Collections and a study of 

1 Descriptions of three new African Weaver-birds of the Genera Fstrilda and 

Granatina. By Edgar A. Mearns. Smithson. Misc. Collns., Vol. 61, No. 9, 

pp. 1-4. July 31, 1913. 

Descriptions of four New African Thrushes of the Genera Planesticus and 

Geocichla. By Edgar A. Mearns. Smithson. Mise. Collns., Vol. 61, No. 10, pp. 

1-5. August 11, 1913. 

2 The Bahama Barn Owl. By J. H. Riley. Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, XXVI, 

pp. 153-154. June 30, 1913. 

3 Review of the Fossil Fauna of the Desert Region of Oregon, with a Description 

of additional Material collected there. By R. W. Shufeldt. Bull. Amer. Mu- 

seum Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXII, Art. VI, pp. 123-178. New York, July 9, 1913. 

Further Studies of Fossil Birds with Descriptions of New and Extinct Species. 

By R. W. Shufeldt. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXXII, Art. XVI, pp. 

285-306. New York, August 4, 1913. 
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other material belonging to the U. S. National Museum and the American 

Museum of Natural History.! A large amount of material is illustrated 

in half-tone, comprising 578 figures of bones or fragments arranged on 

35 plates. 
Colymbus parvus, Polilynbus magnus, Phalacrocorax macropus and Olor 

matthewst from the Oregon Pleistocene are described as new. 

In asecond paper additional collections belonging to the same institutions 

are described. Ninety-six specimens are figured on nine plates. Diatryma 
ajax, and Palwophasianus (gen. nov.) meleagroides from the Wasatch of 

Wyoming, are described as new, also Aquila antiqua, A. ferox, and A. 

lydekkeri from the Bridger Formation, Wyoming, and Proictinia gilmorei, 

from the Loup Fork of Kansas.— W. 8. 

Hahn on the Future of the North American Fauna.?— The late 
Dr. Hahn whose unfortunate death was mentioned recently in ‘ The Auk’ 

has contributed a suggestive paper under the above title. While he has 

in mind animal life as a whole most of his remarks refer equally well to 

birds and he constantly quotes birds as examples. We cannot do better 

than to quote his own résumé in order to give an idea of the manner in 

which he has treated the subject. ‘ Briefly the tendency of the North 

American fauna is toward mediocrity. Large species are giving way 
to small; bizarre species to commonplace. Marsh-loving and forest-loy- 

ing animals disappear with the advance of civilization, and grass-loving 

species that are able to exist in fence rows and pastures survive. Animals 

that yield products of value vanish before the hand of man; likewise his 
enemies are destroyed unless protected by small size and great fecundity. 

Courage and the social instinct are at a discount and cunning and timidity 
at a premium.’’— W. 8. 

Doolin’s ‘ Field, Forest and Stream in Oklahoma.’ ’— In this attrac- 

tively printed and well illustrated volume, Mr. Doolin sets a high standard 

for game wardens’ reports. As he says in his ‘ foreword’: ‘“ An annual 

report which recorded merely receipts and expenditures would convey no 

information such as might lead the public to an understanding of the prob- 

lems and difficulties that confront those who are desirous of saving all 

useful forms of wild bird and animal life from extermination. It is 

especially the purpose of this report to ask the people of Oklahoma for 

their fullest co-operation in the protection and conservation of disappear- 
ing wild life in this state.” 

1Cf. ‘The Auk,’ 1913, pp. 36-39, for a preliminary review of this study. 

2The Future of the North American Fauna. By the late Walter L. Hahn, 
Ph.D. Pop. Sci. Monthly, August, 1913, pp. 169-177. 

Cf. p. 

3 Field, Forest and Stream in Oklahoma. Being the 1912 Annual Report of 

the State Game and Fish Warden, John B. Doolin, to the Governor of the State 

of Oklahoma, the Honorable Lee Cruce. Roy 8vo. pp. 1-159. 
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Following out these lines the author presents a number of interesting 

and readable chapters describing the beauties of field and forest in his 

state; fishing and hunting experiences and anecdotes of white man and 

Indian; and through it all is brought out the necessity for united effort’ in 

cultivating a proper appreciation of nature and in saving the wild life from 

extermination. Beside chapters on Water-fowl and Wild Turkeys there 
is a ‘ tentative list ’ of the birds of Oklahoma compiled by Prof. George W. 

Stevens of the Northwest Normal School and Oklahoma Geological Survey, 

which consists of 227 species with brief notes as to the character of their 

occurrence. This we believe constitutes the first Oklahoma ‘ state list.’— 
Wes: 

Craig on the Stimulation of Ovulation in Birds.'\— Largely from a 

study of pigeons the author finds that egg-laying can be induced without the 

true sexual stimulus and comes to the conclusion that it is the result not of a 

single stimulus but of a complex in which environmental conditions play 
an important part. He cites the mating of two female pigeons with ovu- 

lation by both, and the influence of the nest and eggs in restraining the 

incubating pigeon from further sexual activity, in presenting his conclu- 

sions.— W. 8. 

Laubmann on Birds from Thian-Schan.? — This paper is based upon 

a collection of 1234 skins obtained by Dr. Gottfried Merzbacher in the 

Thian-Schan Mts., Turkestan in 1907-8. 198 species are listed with notes 

as to their relationship, distribution, etc. and synonymic references to other 

papers dealing with the same general region, a list of which is given in a 

bibliography. No new forms are described, but the paper forms a valu- 

able contribution to the ornithology of the Chinese Empire.— W. S. 

Stresemann, on East Indian Birds.’ — Mr. Stresemann in a recent 

contribution to the ‘ Novitates Zoologicae’ continues his miscellaneous 

notes on Indo-Australasian birds. These are as follows, numbering con- 

tinuously with his previous instalment. XIX. The forms of Artamus leu- 

corhynchos (L.); A. 1. hwmei subsp. n. from the South Andamans. XX, 

Some forms of Hypothymis azurea (Bodd); H.a. symmizxta Alor Island. 

and H. a. oberholseri, Formosa, are described asnew. XXI. The forms of 

1The Stimulation and the Inhibition of Ovulation in Birds and Mammals. 

By Wallace Craig. Jour. Animal Behavior. May—June, 1913, pp. 215-221. 

2 Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Reise von Prof. Dr. G. Merzbacher im 

zentralen und 6stlichen Thian Schan, 1907-8. I. Végel. von A. Laubmann. 

Abhl. Konig. Bayern. Akad. Wissensch. Math.-phys. Klasse. XXVI Band 3. 

Abhandl. pp. 1-105. January 11, 1913. 

3 Ornithologische Miszellen aus dem Indo-Australischen Gebiet. Von Erwin 

Stresemann. Nov. Zool., vol. XX, pp. 289-324. June, 1913. 

Die Végel von Bali. Aus den Zoologischen Ergebnissen der II. Freiburger 

Molukken-Expedition. Nov. Zool., Vol. XX, pp. 325-387. June, 1913. 
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Eurystomus orientalis (L.), EZ. 0. gigas, subsp. n. S. Andamans, E. 0. con- 

nectens subsp. n. Moa Isl. XXII. The forms of Amaurornis phenicura 

(Forster). XXIII. The forms of Baza subcristata (Gould), B. s. pallida, 

Kei Islands, and B. s. megala Fergusson Island described asnew. XXIV. 

The forms of Cinnyris clementie Less., C. c. keiensis subsp. n. Kei Islands. 

XXV. The forms of Macropygia ruficeps (Temm.), M. r. nana subsp. n. 

Kina Balu, Borneo. XXVI. The forms of Alcedo ispida in eastern and 

southern Asia and the Indo-Australasian Archipelago, A. 7%. pelagica subsp. 

n. St. Aignan, Isl XXVII. The forms of Thriponar javensis, T. 7. 

confusus subsp. n. Mt. Arayat, Luzon. XXVIII. The forms of Centropus 

sinensis (Steph.), C. s. anonymus, Tawi-tawi and C.s. parroti, Ceylon, are 

described as new. 

The method adopted by Mr. Stresemann in his ‘ Miscellany’ is to be 

commended as instead of merely describing a lot of new forms, he gives us 

the benefit of his study of all the related forms, presenting as it were a 

series of little monographs. In Another recent paper, he treats of the birds 

collected on the island of Bali on the second Freiburger Moluccan Expedi- 

tion, additional species previously obtained on the island are also listed 

bringing the total to 149. The following are described as new: Hemi- 

procne longipennis harterti, Surniculus lugubris brachyurus, Phenicophais 

curvirostris deningert, Phylloscopus borealis examinandus, Pachycephala 

grisola secedens, Criniger gularis balicus, Oreosterops javanica elongata, 

Aplonis panayensis gusti and Aplonis panayensis leptorrhynchus are de- 

scribed asnew. ‘There is also a valuable discussion of the plumage changes 

of Centropus. 

At the close of this paper the author presents some zoogeographical con- 

clusions regarding the relationship of the avifauna of Bali, Lombok, Java, 

Sumatra and Sumbawa which are of much interest. In an effort to meet 

the problem that confronts all students of geographic distribution —i. e. 

the relative value to be given species and subspecies in contrasting faunas — 

he differentiates between species which are broken up into closely related 

geographic races and well marked species which are not. The latter he 

terms ‘ Altform,’ while the races of the complex species (‘ Art’) he terms 

‘Jungformen.’ This is a novel terminology but it draws attention to a 

matter of no little importance, especially in view of the enormous multipli- 

cation of subspecies which is now taking place.— W. 8S. 

Menegaux on Ostrich Farming.! — In this valuable paper one can find 

conveniently arranged, information on practically any phase of the subject : 

of Ostrich rearing or the Ostrich plume business. The several geographic 

races of the bird are first described; then the structure of the plume and 
its development, and the variation in the feathers on different parts of the 
body are discussed. Chapter three deals with a history of the use of 

1L’Elevage de L’Autruche, Récolte et Commerce des Plumes par A. Menegaux. 

Bibliothéque d’Agriculture Coloniale, pp. 1-156. Paris. 1913. 
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Ostrich plumes, and the commercial terminology and points used in valuing 
plumes. Chapter four considers the methods of procuring the plumes from 

the birds and other chapters relate to the commerce in Ostrich plumes, 

the domestication and care of the birds, and the extension of Ostrich farm- 

ing. When we learn that in 1911 over 800,000 pounds of Ostrich plumes 

were exported from Cape Colony, valued at about ten million dollars, 

and that Ostrich raising is now going on in Transvaal, Australia, Algeria, 

Tunis, Soudan, Madagascar, Egypt and the United States, we begin to 

realize the magnitude of this business, and more than ever the absolute 

lack of necessity for tolerating in any way, shape or form the traffic in 

wild bird plumage. M. Menegaux has furnished us with a valuable work 

of reference which can be read with profit by all interested in the feather 

trade, either commercially or in its relation to bird protection—W. S. 

Dubois’ List of the Birds of Belgium.! — Dr. Dubois prepared in 1885 

a list of Belgian birds of which this is a ‘new edition.’ Eightnames in the 
old list are cancelled and 25 species added during the twenty-seven years 

that have intervened making a total of 353. In comparing the avifauna of 

Belgium with that of any of the United States it may be of interest to state 

that Dr. Dubois finds that 70 species are resident, 57 summer residents, 39 
winter visitants, 49 regular transients and 123 irregular or accidental. 

To these he adds as a separate category, 15 climatic varieties — surely a 
severe reflection upon the ‘ subspecies.’ Dr. Dubois is very conservative 

in matters of nomenclature adhering to the twelfth edition of Linnzus, 

and rejecting tautonomy and trinomials, his 15 climatic varieties being 

designated by the old-fashioned ‘‘ var.”-— W.S. 

McAtee on the Relation of Birds to Grain Aphides.2 — Mr. McAtee 

presents an elaborate report of a week’s study of birds in connection with 

an outbreak of Grain Aphides near Winston Salem, N. C. Of the species 

present which fed upon the Aphides the following were the most important 

and in the order named, Field Sparrow, Goldfinch, Chipping Sparrow, 
Savannah Sparrow, Song Sparrow, Vesper Sparrow, and Snowbird. By 

estimating the number of birds present on the area of 100 acres which was 
under observation and the average number of Aphides found in the stomachs 
examined, Mr. McAtee concludes that these birds devoured about a million 

aphides a day, while migrants passing through at the time consumed as 

many more. It is interesting to see that all the species cited above are 
Fringillide, birds not usually credited with this sort of diet.— W. 8. 

Beal on Our Meadowlarks in Relation to Agriculture.’ — The dis- 

tribution and economic status of Sturnella magna and S. neglecta are here 

1 Nouvelle Revue des Oiseaux Observes en Belgique, par Le Dr. Alph. Dubois. 

Mem. Soc. Zool. France. Tom. XXV, 1912, pp. 162-209. 

2 Relation of Birds to Grain Aphides. By W. L. McAtee. Year book U. 8. 

Dept. of Agriculture for 1912. pp. 397-404, 3 figs. 
3 Our Meadowlarks in Relation to Agriculture. By L. Beal. Yearbook U. 8. 

Dept. of Agriculture, 1912. pp. 279-284. 
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summarized on the basis of data and stomach material in possession of 

the Biological Survey. Five-sixths of the animal food of these birds. 
proves to consist of beetles, caterpillars and grasshoppers which far more 

than counterbalances the occasional and usually local consumption of 

grain, peas, etc.— W. S. 

Economic Ornithology in recent Entomological Publications.— 

The output of publications of all branches of the Department of Agricul- 

ture has been abnormally small during the present calendar year. Hence 

we find that only two of those of the Bureau of Entomology contain note- 
worthy mention of the bird enemies of insect pests. The fruit tree leaf- 

roller (Archips argyrospila) has caused considerable loss to fruit growers. 
in Colorado, New Mexico, and New York. Mr. John B. Gill, the author 

of the bulletin on this pest states! that several species of birds have been 

observed feeding on the larvae. These birds are the Bluebird, Western 

Robin, Catbird, Redwinged Blackbird, Orchard Oriole, Kingbird, Phoebe 

and the English Sparrow. 

In a Farmers’ Bulletin? on the common white grubs, larve of May 

beetles, and well known serious pests, Mr. John J. Davis gives birds first 

place among the natural enemies. The Biological Survey has found adults 

or larvee of May beetles in the stomachs of more than 60 species of birds, 

a fact mentioned by Mr. Davis. Some of this author’s original testimony 

is as follows: 

“Probably the most important of these enemies are the birds, especially 

crows and crow blackbirds. Fields of timothy sod have been literally 
overturned by crows in their search for grubs, and in some fields the grubs. 

were almost exterminated by them. Crows have often been observed 

following the plow in infested fields, eagerly picking up every grub that 

was unearthed. Mr. Henry Holzinger, of Lancaster, Wis., said that Crow 

Blackbirds followed the plow in great numbers where he was turning over a 

sod field in the spring of 1912. In one instance he watched a single black- 

bird eat many grubs, apparently its full capacity, and then gather as many 

as it could hold in its beak and fly away. In this case the bird destroyed in 

all 20 grubs in about 1 or 2 minutes. This habit of eating a large number 

of grubs and then flying away with its beak full was reported as a common 

occurrence with the blackbird. Mr. Fred Nelson, of Tabor, 8. Dak., stated 

that his attention was directed to the unusual abundance of grubs in his 

field in the fall of 1911 by the blackbirds which came in flocks and followed 

him as he plowed. He soon learned that they were gathering grubs. 

After picking up several grubs each bird would fly back to the trees a short 
distance away and soon return. Thus there was a continuous flight from 

the trees to the ground and from the ground to the trees. Besides crows 

and blackbirds practically all of our common birds feed on white grubs or 

their adult forms, the May beetles.’? — W. L. M. 

1 Bulletin 116, Part V, U. S. Bureau of Entomology, March 12, 1913, p. 102. 

*No. 543, U. S. Department of Agriculture, July 18, 1913. 
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Collinge’s ‘The Food of Some British Wild Birds.’!— With the 

subtitle ‘‘ A study in economic ornithology ”’ and the limiting word ‘ some’ 

in the main caption, it would appear that this little book deserved to escape 

censure because it does not absolutely settle the economic status of British 

birds. But it has nevertheless been rather pointedly criticised? evidently 

by someone with a bias in favor of uniform protection of all birds. A few 
words of truth uttered by Professor Collinge about certain injurious species, 

apparently are all this critic was able to see in the book and his prejudice 

is such that these could not be endured. This censorious reviewer states 

“it cannot be said that his (Collinge’s) book greatly advances knowledge 

on this debated subject.” 

This statement, which serves chiefly to manifest the ignorance of this 

reviewer, is not only untrue but slanderous. Professor Collinge’s book 

reports on the original examination of more than 3,000°stomachs of British 

birds, and is therefore by far the largest single contribution to its subject 

thus far made. The facts that the author includes digests of the researches 

of other works and gives a comprehensive bibliography are also held up 

against him by the afore-mentioned censor. The work has simply been 

done in modern and excellent style, and these inclusions make it immensely 

more valuable to all really interested in its subject matter. 
Professor Collinge’s book includes besides 4 general introductory and 

3 concluding chapters, detailed reports on the food of 29 species of birds, 

besides chapters on “‘ Birds as destroyers and distributers of weed seeds ” 

and “ Birds in relation to forestry.” 
The treatment by species includes an abstract of previously published 

evidence, tabulation of contents of stomachs examined, field observations 

by the writer, notes on the food of nestlings (when studied), examination 

of faeces (when made) and conclusions. The conclusion is preponderately 

favorable to 18 species and more or less unfavorable to 11. Professor Col- 
linge elaborates upon and reiterates his previously expressed opinion as to 

the lack of beneficial influence in the case of seed-eating birds. He states 

that birds on the whole are praiseworthy in their relations to forests. All 

in all this is the best handbook of the food of British Birds in existence and 
should be in the hands of everyone who desires reliable information on 

economic ornithology in this particular field — W. L. M. 

Bigglestone on Nesting Behavior of the Yellow Warbler.*— This 

paper is based upon a continuous study of a nest of young Yellow Warblers 
from the time of the hatching of the eggs, and irregular earlier observations, 

the observer occupying a blind situated close to the nest. With the co- 

operation of eleven assistants it was possible to record the actions of parents 

1 London 1913, 109 pp. 
2 Bird Notes and News, Vol. V, No. 6, June, 1913, pp. 93-94. 

3A study of the Nesting Behavior of the Yellow Warbler (Dendroica estiva 

estiva.) By Harry C- Bigglestone. Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XXV, No. 2, June, 

1913, pp. 49-67 
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and young on each day, from the beginning of feeding about 4.30 a. M. to its 

cessation at about 8 P. M. without interruption, aggregating 144 hours and 

53 minutes. Such cooperation renders studies of this sort much less irk- 

some. During this time the parents fed the young 2373 times and a table 

shows roughly the different sorts of food that were provided. There was no 

feeding by regurgitation. The egg shells were devoured by the parents as 

were the excreta during the earlier part of the nestling period. Later they 

were carried away. The female did all the brooding and both birds had a 

stereotyped method of approaching the nest. The incubation period was 

eleven days. 

This paper will take its place with a number of similar studies that have 

appeared in recent years and which we trust may increase in number 

until all of our common species have been similarly investigated. A com- 

parative study of such records will eventually yield most valuable generali- 

zations.— W.S8. 

Stone on Venezuelan Birds.! — This paper treats of the birds secured 

by the Francis E. Bond Expedition of 1911, in the Paria Peninsula and the 

Orinoco delta, all the collections there secured having been presented by 

Mr. Bond to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. After a 

summary of the movements of the expedition and some comments on the 

faunistic relationship of certain of the species found at Cariaquito on the 

Paria Peninsula, the paper gives an annotated list of the one hundred and 

seventy-three species collected. As stated by the author ‘it is not sur- 

prising that no new forms were obtained. ... in a region so long familiar to 

bird collectors as the Orinoco delta,” although the collection, which com- 

prises five hundred and four skins, accompanied by full data, is of consid- 

erable value, “‘ in view of the lack of definite localities in the case of early 

collections made in the Orinoco region.’’ The two regions examined are 

quite different in character, forty-eight species having been taken at Caria- 

quito which were not secured in the delta country, although the author does 

not consider the collection ‘“ sufficiently comprehensive to warrant any gen- 

eral deductions on distribution.”’ Field notes on the coloration of the tarsi, 

irides and other soft parts, made by Mr. Thomas S. Gillin who prepared 

the specimens, and notes on distribution and abundance supplied by Mr. 

Stewardson Brown, who was also a member of the expedition, add value 

to the paper.— J. A. G. R. 

Abstract of the Proceedings of the Linnxwan Society of New York.’ 

— The Abstracts which cover the first 56 pages are full of bird records of 

1On a Collection of Birds obtained by the Francis E. Bond Expedition in the 

Orinoco Delta and Paria Peninsula, Venezuela. By Witmer Stone. Proc. Acad. 

Nat. Sci. Phila., 1913, pp. 189-212. Issued July 14, 1913. 

* Abstract of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New York for the 

years ending March 10, 1908; March 9, 1909; March 8, 1910; and March 14, 

1911. Nos. 20-23, February 8, 1913, pp. 1-122, pll. I-XIV. 
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local interest, while two of the three papers published in full treat of birds. 

These are both by P. B. Philipp.— ‘ Bird’s-nesting in the Magdalen Is- 

lands,’ and ‘ The Bird Colonies of Pamlico Sound.’ Both are well illus- 

trated by photographic reproductions and are accompanied by annotated 

lists respectively of 55 and 12 species with detailed accounts of the habits, 

abundance and distribution of the birds, and interesting incidents of the 
trips. 

The society seems to be active and prosperous and the present creditable 

publication is the most pretentious of its series of sixteen issues.— W. S. 

The Ornithological Journals. 

Bird-Lore.! Vol. XV. No.4. July-August, 1913. 

The “Old Man.” <A Maine Coast Bird Study. By Frank A. Brown. 

— Herring Gulls and Eider Ducks on Old Man Island, Machias Bay. 
Five Little Waxwings and How They Grew. By George G. Phillips — 

One developed the wax tips to the secondaries in the juvenal plumage. 

The Woodcock and Its Nest. By Francis M. Root.— With Photograph. 
The Carolina Wren in Beverly, Mass. By Viola E. Crittenden. 

Tragedies of Sandpipers’ Nests. By Paul E. Gray. 

The Massachusetts Audubon Society’s Bird Lists.— Four lists of over 

100 species each seen during the year. Competitive lists of any kind are 

always in danger of encouraging careless identification. The desire to add 

another species leads almost everyone to unconsciously err on the side of 

over-confidence. 

Migration of N. A. Sparrows. By W. W. Cooke.— Amphispiza bicolor 

and nevadensis and Melospiza lincolni and georgiana are treated. W.De W. 

Miller describes the plumages, with a color plate by Fuertes. 

The Audubon Society Leaflets consist of the Brown Thrasher by T. G. 
Pearson and the Tufted Puffin by W. L. Dawson. 

The Condor.2 Vol. XV. No.3, May—June, 1913. 

A Study of the Nesting of the Marsh Hawk. By A. A. Saunders.— 
Illustrated. 

The Wild Turkeys of Colorado. By W. W. Cooke.— Shows that Melea- 

gris gallopavo merriami is apparently the only form that occurs in the state. 

The Rocky Mountain Pine Grosbeak in Utah. By E. and A. O. Tre- 

ganza. 
Notes on Some Mesa County, Colorado Birds. By E. R. Warren. 

Some Further Notes from the Tahoe Region. By M.S. Ray. 
Notes from Buena Vista Lake and Fort Tejon. By Chester Lamb and 

H. B. Howell. 

10Organ of the Audubon Societies. Edited by F. M. Chapman. Published 

by D. Appleton & Co., Harrisburg, Pa. 

 * Edited for the Cooper Ornithological Club, by Joseph Grinnell. Published 

at the Condor Office, Hollywood, California. 
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Notes on Certain Kansas Birds. By Alex. Wetmore. 

Some Notes on the Nesting of the Short-eared Owl. By A. A. Saunders. 

Synopsis of the Recent Campaign’ for the Conservation of Wild Life in 

California. By W. P. Taylor. 

The Condor. Vol. XV. No.4. July—August, 1913. 

A Nest of the Dusky Horned Lark. By C. H. Kennedy. 

Sierra Storms and Birds. By F.S. Hanford. 

An Introduction to the Study of the Eggs of the North American Limi- 

cole. By R. W. Shufeldt.— Five plates. 

With the Band-tailed Pigeon in San Diego County. By L. M. Huey. 

The All-Day Test at Santa Barbara. By W. L. Dawson.— 108 species 

seen in a day. 

The Wilson Bulietin.! Vol. XXV. No.2. June, 1913. 

A Study of the Nesting Behavior of the Yellow Warbler ( Dendroica 

estiva estiva). By H. C. Bigglestone.— See p. 603. 

Some Records of the Feeding of Nestlings. By Lynds Jones.— Observa- 

tions during part of the nestling period on Field Sparrow, Song Sparrow and 

House Wren. 

Preliminary List of the Birds of Northern Passaic County, N. J. By 

L. S. Kohler.— 144 species listed. 

The Extermination of the Wild Turkey in Clayton County, Iowa. By 

Althea R. Sherman.— An interesting historical compilation. 

Notes on the Sage Hen. By S.58. Visher. 

The Oodlogist.2 Vol. XXX. No.7. July 15, 1913. 

Winter Birds of Egypt. By F. T. Pember—— Observations during six 

weeks on the Nile. 

The Odlogist. Vol. XXX. No.8. August 15, 1913. 

Several articles on bird life on the Isle of Pines. By A. C. Reed, with 

illustrations of nests, ete. 

Breeding Warblers of Harvey’s Lake, Luzerne Co., Pa. By Archie 

Benners. 

The Ibis.2 X Series. Vol. I. No.3. July, 1918. 

On a small Collection of Birds from Henderson Island, South Pacific. 

By W. R. Ogilvie-Grant.— Colored plate of Vini stephent (North). 

The Birds of Hong Kong, Macao, and the West River or Si Kiang, in 

Southeastern China, with Special Reference to their Nidification and 

Seasonal Movements. Part II]. By R. E. Vaughan and K. H. Jones.— 

Treats of the Pigeons, Gallinaceous and Water Birds, concluding the paper. 

In an appendix Pericrocotus stanfordi from southeastern China is described 

as new. 
The Evolution of Adaptation in Parasitic Cuckoos’ Eggs. By E. C. 

1 Edited for the Wilson Ornithological Club by Lynds Jones, Oberlin, Ohio. 

2 Edited and published by R. M. Barnes, Lacon., Ill. 

3 Edited for the British Ornithologists’ Union, by W. L. Sclater. Published. 

by R. H. Porter, 7 Princess St., Cavendish Sq., W., London. 
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Stuart Baker.— After many years study of Asiatic parasitic Cuckoos the 

author claims that eggs of parasitic Cuckoos have undergone, or are under- 

going, a process of adaptation, and that the majority of foster parents fail to 

recognize differences in size or shape between their eggs and that of the 

Cuckoo but do recognize differences in color. We cannot, however, regard 

the evidence of adaptation as conclusive. The theory would seem to 

necessitate the parasitism of one race or strain of Cuckoos upon one species 

of bird and another race upon a different species, and upon this point we 
have no evidence whatever. 

On the Linnean Names Strix funerea and Anser erythropus, and on the 

Species which should be Referred to them. By Einar Lénnberg.— The 

use of funerea for Tengmalm’s Owl as adopted in the A. O. U. Check-List 

but rejected in the recent British List is upheld upon what seems to be satis- 

factory evidence, while Anser erythropus, is shown to refer to the Lesser 

White-fronted Goose. 

A Reference List of the Birds of New Zealand. By Gregory M. Mathews 

and Tom Iredale (continued)— The following are described as new: 

Herodias alba maoriana, Carbo carbo steadi, Circus approximans drummondi, 

Nesierax pottsi, Cyanoramphus auriceps macleani, Strigops habroptilus 

innominatus, S. h. parsonsi, Sauropatis sanctus forsteri, Acanthositta chloris 

granti, Myiomoira macrocephala marrineri, Rhipidura flabellifera kempi, 

also the genera Mesocarbo, type Carbo sulcirostris Brandt; Maorigerygone 

type Curruca igata Quoy and Gaimard and Nesomiro, type Miro traversi 

Buller. 

Proceedings at the Annual General Meeting of the B. O. U. 1913.— Col. 

R. G. Wardlow-Ramsay was elected president and Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker 

Secretary and Treasurer. 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club. No. CLXXXYVIII. 

May 28, 1913. 

Oreocincla whiteheadi, Khagan Valley, India, is described as new by E. C. 

Stuart Baker, who also has some remarks on other species of the genus, 

while Laniarius helene, Sierra Léone, W. Africa is described as new by H. 

J. Kelsall. W.R. Ogilvie Grant has diagnoses of the following new forms 

from Yemen: Turdus menachensis, Parisoma buryi, Ginanthe yemenensis, 

Accentor fagani, Pseudacanthis (gen. nov.) yemenensis, Poliospiza menachen- 

sis, and Cryptolopha wmbrovirens yemenensis; all of which were procured by 

G. W. Bury. 
H. M. Wallis presents a list of birds observed in the Balkans. 

Bulletin of the British Ornithologists’ Club. No. CLXXXIX. 

July 10, 1913. 
The meeting here recorded which took place on June 11, marked the 

twenty-first anniversary of the club and it was fittingly celebrated by the 

1Bdited by W. R. Ogilvie-Grant. Published by Witherby & Co., 326 High 

Holborn, London. 
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presentation of a memorial to the chairman, Dr. P. L. Sclater. Dr. Sclater 
was however unable to attend and his death a few days later is announced 

at the end of the Bulletin. 
A. F. R. Wollaston and C. B. Kloss, just returned from the mountains 

of New Guinea, gave an account of their journey and W. R. Ogilvie Grant 

described the following new species from their collection: Rallicula klossi, 

Mellopitta lugubris rostrata, Edoliisoma utakwensis, Anthus wollastoni, 

and Pardigalla intermedia. 

Hon. Walter Rothschild remarked upon a recent trip to Algeria. 

The following new forms are described. By Col. 8. Clarke: Stizorhina 

vulpina intermedia, Victoria Nyanza Dist.; Caprimulgus ludovicianus, 

S. W. Abyssinia. By Major H. H. Harrington: Suya crinigera cookt, 

Upper Burma; S. c. ywnnanensis, Yunnan; Prinia inornata burmanica, 

Upper Burma; P. 7. formosa, Formosa. By W. R. Ogilvie Grant: Rhyn- 

chostruthus percivali yemenensis, Yemen. 

Claude H. B. Grant proposes the generic name Heteromirafra as a sub- 

stitute for Heteronyx preoccupied. 

British Birds.1 Vol. VII. No. 2. July, 1913. 
The sense of smell in the Gray Lag-Goose. By Mary G. 8. Best and 

Maud D. Haviland.— A tent was erected near the nest for photographic 

purposes. When the wind was from the nest the bird exhibited no fear, 

when the wind was from the tent toward the nest she at first refused to re- 

main on the nest, showing every appearance of fright, and later when 

incubating showed great uneasiness when the wind was in this direction. 

No explanation for her action seems plausible except that she ‘ winded ’ 

the photographer. 
Discovery of a Colony of Tree-Sparrows on Inistrahull Island, Co. 

Donegal, Ireland. By C. J. Patten. 

British Birds. Vol. VII. No. 3. August, 1913. 

The Late Philip Lutley Sclater. By A. H. Evans.— With portrait. 

The Sequence of Plumages of the Common Eider. By J. G. Millais. 
British Birds. Vol. VII. No.4. September, 19138. 

On the Breeding-Season and Clutch of the Steganopodes (Cormorant, 

Shag and Gannet.) By Rev. F. R. C. Jourdain. 

Notes on the Breeding Habits of the Common Eider. As observed in the 

Outer Hebrides. By Mary G.S. Best and Maud D. Haviland. 

On Incubation. By Eric B. Dunlop.— Data are presented showing 

that when incubation begins with the laying of the first egg the discrepancy 

in size of the young when all are hatched —if the last eggs hatch — is. 

such that the older, stronger birds, get the bulk of the food, and the youngest 

bird and sometimes the next older, perish from starvation. Observations 

on Boobies agree in the fact that while two eggs constitute a clutch only 

1Edited by H. F. Witherby. Published by Witherby & Co., 326 High Hol- 

born, London. 
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one young is reared. Early incubation is undoubtedly a protective habit 

and that it should eventually result in mortality is very remarkable. 
British Birds. Vol. VII. No.1. June, 1913. 
The Eclipse-Plumage of the Capercaillie. By W. R. Ogilvie Grant. 

The Case of the Land Rail. By N. F. Ticehurst.— Proposes an inquiry 

as to the cause of its scarcity in certain sections. 

Recovery of Marked Birds. 

The Avicultural Magazine.! Vol. IV. No.8. June, 1913. 

For Love of Science. By Arthur G. Butler.— A rather remarkable 

article upholding the traffic in live wild birds and even the feather trade; 

- though as the well-known statements, of the dealers that Egrets are no 

longer killed for their plumes is taken as fact the writer may be excused for 

some of his remarks. The paper gives rise to much discussion in subse- 

quent numbers of the journal. 

The Capercaillie at Home. By Martin Cunningham. 

The Lesser Egret. By Hubert D. Astley— A strong protest against 

the wearing of Aigrettes, etc. 

The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV. No.9. July, 1913. 

The Great Bustard. By A. Trevor-Battye — With remarkable photo- 

> graph of a male bird ‘ in display.’ 
The Finding of a Treasure. By Reginald Phillipps.— Interesting ac- 

count of the Hobby, Falco subbuteo. 
The Avicultural Magazine. Vol. IV. No.10. August, 1913. 

A Day in a Hampshire Garden. By Philip Gosse.— Familiar English 

birds discussed. 
Numerous articles on cage birds in all three numbers. 
Bird Notes.2, Vol. IV. No.6. June, 1913. 
Some Interesting Birds. By W. T. Page— Excellent photographs of the 

Great Spotted Woodpecker. 
British Owls. By F. Dawson Smith Photographic illustrations. 

Bird Notes from Trieste to Bombay. By H. Whistler— Photograph 

of Hemprich’s Gull in flight. 
Bird Notes. Vol. IV. No.7. July, 1913. 

Three Pytelie. By W. T. Page.—Colored plate of P. melba and P. 

afra. 

Some Interesting Birds. By W. T. Page.—Photographs of Philemon 

argenticeps and Calliste fastuosa. 

The Emu. Vol. XIII. Partl. July, 1913. 
On the Osteology of the Red Wattle Bird (Anthochera carunculata). 

By R. W. Shufeldt.— Four plates. 

1Edited for the Avicultural Society by Hubert D. Astley. Published by 

West, Newman & Co., 54 Hatton Garden, E. C. London. 

2 Journal of the Foreign Bird Club. Edited by Wesley T. Page. 
8 Organ of the Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ Union. Edited by A. ay 

Campbell and Charles Barrett, Melbourne, Australia. London Agents, Witherby 

& Co., 326 High Holborn. 
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The Eggs of Gymnorhina spp. By A. F. Bassett Hull — Colored plate. 

Field Ornithology in South Australia. By 8. A. White — An annotated 

list of 75 species with several views of the country. Capt. White submits, 

under protest, to the nomenclature of the new R. A. O. U. Check List and 

in a letter emphasizes his opposition to it. 

Bird-Life of the Kow Plains (Victoria). By L. G. Chandler.— 101 

species listed with notes and some excellent photographs of nests. 

Field Notes on Some Ralline. By Miss J. A. Fletcher. 

The Austral Avian Record.! Vol.I. No.8. March 20, 1913. 

New Subspecies of Birds from the Monte Bello Islands, N. W. Australia. 

By P. D. Montague.— Eremiornis carteri assimilis and Anthus australis 

montebellv. 
Additional Species Described by Gould from Norfolk, Lord Howe, and 

Philip Islands. By Witmer Stone and Gregory M. Mathews. 

The Genus-name Meliphaga. By Gregory M. Mathews.— The type was 

first properly designated by Gray, 1840, as M. chrysotis. The name 

therefore takes the place of Péilotis of most authors while Meliphaga auct. 

nec. Lewin becomes Zanthomiza Swainson. 
Additions and Corrections to My Reference List. By Gregory M. 

Mathews.— 21 new races proposed. : 

New Geneva. By Gregory M. Mathews.— 10 new genera proposed. 

The Austral Avian Record. Vol. II. No.1. August 2, 1913. 

The Coloration of the Palate and Pharynx of Australian Birds. By 

J. Burton Cleland. 
Additions and Corrections to My Reference List. By Gregory M. 

Mathews.— 10 new forms. 
Mattingleya inornata Ramsay. By Gregory M. Mathews. 

New Genera and Species. By Gregory M. Mathews.— 3 genera, one 

species. 

On Some Interesting [New Zealand] Birds in the Vienna Museum. By 

Tom Iredale.— Gallirallus hectori ruscheki subsp. nov. and Hemipuffinus 

gen. nov., type Puffinus carneiceps Gould. 

Ardea? [In Dutch] Vol. II. No.2. June, 1913. 

Abnormal Coloration. By A. E. H. Swaen.— With list of albinos. 

Ornithological Investigations in Steil in Omstreken. By P. C. Riotte. 

— Annotated list of 55 species. 

Ornithological Observations in Netherlands. By E. D. Van Oort. 
Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie Vol. V. No. 50. June, 1913. 

On the Classification of Birds. By A. Dubois.— Dr. Dubois’ System is 

by no means a modern one. He divides the Aves into three subclasses, 

1 Edited by Gregory M. Mathews. Published by Witherby & Co., 326 High 

Holborn, London, W. C. 

2Edited for the Netherlands Ornithological Society by L. F. De Beaufort, 

A. A. Van Pelt Lechner and E. D. Van Oort. Published by E. J. Brill, Leiden. 

3 Edited by A. Menegaux, 55 Rue de Buffon, Paris. 3 
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Ratite, Ptilopsedes, and Gymnopedes, the last two based on the condition 

of the young at hatching. In the arrangement of orders the Parrots are 

put at the head of the system separated from the Scansores, ete., by the 

whole Passerine series. The Cormorants are allowed to stand with the 

other Steganopodes in the ‘Ptilopedes’ although the young are anything 

but downy, and on the other hand the Caprimulgide with downy young 
hardly agree with the ‘ Gymnopedes.’ 

Need of a New Catalogue of French Birds According to a Modern 

Classification. By Dr. Besaucéle. 

For the Formation of a ‘Committee on Migration’ in France. By J. 

Delamain. 

On Aquila nevia. By Gabriel Etoc. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Vol. V. No. 51. July, 1913. 

Study of a Collection of Birds Obtained by M. Albert Pichon in Western 

Yunnan. By A. Menegaux and R. Didier. 

Regarding the Buzzard. By R. Didier— Food Habits. 

Abnormal Eggs. By A. Legros. 

On Procellaria glacialis. By N. Seguin-Jard. 

Notes on the Spring Migration of 1913. By J. Delamain. 

Ornithological Notes in Paris. By R. Babin — Columba palumbus in 

the public gardens. 

The Truth about the Birds of Prey. By F. Daguin. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie. Vol. V. No. 52-53. August- 

September, 1913. 
The Ostrich in French West Africa. By G. Bouet. 

Migration during 1912 and early 1913. By M. P. Petitclere— In 

several parts of France. 

Egret Hunting in South America. By E. R. Wagner. 

Ornithological Observations at Setif, Algeria 1895-1900. By A. L. 

Charriere. 

Several local lists. 
Journal fiir Ornithologie. Vol. 61. Part 3. July, 1913. 

On Nesting Data and Egg-Measurements of the Owls of the Western 

Palearctic Region. By Forstmeister Wendlandt. 
A Contribution to our knowledge of the Ornis of French Guinea. By 

Adalbert Klaptocz.— Annotated list of 130 species collected at Mamou 

and Dabola. September, 1911—January, 1912. 

A Contribution to our Knowledge of the Bird Life of the Eastern Erz 

Mountains. By Richard Heyder. 

On the Distribution of the Birds of Lower Amazonia. By E. Snethlage. 

Oological Notes from German East Africa. By Ludwig Schuster. 

Journal fiir Ornithologie. Special Number I. 1913 [July]. 

1 Bdited for the German Ornithological Society by Dr. A. Reichenow. L. A. 

Kittler, Leipzig, Agent. 
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Fourth Annual Report on Bird Observations at the Imperial Biological 

Station at Heligoland. By Hugo Weigold.— An elaborate and interesting 

contribution to our knowledge of bird migration. Four maps show the 

movements of certain Gulls along the coasts of Europe. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte.! Vol. 21, No.6. June, 1913. 

Ornithological Notes in Holland 1911-1912. By Baron R. Snouchaert 

van Schauburg. 
On Bird-Speech. By Richard Biedermann Imhoof. 

On a New Raven from Baluchistan. By A. Laubmann. Corvus 

splendens zugmayeri subsp. nov. 

Some Remarks on Anser anser. By W. Grafsmann. 

Ornithologische Monatsberichte. Vol.21. No.7-8. July-August, 

1913. 

Remarks on the Bird Life of the European Forests at Different Latitudes. 

By Fritz Braun. 

Jaegers on the Rhine. By Dr. le Roi. 

Bee-eating Birds. By J. Gengler. 

On the Biology of Some Strand Birds. By W. Hagen. 

Northern Rarities at Lubeck. By W. Hagen. 

Some Observations on Carpodacus erythrinus (Pall.). By R. Zimmer- 

mann. 

On the Swimming of Dippers. By R. Fenk. 

Two Days Among the Birds of Jericho. By Ernst Schmitz. 

The Wintering of Parus atricapillus borealis in Finnland. By H. Grote 

and H. B. Loudon. 

New Forms from Spain and Portugal. By H. Weigold. Sazicola 

enanthe nivea, Alauda arvensis sierre and Alauda arvensis taitt. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift.2, Vol. 38. No.5. May, 1918. 

Ornithology in Croatia, 1910. By E. Réssler. 

Totanus hypoleucus, T. ochropus and Rallus aquaticus as German Winter 

Birds. By O. Brauns. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol. 38. No. 6. June, 1913. 

Fifth Yearly Report of the Experimental and Model Station for Bird 

Protection. By Hans Freiherr von Berlepsch. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift. Vol.38. No.7. July, 1913. 

On the Bird Rocks of the Faroes. By Carl Kichler. 

Revista Italiana de Orritologia [In Italian]. Vol. II. No. 3. 

The Various Forms of Shrikes in Italy. By T. Salvadori. 

Systematic Position of Laniellus leucogrammicus. By T. Salvadori. 

1 Edited by Dr. A. Reichenow. R. Friedliinder and Son, Berlin N. W. 6, 
Karlsh. 11. Agents. 

? Organ of the German Society for the Protection of Birds. Edited by Dr. C. 

R. Hennicke and Dr. O. Taschenberg. Agent Max Kretschmann, Creutz’sche 

Verlagsbuchhandlung in Magdeburg. 

3 Edited by Ettore Arrégoni Degli Oddi. Published by Stabelimento, Poli- 

grafico Emiliano, Piazza Calderini 6, Bologna, Italy. 
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Somateria mollissima in Italy. By E. Balducci. 
On Caccabis labatet. By G. Martorelli. 

An Apparently New Form of Genneus. By A. Ghigi— Genneus fockel- 
manni Di. sp. 

Ornithological Articles in Other Journals.! 

Mitchell, Dr. P.C. Onthe Anatomy of Baleniceps rex. (Abst. Proc. 

Zool. Soc. London, No. 123. June3, 1913.) — Many characters in common 

with Scopus, most of which occur also in the Storks. Baleniceps seems 
best placed in a group by itself equivalent to the Storks and Herons. 

Patten, C. J. The Diurnal Migrations of Certain Birds Observed 

at the Tuskar Rock [Ireland]. (The Zoologist, June 16, 1913.) 

Stubbs, F. J. The Velocities of Migratory Birds. (The Zoologist, July 

15, 1913.) — Considers that birds probably do not fly in ‘ the teeth of the 

wind,’ but take advantage of air currents for long flights. 

Ingram, C. Stray Notes on the Birds of Trinidad and Tobago, British 

West Indies. (The Zoologist, July 15, 1913.) 

Mudge, G. P. Some Phenomena of Species Hybridization among 

Pheasants. (The Zoologist, July 15, 1913.) — Comparison of plumage of 

Euplocamus nycthemerus X E. swinhoii with parents. 

Selous, E. A Diary of Ornithological Observation Made in Iceland 
During June and July, 1912. (The Zoologist, August 15, 1913.) 

Clarke, W. Eagle. Two Birds New to the Scottish Fauna. (The Scot- 

tish Naturalist, July, 1913.) — Motacilla flava beema, Sterna anglica. 
Anderson, P. The Birds of the Island of Tiree. (The Scottish Natura- 

list, July, 1913.) 
DuBois, A. Review of the Ritite Birds. (Bull. Soc. Zool. de France 

XXXVII, p. 300; XXXVIII, p. 104, 1913.) — A List with synonyms and 

generic keys. 
DuBois, A. Birds and Insects from the Economic Point of View and 

The Protection of Birds. (Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, XX XVIII, 1913.) 

Stanwood, C.J. The Hermit Thrush at Home. (Nature and Culture 

May, 1913.) — A careful study of anest and young. The incubation period 

is determined as 12 days. 
Swenk, M. H. and Zimmer, J.T. Some Notes on the Summer Birds 

of Southwestern Nebraska. (Proc. Nebraska Ornith. Union, V, pt. 4, 

May 1, 1912.) — Annotated list of 53 species. 

1 Some of these journals are received in exchange, others are examined in the 

library of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. The Editor is 

under obligation to Mr. J. A. G. Rehn for a list of ornithological articles contained 

in the accessions to the library from week to week. 
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Holland, R.P. The Gun for Spring Shooting. Varied Experiences and 

Some Success in Hunting Ducks and Geese with a Camera. (Out Door 

World and Recreation, July, 1913.) 

Editorial. Shooting Up An Egret Rookery.— Illustrated account of 

the latest Florida outrage. (Out Door World and Recreation, 1913.) 

Bailey, B. H. The Occurrence of Melanism in the Broad-winged Hawk; 

A Remarkable Flight of Broad-winged Hawks; and Notes on the Food of 

the Black-crowned Night Heron in Captivity. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 

XIX, 1912.) 

Pellett, F. C. Food Habits of Red-tailed Hawk, Cooper Hawk and 

Sparrow Hawk. (Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., XIX 1912.) 

Gardner, Leon. A Partial Account of the Birds in the Vicinity of 

Laguna Beach [Cal.]. (First Ann. Rept. Laguna Marine Lab. 1912.) 

Brother Alphonsus. Brief notes on Indiana birds by this author 

run through the numbers of the Midland Naturalist and in the July issue 

is an article on the autumnal migration of 1912. 

Davidson, A. El Pajaro Lino or the California Woodpecker. (Bull. 

So. Cal. Acad. Sci., Jan. 1913.) 

Rothschild, Hon. Walter and Hartert, E. OnSome Australian Forms 

of Tyto. (Nov. Zool., XX, 1913.) — This paper is a study of Gregory M. 

Mathews’ types, augmented by the material in the Tring and British Mu- 

seums. After most careful consideration the authors reject seven of the 

nine new forms proposed by Mr. Mathews as pure synonyms based in 

their opinion upon sexual or individual differences. 

Zitkov, B. M. Birds of the Peninsula of Yamal. (Ann. Mus. Zool. 

V Akad. Imp. St. Petersbg., XVII, 1913.) [In Russian.] 

Bianchi, V. L. Tenth Supplement to the List of Birds of St. Peters- 

berg. (Ann. Mus. Zool. Akad. Imp. St. Petersbg., XVII, 1913.) [In 

Russian. | 

Tubia, J. F. Aves de Cataluna. (Mem. de la Real Sociedad Esp. 

Hist. Nat., VII, 1913.) — A list of 277 species with brief descriptions, keys 

and 81 text figures, essentially a manual for popular use. 

Salvadori, T. Note on Pucrasia ruficollis David & Oust., and on 

Tchitrea melanura Rchnw. (Bol. Mus. Univ. Torin., X XVII, 1912.) 

Phillips, J. C. Two New African Birds. (Proc.. Biol. Soc. Wash., 

XXVI, June 30, 1913.) — Caprimulgus eleanore Fazogli, Sudan; Passer 

domesticus chephreni, Cairo, Egypt. 
Todd, W. E. Clyde. Preliminary Diagnoses of Apparently New Birds 

from Tropical Americana. (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XXVI, Aug. 8, 1913.) 

— 34 new races proposed from Venezuela; Santa Marta, Colombia; Bolivia, 

and Isle of Pines. 
Hellmayr, C. E. Aves for 1912 (Archiv. fur Naturgesch. B. Heft. 2, 

July, 1913.) — This excellent review of the year’s literature appears with 

remarkable promptness. 

Chasseriaud, R. The Flight of Birds. (La Nature XLI.) 

Schmidt, H. W. The Birds of Erlangen and Vicinity. (Sitzungsb. 

Physch-med. Soziet Erlangen, 44, 1913.) 
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Boss, K. Studies of the Development of the Brain in Fringilla canaria 

and Chelydra serpentina. (Gegenbaur’s Morphol. Jahrb., XLV. 1913.) 

_ Fries, Dr. Studies of Hybrids, Columba palumbus and Columba livia. 
(Berajah 1913.) 

Campenhausen, L. Freiherr von. ‘The Birds of the Southwest 

Coast of the Island of Oesel. (Mittl. Sekt. f. Naturkunde Gsterreich. 

Touristen-Klub. Wien. 1912, Vol. XXIV.) 

Publications Received.— Bailey, Harold H. The Birds of Virginia. 

J. P. Bell Co., Lynchburg, Va. 8vo. 1913. pp. 362. §$3. 

Beal, F. E. L. Our Meadowlarks in Relation to Agriculture. (Year- 

book U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 1912. pp. 279-284.) 

Bigglestone, Harry C. A study of the Nesting Behavior of the Yel- 

low Warbler. | (Reprint [repaged] from the Wilson Bulletin, June, 1913.) 

Carnegie Museum. Sixteenth Annual Report, 1913. 

Craig, Wallace. Peter, My Painted Bunting. (The Avicultural 

Magazine, IV, No. 8, pp. 245-248.) 

Craig, Wallace. The Stimulation and the Inhibition of Ovulation in 

Birds and Mammals. (Journal of Animal Behavior, May—June, 1913, 

pp. 215-221.) 

Doolin, John B. Field, Forest and Stream in Oklahoma. Report of 

the State Game and Fish Warden for 1912. Roy. 8vo. 1913. pp. 159. 

Dubois, Alph. Sur la Classification des Oiseaux. (Rev. Franc. d’Or- 

nith. May—June, 1913.) Oiseaux et Insectes au Point de Vue Economique. 

(Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, XXXVIII, 1913, pp. 165-171.) Pour la 

Protection des Oiseaux. (do. pp. 127-133.) Coup d’Giil sur les Oiseaux 

Ratites. (do. XXXVII, 1913, pp. 303-310, XXXVIII, 1913, pp. 104— 
115). Novelle Revue des Oiseaux Observés en Belgique. (Mem. Soc. Zool. 

de France XXV, 1912, pp. 162-209.) 
Faull, J. H. The Natural History of the Toronto Region, Ontario, 

Canada. Toronto. Published by the Canadian Institute, 1913. Svo. 

pp. 419. $2. 
Faxon, Walter. Brewster’s Warbler (Helminthophila leucobronchialis) 

a Hybrid between the Golden-winged Warbler (Helminthophila chrysop- 

tera) and the Blue-winged Warbler (Helminthophila pinus) (Mem. Mus. 

Comp. Zool. Vol. XL, No. 6, pp. 311-316. August, 1913.) 
Grinnell, Joseph. Leucosticte tephrocotis dawsoni— A New Race of 

Rosy Finch from the Sierra Nevada. (The Condor, XV, 1918, pp. 76-79.) 

The Willow Ptarmigan. (Nat. Asso. Audubon Soc. Educational Leaflet 

60.) 

Hahn, Walter L. The Future of the North American Fauna. (Popular 

Science Monthly, August, 1913. pp. 169-177.) 

Laubmann, A. Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der Reise von Prof. 

Dr. G. Merzbacher im zentralen und éstlichen Thian-Schan, 1907-8. I. 

Végel. (Abhandl. K. Bayer. Akad. Wissen. Math.-phys. Klasse. X XVI. 

Band 3. Abhandl. January, 1913. pp. 1-105. 
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McAtee, W. L. Relation of Birds to Grain Aphides. (Yearbook 

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1912. pp. 397-404.) 

McLean, George P. The Plumage and the Tariff — Extermination 

of Useful Birds for their Plumage a Grave Economic Blunder. Speech 

in the U.S. Senate. (Reprint from the Congressional Record, 1913.) 

Mathews, Gregory M. The Birds of Australia. Vol. III. Pt. 3. 

London, Witherby & Co. August 18, 1913. 

Mearns, Edgar A. Descriptions of three New African Weaver-birds 
of the Genera Estrilda and Granatina. (Smithson. Mise. Collns. Vol. 61, 

No. 9. July 31, 1913.) Descriptions of four New African Thrushes of 
the Genera Planesticus and Geocichla. (do. No. 10. August 11, 1913.) 

Menegaux, A. L’Elevage de L’Autruche. Récolte et Commerce des 

Plumes. Bibl. d’Agriculture Coloniale, Paris. A. Challomel Ed. 1913. 

8vo. pp. 1-156. 

Riley, J. H. The Bahama Barn Ow]. (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash., XXVI, 

pp. 153-154. June 30, 1913.) 

Shufeldt, R. W. Review of the Fossil Fauna of the Desert Region of 

Oregon, with a Description of additional Material collected there. (Bull. 

Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., XXXII, pp. 123-178. July 9, 1913.) Further 

Studies of Fossil Birds with Descriptions of New and Extinct Species. (do., 

pp. 285-306. August 4, 1913). The American Grouse and Their Identifi- 

cation. PartI. (Outer’s Book, Sept. 1913. pp. 239-244.) Novel Appli- 

cation of Photography to Scientific Pictorial Ornithology. (The Photo- 

graphic Times, August, 1913. pp. 9-12.) Extinct Birds. (The Guide to 

Nature, June, 1913. pp. 38-41.) Interesting Nesting Site for Rough- 

Winged Swallows. (do., July, 1913. pp. 61-62.) On the Osteology of 

the Red Wattle-Bird (Anthochera carunculata.) (The Emu, July, 1913. 

pp. 1-14.) An Introduction to the Study of the Eggs of the North Ameri- 

can Limicole. (The Condor, July-August, 1913. pp. 138-151.) 

Stanwood, Cordelia J. The Hermit Thrush at Home. (Nature and 

Culture, May, 1913. pp. 24-39.) 

Stone, Witmer. On a Collection of Birds Obtained by the Francis E. 

Bond Expedition in the Orinoco Delta and Paria Peninsula, Venezuela. 

(Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1913. pp. 189-212. June 14, 1913.) 

Stresemann, Erwin. Ornithologische Meszellen aus dem  Indo- 

Australischen Gebiet. (Novit. Zool., XX, June, 1913. pp. 289-324.) 

Die Végel von Bali. Aus den Zoologischen Ergebnissen Der II.  Frei- 

burger Molukken-Expedition. (do., pp. 325-387.) 

Townsend, Charles Wendell. Sand Dunes and Salt Marshes. Boston, 
Dana Estes & Co. 1913. S8vo. pp. 311. 

Thurston, Henry. The Gray Kingbird at Home. (Bird-Lore. 1913. 

pp. 165-168.) 

U. S. Department of Agriculture. Proposed Regulations for the 

Protection of Migratory Birds. (Circular 92 Biol. Survey.) Explanation 

of the Proposed Regulations for the Protection of Migratory Birds. (Cir- 
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cular 93, Biol. Survey.) Directory of Officials Concerned with the Pro- 

tection of Birds and Game, 1913. (Circular 94, Biol. Survey.) 

Abstract, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. Y., Nos. 20-23, 1907-1911. 

Abstract, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, No. 123, July 3, 1913. 

Ardea, Tijdschrift der Ned. Orn-Vereen., II, No. 2, June, 1913. 
Austral Avian Record, II, No. 1, August 2, 1913. 

Avicultural Magazine, (3) IV, Nos. 8-10, June-August, 1913. 

Bird-Lore, XV, No. 4, July-August, 1913. 

British Birds, VII, Nos. 1-4, June-September, 1913. 

Bulletin British Ornith. Club, Nos. CLXXXVIII-CLXXXIX, May 
14-June 11, 1913. 

Bulletin, Charleston Museum, IX, No. 5, May, 1913. 

Condor, The, XV, Nos. 3-4, May—June, July-August, 1913 

Current Items of Interest. (Audubon Soc. Dist. of Columbia) No. 17, 
April 12, 1913. 

Emu, The, XIII, Pt. 1, July, 1913. 
Forest and Stream, LX XX, Nos. 24-26, LX X XJ, Nos. 1-10. 

Ibis, The, (10) I, No. 3, July, 1913. 

New Jersey and Pennsylvania Audubon Bulletin, No. 2, May 1, 1913. 

Oodlogist, The, XXX, Nos. 6-8. June-August, 1913. 

Ornithologische Monatsschrift, 38, Nos. 5-7, May-July, 1913. 

Outdoor World and Recreation, XLIX, Nos. 1-3, July-September, 

1913. 
Philippine Journal of Science, VIII, No. 2-3, April-June, 1913. 

Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, LXV, Pt. 2, April-August, 

1913. 
Proceedings Nebraska Ornith Union, V, Pt. 4, May 1, 1912. 

Records of the Australian Museum, IX, No. 3, May 31, 1913, X, No. 5, 

May 17, 1913. 

Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie V, Nos. 50-53, June-September, 1913. 

Revista Italiana d’Ornitologia II, No. 3, January-March, 1913. 

Science N. 8. XX XVIII, Nos. 966-975. 

Scottish Naturalist, The, Nos. 18-20, June-August, 1915. 

Wilson Bulletin, The, XXV, No. 2, June, 1913. 

Zoologist, The, (4) XVII, Nos. 198-200, June-August, 1913. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Naturalists and ‘ Concealing Coloration.’ 

Epiror or ‘THE AUK.’ 

Dear Sir: —In a letter just received from Mr. John T. Coolidge 3rd. 

now in British East Africa, he writes: ‘‘What you say about an object of 

uniform color against the sky seen from below has been impressed upon 

me lately. J find that in hiding to ambush game for moving pictures, it is 

essential to have an opaque background, otherwise you are sure to be 

detected, silhouetted against the sky. I am going to pin white strips of 

paper on my shoulders and helmet, when an opaque background is not 

obtainable. 

I am doubtful about getting a Chapman’s Zebra, but shall not fail to 

bring you a Grant’s Zebra. Individuals vary tremendously but many 

Grant’s Zebra have jet black stripes on a clean white ground. Rarely 

they have a faint supplementary stripe between the others and sometimes 

the stripes are brown on a yellow-cream ground, but I will look for a 

contrasty one. I have moving pictures of Zebra coming to water 

which show the extreme fear they have of approaching the bushy and 

reedy water holes, even by day. In the rains, they can drink out of pans 

in the open, but all permanent water is surrounded by bush or reeds, or 

usually both. * * *” 

This should remind the reader of the obviousness of what I have re- 

peatedly tried to show to naturalists, that the laws of illumination and 

vision are the same the world over, and that the naturalists who have 

opposed the progress of this great biological discovery merely need to 

study these laws. 

This well known variation of zebras’ colors from black and white to 

brown and yellow is absolutely parallel to the variations of form and other 

characters, equally well known in almost all species. All the cases are more 

or less obviously traceable to corresponding variation in the animals’ cir- 

cumstances. 

In the Zebra’s case, for instance, pure black and white are a little the 

best costume where the sky, and particularly stocky (and therefore par- 

ticularly opaque) reeds tend to be the animal’s sole background. On the 

other hand, in a region where more translucent vegetation and less open sky 

are typical, so that the lightest note behind the zebra is apt to be mere’ 

lighted foliage oftener than sky, a brown and yellow zebra would often 

match a little closer than a black and white one. 

Yours very truly, 
AppoTtt H. THAYER. 

Monadnock, N. H. 

Sept. 11, 1913. 
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Migration and Periodic Accuracy. 

Epiror oF ‘THE AUK.’ 

Dear Str: — In Dr. John C. Phillips’ highly interesting remarks on these 

topics (Auk, XXX, p. 202) he says “It would indeed be interesting if we 

could subject castrated birds to experimental conditions in order to test 

the strength of their migratory impulses, but this could hardly be accom- 

plished.” : 

It would be equally interesting if we could take species migrating north- 

ward for reproductive purposes, and subject them to a reversal of seasonal 

sequences, by introducing them into the southern hemisphere, and learn 

then what changes and variations of migratory impulses would follow. 

Sometime ago the writer had occasion to make inquiries concerning the 

habits of introduced Cervide in New Zealand; the following letter (quoted 

only in relevant parts) from a well informed New Zealand Government 

Official came as a reply to these inquiries; 

....‘‘In reply to your question regarding the introduction of deer 

into New Zealand: — The first red deer presented comprised 12, which 

were the gift of the late Prince Consort to the Colony. These deer were 

bred in Windsor Forest. Six of them were shipped to Wellington and six 

to Canterbury in the year 1862, but three only were landed alive, one stag 

and two hinds. These were sent to Wellington and kept by the Govern- 

ment in a stable, and after the interest and curiosity of the inhabitants 

were satisfied, the three deer were put into a dray, and carted over the 

Tararua Mountains into the Wairarapa district where they were liberated, 

and from that trio there are now quite 12,000 deer in the vicinity. In 

addition to producing larger antlers than their progenitors in Scotland, 

they also increased very considerably in general bulk. Rutting occurs 

generally from about the 20th of March to the 14th of April. This is de- 

pendent very largely upon the weather. When the weather is cold, the 

rutting takes place early, but should it be very mild and warm it does not 

oceur until about the end of March or first week in April. Calving occurs 

generally in October and November. The stags shed their antlers in 

November. The rutting, calving and shedding of antlers, as you will see, 

are exactly opposite to the time in which these processes occur in England. 

If you take the English dates and defer them for six months you get the 

same results as regards the red deer in New Zealand.”’.... 

It is highly probable that these facts concerning the definite reversal 

of time of rutting, etc., have already been published, yet if so, such publica- 

tion has up to date escaped the writer’s notice. The facts just quoted 

constitute a most striking exposition of the seasonal influence on biologic 

functions and nutritional processes of great magnitude and importance to 

the species in question. It is possible that parallel alterations in migration, 

including “periodic accuracy,” ovulation, nesting, and incubation would 
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be found to result could one successfully transplant and keep track of birds 

of migratory species from the northern to the southern hemispheres, or 

vice versa. The writer’s only excuse for calling attention in this ornitholo- 

gical publication to data bearing directly on mammals only, is that the 

data also bear indirectly on cognate processes in birds, and should be avail- 

able for future investigators of migration, etc, 

Very truly, 

W. H. Bereroxp. 

Denver, Colo. 
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NOTES AND NEWS. . 

Paiuip Lutuey Scuater, D. Sce., F. R.8., one of the original Honorary 

Fellows of the American Ornithologists’ Union, died on June 27, 1913, at the 

age of eighty-three years. Dr. Sclater was known throughout the scientific 

world as secretary of the Zoological Society of London, a post which he 

filled from 1859 to 1902; and as a founder of the British Ornithologists’ 

Union, and editor of its journal ‘The Ibis’ from 1866 to 1912 with the 

exception of a period of 12 years. He was also chairman of the British 

Ornithologists’ Club since its organization. His services to ornithology 

throughout his long and active life can scarcely be overestimated, especially 

in connection with neotropical bird life of which he made a specialty, and 

upon which he published a long series of papers culminating with the 

volumes of the British Museum Catalogue of Birds, dealing with the 

Tanagride, Icteride, Tyrannide, Dendrocolaptide, Formicariade and 

other characteristic neotropical families. Dr. Sclater’s loss will be felt by 

ornithologists the world over, especially by the many who were fortunate 

enough either through personal contact or through correspondence to 

count him as a friend. 
At the request of the president of the American Ornithologists’ Union, 

Dr. Daniel Giraud Elliot will deliver a memorial address on Dr. Sclater 

at the annual meeting of the Union in November, which will be published 

in full in the January number of ‘The Auk.’ 

Tue American Museum’s zodlogical explorations in South America, 

which, during the past two years, have produced such interesting results 

in the northern parts of that continent, now promise to be even more 

effectively prosecuted in southern South America, under the leadership of 

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, who in December plans to enter Southern 

Brazil. 
Mr. George K. Cherrie and Mr. Leo E. Miller, both tried members of 

former Museum expeditions, will accompany Colonel Roosevelt as field 

assistants. 

In Ecuador, Mr. Richardson has had a successful season and a shipment 

of 1400 birds and mammals has just been received from him. These 

specimens were collected in part on the coast from the northern extension 

of the arid coastal zone of Peru, and give definite information of where 

this arid strip merges into the humid coastal region of northeastern Eeua- 

dor and western Colombia. 

Mr. Richardson also collected in the luxuriant forests of the Subtropical 

Zone at an altitude of 6000 feet, in the Temperate Zone about Quito and 

the base of Pinchincha, and in the Paramo or Alpine Zone of Pinchincha 

and Chimborazo, working on the latter mountain up to an altitude of 
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16,000 feet. Here Mr. Richardson secured not only specimens but acces- 

sories for a Habitat Group designed to represent the bird-life of the upper 
life-zone of this extinct voleano. 

From Peru, the Museum’s available study material has received an 

exceptionally important addition in the collections made by R. H. Beck 

for Mr. F. F. Brewster and Dr. L. C. Sanford. A large shipment lately 
received from Mr. Beck is particularly rich in little-known marine forms 

collected well off the coast of Peru, and in a beautifully prepared series of 

water-fowl from Lake Junin, situated at an altitude of 13,000 feet in the 

Peruvian Andes, which includes the Andean Flamingo and many other 
species not heretofore represented in the Museum. 

Tue thirty-first stated meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union 

will be held at the American Museum of Natural History, New York City, 

November 11-13, 1913, with a business meeting of the Fellows on the 

evening of the 10th. The annual subscription dinner will be held at the 

Hotel Endicott, close to the museum, which will also be the headquarters 

for visiting members. 

These annual gatherings bring together upwards of one hundred bird 

students from various parts of the country. The attractions offered by 

the sessions of the meeting, and by the institution at which they are held, 

and above all the stimulus of personal contact with other ornithologists, 

tend to bring back those who have once been fortunate enough to be 

present at one of these gatherings. There are however a great many 

members and associates of the Union who have never attended a meeting 

and upon these especially we would urge the importance of at once making 

plans to be present in New York on November 11. One of the greatest 

privileges of membership is the opportunity of attending these annual 

meetings and a large attendance creates a wider and deeper interest in 

ornithology and strengthens the organization of the A. O. U. which has 

done so much for bird study in America. 

We learn from ‘The Ibis’ of the safe return of Mr. A. F. R. Wollaston’s 

New Guinea Expedition. The party consisted of Mr. Wollaston, Mr. 

C. B. Kloss, five Dyak collectors, seventy-four Dyak carriers and an escort 

of 130 men provided by the Dutch Government. ,They succeeded in 

reaching the snow line on Mt. Carstensz about the end of February, and 
sailed for home April 3. 

The collections include 1300 skins of birds and some of the novelties 

have already been described by Mr. Ogilvie-Grant. The party found 

animal Jife very scarce above 6,000 ft. Some Pipit-like birds occurred 

about 9000 ft. and a Dove and a Thrush between 13000 and 14000 ft. 

Just one hundred years ago there occurred an event the effect of which, 
on the development of American ornithology, it is impossible to estimate. 

On August 23, 1813, there died in Philadelphia, Alexander Wilson, aged 
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forty-seven years and forty-eight days. At the time of his death he was 

engaged in preparing for publication the eighth volume of his ‘American 

Ornithology.’ This confining work during the heat of midsummer seems 

to have been too much for a constitution never robust, and he was unable 
to withstand an attack of sickness which might not under other cireum- 
stances have proved serious. 

Wilson’s premature death removed him from the scientific world, when 

he was known to but very few outside of his own city. He did not live to 

hear the great praise that his work received in the scientific centers of 

England and France, and apparently had reaped no financial profits from 
its publication. 

One cannot but speculate upon what the effect would have been upon 

later ornithologists had Wilson been spared to round out the period of life 

normally allotted to man. We know that he had a work on American 

Mammals in mind and also a popular manual or handbook on American 

birds. What influence would the existence of such works have had upon 

the similar publications of Audubon and Nuttall? Indeed the presence 

in America of an ornithologist of the reputation that Wilson must surely 

have attained, would certainly have had a tremendous influence upon the 

whole career of Audubon, who as it was had the field practically to himself. 

In the March and June numbers of ‘Bird Notes and News’ are some 

interesting articles on the prevention of bird mortality at light houses. 

The idea of saving the birds which, attracted by the light, are supposed to 

dash themselves against the masonry or glass of the lighthouses, originated 

with the distinguished Dutch naturalist, Prof. Jac. P. Thijsse. He ad- 

vanced the theory that the majority of the migrants fascinated by the 

glare, or so bewildered by it that they loose their sense of direction, fly 

aimlessly round and round seeking a resting place, until they become 

exhausted, fall, and perish. 

For three years past he has had installed at the Terschelling Lighthouse 

on the Frisian Islands, ladder like perches of wood or iron covered with 

cloth, attached to the roof and platform. On nights when conditions are 

favorable for attracting migrants to the light, the perches become crowded 

with resting birds “to the number of ten thousand”’ and when dawn ap- 

proaches the whole company resume their flight. The mortality has been 

so reduced that at present it does not exceed a hundred birds during the 

whole migration period. 
Similar experiments are now in progress at St. Catharine’s Lighthouse on 

the English coast, being conducted by the Royal Society for the Protection 

of Birds with the hearty support of the Lighthouse Board. It has already 

been demonstrated both here and at Terschelling that the racks or perches 

must be placed actually in the glare of the light, as the birds will not alight 

in the dark area above or below. 
It is encouraging to find what promises to be such a simple solution of 

this problem. 
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Messrs. WirHersy & Co., 326 High Holborn, London, announce the 

publication, by subscription, of a work entitled The Gannet: a Bird with a 

History by J. H. Gurney, F. Z. 8., illustrated with colored plates, maps and 

drawings; 600 octavo pages. Price to subscribers before October 30, 

25 shillings. 

Duutz & Co., 6 Landwehrstrasse, Miinich, announce a reprint of the 

ornithological articles contributed by R. P. Lesson to the ‘‘Echo du Monde 

Savant.”’ This is one of the rarest of publications and the importance of 

Lesson’s contributions make reference to it imperative. The reprint will 

be under the editorship of Dr. A. Menegaux. 
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p. antillarum, 449. 

p. bahamensis, 449. 

p. exigua, 449. 

p. grisola, 449. 

p. insularis, 449. 

p. Jamaicensis, 449. 

p. nana, 449. 

p. neglecta, 449. 

p. pallescens, 449. 

p. parvula, 449. 

p. passerina, 449. 

p- quitensis, 449. 

p. soccorroénsis, 449. 

p. terrestris, 244, 504. 

p. trochila, 449. 

rufipennis eluta, 449. 

r. rufipennis, 373, 449. 

Cheetura pelagica, 27, 245, 258, 341, 

497, 568. 

Chalcoparia singalensis, 123. 

Chamethlypis poliocephala palpe- 

bralis, 378. 

Chamzza brevicauda boliviana, 

121. 

Chapman, F. M., the scientific value 

. of bird photographs, 147-149; 

notice of his ‘Color Key to North 

American Birds,’ 442. 

Charadrius, 287. 

dominicus dominicus, 552, 566, 

581. 

falklandicus, 444. 

fulvus, 294. 

geoffroyi, 444. 

melanops, 444. 

tricollaris, 444. 

veredus, 444. 

wilsonia, 444. 

Charitonetta, 151. 

albeola, 39, 565. 

Chat, Yellow-breasted, 28, 80, 351, 

358, 437, 557, 572. 

Chaulelasmus streperus, 17, 548, 

564. 

Chelidonaria urbica, 151. 

Chelidoptera tenebrosa pallida, 450. 
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Chen hyperboreus hyperboreus, 22, 

226, 549, 565, 575. 

hyperboreus nivalis, 336, 575, 

579. 

Chickadee, 9, 531, 534. 

Black-capped, 353. 

Carolina, 247, 502. 

Hudsonian, 9, 437. 

Long-tailed, 573. 

Chicken, Prairie, 238, 563. 

Childs, John Lewis, Robins de- 

stroyed by a storm, 590. 

China, birds of, 451. 

Chlamydodera maculata, 141. 
Chloris, 451. 

Chloroceryle, 120. 

Chloronerpes chrysochlorus auro- 

sus, 121. 

yucatanensis yucatanensis, 374. 

Chlorophonia, 264. 
callophrys, 264-266. 

Chlorostilbon puruensis, 448. 

Chondestes grammacus grammacus, 

240, 570. 

Chordeiles acutipennis texensis, 427. 

virginianus chapmani, 245. 

virginianus sennetti, 568. 

virginianus virginianus, 26, 

130, 420, 427, 497, 532, 539. 

Choucaleyon, 120. 

Chrysomitris forreri, 308. 

cucullata, 301. 

Chrysothlypis chrysomelas ocularis, 
122; 

Chubbia, 596. 

Chuck-will’s-widow, 245, 497. 

Cinnyris brevirostris, 142. 

clementix, 600. 

clementize keiensis, 600. 

ornata, 123. 

Circus approximans, 304. 
approximans drummondi, 604. 

hudsonius, 6, 244, 272, 426, 

504, 542, 567. 

Cirrepidesmus, 444. 

Cisticola aberrans minor, 467. 
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Cisticola elgonensis, 304. 

kmunkei, 304. 

monticola, 467. 

prinoides, wambugensis, 289. 

Cistothorus stellaris, 558, 573. 

Clangula, 302. 

clangula americana, 5, 565. 

islandica, 575. 

Claravis pretiosa pretiosa, 373. 

Clark, Hubert Lyman, Notes on the 

Panama Thrush-Warbler, 11-15. 

anatomical notes on some genera 

of passerine birds, 262-267; an- 

atomical notes on Todus, Oxyrun- 

cus and Spindalis, 402-406. 

Cleaves, Howard H., what the 

American Bird-banding Associa- 

tion has accomplished during 

1912, 248-261. 

Coale, H. K., Hummingbird’s eye- 

lashes, 583. 

Cobb, Anna E., Little Blue Heron 

(Florida caerulea) in Vermont, 

(Pile 

Coccothraustes coccothraustes ja- 

ponicus, 18. 

Coccyzus americanus americanus, 

25, 245, 340, 420, 426, 496, 
568. 

_ erythrophthalmus, 496, 568. 

Coereba bahamensis, 155. 
luteola obscura, 450. 

Colaptes auratus auratus, 245, 497. 

auratus luteus, 7, 257, 279, 341, 

536, 568. 
cafer collaris, 568. 

Colinus virginianus floridanus, 243. 
virginianus virginianus, 24, 238, 

338, 494, 567. 
Collett, Robert, obituary of, 318. 

Collinge, W. E., review of his papers 

on economic ornithology, 453- 

454, 603. 

Colombia, birds of, 121. 
Colorado, birds of, 112, 480. 

Columba albigularis, 301. 
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Columba albinucha, 467. 

livia, 615. 

nigrirostris nigrirostris, 372. 

palumbus, 611, 615. 

squamosa, 271. 

Columbina, 287. 

Colymbus, 287, 458. 

auritus, 506, 563. 

holbeelli, 267, 429, 436, 506, 563. 

nigricollis ealifornicus, 37, 563. 

parvus, 598. 

Compsothlypis americana ameri- 

cana, 247, 500. 

americana usnez, 279. 

Concealing coloration, 146, 311- 

Siler cialennoiles 

‘Condor,’ review of, 138, 299, 456, 

605. 

Connecticut, birds of, 152, 577. 

Conurus aztec, 373. 

Cooke, Wells W., the relation of 

bird migration to the weather, 

205-221; review of his ‘ Distribu- 
tion and Migration of N. A. 

Herons,’ 450. 

Coot, 243, 503, 562. 

Coprotheres, 444. 

Coracina, 305. 

papuensis meekiana, 306. 

Corey, Alice, Bicknell’s Thrush in 

Froneonia Notch, N. H., 589. 

Cormorant, 22. 

Double-crested, 22, 564. 

Florida, 241, 503. 

Corvus brachyrhynchos _ brachy- 

rhynchos, 7, 234, 348, 554, 

565. 

brachyrhynchos pascuus, 246. 

corax principalis, 3438, 487. 

corax sibiricus, 305. 

corax sinuatus, 569. 

corax ussurianus, 305. 

cornix, 151. 

corone, 143. 

frugilegus, 151. 

macrorhynchus mandschuricus, 

464. 

Index. [oct. 

Corvus ossifragus, 246, 498, 543. 

sibiricus, 305. 

sinensis, 305. 

splendens zugmayeri, 612. 

Cory, C. B., review of his ‘Descrip- 

tions of new Neotropical Birds,’ 

449-450. 

Corythornis, 119. 

Coscoroba, 467. 

Cossypha somereni, 139. 

Coturnicops noveboracensis, 550, 

580. 

Coturnix australis, 303. 

coturnix, 198, 307. 

coturnix corsicana, 305. 

ypsilophorus, 303. 

Cowbird, 276, 344, 554, 569. 

Craig, Wallace, method of recording 

bird music and a correction, 591; 

notice of his publications on bird 

behavior, 290; review of his ‘The 

Stimulation and Inhibition of 

Ovulation in Birds and Mam- 

mals,’ 599. 

Crane, Little Brown, 591. 

Sandhill, 243, 498, 565, 591. 

Whooping, 430, 565, 591. 

Craspedoprion brevirostris, 376. 

Creciscus coturniculus, 151. 

jamaicensis, 243, 269. 

Creeper, Brown, 219, 221, 358, 532, 

573, 587, 595. 

Criniger affinis harterti, 307. 

gularis balicus, 600. 

Crossbill, 7, 279, 570. 

Red, 345, 437. 

White-winged, 7, 555. 

Crotophaga ani, 426. 

sulcirostris, 373. 

Crow, 7, 234, 343, 514-529, 534, 554, 

569. 

Fish, 246, 498, 543. 

Florida, 246. 

Cryptoglaux acadica acadica, 339, 
548, 554. 

funerea funerea, 18. 

funerea richardsoni, 18, 25, 227. 
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Cryptolopha umbrovirens, 607. 
yemenensis, 607. 

Cuba, birds of, 268, 271, 452. 

Cuckoo, Black-billed, 496, 524, 533, 

568. 

Yellow-billed, 25, 245, 340, 420, 

426, 496, 568. 

Cuckoos, 606. 
Curlew, 591. 

Eskimo, 4, 10, 24, 269, 581. 

Hudsonian, 3, 4, 24, 270, 426, 

542. 

Long-billed, 24. 

Curruca igata, 607. 

Cyanecula, 303. 

Cyanerpes cyanea carneipes, 378. 

cyaneus ramsdeni, 452. 

Cyanistes cyanus yenisseensis, 464. 

Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus, 116, 
280. 

Cyanocitta cristata cristata, 343, 

420, 569. 

cristata florincola, 246, 498. 

Cyanoramphus auriceps macleani, 

607. 

Cyanospiza ciris, 140. 
Cyanthus latirostris, 584. 

Cygnus cygnus, 305. 

davidi, 464. 

Cyornis, 307. 

Cypselus pacificus cooki, 459. 

DaFiza acuta, 9, 17, 564, 

Damsell, Benjamin F., notice and 

records of, 19-29. 

Darling, S. T., and Bates, L. B., 

notice of their publication on 

transmission of anthrax by Buz- 

zards, 295. 

Deane, Ruthven, the concealing 

coloration question, 146; the 

Passenger Pigeon at the Cincin- 
nati Zoological Gardens - still 

living, 433. 
Delaware, birds of, 273. 

Delaware Valley Ornithological 
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Club, twenty-third annual meet- 
ing, 323; notice of ‘Proceedings’ 

for 1912, 298. 

Dendrobiastes, 307. 

hyperythra alefurus, 307. 

Dendrocincla anabatina anabatina, 

374. 

tyrannura hellmayri, 450. 

Dendrocitta formose sinica, 305. 

sinensis, 305. 

Dendrocopos, 142. 

Dendrocopus, 142. 

Dendrocyena arborea, 139. 

Dendrocygna viduata, 110. 

Dendroica xstiva estiva, 8, 129, 

235, 350, 378, 428, 572. 

exrulescens czerulescens, 

572. 

castanea, 428, 572. 

cerulea, 121, 240. 

coronata, 8, 28, 155, 234, 350, 

378, 572. 

dominica albilora, 378. 

dominica dominica, 501. 

fusca, 28, 378. 

magnolia, 8, 114, 234, 277, 378, 

572. 

palmarum palmarum, 5 
pensylvanica, 152, 428, 

striata, 8, 121, 501, 572. 

tigrina, 155, 278, 378, 437. 

vigorsi, 247, 421, 501, 557. 

virens, 8, 234, 279, 572. 

Dendrophassa, 123. 

Diatryma ajax, 598. 

Diczeum formosum, 139. 

hanieli, 306. 

hirundinaceum, 141. 

Dichromanassa rufescens, 242. 

Dickcissel, 78, 240, 348, 427, 571. 

Digena, 307. 

Diglossa sittoides intermedia, 450. 

Diomedella, 124. 

Diomedia exulans rothschildi, 124. 

Ditelmatias, 596. 

Dives dives, 379. 

557, 

72. 

572. 
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Dolichonyx oryzivorus, 343, 498, 

544, 569. 

Donacobius brachypterus, 305. 

Doolin, John B., review of his 

‘Field, Forest and Stream in 

Oklahoma,’ 598. 

Dove, Ground, 244, 504. 

Western Mourning, 567. 

Mourning, 10, 24, 244, 339, 

494, 542. 

Dovekie, 2, 429, 436, 505, 506. 

Dowitcher, Long-billed, 551, 566, 

596. 

Drymophila caudata klagesi, 121. 

Dryobates, 142. 

Dryobates borealis, 245, 496. 

pubescens, 155. 

pubescens homorus, 280, 281. 

pubescens medianus, 7, 151, 

420, 568. 

pubescens nelsoni, 151. 

pubescens pubescens, 245, 340, 

496. 

sealaris symplectus, 151. 

scalaris cactophilus, 151. 

villosus auduboni, 151, 

496. 

villosus villosus, 25, 568. 

villosus leucomelas, 151. 

Dubois, Alphonse, review of his 

‘Birds of Belgium,’ 501. 

Duck, Bahama, 110. 

Black, 5, 106, 547, 564. 

Eider, 22, 281. 

Florida, 421. 

Golden-eye, 5. 

Harlequin, 106, 115, 268, 548. 

Lesser Seaup, 424, 565. 

Mallard, 22, 128, 424. 

Oldsquaw, 436. 

Pintail, 17. 

Redhead, 22. 

Ring-necked, 22, 

Ruddy, 565. 

Seaup, 17, 436, 565. 

Shoveller, 17, 22, 137. 

245, 

225, 565. 

Indecx. [oet. 

Duck, Tufted, 17. 

Wood, 9, 22, 241, 490, 564, 571. 

Dumetella, 13. 

carolinensis, 152, 247, 278, 351, 

376, 429, 504, 545, 573, 590. 

Dumeticola, 451. 

Dysithamnus mentalis emilex, 290. 

mentalis suffusus, 122. 

EAG te, Bald, 25, 244, 339, 504, 567. 

Golden, 436, 567. 

Economic Ornithology in California, 

132-134. 

Economic Ornithology in Recent 

Entomological Publications, 128— 

132, 293, 602. 

Ectopistes migratorius, 24, 338, 483, 

552. 
Ecuador, birds of, 121. 

Edoliisoma utakwensis, 608. 

Egatheus, 92-95. 

Egret, 23, 242, 491. 

Reddish, 242. 

Snowy, 242, 424, 503. 

Egrets, killing of, 609. 

Eegretta candidissima candidissima, 

242, 424, 508. 

thula, 287. 

Eider, 3, 22, 281. 

King, 17, 22, 107-110, 548. 

Eifrig, G.,; notes on some of the 

rarer birds of the prairie part of 

the Chicago area, 236-240. 

Elenia martinica subpagana, 376. 

Elanoides forficatus, 112, 494. 

Electron platyrhynchus — suboles, 

121. 

Elemiornis carteri assimilis, 610. 

Elseya, 444. 
Emberiza citrinella erythrogenys, 

464. 

citrinella somovi, 308. 

hortulana, 142. 

leucocephalos, 464. 

palustris tschusii, 140. 

yessoénsis continentalis, 459. 
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Embody, Geo. C., review of his 

‘Bird Enemies of Amphipods,’ 
136. 

Empidochanes zuliensis, 450. 

Empidonax difficilis difficilis, 130. 
flaviventris, 7, 274, 427. 

minimus, 376, 569. 

trailli alnorum, 27, 112, 569. 

trailli trailli, 274, 427. 

virescens, 498. 

‘Emu,’ review of, 141, 302, 460, 

609. 

Eopsaltria coomooboolaroo, 303. 

Eos bornea, rothschildi, 307. 

semilarvata, 302. 

Epthianura aurifrons, 303. 

lovensis, 303. 

tricolor, 303. 

Eriocnemis flocens, 121. 

Eremiornis carteri assimilis, 461. 
Ereunetes mauri, 551. 

pusillus, 425, 566. 

Erionetta, 151. 

Erismatura, 287. 

jamaicensis, 39, 565. 

‘ Erythromyias, 307. 

Erythrosterna, 307. 

Erythrura prasina, 140. 

Estrilda rhodopyga hypochra, 597. 

rhodopyga polia, 597. 

Eucometis, 11. 

Eudromias, 447. 

australis, 447. 

Eudynamis orientalis harterti, 306. 

Eugallinago, 596. 

Eugenes fulgens, 584. 

Euphagus carolinus, 18, 554. 

eyanocephalus, 569. 

Euphonia, 266. 

gouldi, 379. 

hirundinacea, 379. 

minuta, 266-267. 

sclateri, 448. 
Eupodella, 444. 

Eupsychortyx cristatus continentis, 

449. 
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Eurocephalus anguitimens béhmi, 

462. 

anguitimens deckeni, 462. 

anguitimens erlangeri, 462. 

anguitimens fischeri, 462. 

Eurystomus orientalis, 294. 

orientalis connectens, 600. 

orientalis gigas, 600. 

Evermann, Barton Warren, eigh- 

teen species of birds new to the 

Pribilof Islands, including four 

new to North America, 15-18. 

Fauco, 287. 

eesalon lymani, 452. 

albigularis, 371. 

biarmicus, 461. 

laniarus, 305. 

columbarius columbarius, 6, 

567. 
melanotus, 302. 

mexicanus, 567. 

peregrinus anatum, 553, 567. 

sparverius paulus, 244. 

sparverius, 317, 339, 406-418, 

426, 495, 542, 553, 567. 

subbuteo, 609. 

Falcon, Prairie, 567. 

Faull, J. H., review of his ‘The 

Natural Hsitory of the Toronto 

Region,’ 596. 

Faxon, Walter, review of his ‘ Brew- 
ster’s Warbler (Helminthophila 

leucobronchialis) a hybrid be- 

tween the Golden-winged War- 

bler (H. chrysoptera and the Blue- 

winged Warbler (H. pinus),’ 595. 

Field Museum, habitat groups in 

the, 160. 

Finch, Hepburn’s Rosy, 116. 

House, 40-73. 

Purple, 345, 517, 524, 534. 

Flammea, 141. 

Fleming, J. H., Ontario bird notes, 

225-228. 
Flicker, 245, 497. 
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Flicker, Northern, 7, 257, 279, 341, 

536, 568. 

Red-shafted, 568. 

Flight of birds, 509-511, 359-366. 

Florida, birds of, 110, 240-247. 

Florida cxrulea, 111, 242, 420, 424, 

430, 492. 

Flycatcher, Acadian, 274, 498. 

Alder) 27; 12. 513-5225 533, 

569. 

Crested, 246, 342, 427, 497, 

532. 

Least, 533, 569. 

Olive-sided, 7, 527, 533, 554, 

569. 

Traull’s 274. 427. 

Yellow-bellied, 7, 274, 427. 

Fogg, Edward H., Evening Gros- 

beak (Hesperiphona  vespertina 

vespertina) at Manchester, N. H., 

435. 

Fondia omissa, 302. 

Forbes, Alexander, concerning the 

flight of Gulls, 359-366. 

Forbush, Edward Howe, review of 

his ‘ History of the Game Birds, 

Wild Fowl and Shore Birds of 

Massachusetts,’ 118; notice of 

his ‘Fourth Annual Report of the 

State Ornithologist,’ 293. 

Fordyce, George L., a Baltimore 

Oriole in winter, 274. 

Formicarius moniliger intermedius, 

375. 

Francolinus granti, 463. 

kirki, 463. 

pondicerianus mecranensis, 462. 

orientalis arabistanicus, 462. 

sephena jubensis, 462. 

Fregata aquila, 424. 

Fringilla canaria, 615. 

k¥ teydea polatzeki, 139. 

Fulica americana, 243, 503, 565. 

Fuligula cristata, 306. 

Fulmar, 105. 

glacialis glacialis, 105. 
—— 

Index. 

Furnarius 

[ace 
Oct. 

aguatus venezuelensis, 

450. 

GADWALL, 17, 548, 564. 

Galbula melanogenia, 373. 

ruficauda brevirostris, 

Gallinago brasiliensis, 596. 

delicata, 23, 116, 226, 337, 425, 

565. 

hardwickii, 596. 

imperialis, 596. 

macrodactyla, 596. 

megala, 596. 

nobilis, 596. 

stricklandi, 596. 

Gallinula galeata, 23, 77, 243, 425. 

Gallinule, Florida, 23, 77, 243, 425. 

Purple, 243, 425, 503. 

Gallirallus hectori ruscheki, 610. 

Gallus gallus, 294. 

Game Legislation, 321. 

Gannet, 3, 225, 505, 506, 509. 

Gavia immer, 4, 563. 

stellata, 4, 506, 509, 545, 577. 

Gelochelidon nilotica addenda, 124. 

nilotica aranea, 125. 

nilotica grénvoldi, 124. 

Gennzeus fockelmanni, 613. 

Geocichla piaggiz keniensis, 597. 

Geococeyx californicus, 434. 

Georgia, birds of, 106, 477-505. 

Geothlypis trichas brachidactyla, 

378. 

trichas ignota, 247, 501. 

trichas occidentalis, 572. 

trichas trichas, 130, 234, 350. 

Geotrygon goldmani, 121. 

linearis trinitatis, 302. 

Glaucidium gnoma californicum, 

222-224. 

gnoma gnoma, 222-224. 

gnoma pinicola, 222-224. 

phalenoides ridgwayi, 373. 

phalenoides swarthi, 224. 

phalenoides vigilante, 224. 

Glaucis hirsuta fusea, 449. 

450. 
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Gnatecatcher, Blue-gray, 81, 247, 

354, 421. 

Godwit, Hudsonian, 24, 271, 430, 

436, 566. 

Marbled, 24, 226, 551, 566. 

Goethalsia bella, 122. 

Golden-eye, 565. 

Barrow’s, 575. 

Goldfinch, 346, 421, 519, 524, 530, 

534, 570. 

Goose, Cackling, 237. 

Canada, 5, 200, 237, 335, 565, 
578. 

Greater Snow, 336, 575, 579. 

Hutchins’s, 565. 

Lesser Snow, 549. 

Snow, 22. 226, 565, 575. 

White-fronted, 22, 565. 
Gordon, H. E., feeding wild ducks 

on Sodus Bay, N. Y., 579. 

Goshawk, 155, 227, 567. 

Western, 438. 

Gouldia conversi, 584. 

Grackle, Boat-tailed, 246. 

Bronzed, 27, 219, 570. 

Great-tailed, 427. 

Florida, 246, 499. 

Purple, 345, 358. 

Gracula, 307. 

Grallaria guatemalensis aripoensis, 

302. 

Grallaricula flavirostris brevis, 122. 

Granatina ianthinogastra roosevelti, 

597. 

-Graucalus, 305. 

Grebe, Eared, 563. 

Holbeell’s, 267, 429, 486, 506, 

563. 

Horned, 506, 563. 

Pied-billed, 241, 420, 503, 563. 

Western, 280, 563. 

Greenfinch, 454. 

Grinnell, George Bird, Brazilian 
Tree-duck (Dendrocygna viduata) 

in New Jersey, 110. 
Grinnell, Joseph, two new races of 

the Pigmy Owl from the Pacific 
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coast, 222-224; notice of his‘ Out- 

look for Conserving the Band- 

tailed Pigeon,’ 291. 

Griscom, Ludlow, the Orange- 

crowned Warbler at Englewood, 
INSU Sos 

Gronberger, S. M., Zsop as a bird 

observer, 438. 

Grosbeak, Blue, 380. 

Evening, 228,°275, 435, 437, 

554, 570. 

Rose-breasted, 129, 199, 207, 

211-214, 435, 532, 571, 582. 

Western Blue, 280. 

Grouse, Canada Ruffed, 6. 

Prairie Sharp-tailed, 567. 

Ruffed, 582. 

Grus americana, 430, 565. 

mexicana, 243, 493, 565. 

Guara alba, 241, 268, 490. 

Guillemot, Black, 2, 545. 

Guinea-fowl, 126. 

Guiraca cerulea cerulea, 380. 

cerulea lazula, 280. 

Gull, Bonaparte’s, 506, 507. 

Franklin’s, 563. 

Glaucous, 3. 

Great Black-backed, 3, 5. 

Herring) 55.5) 207, 200, aos, 

506; 507. 563. 

Laughing, 423, 546. 

Ring-billed, 236, 563. 

Ross’s, 16. 

Sabine’s, 105, 574. 

Guttera cristata makondorum, 142. 

Gygis alba monte, 124. 

alba royana, 124. 

Gygisterna, 124. 

Gymnasio lawrencei exul, 453. 

Gymnostinops montezuma, 378. 

Gymnorhina, 610. 

Hasta, 14. 

Heematopus 

302. 

ostralegus, 306. 

quoyi, 444. 

niger meade-waldoi 
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Hahn, Walter L., review of his 

‘The Future of the North Ameri- 

can Fauna,’ 598. 

Haleyon smyrnensis, 457. 

pileatus, 457. 

Halizetus leucocephalus 39, 304. 

leucocephalus alascanus, 152. 

leucocephalus, 25, 244, 339, 504, 

567. 

Hall, F. H., double bird tragedy, 

438. 

Harelda hyemalis, 140, 436, 577. 

Harlow, Richard C., Bittern breed- 

ing in New Jersey, 268; nesting 

of the Black Rail (Creciscus 

jamaicensis) in New Jersey, 269; 

the Marsh Hawk nesting in New 

Jersey, 272. 

Harper, Francis, see Overton, 

Frank, also Wright, Albert H. 

Harporhynchus, 14. 

Hathaway, Harry 8., Notes on the 

occurrence and nesting of certain 

birds in Rhode Island, 545-558. 

Hawfinch, Japanese, 18. 

Hawk, Broad-winged, 244, 426, 532, 

567, 614. 

Cooper’s, 6, 155, 244, 495, 567. 

Duck, 281, 558, 567. 

Fish, 495. 

Florida Red-shouldered, 244, 

495. 

Krider’s, 227, 567. 

Little Sparrow, 244. 

Marsh, 6, 244, 272, 426, 504, 

542, 567. 

Pigeon, 6, 567. 

Red-shouldered, 25, 567, 682. 

Red-tailed, 6, 244, 495. 

Rough-legged, 6, 567. 

Sharp-shinned, 155, 244, 272, 

420, 438, 536, 567. 

Sparrow, 406-418, 339, 426, 

495, 542, 558, 567. 

Swainson’s, 167-176, 227, 381- 

394, 426, 567. 
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Hawk, Western Red-tailed, 567. 

Helenzgialus, 444. 

Helinaia swainsoni, 378, 500. 

Hellmayr, C. E., notice of his 

‘Birds from the Mouth of the 

Amazon,’ 289; review of his 

‘Remarks on a little known neo- 

tropical finch (Zonotrichia strigi- 

ceps Gould)’, 121. 

Hellmayr, C. E. and J. Graf von 

Seilern, review of their ‘Birds of 

the Cumbre de Valencia,’ 121. 

Helmintheros vermivorus, 421, 378. 

Helodromas, 287. 

solitarius solitarius, 152, 372, 

425, 566. 
Hemiprocne longipennis harterti, 

600. 
Hemipteryx egregia, 467. 

major, 467. 

Hemipuffinus, 610. 

Hemithraupis ornatus, 122. 

Henderson, Junius, review of his 

‘The Practical Value of Birds,’ 

454. 

Henicorhina prostheleuca prosthe- 
leuca, 377. 

Henshaw, H. W., notice of his 

‘Fifty Common Birds of Farm 

and Orchard,’ 292; notice of his 

‘Report of Chief of the Biological 
Survey for 1912,’ 292. 

Herodias egretta, 23, 242, 491. 

alba maoriana, 606. 

Heron, Black-crowned Night, 237, 

243, 336, 424, 503, 565. 

Great Blue, 115, 281, 336, 424, 

565. 

Green, 111, 242, 336, 420, 493, 

565. 

Little Blue, 111, 242, 420, 424, 
430, 492. 

Louisiana, 242, 424. 

Ward’s, 242, 491. 

Yellow-crowned Night, 

243, 336, 424, 493. 
237, 
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Herpetotheres cachinans, 371. 
Herpsilochmus rufimarginatus, ex- 

iguus, 122. 

Hersey, F. Seymour, Sabine’s Gull 
in Massachusetts, 105. 

Hesperiphona vespertina montana, 

116. 

vespertina vespertina, 228, 275, 

435, 437, 554, 570. 
Hess, Isaac E., nesting of the Barn 

Ow] in Ulinois, 433. 

Heterhyphantes golandi, 302. 

Heteromirafra, 608. 

Heteronyx, 688. 

Heteropygia, 287. 

Heteroxenicus cruralis formaster, 

451. 

Himantopus mexicanus, 425. 

Hirundo erythrogastra, 276, 349, 

421, 428, 571, 590. 

rustica, 151. 

Histrionicus histrionicus, 39, 106, 

115, 548. 

Holt, Ernest G., notes on the 

Loggerhead Shrike at Barachias, 

Ala., 276; some land-birds at sea, 

590. 

Homoscolopax, 596. 

Hornaday, W. T., review of his 
‘Our Vanishing Wild Life,’ 442- 

443. 

Horsbrugh, Boyd, notice of his 

‘Game-Birds and Water Fowl 

of South Africa,’ 126, 289. 
Houbara undulata, 462. 

Howe, R. Heber, Jr., a few notes 

on Newfoundland birds, 114; Hol- 

beell’s Grebe in Concord, Mass., 

267. 
Hull, Edwin D., the Swallow- 

tailed Kite in DeWitt Co., Illi- 

nois, 112; the Snow Bunting 

(Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis) in 

Chicago and vicinity during the 

fall and winter of 1912, 275; the 

Red-throated Loon on Southern 

Lake Michigan, 577. 
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Hummingbird, Rieffer’s, 427. 

Ruby-throated, 245, 279, 341, 

358, 497, 532, 536, 548, 568, 
Hummingbirds, eyelashes of, 583. 

Hydranassa tricolor ruficollis, 242, 

370, 424. 

Hydrochelidon leucopareia 
landii, 124. 

leucopareia leggei, 124. 

leucopareia swinhoei, 124. 

leucoptera, 125. 

nigra surinamensis, 152, 225, 

424, 547, 564. 

Hydroprogne, 125. 

tschegravaimperator, 125. 

tschegrava oliveri, 458. 

Hylocichla alicize alicie, 121, 240, 

573. 
alicie bicknelli, 589. 

fuscescens fuscescens, 115. 

fuscescens fuliginosa, 115. 

fuscescens salicicola, 152, 573. 

guttata pallasi, 9, 29, 279, 558, 

573. 
mustelina, 354, 376, 421, 502, 

Slo. 
ustulata swainsoni, 9, 573. 

Hylospingus inornatus, 122. 
Hyphantornis, 137. 

teeniopterus, 137. 

Hypothymias azurea oberholseri, 

599. 
azurea symmixta, 599. 

Hypsibates leucocephalus timoren- 

sis, 444. 

Hypsipetes, 451. 

dela- 

IAnTHIA goodfellowi, 139. 

Ibis, 92-95. 

Ibis, Glossy, 242, 268. 

White, 241, 268, 490. 

Wood, 226, 242, 282, 491. 

Ibis wethiopica, 93. 
‘This,’ review of the, 1389, 300, 457. 

Icteria virens virens, 28, 80, 351, 

378, 437, 557, 572. 

Icterus bullocki, 569. 
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Icterus galbula, 27, 155, 274, 344, 

427, 569. 

gularis yucatanensis, 379. 

hypomelas, 128. 

mesomelas mesomelas, 379. 

prosthemelas, 379. 

spurius, 27, 78, 246, 344, 427, 

379, 498, 569. 

Ictinia plumbea, 371. 

Illinois, birds of, 112, 236-240, 275, 

433. 

Index Zoologicus, No. II, notice of, 

475. 

Indiana, birds of, 577. 

Indicator exilis erlangeri, 462. 

Indigobird, 347, 358. 

Inezia caudata intermedia, 450. 

Tonornis martinicus, 243, 425, 503. 

Iowa, 77-81, 406-418. 

Tridoproene albilineata, 377. 

bicolor, 8, 130, 232-234, 571. 

Isle of Pines, birds of, 452. 

Ispidina, 119. 

Ithagenes wilsoni, 451. 

Ixobrychus exilis, 23, 242, 565. 

neoxenus, 242. 

Jacana spinosa, 371. 

Jaeger, Parasitic, 3, 546. 

Pomerine, 444, 546. 

Jay, Blue, 348, 420, 569. 

Canada, 27. 

Florida, 246. 

Florida Blue, 246, 498. 

Labrador, 7. 

Pinion, 116, 280. 

Jenks, Charles W., Holbcell’s Grebe 

(Colymbus holbelli) at Bedford, 

Mass., 429. 

Jewel, L. L., some North American 

birds in Panama, 422-429. 

Jewett, Stanley G., a correction, 

ale 

‘ Journal fiir Ornithologie,’ revue of, 
142, 304, 462, 611. 

Junco, 346. 
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Junco, Slate-colored, 7, 571. 

Junco hyemalis carolinensis, 595. 

hyemalis hyemalis, 7, 346, 447, 
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oreganus shufeldti, 447. 

siemssenl, 458. 

KennarD, F. H., the Black Duck 

controversy again, 106; Arkansas 

Kingbird in Massachusetts, 112. 

Killdeer, 24, 219, 248, 337, 358, 426, 

566. 

Kingbird, 127, 207, 231, 245, 342, 

358, 427, 497, $20, 521, 527, 
528, 534, 543, 568, 590. 

Arkansas, 112, 2738, 568. 

Gray, 427. 

Kingfisher, Belted, 7, 245, 279, 340, 

358, 427, 504, 524, 530, 533, 

543, 568. 

Isthmian, 427. 

Northwestern Belted, 116. 

Ringed, 427. 

Kinglet, Golden-crowned, 9, 354, 

tleyy lay, Gul, eek, Rel. lays. 

Ruby-crowned, 9, 28, 219, 221, 

279, 545, 578. 

Kite, Swallow-tailed, 112, 494. 

Kittiwake, 3, 505, 506, 508, 509. 

Knudsen, Valdemar, death of, 159. 

Kuser, John Dryden, wintering of 

the Blue-headed Vireo (Lanivireo 

solitarius solitarius) at Aiken, 

South Carolina, 277. 

LABRADOR, birds of, 1--10. 

Lacedo, 120. 

Lagopus leucurus altipetens, 447. | 

leucurus peninsularis, 447. 

Lalage nigra, 123. 

Lamb, Charles R., Eskimo Curlew 

(Numenius borealis) in Massa- 

chusetts, 581. 

Lamprocorax metallicus, 307. 

Lamprotornis corrusca, 304. 

melanogaster, 304. 
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Laniarius helenz, 607. 

quadricolor, 302. 

Laniellus leucogrammicus, 612. 

Lanio aurantius, 379. 

Lanius borealis, 350, 572. 

ludovicianus excubitorides, 572. 

ludovicianus ludovicianus, 246, 

276, 421, 499. 

ludovicianus migrans, 544, 556. 

Lanivireo solitarius solitarius, 129, 
Dhiks 

Lano, Albert, Greater Snow Goose 

in Arkansas, 579. 

Lark, ‘Desert Horned, 569. 

Horned, 3438. 

Hoyt’s Horned, 228. 

Prairie Horned, 569. 

Larus affinis, 459. 

argentatus, 5, 237, 257, 333, 

466, 506, 563. 

atricilla, 423, 546. 

delawarensis, 236, 563. 

fuscus antelius, 459. 

fuscus britannicus, 459. 

franklini, 563. 

hemprichi, 302. 

marinus, 5. 

philadelphia, 507. 

Laticauda, 583. 

rubriginosa, 450. 

Laubmann, A., review of his ‘Birds 

of eastern Thian-Schan,’ 599. 

Legatus albicollis variegatus, 376. 

Leistes superciliaris petilus, 452. 

Leucanous, 124. 

Leucopsar, 140. 

rothsehildi, 140. 

Leucosticte tephrocotis littoralis, 

116. 

Licmetis pastinator, 139. 

Ligurinus, 451. 

Limnocinclus, 597. 

Limnopardalis maculatus inoptatus, 

452. 

Limosa fedoa, 24, 226, 551, 566. 

hemastica, 24, 271, 430, 436, 

566. 
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Limpkin, 243, 493. 

Lincoln, F. C., the Alder Fly- 

catcher in Colorado, 112; the 

Slate-colored Fox Sparrow breed- 

ing in Colorado, 113. 

Linnean Society of New York, 

‘Abstract of Proceedings,’ noticed, 

604; annual dinner of the, 165. 

Linnet, California, 454. 

Liothrix lutea, 460. 

Lobipes lobatus, 23, 111, 565. 

Locustella fluviatilis obscura, 305. 

Longspur, Chestnut-collared, 239, 

438, 570. 

Lapland, 27, 570. 

McCown’s, 570. 

Smith’s, 228, 239. 

Loon, 2, 4, 563. 

Red-throated, 2, 4, 506, 509, 

545, 577. 

Lophodytes cucullatus, 503, 564. 

Loxia curvirostra corsicana, 305. 

curvirostra minor, 7, 279, 345, 

570. 

curvirostra percua, 289. 

leucoptera, 7, 555. 

Luscinia megarhynchos megarhyn- 

chos, 463. 

Lusciniola pryeri sinensis, 302. 

Lyrurus tetrix britannicus, 301. 

MAcHAERIRHYNCHUS flaviventer no- 

vus, 306. 

Machetes pugnax, 18, 552, 576. 

Macrodura, 596. 

Macropygia ruficeps nana, 600. 

Macrorhamphus griseus scolopa- 

ceus, 551, 566, 576. 

Magdalen Islands, birds of the, 177- 

187, 271, 480. 

Magpie, 569. 

Maine, birds of, 270, 272, 574-577, 

587-589. 

Mallard, 22, 424, 564. 

Manacus candei, 375. 

Man-o’-war-bird, 424. 

Maorigerygone, 607. 
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Mareca americana, 548, 564. 

penelope, 548, 574. 

Margarornis bellulus, 122. 

perlata peruviana, 450. 

Marila, 287. 

Marila affinis, 39, 424, 565. 

americana, 22, 39, 564. 

collaris, 22, 39, 225, 561. 

ferina, 17. 

fuligula, 17. 

marila, 17, 39, 565. 

valisineria, 39, 548, 565. 

Mallard, 503, 560. 

Martin, Gray-breasted, 428. 

Purple, 219, 221, 228, 246, 349. 
499, 556, 471. 

Marx, Edward J. F., random notes 

from Easton, Pa., 279. 

Massachusetts, birds of, 19-29, 105, 

107, 112, 118, 267, 278, 429, 430, 

435, 580, 581, 585, 587. 

Mathews, Gregory M., on the gen- 

eric names Ibis Lacepéde and 

Egatheus Billberg, 92-95; re- 

view of his ‘Birds of Australia,’ 

124, 4438-445, 596-597. 

Mathewsia, 303. 

Mattingleya inornata, 610. 

MeAtee, W. L., an item for bibliog- 

raphers, 117; destruction of Sap- 

suckers, 154-157; two ornitho- 

logical fables from Louisiana, 282; 
notice of his ‘Index to U. 8S. De- 

partment of Agriculture Publica- 

tions on the Food of Birds,’ 290; 

review of his ‘Relation of Birds 

to Grain Aphides,’ 601. 

Me Lain, 8. B., Woodcock at Wheel- 

ing, W. Va., 580; Rose-breasted 

Grosbeak breeding in West Vir- 

ginia, 585. 

Meadowlark, 27, 344, 569. 

Southern, 246, 498. 

Western, 132, 294, 453. 

Mearns, E. A., notice of his ‘New 

African Grass-Warbler of the 

Genus Cisticola,’ 289; review of 

his descriptions of new African 

Thrushes and Weaver Birds, 597. 

Megaceryle, 120. 

Megalopterus minutus americanus, 

124. 

minutus atlanticus, 124. 

Megalestris, 287. 

Megalurus flindersi, 302. 

Megascops asio asio, 340. 

Meiglyptes grammithorax microp- 

terus, 123. 

Melanerpes erythrocephalus, 26, 

245, 341, 420, 497, 568. 

formicivorus bairdi, 155. 

Melanitta, 151. 

Melanosterna, 125. 

anzthetus, 124. 

recognita, 125. 

Meleagride, Extinct, 29-36. 

Meleagris altus, 29. 

antiqua, 29. 

eeler, 29. 

gallopavo osceola, 243. 

gallopavo silvestris, 30, 494. 

superba, 29. 

Meliphaga, 461, 610. 

chrysotis, 610. 

Mellopitta lugubris rostrata, 608. 

Melopelia asiatica trudeaui, 372. 

aslatica australis, 372. 

Melospiza georgiana, 346, 544, 571, 

605. 

lincolni lincolni, 8, 281, 380, 

571, 605. 

Melodia juddi, 281. 

Melodia melodia, 230, 346, 571. 

melodia beata, 452. 

Menegaux, A., review of his ‘The 

Raising of the Ostrich,’ 600. 

Merganser, 115, 287, 564. 

Hooded, 5038, 564. 

Red-breasted, 3, 5, 17, 564. 

Mergus, 287. 

americanus, 39, 115, 564. 

serrator, 5, 17, 39, 564. 
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Meriden Bird Club, notice of its 

‘Annual Report, 1912,’ 455. 

Merops persicus, 308. 

Merrill, D. E., the Great-tailed 

Grackle in New Mexico, 584. 

Mesocarbo, 607. 

Messager Ornithologique, 464. 

Metallura, 583. 

Mexico, 367-380. 

Meyer, I. Ralph, observations on a 

pair of Brown Creepers, 587-589. 
Michigan, birds of, 111, 273, 581. 

Micropalama himantopus, 23, 430, 

551, 566. 

Microrhopias grisea fumosa, 450. 

Microscelis, 451. 

Migration, 191-204, 205, 221, 457, 

619. 

Miller, W, DeW., review of his 

‘Revision of the Classification of 

the Kingfishers,’ 119; Metallura 

vs. Laticauda, 583. 

Mimus gilvus gracilis, 376. 

polyglottos polyglottos, 28, 

247, 352, 501. 

Miro traversi, 607. 

Missouri, 268, 278, 437. 

Mitrephanes eminulus, 122. 

Mitrospingus, 11, 14. 

Mixornis pileata, 123. 

Mniotilta varia, 121, 234, 378, 428, 

572. 

Mockingbird, 28, 247, 352, 501. 

Molothrus ater artemisiz, 151. 

ater ater, 276, 344, 554, 569. 

ater obscurus, 151. 

Momotus conexus reconditus, 121. 

momota cametensis, 141. 

osgoodi, 449. 

swainsoni, 294. 

Monasa pallescens minor, 468. 

Montana, birds of, 116, 167-176, 

381-394. 
Moore, Robert Thomas, the Fox 

Sparrow as a songster, 177-187. 

Morris, Harry, notice of his ‘Car- 

Index. 643 

rion feeders as disseminators of 

Anthrax or Charbon,’ 297. 

Morris, Robert O., early records of 

Rail in Massachusetts, 580. 

Motacilla alba, 151. 

flava beema, 613. 

Munia punctulata blasii, 307. 

Murre, 2. 

Briinnich’s, 21. 

Muscicapula, 307. 

Muscivora tyrannus, 375. 

Myadestes coloratus, 122. 

townsendi, 280. 

Mycteria americana, 226, 242, 282, 

438, 491. 

Myers, Harriet Williams, notice of 

her ‘The Birds Convention,’ 291. 

Myiarchus crinitus, 246, 342, 427, 

497, 532. 

lawrenceii, lawrenceii, 376. 

magister nelsoni, 376. 

Myiobius xanthopygus sulphurei- 

pygius, 376. 

Myioceyx, 119. 

Myiochanes brachytarsus, 376. 

virens, 246, 342, 427, 376, 498, 

569. 

richardsoni 

427. 

Myiodynastes chrysocephalus ven- 

ezuelensis, 121. 

luteiventris, 375. 

Myiomoira macrocephala_ marri- 

neri, 607. 

Myiozetetes texensis texensis, 376. 

Myrmotherula selateri, 141. 

richardsoni, 280, 

NaANNorRcHILUS- leucogaster bra- 

chyurus, 377. 

Nannus hiemalis hiemalis, 353, 421, 

boy, 5/2: 

Nealbatrus, 124. 

Nebraska, birds of, 430, 452. 

Nelson, E. W., review of his ‘De- 

scription of New Genera, Species 

and Subspecies of Birds from 
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Panama, Colombia and Ecua- 

dor,’ 121; notice of his ‘Two New 

Species of Birds from Mount 

Pirri, Eastern Panama,’ 288. 

Neopsittacus iris wetterensis, 306. 

Neospilura, 596. 

Nesierax pottsi, 607. 

Nesomiro, 607. 

Nesopisobia, 596. 

Nettion carolinense, 22, 564. 

Nettium torquatum, 140. 

New Guinea, expedition to, 622. 

New Hampshire, birds of, 435, 589. 

New Jersey, birds of, 110, 268, 269, 

272, 585. 

New Mexico, birds of, 488, 584. 

New York, birds of, 270, 430, 542- 

545, 559, 570, 579. 

Newfoundland, birds of, 114, 288. 

Nichols, John Treadwell, notes on 

offshore birds, 505-511. 

Nighthawk, 26, 207, 420, 427, 497. 

532, 536. 

Florida, 245. 

Texas, 427. 

Sennett’s, 568. 

Nomenclature at the Ninth Inter- 

national Zoological Congress, 475. 

North Carolina, birds of, 418-421. 

Norton, A. H., birds new or rare to 

Maine, 574-577, 

Nothocercus julius venezuelensis, 

449. 

Numenius, 444. 

americanus, 24. 

borealis, 10, 24, 269, 444, 581. 

hudsonicus, 24, 270, 426, 444, 

542, 

tenuirostris, 444. 

variegatus, 294. 

Nuthatch, Brown-headed, 247, 502. 

Florida White-breasted, 247, 

502. 

Red-breasted, 9, 279, 354, 524, 

531, 534, 573. 

White-breasted, 354, 513, 515, 

DLoOoloooNOlos 

Nuttallornis borealis, 7, 554, 569. 

Nyctanassa violacea, 243, 370, 493. 

Nyctea nyctea, 25, 228, 568. 

Nycticorax nycticorax nevius, 237, 

243, 336, 424, 508, 565. 
Nyctidromus albicollis yucatanen- 

+ BIS) Over 

Nyroca, 287. 

Oberholser, H. C., review of his ‘ Re- 

vision of the Subspecies of the 

Green Heron (Butorides virescens 

[Linn.]),’ 123; review of his ‘De- 
scriptions of One Hundred and 

Four New Species and Subspecies 

of Birds from the Barussan Is- 

lands and Sumatra,’ 123; re- 

view of his ‘A Revision of the 

Forms of the Great Blue Heron,’ 

287. 

OcEANITES oceanicus, 506. 

Oceanodroma leucorhoa, 21. 

Ochromela, 307. 

Octhodromus, 287, 444. 

Odurella, 596. 

(inanthe leucopyga gra, 467. 

yemenensis, 607. 

Ohio, birds of, 274. 

Old-squaw, 486, 577. 

Oldys, Henry, a remarkable Her- 

mit Thrush song, 538-541. 

Olor, 151, 598, 

buccinator, 39. 

columbianus, 39, 225, 549, 565. 

paloregonus, 37. 

Onychoprion, 125. 

Ontario, birds of, 114, 225-228, 596. 

‘Odlogist,’ review of the, 139, 300, 

457, 606. 

Oporornis agilis, 28, 121, 240. 

formosus, 421, 429, 587. 

philadelphia, 28, 429, 572. 

Oreocincla dauma socia, 451. 

whiteheadi, 607. 

Oreosterops javanica elongata, 600, 

pinaiz, 140. 

Oriole, Baltimore, 569. 
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Oriole, Bullock’s, 569. 

Orchard, 129, 498, 569. 

Oriolus oriolus, 198. 

Oregon, 36-39, 117. 

Ornithological articles in other 

journals, 143, 306, 465, 613. 

‘ Ornithologisches Jahrbuch,’ review 
of, 305, 464. 

‘Ornithologische Monatsberichite,’ 

review of, 141, 304-305, 462, 612. 

“Ornithologische Monatsschrift,’ 

review of, 142, 305, 463, 612. 

Ortalis vetula intermedia, 371. 

Osgood, W. H., notice of his expe- 

dition to Peru, 159. 

Osmotreron, 123. 

Osprey, 6, 244, 281, 420, 568. 
Ostrich, 600, 611. 

Otocoris alpestris alpestris, 343. 
alpestris hoyti, 152, 228. 

alpestris leucolema, 569. 

alpestris praticola, 569. 

Otomela lucionensis, 294. 

Otus asio asio, 340, 568. 

floridanus, 245, 504. 

maxwellie, 280. 

Ovenbird, 196, 207, 211-214, 351, 

358, 428, 513-526, 535, 572. 

Overton, Frank, and Harper, 

Francis, bird photography by the 

direct color process, 74-76. 

Owl, Acadian, 339. 

Arctic Horned, 227. 

Barred, 532, 536. 

Burrowing, 568. 

Florida Barred, 245, 495. 

Florida Screech, 245, 504. 

Great Gray, 25, 227. 

Great Horned, 155, 244, 420, 

504, 532. 

Labrador Horned, 7. 

Long-eared, 542, 568. 

Richardson’s, 18, 25, 227. 

Rocky-Mountain Screech, 280. 

Saw-whet, 543, 554. 

Screech, 340, 568. 
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Owl, Short-eared, 568. 

Snowy, 25, 228, 568. 

Western Horned, 568. 

Tengmalm’s, 18. 

Oxpecker, African, 129. 

Oxyechus, 287. 

vociferus, 24, 2438, 337, 372, 

426, 566. 

Oxyruncus cristatus, 404. 

cristatus frater, 404. 

Oxyura, 287. 

PACHYCEPHALA grisola, secedens, 

600. 

Pachysylvia decurtata, 377. 

Pagoa, 444. 

Pagolla, 444. 

Palzophasianus meleagroides, 598. 

Palxornis torquata, 457. 

Palmer, T. S., the Harlequin 

Duck in Wyoming, 106; addi- 

tional notes on the Harlequin 
Duck in Wyoming, 267; intro- 

duction of Ruffed Grouse on 

Washington Isl., Wisconsin, 582; 

review of his ‘National Reserva- 

tions for the Protection of Wild 

Life,’ 128. 

Panama, 121, 288, 422-429. 

Pandion haliaétus carolinensis, 6, 

244, 420, 495, 568. 

Paradisza duivenbodei, 462. 

Paradisea raggiana sororia, 462. 

Parascolopax, 596. 

Pardigalla intermedia, 608. 

Parepthianura, 303. 

Parisoma buryi, 607. 

Paroxyechus, 444. 

Parus ater ptilosus, 139. 

atricapillus borealis, 612. 

cinereus, 464. 

cinereus bokharensis, 464. 

cinereus dzungaricus, 464. 

cinereus ferghaniensis, 464. 

cinereus turcestanicus, 464. 

Passer, 137. 
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Passer domesticus, 153, 247. 

domesticus chephreni, 614. 

montanus volgensis, 464. 

yatu, 142. 

Passerculus sandwichensis alaudi- 

nus, 280, 570. 

sandwichensis savanna, 7, 570. 

Passerella, 14. 

iliaca, 177-187. 

iliaca iliaca, 8, 544. 

iliaca insularis, 18. 

iliaca schistacea, 113. 

Passerherbulus caudacutus, 129. 

henslowi henslowi, 487, 555. 

henslowi occidentalis, 570. 

lecontei, 570. 

maritimus maritimus, 152, 556. 

nelsoni nelsoni, 239, 555. 

nelsoni subvirgatus, 555. 

Passerina amoena, 571. 

cyanea, 347, 380, 571. 

Pedicecetes phasianellus campes- 

tris, 567. 

Pelecanoides urinatrix coppingeri, 

124. 

Pelecanus ecalifornicus, 424. 

erythrorhynchos, 106, 225, 430, 

564. 

occidentalis, 22, 424. 

Pelican, Brown, 22, 424. 

California Brown, 424. 

White, 106, 225, 430, 564. 

Pelidna alpina sakhalina, 17, 566. 

Pelionetta, 151. 

Peltohyas, 447. 

Pember, F. T., Black Vulture in 

Vermont, 112. 

Penelope perspicax, 452. 

Pennsylvania, birds of, 105, 279, 

325-358. 

Penthestes, 464. 

atricapillus atricapillus, 9, 353. 

atricapillu sseptentrionalis, 573. 

carolinensis carolinensis, 247, 

502. 

cinetus, 152. 

Penthestes cinctus obtectus, 152. 

hudsonicus columbianus, 447. 

hudsonicus hudsonicus, 9, 437. 

rufescens rufescens, 230. 

Perdix perdix, 465. 

Pericrocotus stanfordi, 606. 

Perisoreus canadensis canadensis, 

Paik 

canadensis nigricapillus, 7. 
infaustus opicus, 452. 

Pernettyva, 444. 

Peters, James L., list of birds col- 

lected in the territory of Quin- 

tana Roo, Mexico, in the winter 

and spring of 1912, 367-380. 

Petrel, Black-capped, 507, 508. 

'  Wilson’s, 3, 506. 

Leach’s, 21. 

Petrochelidon, 152. 

lunifrons lunifrons, 130, 571. 

Peucza eestivalis sestivalis, 246,499. 

Pewee, Western Wood, 280, 427. 

Wood, 232, 246, 273, 342, 427, 

495, 513-519, 533, 535, 537, 

569. 

Pheeopus, 444. 

Phethornis adolphei fraterculus, 

121. 

anthropilus fuscicapillus, 450. 

Phalacrocorax auritus auritus, 22, 

564. 

auritus floridanus, 241, 503. 

carbo, 22. 

macropus 37, 598. 

pelagicus robustus, 151. 

pelagicus resplendens, 151. 

Phalarope, Northern, 23, 111, 565. 

Wilson’s, 237, 551, 566. 

Phasianus strauchi chonensis, 302. 

Pheugopedius maculipectus macu- 

lipectus, 377. 

Philemon argenticeps, 609. 

Phillips, John C., bird migration 

from the standpoint of its periodic 

accuracy, 191-204; a crested 

Canada Goose, 578. 
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Phillips, Dr. J. C., and Glover M. 

Allen, notice of their Sudan ex- 

pedition, 160. 

Philohela minor, 23, 115, 243, 336, 

504, 580. 

Phlcotomus pileatus abieticola, 26, 

420. 

pileatus pileatus, 245, 496. 

Phlogothraupis sanguinolenta san- 

guinolenta, 379. 

Pheebastria, 125. 

Phoebe, 219, 261, 342, 358, 521, 

522, 533, 569. 
Pheebetria fusca campbelli, 124. 

Pheebetria palpebrata huttoni, 124. 

Pheenicophais curvirostris deningeri, 
600. 

Phcenicothraupisrubica nelsoni, 379. 

salvini salvini, 379. 

Phyllergates, 307. 

cucullatus batjanensis, 139. 

Phylloscopus indicus albigula, 142. 

borealis examinandus, 600. 

trivirgatus parvirostris, 307. 

Piaya cayana thermophila, 373. 
cayana venezuelensis, 449. 

Pica leucoptera, 464. 

pica hudsonia, 569. 

Picoides americanus americanus, 

22: 

arcticus, 26, 554. 

Picolaptes warszewiezi sequatoria- 

lis, 142. 

Picumnis vargee, 141. 

venezuelensis, 450. 

Picus canus biedermanni, 142. 

goru, 142. 

Pigeon, Band-tailed, 591. 

Passenger, 24, 338, 433, 552. 

Pinarochroa rudolphi, 304. 

Pinarolestes megarhynchus super- 
fluus, 306. 

Pinicola enucleator pacata, 452. 

Pintail, 9, 17, 564. 

Pionus senilis, 373. 

Pipilo erythrophthalmus alleni, 246, 

499. 
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Pipilo e. erythrophthalmus, 276, 

347, 571. 

maculatus arcticus, 571. 

Pipit; 28, 351, 57s. 

Sprague’s, 573. 

Pipromorpha assimilis assimilis, 376. 

Piranga erythromelas 12, 27, 348, 

428, 511. 

rubra rubra, 121, 246, 348, 379, 

499. 

Pisobia, 287. 

acuminata, 597. 

aurita, 597. 

bairdi, 551, 566. 

fuscicollis, 542, 566. 

minuta, 597. 

minutilla, 5, 425, 560. 

maculata, 238, 425, 551, 566. 

Pisorhina angeline, 141. 

Pitangus sulphuratus derbianus, 

SH), 

Pitta mackloti oblita, 306. 

Planesticus grayi grayi, 376. 

helleri, 597. 

migratorius migratorius, 9, 230, 

258, 394-398, 355, 504, 573. 

olivaceus polius, 597. 

Platypsaris aglaiz sumichrasti, 375. 

Plectrophenax nivalis nivalis, 18, 

275, 346, 570. 

nivalis townsendi, 18. 

Plegadide, 95. 

Plegadis, 92-95. 

autumnalis, 242, 268. 

Ploceus manyar, 307. 

Plover, Black-bellied, 566, 591. 

Golden, 24, 238, 271, 552, 566, 

581, 591. , 

Killdeer, 24, 219, 248, 337, 358, 

426. 

Piping, 3, 4, 115, 226, 260, 552, 

566. 

Semipalmated, 3, 6, 426, 566. 

Upland, 24, 337, 425, 566. 

Pluvialis, 287. 
Pneepyga mutica, 451. 

Pochard, European, 17. 
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Podica petersi, 461. 

Podiceps, 287, 458. 

Peecile atricapillus borealis, 463. 

Peecilonetta bahamensis, 110. 

Podilymbus magnus, 598. 

podiceps, 241, 420, 503, 563. 

podiceps antillarum, 452. 

Polioptila ceerulea czrulea, 81, 129, 

247, 354, 421. 

californica, 129. 

superciliaris superciliaris, 377. 

Poliospiza elgonensis, 302. 

menachensis, 607. 

Polysticta stelleri, 39. 

Pocecetes gramineus confinis, 280, 

570. 

Porzana atra, 459. 

carolina, 281, 425, 550, 565. 

murrayi, 459. 

Predo audax, 122. 

Pratincola caprata, 307. 

caprata albonotata, 307. 

Premnoplex brunnescens rostratus, 

WA. 

Pribilof Islands, birds of, 15-18. 

Prinia inornata burmanica, 608. 

formosa, 608. 

inornata exter, 451. 

Procellaria glacialis, 611. 

Procelsterna cerulea nebouxi, 124. 

cerulea imitatrix, 124, 

Progne chalybea, 377, 428. 

subis subis, 228, 246, 349, 499, 

556, 571. 

Prohaematopus, 444. 

Proictinia gilmorei, 598. 

Propasser, 451. 

Protective coloration, 81-91. 

Protonotaria citrea, 240, 428, 500. 

Psaltriparus santarite, 399. 

plumbeus, 399. 

melanotus lloydi, 399-401. 

Psephotus cucullatus, 301, 460. 

chrysopterygius blaauwi, 460. 

dissimilis, 301, 460. 

Pseudacanthis yemenensis 607. 

Index. [oet. 

Pseudocolaptes boissonneautii, stri- 

aticeps, 121. 

Pseudogerygone jacksoni, 141. 

Pseudotantalus, 93-95. 

Pseudotriceus pelselni berlepschi, 

288. 

Psilorhinus mexicanus cyanogenys, 

377. 

vociferus, 377. 

Psittinus cyanurus, 123. 

Pteroglossus torquatus 

zonus, 374. 

Ptilotis, 461, 610. 

ornata wesleydalei, 459. 

ornata underbooli, 459. 

Publications Received, 148, 308, 

468, 615. 

Pucrasia joretiana, 140, 300. 

ruficollis, 614. 

Puffin, 2. 

Puffinaria garnotii lessoni, 124. 

Puffinus borealis, 547. 

brevicaudus, 307. 

carneipes, 610. 

garnoti magellani, 124. 

gravis, 507. 

lherminieri, 506, 509. 

Pycnonotus leucotis, 142. 

Pyrocephalus rubinus blatteus, 376, 

452. 

Pyromelana, 137. 

Pyrrhula arizanica, 139. 

europea, 453. 

Pytelia melba, 609. 

afra, 609. 

erythro- 

Quai, California Valley, 453. 

Valley, 133. 

Quelea, 137. 

eethiopica, 137. 

Querquedula cyanoptera, 564. 

discors, 22, 143, 424, 564. 

Quiscalus major macrourus, 427. 

major major, 246. 

quiscula seneus, 27, 570. 

quiscula agleeus, 246, 499. 
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Quiscalus quiscula quiscula, 345. 

Rai, Black, 243, 269. 

King, 23, 77, 226, 236, 243, 436, 
549, 580. 

Sora, 281, 425. 

Virginia, 550, 565. 

Yellow, 550, 580. 

Rallicula klossi, 608. 

Rallus aquaticus, 612. 

elegans, 23, 77, 226, 243, 436, 

549, 580. 

elegans ramsdeni, 448. 

virginianus, 550, 565. 

Ramphastosg carinatus, 433. 

Ramsden, Chas. T., Glossy Ibis 

(Plegadis autumnalis) in eastern 

Cuba; a new record, 268; on the 

occurrence of Columba squamosa 

(Bonnaterre) in Cuba, 271. 

Raven, 343. 

Northern, 343, 437, 569. 

Recurvirostra americana, 23, 566. 

Redhead, 22, 564. 

Redpoll, 238, 345, 570. 

Redstart, 8, 207, 279, 351, 358, 421, 
429, 501, 515, 516, 518, 572. 

Red-wing, Florida, 246, 498. 

Thick-billed, 569. 

Reed, Chester A., review of his 

‘Birds of Eastern North America,’ 

120; obituary of, 319. 

Reedbird, 591. 

Regerinus uncinatus, 371. 

Reguloides maculipennis 

451. 

pulcher vegetus, 453. 

Regulus calendula calendula, 9, 

28, 129, 155, 279, 573. 

satrapa satrapa, 9, 354, 545, 

573. 
Remiza pendulina bostanjogli, 464. 

pendulina menzbieri, 464. 

“Revista Italiana di Ornitologia,’ 
review of, 465. 

“Revue Francaise d’Ornithologie,’ 

review of, 142, 303-304, 461-2. 

debilis, 
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Ridgway, Robert, review of his 

‘Color Standards and Color No- 

menclature,’ 439-440. 

Ridgwayia pinicola, 301. 

Riley, J. H., review of his ‘Birds of 

the Mount Robson Region,’ 447- 

448; review of his ‘King Rail of 

Cuba,’ ‘New Hummingbird from 
Brazil’ and ‘A New Name for 

Tanagra sclateri Berl,’ 448; re- 

view of his ‘The Bahama Barn 

Owl,’ 597. 

Riparia riparia, 130, 349, 428, 591. 

riparia fuscocollaris, 305. 

Rissa tridactyla tridactyla, 505, 508, 
509. 

Rhamphastos carinatus, 374. 

Rhipidura flabellifera kempi, 607. 

Rhode Island, birds of, 545-558. 

Rhodinocichla rosea eximia, 11-15. 

Rhodostethia rosea, 16. 

Rhynchocyelus cinereiceps, 376. 

Rhynchophanes mecowni, 570. 

Rhynchostruthus percivali, yeme- 

nensis, 608. 

Road-runner, 434. 

Robin, 9, 211-214, 230, 258, 394- 

398, 355, 504, 518, 514, 519, 522- 

526, 538, 535-537, 573, 590. 
Rogibyx, 444. 

Roper, Kenyon, Towhee in winter 

near Steubenville, Ohio, 276. 

Ross, Lucretius H., birds observed 

at Bennington, Vt., 436. 

Rossignol, G. R., Jr., another 

Bridled Tern for South Carolina, 

105; White Pelican at Savannah, 

Georgia, 106. 

Rough-leg, Ferruginous, 488, 567. 

Royal Australasian Ornithologists’ 

Union, review of its ‘ Official 

Check List of the Birds of Aus- 

tralia,’ 445-447. 

Ruff, 18, 552, 576. 

Rupornis magnirostris conspecta, 

370. 

magnirostris occidua, 452. 
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Sacre, John H., thirtieth stated 

meeting of the American Orni- 

thologists’ Union, 96-105. 

Saltator, 262. 

atriceps, 262-264. 

atriceps raptor, 380. 

grandis grandis, 379. 

magnoides magnoides, 379. 

Sanderling, 3, 436. 

Sandpiper, Baird’s 551, 566. 

Buff-breasted, 426, 552. 

Least, 5, 238, 425, 566. 

Pectoral, 238, 425, 551, 566. 

Red-backed, 17, 238, 566. 

Semipalmated, 3, 238, 425, 566. 

Solitary, 238, 425, 566. 

Spotted, 3, 6, 257, 337, 358, 420, 

426, 493, 5038, 566. 

Stilt, 23, 430, 551, 566. 

Western, 551. 

White-rumped, 452, 566. 

Sapsucker, Yellow bellied, 26, 115, 

155, 219, 221, 340, 518, 524, 

534, 568. 

Saunders, Aretas A., additional 

notes to the ‘Birds of Gallatin 

County, Montana,’ 116; the 

Old Squaw in Connecticut in 

summer, 577. 

Saunders, W. E., Harris’s Sparrow 

ineastern Ontario, 114; Hudson- 

ian Godwit on the Magdalen 

Islands, 271; Hudsonian God- 

wit, a correction, 430. 

Sauromarptis, 120. 

Sauropatis sanctus forsteri, 607. 

Saxicola leucomelzena, 460. 

cenanthe nivea, 612. 

Sayornis pheebe, 130, 261, 342, 376, 

569. 
saya, 306. 

Scapaneus guatemalensis guate- 

malensis, 374. 

Scharff, Robert F., review of his 

‘Distribution and Origin of Life 

in America,’ 283-286. 
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Sclater, Philip Lutley, obituary of, 

621. 

Scolopax lapponiea, 444. 

saturata, 596. 

solitaria, 596. 

Scoter, 3. 

Scotiaptex nebulosa nebulosa, 25, 

227. 

Scytalopus magellanicus grandis, 

449, 

Seilern, J. Graf von, see Hellmayr, 
C. E. 

Seiurus aurocapillus, 351, 428, 572. 

motacilla, 80, 429, 585. 

noveboracensis nogabilis, 152, 
B18) O12: 

noveboracensis noveboracensis, 

13, 428, 532, 557. 

Selasphorus alleni, 584. 

rufus, 155, 584. 

platycercus, 584. 

Sericornis flindersi, 302. 

Serinus canarius germanicus, 463. 

Setophaga ruticilla, 8, 121, 129, 279, 

351, 378, 429, 421, 501, 572. 

Sharples, Robert P., Caspian Tern 

in Chester Co., Pennsylvania, 105. 

Shearwater, Audubon’s, 506, 507, 

509. 

Cory’s, 547. 

Greater, 507. 

Shelley, G. E., review of his ‘Birds 

of Africa,’ 126. 

Sherman, Althea R., Carolinian 

avifauna in northeastern Iowa, 

77-81; the nest life of the Spar- 

row Hawk, 406-418. 

Shoveller, 17, 22, 137, 548, 564. 

Shrike Loggerhead, 246, 276, 421, — 

499. 

Migrant, 544, 556. 

Northern, 350, 572. 

White-rumped, 572. 

Shufeldt, Perey W., unusual plum- 

ages of the Ocellated Turkey 

(Agriocharis ocellata), 432. 
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Shufeldt, R. W., contributions to 

avian paleontology, 29-39; an 
unusual malady and _ probable 

cause of death in a Toucan 

(Ramphastos carinatus), 483; re- 

view of his recent papers on 
fossil birds, 597. 

Sialia sialis sialis, 29, 247, 259, 355, 

502, 573. 

Siberia, birds of, 451. 

Siphia, 307. 
Siskin, Pine, 238, 532, 570. 

Sitta canadensis, 9, 279, 354, 573. 

carolinensis atkinsi, 247, 502. 

carolinensis carolinensis, 155, 

354, 573. 

europea hispaniensis, 459. 

pusilla, 247, 502. 

pygmzxa pygmea, 129. 

Sittasomus griseus virescens, 121. 

sylvioides sylvioides, 375. 

Smithson, A. F., some birds of 

southwestern Missouri, 437. 

Smithsonian Report for 1911, notice 

of, 289. 

Snipe, Wilson’s, 23, 116, 226, 337, 

425, 566, 591. 

Snyder, W. E., a recent capture of 

the Eskimo Curlew, 269; the 

Wood Pewee a foster parent, 273; 

the Evening Grosbeak in Wis- 

consin, 275. 

Solitaire, Townsend’s, 280. 

Somateria dresseri, 22, 281. 

spectabilis, 17, 22, 107-110, 

548. 
Song, 472-474, 538-541, 591. 

Sora, 281, 425, 550, 566. 

South African Ornithologists’ Un- 
ion, notice of ‘ Journal,’ 461. 

South Carolina, birds of, 105, 114, 

271, 273, 276, 277, 278, 429. 

South Dakota, birds of, 280, 281, 

561-573. 

Sparrow, 
556. 

Acadian Sharp-tailed, 
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Sparrow, Baird’s, 280, 281. 

Chipping, 230, 346, 513-526, 
583;/585, 570: 

Clay-colored, 570. 

Dakota Song, 281. 

English, 41, 53, 247, 275. 

Field, 219, 221, 258, 279, 544. 

Florida Grasshopper, 437. 

Fox, 8, 177-187, 211-214, 219 

221, 544, 570. 

Gambel’s, 18. 

Grasshopper, 77. 

Harris’s, 114, 570. 

Henslow’s, 437, 555, 570. 

House, 454, 524, 529, 533. 

Kadiak Fox, 18. 

Lark, 240, 570. 

LeConte’s, 570. 

Lincoln’s, 8, 207, 281, 570. 

Nelson’s, 239, 555. 

Nuttall’s, 584. 

Pine-woods, 246, 499. 

Savannah, 7, 518-523, 533, 570. 

Seaside, 556. 
Slate-colored Fox, 113. 

Song, 219, 230, 346, 513-526, 

5oa, Deo, O70: 

Swamp, 346, 544, 570. 

Tree, 544. 

Vesper, 516-525, 533. 

Western Chipping, 280. 

Western Field, 570. 

Western Grasshopper, 

570. 
Western Henslow’s, 570. 

Western Savannah, 280. 

Western Tree, 280, 570. 

Western Vesper, 280, 570. 

White-crowned, 199, 544, 570. 

White-throated, 7, 116, 346, 

516-525, 533, 556, 570. 

Spatula clypeata, 17, 22, 548, 564. 

Speotyto cunicularia hypogea, 568. 

Sphyrapicus varius varius, 26, 115, 

340, 568. 

Spindalis pretrei, 405. 

280, 
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Spinus notatus, 152. 

Spinus pinus, 532, 570. 

Spiza americana, 78, 240, 348, 380, 

427, 571. 

Spizella monticola monticola, 544. 

monticola ochracea, 280, 570. 

pallida, 570. 

passerina arizone, 280. 

passerina passerina, 230, 346, 

570. 

pusilla arenacea, 571. 

pusilla pusilla, 152, 258, 279, 

544, 
Spoonbill, Roseate, 424, 503. 

Sporathraupis cyanocephala  bii- 
singi, 464. 

Sporophila morelleti, 380. 

Squatarola squatarola, 566. 

Starling, 274, 275, 454, 543, 554. 

Steganopus tricolor, 287, 551, 566. 

Stegmatops indistincta nupta, 307. 

argentaurus patasiwa, 307. 

Stelgidopteryx serripennis, 377. 

Stellula calliope, 584. 

Stercorarius longicaudus, 444. 

parasiticus, 444, 546. 

pomarinus, 444, 546. 

Sterna anglica, 613. 

anzetheta, 105. 

caspia, 105. 

dougallii, 125, 574. 

dougallii bangsi, 124. 

dougallii arideensis, 124. 

forsteri, 564. 

fuseata, 125, 547. 

hirundowowelbecoranooo, 420, 

436, 458, 546, 564. 

vittata bollonsi, 458. 

Sternula, 125. 

nereis davisie, 458. 

nereis exsul, 124. 

Stigmatops monticola, 140. 

deningeri, 140. 

Stilt, Black-necked, 425. 

Stipiturus malachurus, 303. 

Stizorhina vulpina intermedia, 608. 
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Stone, Witmer, the concealing colo- 

ration question, 146; the A. O. U. 

Check-List, 153-154; a peculiar 

Hudsonian Curlew, 270; the 

concealing coloration question, 

317; bird migration records of 

William Bartram, 325-358; re- 

view of his‘ Birds obtained by the 

Francis E. Bond Expedition in 

the Orinoco Delta and Paria 

Peninsula, Venezuela,’ 603. 

Stoparola, 305. 

panayensis obiensis, 139. 

Stover, A. J., night song of Nuttall’s 
Sparrow, 584. 

Stresemann, Erwin, reviews of his 

“Ornithological Miscellany of the 

Indo-Australasian Region,’ and 

‘Birds of Bali,’ 599. 

Strigops habroptilus innominatus, 

607. 

habroptilus parsonsi, 607. 

Strix funerea, 607. 

varia alleni, 245, 495. 

varia varia, 532, 536. 

virgata virgata, 373. 

Strong, R. M., review of his ‘Some 
Ideas on Teaching a Bird Course,’ 

127. 

Stubbs, Arthur P., Little Blue 

Heron (Florida cerulea) at Lynn, 

Mass., 430. 

Sturnella magna argutula, 246, 498. 

‘magna magna, 27, 344, 601. 

neglecta, 569, 601. 

Sturnus vulgaris, 151, 158, 548, 554. 

Subspilura, 596. 

Sula bassana, 225, 465, 505, 506,. 

509. 
eyanops, 287. 

dactylatra, 287. 

Surniculus lugubris brachyurus, 600. 
Suthora unicolor canaster, 451. 

zappeyl, 451. 

Suya crinigera cooki, 608. 

yunnanensis, 608. 
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Swales, B. H., Northern Phalarope 

(Lobipes lobatus) in Michigan,111; 

Golden Plover in Michigan, 581. 

Swallow, Bank, 349, 428, 571. 

Barn, 129, 276, 349, 358, 421, 

428, 5238-529, 533, 571, 590. 

lie, 524, 529) 534. 571: 

Rough-winged, 571. 

Tree, 8, 232-234, 519, 529, 534, 

iil 

Swan, Whistling, 226, 549, 565, 591. 

Swann, H. Kirke, review of his 

‘A Dictionary of English and 

Folk-Names of British Birds,’ 

441-442. 

Swarth, H.S., the status of Lloyd’s 
Bush-Tit as a bird of Arizona, 

399-401. 
Swenk, Myron, W., the Whooping 

Crane (Grus americana) in Ne- 

braska, 430. 

Swift, Chimney, 27, 194, 245, 253, 

258, 341, 358, 497, 524, 530, 

534, 568. 

Sylvia undata corsa, 305. 

Sylviparus modestus occultus, 451. 

Synallaxis candei venezuelensis, 450. 

erythrothorax, 375. 

fuscifrons, 305. 

gularis pichinche, 143. 

Tanager Scarlet, 27, 207, 211-214, 

348, 358, 428, 513, 515, 517, 

524, doo, Olle 

Summer, 246, 348, 499. 

Tanagra abbas, 379. 

cana diaconus, 379. 

sclater, 448. 

xanthogastra quitensis, 122. 

Tangara fucosus, 122. 

guttata bogotensis, 121. 

Tangavius involucratus, 379. 

Tantalus ibis, 93. 

Tchitrea melanura, 614. 

Teal, Blue-winged, 22, 424, 564. 

Cinnamon, 564. 
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Teal, Green-winged, 22, 564. 

Tegetmeier, William B., obituary 

notice of, 319. 

Telmatodytes palustris iliacus, 573. 

palustris palustris, 129. 

Tern, Arctic, 3, 125. 

Bridled, 105. 

Black, 225, 424, 547, 564. 

Caspian, 105. 

Common, 3, 5, 21, 125, 254, 

257, 333, 423, 4386, 546, 564. 

Forster’s, 564. 

Lesser, 125. 

Roseate, 125, 574. 

Sooty, 547. 

Tesia grallator, 451. 

Thalassarche melanophris belcheri, 

124. 

melanophris impavida, 124. 

melanophris richmondi, 124. 

Thalasseus, 125. 

bengalensis arabicus, 124. 

bergii bakeri, 124. 

bergii edwardsi, 124. 

Thalassogeron chrysostoma culmi- 

nata, 124. 

chrysostoma harterti, 124. 

Thamnistes anabatinus coronatus, 

122. 

Thamnophilus doliatus catus, 452. 

doliatus dearborni, 450. 

doliatus yucatanensis, 375. 

Thaumastura cora montana, 449. 

Thayer, Abbott H., naturalists and 

‘Concealing Coloration,’ 471, 618; 

review of his ‘Concealing Colora- 

tion, an Answer to Theodore 

Roosevelt,’ 126. 

Thayer, John E., a winter record of 
the Brown Thrasher in Lancaster, 

Mass., 435. 

Thayer, John E., and Bangs, 

Outram, review of their ‘Some 

Chinese Vertebrates. Aves,’ 451, 

and ‘A New Race of the Great 

Blue Heron,’ 452. 
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Thrasher, Brown, 211-214, 247, 278, 

351, 358, 485, 501, 578. 

Thraupis episcopus nesophilus, 448. 

Threnetes frazeri venezuelensis, 449. 

Threskiornis «thiopica, 93. 

Thriponax javensis, 600. 

javensis confusus, 600. 

Thrush, Gray-cheeked, 207, 

Dios 

Hermit, 9, 29, 129, 279, 438, 

516-519, 522, 527, 533-541, 

558. 

Olive-backed, 9, 513-519, 527, 

533-537, 573. 

Willow, 573. 

Wood, 354, 358, 421, 502, 515, 

516, 518, 523, 528, 533, 535— 

537, 573. 
Thrush-Warbler, Panama, 11-15. 

Thryomanes bewicki bewicki, 129, 

437. 

Thryothorus ludovicianus ludovi- 

cianus, 80, 352, 435, 501, 557. 

ludovicianus miamensis, 247. 

Thurston, Henry and Boyle, Ho- 

warth S., some seasonal notes on 

Long Island birds, 542-545. 

Tiaris bicolor, 152. 

Titlark, Sprague’s, 569. 

Titmouse, Tufted, 81, 247, 353, 502. 

Tityra semifasciata personata, 375. 

Todd, W. E. Clyde, notice of his 

expedition to James Bay, 161; 

review of his ‘Revision of the 

Genus Chzemepelia,’ 448-449. 

Todirostrum cinereum finitimum, 

240, 

376. 

Todus multicolor, 402. 

Torrey, Bradford, review of his 

‘Field-Days in California,’ 288; 

obituary of, 157-159. 

Totanus damacensis, 596. 

flavipes, 372, 425, 566. 

fuscus, 305. 

hypoleucus, 612. 

melanoleucus, 566. 

Index. [oct: 

Totanus ochropus, 462, 612. 

tenuirostris, 596. 

Towhee, 211-218, 276, 347, 358, 571. 

Arctic, 567, 571. 

White-eyed, 246, 499. 

Townsend, Charles W., some more 

Labrador notes, 1-10; review of 

his ‘Sand Dunes and Salt Marsh- 

es,’ 593. 

Toxostoma rufum, 247, 278, 351, 

WBS XO, Be 

Tree-duck, Brazilian, 110. 

Treron curvirostra, 123. 

Tribura, 451. 

Tringa, 287. 

maculata, 597. 

Troglodytes aédeon, aédon, 353. 

aédon parkmani, 258, 573. 

festinus, 122. 

musculus hypaédon, 377. 

irrequies, 377. 

Trogon melanocephalus 

cephalus, 374. 

Tropic-bird, 508. 

Trotter, Spencer, Arkansas King- 

bird (Tyrannus verticalis) in Dela- 

ware, 273; review of his ‘Faunal 

Divisions in Relation to Vegeta- 

tion,’ 450-451. 

Tryngites subruficollis, 426, 552. 

Tschusi zu Schmidhoffen, notice of 

his ‘Bibliography of Austrian Or- 

nithological Literature for 1911,’ 

291. 

Turacus ruspoli, 300. 

Turdus deningeri, 140. 

menachensis, 607. 

musicus hebridensis, 465. 

swynnertoni, 459. 

Turkey, Ocellated, 432. 

Florida, 248. 

Wild, 494. 

Turkey-buzzard, 295-298. 

Turtur decipiens elegans, 462. 

capicola hilgerti, 462. 

risorius, 290. 

melano- 
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Turtur turtur, 198. 

Turnstone, Ruddy, 3, 567. 

Tyler, Winsor M., a successful pair 

of Robins, 394-398; two rare 

birds for Massachusetts, 435. 

Tympanuchus americanus ameri- 

canus, 238, 567. 

Tyrannus dominicensis, 427. 

melancholicus satrapa, 375. 

tyrannus, 231, 245, 342, 427, 

497, 543, 568, 590. 

verticalis, 112, 273, 568. 

Tyto, 141, 614. 

alba detorta, 302. 

perlatus lucayanus, 597. 

U. 8. Biological Survey, review of 

the ‘Proposed Regulations for the 

Protection of Migratory Birds,’ 

591-593. 

Upupa waibeli, 304. 

Uria lomvia lomvia, 21. 

Urinator arcticus, 304. 

Urochroma costaricensis, 449. 

VANELLUS lateralis, 444. 

Veery, 115, 129, 207, 513-518, 5ae, 

536-537. 
Venezuela, 121, 603. 

‘Verhandlungen der Ornitholog- 
ischen Gessellschaft in Bayern,’ 

review of, 142. 

Vermivora celata, celata, 152, 556, 

572, 585. 

celata lutescens, 116. 

chrysoptera, 240, 436, 544, 595. 

leucobronchialis, 436, 595. 

peregrina, 8, 121, 572. 

pinus, 435, 595. 

rubricapilla gutturalis, 155. 

rubricapilla rubricapilla, 234. 

Vermont, birds of, 111, 112, 436. 

Vetola, 444. 

Vini hendersoni, 459. 

stepheni, 459, 600. 

Virginia, birds of, 113, 274, 594. 

Vireo griseus griseus, 28, 246, 350, 

377, 499. 

huttoni huttoni, 130. 

ochraceus, 377. 

Vireo, Blue-headed, 207, 277, 513, 

515, 517, 534. 

Red-eyed, 207, 246, 358, 499, 

515-519, 534, 535, 572. 

Solitary, 207, 277. 

Warbling, 207, 350, 572. 

White-eyed, 28, 246, 350, 499. 

Yellow-throated, 129. 

Vireolanius eximius mutabilis, 

122% 

Vireosylva gilva gilva, 350, 572. 

flavoviridis, 377. 

olivacea, 246, 350, 499, 572. 

Visher, S. S8., a few South Dakota 

records of some western birds, 

280; additions to a list of the 

birds of Harding County, north- 

western South Dakota, II, 281; 

an annotated list of the birds 

of Sanborn County, south east- 

central South Dakota, 561-573. 

Volatinia jacarini splendens, 380. 

Vultur monachus, 305. 

Vulture Black, 112, 244, 420, 426, 

494. 
Turkey, 227, 244, 274, 339, 494, 

553, 567. 

Watwace, J. H., notice of his ‘ Ala- 

bama Bird Day Book,’ 455. 

Warbler, Bay-breasted, 428, 572. 

Black and White, 207, 234, 428, 

516-519, 572. 

Blackburnian, 28, 516-518. 

Black-poll, 8, 501, 572. 

Black-throated Green, 8, 207, 

- 

(a 

Black-throated Blue, 515-516, 

557, 572. 

Blue-winged, 435, 595. 

Brewster’s, 436, 595. 

Canada, 196, 429, 516-518. 
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Warbler, Cape May, 278, 437. 
Cerulean, 240. 

Chestnut-sided, 207, 428, 514—- 

51S br2 

Connecticut, 28, 240. 

Golden-winged, 240, 544. 

Hooded, 501, 595. 

Kentucky, 421, 429, 587. 

Lutescent, 116. 

Magnolia, 8, 114, 207, 211, 234, 

iit, SUG. yey 

Mourning, 28, 429, 511-518, 

ae 

Myrtle, 8, 28, 234, 350, 534, 

572. 

Nashville, 207, 234. 

Northern Parula, 279. 

Orange-crowned, 556, 572. 

Palm, 572. 

Parula, 247, 500, 515-516, 518. 

Pine, 247, 421, 501, 557. 

Prairie, 247, 421. 

Prothonotary, 240, 428, 500. 

Swainson’s, 500. 

Tennessee, 7, 207, 572. 

Wilson’s 207. 21 572. 

Worm-eating, 421. 

Yellow, 8, 196, 207, 2385, 350, 

358, 428, 572, 603. 

Yellow-throated, 501. 

Warren, B. H., Yellow-headed 

Blackbird in Virginia, 113. 

Washington, birds of, 116. 

Washington Biologists’ Field Club, 

475. 

Water-Thrush, 207, 428, 532, 557.- 

Grinnell’s, 572. 

Louisiana, 80, 429, 585. 

Water-Turkey, 489. 

Waxwing, Bohemian, 571. 

Cedar, 27, 348, 524, 534, 571. 

Wayne, Arthur T., the Golden 

Plover (Charadrius. dominicus 

dominicus) again on the coast of 

South Carolina, 271; two fly- 

catchers of the genus Empidonax 

new to the fauna of South Caro- 

lina, 273; the Magnolia Warbler 

(Dendroica magnolia): an addi- 

tion to the fauna of the coast 

region of South Carolina, 277; 

the Cape May Warbler (Den- 

droica tigrina) taken in the spring 

on the coast of South Carolina, 

278; the Dovekie (Alle alle): an 

addition to the fauna of South 

Carolina, 429. 

West Virginia, birds of , 276, 580, 585. 

“Western Wild Life Call,’ noticed, 

292, 455. 

Weston, Francis M., Jr., swimming 

of young Herons, 111; Magnolia 

Warbler in the. coast region of 

South Carolina, 114; Barn Swal- 

low in South Carolina in winter, 

276; additional notes from the 

mountains of western North 

Carolina, 418-421. 

Whip-poor-will, 26, 536. 

Whistler, 3. ' 

Widgeon, European, 525, 574. 

Wild-fowl refuges, 161. 

Willet, 116. 

Western, 551, 566. 

Williams, H. C., White Ibis (Guara 

alba) in Missouri, 268; Brown 

Thrasher wintering near St. Louis, 

Mo., 278. 

Williamson, EH. B., actions of nest- 

ing Red-shouldered Hawks, 582. 

Wilson, Alexander, anniversary of 

death of, 622. 

‘Wilson Bulletin’, review of, 138, 

456, 606. 

Wilson Ornithological Club, 320. 

Wilsonia canadensis, 429. 

eitrina, 578, 501. 

pusilla pusilla, 130, 569, 572. 

Wisconsin, birds of, 269, 275, 582. 

Wood, Norman A., first Michigan 

specimen of the Three-toed Wood- 
pecker, 273. 
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Woodcock, 23, 115, 243, 336, 504, 

580. 

Woodpecker, Arctic Three-toed, 26, 

554. 

Batchelder’s, 280, 281. 

California, 155. 

Downy, 7, 156, 340, 420, 568. 

Hairy, 25, 156, 568. 

Ivory-billed, 245, 504. 

Northern Pileated, 26. 

Pileated, 245, 340, 420, 

524, 5381. 

Red-bellied, 78, 245, 497. 

Red-cockaded, 245, 496. 

Red-headed, 26, 245, 341, 420, 

497, 568. 

Southern Downy, 245, 496. 

Southern Hairy, 245, 496. 

Three-toed, 272. 

Wren, Bewick’s, 129, 437. 

Carolina, 80, 352, 4386, 501, 

as 

Florida, 247. 

House, 353, 358. 

Long-billed Marsh, 128, 326. 

Prairie Marsh, 573. 

Short-billed Marsh, 236, 558, 

Oiler 

Western House, 258, 573. 

Winter, 353, 421, 513, 517, 534, 

avi, BY GH 

Wright, Albert H., and Harper, 

Francis, a biological reconnais- 

sance of Okefinokee swamp: the 

birds, 477-505. 

Wright, Horace W., morning awak- 
ening and even-song, 512-537; 

Louisiana Water-Thrush in Mass- 

achusetts, 585. 

Wyoming, birds of, 106, 267. 

496, 

L ndex. 657 

XANTHOCEPHALUS xanthocephalus, 

113, 569. 

Xanthophilus, 137. 

Xanthoura yneas andicola, 121. 

Xema sabini, 105, 574. 

Xenops gembarbis mexicanus, 375. 

Xiphidiopterus cucullatus, 444. 

Miphorhynchus flavigaster flavigas- 
ter, 374. 

flavigaster yucatanensis, 374. 

YELLOW-LEGS, 238, 372, 425. 

Greater, 3, 238, 566, 591. 

Lesser, 238, 372, 425, 566, 591. 

Yellow-throat, Florida, 247. 

Maryland, 207, 234, 350, 358, 

ola, 5117, 518, 624: 

Western, 572. 

ZAMELODIA ludoyiciana, 380, 435, 

a2, D1, O80. 

Zanthomiza, 610. 

Zarapita, 444. 

Zenaidura macroura carolinensis, 10, 
24, 244, 339, 494, 542. 

macroura marginella, 567. 

Zimmer, John T., review of his 

‘Birds of the Thomas County 
Forest Reserve,’ 453. j 

Zonotrichia albicollis, 7, 116, 346, 

556, 570. 
gambeli, 447. 

leucophrys, 447. 

leucophrys gambeli, 18. 

leucophrys leucophrys, 544, 570. 

querula, 114, 570. 

strigiceps, 121. 

strigiceps dabbenei, 121. 

Zosterops palpebrosa harterti, 307. . 
palpebrosa fogheensis, 307. 
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ERRATA. 

Le 14, line 17, for Habia read Zamelodia. 

302, ‘ 33, insert after ‘Emu,’ XII, Part 3, January, 1913. 

of 36, “5, for ‘county’ read ‘country.’ 

“ 340, ‘* 1, ‘‘ Megascops read Otus. 

nu ane “99, “* pubescens read medianus. 

neh “ 35, ‘ Ceophloeus read Phicotomus. 

“ 374, “* 22, “ tzactl read tzacatl. 

“ 348, ‘ 34, ‘ Ampelis read Bombycilla. 

“ 353, “ 6, “ Traglodytes read Troglodytes. 

“« 424, “ 42, omit second cerulea. 

“ 610, ‘‘ 35, for carneiceps read carnetpes. 

DATES OF ISSUE. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 
FOR SALE AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES: 

The Auk. Complete set, Volumes I-XXIX, (1884-1912) in origi- 

nal covers, $99.00. Volumes I-VI are sold only with complete 

sets, other volumes, $3.00 each; 75 cents for single numbers. 

Index to The Auk (Vols. I-XVII, 1884-1900) and Bulletin of the 

Nuttall Ornithological Club (Vols. I-VIII, 1876-1883), Svo, pp. 

vii + 426, 1908 Cloth, $3.75; paper, $3.25. 

Check-List of North American Birds. Third edition, revised, 

1910. Cloth, 8vo., pp. 426, and 2 maps. $2.50, net, postage 

25 cents. Second edition, revised, 1895. Cloth, 8vo, pp. xi + 

372. $1.15. Original edition 1886. Out of print. 

Abridged Check-List of North American Birds. 1889. (Abridged 

and revised from the original edition). Paper, 8vo, pp. 71, printed 

on one side of the page. 25 cents. 

Pocket Check-List of North American Birds. (Abridged from 

the third edition). Flexible cover, 3} X 5g inches. 25 cents; 
10 copies for $2.00. 

Code of Nomenclature. Revised edition, 1908. Paper, 8vo, pp. 

Ixxxv. 50 cents. 

Original edition, 1892. Paper, 8vo, pp. iv-+ 72. 25 cents, 

‘We would be pleased to furnish The Auk, Index and Check-List 

to your library at 15% discount. 

Address JONATHAN DWIGHT, Jr. 

hoe VV 7st oot.) New York, n Y. 
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American Orvitholgiss’ Unig 
Check-List of North American 

Birds | 

Last Edition, 1910 

Cloth, 8vo, pp. 480 and two maps of North America, 

one a colored, faunal zone map, and one a locality map. 

The first authoritative and complete list of North 

American Birds published since the second edition of | 

the Check-List in 1895. The ranges of species and 

geographical races have been carefully revised and 

greatly extended, and the names conform to the latest 

rulings of the A.O. U. Committee on Nomenclature. 

The numbering of the species is the same as in the 

second edition. Price, including postage, $2.75. 

POCKET EDITION 

A pocket Check-List (32 by 5% inches )- of North 

American Birds with only the numbers and the scientific 

and popular names. Alternate pages blank for the 

insertion of notes. Flexible covers. Price, including 

postage, 25 cents; or 10 copies for $2.00. 

Address JONATHAN DWIGHT, Jr. 

134 W. 7Ist St. ~ New York City 
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